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A Curistuas Caro is a microcosm of Dickens. If one 

were asked to name a single book in which all the qualities 

and defects of the author were to be found, A Christmas Carol 

would be the readiest choice. Not greatly exceeding the 

dimensions of many a short story, though published originally 

as an individual book, there is no characteristic of the author 

that- may not here be studied, provided allowance is made 

for the intensifying of certain effects rendered necessary by 

the limitation of space. His marvellous powers of vivid por- 

traiture and graphic description are here seen at their best, for 

there is not a character whose outward appearance or whose 

inward nature is likely to be forgotten by the reader. There 

is no scene described that will fade from the eye of the mind 

on which the magic touch of the story-teller has impressed it. 

The novelist’s ability to visualise for us both persons and 

places could not be better illustrated. His power to com- 

municate the most varied degrees and varieties of ‘emotion, 

to project: into the mind of the reader his own sympathies 

and antipathies, is as pronounced in this little work as in 

any of his longer masterpieces. The gusto of his style and 

his humour are here at their freshest, and the seasonable 

character of the sentiment protects the pathetic touches 

from becoming overstrained. Above all, the loving, human 

heart of the man throbs steady and sure from the opening 

to the close of the little phantasy. The story has at once 
i



a THE STORY OF THIS BOOK. 

the rarefied atmosphere of a prose fancy and the convincing 
realism of a picture from life; it is, moreover, a “ story with 
a purpose,” and, like so many of his great books, it is success- 
fully achieved in spite of the burden he was 80 prone to 
impose upon an art that is foreign to the mission of the 
preacher. 
We need not stay to discover those defects of the author 

which his adverse critics would have no difficulty in ‘proclaim- 
ing, for it is enough, in our attitude of appreciation, that we 
can find in A Christmas Carol all the splendid qualities of 
head and heart that have endeared the name of Dickens to 
the whole world. Whatever faults of exaggeration, cither in 
humour or in pathos, whatever tendency to the theatrical 
he may have,’ whatever inelegancies of style when he en- 
deavours to achieve effects by insistence and repetition rather 
than by careful choice of the just word, the well-poised phrase, 
we love him none the less, and deliver ourselves to him bound hand and foot, captives to the wizardry of his story-telling. 

Not only is the Christmas Carol noteworthy as his finest achievement in a field of imaginative literature he made peculiarly his own, but because it was the first of a long series of seasonal productions, setting a fashion in English pub- lishing that has since assumed dimensions which the pioneer could hardly have conceived. The Carol and its successors have made the name of Charles Dickens synonymous with that of Father Christmas, and each succeeding Yuletide it is safe to say that the Spirit of Christmas, which seems to take possession of us all, is the spirit of Dickens. Indeed, one might be apt to think of him as the originator of the old English Christmas, which had its countless votaries many Senerations before he was born ; but what he did was to give enduring expression to all that ‘it stood for, of good fellowship and kindness of heart. He touched it to new issues and gave it a place in literature. 
_It was during a brief Stay. at Manchester 

of October 1843, that Dickens firs 
Christmas Carol, and he had finis 
the end of November, 

> in the beginning 
t conceived the idea of the 

hed the writing of it before We are told that during the progress of 
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the work he was extraordinarily excited, weeping and laughing 

over it as much as any of his readers. The little book was 

hurriedly got ready for the time of festival, being published 

by Chapman & Hall in a red cloth binding, with four coloured. 

etchings and four woodcuts by John Leech. In these later 

days, when we are accustomed to Christmas books appearing 

as early as October, and Christmas numbers coming out 

long ere a flake of snow has fallen, it is pleasant to think that 

the best of all Christmas stories was, as nearly as might be, 

a product of the season, and had not been prepared as. 

a commercial speculation under the scorching skies of 

August. : 

We are not to suppose, however, that its author was in any 

sense indifferent to the commercial aspect of his work, as in 

a letter to Forster he confesses his disappointment at the 

financial result, having set his heart on “a thousand clear.” 

The little book was immensely popular, and large quantities 

were sold, but the price had been placed too low in view of 

the expense of production, and a sale of 15,000 copies produced 

less than three-fourths of the sum he had hoped to earn by 

it. In later years the manuscript of the story, which the 

author presented to his friend Thomas Mitton, fetched £2000 

from an American collector. 

There have been, of course, innumerable reprints of the 

little book, at least twenty-four editions being published in 

its original form. .Everywhere it was received with the 

greatest favour, and Thackeray said of it, “It seems to me 

2 national benefit, and to every man or woman who reads it. 

a personal kindness. The last two people I heard speak of it 

were women; neither knew the other, or the author, and 

both said by way of criticism, ‘ God bless him !’” ; 

In October 1844 Dickens was staying at Genoa, when he 

‘engaged himself upon the successor to the Carol. In a letter 

to Douglas Jerrold he states that it was his intention in his 

new story to strike a blow on “ the brass countenance of 

wicked Cant,” and it was a maddening peal of chimes, ringing 

out from one of the steeples of Genoa while he was endeavour- 

ing to shape the opening of his tale, that gave him the title :
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a matter that had bothered him not a little. “I am in a 
regular ferocious excitement with The Chimes,” he writes to 
Forster: “ get up at seven; have a cold bath before break- 
fast; and blaze away, wrathful and red-hot, until three o’clock 
or so.” Later, he says, in forwarding the third instalment: 
“This book has made my face white in a foreign land; my 
cheeks have sunk again; my eyes have grown immensely 
larger; my hair is very lank; and the head inside the hair 
is hot and giddy.” 

The writing was concluded on November 3, when the 
author had “what women call a real good cry,” and in a 
letter written to Thomas Mitton he clearly anticipated for 
the book a much greater success than the Carol had achieved. 
Published by Chapman & Hall, with illustrations by Maclise, 
Leech, Doyle, and Stanfield, it did not create quite the excite- 
ment the sanguine author had expected, though it was most favourably received both by the critics and the general public, 
and from the sale of the first twenty thousand copies Dickens netted the sum of £1500. 

The story of his next Christmas book is of peculiar interest. Early in the summer of 1845, when he had returned to Devon- shire Terrace and was considering the idea of issuing a weekly periodiéal, he purposed christening it The Cricket, and thought of a motto to come under the title : “A cheerful creature that chirrups on the hearth.—Natural History.” This pro- ’ ject, however, came to nothing, ‘as meanwhile the Daily News was founded, and Dickens appointed editor, which post he retained for a fortnight only, discovering himself quite unsuited . to the task of conducting a daily newspaper. But it was still in the summer months when he began to turn his thoughts to his next Christmas story—we fear that before long he was forced to plan his Christmas stories in the summer-time just like the writers of to-day !—and the idea of the cricket seemed to adapt itself to this new purpose. He would make the cricket “a little household god—silent in the Wrong and sorrow of the tale, and loud again when all went well and happy.” Strangely enough, this third Christmas book, written with none of the burning enthusiasm that had marked the com-
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position of the first two, and finished early in November, 

when he had just confessed himself to be in the worst writing 

mood he had ever experienced, was so great a success, when 

published at the end of the year, that it entirely outstripped 

and almost doubled the circulation of the others. The Cricket 

on the Hearth was illustrated by the same artists whose work 

had enriched The Chimes, and when Chapman & Hall were 

advertising its twenty-second edition they were publishing only 

the tenth of the Carol and the twelfth of The Chimes. The 

Cricket is regarded by many as the masterpiece of its class, 

and certainly in warm human interest, and the cosy homeliness 

of its “interiors,” it makes a more direct appeal to the sym- 

pathies than even the Carol; but in the more delicate touches 

of fancy and the deeper notes of pathos it does not excel, 

though it may be allowed to rival, the first of these stories. 

_ The fourth Christmas book, The Battle of Life, was written 

in the late autumn of 1846, and published by Bradbury & 

Evans in the same style as the other three, the same famous 

artists again co-operating on the pictures, an important 

feature of these books. It was while staying at Lausanne 

in July of the year that the author had first sketched out, in 

_a very shadowy way, the idea for the story, having then been 

struck by the thought of connecting somehow a great battle- 

field with a love-story. Of the published book’ Lord Jeffrey 

said: “Itis better than any other man alive could have written, 

and has passages as fine as anything that ever came from the 

man himself.” It was quickly dramatised by Albert Smith, 

and put on the stage by the Keeleys at the Lyceum in time for 

the Christmas season, meeting with more success than Dickens. 

had been inclined to expect from a preliminary performance. 

The Christmas of 1847 was allowed to pass without a new 

story by Dickens, who was too busy on Dombey, then appearing 

in monthly parts, to be able to write a separate book for the - 

season, but in due course the following year The Haunted 

Man was published by Bradbury & Evans in the same 

style as its predecessors. It did not meet with the popularity 

of The Battle of Life, despite the fact that very large sales of 

the book were reported. It has never enjoyed the favour that
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has been accorded to all the other stories, and is to be classed 
with those puzzling works which, critically examined, seem 
‘to have all the qualities that ought to command popularity 
but somehow fail to receive it. He had begun the story in 
1847, but had to lay it aside for the reason stated ; and when 
he took it up again, a year later, he completed it with great 
facility, which may possibly be one of the reasons why it 
failed to hit the mark. Twenty thousand copies were sub- 
‘scribed on publication, chiefly, we suspect, on the strength 
of the author’s reputation. A dramatised version, hastily 
‘put together by Mark Lemon, was staged at the Adelphi with 
‘some success soon after the appearance of the book. 

These five stories were first issued in one volume in 1852, 
when the author prefaced them with a few lines touching 
the difficulties he had to overcome in their construction, and 
thus collected they bear the title of Christmas Books, which 
distinguishes them from the later series of short tales collected 
as Christmas Stories. J. A. H.
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WHO'S WHO 
IN THE “CHRISTMAS BOOKS.” 

  

A CHRISTMAS CAROL. 

Page 1. 

BELLE, an old sweetheart of Scrooge, whom the Ghost of Christmas Past 

shows to him. 
. 

CAROLINE, wife of one of the debtors of Scrooge, whom the Ghost of Christmas 

Yet To Come shows him. 
. 

Cratcuit, Bob, clerk to Scrooge. 

—— Mrs., wife of the above. 

_—- Belinda, second daughter of the above. 

—— Martha, eldest daughter of the above. 

_— Master Peter, one of the sons of the above. 

—— ‘Tim, called “Tiny Tim ;” youngest son of the above, a cripple. 

DILBER, Mrs.» a laundress shown to Scrooge by the Ghost of Christmas Yet 

'o Come. 

Fan, sister of Scrooge, whom the Ghost of Christmas Past shows to him. 

Fezztwic, Mr., an old merchant to whom Scrooge was an apprentice ; shown 

to Scrooge by the Ghost of Christmas Past. 

—— Mrs., wife of the above. 

—_— the three Misses, daughters of the above. 

FRED, nephew of Scrooge. 

Guost of Christmas Past, a phantom who shows Scrooge things that have been. 

Guost of Christmas Present, a jolly spirit who takes Scrooge through various 

scenes on Christmas Eve. 

Guost of Christmas Yet To Come, & spirit who shows Scrooge shadows of 

things that have not yet happened. 
‘ 

Jox, # marine-store dealer, and receiver of stolen goods. 

MARLEY, the Ghost of Jacob; a spirit that visits Scrooge on Christmas Eve, 

and was his partner during life. : 

Scrooce, Ebenezer, the chief character in the “Carol ;” surviving partner of 

Scrooge and Marley. 
. 

Tiny Tim, see Cratchit, Tim. 

TopreER, Mr., a guest at Fred's Christmas party. 

Witerss, Dick, a fellow-apprentice of Scrooge. 

an 

THE CHIMES. 
Page 79. 

Bow er, Lady, wife of Sir J oseph Bowley. 

__ Sir Joseph, a Member of ‘arliament, who prides himself on being the 

poor man’s friend. co 

—— Master, son of the above. 
: . 

CHICKENSTALKER, Mrs. Anne, keeper of a shop “in the general line.” 

Corte, Alderman, a plain and practical man, determined to put suicide down. 

Ferny, Lilian, an orphan and niece of Will Fern. 

—— Will, a poor but honest man with a bad name, 

Fier, a low-spirited man ready to prove anything by tables. 

Fisu, secretary to Sir Ji oseph Bowley. 

RICHARD, a young smith engaged to Meg Veck. 

Tuapy, porter to Sir J oseph Bowley ; marries Mrs. Chickenstalker. 

Vecr, Margaret or Meg, Toby Veck’s daughter. 

— Toby, called ‘ Trotty, "'a ticket porter. ‘ 

ix
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THE CRICKET ON THE HEARTH. 

Page 161. 

Boxer, John Peerybingle’s dog. 
Dot, see Peerybingle, Mrs. Mary. oo . 
FIELDING, May, friend of Mrs. Peerybingle ; marries Edward Plummer. 

Mrs., mother of the above, oo 
PEERYBINGLE, John, a sturdy man, much older than his wife, but ‘‘the best; 

the most considerate, the most affectionate of husbands.” 
—— Mrs. Mary, called ‘‘ Dot”: from her size ; wife of the above. 
PLUMMER, Caleb, a toymaker in the employ of Tackleton. 
—- Bertha, the blind daughter of the above. ° . oo 
—— Edward, son of Caleb, and brother of the foregoing; marries May Fielding. 
Stowzoy, Tilly, nurserymaid to Mrs. Peerybingle. 
TACKLETON, called “Gruff and Tackleton,” a toy merchant. 

  

THE BATTLE OF LIFE. 

Page 245, 
Britary, Benjamin, called ‘Little Britain,” servant to Doctor Jeddler 3 after- 

wards husband to Clemency Newcome. . 
Craccs, Thomas, attorney-at-law and partner to Jonathan Snitchey. 
—— Mrs., wife of the above. . 
HEATHFIELD, Alfred, a medical student; marries Grace Jeddler. 
JEDDLER, Doctor Anthony, 2 philosopher who looks upon the world as a. 

practical joke. 
—— Grace, daughter of the above 3 marries Alfred Heathfield. 
——— Marion, another daughter of the above. . Mantua, Aunt, sister of Doctor Jeddler, 
NewcomeE, Clemency, servant to Doctor J: eddler ; marries Benjamin Britain. SyTcuEy, Jonathan, attorney-at-law and partner of Thomas Craggs, 
—— Mrs., his wife. 
WaRDEN, Michael, a client of Messrs. Snitchey and Crages ; marries Marion. Jeddler, 

_ 

THE HAUNTED MAN, 

Page 325, 
Denuam, Edmund, a student whose real name is Longford. Loncrorp, Edmund, see Denham. 
REDLAW, a chemist ; a melancholy but kind-hearted man. SWIDGER, George, eldest son of Philip Swidger. 
— Milly, wife of William Swidger, 
~—— Philip, a superannuated custodian of the institution in which Mr. Redlaw- is a lecturer. 
— William, youngest son of the above ; servant to Redlaw and husband to illy. . 
TeTTERBY, Adolphus, a newsman with a number of children. —— Mrs. Sophia, wife of the above. 
—— "Dolphus, eldest son of the above. 
—— Johnny, their second son. | 
—— Sally, an infant always cutting teeth,



AUTHOR'S PREFACES. 

  

I. 

TO THE FIRST EDITION OF “A CHRISTMAS CAROL.” 

I wave endeavoured, in this ghostly little book, to raise 

the Ghost of an Idea, which shall not put my readers out of 

humour with themselves, with each other, with the season, 

‘or with me. May it haunt their houses pleasantly and no 

one wish to lay it! 
Their faithful friend and servant, 

December, 1843. 

  

II. 

TO THE FIRST CHEAP EDITION OF 

“CHRISTMAS BOOKS.” 

I nave included my little Christmas Books in this cheap 

edition, complying with a desire that has been repeatedly 

-expressed to me, and hoping .that they may prove generally 

acceptable in so accessible a form. 

The narrow space within which it was necessary to confine 

these Christmas Stories, when they were originally published, 

rendered their construction a matter of some difficulty, and 

‘almost necessitated what is peculiar in their machinery. I 

never attempted great elaboration of detail in the working out 

‘of character within such limits, believing that it could not 

succeed. My purpose was, in a whimsical kind of masque 

which the good humour of the season justified, to awaken 

some loving and forbearing thoughts, never out of season in 

‘a Christian land. I have the happiness of believing that I 

did not wholly miss it. 

Lonpon, September, 1852. 

xi
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A CHRISTMAS CAROL. 

  

STAVE ONE. 
MARLEY'S GHOST. 

‘Marry was dead: to begin with. There is no doubt 

whatever about that. The register of his burial was signed 

by the clergyman, the clerk, the undertaker, and the chief 

mourner. Scrooge signed it: and Scrooge’s name was good 

upon ’Change, for anything he chose to put his hand to. 

Old Marley was as dead as a door-nail. 

Mind! I don’t mean to say that I know, of my own 

knowledge, what there is particularly dead about a door- 

nail. I might have been inclined, myself, to regard a 

coffin-nail as the deadest piece of ironmongery in the trade. 

But the wisdom of our ancestors is in the simile; and my 

unhallowed hands shall not disturb it, or the Country’s 

done for. You will therefore permit me to repeat, emphat- 

ically, that Marley was as dead as a door-nail. 

Scrooge knew he was dead? Of course he did. How 

could it be otherwise? Scrooge and he were partners for I 

don’t know how many years. Scrooge was his sole execu- 

tor, his sole administrator, his sole assign, his sole residu- 

- ary legatee, his sole friend and sole mourner. And even 

Scrooge was not so dreadfully cut up by the sad event, but 

that he was an excellent man of business on the very day 

of the funeral, and solemnised it with an undoubted. bar- 

gain. ; 

The mention of Marley’s funeral brings me back to the 

point I started from. There is no doubt that Marley was 

dead. This must be distinctly understood, or nothing won- 

derful can come of the stury I am going to relate. If we 

were not perfectly convinced that Hamlet’s Father died 

before the play began, there would be nothing more re-
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markable in his taking a stroll at night, in an easterly wind, upon his own ramparts, than there would be in any 
other middle-aged gentleman rashly turning out after dark 
in a breezy spot—say Saint Paul’s Churchyard for instance —literally to astonish his son’s weak mind. 

Scrooge never painted out Old Marley’s name. There it stood, years afterwards, above the warehouse door: Scrooge and Marley. The firm was known as Scrooge and Marley. Sometimes people new to the business called Scrooge Scrooge, and sometimes Marley, but he answered to both names: it was all the same to him. 
Oh! But he was a tight-fisted hand ‘at the grindstone, Scrooge! a squeezing, wrenching, ' grasping, scraping, clutching, covetous, old sinner! Hard and sharp as flint, from which no steel had ever struck out generous fire; secret, and self-contained, and solitary as ‘an oyster. The cold within him froze his old features, nipped his pointed nose, shrivelled his cheek, stiffened his gait; made his eyes red, his thin lips blue; and spoke out shrewdly in his grating voice. A frosty rime was on his head, and on his eyebrows, and his wiry chin. He carried his own low tem- perature always about with him; he iced his office in the dog-days; and didn’t thaw it one degree at Christmas, External heat and cold had little influence on Scrooge. No warmth could warm , nor wintry weather chill him. No wind that blew was bitterer than he, no falling snow was more intent upon its purpose, no pelting rain less open to entreaty. oul weather didn’t know where to have him. The heaviest rain, and snow, and hail, and sleet, could boast of the advantage over him in only one respect. ‘They often “came down” handsomely, and Scrooge never did. Nobody ever stopped him in the street to say, with glad- some looks, “My dear Scrooge, how are you? When will you come to seeme?” No beggars implored him to bestow a trifle, no children asked him what it was o’clock, no man or woman ever once in all his life inquired the way to such and such a place, of Scrooge. Even the blind men’s dogs appeared to know him; and when they saw him coming on, would tug their owners into doorways and up courts; and then would wag their tails as though they said, “No eye at all is better than an evil eye, dark master!” 7° 0 0” __But what did Scrooge care? It was the very thing he liked. “ To edge his way along the crowded paths of life,
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warning all human sympathy to keep its distance, : was 

what the knowing ones call “nuts” to Scrooge... - : 

‘ Once upon a time—of all the good days in the year, on 

Christmas Eve—old Scrooge sat busy in his counting-house. 

It was‘cold, bleak, biting weather: foggy withal: and he 

could hear the people in the court outside go wheezing: up 

and down, beating their hands. upon their breasts, and 

stamping their feet upon the pavement-stones to warm 

them. ° The City clocks had only just gone three, but it 

was quite dark already: it had not been light all day: and 

candles were flaring in the windows of the neighbouring 

offices, like ruddy smears upon the palpable brown air. 

‘The fog came pouring in at every chink and keyhole, and 

was so dense without, that although the court was of the 

narrowest, the houses opposite were mere phantoms. ':' To 

see the dingy cloud come drooping down, obscuring every- 

thing, one might have thought that Nature lived hard by, 

and was brewing ona large scale.) 90 

The door of Scrooge’s counting-house was open that he 

might keep his eye upon his clerk, who in a dismal little 

cell beyond, a sort of tank, was copying letters. _ Scrooge 

had a very small fire, but the clerk’s fire was so very much 

smaller that it looked like one coal.. But ha couldn’t re- 

plenish it, for Scrooge kept the coal-box in his own room; 

and so surely as the clerk came in with the shovel, the mas- 

ter predicted that it would be necessary for them to part. 

Wherefore the clerk put on his white comforter, and tried 

to warm himself at the candle; in which effort, not being 

a man of a strong imagination, he failed. , 

“A merry Christmas, uncle! God save you!” cried a 

cheerful voice.: It was the voice of Scrooge’s nephew, who 

came upon him so quickly that this was the first intimation 

he had of his approach.’ . BS 

“Bah!” said Scrooge, “Humbug!” 

He had so heated himself with rapid walking in the fog 

and frost, this nephew of Scrooge’s, that he was all in a 

glow; his face was ruddy and handsome; his eyes. spar- 

kled, and his breath smoked again. — _ mS 

. “Christmas a humbug, uncle!” said Scrooge’s nephew. 

“You don’t mean that, [ am sure.” Fe , 

“T do,” said Scrooge. ‘Merry Christmas! “What right - 

have you to be merry? What reason have you to be merry? 

You’re poor enough.” hoe Se re
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“Come, then,” returned the nephew gaily. “What right 
have you to be dismal? What reason have you to be mo- 
rose? . You’re rich enough.” 

Scrooge having no better answer ready on the spur of the 
moment, said, “Bah!” again; and followed it up with 
“Humbug.” 
' “Don’t be cross, uncle,” said the nephew. 
“What else can I be,” returned the uncle, “when I live 

in such a world of fools as this? Merry Christmas! Out 
upon merry Christmas! What's Christmas time to you 
but a time for paying bills without money; a time for find- 
ing yourself a year older, but not an hour richer; a time 
for balancing your books and having every item in ’em 
through a round dozen of months presented dead against 
you? IfI could work my will,” said Scrooge, indignantly, 
“every idiot who goes about with ‘ Merry Christmas,’ on 
his lips, should be boiled with his own pudding, and buried 
with a stake of holly through his heart. He should!” 

“Uncle!” pleaded the nephew. 
“Nephew!” returned the uncle, sternly, “keep Christ- _ mas in your own way, and let me keep it ini mine.” 
“Keep it!” repeated Scrooge’s nephew. “But you 

don’t keep it.” 
“Let me leave it alone, then,” said Scrooge. “Much 

good may it do you! Much good it has ever done you!” 
“There are many things from which I might have de- rived good, by which I have not profited, I dare say,” re- turned the nephew: “Christmas among the rest. But I am sure I have always thought of Christmas time, when it has come round—apart from the veneration due to its sacred name and origin, if anything belonging to it can be apart from that—as a good time: a kind, forgiving, charitable, pleasant time: the only time I know of, in the long calen- dar of the year, when men and women seem by one consent to open their shut-up hearts freely, and to think of people below them as if they really were fellow-passengers to the grave, and not another race of creatures bound on other journeys. - And therefore, uncle, though it has never put a scrap of gold or silver in my pocket, I believe that it has done me good, and will do me good; and I say, God bless it!.? _ The clerk in the Tank involuntarily applauded: becom- ing immediately sensible of the impropriety, he poked the fire, and extinguished the last frail spark for ever
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‘Tet me hear another sound from you,” said Scrooge, 

“and you'll keep your Christmas by losing your situation. 

You're quite a powerful speaker, Sir,” he added, turning ta 

his nephew. “I wonder you don’t go into Parliament.” 

“ Don’t be angry, uncle. Come! Dine with us to-mor- 

row. 
. 

Scrooge said that he would see him——yes, indeed he 

did. He went the whole length of the expression, and. 

said that he would see him in that extremity first. 

“But why?” cried Scrooge’s nephew. “Why?” 

“Why did you get married? ” said Scrooge. 

“Because I fell in love.” 

“Because you fell in love!” growled Scrooge, as if that 

were the only one thing in the world more ridiculous than 

a merry Christmas. “Good afternoon!” 

“Nay, uncle, but you never came to see me before 

that happened. Why give it as a reason for not coming 

now?” 
“Good afternoon,” said Scrooge. , 

“J want nothing from you; I ask nothing of you; why 

cannot we be friends?” ; 

“ Good afternoon,” said Scrooge. 

“TJ am sorry, with all my heart, to find you so resolute. 

We have never had any quarrel, to which I have been a 

party. But I have made the trial in homage to Christmas, 

and V’ll keep my Christmas humour to the last.” So A 

Merry Christmas, uncle! ” 

“Good afternoon!” said Scrooge. 

“ And A Happy New Year!” 

“Good afternoon!” said Scrooge. 

His nephew left the room without an angry word, not- 

-withstanding. He stopped at the outer door to bestow the 

greetings of the season on the clerk, who, cold as he was, 

was warmer than Scrooge; for he returned them cordially. 

“'There’s another fellow,” muttered Scrooge; who over- 

heard him: “my clerk, with fifteen shillings a week, and 

a wife and family, talking about a merry Christmas. ll 

retire to Bedlam.” 
This lunatic, in letting Scrooge’s nephew. out, had let 

two other people in. They were portly gentlemen, pleas- 

ant to’ behold, and now stood, with their hats off, in 

Scrooge’s office. They had books and papers in their 

hands, and bowed to him. .
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“Scrooge and Marley’s, I believe,” said one of the gen- 
tlemen, referring to his list. “Have I the pleasure of ad- 
dressing Mr. Scrooge, or Mr. Marley?” : 

“Mr. Marley has been dead these seven years,” Scrooge 
replied. “He died seven years ago, this very night.” 
“We have no doubt his liberality is well represented by 

his surviving partner,” said the gentleman, presenting his’ 
credentials. . , ; ; . 

It certainly was; for they had been two kindred spirits. 
At the ominous word “liberality,” Scrooge frowned, and 
shook his head, and handed the credentials back, 

“At this festive season of the year, Mr. Scrooge,” said 
the gentleman, taking up a pen,:“it is more than usually 
desirable that we should make some slight provision for the 
poor and destitute, who suffer greatly at the present time. 
Many thousands are in want of common necessaries; hun- - 
dreds of. thousands are in- want of common comforts, 
Sir.” oo 

‘Are there no prisons?” asked Scrooge. . . 
‘© Plenty of prisons,” said. the gentleman, laying down 

the pen again. vos ee, 
“And the Union workhouses?” demanded Scrooge. 

“Are they still in operation?” .. ae 
~ “Phey are. Still,” returned the gentleman, .“I wish I 
could say they were not.” Le . 7 ; 

- “Thé'Treadmill and the Poor Law are in full vigour, 
then?” said Scrooge. ' Do. 

“Both very busy, Sir.” me, ' 
“Oh! I was afraid, from what you said at first, that 

something had occurred to stop them in their useful course,” 
said Scrooge. “I’m very glad to hear it.” os 

- “Under the impression that they scarcely furnish Chris- 
tian cheer of mind or body to the multitude,” returned the’ 
gentleman, “a few of us are endeavouring to raise a fund 
to buy the Poor some meat-and drink, and means of warmth. We choose this time, because it is a time, of all others, 
when Want is keenly felt, and Abundance rejoices. What shall I put you down for?” . wl, “Nothing! ” Scrooge replied... 
“You wish to be anonymous?” ~, eg 

- “T wish to be left alone,” said Scrooge. “Since you ask me.what I wish, gentlemen, that is my answer. ° I don’t make merry myself at Christmas, and I can’t afford to



  

          
SCROOGE’S SOLITARY DINNER 

The clerk, with the long ends of hig white comforter dangling below his waist, ran 

home to Camden Town as hard as he could pelt. Scrooge took his melancholy dinner 

in bis usual melancholy tavern; and having read all the newspapers, and beguiled the rest 

of the evening with his banker’s book, went home to bed.—Christmas Carol, pp. 10-11 
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make idle people: merry. : I help to support the establish- 

ments I have mentioned: they cost enough: and those who 

are badly off must go there.” ~ _ 

“Many can’t go there; and many would rather die.” 

“Tf they would rather die,” said Scrooge, “they had 

better do it, and decrease the surplus population... Besides 

—excuse me—I don’t know that.” Lt 

_ “But you might know it,” observed the gentleman. 

“Tt’s not my business,” Scrooge returned. “It’s enough 

for a man to understand his own business, and not'to in- 

terfere with other people’s. Mine occupies me constantly. 

Good afternoon, gentlemen!” | 
Seeing clearly that it would be useless to pursue their 

point, the gentlemen withdrew. Scrooge’ resumed his la- 

bours with an improved opinion of himself, and in more 

facetious temper than was usual with him. 
Meanwhile the fog and darkness thickened so, that the . 

people ran about with flaring links, proffering their services 

to go before horses in carriages, and conduct them on their 

way. The ancient tower of a church, whose gruff old 

bell was always peeping slily down at Scrooge out of a 

gothic window in the wall, ‘became invisible, and struck 

the hours and quarters in the clouds, with tremulous vibra-, 

tions afterwards as if its teeth were chattering in its frozen 

head up'there. The cold bécame intense. In the’ main 

street at the corner of the court, some labourers were re- 

pairing the gas-pipes, and had lighted a great fire in a 

brazier, round which a party of ragged men and boys were 

gathered: warming their hands and winking their eyes be- 

fore the blaze in rapture. The water-plug- being left in 

solitude, its overflowings sullenly congealed, and turned 

to misanthropic ice. The brightness of the shops where 

holly sprigs and berries crackled in the lamp heat of the 

windows, made pale.faces ruddy as they passed. Poul- 

terers’ and grocers’ trades became a splendid joke: a glo- . 

rious pageant, with which it was next to impossible to 

believe that such dull principles as bargain and sale had 

anything to do. The Lord Mayor, in the stronghold of the 

mighty Mansion House, gave orders to his fifty cooks. and 

butlers to keep Christmas as a Lord Mayor’s household 

should; and even the little tailor, whom he had fined five 

shillings on the previous Monday for being drunk and 

bloodthirsty in the streets, stirred up to-morrow’s pudding 

1*
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in his garret, while his lean wife and the baby sallied out | 
to buy the beef. os . 

Foggier yet, and colder! Piercing, searching, biting 
cold. I£ the good Saint Dunstan had but nipped the Evil 
Spirit’s nose with a touch of such weather as that, instead 
of using his familiar weapons, then indeed he would have 
roared to lusty purpose. The owner of one scant.young 
nose, gnawed and mumbled by the hungry cold as: bones 
are gnawed by dogs, stooped down at Scrooge’s keyhole to 
regale him with a Christmas carol: but at the first sound of 

“God bless you, merry gentleman! 
May nothing you dismay!” 

Scrooge ‘seized. the ruler with such energy of action, that 
- the singer fled in terror, leaving the keyhole to the fog and 

even more congenial frost. : 
At length the hour of shutting up the counting-house 

arrived. : With an ill-will. Scrooge .dismounted from his 
stool, and tacitly admitted the fact to the expectant clerk 
in the Tank, who instantly snuffed his candle out, and put 
on his hat. | oe 

“You'll want all day to-morrow, I suppose?” said 
Scrooge. , 

“Tf quite convenient, Sir.” ; 
~“Tt?s not convenient,” said Scrooge, “and it’s not fair. 

If I was to stop half-a-crown for it, you’d think yourself 
ill-used, I’1l be bound?” - 

The clerk smiled faintly. 
- “And yet,” said Scrooge, “you don’t think me-ill-used, 
when I pay a day’s wages for no work.” 

The clerk observed that it was only once a year. 
“A poor excuse for picking a man’s pocket every twenty- 

fifth of December!” said Scrooge, buttoning his great-coat 
to the chin. “But I suppose you must have the whole 

. day. Be here all the earlier next morning!” = =—s_° 
The clerk promised that he would; and Scrooge walked 

out with a growl. The office was closed in a twinkling, 
and the clerk, with the long ends of his white comforter 
dangling below his waist (for he boasted no great-coat), 
went down a'slide on Cornhill, at the end of a lane of boys, 
twenty times, in honour. of its being Christmas Eve, and 
then ran home to Camden Town as hard as he could. pelt 
to play at blindman’s-buff, : 2
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Scrooge took his melancholy dinner in his usual melan- 

choly tavern; and having read all the newspapers, and be- 

guiled the rest of the evening with his banker’s-book, went 

home to bed. He lived in chambers which had once be- 

longed to his deceased partner. They were a gloomy suite 

of rooms, in a lowering pile of building up a yard, where 

it had so little business to be, that one could scarcely help 

fancying it must have run there when it was a young 

house, playing at hide-and-seek with other houses, and 

have forgotten the way out again. It was old enough now, 

and dreary enough, for nobody lived in it but Scrooge, the 

other rooms being all Jet out as offices. The yard was so 

dark that even Scrooge, who knew its every stone, was 

fain to grope with his hands. The fog and frost so hung 

about the black old gateway of the house, that it seemed 

as if the Genius of the Weather sat in mournful meditation 

on the threshold. 
Now, itis a fact, that there was nothing at all particular 

about the knocker on the door, except that it was very 

large. It is alsoa fact, that Scrooge had seen it, night 

and morning, during his whole residence in that place; 

also that Scrooge had as little of what is called fancy about 

him as any man in the City of London, even including— 

which is a bold word—the corporation, aldermen, and 

livery. Let it also be borne in mind that Scrooge had not 

bestowed one thought on Marley, since his last mention of ~ 

his seven-years’ dead partner that afternoon. And then 

let any man explain to me, if he can, how it happened that 

Scrooge, having his key in the lock of the door, saw in the 

knocker, without its undergoing any intermediate process 

of change: not a knocker, but Marley’s face. . 

Marley’s face. It was not in impenetrable shadow as 

the other objects in the yard were, but had a dismal light 

about it, like a bad lobster in adark cellar. It was not 

angry or ferocious, but looked at Scrooge as Marley used to 

look: with ghostly spectacles turned up on its ghostly fore- 

head. The hair was curiously stirred, as if by breath or 

hot air; and, though the eyes were wide open, they were 

perfectly motionless. That, and its livid colour, made it 

horrible; butits horror seemed to be in spite of the face and 

beyond its control, rather than a part of its own expression. 

‘As Scrooge looked fixedly at this phenomenon, it was a 

knocker again. we,
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To say that he was not startled, or that his blood was 
not conscious of a terrible sensation to which it had been a 
stranger from infancy, would be untrue. But he put his 
hand upon the key he had relinquished, turned it sturdily, 
walked in, and lighted his candle. . - 

He did pause, with a moment’s irresolution, before he 
shut the door; and he did look cautiously behind it first, 
as if he half-expected to be terrified with the sight of 
Marley’s pigtail sticking out into the hall. But there was 
nothing on the back of the door, except the screws and 
nuts that held the knocker on; so he said “Pooh, pooh!” 
and closed it with a bang. , 

The sound resounded through the house like thunder. 
Every room above, and every cask in the wine-merchant’s 
cellars below, appeared to have a separate peal of echoes of 
its own. Scrooge was not a man to be frightened by echoes. 
He fastened the door, and walked across the hall, and up 
the stairs: slowly too: trimming his candle as he went. 

You may talk vaguely about driving a coach-and-six up 
a good old flight of stairs, or through a bad young Act of 
Parliament; but I mean to say you might have got a hearse 
up that staircase, and taken it broadwise, with the splinter- 
bar towards the wall, and the door towards the balustrades: 
and done it easy. There was plenty of width for that, and 
room to spare; which is perhaps the reason why Scrooge 
thought he saw a locomotive hearse going on before him 
in the gloom. Half-a-dozen gas-lamps out of the street 
wouldn’t have lighted the entry too well, so you may sup- 
pose that it was pretty dark with Scrooge’s dip. 
. Up Scrooge went, not caring a button for that: darkness 
is cheap, and Scrooge liked it. But before he shut his 
heavy door, he walked through his rooms to see that all was right. He had just enough recollection of the face to desire to do that. ; . 

Sitting-room, bedroom, lumber-room. Allas they should be. .N obody under the table, nobody under the sofa; a small fire in the grate; spoon and basin ready; and the little saucepan of gruel (Scrooge had a cold in his head) upon the hob. Nobody under the bed; nobody in the closet; nobody in his dressing-gown, which was hanging up in & suspicious attitude against the wall. Lumber-room as usual. Old fire-guard, old shoes two fish-baskets - ing-stand on three legs, and a poker 2 wash:
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_- Quite satisfied, he closed his door, ‘and locked himself 

in; double-locked himself in, which was not his custom. 

Thus secured against surprise, he took off his cravat; “put 

on his dressing-gown and slippers, and his nightcap; and 

sat down before the fire to take his gruel. L va 

_ It was a very low fire indeed; nothing on such. a_ bitter 

night. He was obliged to sit close to it, and brood over it; 

before he ‘could extract the least sensation of warmth from 

- such a handfulof fuel. The fireplace was an old one, built 

by some Dutch merchant long ago, and paved all-round 

with quaint Dutch tiles, designed to illustrate the Scrip- 

tures.. There were Cains and Abels, Pharaoh’s daughters, 

‘ Queens of Sheba, Angelic messengers descending through 

the air on clouds like feather-beds, Abrahams, Belshazzars, 

Apostles putting off to sea in butter-boats, hundreds of fig- 

ures, to attract his thoughts; and yet that face of Marley, 

seven years dead; came like’ the ancient Prophet’s rod, and 

swallowed up the whole. If each smooth tile had been a 

_ blank at first, with power to shape some picture on its 

surface from the disjointed fragments of his thoughts, 

there would have been.a copy of old Marley’s head on» 

every one. et Bo 

_ “Humbug!” said Scrooge; and walked across the room. 

After several turns, he sat down again. As he threw 

his head back in the chair, his glance happened to rest 

upon a bell, a disused bell, that hung in the room, and 

communicated for some purpose now forgotten with a cham- 

ber in the highest story of the building. It was with great 

astonishment, and with a strange, inexplicable dread, that 

as he looked, he saw this bell begin to swing. It swung so 

softly in the outset that it scarcely made a sound; but soon 

it rang out loudly, and so did every bell in the house. 

This might have lasted half a minute, or a minute, but 

it seemed an hour. The’ bells ceased as they had begun, 

together. They were succeeded by a clanking noise, deep 

down below; as if some person were dragging a heavy 

chain over the casks in the wine-merchant’s cellar. - Scrooge 

then remembered to have heard that ghosts in haunted 

houses were described as dragging chains. *. Ste 

The cellar-door few open with a booming sound, and 

then he heard the noise much louder, on the floors below; 

then coming up the stairs; then coming straight towards 

his door. oe cho ,
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“It’s humbug still!” said Scrooge. “I won’t believe 
it.” 

His colour changed though, when, without a pause, it 
came on through the heavy door, and passed into the room 
before his eyes. Upon its coming in, the dying flame 

' leaped up, as though it cried “I know him! Marley’s 
Ghost!” and fell again. 

The same face: the very same. Marley in his pigtail, 
usual waistcoat, tights and boots; the tassels on the latter 
bristling, like his pigtail, and his coat-skirts, and the hair 
upon his head. The chain he drew was clasped about his 
middle. It was long, and wound about him like a tail; 
and it was made (for Scrooge observed it closely) of cash- 
boxes, keys, padlocks, ledgers, deeds, and heavy purses 
wrought in steel. His body was transparent; so that Scrooge, observing him, and looking through his waistcoat, could see the two buttons on his coat behind. 

Scrooge had often heard it said that Marley had no 
bowels, but he had never believed it until now. 

- No, nor did he believe it even now. Though he looked the phantom through and through, and saw it standing be- fore him; though he felt the chilling influence of its death- cold eyes; and marked the very texture of the folded ker- chief bound about its head and chin, which wrapper he had not observed before: he was still incredulous, and fought against his senses, 
“How now!” said Scrooge, caustic and cold as ever. “What do you want with me?” 
“Much! ”—Marley’s voice, no doubt about it. “Who are you?” 
“Ask me who I was.” 
“Who were you then?” said Scrooge, raising his voice, “You're particular—for a shade.” He was going to say “to a shade,” but substituted this, as more appropriate. “In life I was your partner, Jacob Marley.” “Can you—can you sit down?” asked Scrooge, lookin doubtfully at him. ee 8 “T can.” 
“Do it then.” 
‘Scrooge asked the question, because he didn’t know whether a ghost so transparent might find himself in a con- dition to take a chair; and felt that in the event of its being impossible, it might involve the necessity of an em-
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barrassing explanation. But the Ghost sat down on the 

opposite side of the fireplace, as if he were quite used to it. 

“You don’t believe in me,” observed the Ghost. 

“T don’t,” said Scrooge. 
“What evidence would you have of my reality beyond 

that of your senses? ” 
“T don’t know,” said Scrooge. 
“ Why do you doubt your senses? vo 

“Because,” said Scrooge, “a little thing affects them. 

A slight disorder of the stomach makes them cheats. You 

may be an undigested bit of beef, a blot of mustard, a 

crumb of cheese, a fragment of an underdone potato. 

‘There’s more of gravy than of grave about you, whatever 

you are!” 
Scrooge was not much in the habit of cracking jokes, 

nor did he feel, in his heart, by any means waggish then, 

’ The truth is, that he tried to be smart, as a means of dis- 

tracting his own attention, and keeping down his terror; for 

the spectre’s voice disturbed the very marrow in his bones.- 

To sit, staring at those fixed, glazed eyes, in silence for 

a moment, would play, Scrooge felt, the very deuce with 

him. There was something very awful, too, in the spectre’s 

being provided with an infernal atmosphere of its own. 

Scrooge could not feel it himself, but this was clearly the 

case; for though the Ghost sat perfectly motionless, its 

hair, and skirts, and tassels, were still agitated as by the 

hot vapour from an oven. 

“ You see this toothpick? ” said Scrooge, returning quick- 

ly to the charge, for the reason just assigned; and wishing, 

though it were only for a second, to divert the vision’s 

stony gaze from himself. 

“T do,” replied the Ghost. 
“You are not looking at it,” said Scrooge. ; 

“But I see it,” said the Ghost, “ notwithstanding.” 

“Well!” returned Scrooge. “I have but to swallow 

this, and be for the rest of my days persecuted by a legion 

of goblins, all of my own creation. Humbug, I tell you 

—humbug!” - 

At this the spirit raised a frightful cry, and shook its 

chain with such a dismal and appalling noise, that Scrooge 

held on tight to his chair, to save himself from falling in a 

swoon. But how much greater was his horror, when the 

phantom taking off the bandage round its head, as if it
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were too warm to wear indoors, its lower jaw dropped down upon its breast! , Scrooge fell upon his knees, and clasped his hands be- ’ fore his face. oO . 7 “Mercy!” he said. .“ Dreadful apparition, why do you trouble me? ” : “Man of the worldly mind!” replied the Ghost, “do you believe in me or not?” a “Ido,” said Scrooge. “I must. But why do spirits walk the earth, and why do they come to me?” “It is required of every man,” the Ghost returned, “that the spirit within him should walk abroad among his fellow- men, and travel far and wide; and if that spirit goes not forth in life, it is condemned to do so after death. - It is doomed to wander ‘through the world—oh, woe is me!— and witness what it cannot share, but might have shared : on earth, and turned to happiness!” 
Again the spectre raised a ery, and shook its chain, and wrung its shadowy hands. fio, mo ‘ “You are fettered,” said Scrooge, trembling. “Tell mo why?” : : ote . : cos 

“TI wear the chain I forged in life,” replied the Ghost. “J made it link by link, and yard: by yard; I girded it on of my own free will, and of my own free will I wore it, ‘Is its pattern strange to you?? —. 7 Scrooge trembled more and more. SC . “Or would you know,” pursued the Ghost, “the weight and length of the strong coil you bear yourself?’ It was full as heavy and as long ‘as this, seven Christmas Eves ago. - You have laboured on it, since. It is a ponderous chain!” ete, 
_ Scrooge glanced about him on the floor, in the expecta- tion of finding himself surrounded by some’ fifty or sixty fathoms of iron cable; but he could see nothing. “Jacob,” he said, imploringly. “Old Jacob Marley, tell me more. Speak comfort to me,' Jacob.” oe “TI have-none to give,” the Ghost replied. .“It comes from other regions, Ebenezer Scrooge, and is conveyed by other ministers, to other kinds’ of men.” Nor can I teil you what I would. A very little more, is all permitted to me.° -I cannot rest, I cannot stay, I cannot linger any- where.’ My spirit never walked beyond our counting-house —mark me!—in life my spirit never roved beyond the nar-



 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 
 

  
 
 

THE GHOSTLY KNOCKER 

we as Marley used to look: with ghostly 
The eyes were wide open, they were 

made it horrible.—Christmas Carol, p. 11 
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spectacles turned up on its ghostly forehead. 

perfectly motionless. That, and its livid colour, 
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row limits of our money-changing hole; ‘and weary jour- 

neys lie beforeme!” , . 

It was a habit with Scrooge, whenever he became 

thoughtful, to put his hands in his breeches pockets. Pon- 

dering on what the Ghost had said, he did so now, but 

without lifting up his eyes, or getting off his knees. - 

“You must have been very slow about it, Jacob,” 

Scrooge observed, in a business-like manner, though with 

humility and deference. my co, 

“Slow!” the Ghost repeated. . Se 

' Seven years dead,” mused Scrooge. “And travelling 

all the time!” So Bo, 

“The whole time,” said the Ghost. “No rest, no peace. 

Incessant torture of remorse.” .— 

“You travel fast?” said Scrooge. . 

“ On the wings of the wind,” replied the Ghost. . 

“You might have got over a great quantity of ground 

in seven years,” said Scrooge. a . 

The Ghost, on hearing this, set up another ery, and 

clanked its chain so hideously in the dead silence of the 

night, that the Ward would have been justified in indict- 

ing it fora nuisance. Ss te 

“Oh! captive, bound, and double-ironed,” cried the. 

phantom, “not to know, that ages of incessant labour, by ~ 

immoital creatures, for this earth must pass into eternity 

before the good of which it is susceptible .is all developed. 

Not to know that any Christian spirit working kindly in its 

little sphere, whatever it may be, will find its mortal life 

too short for its vast means of usefulness. Not to know 

that no‘space of regret can make amends for one life’s op- 

portunity misused!’ Yet such was I! Oh! such was I!” 

“But you were always a good man of business, Jacob,” 

faltered Scrooge, who now began to apply this to himself. 

“Business!” cried the Ghost, wringing its hands again. 

“Mankind was my business. The common welfare was 

my business; charity, mercy, forbearance, and benevolence, 

were, all, my business. ‘ The dealings of my trade were 

but a drop of water in the comprehensive ocean of my busi- 

ness!” Be, i: 

Tt held up its chain at arm’s length, as if that were the 

cause of all its unavailing grief, and flung it heavily upon 

the ground again. oot, - 

«At this time of the rolling‘year;”sthe spectre said. “T 
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suffer most. Why did I walk through crowds of fellow- 
‘beings with my eyes turned down, and never raise them to 
that blessed Star which led the Wise Men to a poor abode! 
‘Were there no poor homes to which its light would have 
conducted me /” ° 

Scrooge was very much dismayed to liear the spectre 
going on at this rate, and began to quake exceedingly. 

“Hear me!” cried the Ghost. ‘“ My timeis nearly gone.” 
“T will,” said Scrooge. ‘But don’t be hard upon me! 

Don’t be flowery, Jacob! Pray!” 
_ “How it is that I appear before you in a shape that you 
can see, I may noftell. I have sat invisible beside you 
many and many a day.” 

It was not an agreeable idea. Scrooge shivered, and 
wiped the perspiration from his brow. 

“That is no light part of my penance,” pursued the 
Ghost. “I am here to-night to warn you, that you have 
yet a chance and hope of escaping my fate... A chance and 
hope of my procuring, Ebenezer.” 

“You were always a good friend to me,” said Scrooge. 
“Thank’ee!” ; 

“You will be haunted,” resumed the Ghost, “by Three 
Spirits.” 

Serooge’s countenance fell almost as low as the Ghost’s 
had done. . 

“Ts that the chance and hope you mentioned, Jacob? ” 
he demanded, in a faltering voice. 

. “Ttis.” 
“J—I think I’d rather not,” said Scrooge. 
“Without their visits,” said the Ghost, “you cannot 

hope to shun the path I tread. Expect the first to-mor- 
row, when the bell tolls one.” 
-- “Couldn’t I take ’em all at once, and have it over, 
Jacob?” hinted Scrooge. 

“Expect the second on the next night at the same hour. 
The third upon the next night when the last stroke of 
twelve has ceased to vibrate. Look to see me no more; 
and look that, for your own sake, you remember what has 
passed between us!” 
'. When it had said these words, the spectre took its wrap- 
per from the table, and bound it round its head, as before. 
Scrooge knew this, by the smart sound its teeth made, 
when the jaws were brought together by the bandage. He
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ventured to raise his eyes again, and found his supernat- 

ural visitor confronting him in an erect attitude, with its 
chain wound over and about its arm. 

The apparition walked backward from him; and at every 

step it took, the window raised itself a little, so that when 

the spectre reached, it, it was wide open. It beckoned 

Serooge to approach, which he did. When they were 

within two paces of each other,. Marley’s Ghost held up its 

hand, warning him to come no nearer. Scrooge stopped. 

Wot so much in obedience, as in surprise and fear: for 

on the raising of the hand, he became sensible of confused 

noises in the-air; incoherent sounds of lamentation and 

regret; wailings inexpressibly sorrowful and self-accusa- 

tory. The spectre, after listening for a moment, joined in the 

mournful dirge; and floated out upon the bleak, dark night. 

Scrooge followed to the window: desperate in his curi- 

osity. He looked out. 
The air was filled with phantoms, wandering hithe: and 

thither in restless haste, and moaning as they went. Every 

one of them wore chains like Marley’s Ghost; some few 

(they might be guilty governments) were linked together; 

none were free.. Many had been personally known to 

Scrooge in their lives. He had been quite familiar with 

one old ghost, in a white waistcoat, with a monstrous iron 

safe attached to its ankle, who cried piteously at being 

unable to assist 2 wretched woman with an infant, whom 

it saw below, upon a door-step. The misery with them all 

was, clearly, that they sought to interfere, for good, in 

human matters, and had lost the power for ever. , 

Whether these creatures faded into mist, or mist en- 

shrouded them, he could not tell. But they and their spirit 

voices faded together; andthe night became as it had been 

when he walked home. 
Scrooge closed the window, and examined the door by 

which the Ghost had entered. ‘It was double-locked, as he 

had locked it with his own hands, and the bolts were un- 

disturbed. He tried to say “Humbug!” but stopped at 

the first syllable. And being, from the emotion he had 

undergone, or the fatigues of the day, or his glimpse of the 

Invisible World, or the dull conversation of the Ghost, or 

the lateness of the hour, much in need of. repose; went 

straight to bed, without undressing, and fell asleep upon. 

the instant. . .
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“STAVE: TWO. 

THE FIRST OF THE THREE SPIRITS. 

. Wuen Scrooge awoke, it was so dark, that looking out 
of: bed, he could scarcely distinguish the transparent win- 
dow from the opaque walls of his: chamber. He was en- 
deavouring to.pierce the darkness with his ferret eyes, 
when the chimes of a neighbouring church struck the four 
quarters. - So he listened for the hour. s 
.. To his great astonishment the heavy bell went ‘on from 
six to seven, and from seven to eight, and regularly up to 
twelve; then stopped. :‘Twelve! It was past two when he 
went to bed. The clock was wrong. An icicle must have 
got into the works.. Twelve! |... yoy 

_ He touched the spring of his repeater, to correct this 
most preposterous clock. Its rapid little pulse beat twelve; 
and stopped.) oe (ee : 

“Why, it isn’t possible,” said Scrooge, “that-I can have 
. slept through a whole day and far into another night. It 

isn’t possible that’ anything has happened to the sun, and 
this is twelve atnoon!” ..: oe . 

The. idea being an alarming one, he scrambled out of 
bed, and groped his way to the window. He was obliged 
to rub the frost off with the sleeve of his dressing-gown 
before he could.see anything; and could see: very little 
then.’ All. he could make out was, that it was still very 
foggy.and extremely cold, and that there was no noise of 
people running to and fro, and making a great stir, as 
there unquestionably would have been if night had ‘beaten 
off bright day, and taken possession of the world... This 
was a great relief, because “three days after sight of this 
First of Exchange pay to Mr.. Ebenezer. Scrooge or his 
order,” and so forth, would have become-a mere United 
States’ security if there were no days to count by. 

Scrooge went to bed again, and thought, and thought, 
and thought it over and over and over, and could: make 
nothing of it. The more ‘he thought, the more perplexed 
he was; and the, more: he endeavoured: not to think, the 
more he thought, Marley’s Ghost bothered him exceed. 
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ingly. Every time he resolved within himself, after ma- 
ture inquiry, that it was all a dream, his mind flew. back 
again, like a strong spring released, to its first position, 

and presented the same problem to be worked all through, 
“Was it a dream or not?” : 

Scrooge Jay in this state until the chimes had gone three 

quarters more, when he remembered, on a sudden, that the 

Ghost had warned him of a visitation when the bell tolled 
one. He resolved to lie awake until the hour was passed; 

and, considering that he could no more go to sleep than go to 

Heaven, this was perhaps the wisest resolution in his power. 

The quarter was so long, that he was more than once 

convinced he must have sunk into a doze unconsciously, 
and missed the clock. At length it broke upon his listen- 
ing ear. ro 

“Ding, dong!” 
“ A quarter past,” said Scrooge, counting, 
“Ding, dong!” . mo .: 
“Half-past!” said Scrooge. 

- “Ding, dong!” : 
“A quarter to it,” said Scrooge. 
“Ding, dong!” , 

“The hour itself,” said Scrooge, triumphantly, “and 

nothing else!” 
He spoke before the hour bell sounded, which it now 

. did with a deep, dull, hollow, melancholy Oxe. Light 

flashed up in the room upon the instant, and the curtains 

of his bed were drawn. . 
The curtains of his bed were drawn aside, I tell you, by 

a hand. Not the curtains at his feet, nor the curtains at 

his back, but those to which his face was addressed. The 

curtains of his bed were drawn aside; and Scrooge, starting 

up into a half-recumbent attitude, found himself face to 

face with the unearthly visitor who drew them: as close to 

it as I am now to you, and I am standing in the spirit at 

your elbow. . mt 

Tt was a strange figure—like a child: yet not so like a 

child as like an old man, viewed through some supernatural 

medium, which gave him the appearance of having receded 

‘from the view, and being diminished to a child’s propor- 

tions. Its hair, which hung about its neck and down its 

back, was white as if with age; and yet the face had not 

a wrinkle in it, and the:tenderest. bloom was. on the skin.
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The arms were very long and muscular; the hands the 
same, as if its hold were of uncommon strength. Its legs 
and feet, most delicately formed, were, like those upper 
members, bare. It wore a tunic of the purest. white; and 
round its waist was bound a lustrous belt, the sheen of 
which was beautiful. It held a branch of fresh green holly 
in its hand; and, in singular contradiction of that wintry 
emblem, had its dress trimmed with summer flowers. But 

the strangest thing about it was, that from the crown of its 
head there sprang a bright clear jet of light, by which all 

' this was visible; and which was doubtless the occasion of its 
using, in its duller moments, a great extinguisher for a cap, 
which it now held under its arm. 

Even this, though, when Scrooge looked at it with in- 
creasing steadiness, was not its strangest quality. For as 
its belt sparkled and glittered now in one part and now in 
another, and what was light one instant, at another time 
was dark, so the figure itself fluctuated in its distinctness: 
being now a thing with one arm, now with one leg, now 
with twenty legs, now a pair of legs without a head, now 
a head without a body: of which dissolving parts, no out- 
line would be visible in the dense gloom wherein they 
melted away. And in the very wonder of this, it would 
be itself again; distinct and clear as ever. : 

“Are you the Spirit, Sir, whose coming was foretold to 
me?” asked Scrooge. 

“ I am! 2? 

The voice was soft and gentle. Singularly low, as if 
instead of being so close beside him, it were at a distance. 

“Who, and what are you?” Scrooge demanded. 
“Iam the Ghost of Christmas Past.” 
“Long past?” inquired Scrooge: observant of its dwarf- 

ish stature. 
- “No. Your past.” , 
Perhaps, Scrooge could not have told anybody why, if 

anybody could have asked him; but he had a special desire 
to see the Spirit in his cap; and begged him to be covered. 

“ What!” exclaimed the Ghost, “would you so soon put 
out, with worldly hands, the light I give? Is it not enough 
that you are one of those whose passions made this cap, 
and force me through whole trains of years to wear it low 
upon my brow!” . 

Scrooge reverently disclaimed all intention to offend, or
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any knowledge of having wilfully “bonneted” the Spirit 

‘at any period of his life. He then made bold to inquire 
what business brought him there. 

“Your welfare!”. said the Ghost. 
. Scrooge expressed himself much obliged, but could not 

‘help thinking-that a night of unbroken rest would have 

been more conducive to that end. The spirit must have 

heard him thinking, for it said immediately: 
“Your reclamation, then. Take heed!” 
It put out its strong hand as it spoke, and clasped him 

gently by the arm. 
“Rise! and walk with me!” 
It would have been in vain for Scrooge to plead that the 

weather and the hour were not adapted to pedestrian pur- 

poses; that bed was warm, and the thermometer a long 

way below freezing; that he was clad but lightly in his 

slippers, dressing-gown, and nightcap; and that he had a 

cold upon him at that time. The grasp, though gentle as a 

woman’s hand, was not to be resisted. He rose: but find- 

ing that the Spirit made towards the window, clasped its 
robe in supplication. . 
‘ 1 Tam a mortal,” Scrooge remonstrated, “and liable to 

all. 
“Bear but a touch of my hand there,” said. the Spirit, 

laying it upon his heart, “and you shall be upheld in more 

than this!” oe 
As the words were spoken, they passed through the wall, 

and stood upon an open country road, with fields on either 

hand. ‘The city had entirely vanished. Not a vestige of 
it was to be seen. The darkness and the mist had vanished 

with it, for it was a clear, cold, winter day, with snow upon 

the ground. 
“Good Heaven!” said Scrooge, clasping his hands to- 

gether, as he looked about him. “I was bred in this place. 

I was a boy here!” 
The Spirit gazed upon him mildly. Its gentle touch, 

though it had been light and instantaneous, appeared still 

present to the old man’s sense of feeling. He was con- 

scious of a thousand odours floating in the air, each one con- 

nected with a.thousand thoughts, and hopes, and joys, and 

cares long, long forgotten! 
“Your lip is trembling,” said the Ghost, “And what 

is that upon your cheek?” =. ~—«-
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Scrooge muttered, with an unusual catching in his voice, 
that it was a pimple; and begged: the Ghost to lead him 
where he would. ae L . 

“You recollect the way?” inquired the Spirit. 
“Remember it!” cried Scrooge with fervour—“T could 

walk it blindfold.” 
“Strange to have forgotten it for so many years!” ob- 

served the Ghost. “Letus goon.” . Lo. 
_They walked along the road;. Scrooge recognising every 

gate, and post, and tree; until a little market-town ap- 
peared in the distance, with its bridge, its church, and. 
winding river. Some shaggy ponies now were seen trot~ 
ting towards them with boys upon their backs, who called 
to other boys in country gigs and carts, drivea by farmers. 
All these boys were in great spirits, and shouted to each 
other, until the broad fields were so full of merry music, 
that the crisp air laughed to hear it. Los 

- “These are but shadows of the things that have been,” 
said the Ghost. “They have no consciousness of us.” 

The jocund travellers came on; and as they came,’ 
Scrooge knew and named them every one. Why was-he 
‘rejoiced beyond all bounds to see them! ‘Why did his cold 
eye glisten, and his heart leap up as they went past! Why 
was he filled with gladness when he heard them give each 
other Merry Christmas, as they parted at cross-roads and 
bye-ways, for their several homes: What was merry 
Christmas to Scrooge? Out upon merry Christmas! What 
good had it ever done to him?. ~- . oe 

: “The school is not quite deserted,” said the Ghost. . “A 
solitary child, neglected by his friends, is left there still.” 

: Serooge said he knew it. .And he sobbed. — el 
They left the high-road, by a well-remembered lane, and. 

soon approached a mansion of dull red brick, with a little 
weathercock-surmounted cupola, on the roof, and a bell 
hanging in it. It was a large house, but one of broken’ 
fortunes; for the spacious offices were little used, their 
walls were damp and mossy, their windows broken, and 
their gates decayed. Fowls clucked and strutted in the 
stables; and the coach-houses and sheds were overrun with . 
grass. Nor was it more retentive of its ancient state, 
within; for entering the dreary hall, and glancing through 
the’ open doors of many rooms,. they found them 1 
furnished, cold, and vast. é y savour There was an earthy savour’
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in the air, a chilly bareness in the ‘place, which associated 

itself somehow with too:much getting up by candle-light, 

and not too much to eat. . Sots po 

They went, the Ghost and Scrooge, across the hall, toa 

door at the back of the house. | It opened before them, and 

disclosed a long, bare, melancholy room, made barer still 

by lines of plain deal forms and desks. - At one of these a 

lonely boy was reading near a feeble fire; and Scrooge ‘sat 

down upon a form, and wept to see his poor forgotten self 

as he had used to be. Ss os, 

Not a latent echo in the house; nota squeak and scuffle 

from the mice behind the panelling, not a drip from the 

half-thawed water-spout in the dull yard behind, not a sigh 

among the leafless boughs of one despondent poplar, not 

the idle swinging of. an empty store-house door, no, not a 

clicking in the fire, but fell upon the heart of Scrooge with 

softening influence, and gave a freer passage to his tears. 

' The Spirit touched him on the arm, and pointed to his 

younger self, intent upon ‘his. reading. Suddenly a man, 

in foreign garments: wonderfully real and distinct to look 

at: stood outside the window, with an axe stuck in his 

belt, and leading an ass laden with wood by the bridle. 

“Why, it’s Ali Baba!” Scrooge exclaimed in ecstasy. 

“Tis dear old honest Ali Baba! Yes, yes, 1 know! One 

Christmas time, when yonder solitary child was left here 

all alone, he did come, for the first time, just. like that. 

Poor boy! And Valentine,” said Scrooge, “and his wild 

brother, Orson; there they go! .\And what’s his name, who 

was put down in his drawers, asleep, at the Gate of Da- 

mascus; don’t yousee him! And the Sultan’s Groom turned 

upside down by the Genii; there he is upon his head! 

Serve him right. I’m glad of it. .What business had he 

to be married to the Princess!” 

..To hear Scrooge expending all the earnestness of ‘his 

-nature on such subjects, in a most extrarodinary voice be- 

tween laughing and crying; and to see his heightened and 

excited face; would have been @ surprise’ to his business 

-friends in the City, indeed... 
“There’s the Parrot!” eried Scrooge. : “ Green body and 

- yellow tail, with a thing like a lettuce growing out‘of the 

-top of his-head; there he is! Poor Robin Crusoe, he called 

‘him, when he came home again after sailing round the 

_island.: ‘Poor Robin.Crusoe, where have you been, Robin
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Crusoe?? The man thought he was dreaming, but he 
wasn’t. It was the Parrot, you know. There goes Friday, 

-running for his life to the little creek! Halloa! Hoop! 
‘Halloo!” 

Then, with a rapidity of transition very foreign to his 

usual character, he said, in pity for his former self, “Poor 
boy!” and cried again. 

“1 wish,” Scrooge muttered, putting his hand in his 
pocket, and looking about him, after drying his eyes with 
his cuff: “but it’s too late now.” 

- What is the matter? ” asked the Spirit. . 
“Nothing,” said Scrooge. “Nothing. There wasa boy 

singing a Christmas Carol at my door last night. I should 
like to have given him something: that’s all.” _ 

The Ghost smiled thoughtfully, and waved its hand: 
saying as it did so, “ Let us see another Christmas!” 

Scrooge’s former self grew larger at the words,and the 
room became a little darker and more dirty. The panels 
shrank, the windows cracked; fragments of plaster fell out 
of the ceiling, and the naked laths were shown instead; 
but how all this was brought about, Scrooge knew no more 
than you do. He only knew that it was quite correct; 
that everything had happened so; that there he was, alone 
again, when all the other boys had gone home for the joLy 
holidays. , : 

He was not reading now, but walking up and down de- 
spairingly. Scrooge looked at the Ghost, and with a 
mournful shaking of his head, glanced anxiously towards 
the door. ; cs 
_It opened; and a little girl, much younger than the boy, 

came darting in, and putting her arms about his neck, and 
often kissing him, addressed him as her “Dear, dear 
brother.” 

-“T have come to bring you home, dear brother!” said 
the child, clapping her tiny hands, and bending down to 
laugh. “To bring you home, home, home!” 
“Home, little Fan?” returned the boy. 
“Yes!” said the child, brimful.of glee. “Home, for 

good and. all." Home, for ever and ever.. Father is so 
much kinder than he used to be, that home’s like Heaven! 
He spoke so gently to me one dear night when I was going 
to bed, that I was not afraid to ask him once more if you ‘might come home; and he said Yes, you should; and sent
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me in a coach to bring you. “And you’re to be a man!” 
said the child, opening her eyes, “and are never to come 
back here; but first, we’re to be together all the Christmas 
long, and have.the merriest time in all the world.” 
» “You are quite a woman, little Fan!” exclaimed the 
oy. ; ; 
She clapped her hands and laughed, and tried to touch 

his head; but being too little, laughed again, and stood on 
tiptoe to embrace him. ‘Then she began to drag him, in 
her childish eagerness, towards the door; and he, nothing 
loth to go, accompanied her. 

A terrible voice in the hall cried, “Bring down Master 
Scrooge’s box, there!” and in the hall appeared the school- 
master himself, who glared on Master Scrooge with a fero- 
cious condescension, and threw him into a dreadful state 
of mind by shaking hands with him. He then conveyed 
him and his sister into the veriest old well of a shivering 
best-parlour that ever was seen, where the maps upon the 
wall, and the celestial and terrestrial globes in the win- 
dows, were waxy with cold. Here he produced a decanter 
of curiously light wine, and a block of curiously heavy | 
cake, and administered instalments of those dainties to © 
the young people: at the same time, sending out a meagre 
servant to offer a glass of “something” to the postboy, 
who answered that he thanked the gentleman, but if it was 
the same tap as he had tasted before, he had rather not. 
Master Scrooge’s trunk being by this time tied on to the 
top of the chaise, the children bade the schoolmaster good- 
bye right willingly; and getting into it, drove gaily down 
the garden-sweep: the quick wheels dashing the hoar-frost 
and snow from off the dark leaves of the evergreens like 
spray. 
Pee Always a delicate creature, whom a breath might have 

withered,” said the Ghost. “But she had a large heart!” 
“So she had,” cried Scrooge. “You're right. J’ll not 

gainsay it, Spirit. God forbid!” 
“She died a woman,” said the Ghost, “and had, as I 

think, children.” 
“One child,” Scrooge returned. 
“True,” said the Ghost. “Your nephew!” 

Scrooge seemed uneasy in his mind; and answered 
briefly, “ Yes.” 

Although they had but that moment left the school be-
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hind them, they were now’ in the busy thoroughfares of a | 
city, where shadowy passengers passed and repassed; 
where shadowy carts and coaches .battled for the way, and 
all the strife and tumult of a real.city.were. It was made . 
plain enough, by the dressing of the shops, that here too it 
was Christmas time again; but it was evening, and. the 
streets were lightedup.) 5 os toe Se 

The Ghost stopped’ ata cértain warehouse door, and 
asked Scrooge if he knew it. © 00 oo 

. “Know it!” said Scrooge. “Was I apprenticed here? ” 
They wentin. At sight of an old gentleman in a Welsh 

wig, sitting behind such a high’ desk, that’ if he had been 
two inches taller he must have knocked his head against 
the ceiling, Scrooge cried in great excitement: =. 
“Why, it’s old Fezziwig! . Bless his heart; it’s Fezzi- 

wig aliveagain!” 29 0 070 res 
'. Old Fezziwig: laid down “his pen, and looked up at.the 
clock, which pointed to the hour of seven. He rubbed his 
hands; adjusted his capacious ‘waistcoat; laughed all over 
himself, from his shoes to’ his.organ of benevolence; and 
called out in a comfortable, oily, rich, fat, jovial voice: © 
- “Yoho, there! ‘Ebenezer! Dick!” . ns 

Serooge’s former self, now grown a young man, came 
briskly in, accompanied by his fellow-’prentice.. 
“Dick Wilkins, to be sure!” said Scrooge to the Ghost. 

“Bless me, ‘yes. There he is. He was very much at- 
tached to me, was Dick.. Poor Dick! Dear, dear!” 

. “Yo ho, my boys!” said Fezziwig. “No more work to- 
night. . Christmas Eve, Dick. Christmas, Ebenezer! Let’s 
have the shutters up,” cried old Fezziwig, with a sharp 
clap of his hands, “before a man can say Jack Robinson!” 

You wouldn’t believe how those two fellows went at it! 
They charged into the street with the shutters—one, two, 
three—had ’em up in their places—four, five, six—barred 
?em and pinned ’em—seven, eight, nine—and came back 
before you could have got to twelve, panting like race 
orses. Loe Se 
“ Hilli-ho! ” cried old Fezziwig, skipping down from th 

high desk, with wonderful agility “Clear away, my lads, 
and let’s have lots of room here!. Hilli-ho, Dick! . Chirrup, 
Ebenezer!” 0 p62 i, , 

Clear away! There was nothing they wouldn’t have 
cleared away, or couldn’t have cleared away, with old Fez-
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ziwig looking on. It was done ina minute. Every mova- 
ble was packed off, as if it were dismissed from public life 
for ever more; the floor was swept and watered, the lamps 
were trimmed, fuel was heaped upon the fire; and the 
warehouse was as snug, and warm, and dry, and bright a 
ball-room, as you would desire to see upon a winter’s night. 

In came a fiddler with a music-book, and went up to tho 
lofty desk, and made an orchestra of it, and tuned like 
fifty stomach-aches. In came Mrs. Fezziwig, one vast sub- 
stantial smile. In came the three Miss Fezziwigs, beaming 
and lovable. In came the six young followers whose 
hearts they broke. In came all the young men and women 
employed in the business. In came the housemaid, with 
her cousin, the baker. Incame the cook, with her brother's 
particular friend, the milkman. In came the boy from 
over the way, who was suspected of not having board 
enough from his master; trying to hide himself behind the 
girl from next door but one, who was proved to have had 
her ears pulled by her mistress. In they all came, one 
after another; some shyly, some boldly, some gracefully, 
some awkwardly, some pushing, some pulling; in they all 
came, anyhow and everyhow. <Away they all went, twenty 
couple at once, hands half round and back again the other 
way; down the middle and up again; round and round in 
various stages of affectionate grouping; old top couple 
always turning up in the wrong place; new top couple 

starting off again as soon as they got there; all top couples 

at last, and nota bottom one to help them. When this 
result was brought about, old Fezziwig, clapping his hands 

to stop the dance, cried out, “ Well done!” and the fiddler 

plunged his hot face into a pot of porter, especially pro- 

vided for that purpose. But scorning rest upon his reap- 

pearance, he instantly began again, though there were no 

dancers yet, as if the other fiddler had been carried home, 

exhausted, on a shutter; and he were a bran-new man re- 

solved to beat him out of sight, or perish. ; 

There. were more dances, and there were forfeits, and 

more dances, and there was cake, and there was negus, 

and there was a great piece of Cold Roast, and there was a 

great piece of Cold Boiled, and there were imince-pies, and 

plenty of beer. But the great effect of the evening came 

after the Roast and Boiled, when the fiddler (an artful 

dog, mind! ‘The sort of man who knew his business bet-
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ter than you or I could have told it him!) struck up “Sir 

Roger de Coverley.” Then old Fezziwig stood out to dance 

with Mrs. Fezziwig. Top couple, too; with a good stiff 

piece of work cut out for them; three or four and twenty 

pair of partners; people who were not to be trifled with ;- 

people who would dance, and had no notion of walking. 

But if they had been twice as many: ah, four times: old 

Fezziwig would have been a match for them, and so would 

Mrs. Fezziwig. As to her, she was worthy to be his part- 

ner in every sense of the term. If that’s not high praise, 

tell me higher, and I’ll use it. A positive light appeared 

to issue from Fezziwig’s calves. They shone in every part 

of the dance like moons. You couldn’t have predicted, at 

any given time, what would become of ’em next. And 
when old Fezziwig and Mrs. Fezziwig had gone all through 

the dance; advance and retire, hold hands with your part- 

‘ner; bow and curtsey; corkscrew; thread-the-needle, and 

back again to your place; Fezziwig “cut ”—cut so deftly, 
that he appeared to wink with his legs, and came upon his 
feet again without a stagger. 

When the clock struck eleven, this domestic ball broke 

up. Mr. and Mrs. Fezziwig took their stations, one on 

either side the door, and shaking hands with every person 

individually as he or she went out, wished him or her a 

Merry Christmas. When everybody had retired but the 

two ’prentices, they did the same to them; and thus the 
cheerful voices died away, and the lads were left to their 
beds; which were under a counter in the back-shop. 

During the whole of this time, Scrooge had acted like a 
man out of his wits. His heart and soul were in the scene, 
and with his former self. He corroborated everything, 
remembered everything, enjoyed everything, and under- 
went the strangest agitation. It was not until now, when 
the bright faces of his former self and Dick were turned 
from them, that he remembered the Ghost, and became 
conscious that it was looking full upon him, while the 
light upon its head burnt very clear. 

“A small matter,” said the Ghost, “to make these silly 
folks so full of gratitude.” 

“ Small! ” echoed Scrooge. sos 
The Spirit signed to him to listen to the two appren- 

tices, who were pouring out their hearts in praise of Fez- 
ziwig: and when he had done so, said,
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“Why! Isitnot? He has spent but a few pounds of 
your mortal money:-three or four, perhaps. Is. that so 

much that he deserves this praise?” . Te 

“Te isn’t that,” said Scrooge, heated by the remark, and 
speaking unconsciously like his former, not his latter, self. 

-“Jt isn’t that, Spirit. He has the power to render us 
happy or unhappy; to.make our service light or burden-. 
some; a pleasure or a toil.. Say that his power lies in 

words and looks; in things so slight and insignificant that 

it is impossible to add and count ’em up: whatthen? The 
happiness he gives, is quite as great as if it cost a for- 

tune.” . : : ct 

He felt the Spirit’s glance, and stopped. 
“What is the matter? ” asked the Ghost. — 
“Nothing particular,” said Scrooge. 
“Something, I think? ” the Ghost insisted. , 
“No,” said Scrooge, “No. I should like to be able to 

say a word or two to my clerk just now! That’sall.” — ~ 

His former self turned down the lamps as he gave utter-, 

ance to the wish; and Scrooge-and the Ghost again stood 

side by side in the open air... Lo. 

“My time grows short,” observed the Spirit. “ Quick!” 

This was not addressed to Scrooge, or to any one whom _ 

he could see, but it produced an immediate effect. . For 

again Scrooge saw himself. He was older now; @ man in 

the prime of life. His face had not the harsh and rigid 

lines of later years; but it had begun to wear the signs of 

care and avarice. There was an eager, greedy, restless 

motion in the eye, which showed the passion that had 

taken root, and where the shadow of the growing tree 

would fall. : : 
He was not alone, but sat by the side of a fair young , 

girl in a mourning-dress: in whose eyes there were tears, 

which sparkled in the light that shone out of the Ghost of 

Christmas Past. Dt . ss 

“Tt matters little,” she said, softly. “To you, very lit- 

tle. Another idol has displaced me; and if it can cheer 

and comfort you in time to come, as I would have tried to 

do, I have no just cause to grieve.” = .. BO 

“What Idol has displaced you?” he rejoined. 
“ A golden one.” : mh + 
“This ig the even-handed dealing of the world! ” he 

said. “There is nothing on which it is so hard as pov-
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erty; and there. is-nothing it professes to condemn with 

such severity as the pursuit of wealth!” ho 

“You fear the world too much,” she answered, gently. 

All your other hopes have merged into the hope of being 

beyond the chance of its sordid reproach. . J: have seen 

your nobler aspirations fall off one by one, until the master- 

passion, Gain, engrosses you. Have I not?” 

“What then?” he retorted. .' “Even if I have grown so 

much wiser, what. then? Iam not changed towards you.” 

She shook her head. ee 

“Am I?” oo me . a Dog . ‘ 

“Our contract is an old one. It was made when we 

were both poor and content to be so, until, in good season, 

we could improve our worldly fortune by our patient in- 

dustry. You are changed. When it was made, you were 

another man.” ; me Ps 

‘ “Twas a boy,” he said impatiently. 
“Your own'feeling tells you that. you were not what 

you are,” she returned. “JI am. That which promised 

happiness when we were one in heart, is fraught with mis- 

_ery now that we are two. How often and how keenly I 

have thought of this, I will not say. It is enough that IT 

have thought of it, and can release you.”. . | 

- “Have I ever sought release?” : 

“In words. No.: Never.” 
' "Tn what, then?” ’ 

' -“Yn‘a changed nature; in an altered spirit; in another 

atmosphere of life; another Hope as jts great end. In 

everything that made my love of any worth or value in 

your sight.. If this had never been: between us,” said the 
girl, looking mildly, but with steadiness, upon him; “tell 

. me, would you seek me out and try to win me now? Ah, ‘ 
no! oot : ‘ co . . : . oy . + 

‘He seemed to yield to the justice of this supposition, in 
spite of himself. But he said with a struggle, “You 
think not.” =. a, So ; 

“T would gladly think otherwise if: I could,” she 
answered, “Heaven knows! When Ihave learned.a Truth 
like this, I know how strong and irresistible it must be. 
But if you were free’ to-day, to-morrow, yesterday, can 
even I believe that you would choose a dowerless girl—you 
who, in your very confidence with her, weigh everything 
by Gain: or, choosing her, if for a moment you were false
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PHANTOMS IN THE SIKEET 

The air was filled with phantoms, wandering hither and thither in restless haste, and moaning as they went. Many had been personally known to Scrooge in their lives, He had been quite familiar with one old ghost, in a white waistcoat, with a monstrous iron safe attached to its ankle, who cried pitcaprly at being unable to assist a wretched Woman with an infant, whom it saw below, i.e tu CtOrgtep.—Christmas Carol, p. 19 
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enough to your one’ guiding principle to do so, do I not 
know that your repentance and regret would surely follow? 
Ido; and I release you. :With a full heart, for the love 
of him you once.were.” 2... ae . 

He was about to speak; but with her head turned from 
him, she resumed,9 © 2 Pel 

. “You may—the memory of what is past half makes me 
hope you will—have ‘pain ‘in this.: A very,. very brief 
time, and you will dismiss the recollection of it, gladly, ‘as 
an unprofitable dream, from which. it happened well that 
you. awoke.. May you be happy in the life you. have 
chosen! ?--. we et 

She left him, andthey parted. we Dn, 
“Spirit! ”. said Scrooge, “show. me no more!.. Conduct, 

me home. Why do you delight to torture me?” |! oa 
. One shadow more!” exclaimed the Ghost’ © e 
..“No more!” cried Scrooge. “No-more.:. I don’t wish 
to see it.’ Show meno more!? li tL a 

, But the relentless Ghost, pinioned him in both his arms, 
and forced him to observe what happened next.: dest 

They were in another scene,and place; a room, not,very, 
large or handsome, but full of; comfort... Near to the wins 
ter fire sat a beautiful, young. girl,'so like’ the, last, .that: 
Scrooge believed it was the same, until he saw. her, now.a 
comely matron, sitting opposite: her daughter., : The noise 
in this:room was perfectly tumultuous, for there were more’ 
children there, than Scrooge’in his agitated. state of mind 
could count;:and, unlike the celebrated. herd in the poem, 
they. weré not forty children conducting themselves like. 
one, but every child was conducting itself like forty.. The 
consequences were uproarious beyond belief; but no one 
seemed to care; on the contrary, the mother and daughter 
laughed heartily, and enjoyed it very much; and the lat- 
tery soon beginning to. mingle in the sports, got pillaged. 

by the ‘young brigands most ruthlessly. What would L 
not have given to be one of them! Though I never could 

have been so rude, no, no! I wouldn’t for the wealth of 

all the world have crushed that: braided hair, and torn it 
down; and for. the precious little shoe, I wouldn’t have. 

plucked it off, God bless my soul! to save my life. As to 

measuring her waist in sport, as they did, bold young: 

brood, I couldn’t have dom i:;' I’should have expected my - 
arm’ to have. grown ‘round 16 for a punishment, and never, 

2 

t
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come straight again. And yet I should have dearly liked,: 
I own, to have touched her lips; to have questioned her,’ 
that she might have opened them; to have looked upon 
the lashes of her downcast eyes, and. never raised a blush}: 
to have let loose waves of hair, an inch of which would be 
a keepsake beyond price: in short, I should have liked, I 
do confess, to have had the lightest license of a child, and 
yet been man enough to know its value. — 
+> But:now a knocking at the door.was heard, and such a 
rush immediately ensued that she with laughing face and 
plundered dress was borne towards it the centre.of a flushed. 
and boisterous group, just in time to greet the father, who 
came home attended by a man ‘laden -with Christmas toys 
and presents. Then the shouting and the struggling, and 
the onslaught that was made on the defenceless porter! 
The scaling him with chairs for ladders to dive into his 
pockets, despoil him of brown-paper parcels, hold on tight 
by his cravat, hug him round the neck, pommel his back, 
and kick his legs in irrepressible affection! The shouts of 
wonder and.delight with which the development of every. 
package was received! The-terrible announcement that 
the baby had been taken in:the act of putting a doll’s fry- 
ing-pan into his mouth, and:,was more than.suspected of 
having swallowed a fictitious turkey, glued on a wooden’ 
platter! The immense relief of finding this a false alarm! 
The joy, and gratitude, and ecstasy!. They are all inde- 
scribable alike. ‘It-is enough that. by degrees the chil-. 
dren and their emotions got out of the parlour, and by. one 
stair ata time, up to the top of the house; where they. 
went to bed, and so subsided. -- a Ss 

And now Scrooge looked on more attentively than ever,: 
when the master of the house, having his daughter leaning. 
fondly on him, sat down with. her and her mother at his 
own fireside ;.and when he thought that such another crea- 
ture, quite as graceful and as full of. promise, might have 
called him father, and been a spring-time in the haggard 
winter of his life, his sight grew very dim indeed. ; 

“ Belle,” said the. husband, turning to his wife: with a 
smile, “TI saw an old friend of yours this afternoon.” . , 
“Who wasit?? 2. mo 
“Guess!? : So : 
.““How can I?’ Tut, don’t I know?” she added in the 

same breath, laughing.as he laughed. .“ Mr. Scrooge.”
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“Mr, Scrooge it was. I passed his office window; and 
as it was not shut up, and he had a candle inside, I could 
searcely help seeing him. His partner lies upon the point . 
of death, I hear; and there he sat alone. Quite alone in 
the world, I do believe.” . 

“Spirit!” said ‘Scrooge in a broken voice, “remove me 
from this place”, = °* J! i 

“T told you these were shadows of the things that have 
~ been,” said the Ghost. “That they are what they are, do 
not blame me!” a 
-. “Remove me!” Scrooge exclaimed, “I cannot bear it!” 

. He turned upon the Ghost, and seeing that it looked 
upon him with a face, in which in some strange way there 
were fragments of all the faces it had shown him, wrestled 
with it. oo 

“Leave me! Take me back. Haunt me no longer!” 
In the struggle, if that can be called a struggle in which 

the Ghost with no visible resistance on its own part was 
undisturbed by any effort of its adversary, Scrooge ob- 
served that its light was burning high and ‘bright; and 
dimly connecting that with its influence over him, he seized 

the extinguisher-cap, and by a sudden action pressed it 

down upon its head. , SO 
The Spirit dropped beneath it, so that the extinguisher 

covered its whole form; but though Scrooge pressed it 

down with all his force, he could not hide the light, which 

streamed from under it, in an unbroken flood upon ‘the 
ground. : . oe, 

He was conscious of being exhausted, and overcome by 
an irresistible drowsiness; and further, of being in his own 

bedroom. He gave the cap a parting squeeze, in which 

his hand relaxed; and had barely time to reel to bed, be- 
fore he sank into a heavy sleep. Ss
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STAVE THREE, 
THE SECOND OF THE THREE SPIRITS. 

Awakrnc in the middle of a prodigiously tough snore, 
and sitting up in bed to get his thoughts together, Scrooge 
had no occasion to’ be told that the bell was again upon 
the stroke of One. He felt that he was ‘restored to con- 
sciousness in the right nick of time, for the especial. pur- 
pose of holding a conference with the second messenger 
despatched to him through Jacob Marley’s intervention. 
But, finding that he turned uncomfortably cold when he 
began to wonder which of his curtains this new spectre 
would draw back, he put them every one aside with his 
own hands, and lying down again, established a sharp look- 
out all round the bed. For he wished to challenge the 
Spirit on the moment of its appearance, and did not wish 
to be taken by surprise and made nervous. - 

* Gentlemen of the free-and-easy sort, who plume them- 
selves on being acquainted with a move or two, and being 
usually equal to the time-of-day, express the wide range 
of their capacity for adventure by observing that they are 
good for anything from pitch-and-toss to manslaughter; 
between which opposite extremes, no doubt, there lies. a tol- 
erably wide and comprehensive range of subjects. . With- 
out venturing for Scrooge quite as hardily as this, I don’t 
mind calling on you to believe that he was ready for a 
good broad field of- strange appearances, and that nothing 
between a baby and rhinoceros would have astonished him 
very much. 

Now, being prepared for almost anything, he was not by 
any means prepared for nothing; and, consequently, when 
the Bell struck One, and no shape appeared, he was taken 
with a violent fit of trembling. Five minutes, ten minutes, 
a quarter of an hour went by, yet nothing came. All this 
time, he lay upon his bed, the very core and centre of a 
blaze of ruddy light, which streamed upon it when the 
clock proclaimed the hour; and which, being only light, 
Was more alarming than a dozen ghosts, as he was power- 
less to make out what it meant, or would be at; and was. 
sometimes apprehensive that he might be at that very mo °
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ment an interesting case of spontaneous combustion, with- 
out having the consolation of knowing it. At last, how- 
ever, he began to think—as you or I would have thought 
at first; for it is always the person not in the predicament 
who knows what ought to have been done in it, and would 
unquestionably have done it too—at last, I say, he began 
to think that the source and secret of this ghostly light 
might be in the adjoining room, from .whence, on’ further ~ 
tracing it, it seemed to shine. . This idea taking full. pos- 
session of his mind, he got up softly and. shuffled in his 
slippers to the door.'.: 9° lea 
_'The moment Scrooge’s hand was on the lock, a strange 

voice called him by his name, and: bade him, enter.. He 
obeyed.” 0 ee 

lt was his own room. There was no doubt about that. 

But it had undergone a surprising transformation. .The 
walls and ceiling were so hung with living green, that it. 
looked a perfect grove, from every part of which, bright 

gleaming berries glistened. ‘The crisp leaves of ‘holly, 

mistletoe, and ivy reflected back the light, as if. so many 

little mirrors had been scattered there; and’such a mighty 
blaze went roaring up the chimney,‘as that dull petrifac; 

tion of a hearth had never known.in Scrooge’s time, or 

Marley’s, or for.many and many a .winter season gone. 
‘Heaped up on the. floor, to form.a kind of throne, were 

turkeys, geese, game, poultry, brawn, -great joints of 

meat, sucking-pigs, long wreaths of. sausages, mince-pies, 

plum-puddings,” barrels of. oysters,’ red-hot chestnuts, 
cherry-cheeked apples, juicy oranges, luscious pears, im- 

mense twelfth-cakes, and seething bowls of punch, that 

made the chamber dim with their delicious steam.. In 

easy state upon this couch, there sat a jolly Giant, glorious 

to see; who.bore a glowing torch, in shape not unlike 

Plenty’s horn, and held it.up,.high up, to shed its light 

on Scrooge, as he came peeping round the door; |. 

“Come in!”. exclaimed the Ghost. . “Come in!. and 

know me better, man!” ..-. re 

Scrooge entered timidly, and hung his head before this 

Spirit. -He was not the dogged Scrooge he had been; and 

though the Spirit’s eyes were clear and kind, he did not 

like to meetthem. ©..." |: Te Te 

“TJ am the Ghost of Christmas Present,” said the Spirit. 
“Look upon me!) eh ae os 

!
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‘ Scrooge reverently did so. It was clothed in one simple 
deep green robe, or mantle, bordéred with white fur. This 
garment hung so loosely on the figure, that its capacious 
breast was bare, as if disdaining to be warded or concealed 
by any artifice. Its feet, observable beneath the ample 
folds of the garment, were also bare; and on its head it 
wore no other covering than a holly wreath set. here and 
there with shining icicles.. Its dark brown curls were long 
and free; free as its genial face, its sparkling eye, its open 
hand, its cheery voice, its unconstrained demeanour, and 
its joyful air. Girded round its middle was an antique 
scabbard; but no sword was in it, andthe ancient sheath 
was eaten up with rust. 

“You have never seen the like of me before!” exclaimed 
the Spirit. : oe 

“Never,” Scrooge made answer to it. 
’ “Have never walked forth with the younger members 

of my family; meaning (for I am very young) my 
elder brothers born in these later years?” pursued the 
‘Phantom. 

“TI don’t think I have,” said Scrooge. “I am afraid I 
have not. Have you had many brothers, Spirit? ” , 

' “More than eighteen hundred,” said the Ghost. ; 
- “A tremendous family to provide for!” muttered Scrooge. 
The Ghost of Christmas Present rose.’ , 
“Spirit,” said Scrooge submissively, “conduct me where 

you will.. I went forth last night on compulsion, and I 
learnt a lesson which is working now. -To-night, if you 
have aught to teach me, let me profit by it.” 

“Touch my robe!” . 
Scrooge did as he was told, and held it fast. 
Holly, mistletoe, red berries, ivy, turkeys, geese, game, 

poultry, brawn, meat, pigs, sausages, oysters, pies, pud- 
dings, fruit, and punch, all vanished instantly. .So did 
the room, the fire, the ruddy glow, the hour of night, and 
they stood in the city streets on Christmas morning, where ~ (for the weather was severe) the people made a rough, but brisk and not unpleasant kind of music, in scraping the snow from the pavement in front of their dwellings, and from the tops of their houses: whence it was mad delight to the boys to see it come plumping down into the road be- low, and splitting into artificial little snow-storms. The house fronts looked black enough, and the windows
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blacker, contrasting with the smooth white sheet of.snow 
upon the roofs, and with the dirtier snow upon the ground; 
which last deposit had been. ploughed up in deep furrows 
by the heavy wheels of carts and waggons; furrows that 
crossed and re-crossed each other hundreds of times where 
the great streets branched off, and made intricate channels, 
hard to trace, in the thick yellow mud and icy water: - The 
sky was gloomy, and the shortest streets were choked up 
with a dingy mist, half thawed, half frozen, whose heavier 
particles descended in a. shower-of sooty atoms, as if.all 
the chimneys in Great Britain had, by one consent, caught 
fire, and were blazing away to their dear hearts’ content. 
There was nothing very cheerful in the climate or the 
town, and yet was.there.an air of cheerfulness abroad that 
the clearest summer air‘and. brightest summer sun might 
have endeavoured to diffuse in vain- pe ee 

For, the people who were shovelling away on the house- 
tops were jovial and full of glee; calling out to one another 
from the parapets, and now and then exchanging a, face- 
tious snowball—better-natured missile far than many a 
wordy jest—laughing heartily if it went right and not less 
heartily if it went wrong.:. The poulterers’ shops were 
still half open, and the fruiterers’ were radiant in their 
glory. There were great, round, pot-bellied baskets of 
chestnuts, shaped like the waistcoats of jolly old gentle- 
men, lolling at the doors, and tumbling out into the street 
in their apoplectic opulence. ‘.There were ruddy, brown- 
faced broad-girthed Spanish Onions, shining in the fatness 
of their growth’ like. Spanish: Friars; and winking from 
their shelves in wanton slyness at the girls as they went 
by, and glanced demurely at the hung-up mistletoe. . There 
were pears ‘and. apples, clustered ‘high in blooming pyra- 
mids; there weré bunches of: grapes, made, in.the shop- 
keepers’ benevolence, to dangle from: conspicuous hooks, 
that people’s mouths might water gratis as they passed; 

.there were piles of filberts, mossy and brown, recalling, in 
‘their fragrance, ancient walks among..the woods, and 

_ pleasant shufflings ankle deep through withered leaves; 

there were Norfolk Biffins, squab, and swarthy, setting off 

the yellow of the oranges and lemons, and, in the great 

compactness of their juicy persons, urgently. entreating 
and beseeching to be carried home in paper'bags and eaten 
after dinner. The very gold and silver fish, set forth
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among thesé choice fruits'in a bowl, though members of a 
‘dull and stagnant-blooded ‘race, ‘appeared to. know that 
there was something going on; and, toa fish, went gasping 
round and round their little world.in slow and passionless 
excitement. Tt Soe 

_ The Grocers’! ‘oh the Grocers’! nearly closed, with per- 
haps two shutters down, or one; but through those gaps 
such glimpses! It was not alone that the scales descend- 
ing on the counter made a merry sound, or that the twine 
‘and roller parted company so briskly, or that the canisters 
were rattled up and down like juggling tricks, or even that 
the blended scents of tea'and coffee were so grateful to the 
nose, or even that the raisins’ were so plentiful and rare, 
the almonds so’ extremely white, the sticks of. cinnamon 
so long and straight, thé other spicés so delicious, the can- 
died fruits so caked and spotted with molten sugar as to 
make’ the coldest lookers-on feel. faint and subsequently 
‘bilious. Nor was it that the’ figs Were’ moist and pulpy, or 
that the French plums blushed in modest tartness from 
their highly-decoratéd boxes; or that’ everything was-good 
‘to eat and in its Christmas diéss: but'the customers were 
‘all so hurried and'so eager in the hopeful promise ‘of the 
‘day, that they tumbled up against each other at the door, 
elashinig their'‘wicker, baskets wildly, and left their: pur- 
chases upon thé counter, and came running back to fetch 
them, and committed hundreds of the like mistakes in-the 
best humour possible; ‘while the’ Grocer and his ‘people 
were so frank and fresh’ that the: pélished-hearts: with 
which they fastened their aprons 'tzhind might: have been 
their own, worn’ outside for general inspection, and’ for 
Christmas daws to peck-at if they chose. © + iin... : 
‘But soon thé steeples called: good ‘people all, to church 
and chapel, and away ‘they came, flocking through the 
streets in their best clothes, and with their gayest faces. 
‘And at th same time there emerged ‘from scores of bye- 
streets, lanes, and nameless turnings, innumerable people, 
carryiig their dinners to the bakers’. shops. : The sight. of 
‘these ‘poor revellers appeared to interest the ‘Spirit very | much, ‘for he stood: with Scrooge ‘beside him’in a baker’s 
doorway, and ‘taking off the covers as their bearers passed, ‘sprinkled incense on their dinners fiom his torch. ‘And it was avery uncommon kind of torch, for once or twice when there were angry words between some dinner-carriers
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, THE FIRST OF THE THREE SPIRITS 

It was a strange figure—like a child. Its hair, which hung about its neck and down 

its back, was white as if with age; and yet the face had not a wrinkle in it, and the 

tenderest bloom was on the skin. The arms were very long and muscular ; the hands 

the’ same, as if its hold were of uncommon strength.—Christmas Carol, p. 21-22 
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who had jostled with each other, he shed a few drops of - 

water on them from it, and their good humour was restored 

directly: For they said, it was a shame to quarrel upon 

Christmas Day. And so it was!’ God love it, so it was! . 

In time the bells ceased, and the bakers were shut up; 

- and yet there was a genial shadowing forth of all these 

dinners and the progress of their cooking, in the thawed: 

blotch of wet ‘above each baker’s oven; where the pave- 

ment smoked as if its stones were cooking too. - 

“Ts there a peculiar flavour in what you sprinkle from 

your torch? ” asked Scrooge. us 
- “There is. My own.” 

“ Would it apply to any kind of dinner on this day?” - 

asked Scrooge. mo mo 

. “No any kindly given. To a poor one most.” 

: “ Why to a poor one most?” asked Scrooge. 

“ Because it needs it most.” - 

“Spirit,” said Scrooge, after a moment’s thought,: “I. 

wonder you, of all the beings in the many worlds about 

us; should desire to cramp these people’s opportunities of 

innocent enjoyment.” . ce Lo 

“I!” gried the Spirit. ces mo ” 

“You would deprive them of their means of dining 

every seventh day, often the- only day on which they can’ 

be said to dine at all,” said Scrooge. - “ Wouldn’t you?” 

“I! cried the Spirit. 
- You seek to close these places on the Seventh Day?”: 

said Scrooge.’ - “ And it comes to the same thing.” 

. “Tseek!” exclaimed the Spirit. : 

“Forgive me if lam-wrong. It has been done in your 

name, or at least in that of your family,” said Scrooge. .. 

“There are some upon this earth of yours,” returned the 

Spirit, “who lay claim to know us, and who do their deeds 

of passion, pride, ill-will, hatred, envy, bigotry, and_self- 

ishness in our name, who are as strange to us and all our 

kith and kin, as if they had never lived. Remember that, 

and charge their doings on themselves, not us.” a 

Scrooge promised that he would; and they went on, In- 

visible, as they had: been before, into the suburbs of the 

town. It was a remarkable quality of the Ghost (which 

Scrooge had observed at the paker’s), that notwithstanding. 

his gigantic size, he could accommodate himself to any. 

place with ease; and that he stood beneath a low roof quite 

2*
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as gracefully and like a supernatural creature, as it was 
possible he could have done in any lofty hall. 

And perhaps it was the pleasure the good Spirit had in 
showing off this power of his, or else it was his own kind, 
generous, hearty nature, and his sympathy with all poor 
men, that led him straight to Scrooge’s clerk’s; for there 
he went, and took Scrooge with him, holding to his robe; 
and on the threshold of the door the Spirit smiled, and 
stopped to bless Bob Cratchit’s dwelling with the sprink- 
lings of his torch. Think of that! Bob had but fifteen 
“Bob” a-week himself; he pocketed on Saturdays but fif-. 
teen copies of his Christian name; and yet the Ghost of 
Christmas Present blessed his four-roomed house! 

Then up rose Mrs. Cratchit, Cratchit’s wife, dressed out 
but poorly in a twice-turned gown, but brave in ribbons, 
which are cheap and make a goodly show for sixpence; 
and she laid the cloth, assisted by Belinda Cratchit, second 
of her daughters, also brave in ribbons; while Master 
Peter Cratchit plunged a fork into the saucepan of potatoes,, 
and getting the corners of his monstrous shirt collar (Bob’s. 
private property, conferred upon his son and heir in honour 
of the day) into his mouth, rejoiced to find himself so gal- 
lantly. attired, and yearned. to show his linen in the fash- 
ionable Parks. . And now two smaller Cratchits, boy and. 
girl, came tearing in, screaming that outside the baker’s 
they had smelt the goose, and known it for their own; and 
basking in luxurious thoughts of sage-and-onion, these 

" young Cratchits danced about the table, and exalted Mas- 
ter Peter Cratchit to the skies, while he (not proud, 
although his collars nearly choked him) blew the fire, until 
the slow potatoes bubbling up, knocked loudly at the 
saucepan-lid to be let out and peeled. - 
“What has ever got your precious father then? ” said 
Mrs. Cratchit. “And your. brother, Tiny Tim! And 
Martha warn’t as late last Christmas Day by half-an-hour! ” 

. ob Here’s Martha, mother!” said a girl, appearing as she 
spoke. uo, eo! : , 
_: * Here’s Martha, mother!” cried the two young Cratch- 
its. “Hurrah! There’s such a goose, Martha! ” - 
af Why, bless your heart alive, my: dear, how late you 
are!” said Mrs, Cratchit, kissing her a dozen times, and 
taking. off her shawl and bonnet for her with officious
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“We'd a deal of work to finish up last night,” replied 
the girl, “and had to clear away this morning, mother!” 

“Well! Never mind so long as you are come,” said Mrs. 

Cratchit. “Sit ye down before the fire, my dear, and 

have a warm, Lord bless ye!” - oO 

_ “No, no! There’s father coming,” cried the two young 

Cratchits, who were everywhere at once. “Hide, Martha, 

hide!” 
So Martha hid herself, and in came little Bob, the 

father, with at least three feet of comforter exclusive of 

the fringe, hanging down before him; and his threadbare 

clothes damed up and brushed, to look seasonable; and 

Tiny Tim upon his shoulder. Alas for Tiny Tim, he bore 

a little crutch, and had his limbs supported by an iron 
frame! 

“Why, where’s our Martha?” cried Bob Cratchit, look- 

ing round. 
“Not coming,” said Mrs. Cratchit. 

“Not coming!” said Bob, with a sudden declension in 

his high spirits; for he had been Tim’s blood horse all the 

way from church, and had come home rampant.’ “Not 

coming upon Christmas Day!” 
Martha didn’t like to see him disappointed, if it were 

only.in joke; so she came out prematurely from behind the 

closet door, and ran into his arms, while the two young 

Cratchits hustled Tiny Tim, and bore him off into the 

wash-house, that he might hear the pudding singing in the 

copper. : , : 

“And how did little Tim behave?” asked Mrs. Cratchit, 

when she had rallied Bob on his credulity, ard Bob had 

hugged his daughter to his heart’s content. , 

“Ag good as gold,” said Bob, “and better. Somehow 

he gets thoughtful, sitting by himself so much, and thinks 

the strangest things you ever heard. He told me, coming 

home, that he hoped the people saw him in the church, 

because he was a cripple, and it might be pleasant to them 

to remember upon Christmas Day, who made lame beggars 

walk and blind men see.” Se 

Bob’s voice was tremulous when he told them this, and 

trembled more when he said that Tiny Tom was growing 

strong and hearty.. | : 

His active little crutch was heard upon the floor, and 

back came Tiny Tim before another word was spoken,
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escorted by his brother and sister to his stool before the 
fire; and while Bob, turning up his cuffs—as if, poor fel- 
low, they were capable of being made more shabby—com- 
pounded some hot mixture in a jug with gin and lemons, 
and stirred it.round and round and put it on the hob to 
simmer; Master Peter, and the two ubiquitous young 
Cratchits went to fetch the goose, with which they soon 
returned in high procession. 

Such ‘a bustle ensued that you might have thought a 
goose the rarest of all birds; a feathered phenomenon, to 
which a black swan: was a matter of course—and in truth 

- it was something very like it in that house. Mrs. Cratchit 
made the gravy (ready beforehand in a little saucepan) 
hissing hot; Master Peter mashed the potatoes with in- 
‘credible vigour; Miss Belinda sweetened up the apple- 
sauce;. Martha dusted the hot plates; Bob took Tiny Tim 
beside him in a tiny corner at the table; the two young 
Cratchits set chairs for everybody, not forgetting them- 
selves, and mounting guard. upon their posts, crammed 
spoons into their mouths, lest they should shriek for goose 
before their turn came to be helped. At last the dishes 
were set on, and grace was‘said. It was succeeded by a 
breathless pause, as Mrs. Cratchit, looking slowly all along 
the carving-knife, prepared to plunge it in the breast; but 
when she did, and when the long expected gush of stuffing 
issued forth, one murmur. of - delight arose all round thé 
board, and even Tiny Tim, excited by the two young Cratch- 

— its, beat on the table with the handle of his knife, and 
feebly cried Hurrah! - - mo, yt 

There never was such a goose. “Bob said he didn’t be- 
lieve there ever. was such a goose cooked. Its tenderness 
and flavour, size and cheapness, were the themes of uni- versal admiration. Eked out by the apple sauce. and mashed potatoes, it was a sufficient dinner for the whole family; indeed, as Mrs. Cratchit said with great delight (surveying one small atom of a bone upon the dish) they hadn’t ate it all at last! Yet every one had had enough, and the youngest Cratchits in particular, were steeped in sage and onion: to the eyebrows!. But now, the plates being changed by Miss Belinda, ‘Mrs. Cratchit left the room alone—too nervous to bear witnesses—to take the pudding. up and bringitin. = 9°). a . Suppose it ‘should not be done enough! Suppose it
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should break. in turning out! Suppose somebody. should 

have got over the wall of. the back-yard, and stolen it, 

while they were merry with. the goose—a supposition ‘at 

which the two young Cratchits became livid! All sorts of 

horrors were supposed. - - Se vf 

Hallo! A great deal of steam! .'The pudding was out of 

the copper. A smell like a washing-day! That was the 

cloth. A smell like an eating-house and a pastrycook’s 

next door to each other, with a laundress’s next door to 

that! That was the pudding! In-half a minute Mrs. 

Cratchit entered—flushed, but smiling proudly—with the 

pudding like a speckled cannon-ball so hard and. firm blaz- 

ing in half of half-a-quartern of ignited brandy, and bedight 

with Christmas holly stuck into the top.. eo 

Oh, a wonderful pudding! ‘Bob Cratchit said, and calmly 

too, that he regarded it as the greatest success achieved by: 

Mrs. Cratchit since their marriage. -Mrs. Cratchit sdid 

that now the weight was ‘off her mind, she would confess 

she had had her doubts about the quantity of. flour. 

Everybody had something to say about it, but nobody said 

or thought it was at all a small pudding for a large family.’ 

Tt would have been flat heresy to do so. Any Cratchit 

would have blushed to hint at such a thing. Be , 

At last the dinner was all done, the cloth was cleared, 

the hearth swept, and the fire made up. - The compound 

in the jug being tasted, and considered perfect, apples and 

oranges were put upon the table, and a shovel-full of chest- 

nuts on the fire. Then all the Cratchit family drew round 

the hearth, in what Bob Cratchit called a circle, meaning . 

half a one;.and at Bob Cratchit’s elbow stood the family 

display of glass. Two tumblers, and a custard-cup with- 

out a handle. yt oO 

These held the hot stuff from the jug, however, as well 

as golden goblets would have done; and Bob served it out 

with beaming looks, while the chestnuts on the fire sput- 

tered and cracked noisily. ‘Then Bob proposed: . 

« A Merry Christmas tous all, my dears. God bless us!” 

Which all the family re-echoed. Bo 

- God bless us every one! ” said-Tiny Tim, the last of all. 

‘He sat very close to his father’s side upon his little stool. 

Bob held his withered little hand in his, as if he loved the 

‘child, and wished to keep‘ him by his side, and dreaded. 

that he might be taken from him. = ,
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_ “Spirit!” said Scrooge, with an interest he had never 
felt before, “tell me if Tiny Tim will live.” 

“TI see a vacant seat,” replied the Ghost, “in the poor 
chimney-corner, and a crutch without an owner, carefully 
preserved. If these shadows remain unaltered by the 
Future, the child will die.” . 

“No, no,” said Scrooge. “Oh no, kind Spirit! say he 
will be spared.” . 

“Tf these shadows remain unaltered by the Future, none 
other of my race,” returned the Ghost, “will find him 
here. What then? If he be like to die, he had better do 
it, and decrease the surplus population.” 

Scrooge hung his head to hear his own words quoted by 
the Spirit, and was overcome with penitence and grief. 

“Man,” said the Ghost, “if man you be in heart, not 
adamant, forbear that wicked cant until you have dis- 
covered What the surplus is, and Where it is. Will you 
decide what men shall live, what’ men shall die? It may 
be, that in the sight of Heaven, you are more worthless 
and less fit to live than millions like this poor man’s child. 
Oh God! to hear the Insect on the leaf pronouncing on the 
too much life among his hungry brothers in the dust! ” 
Scrooge bent before the Ghost’s rebuke, and trembling 

cast his eyes upon the ground. But heraised them speedily, 
on hearing his own name. 

* “Mr. Scrooge!” said Bob; “I'll give you Mr. Scrooge, 
the Founder of the Feast!” 

“The Founder of the Feast indeed!” cried Mrs. Cratch- 
it, reddening. “I wish I had him here. I’d give him 
a piece of my mind to feast upon, and I hope he’d have a 
good appetite for it.” 

“My dear,” said Bob, “the children! Christmas Day.” 
“Tt should be Christmas Day, I am sure,” said she, “on 
which one drinks the health of such an odious, stingy, 
hard, unfeeling man as Mr. Scrooge. You know he is, 
robert! Nobody knows it better than you do, poor fel- 
ow : 
“My dear,” was Bob’s mild answer, “Christmas Day.” “Tl drink his health for your sake and the Day’s,” said Mrs. Cratchit, “not for his. Long life to him! A Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year! He’ll be very merry 

and very happy, I have no doubt!” 
The children drank the toast after her. It was the first
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of their proceedings which had no heartiness in it. Tiny 

Tim drank it last of all, but he didn’t care twopence for 

it. Scrooge was the Ogre of the family. The mention of 

his name cast a dark shadow on the party, which was not 

dispelled for full five minutes. 

After it had passed away, they were ten times merrier 

than before, from the mere relief of Scrooge the Baleful 

being done with. Bob -Cratchit told them how he had a 

situation in his eye for Master Peter, which would bring 

in, if obtained, full five-and-sixpence weekly. The two 

young Cratchits laughed tremendously at the idea of 

Peter’s being a man of business; and Peter himself looked 

thoughtfully at the fire from between his collars, as if he 

were deliberating what particular investments he should 

favour when he came into the receipt of that bewildering 

income. Martha, who was a: poor apprentice at a milli- 

ner’s, then told them what kind of work she had to do, and 

how. many hours she worked at a stretch, and how she 

meant to lie abed to-morrow morning fora good long rest; 

to-morrow being a holiday she passed at home. Also 

how she had seen a countess and a lord some days before, 

and how the lord “was much about as tall as Peter;” at 

which Peter pulled up his collars so high that you couldn’t 

have seen his head if you had been there. ~ All this time 

the chestnuts and the jug went round and round; and bye- 

and-bye they had a song, about a lost child travelling in 

the snow, from Tiny Tim, who had a plaintive little voice, _ 

and sang it very well indeed. 

There was nothing of high mark inthis. They were not 

a handsome family; they. were not well dressed; their 

shoes were far from being water-proof; their clothes were 

scanty; and Peter might have known, and very likely did, 

the inside of a pawnbroker’s. But, they were happy, 

grateful, pleased with one another, and contented with the 

time; and when they faded, and looked happier yet in the 

bright sprinklings of the Spirit’s torch at parting, Scrooge 

had his eye upon them, and especially on Tiny Tim, until 

the last. - : ; 

_ By this time it was getting dark, and snowing pretty 

heavily; and as Scrooge and the Spirit went along the 

streets, the brightness of the roaring fires in kitchens, par- 

lours, and all sorts of rooms, was wonderful. Here, the 

flickering of the blaze showed preparations for a cosy din-
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ner, with hot plates baking through and through before the 
fire, and deep red curtains, ready to be drawn to shut out 
cold and darkness. There, all the children of the house 
were running out into the snow to meet their married sis- 
ters, brothers, cousins, uncles, aunts, and be the first to 
greet them. Here, again, were shadows on the window- 
blind of guests assembling; and there a group of handsome 
girls, all hooded and fur-booted; and all chattering at once, 
‘tripped lightly off to some near neighbour’s house; where, 
‘woe upon the single man who saw them enter—artful 
witches; well they knew it—inaglow! ~~ - toe 
'- But if-you had judged from the numbers of people on 
their way to friendly gatherings, you might have thought 
that no one was at home to give them welcome when they 
‘got there, instead of every house expecting company, and — ‘piling. up its fires half-chimney high. . Blessings on it, 
‘how the Ghost’ exulted!’ How it bared its breadth of 
breast, and opened its capacious palm, and floated on, out- 
‘pouring,’ with a’ generous hand, its bright and harmless 
‘mirth on everything within its reach! The very lamp- 
lighter, who ‘ran on before dotting the dusky street with specks of light, and who was: dressed to spend the eyen- ing somewhere, laughed out loudly as the Spirit ‘passed: though little kenned the lamplighter that he had any com- ‘pany but Christmas! :-9° ne, 

“ And now, without.a word of. warning from the Ghost, _ ‘they stood upon a bleak and desert moor, where monstrous _ masses of rude stone were cast about, as though it were the ‘burial-place of giants; and‘ water spread itself whereso- ‘ever it listed, or would have done so, but for the frost that held it prisoner; and: nothing grew but moss and furze, ‘and coarse, rank grass. “Down in the west the setting sun ‘had left a'streak of ‘fiery red, which glared upon the deso- lation for an instant, like a sullen eye, and frowning lower, owery lower yet, was lost’ in the thick gloom of darkest nights ame ween, O anes 
“ “What place is this?” asked Scrooge. =. - - “A place where Miners live, who labour in the bowels of ‘the earth,” returned the Spirit. “Buttheyknowme: See!” "A light shone from the window of a hut, and swiftly ‘they advanced ‘towards it. - Passing through the. wall of ‘mud and stone, they found a cheerful company assembled ‘round a glowing fire. An: old, old man and woman, with
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their children and their children’s children; and another 

generation beyond that, all decked out gaily in their holi- 

day attire. The old man, in a voice that seldom rose 

above the howling of the wind upon the barren waste, 

was singing them a Christmas song; it had been a very old 

song when he was a boy; and from time to time they all 

joined in the chorus. So surely as they raised their voices, 

the old man got quite blithe and loud; and so ‘surely as 

they stopped, his vigour sank again. Doe 

The Spirit did not tarry here, but bade Scrooge hold his 

robe, and passing on above the moor, sped whither? - Not 

to sea? To sea. To Scrooge’s horror, looking back, he 

saw the last of the land, a frightful range of rocks, behind 

‘them; and his ears were deafened by the thundering of 

water, as it rolled, and roared, and raged among the dread- 

‘ful: caverns it had worn, and fiercely tried to undermine 

‘theearth. : . bt : 

Built upon a dismal reef of sunken rocks, some league 

or so from shore, on which the waters chafed and dashed, 

the wild year through, there stood a ‘solitary lighthouse. 

Great heaps of seaweed clung to its base, and storm-birds 

—born of the wind one might suppose, as sea-weed of the 

-water—rose and fell about it, like the’ waves they skimmed. 

But even here, two men who watched the light had 

made a fire, that through’ the loophole in the thick stone 

-wall shed out a ray of brightness on the awful sea. Join- 

ing their horny hands over the rough tabl ac which they 

sat, they wished each other Merry Christmas’ in their can 

‘of grog; and one of them, the elder, too, with his face all 

damaged and scarred with hard .weather, as the figure- 

head of an old ship might be:.struck up a sturdy song 

that was like a Gale in itself. . to : 

Again the Ghost sped on, above the black and heaving 

sea—on, on—until, being’ far away, as he told Scrooge, 

from any shore, they lighted-on a ship. . They'stood beside 

the helmsman at the wheel, the lookout .in the bow, the 

officers who had the watch; dark, ghostly figures in their 

several stations; but every man’ among them hummed a 

Christmas tune, or had a Christmas thought, or spoke. be- 

:low his breath to his companion ‘of some bygone Christmas 

Day, with homeward hopes belonging to it. And every 

man on board, waking or sleeping, good or bad, had had a 

kinder word for another on that day than:on any day in
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‘the year; and had shared to some extent in its festivities; and had remembered those he cared for at a distance, and had known that they delighted to remember him. 
It was a great surprise to Scrooge, while listening to the moaning of the wind, and thinking what a solemn thing it was to move on through the lonely darkness over an un- known abyss, whose depths were secrets as profound as Death: it was a great surprise to Scrooge, while thus en- gaged, to hear a hearty laugh. It was a much greater sur- prise to Scrooge to recognise it as his own nephew’s, and to find himself in a bright, dry, gleaming room, with the Spirit standing smiling by his side, and looking at that same nephew with approving affability. 
“Ha, ha!” laughed Scrooge’s nephew. “Ha, ha, hal” If you should happen, by any unlikely chance, to know aman more blest in a laugh than Scrooge’s nephew, all I can say is, I should like to know him too. Introduce him. to me, and I’ll cultivate his acquaintance, 
It is a fair, even-handed, noble adjustment of things, that while there is infection in disease and sorrow, there is nothing in the world so irresistibly contagious as laughter and good-humour. When Scrooge’s nephew laughed in this way: holding his sides, rolling his head, and twisting his face into the most extravagant contortions: Scrooge’s niece, by marriage, laughed as heartily ashe. And their assembled friends being not a bit behindhand, roared out, lustily. 
“Ha, ha! Ha, ha, ha, hal” ° 
“He said that Christmas was ‘a humbug, as I live!” cried Scrooge’s nephew. “He believed it too!” ° “More shame for him, Fred!” said Scrooge’s niece, in- dignantly. Bless those women; they never do anything by halves. They are always in earnest. She was very pretty: exceedingly pretty. With a dim- pled, surprised-looking, capital face; a ripe little mouth, that seemed made to be kissed—as no doubt it was; all kinds of good little dots about her chin, that melted into One another when she laughed; and the sunniest pair of eyes you ever saw in any little creature’s head. Altogether she was what you would have called provoking, you know; but satisfactory, too. Oh, perfectly satisfactory ! _ “He’s a comical old fellow,” said Scrooge’s nephew, “that’s the truth; and not so pleasant as he might be.
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However, his offences carry their own punishment, and I 

have nothing to say against him.” , 
“I’m sure he is very rich, Fred,” hinted Scrooge’s niece. 

“ At least you always tell me so.” . 

“What of that, my dear!” said Scrooge’s nephew. 

“His wealth is of no use to him. He don’t do any good 
with it. . He don’t make himself comfortable with it. He 

hasn’t the satisfaction of thinking—ha, ha, ha!—that he 

is ever going to benefit Us with it.” 
“TY have no patience with him,” observed Scrooge’s 

_ niece. Scrooge’s niece’s sisters, and all the other ladies, 
expressed the same opinion. a 

“Oh, I have!” said Scrooge’s nephew. “I am sorry 
for him; I couldn’t be angry with him if I tried. Who 
suffers by his ill whims? Himself, always. Here, he 
takes it into his head to dislike us, and he won’t come and 
dine with us. What’s the consequence! He don’t lose 
much of a dinner—-—” ; 

“Indeed, I think he loses a very good dinner,” inter- 
rupted Scrooge’s niece. Everybody else said the same, 
and they must be allowed to have been competent judges, 
because they had just had dinner; and, with the dessert 
npon the table, were clustered round the fire, by lamp- 
ight. mo oe 
“ “Well! I’m very glad to hear it,” said Scrooge’s 
nephew, “ because I haven’t any great faith in these young 
housekeepers. What do you say, Topper?” 

Topper had clearly got his eye upon one of Scrooge’s 
hiece’s sisters, for he answered that a bachelor was a 
wretched outcast, who had no right to express an opinion 
on the subject. Whereat Scrooge’s niece’s sister—the 
plump one with the Jace tucker: not the one with the roses 
—blushed. 

“Do go on, Fred,” said Scrooge’s niece, clapping her 
bands. “He never finishes what he begins to say! ‘He is 
such a ridiculous fellow!” 

Scrooge’s nephew revelled in another laugh, and as it 
was impossible fo keep the infection off; though the plump 
sister tried hard to do it with aromatic vinegar; his exam- 
ple was unanimously followed. : : 

“T was only going to say,” said Scrooge’s nephew, “that 
the consequence of his taking a dislike to us, and not mak- 
ing merry with us, is, as I think, that he loses some pleas-
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ant moments, which could do him no harm. Tam sure he loses pleasanter companions than he ean find in his own thoughts, either in his mouldy old office, or his dusty chambers. I mean to give him the sama chance every year, whether he likes it or not, for I pity him. He may rail at Christmas till he dies, but he ean’t help thinking better of it~I defy him—if he finds me going there, in good temper, year after year, and saying ‘Uncle Scrooge, how are you?? If it only puts him in the vein to leave his poor clerk fifty pounds, that’s something; and I. think I shook him yesterday.” .. a - It was their turn ‘to laugh now at the notion of his shak- ing Scrooge, » But being thoroughly good-natured, and not much caring what'they laughed at, so that they laughed at any rate, he encouraged them \in: their merriment, and passed the bottle joyously. ee After tea,’ they-had: some music, For they were a mus sical family, and knew what they were about, when they sang a Glee or Catch, I can assure you: especially Topper, who could growl away in the bass like a good one, and never swell the large veing in his forehead, or get red in the face over it,: ‘Scrooge’s niece Played well upon the harp; and played among other tunes a simple little air (a mere nothing: you might learn to whistle it in two min- utes), which had been familiar to the child who fetched Scrooge from the boarding-school, as he had been reminded 

upon his mind; he softened more and more; and thought 
i years ago, he 

e for his own 
ting to the Sex- 

might have Cultivated the ‘indnesses of lif happiness with his own hands, without resor ton’s spade that buried J. acob Marley. - But they ‘didn’t devote the whole evening to music. 
After a while they played at forfeits; for it ig. good. to be 
children Sometimes, and never better than at Christmas 
when its mighty Founder was a child himself. Stop! 
here was first a game at blind-man’g buff. Of course 

there was. And I-no more believe Topper was really blind 
t an I believe he had eyes in his boots, Ty opinion is 

lat it was a done thing be 
a8 5 

g bétween him and Scrooge’s 
nephew: and that the Ghost of Christmas Present knew it. Tr in the lace tucker,
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. Was an outrage on the credulity of human nature. Knock- 
ing down the. fire-irons, tumbling over the chairs, bumping 
up against the piano, smothering himself among the cur- 
tains, wherever she went, there went he. He always knew 
where the plump sister was. He wouldn’t catch anybody 
else. If you had fallen up against him, as some of them 
did, and stood there; he would have made a‘feint of en- 
deavouring to seize you, which would have been an affront 
to your understanding; and would instantly have sidled 
off in the direction of the plump sister. She often cried 
‘out that it wasn’t fair; dnd it really was not. But when at 
last, he caught her; when, i in spite of all her silken rus- 
tlings, and her rapid flutterings past him, he got her into 
a corner whence there was no escape; then his conduct was 
the most execrable. For his pretending not to know her; 
his pretending that ‘it- was necessary to touch her head- 
dress, and further to assure himself of her identity by 
“pressing a certain ring upon her finger, and a certain chain 
about her neck; was vile, monstrous! No doubt she told 
him her opinion of it, when, another blind man being in 
office, they were so very confidential together, behind. the 
curtains. 

Scrooge’s niece was not one of the blind-man’ s buff party, 
but was made comfortable with a large chair and a foot- 
stool, in a snug corner, where the Ghost and Scrooge‘ were 
close behind her. Butshe joined in the forfeits, and loved 
her love to admiration with all the letters of the alphabet. 
Likewise at the game of How, When, and Where, shé was 

‘very great, and to the secret joy of Scrooge’s nephew, beat 
her sisters hollow: though they. were sharp girls too, as 
Topper could have told you. There might have been 
twenty people there, young and old, but they all played, 
and so did Scrooge; for, wholly forgetting, in the interest 
he had in what was going on, that his voice made no sound 
in their ears, he sometimes came -out with his guess quite 
Joud, and very often guessed quite right, too; for the sharp- 
est needle, best Whitechapel, warranted not to cut in the 
eye, was not sharper than Scrooge: blunt as he took iti in 
his head to be. - 

The Ghost was greatly pleased to find him in this mood, 
and looked upon him with sueh favour, that he begged like 
‘a boy to be allowed to stay until the guests departed. But 
‘this the Spirit said could not be done. Lae
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“Here is a new game,” said Scrooge. “One half-hour, Spirit, only one!” ; It is a Game called Yes and No, whére Scrooge’s nephew had to think of something, and the rest must find out what; he only answering to their questions yes or no, as the case was. The brisk.fire of questioning to which he was ex- posed, elicited from him that he was thinking of an ani- mal, a live animal, rather a disagreeable animal, a savage animal, an animal that growled and grunted sometimes, and talked sometimes, and lived in London, and walked about the streets, and wasn’t made a show of, and wasn’t led by anybody, and didn’t live in a menagerie, and was never killed in a market, and was not. a horse, or an ass, or a cow, or a bull, ora tiger, or a dog, or a pig, or a cat, ora bear. At every fresh question that was put to him, this nephew burst into a fresh roar of laughter; and was so inexpressibly tickled, that he was obliged to get up off the sofa and stamp. At last the plump sister, falling into a similar state, cried out: 
“I have found it out. I know what it is, Fred! I know ‘what it is!” 
“What is it?” cried Fred, 
“It’s your Uncle Sero-0-0-0-oge!” 
Which it certainly was, Admiration was the universal sentiment, though some objected that the reply to “Is ita bear? ” ought to have been “ Yes; ” inasmuch as an answer in the negative was sufficient to have diverted their thoughts om r. Scrooge, Supposing they had ever had any. ten- ency that way, 
“ 

. 

. : 
He has given us plenty of merriment, I am sure,” said 

_ “A Merry Christmas-and a Ha Nev v Year ¢ man, whatever he is!” said Scrooge’s nephew. wae Wwouldn’t take it from me, but may he have it, neverthe-
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his nephew; and he and the Spirit were again upon their 
travels.’ - ot ; 

. Much they saw, and far they went, and many homes 
they visited, but always with a happy end. The Spirit 
stood beside sick-beds, and they were cheerful; on foreign 
lands, and they were close at home; by struggling men, 
and they were patient in their greater -hope; by poverty, : 
and it was rich. In almshouse, hospital, and jail, in, 
misery’s every refuge, where vain man in his little brief 
authority had not made fast the door, and barred the 
Spirit out, he left his blessing, and taught Scrooge his pre-. 
cepts. 

It was a long night, if it were only a night; but Scrooge 
had his doubts of this, because the Christmas Holidays ap- 
peared to be condensed into the space of time they passed. ~ 
together. It was strange, too, that while Scrooge remained 
unaltered in his outward form, the Ghost grew older, clear- 
ly older. Scrooge had observed this change, but never 
spoke of it, until they left a-children’s Twelfth Night 
party, when, looking at the Spirit as they stood together 
in an open place, he noticed that its hair was grey. 

“ Are spirits’ lives so short?” asked Scrooge. 
“My life upon this globe, is very brief,” replied the 

“Ghost. “It ends to-night.” 7, . 
“To-night!” eried Scrooge. | 
“To-night at midnight. Hark! The time is drawing 

near.” OS 
The chimes were ringing the three quarters past eleven 

at that moment. _ 
“Forgive me if Iam not justified in what I ask,” said 

Scrooge, looking intently at the Spirit’s robe, “but I see 
something strange, and not belonging to yourself, protrud-. 
ing from your skirts. Is it a foot or a claw!” 

“Tt might be a claw, for the flesh there is upon it, was 
the Spirit’s sorrowful reply. “Look here.” _ 

From the foldings of its robe, it brought two children; 
wretched, abject, frightful, hideous, miserable. They 

knelt down at its feet, and clung upon the outside of its 
garment. - oO 
_ “Oh, Man! look “here. Look, look,.down here!” ex- 

claimed the Ghost. _ Ds é 
They were a boy-and girl: Yellow,, meagre, ragged, 

scowling, wolfish; but prostrate, too, ‘in, their humility.;
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Where graceful youth should have filled their features out, and touched them with its freshest tints, a stale and shriy- elled hand, like that of age, had pinched, and twisted them, and pulled them into shreds. ¢ Where angels might have sat enthroned, devils lurked, and glared out menac- ing. No change, no degradation, no perversion of human- ity, in any grade, through. all the mysteries of wonderful creation, has monsters half so horrible'‘and dread. - Scrooge started back, appalled. Having them shown to him in this way, he tried -to say they were fine children, but the words choked themselves, rather than bo parties to a lie of such enormous magnitude. “Spirit! are they yours?” Scrooge could say no more, “They are: Man’s,” said the Spirit, looking down upon them. “And they cling to me, appealing from. their fa- thers. This boy is Ignorance. - This girl is Want. Beware them both, and all of their degree, but most of. all beware this boy, for on his brow I see that written which is Doom, unless the writing be erased. Deny it!”. cried the Spirit, . stretching out its hand towards the city. “Slander those. who tell it ye! . Admit it for your factious purposes, and. make it worse! And bide theend!? 0 5 7 . “Have they no refuge or resource? ””’ cried Scrooge.‘ - “Are there no prisons?” said the Spirit, turning on him for the last time with his Own-words. “Are-there no workhouses? ” en a Ds The bell struck twelve, 
Do Scrooge looked about him for the Ghost, and saw it not. As the last stroke ceased to vibrate, he Temembered the prediction of old. Jacob Marley, and lifting up his eyes beheld a solemn Phantom, draped and hooded coming like @ mist along the 8round, towards him... ~~ ~ 

STAVE FOUR,
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It was ‘shrouded ‘in'a deep black garment, which con- 
cealed its head, ‘its face, its form, and left nothing of it 
visible save one outstretched hand. But for this it would 
have been difficult to detach its figure from the night, 
and separate ‘it from the darkness’ by which it was sur- 
rounded... po oe 

He felt that it was tall and stately when it came beside 
him, and that its mysterious presence filled him with’ a 
solemn dread. He knew no more, for the Spirit neither 
spoke nor moved. So, 

“I am in the presence of the Ghost of Christmas Yet To 
Come?” said Scrooge. _ " Do 
: The Spirit answered not, but pointed downward with its 
hand. pe ta 
“You are about to show me shadows of the things that 

have not happened, but will happen in the time before us,” 
Scrooge pursued. “Is that so, Spirit?” = : 

The upper portion of the garment was contracted for’ an 
instant in its folds, as if the Spirit’ had inclined its head. 
That was the only answer he received. ' ot 

- Although well'used:to ghostly company by this time, 
Scrooge feared the silent shape so much that his legs trem- 
bled beneath him, and he found that he could hardly stand 
when he prepared to follow ‘it.:: ‘The Spirit paused a mo- 
ment, as observing his condition, and giving him time to 
recover, (9 0 
-* But Serooge was all the worse for this. - ‘It thrilled him 
with a:vague -uncertain horror, to know that behind the 
dusky shroud there were ghostly eyes-intently fixed upon 
him, while’ he, though he stretched his own to the utmost, 
could see nothing but a‘spectral:hand and one great -heap 
of black. . eo Te ET Dt . Tot Opps - . 

“Ghost of the Future!” ‘he exclaimed, “I fear you more 
than any Spectre I have seen.” But,‘as'I know your pur- 
pose is to do’me good, and ‘as I hope to live to be another 
man from what I was, I am prepared to bear you company, 
and do it with a thankful heart. Will you not speak to 

“mePr ct Cote te teth te ne TE a 
' It gave him no reply.’ ‘The hand was pointed straight 
before them. © 0 0 

~ '“Tead on!” said‘ Scrooge. “Lead ‘on!’ The night is 
waning fast, and it is precious timé to me,'I know. : Lead © 
on, Spirit!?: 5 Ft ay
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The Phantom moved away as it had come towards him. Scrooge followed in the shadow of its dress, which bore him up, he thought, and carried him along. - . _ They scarcely seemed to enter the city; for the city rather seemed to Spring up about them, and encompass 

it; on ’Change, amongst the merchants; who’ hurried up and down, and chinked the money in their pockets, and conversed in groups, and looked at their, watches, and trifled thoughtfully with their great gold seals; and so forth, as Scrooge had seen them often. The Spirit Stopped beside one little knot of business men. Observing that the hand was pointed to them, Scrooge advanced to listen to their talk. “No,” said a great fat man with a monstrous chin, “J don’t know much about it, either way. I only know he’s dead. So ” “When did he die?” inquired another. .. “Last night, I believe,” Co 7 “Why, what was the matter with him?” asked a third, taking a vast quantity of snuff out of. a very large snuff. 
box, “J thought he’d never die,” es, 

: 
/ “God knows,” said the first, with a yawn. . : 
- “What has he done with his money? ” asked a red-faced 
gentleman with a pendulous excrescence on the end of his 
nose, that shook like the gills of a turkey-cock, ot 

; & _haven’t heard,” said the man with the large: chin, 
yawning again. “Tiett it to his Company, Perhaps. He 
hasn’t left it to me. That’s all I know.” This Pleasantry Was received with a general laugh, . 

It’s likely to be a very cheap funeral,” said the same 
Speaker; “foy upon my life I don’t know of anybody to go 
to it. Suppose we make up @ party and volunteer? ” 

I don’t ming going if a lunch: is: provided,” observed 
the gentleman with the excrescence on his nose,. “But I 
must be fed, if I make one”? oo, Pia ‘nother laugh, - Pe a eo el’) I am the most disinterested amon; rou, after 
all,” said the first Speaker, “ for I never wear blavk gloves, 
and T never eat lunch. But J’ll offer to go, if anybody 
else will, When I come to think of it, ‘I’m not at all sure 
that I Wasn’t_ his mogt particular friend; for we used to 
stop and speak whenever we met. Bye, bye!”
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Speakers and listeners strolled away, and mixed with 
other groups. . Scrooge knew the men, and looked towards 
the Spirit for an explanation. ~ a : 
- The Phantom glided on into a street.’ Its finger pointed 
to two persons meeting. Scrooge listened again, thinking 
that the explanation might lie here. ; 

He knew these men, also, perfectly. They were men of 
business: very wealthy, and of great importance. He had 
made a point always of standing well in their esteem: ina 
business point of view, that is; strictly in a business point 
of view... . me ot 

. “How are you?” said one. 
“How are you?” returned the other. — 
“Well!” said the first. “Old Scratch has got his own 

at last, hey?” 
- “So Tam told,” returned the second. “Cold, isn’t it? ” 

“Seasonable for Christmas time. You're not a skater, 
I suppose? ” : - 

- “No. No. Something else to think of. Good morn- . 
ing! ” / : ‘ : . 

Not another word. That was their meeting, their con- 
versation, and their parting. : 

Scrooge was at first inclined to be surprised that the 
Spirit should attach importance to conversations apparently 
so trivial; but feeling assured that they must have some 
hidden purpose, he set himself. to consider what it was 
likely to be. They could scarcely be supposed to have any 
bearing on the death of Jacob, his old partner, for that was 
Past, and this Ghost’s province was the Future. Nor could 
he think of any one immediately connected with himself, 
to whom he could apply them. But nothing doubting that 
to whomscever they applied they had some latent moral 
for his own improvement, he resolved to treasure up every 
word he heard, and everything he saw; and especially to 
observe the shadow of. himself when it appeared. For he 
had an expectation that the conduct of his future self 
would give him the clue he missed, and would render the 
solution of these riddles easy. - 
. He looked about in that very place for his own image; 
but another man stood in -his ‘accustomed corner, and 
though the clock pointed to his usual time of day for being 
there, he saw no likeness of himself among the.multitudes 
that poured in through the Porch.’ It gave him little sur. 

< 
s
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prise, however; for he had been revolving’ in his ‘mind a change of life, and thought and hoped he saw his new-born resolutions carried out in this, 
a - Quiet and dark, beside him stood the Phantom, with its outstretched hand. When he “roused himself from his thoughtful quest, he fancied from the: turn of the hand, 

and feel very cold. © Se They left the busy'scene, and went into an obscure part of the town, where Scrooge had never penetrated before, although he recognised its situation, and: its bad repute, The ways were foul: and. narrow; theshops and houses wretched; the people half-naked,. drunken, slipshod, ugly. Alleys and archways, like so many cesspools, disgorged their offences of ‘Smell, and dirt, and life, upon the strag- gling Streets; and the whole quarter reeked with crime, With filth, and misery, . ‘ Se ' Far in this den of infamous resort, there was a low- browed, beetling shop, below a pent-house roof, where iron, old Tags, bottles, bones. and steasy . offal, ‘Were. bought, Upon the floor within, were piled up heaps of ‘rusty keys, nails, chains, hinges, files, scales, Weights, and refuse iron of all kinds, Secrets that few would like to scrutinise were bred and hidden in mountains of unseemly. rags, 
Masses of corrupted fat, and sepulchres of . bones, Sitting 
in’ among the wares he dealt in, by a charcoal-stove, made 
of old bricks, Was a grey-haired rascal, nearly seventy 
years of age; ‘who had screened himself from the cold air 
without, by a frousy curtaining of miscellaneous tatters, 
hung upon @ line; and smoked his Pipe in all the luxury 
of calm retirement, ; . oy L co Scrooge and the Phantom canie into the presence of this 
man, Just as a woman with a heavy bundle slunk into the 
shop. But she had Searcely entered, when another woman, 
similarly laden, came in too; and she was closely followed 
YY i man in faded black, who was wo less startled by the 

Sight of them, than they had-been upon ‘the recognition of. 
gach Neh the after a ‘short. period of blank astonishment, ma i joi all three purst into a laugh.” Pipe nad Joined them, they et the charwoman: alone to be the: first!” cried she 
who had entered first, “Let the laundresg alone to be the
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second; and let the undertaker’s man alone to be the third. 
Look here, old Joe, here’s a chance! If .we haven’t all 
three met here without meaning it!” 
-“You couldn’t have met in a better place,” said old Joe, 

removing his pipe from ‘his mouth. . “Come into the par- 
lour. You were made free of it long ago, you know; and 
the other two an’t strangers. Stop till I shut the door of 
the shop. Ah! How it skreeks! There an’t such a rusty 
bit of metal in the place as its own hinges, I believe; and 
I’m sure there’s no such old bones here, as mine. . Ha, ha! 
We’re all suitable to our calling, we’re well matched. 
Come into the parlour. Come into the parlour.” 
- The parlour was. the space behind the screen of rags. 
The old man raked the fire together with an old stair-rod, 
and having trimmed his smoky iamp (for it was night), 
with the stem of his pipe, put’ it in his mouth again. 

While he did this, the woman who had already spoken 
threw her bundle on the floor, and sat down in a flaunting 
manner on a stool; crossing her elbows on her knees, and 
looking with a bold defiance at the other two. 

“What odds then! What odds, Mrs. Dilber?” said the 
woman. “Every person has a right to take care of them- 
selves. He always did!” : 
~ That's true, indeed!” said the laundzess. “No man 
more so.” . 
. “Why, then, don’t stand staring as if you was afraid, 

. Woman; who’s the wiser? We’re not going to pick holes 
in each other’s coats, I suppose? ” 

. “No, indeed!” said Mrs. Dilber and the man together. 
“We should hope not.” 

“Very well, then!” cried the woman. “That’s enough. 
Who’s the worse for the loss of a few things like these? 
Not a dead man, I suppose.” 

“No, indeed,” said Mrs. Dilber, laughing. 
_ “Tf he wanted to keep ’em after he was dead, a wicked 

old screw,” pursued the woman, “why wasn’t he natural 
in his lifetime? If he had been, he’d have had some- 
body to look after him.when he was struck with Death, 
instead of lying gasping out his. Jast there, alone by. him: 
self.” 

“Tt’s the truest word that ever was spoke,” said Mrs, 
Dilber. “It’s a judgment on him.” .. 

“T wish it was a little heavier one," ” replied the. woman;
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“and it should have been, you may depend upon it, if I could have laid my hands on anything else. -Open that bundle, old Joe, and let me know the value of it. Speak out plain. I’m not afraid to be the first, nor afraid for them to see it. We knew pretty well that we were help- ing ourselves, before we met here, I believe. It’s no sin. Open the bundle, Joe.” . But the gallantry of her friends would not allow of this; and the man in faded black, mounting the breach first, pro- duced Ads plunder. ‘It Was not extensive. A seal or two, a pencil-case, a pair of sleeve-buttons, and a brooch of no great value, were all. They were severally examined and appraised by old Joe, who chalked the sums he was dis- posed to give for each, upon the wall, and added them up into a total when he found ‘there was nothing more to 
“That’s your account,” said Joe, “and I wouldn’t give another sixpence, if I was to be boiled for not doing it, 

Who’s next? ” 

apparel, two old-fashioned silver teaspoons, a pair of 
Sugar-tongs, and a few boots. Her account was stated on 

. the wall in the same manner, . “Talways give too much to ladies, It’s a weakness of 
mine, and that’s the way I ruin myself,” said old -Joe. 
“ ats your account. If you asked me for another penny, 
and made it an open uestion, I’d repent of bei i 
and knock off half-a- cron L - Peing so liberal 

. “And now undo my bundle, Joe,” said the first woman. 
Joe went down on his knees for the greater conveni- 

ence of Opening it, and having unfastened a great many 
knots, dragged out @ large and heavy roll of some dark “, What do you call this?” saia Joe. “Bed-curtaine!» 

q . -curtains! 
~ © AnID returned the Woman, laughing and leaning for- 
ward. on. her crossed arms, “Bed-curtains!” ou don’t mean to sa. ou took ’em down. . all, with him lying there?” orig Joe, owns ngs and 

‘ Yes I do,” replied the woman, «“ Why not? ” 
ou were born to m 

? sai You'll certainly do ig, 8° Your fortune,” saig Joe, “and ‘ certainly shan’t hold my h en'T ‘can 

. L cert; ? y hand, when T‘¢ - 
ing in it by reaching it out, for the Sake of. suck a man
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as He was, I promise you, J oe,” returned the woman 
coolly. “Don’t drop that oil upon the blankets, now.” 

- “His blankets? ” asked Joe. 
- “Whose else’s do you think?” replied the woman. 
“He isn’t likely to take cold without ’em, I dare say.” 

“T hope he didn’t die of anything catching? Eh?” said 
old Joe, stopping in his work; and looking up. . mo 

- “Don’t you be afraid of that,” returned the woman. “I 
an’t so fond of his company that I’d loiter about him for 
such: things, if he did. Ah! you may look through. that 
shirt till your eyes ache; . but you won’t find a hole in it, 
nor a threadbare place. It’s the best he had, and a fine 
one too. They’d have wasted it, if it hadn’t been for me.” 
“What do you call wasting of it?” asked old Joe. 
“Putting it on him to-be buried in, to be sure,” replied 

the woman with a laugh. . “Somebody was fool enough to 
do it, but I took it off again. If calico an’t good enough 
for such a purpose, it isn’t good enough for anything. It’s 
quite as becoming to the body. " He can’t look uglier than 
he did in that one.” Lo 

Scrooge listened to this dialogue in horror. As they sat 
grouped about their spoil, in the scanty light afforded by. 
the old man’s lamp, he viewed them with a detestation and 
disgust, which could hardly have been greater, though they 
had been obscene demons, marketing the corpse itself. 

. “Ha, hal” laughed the same woman,-when old Ji oe, pro- 
ducing a flannel bag with money in it, told out their several 
gains upon the ground. “This .is the end of it, you see! 
He frightened every one away from him when he was alive, 
to profit us when he was dead! Ha, ha, ha!” ; 

- “Spirit!” said Scrooge, shuddering from head to foot. 
“TI see, I see.’ The case of this unhappy man might be my. 
own. My life tends that way,:now. Merciful Heaven, 
what is this!” -- Po : 

He recoiled in terror, for the:scene had changed, and © 
now he almost touched a bed: a bare, uncurtained bed: on 
which, beneath a ragged sheet, there lay a something cov- 
ered up, which, though it was dumb, announced itself in 
awful language. 

The room was very dark, too dark to be observed with 
any accuracy, though Scrooge glanced round it in obedience 
to a secret impulse, anxious to know what kind of room it 
was. A pale light, rising. in the outer: air, fell straight
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upon the bed; and on it, plundered and bereft, unwatched, unwept, uncared for, was the body.of.this man. : -- Scrooge glanced towards the Phantom. — Its steady hand was pointed to the head. The cover was so carelessly ad- justed that the slightest raising of it, the motion of a finger upon Scrooge’s part, would have disclosed the face. He thought of it, felt how easy it would be to do, and longed todo it; but had no more power to withdraw the veil than to dismiss the spectre at his Side. 
Oh cold, cold, rigid, dreadful Death, Set up thine altar here, and dress it with such terrors as thou hast at thy command: for this is thy dominion! ; But. of the loved, revered, and honoured head, thou canst not turn one hair to thy dread purposes, or make one feature odious. It-is not that the hand is heavy and will fall down when re- leased; it is not that the heart and pulse are still; but that the hand was Open, generous, and true; the heart brave, warm, and ‘tender; and the pulse a man’s, Strike, Shadow, strike! ‘And see his good deeds Springing from the wound, to sow the world with life immortal!” ; Be, ‘ No voice pronounced these words in Scrooge’s ears, and yet he heard them. when he looked upon the bed. He thought, if this man could be raised up: now, what would be his foremost thoughts?. -Avarice, hard dealing, griping cares?:. They have brought him to a rich end, truly! . He lay, in the dark empty house, with not a man, a woman, or a child, to say that he was kind to me in this or that, and for the memory. of one kind word T ‘will be kind to him. A cat Was tearing at the door, and there was a 

sound of gnawing rats -beneath ‘the hearth-stone. | What they wanted in the: Toom of death,-and why they were: so restless and disturbed, Serooge did. not dare to think, ; - 
. “Spirit!” -he said, “this is a fearful place. In leaving 
it, I shall not leave its lesson, trust me. Letus go!”..- . 
‘ Still the Ghost Pointed . with an.unmoved finger to the ead, a, oe Lo: - “T understand you,” Scrooge returned, “and I would do 
it, ifT could. Bat have mer th Spiri 
not the power.» have not the power, Spirit. I have Again it seemed to look upon him. ... Poy ' “If there 18 any person in the town, who feels emotion 
caused by this man’s death,” said Scrooge quite agonised, 
“show that Person to me, Spirit, I beseech you!? | ,
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. The Phantom spread its dark robe before him for a mo- 
ment, like a wing; and withdrawing it, revealed a room 
by daylight, where a mother and her children were. 

- She was expecting some one, and with anxious. eager- 
ness; for she walked up and’down the room; started at 
every sound; looked out from the window; glanced at the 
clock; tried, but in vain, to work with her needle; and 
could hardly bear the voices: of :the children in: their 
play. os a 

At length the long-expected knock was heard. She hur- 
ried to the door, and met her husband;.a man whose ‘face 
was careworn and depressed, though he'was young. There 
was a remarkable expression in it now; a kind of serious 
delight of which he felt ashamed, and which he struggled 
to repress. ce . 

He sat down to the dinner that had been hoarding for 
him by the fire; and when:she asked him faintly what 
news (which was not until after a.long silence), he ap- 
peared embarrassed how to answer... 3) oo. ce 

“Ts it good,” she said, “or bad? ”—to help him. 
“Bad,” he answered. cp tay te td fas 
“We are quite ruined? ” 
“No. There is hope yet, Caroline.” =; 9 0 oo 
“Tf he relents,” she said, amazed, “there ist: Nothing 

is past hope, if such a.miracle has happened.” ..-.-) 
“He is past relenting,” said her husband. “He. is 

dead.” 0 ec De Ee 
She was a mild and patient creature if her.face spoke 

truth; but she was thankful in her soul to hear it, and she 

said so, with clasped hands.: .She prayed forgiveness the 

next moment, and was sorry; ‘but the first was the emotion 

ofherheart. 6 2 0 oth ben 

“What the half-drunken woman whom I told you of last 

night, said to me, when I :tried to see him and obtain a 

week’s delay; and what I-thought was'a mere excuse: to 

avoid me; turns out to have been quite true. ” He was not 

only very ill, but dying, then.?’".: mooted oo 

“> whom will our'debt be transferred?”- *. 
“T don’t know. | But before that time :we shall be ready 

with the money; and even though we were not, 1 would be 

bad fortune indeed to find so merciless.a. creditor in his 

successor. We may sleep to-night. with light hearts, Caroe 

line!?0. bk en Sh Sona Se 
3 

Pea ee a
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Yes. Soften it as they would, their hearts were lighter, ’ The children’s faces, hushed, and clustered round to hear what they so little understood, were brighter; and it was a happier house for this man’s death! The only emotion that the Ghost could show him, caused by the event, was one of pleasure. 
. “Let me see some tenderness .connected with a death,” said Scrooge; “or that dark chamber, Spirit, which we left just now, will be for ever present to me.” ‘ The Ghost conducted him through several streets familiar to his feet; and as ‘they went along, Scrooge looked here and there to find himself, but nowhere was he to be seen, They entered poor Bob Cratchit?s house; the dwelling he had visited before; and found the mother and the children seated round the fire. _ Quiet. Very quiet. ‘The noisy little Cratchits were ag still as statues in one corner, and sat looking up at Peter, who had a book before him. The mother and her daugh- ters rere engaged in sewing. But surely they were very 

qule ! o bree . “ 7 . “ ‘And He took a child, and set him in the midst of 
them,’ ” 

wt Where had Scrooge heard those words? ‘He had not 
dreamed them. [T e boy must have Tead them out, as. he 
and the Spirit crossed the threshold.. Why did he not go 
on - Ba! Me _The mother laid her work upon the hand up to her face. P Do ‘able, and Pat her ’ “The colour hurts my eyes;”. she said. The colour? . Ah, poor Tiny Tim! “They’re ‘better now again,” said Cratchit’s wife, «Tt 
makes them Weak by candlelight; and J wouldn’t show 
weak eyes to your father when he comes home, for the weed i thers as tine?” ” ast 16 rather,” Peter answered, shutting » his book. 

fe But I think he’s walked a little slower than he used, these 
ew last evenings, mother.” __ , a ey were very Quiet again. At last she sai i 

steady cheerful Voice, that only faltere@ once: “dy and me 
with nave known him walk with—I have known him walk 

it Y tim upon his shoulder, very fast indeed,” , 
an S0 have I,” cried Peter,.° « ften,” And so have I,” exclaimed another, So had all. .
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. “But he was very light to carry,” she resumed, intent 
upon her work, “and his father loved him so, that it .was 
no trouble—no trouble. And there is your father at the 
door!” Se : 

She hurried out to meet him; and little Bob in his com- 
forter—he had need of it, poor fellow-—came in. His tea 
was ready for him on the hob, and they all tried who 
should help him to it most.| Then the two young Cratchits 
got upon his knees and laid, each child a little cheek, 
against his face, as if they said, “Don’t mind it, father. 
Don’t be grieved!” - 

Bob was very cheerful. with them, and spoke pleasantly 
to all the family. He looked at the work upon the table, 
and praised the industry and speed of Mrs. Cratchit and 
the girls. They would be done long before Sunday he 
said. i CO ce 

“Sunday! ‘You went to-day then, Robert?” said his 
wife. . wo Se 

“Yes, my dear,” returned Bob. “Iwish you could have 
gone. It would have done you good to see how green a 
place itis. But you’ll see it often. I promised him that 
I would walk there ona Sunday. My little, little child!” 
cried Bob.. “My little child!” | oe, 

He broke down all at once.: He couldn’t help it. If he 
could have helped it, he and his child would have been 
farther apart perhaps than they were. So, 

He left the room, and went up stairs into. the room 
above, which was lighted cheerfully, and hung with Christ- 
mas. There was a chair set close beside the child, and 

there were signs of some one having been there, lately. 
Poor Bob sat down in it, and when he had thought a little 
and composed himself, he kissed the little face. He was 

reconciled to what had happened, and went down again 
quite happy. .— So bo, 

They drew about the fire, and talked; the girls and 
mother working still. ,. Bob told them of the extraordinary 
kindness of Mr. Scrooge’s nephew, whom he.had scarcely 
seen but once, and who, meeting him in the street that day, 
and seeing that he looked a. little—“ just a little down you 
know,” said Bob, inquired what had happened to distress 
him. “On which,” said Bob, “for he is the pleasantest- 
spoken gentleman you ever heard, I told him. ‘I am 
heartily sorry for it, Mr. Cratchit,’ he said, ‘and heartily
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sorry for your good wife.’ “By the bye, how he ever knew that, I don’t know.” . So o, “Knew what, my dear? ” woe - . “Why, that you were a good wife,” replied Bob.‘ . - “Everybody knows that!” said Peter, 9. ._ “Very well observed, my boy!” eried-Bob, “I hope they do. ¢ Heartily sorry,” he ‘said, ‘for your good wife, If I can be of service to you in any way,’ he said, giving me his card, ‘that’s where. I. live. -Pray come to me.’ Now, it wasn’t,” cried Bob, “ for. the ‘sake of anything he might be able to do for us, so much as for his kind way, that this was quite delightful. It really seemed as if ho bad known our Tiny Tim, and felt with Use ‘““Pm sure he’s a good soul!”’ said Mrs, Cratchit, . --“You would.be.surer of it, my dear,” returned Bob, “if you sawand spoke tohim, T shouldn’t be at all surprised, mark what I say, if he got Peter a better-situation.” . “Only hear that, Peter,” said Mrs. Cratchit, OT “And then,” cried ‘one of the girls, “ Peter will be keep. ing company with some one, and setting up for himself,” - “Get along with you!” retorted Peter, grinning. . “ “Its just. as ‘likely “as not,” said Bob,’ “one of these days; though there’s plenty of time for that, my dear. But Owever and whenever we part from ‘one another, I am sure we shall none of ug forget poor Tiny Tim—shall we— or this first parting that there was among'us?”. ' “Never, father!” cried theyall. |. ae - “And I know,” said Bob, “JT know, my dears, that when we recollect. how patient and how-mild he was; although he was a little; little child;-we shall not quarrel easil] among ourselves, and forget poor Tiny Tim in doing it.” * “No, never, father!” they all cried again. “Tam very happy,” said little Bob, “IT am very happy!” Mrs. Cratehit kissed him, his daughters kissed him, the two young Cratchits kissed him, and Peter and himself shook hands. Spirit of Tiny Tim, thy childish essence was from God! : 
:. .. “Spectre,” said: Scrooge, “something informs me that
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‘there: seemed no order in these latter visions, save that 
they were in the Future—into the resorts of business men, 

_ but showed him not himself. . Indeed, the Spirit did: not 
stay for anything, but went straight on, as to the end just 
now desired, until besought ‘by. Scrooge to tarry for a mo- 
ment. 

“This court,” said Scrooge, “ through which we hurry 
now, is where my place of occupation i is, and -has been for 
a length of time. I see the house. Let me behold what 
Ishall be, in days tocome!” « - 

The Spizit stopped; the hand was pointed elsewhere. : ; 
“The house is yonder,” Scrooge exclaimed. .« “Why do 

you point away?” | ho 
The inexorable finger underwent no change. vy 
‘Scrooge hastened to the window of his office, and looked 

in. It was an office still, but not his. The furniture was 
not the same, and the figure i in the chair: was not himself. 
The Phantom pointed as before. — 

He joined it once again, and wondering why and whither 
he had gone, accompanied it until ‘they reached an: iron 
gate. He paused to look round before entering. .. 

A churchyard. ‘Here, then, the., wretched ‘man whose 
name he had now to learn, lay underneath the ground. : It 
was a worthy place.. Walled in by. houses;. overrun “by 
grass and weeds, the growth of vegetation’s death, not. life; 
choked up with too much burying; fat with ropleted Ap: 
petite. - A worthy place! : 

The Spirit stood among the graves, and pointed down to 
One. He advanced towards it trembling... ‘The ‘Phantom 
was exactly as it had been, but he dreaded that he saw new 
meaning in its solemn shape. 

“Before I draw nearer to that stone to which you point,” 
said Scrooge, “answer’me one question. Are these the 
shadows of the things that Will be, or are they shadows of 
things that May be, only?” 

“Still the Ghost pointed downward to the grave by which 
it stood. | 

“Men’s courses will foreshadow certain. ends, to -which, 
if persevered in, they must lead,” said Scrooge. :.: “But if 
the courses be departed from, the ends will change. . ‘Say 
‘it is thus with.what you show me!”"-.-0 yee 

The Spirit was immovable as ever." : - 
Scrooge crept towards it, trembling as he went; “and fol.
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lowing the finger, read upon the stone of the neglected grave his own name, Esenrzer Scrooce. . ‘“Am J that man who lay upon the bed?” he cried, upon his knees. © 
‘The: finger pointed from the grave to him, and back again. . 

. “No, Spirit! Oh no, no!” : 
The finger still was there, ce “Spirit!” he cried, tight clutching at its tobe, “hear me! I am not the man Iwas. I will not be the man I must have been but for this intercourse. Why show me this, if I am past all hope!” , For the first time the hand appeared to shake. “Good Spirit,” he pursued, as down upon the ground he fell before it: “Your nature intercedes for me, and pities me. Assure me’ that I yet may change these shadows you have shown me, by an altered life!” ; The kind hand trembled.. . “TI will honour Christmas in my heart, and try to keep it all the year. ‘I will live in the Past, the Present, and the Future. The Spirits of all Three shall strive within me. I will not shut out the lessons that they teach. Oh, tell me I may Sponge away the writing on this stone!” In his agony, he caught the spectral hand. It sought to free itself, but he was strong in. his entreaty, and detained ‘it. The Spirit, stronger yet, repulsed him: _ Holding up his hands in one last prayer to have his fate reversed, he saw an alteration ‘in the Phantom’s hood and fires. it shrank, collapsed, and dwindled down into a edpost. 7. pas 

  

STAVE FIVE 
THE END OF IT, 

own, the room wag his own. Best and happiest of all, the 
‘Time before him was his own, to make amends in! I will-live in the Past, the Present, and the Future!” Scrooge repeated, as he scrambled out of bed. “The Spir- its of all Three shall Strive within me.’ Un vacob Marley! faven, and the Christmas Time be praised for this! J 
say it on my knees, old Jacob, on my knees!”
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‘ He was so fluttered and so glowing with his good inten- 
tions, that his .broken voice would scarcely answer to his 
call. He had been sobbing violently in his conflict with 
the Spirit, and his face was wet with tears. 

“They are not torn down,” eried Scrooge, folding one of 
his bed-curtains in his arms, “they are not torn down, 
rings and all. They are here: I'am here: the shadows of 
the things that would have been, may be dispelled. They 
will be. I know they will!” » 

’ His hands were busy with -his garments all this time: 
turning them’ inside out, putting them on upside down, 
tearing them, mislaying them, making . them parties to 
every ‘kind of extravagance. ° 

“T don’t know what to do!” cried: Scrooge, laughing 
and crying in the same breath; and making a perfect Lao- 
coén of himself with his stockings. - “T amas light as a 
feather, I am as happy as an angel, I am as merry as a 
schoolboy. Iam as giddy as a drunken man.’ A Merry 
Christmas to everybody! A Happy New Year to all the 
world. Hallohere! Whoop! Hallo!” ‘. - 

. He had frisked into the sitting-room, and was now 
standing there: perfectly winded. 

“There’s the saucepan that the. gruel was in!” cried 
Scrooge, starting off again, and frisking round the fireplace. 
“There’s the door, by which the Ghost of Jacob Marley 
entered! There’s the corner where the Ghost of Christmas 
Present sat! There’s the window where I saw the wan- 
dering Spirits! It’s all right, it’s all true, it all hap- 
pened. Ha, ha, ha!” 

Really, for a man who had been out of practice for so 
many years, it was a splendid laugh, a most illustrious 
laugh. The father of a long, long line of brilliant laughs! 

“T don’t know what day of ‘the month it is!” : said 
Scrooge. “I don’t know how long I’ve been among the 
Spirits. Idon’t know anything. I’m quitea baby. Never 
mind. Idon’tcare. I’d rather bea baby. Hallo! Whoop! 
Hallo here!” 

’ He was checked in his transports by the churches ring- 
ing out the lustiest peals he had ever heard. Clash, clang, 
hammer, ding, dong, bell. Bell, dong, ding, hammer, 
clang, clash! Oh, glorious, glorious! 
Running to the window, he opened it, and put out his 

head. No fog, no mist; clear, bright, jovial, stirring, cold;
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cold; piping forthe blood: to dance .to; golden sunlight; heavenly sky; sweet fresh air; merry bells... Oh, glorious. Glorious! ee eS “What's to-day?” cried Scrooge, calling downward toa boy in Sunday clothes, who perhaps had loitered in to look abouthim. .. -— ve - “En?” returned the boy, with all his might of won- der.) ee . | “ What’s to-day, my fine fellow?” said Scrooge. : “To-day! ”; replied the.boy. » “Why, Curtstatas Day.” -' “Tt’s Christmas Day!” said Scrooge to himself. “ haven’t missed it. The Spirits have done it all ‘in one night. They can do anything they like. Of course they can. Of course they can. : Hallo, my fine fellow!” ~ “Hallo!” returned the boy. - ' “Do you know the -Poulterer’s, in the next street but one, at the corner? ” ‘Scrooge inquired. . “. “T should -hope I'did,” replied the lad. o ' “An intelligent boy!” said Scrooge. .-“ A remarkable boy! Do you know whether they’ve sold the prize Turkey that was hanging up there? - Not the’ little prize Turkey: the big one? ” Pe a ! “What, the one as big as me? ””” returned the boy. - “Whata delightful boy!” said Scrooge. - “It’s a pleasure to talk to him, Yes, my buck!”., |. we : ' “Tt’s hanging there now,” replied the boy. “Is it?” said Scrooge... “Go and buy it.” : ~ “Walk-rr!” exclaimed the boy. - ro “No, no,” said Scrooge, “I am in earnest. Go and buy it, and tell ’em’ to bring it hére, that T. may give them the direction where to take it, Come back with the man, and I'll give you a shilling. - Come back with him. in less than five minutes, and [’]] give you half-a-crown!” .- _ So The boy Was off like a: shot. He must have had a steady hand at a trigger who could have got.a shot off half so fasts: ., mo, toy oe . voy mo, “ Pu Send it to Bob- Cratchit’s! ” whispered Scrooge, rubbing his hands, and splitting with a laugh. “He shan’t 1ow who sends ‘it. It’s twice the size of Tiny Tim... Joe piller never made such a joke as sending it to Bob’s will 
- The hand in which he wrote the address was not a Steady one, but write it he did, somehow, and went down stairs to
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open the street door, ready for the coming of the poulterer’s 
man, As he stood there, waiting his arrival, the knocker 
caught his eye. re 
, “I shall love it, as long as I live!” cried: Scrooge, pat- 
ting it with his hand. “I scarcely ever looked at it be- 
fore. What an honest expression it has initsface! It’s a 
wonderful knocker !—Here’sthe Turkey. Hallo! Whoop! 
How are you! Merry Christmas!” po 

It was a Turkey! He could never have stood upon his 
legs, that bird. He would have snapped ’em short off ‘in 
a minute, like sticks of sealing-wax. ° - ST , 

“Why, it’s impossible to carry that to Camden Town,” 
said Serooge. “You must have a cab.”. ee 

The chuckle with which he said this, and the chuckle 
with which he paid for the turkey; and the chuckle with 
which he paid for the cab, and the chuckle with which he 
recompensed the boy, were only to be exceeded by the 
chuckle with which he sat down breathless in his chair 
again, and chuckled till he cried. - Tt 

Shaving was not an easy task, for his hand continued to 
shake very much; and shaving requires attention, even 
when you don’t dance while you are atit. Butif he had 
cut the end of his nose off, he would have put a piece of 
sticking-plaster over it, and been quite satisfied. om 

He dressed himself “all in his best,” and at last: go 
out into the streets: The people were by this time pour- 
ing forth, as he had seen them with the Ghost of Christmas 
Present; and walking with his hands behind him, Scrooge 
regarded everyone with a‘delighted smile. He looked: so 
irresistibly pleasant, in a word, that three or four good- 
humoured fellows said, “Good morning, Sir! A Merry 
Christmas to you!” ‘And Scrooge said often afterwards, 
that of all the blithe sounds he had ever heard, those were 
the blithest in his ears. . rs 

He had not gone far, when coming on towards him he 
beheld the portly gentleman, who had walked into his 
counting-house the day before and said, “Scrooge and Mar- 
ley’s, I believe?” It sent a pang across his heart to think 
how this old gentleman would look upon him when they 
met; but he knew. what path lay straight before ‘him, and 
he took it:: |. : Dr ee - “My dear Sir,” said Scrooge; quickening his pace, and 
taking the old gentleman by both his:hands: “How do 3e ,
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you do? I hope you succeeded yesterday, It was very kind of you. A Merry Christmas to you, Sir!” “Mr. Scrooge? ” ‘ . “Yes,” said Scrooge. “That is my name, and I fear it may not be pleasant to you. Allow me to ask your pardon. And will you have the goodness here Scrooge whis- pered in his ear, 
“Lord bless me,” cried the gentleman, as if his breath were gone. “My dear Mr, Scrooge, are you serious? ” “If you please,” said Scrooge. . “Not a farthing less, great many back-payments are included in it, I assure you. Will you do me that favour? ” “My dear Sir,” said the other, shaking hands with him, “I don’t know what to say to such munifi——__” “Don’t say anything, please,” retorted Scrooge. “Come and see me. Will you come and see me?” - “J willl” cried ‘the old gentleman. And it was clear he meant to do it, ; “Thank’ee,” said Scrooge. “Iam much obliged to you. I thank you fifty times. Bless you!” _ He went to church, and walked about the Streets, and ‘watched the people hurrying to and fro, and patted chil- dren on the head, and questioned beggars, and looked down _ into the kitchens of houses, and up to the. windows; and found that everything could yield him pleasure. He had never dreamed that any walk—that anything—could give him so much happiness. In the afternoon, he turned his steps towards his nephew’s house... He passed the door a dozen times, before he had the somrage to go up and knock, But he made a dash, and it: 

_ “Is your master at home, my dear?” said Scrooge to the girl. Nice girl! Very, : “Yes, Sir.” 
“ Where is he, my love? ” said Scrooge. .. “He’s in the dining-room, Sir, along with mistress, Pil show you up Stairs, if you please,” “Thank’ee. . He knows me,” said Scrooge, with his hand already on the dining-room Jock. “17 go in here, 

my dear.” - 
; He turned it gently, and sidled his face in, round the 

door, They were looking at. the table (which was spread 
ont in great array); for these young housekeepers are al
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thing is right. 
“Fred!” said Scrooge. “ moe 
Dear heart alive, how his niece by marriage started! 

Scrooge had forgotten, for the Moment, about her sitting 
in the corner with the footstool, or he wouldn’t have done 
it, on any account. . Bay uo 
. Why bless my soul!” cried Fred, “who's that?” 

' “Tt’s I. Your uncle Scrooge. I have come ‘to dinner. Will you let me in, Fred? ” Foe 
_Let him in! It is a mercy he didn’t shake his arm off, He was at home in five minutes, Nothing could be heart- ier. His niece looked just the same. So did Topper when hecame. So did the plump sister, when she came. So did every one when they came. Wonderful party, wonder- ful games, wonderful unanimity, won-der-ful happiness! 
But he was early at the office next morning. Oh he was early there. - If he could only be there first, and catch 

Bob Cratchit coming late! That was the thing he had set his heart upon. . oo 7 And he did it; yes he did! The clock struck nine. No Bob. A quarter past.. No Bob. He was full eighteen 
minutes and a half behind his time. Scrooge sat with his door wide open, that he might see him come into the Tank, - His hat was off, before he opened the door; his comforter . too. He was on his stool ina jiffy; driving away with his pen, as if he were trying to overtake nine o’clock. 

' “Hallo!” growled Scrooge, in ‘his accustomed voice as. near as he could feign it. “What do you mean by coming here at this time of day?” Po 
“I am very sorry, Sir,” said Bob. “I am behind my. time.” i : “You are?” repeated Scrooge.. “Yes. I think you are. Step this way, Sir, if you please.” -° uO 
“It’s only once a year, Sir,”. pleaded Bob,.- appearing’ from the Tank. “It shall not be repeated. I was making tather merry yesterday, Sir.” 
“Now, I'll tell you what, my friend,” said Scrooge, “I am not going to stand this sort of thing any longer, And therefore,” he continued, leaping from his stool, and giving Bob such a dig in the waistcoat that he staggered back into the Tank again: “and therefore I am about to raise your 

salary!” 

ways nervous on such points, and like to see that every-
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- Bob trembled, and got a little ‘nearer to the ruler.. He had a momentary idea of knocking Scrooge down with it; holding him; and calling to the people in the court for help and a strait-waisteoat, a , - “A Merry Christmas, Bob!” said Scrooge, with an ear- - hestness that could not be mistaken, as he clapped him on the back. “A merrier Christmas, Bob, my good fellow, . than I have give you for many a year! T’ll raise your sal- ary, and endeavour to assist your struggling family, and we will discuss your affairs this very afternoon, over a Christmas ‘bowl of smoking bishop, Bob! Make up the fires, and buy another coal-scuttle before you dot another i, Bob Cratchit!”... , ce uo 

-. Serooge was better than his word. He did it all, and infinitely more; and to Tiny Tim, who did.xor die, he was @ second father. He became as good a friend, as good a master, and as a good a man, as the good old city knew, or any other good old city, town, or‘borough, in the good old world. Some people laughed to see the alteration. in hin, but he let. them laugh, and little heeded ‘them ;' for he was’ wise enough to. know: that nothing ever happened on. this globe, for good, at. which: some people did not 

“He had no further intercourse with Spirits, but lived upon the Total Abstinence Principle; ever afterwards; and it was always said of him, that’ he knew how to keep Christmas well, if any man alive possessed the knowledge. May that be truly said of us, and all of us! And SO, as Tiny. Tim observed, God Bless Us, Every One!
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TROTTY VECK's DINNER Toby, Putting a hand on each knee, bent down inspirction at the lid; the Srin upon his wither 

: . took a long ed faze expanding in the process, as if 
he were inhaling laughing as.—The Chir e3, D. 87 
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THE CHIMES. 

  

“FIRST QUARTER 
THERE are not many people—and as it is desirable that a story-teller and a story-reader should establish a mutual understanding as soon as possible, I beg it to be noticed that I confine this observation neither to young people nor ‘to little people, but extend it to all conditions of people: little and big, young and old: yet growing up, or already growing down again—there are not, I say, many people who would care to sleep in a church. J don’t mean at Sermon-time in warm weather (when the thing has actually been done, once or twice), but in the night and alone. A great multitude of persons will be violently astonished, T know, by this position, in the broad bold Day. But it ap- plies to Night. It must be argued by night. And I will undertake to maintain it successfully on any gusty winter’s night appointed for the purpose, with any one opponent chosen from the rest, who will meet me singly in an old churchyard, before an old church door ; and will previously, empower me to lock him in, if needful to his satisfaction, until morning. 

For the night-wind has a dismal trick of wandering round and round a building of that sort, and moaning as it goes; and of trying, with its unseen hand, the windows and the doors; and seeking out some crevices by which to enter. And when it has got in; as one not finding what it seeks, whatever that may be; it wails and howls to issue forth again: and not content with stalking through the aisles, and gliding round and round the pillars, and tempt- ing the deep organ, soars up to.the roof, and strives to rend the rafters: then flings itself despairingly upon the
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Stones below, and passes, muttering, into the vaults, on, it comes up Stealthily, and creeps along the walls: seeming to read, in whispers, the Inscriptions sacred to 
the Dead. At Some of these, it breaks out shrilly, as with 
laughter; and at others, moans and cries as if jt were 
lamenting. It has @ ghostly sound too, lingering within the altar; where’ it seems to chant, in its wild way, of 
defiance of the Tables of ‘the Law, which look 80 fair and 
Smooth, but are so flawed and broken. Ugh! Heaven pre- 
Serve us, sitting snugly round the fire! It has an awful 
Voice, that wind at Midnight, singing in a church! But high up in the’ Steeple! There the foul blast roars 
and whistles! High up in the steeple, where it is free to 
come and go through many an airy arch and loophole, and 
to twist and twine itself about the giddy stair, and twirl 
the groaning Wweathereock, and make the very tower shake 
and shiver! High up in the steeple, where the belfry is; 
and iron rails are Tagged with rust; and sheets of lead and 
Copper, shrivelled by ‘the’ changing Weather, crackle and 
heave’ beneath the unaccustomed tread; and birds stuff 
shabby nests into corners of old oaken joists. and beams ; 
and dust grows old and grey; and speckled Spiders, indo- 
lent and fat With long Security, swing idly to and fro in 
the vibration of the bells, and never loose their hold upon 
their threadspun castles in the air, or climb up sailor-like 
in quick alarm, or drop upon the 8round and ply a score of 
nimble legs to Save a life! High up in the Steeple of an 
old church, far above the light: and murmur of the town 
and far below the flying clouds that shadow it, is the wild 
‘and dreary place at night: and high up in the Steeple of 
an old church, dwelt the Chimes I tel] of. _ Dhey were old Chimes, trust me. Centuries ago, these 
Bells -had been baptized’ by. bishops: so many centuries 
ago, that the Tegister of their baptism wag lost long, long 
before the memory of man: and no one knew their names, 
They had had ‘their Godfathers and Godmothers, these 
Bells (for my own part, by the way, I would rather incur 
the responsibility of being Godfather to @-Bell than a Boy): 
and had their silver mugs .no doubt, besides, Bat Time had melted down their mugs: and they now hung, name- 
less and mugless, in the church tower,” 

-
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' Not speechless, though. ‘Far from it. They had clear, 
loud, lusty, sounding voices, had these Bells; and far and 
wide they might be heard upon the wind. Much too sturdy. 
Chimes were they, to be dependent ‘on the pleasure of the 
wind, moreover; for, fighting gallantly against it when it 
took an adverse whim, they would pour their cheerful notes 
into a listening ear right royally; and bent on being heard, 
on stormy nights, by some poor mother watching a sick 
child, or some lone wife whose husband was at sea, they 
had’ been sometimes known to beat a blustering Nor’- 
Wester; ay, “all to fits,” as Toby Veck said; for though 
they chose to call him Trotty Veck, his name was Toby, 
and nobody could make it anything else either (except 
Tobias) without a special Act of Parliament; he having 
been as lawfully christened in his.day as. the Bells had 
been in theirs, though with not quite so much sclemnity or | 
public rejoicing. a : 

For my part, I confess myself of Toby Veck’s belief, for 
I am sure he had opportunities enough of forming a correct 
one. And whatever Toby Veck said, I say. And I take 
my stand by Toby Veck, although he did stand all day 
long (and weary work it was) just outside the church-door. 
In fact he was a ticket-porter, Toby Veck, and waited 
there for jobs. Be 

And a breezy, goose-skinned, blue-nosed, red-eyed, stony- 
toed, tooth-chattering place it was; to wait in, in the win- 
ter-time, as Toby Veck well knew. ‘The wind came tearing 
round the corner—cspecially the east wind—as if it had 
sallied forth, express, from the confines of the earth, to 
have a blow. at Toby. And oftentimes it seemed to come 
upon him sooner than it had expected, for bouncing round 
the corner, and passing Toby, it would suddenly wheel 
round again, as if. if cried “Why, here he is!”: Inconti- 
nently his little apron would be caught up. over his head 
like a naughty boy’s garments, and his feeble little cane 
would be seen to wrestle and struggle unavailingly in his 
hand, and his legs would.undergo tremendous agitation, 
and Toby himself all aslant, and facing now in this direc- 
tion, now in that, would be so banged and buffeted, and 
touzled, and worried, and hustled, and lifted off his feet, 
as to render ita state of things. but one degree removed 
from a’ positive miracle, that he wasn’t carried up bodily 
into the air as acolony of frogs ‘or. snails or other very.
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portable creatures sometimes are, and rained down again, to the great astonishment of the natives, on some strange corner of the world where ticket-porters are unknown. But, windy weather, in spite of its using him so roughly, was, after all, a sort of holiday for Toby. That’s the fact. He didn’t seem to wait so long fora sixpence in the wind, as at other times; the having to fight with that boisterous element took off his attention, and quite freshened him up, when he was getting hungry and low-spirited. A hard frost too, or a fall of Snow, was an Event; and it Seemed to do him good, somehow or other—it would have been hard to say in what respect though, Toby! So wind and frost and snow, and perhaps a good stiff storm of hail, were Toby Veck’s red-letter days, Wet weather was the worst: the ‘cold, damp, clammy wet, that wrapped him up like a moist great-coat: the only kind of great-coat Toby owned, or could have added to his comfort by dispensing with. Wet days, when the rain came slowly, thickly, obstinately down; when the street’s throat, like his own, was choked with mist; when smok- ing umbrellas passed and Tepassed, spinning round and round like ‘so many teetotums, as they knocked against each other on the crowded footway, throwing off a little whirlpool of uncomfortable Sprinklings; when gutters 

on which he stood mere mud in no time; those were the 
days that tried him. “Then indeed, you might see Toby 
looking anxiously out from his shelter in an angle of the church wall—such a meagre shelter that in summer time 
it never cast a shadow thicker than a good-sized walking 

to warm himself by exercise; and trotting up and down 
Some dozen times: he would brighten even then, and go 
back more brightly to his niche. ° They called him Trotty from hig pace, which meant 
Speed if it didn’ make it. He could have Walked faster 
Perhaps; most likely; but rob him of his trot, and Toby 
would have taken to his bed and died. It bespattered him
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was one reason for his clinging to it so tenaciously.: A 
weak, small, spare old man, he was a very Hercules, this 
Toby, in his good intentions. : He loved to earn his money. 
He delighted to believe—Toby was very poor, and couldn’t 
well afford to part with a delight—that he was worth his 
salt. With a shilling or an eighteen-penny message or 
small parcel in hand, his courage, always high, rose higher. 
As he trotted on, he would call out to fast Postmen ahead 
of him, to get out of the way; devoutly believing that in 
the natural course of things he must inevitably overtake and 
run them down; and he had perfect faith—not often tested 
—in his being able to carry anything that man could lift.. 

Thus, even when he came out of ‘his nook to warm him- 
. Self on a wet day, Toby trotted. Making, with his leaky 
shoes, a crooked line of slushy footprints in the mire;. and 
blowing on his chilly hands and rubbing them against each 
other, poorly defended from the searching cold by.thread- 
bare mufflers of grey worsted, with a private apartment 
only for the thumb, and a common room or tap for the rest 
‘of the fingers; Toby, with his knees bent and his cane be- 
‘neath his arm, still trotted. Falling out into the road to 
look up at the belfry when the Chimes resounded, ‘Toby 
trotted still. mo, oo 

He made this last excursion several times a day, for they 
were company to him; and when he heard their voices, he 
had an interest in-glancing at their lodging-place, and 
‘thinking how they were moved, and what hammers beat 
upon them. Perhaps he was the more curious about these 
‘Bells, because there were points of resemblance between 
themselves and him. They hung there, in all weathers: 
with the wind and rain driving in upon them: facing only 
the outsides of all those houses; never. getting any nearer 
to the blazing fires that gleamed and shone upon the win- 
dows, or came puffing out of the chimney tops; and incapa- 
ble of participation in any of the good things that were 
constantly being handed, through the street doors and the 
area railings, to prodigious cooks. . Faces came and went 
at many windows: sometimes pretty faces, youthful faces, 
pleasant faces: sometimes the reverse: but Toby knew no 
more (though he often speculated on these trifles, standing 
idle in the streets) whence they came, or where they went, 
or whether, when the lips moved, one kind word was said 
of him in all the year, than did the Chimes themselves, -:
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Bells, and to. knit ‘up .his first rough acquaintance with them into something of a closer‘and more delicate woof, he passed through these considerations one by one, or held any formal review or great field-day in his thoughts. _ But what I mean to say, and do say is, that as the functions of Toby’s body; his digestive organs for example, did of their own cunning, and by a great ‘many operations of which he was altogether ignorant, and the: knowledge of which ‘would have astonished him very much, arrive at a certain end; so his mental faculties, without his privity or concur- rence, set all these . wheels and springs in motion, with a thousand others, when they. worked to. bring about his liking for the Bells, pe Fo ae . - ' And though T had said his love, I would not have re- called the word, though it would scarcely have expressed his complicated feeling. For, being but a simple man, he invested them with a Strange and solemn character. . They 

ing in the Chimes, “For all this, Toby scouted with indig- nation a certain flying rumour that the Chimes were haunted, as implying the possibility of their being con- nected with any Evil thing. In short, they were very ‘often in his ears, and very often in his thoughts, but always in-his good Opinion; and he ‘very, often got such a crick in his neck by Staring with his mouth wide open, at the stee- ple where they hung, that. he was fain to take an extra trot or two, afterwards, to cure it... oe, ‘ ‘The very. thing he was in the act of doing one eold day, when the last drowsy sound of Twelve o’clock, just struck, 
was humming like a melodious monster of a Bee, and not by any means a busy Bee, all through the steeple!. a, Dinner-time, eh!” said Toby, trotting up and down 
before the church. “Ah” Ste oby’s nose was ve red, and his eyelids Were very red 
and he winked very auch, and his Shouldecs were ve ; 
near his ears, and his legs were very stiff; and altogether
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he ras evidently a long.way upon the frosty ‘side of “cool. Hota Co 
“Dinner-time, eh!” repeated Toby, using his right-hand muffler like an infantindg boxing-glove, and punishing his chest for being cold. “Ah-h-h-h!” . ; Be So 
He took a silent trot, after that, for a minute or two. “There’s nothing,” said Toby, breaking forth afresh, — but here he stopped short in his trot, and with a face of great interest and some alarm, felt his’ nose carefully all the way up. It was but a little ‘way (not being much of a nose) and he had soon finished. ©. 7 7 
“TI thought it was gone,” said Toby, trotting off again. “It’s all right, however... I am sure I couldn’t blame it if it was to’ go. It has a precious hard service of it in the bitter weather, and precious’ little to look forward to: for’ I don’t take snuff myself, It’s'a good deal tried, poor creetur, at the best of times; for’ when it does get hold of 

a pleasant whiff or so (which an’t too often), it’s generally ‘from. somebody else’s dinner, a-coming home from’ the 
baker's.” 5 Jee 

' The reflection reminded him’ of that other reflection,’ which he had left unfinished. Pe 
- “There’s nothing,” said Toby, “more regular in its com- 
ing round than dinner-time, and nothing -less regular in its’. 
coming round than dinner. That’s the great difference be- 
tween ’em. It’s took mea long time to find it out. I 
wonder whether it would be worth any gentleman’s while, 
now, to buy that obserwation for the Papers; or the Par- 
liament!” 0 
Toby was only joking, for he gravely shook his head in 

self-depreciations © 2 
“Why! Lord!” said: Toby.. “The Papers is. full - of 
obserwations as it is; and so’s the Parliament, -Here’s 
last week’s paper, now;” taking a very dirty one from his 
pocket, and holding it from him at arm’s length; “full of 
obserwations! Full of obserwations! I like to know the 
news as well as any man,” said Toby, slowly; folding it a 
little snialler, and putting it in his pocket again: “but it 
almost goes against the grain with me to read a paper now. 
It frightens me almost. I don’t know what we poor people 
are coming to. Lord send we may be coming to something 
better in the New Year nigh upon us!” .- Soha 
“Why, father, father! ”. said a pleasant voice, hard by..
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But. Toby, not hearing it, continued to trot backwards and forwards: musing as he went, and talking to himself. . “It seems as if we can’t go right, or do right, or be righted,” said Toby.. “I hadn’t much schooling, myself, when I was young; and I can’t make out whether we have any. business on ‘the face of the earth, or not. Sometimes I think we must have a little; and sometimes I think we must be intruding. I get so puzzled sometimes that I am not even able to make up my mind whether there is any good at all in us, or whether we are born bad. We seem to be dreadful things; we seem to give a deal of trouble ; we are always being complained of and guarded against, One way or other, we fill the papers.. Talk of-a New Year!” said Toby, mournfully. “I can bear up as well as another man at most times; better than a good many, for Iam as strong as a lion, and all men an’t; but suppos- ing it should really be that we have no right to a New Car—supposing we really are intrudin ” “Why, father, father!” said the pleasant voice again. Toby heard it this time 3 Started; stopped; and shorten- ing his sight, which had been directed a long way off as seeking for enlightenment in the very heart of the approach- ing year, found himself face to face - with his own child, and looking close into her eyes, oo fe Bright eyes they were: _ Eyes that would bear a world 

  

not flashingly, or at the owner’s will, but with a clear, calm, honest, patient radiance, claiming kindred with that light which Heaven. called ‘into being, Eyes that were beautiful and true, and beaming with Hope. With Hope So young and fresh ;. with Hope so buoyant, vigorous, and 
which they had looked; that they became a voice to Trotty Veck, and said: ‘““Tthink we have Some business here—a 

Trotty kissed the lips belonging to the e es, and squeezed the looming face between his hands, _ m , - q . “Why, Pet,” said Trotty. “What's to do? I didn’t expect you to-day, Meg.” 
. ' “Neither did { expect to come, father,” cried the girl, nodding her head and smiling as ‘she Spoke, “But here J am! And not alone; not alone! an ce,
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“Why you don’t mean to say,” observed Trotty, looking curiously at a covered basket which she carried in her hand, “that you ” , , 
“Smell it, father dear,” said Meg. “Only smell it!” 
Trotty was going to lift up the cover at once, in a great . hurry, when she gaily interposed her hand. an “No,-no, no,” said Meg, with’ the glee of a child. “Lengthen it outa little. et me just lift up the corner; just the lit-tle ti-ny cor-ner, you know,” said Meg, suiting the action to the word with the utmost gentleness, and speaking very softly, as if she were afraid of being over- heard by something inside the basket; “there. Now. What’s that?” oo 

_ Toby took the shortest possible sniff at the edge of the basket, and cried out in a rapture: ; ; 
“Why, it’s hot!” 
“Tt’s burning hot!” cried Meg. “Ha, ha, hat It’s 

scalding hot!” 
“Ha, ha, ha!” roared Toby, with a sort of kick. It’s 

scalding hot.” , 
“But what is it, father?” said Meg. “Come! You 

haven’t guessed what itis, And you must guess what it 
is. I can’t think of taking it out, till you guess what it 
is. Don’t be in such ahurry! Wait a minute! A little 
bit more of the cover. Now guess!” : 

Meg was in a perfect fright lest he should guess right too 
soon; shrinking away, as she held the basket towards him; 
curling up her pretty shoulders; stopping her ear with her 
hand, as if by so doing she could keep the right word out 
of Toby’s lips; and laughing softly the whole time. 
Meanwhile Toby, putting a hand on each knee, bent 

down his nose to the basket, and took a long inspiration at 
the lid; the grin upon his withered face expanding in the 
process, as if he were inhaling laughing gas. 
'“Ah! It’s very nice,” said Toby. “Jt an’t—I sup- 

pose it an’t Polonies?” - oa 
“No, no, no!” cried Meg, delighted. “N othing like 

Polonies! ” 
“No,” said Toby, after another sniff. “It’s—it’s mel- 

lower than Polonies. It’s very nice. It improves every 
moment. It’s too decided for Trotters. An’t it? ” 
Meg was in an ecstasy. He could not have gone wider 

of the mark than Trotters—except Polonies, |: 
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. “Liver?” said Toby, communing with himself. No, There’s a’ mildness about it that don’t answer to liver, Pettitoes? No. It an’t faint enough for pettitoes. It wants the stringiness of Cocks’ heads. ‘And I know it an’t. sausages. J’ll tell you: what it is. It’s chitter- lings!” en ot Ce, © No, it an’t!” cried Meg, in a burst of. delight. “No, itan’t!? Dt, J ' “Why, what am I a-thinking of!” said Toby, suddenly recovering a position as near the perpendicular as it was possible for him to assume... “TI shall forget my own name next. It’stripe!? coe Tripe it was; and Meg, in high joy, protested he should say,.in half a minute more, it was the best tripe ever stewed. Do Co, ‘ “And so,” said Meg, busying herself exultingly with the basket, “ Pl. Jay the cloth at once, father; for I have brought the tripe in a basin, and tied the basin up ina 
and spread that for a cloth, and call it a cloth, there’s no law to:prevent me; is there, father?” -* - mo, “Not that I know of, my dear,” said Toby. “But they’re always a bringing up some new law or other.” - “And according to what I. §was reading you in the paper the other day, father; what the. Judge said, you know; we poor people are supposed to know them all). Ha, ha! ‘What & mistake! . My goodness me, how clever they think us; a vat : : poop va : ‘ . “ “Yes, my dear,” cried Lrotty; “and they’d be very fond of any one’of us that did know.’em all. He’d grow fat upon the work he’d get, that man, and be popular with _ the gentlefolks in his neighbourhood. | Very much’ so!” “He'd eat his dinner with an appetite, whoever he was, if it smelt like this,” ‘said Meg, cheerfully. “Nake haste, ' for there’s a hot: potato beside, and hal? a pint of fresh- drawn beer in a bottle, Where will you dine, father?. On the Post, or on the Steps? Dear, dear, how grand we are. TMC places to choose from!” , Ma “Tae Steps to-day, my Pet,” said -Trotty. “Steps in dry weather, ‘Posts in vet. There’s a eater convent: ency in the Steps at all times, because of the'sitting down; ‘but they’re rheumatic in thedamp.” 7 Then here,” said Meg, clapping . her hands, after a
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moment’s bustle; “here it is, all ready! And beautiful 
it looks! Come, father. Come!” et : 

' Since his discovery of the contents of the basket, ‘Trotty 
had been standing looking at her—and had been speaking 
too—in an abstracted manner, which showed ‘that though 
she was the object of his thoughts and eyes, to the exclu- 
sion even of tripe, he neither saw-nor thought about her. 
as she was at.that moment, but: had before him some: 
imaginary rough sketch or drama of. her: future life.- 
Roused, now, by her cheerful summons, he shook off a 
melancholy shake of the head which was just coming upon 
hin, and trotted to her side. Ashe was stooping to sit 
down, the Chimes rang. Ss 
“Amen!” said Trotty, pulling off. his hat and looking 

up towards them. Te ps 
“Amen to the Bells, father?” cried Meg.. © 2 
“They broke in like a grace, my dear,” said Trotty, tak= 

ing his seat. . “They’d ‘say a good one, I am sure, if they 
could. Many’s the kind thing they say tome.” . 
-“The Bells‘ do, father!” laughed Meg, as she set the 

basin, and a knife and fork, before him. “Well!” ; 
“Seem to, my Pet,” said Trotty, falling’ to with great 

vigour. ‘And where’s the difference?. If I hear. 7em, 
what does it matter whether they speak it or not? . Why. 
bless you, my dear,” said Toby, pointing at the tower with 
his fork, and becoming more animated under the influence 
of dinner, “how often have I heard them bells say, ‘ Toby 
Veck, Toby Veck, keep'a good heart Toby! Toby Veck, 
Toby Veck, keep a good heart: Toby!’ A million times? 
More!” mo, cos pet on 

“Well, I never!” cried Meg. : Shr 
She had, though—over and over again. For it- was 

Toby’s constant topic.” pe Tp 
. “When things is very bad,” said Trotty; “very bad in- 

deed, I mean; almost at the worst; then it’s ‘ Toby Veck, 
Toby Veeck, job coming soon, Toby! ‘Toby Veck, : Toby 
Veck, job coming soon, Toby!’ That way.” . , 

“ And it comes—at last, father,” said Meg, with a touch 
of sadness in her pleasant voice.. - C0 ets 
_ “Always,”. answered the: unconscious Toby.’ “Never 
fails.” ce 

While this discourse was holding, Trotty made no pause 
in his attack upon the savoury meat before -him; but cut
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and ‘ate, and cut and drank, and ent and chewed, and dodged about, from tripe to hot potato, and from hot po- tato back again to tripe, with an unctuous and unflagging relish. But happening now to look all round the street in case anybody should be. beckoning from any door or window, for a porter—his eyes, in coming back again, en- countered Meg: sitting opposite to him, with her arms folded: and only busy in watching his Progress with a smile of happiness, mo - “Why, Lord forgive me!” saiq Trotty, dropping his knife and. fork. “My dove! Meg! why didn’¢ you tell me what a beast I was?” “Father? ” ; | “Sitting here,” said Trotty, in penitent explanation, “cramming, and stuffing, and gorging myself; and you -before me there, never so much as breaking your precious fast, nor Wanting to, when—__» ‘ “But I have broken it, father,” interposed his daughter, laughing, “all to bits. [ have had my dinner,” “Nonsense,” said Trotty. “Tyo dinners in one day! It an’t possible! You might as well tell me that two New ear’s Days will come together, or that I have had a gold 
head all my life, and never changed it,” . “T have had my dinner, father, for all that,” said Meg, coming nearer to him. « nd if you’ll §0 on with yours, 
Pll tell you how and where; and how your dinner came to 
be brought; and—and Something else besides.” Toby still appeared incredulous ;. but she looked into his 
face with her clear eyes, and laying her hand upon his 
shoulder, motioned him to §0 on while the meat was hot. 
So Trotty took up his knife ang fork again, and went to 
work. But much more Slowly than before, and shaking 
his head, as ig he were not at all pleased with himself. had my ‘dinner, father,” said Meg, after a little 
hesitation, “with—with Richard. His dinner-time was 
early; and as he brought his dinner with him when he 
came to see me, Wwe—we had it together, father,2? - Trotty took a little beer, and smacked his lips, Then 
he said “Op! ”—because she waited. 

, 
“And Richard Says, father ” Meg resumed. Then 

  

‘ What does Richard say, Meg?” askeg Toby. 
Richard Says, father—__”? | Another stoppage,
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* “Richard’s a long time saying it,” said Toby. ~ 
_. “He says then, father,” Meg continued, lifting up her 
eyes at last, and speaking in a tremble, but quite plainly; 
“another year is nearly gone, and where is the use of wait- 
ing on from year to year, when it is so ‘unlikely we shall 
ever be better off than we are now? He says we are poor 
‘now, father, and we shall be poor then; but we are young 
now, and years will make us old before we know it. He 
says that if we wait: people in our condition: until we see 
‘our way quite clearly, the way will be a narrow one indeed 
—the common way—the Grave, father.” So 

A bolder man than Trotty Veck must needs have drawn 
. upon his boldness largely, to deny it. Trotty held his 

peace. . os . 7 
“And how hard, father, to grow old, and die, and think . 

we might have cheered and helped each other! How hard 
in all our lives to love each other; and to grieve, apart, to 
see each other working, changing, growing old and grey. 
Even if I got the better of it, and forgot him (which I 
never could), oh father dear, how hard to have a heart so 
full as mine is now, and live to have it slowly drained out 
every drop, without the recollection of one happy moment 
of a woman’s life, to stay behind and comfort me, and 
make me better!” ~ mS Coot 

Trotty sat quite still. Meg dried her eyes, and. said 
more gaily: that is to say, with -here a laugh, and there a ~ 
‘sob, and here a laugh and sob together: SG 

“So Richard says, father; as his work was yesterday 
made certain for some time to come, and as'I love him and 
have loved him full three years—ah! longer than that, if 
‘he knew it!—will I marry him on New Year’s Day; thé 
best and happiest day, he says, in the whole year, and one 
that is almost sure to bring good fortune with it.: It’s a 
short notice, father—isn’t it?—but I haven’t my fortune 
to be settled, or my wedding ‘dresses to be made, like the 
great ladies, father—have I? And he said so much; and 
‘said it in his way; so strong and earnest, and all the time 
so kind and gentle; that I said I’d come and talk to you, 
father. . And as they paid the money for that work of 
mine this morning (unexpectedly, I am. sure!), and as you 
have fared very poorly for a whole week, and as I couldn’t 
help wishing there should be something to make this day a 

- sort of holiday to you as well as a dear and happy day to
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me, father, I made a little treat and brought it to surprise ou.” se : i : 1 y oe . . y ““And see how he leaves it cooling on the step!” said another voice. Do, Se ‘It was the voice: of this same Richard, who had come upon them unobserved, and stood before the father and ‘daughter :. looking down upon them ‘with a face as glowing as the iron on-which his. stout sledge-hammer daily rung. ‘A handsome, well-made, powerful youngster he was; with eyes that sparkled like: the: red-hot droppings from a fur- nace fire; black hair that curled about his swarthy temples 
on his style of conversation. - Bo, ” “See how he leaves it cooling on the Step!” said - Richard. | “Meg don’t know what he likes. - Not she!” ' Trotty, all action and enthusiasm, immediately reached ‘up his hand to Richard, and was going to address him in a great hurry, when the house-door ‘Opened without any ‘warning, and a ‘footman very nearly put. his foot in the tripe... ve, Be mo - “Out of the vays here, will you! . You must always go and be a settin’ on our steps, must you! : You can’t go and give a turn ‘to none. of the neighbours never, can’t youl Will you clear the road, or won’t you?”  . - - Strictly- Speaking, the last ‘question was irrelevant, as -they had already done it, Se : “What’s the matter, what’s the matter!” said the gen- ‘tleman for whom the door was opened: coming out of the house at that kind of light-heavy pace—that peculiar com- Promise between a walk and a. jog-trot—wwith which a gen- tleman upon the smooth down-hill of life, wearing creaking ‘boots, a Wwatch-chain, and clean linen, may come out of his ‘house : not only without any abatement of his dignity, but 

‘with an expression’ of having important and Wealthy en- 
Sagements elsewhere, « What’s the. Matter. What's the 
“Matter!” a oO “You're always a: being begged, and prayed upon your 
bended knees You are,” said the footman with, great empha. 
1s to Trotty Veck, “to let our door-steps be, Why don’t 
you'let ’em be? Can’? you let 7em be? ”: ke There, . That’ll do, that’ll do!” Said the gentleman. 
Halloa there! ‘Porter! ” beckoning with his head to Trotty 

“Veck. “Come here, What's that?. Your dinner?
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-“Yes Sir,” said ‘Trotty, leaving it behind him ‘in a cor 
ner, Se re 

“Don’t. leave it.'there,” - exclaimed the gentleman.: 
“Bring it here, bring it here. So! : This ig your dinner,’ 

“Yes Sir,” repeated Trotty, looking, with a fixed: eye, 
and a watery mouth,’at the piece of tripe he had reserved. 
for a last delicious tit-bit; which ‘the gentleman‘ was now 
turning over and over on the end ofthe fork... ©. .0° -. 

_ Two other gentlemen had come out with-him.. One was 
a low-spirited gentleman of middle age, of a‘meagre. habit,: 
‘and a disconsolate face; who kept his hands continually in" 
the pockets of his’ scanty. pepper-and-salt trousers, “very 
large and dog’s-eared from that custom; and was not par-: 
ticularly well brushed or washed.. “ The other, a full-sized, 
sleek, well-conditioned gentleman, ina blue. coat: with 
_bright buttons, and a white cravat. This gentleman had’ 
a very red face, as if an undue’ proportion of the blood in’ 
his body were squeezed. up into his head; which perhaps 
accounted for his having also the appearance of being’ 
rather cold about the heart. 0s" vr vt hy 
‘He who had Toby’s:-meat upon the fork, called: to the. 

first one by the name of Filer; and they both drew. near. 
together.» Mr. Filer: being exceedingly short-sighted, was’ 
obliged to go so close to the remnant’ of ‘Toby’s dinner be- fore he ‘could’ make “out what ‘it was, ‘that Toby’s heart 
leaped up into his mouth. But Mr.’ Filer didn’t eatut, ©: 

“This is a description of animal‘food, Alderman,” saidi 
Filer, making little punches in it, with a pencil-case, “com- 
monly known to the labouring population’ of this country;’ 
by the name of tripe.” a 
. The Alderman laughed, and winked; for he was a merry 
fellow, Alderman Cute. Oh, anda sly. fellow too!’ A’ 
knowing fellow. Up to everything. Not to be imposed 
upon. Deep in the people’s hearts! :.He knew them, Cute’ 
did. Ibelieveyoul °°. . os 

“But who eats tripe?” said Mr. Filer, looking round.’ 
“Tripe is without an exception the least economical, and 
the most wasteful article of ‘consumption that the markets 
of this country can by possibility produce. The loss upon 
a pound of tripe has been found to be, in the boiling,. 
seven-eighths of a fifth more than thé loss upona pound 
of any other animal substance whatever. ‘Tripe is more
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expensive, properly understood,, than ‘the’ hothouse pine: apple. Taking into account the number of animals slaugh- tered yearly within the bills of mortality alone; and form- ing a. low estimate ‘of the quantity of tripe which’ the carcases of those animals, reasonably well butchered, would yield; I find that the waste on that amount of tripe, if boiled, would victual a garrison of five hundred men for five months of thirty-one days each, and a February over. The Waste, the Waste!” , mo, Trotty stood aghast, and his legs.shook under him. He seemed to have starved a garrison of five hundred men. . withhisownhand. | :° .. . " “Who eats tripe?” said Mr. Filer, warmly. “Who eats tripe?” =. 4 . oO . Trotty made a miserable bow. . . . ee . “You do, do you?” said Mr. Filer, “ Then J’ll tell you: something. You snatch your tripe, my friend, out of the’ mouths of widows and orphans.” . ~ . . “T hope not Sir,” said Trotty, faintly. “I'd sooner die. of want!” Bp 
“Divide the amount of tripe before mentioned, Alder- man,” said Mr. Filer, “by the estimated number of exist- ing widows and orphans, and the result will be one penny-- weight of tripe to each. Nota grain is left for that man. - Consequently, he’sa robber.” OT,  Trotty was so shocked, that it gave him no concern to see the Alderman finish the tripe himself.’ It was a relief. to'get rid of it, anyhow. . a . '. “And what do you say?” asked the Alderman, jocosely,: of the red-faced gentleman in the blue coat. “You have heard friend Filer. What do yousay?? , : --“ What’s it possible to say?” returned the gentleman. “What is'to be said? Who can take any interest in a fellow like this,” meaning Trotty; “in such degenerate times as’ these? Look at him! . What an object! The good old times, the grand old times, the great old times! Those were the times for a bold peasantry, and all that sort of thing. Those were the times for every sort of thing, in fact. There’s nothing now-a-days. Ah!” sighed the red- faced gentleman, « The good old times, the good old times!” ; a . . The gentleman didn’t specify what particular times he alluded to; nor did he say whether he objected to the
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present times, from a disinterested consciousness that they 
had done nothing very remarkable in producing him- 
self. eS oe 

“The good old times, the good old times,” repeated the 
gentleman. “Whattimesthey were! They were the only 
times. It’s of no use talking about any other times, or 
discussing what the people are in these times. You don’t © 
call these, times, do you? I don’t. Look into Strutt’s 
Costumes, and see what a Porter used to be, in any of the 
good old English reigns.” cote , : 

- “He hadn’t, in his very best circumstances, a shirt to 

his back, or a stocking to his foot; and there was scarcely 

a vegetable in all England for him to put into his mouth,” 

said Mr. Filer. “can prove it, by tables.” ; 

But still the red-faced gentleman extolled the good ol 

times, the grand old times, the great old times. No mat- 

ter what anybody else said, he still went turning round 
and round in one set form of words concerning them; as a 

poor squirrel turns and turns in its revolving cage; touch- 

ing the mechanism, and trick of which, it has probably 

quite as distinct perceptions, as ever this red-faced gentle- 

man had of his deceased Millennium. : - ” 

It is possible that poor old Trotty’s faith in these very 

vague Old Times was’ not entirely destroyed, for he felt 

vague enough, at that moment. One thing, however, was 

plain to him, in the midst of his distress; to wit, that how- 

ever these gentlemen might differ in details, his misgivings 

of that morning, and of many other mornings, were well 

founded. “No, no. We can’t go right or do right,” 

thought Trotty in despair. “There is no goodinus. We 

are born bad!” So , 
But Trotty had a father’s heart within him; which had 

somehow got into his breast in spite of this decree; andhe , 

- gould not bear that Meg, in the blush of her brief ‘joy, 

should have-her fortune read by these wise gentlemen. ~ 

“God help her,” thought poor Trotty. ° “She will know it 

soon enough.” Oo 

’ He anxiously signed, therefore, tothe young smith, to 

take her away. But he was so busy, talking to her softly 

at alittle distance, that he only became conscious of. this 

desire, simultaneously with Alderman Cute. Now, the 

‘Alderman had not ‘yet had his say, but he was a philoso- 

‘pher, too—practical, though! Oh, -very practical!—aud,
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as he had no idea of losing any portion of his audience, he 
cried “Stop!” 2. 2 7 me oO 
“Now, you know,” said the Alderman, addressing his 

two friends,‘ with ‘a self-complacent smile. upon his face 
which was habitual to him, “Iam a plain man, anda practi- 
calman; and I goto work in a plain practical way. That’s 
my way. There is not the least mystery or difficulty in 
dealing with this sort of people if you only understand ’em, 
and can talk to ’em in their.own manner. Now, you Por- 
ter! Don’t you ever tell me, or anybody else, my friend, 
that you haven’t always enough to eat, and of the best; 
because I know better. : I. have tasted your tripe, you 
know, and you can’t‘ chaff?’ me. You understand what 
‘chaff’? means, eh? :,That’s the right word,.isn’t it? Ha, ha, ha! Lord bless you,” said the Alderman, turning to his friends again, “it’s the easiest thing on earth to deal with this sort of people, if you understand ’em.” me 
‘Famous man for the common people, Alderman Cute! Never out of temper with them! . Easy, affable, joking, 

knowing gentleman! =... ss m 
“You see, my friend,” pursued‘ the Aldemnan, “there’s 

a great deal of nonsense talked about Want—* hard up,’ _you know: that’s the phrasé, isn’t it? ha! hal ha!—and { intend to Put it Down: There’s a certain amount of cant.in vogue about Starvation, and I mean to Put it Down! That’s all! - Lord bless you,” said the Alderman, turning to his friends again, “ you may Put Down anything among this sort of people, if you only know the way to set about it!’ .., oe 
:..Trotty took Meg’s:hand and .drew it through his arm. He didn’t seem to know what he was doing thoug oo ‘Your daughter, eh?” said the Alderman, chucking her _ familiarly under the chin, 5 
. Always affable with the working classes, Alderman Cute! Knew what pleased them! “Not a bit of pride! . So =) “Where’s her’ mother? ”. asked that worthy gentle: man. Bo 
“Dead,” said Toby.. “Her mother got up linen; and was called to:Heaven when She was born.” a “: | “Not to’ get up linen there, I suppose,” remarked the Alderman pleasantly... 0 Lo " Toby might or might not have beén-able to separate his wife in‘ Heaven from her old pursuits. ". But query: : If.
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Mrs. Alderman Cute had gone to Heaven, would Mr. 

Alderman Cute have pictured her as holding any state or 

station there? . 
“ And you're making love to her, are you?” said Cute 

to the young smith. . 

“Yes,” returned Richard quickly, for he was nettled by 

the question. “And we are going to be married on New 

Year’s Day.” 
“What do you mean!” cried Filer sharply. ' “Married! ” 

“Why, yes, we’re thinking of it, Master,” said Richard. 

“Were rather in a hurry, you see, in case it should be 

Put Down first.” . 
“ Ah!” cried Filer, with a groan. “Put that down in- 

deed, Alderman, and you’ll-do something. Married! 

Married! ‘The ignorance of the first principles of political 

economy on the part of these people; their improvidence; 

their wickedness; is, by Heavens! enough to—Now look 

at that couple, will you!” . 
Well! ‘They were worth looking at. And marriage 

seemed as reasonable and fair a deed as they need have in 

contemplation. _ 
“ §\ man may live to be as old as Methusaleh,” said Mr. 

Filer, “and may labour all his life for the benefit of such 

people as those; and may heap up facts on figures, facts , 

on figures, facts on figures, mouritains high and dry; and 

he can no more hope to persuade ’em that they have no 

right or business to be married, than he can hope to per-. 

suade ’em that they have no earthly right or business to 

be born. And that we know they haven’t. We reduced - 

jt to a mathematical certainty long ago.” . 

Alderman Cute was mightily diverted, and laid his 

right fore-finger on the side of his nose, as much as to | 

say to both his friends, “Observe me, will you! Keep 

your eye on the practical man! ”__and called Meg to him. 

“Come here, my girl!” said Alderman Cute. 

The young blood of her lover had been mounting, wrath- 

fully, within the last few minutes; and he was indisposed. 

to let her come. But, setting a constraint upon himself, 

he came forward with a stride as Meg approached, and 

stood beside her. Trotty kept her hand within his arm 

still, but looked from face to face as wildly as a sleeper in 

a dream. 
“Now, I’m going to give you a word or two of good ad- 

4
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vice, my girl,” said the Alderman, in his nice easy way. “It’s my place to give advice, you know, because I’m 4 Justice. You know ’maJ ustice, don’t you? ” - Meg timidly said, “Yes.” But everybody knew Alder- man Cute was a Justice! Oh dear, so active a Justice always! Who such a mote of brightness in the public eye, as Cute! : , “You are going to be married, you say,” pursued the Alderman. “Very unbecoming and indelicate in one of your sex! But never mind that. After you are married, you’ll quarrel with your husband, and come to be a dis- tressed wife. You may think not: but you will, because I tell youso. Now I give you fair warning, that I have made up my mind to Put distressed wives Down. So, don’t be brought before me. You’ll have children—boys. Those boys will: grow up bad of course, and run wild in the streets, without shoes and stockings. Mind, my young friend! Ill convict ’em summarily, every one, for I am determined to Put boys without shoes and stockings, Down. Perhaps your husband will die young (most likely) and leave you with a baby. Then You'll be turned out of doors, and wander up and down the streets. N. ow, don’t wander near me, my dear, for I am resolved to Put all wandering mothers Down. All young mothers, of all sorts and. kinds, it’s my determination to Put Down. Don’t think to plead illness as an excuse with me; or babies as an excuse with me; for all sick persons and young children {I hope you know the Church Service, but I’m afraid not) Tam determined to Put Down. And if you attempt, des- perately, and ungratefully, and impiously, and fraudu- lently attempt, to drown yourself, or hang yourself, I'll have no pity on you, for T have made up my. mind to Put all suicide Down: I there is one thing,” said the Alder- man, with his self-satisfied smile, “on which I can be said to have made up my mind more than on another, it is to Put suicide Down. “So don’ttry iton. That’s the phrase, isn’t it! Ha, ha! now we understand each other.” Toby knew not whether to be agonised or glad to see that Meg had turned a deadly white, and dropped her 
“As for you, you dull dog,” said the Alderman, turning with even increased cheerfulness and urbanity to the young smith, “what are you thinking of being married for? What
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do you want to be married for, you silly fellow! If I was 
a fine, young, strapping chap like you, I should be ashamed 

of being milksop enough to pin myself to a woman’s apron- 

strings! Why, she’ll be an old woman before you’re a 

middle-aged man! And a pretty figure you'll cut then, 

with a draggle-tailed wife and a crowd of squalling chil- 

dren crying after you wherever you go!” ; . 

c O, he knew how to banter the common people, Alderman. 

ute! . - 

“There! Go along with you,” said the Alderman, “and. 

repent. Don’t make such a fool of yourself as to get mar- 

ried on New Year’s Day. You'll think very differently of 

it long before next New Year’s Day; a trim young fellow 

like you, with all the girls looking after you. There! . Go. 

along with you!” They went along. Not arm in arm, or 

hand in hand, or interchanging bright glances: but she in 

tears, he gloomy and down-looking.. Were these the hearts. 

that had so lately made old Toby’s leap up from its faint- 

ness? No, no. The Alderman (a blessing on his head!) 

had Put them Down. — . 

“As you happen to be here,” said the Alderman to 

Toby, “you. shall carry a letter for me. Can you be. 

quick? You’re an old man.” Co, 

Toby, who had been looking after Meg, quite stupidly, 

made shift to murmur out that he was very quick, and’ 

very strong. ; 

“How old are you?” inquired the Alderman. 

“Tm over sixty, Sir,” said Toby. - , 

QO! This man’s a great deal past the average age, you: 

know,” cried Mr. Filer, breaking in as if his patience 

would bear some trying, but this really was carrying mat-. 

ters a little too far. ! 

“T feel I’m intruding, Sir,” said Toby. “I—I mis- 

doubted it this morning. Ohdearme!” . 

The Alderman cut him short by giving him the letter 

from his pocket. Toby would have got a shilling too; but. 

Mr. Filer clearly showing that in that case he would rob a 

certain given number of persons of ninepence-halfpenny 

arpiece, he only got sixpence;". and thought himself very 

well off to get that. / - . 

Then the Alderman gave an arm to each of his friends, ' 

and walked off in: high feather; but he immediately came: 

hurrying back alone, as if he had forgottes something.
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“Porter!” said the Alderman. ©. . 
“Sit!” said Toby. ye 
“Take care of that daughter of yours. She’s much too handsome.” ‘ 
“Even her good looks are stolen from somebody or other I suppose,” thought Toby, looking at the sixpence in his hand, and thinking of the tripe. “She’s been and robbed five hundred ladies of a bloom a-piece, I shouldn’t wonder. It’s very dreadful! ” 
“She’s much too handsome, my man,” repeated the Alderman. “The chances are, that she’ll come to no good, I clearly see. Observe what I say. Take care of her!” _ With which, he hurried off again, - 
“Wrong every way. Wrong every way!” said Trotty, clasping his hands.. “Born bad. N o business here! ” The Chimes came clashing in upon him as he said the words. Full, loud, and sounding—but with no encourage: ment. No, nota drop. ' 

“The tune’s changed,” cried the old man, as he listened. “There’s not a word of all that fancy in it. Why should there be? I have no business with the New Year nor with the old one neither. - Let me die! ” 
Still the Bells, pealing forth their changes, made the. ' very air spin. Put ’em down, Put ’em down! Good old Times, Good old:'Times! Facts and Figures, Facts and Figures! Put ’em down, Put ’em down! If they said anything they said this, till the brain of Toby reeled. He pressed his bewildered head between his hands, as if to keep it from Splitting asunder. A well-timed action, as it happened; for finding the letter in one of them, and * being by that means reminded of his charge, he fell, me- chanically, into his usual trot, and trotted off, 

  

THE SECOND QUARTER. 
‘THE letter Toby had received from Alderman Cute, was addressed to a great man in the great district of the town. The greatest district of thetown. It must have been the greatest district of the town, becanse it wag commonly called The World by its inhabitants.
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The letter positively seemed heavier in Toby’s hand, than 

another letter. Not because the Alderman had sealed it 

with a very large coat of arms and no end of wax, but be- 

cause of the weighty name on the superscription, and the 

ponderous amount of gold and silver ‘with which it was 

associated. : 7 . 

“How different from us!” thought Toby, in all sim- 

plicity and earnestness, as he looked at the direction. 

“Divide the lively turtles in the bills of mortality, by the 

number of gentlefolks able to buy ’em; and whose share 

does he take but his own! As to snatching tripe from any- 

body’s mouth—he’d scorn it!” . . 

With the involuntary homage due to such an exalted 

character, Toby interposed a: corner of his apron between 

the letter and his fingers. 7 

“His children,” said Trotty, and a mist rose before his 

eyes; “his daughters—Gentlemen may win their hearts 

and marry them; they may be happy wives and mothers;: 

they may be handsome like my darling M—e—’ : 

He couldn’tfinish the name. The final letter swelled in 

his throat, to the size of the whole alphabet. . 

“Neyer mind,” thought Trotty. “TI know what I mean. 

That’s more than enough for me.” And with this con- 

solatory rumination, trotted on. So 

It was a hard frost, that day. ‘The air was bracing; 

crisp, and clear. The ‘wintry sun, though powerless for 

warmth, looked brightly down upon the ice it was too weak 

to melt, and set a radiant glory there. At other times, 

Trotty might have learned a poor man’s lesson from the 

wintry sun; but he was past that now. os 

The Year was Old that day. The patient Year had lived 

through the reproaches and misuses of its slanderers, and 

faithfully performed its ‘work. Spring, summer, autumn, 

winter. It had laboured through the destined round, and 

now laid down its weary head to die. Shut outfrom hope, © 

high impulse, active happiness, itself, but active messenger | 

of many joys to others, it made appeal in its decline to 

have its toiling days and patient hours remembered, and to 

die in peace. Trotty might have read a poor man’s alle- 

ory in the fading year; but he was past that now. 

And only he? Or has the like appeal been ever made, 

by seventy years at once upon an English labourer’s head, 

and made in vain! ;
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The streets were full of motion, and the shops were decked out gaily. The New Year, like an Infant Heir to the whole world, was waited for, with welcomes, presents, and rejoicings. There were books and toys for the New Year, glittering trinkets for the New Year, dresses for the New Year, schemes of fortune for the New Year; new in- ' ventions to beguile it. Its life was parcelled out in alma- nacks and pocket-books 3 the coming of its moons, and stars, and tides, was known beforehand to the moment; all the workings of its seasons in their days and nights, were calculated with as much precision as Mr. Filer could work Sums in men and women, 
The New Year, the New Year. Everywhere the New Year! The Old Year was already looked upen as dead; and its effects were selling cheap, like some drowned mari- ner’s aboard ship. Its patterns were Last Year’s and going ata sacrifice, before its breath was gone. Its treas- ures were mere dirt, heside the riches of its unborn sue- cessor! 

. Trotty had no portion, to his thinking, in the New Year or the Old. a, ; 
“Put ’em down, Put ’em down! Facts and Figures, Facts and Figures! Good old Times, Good old Times! Put ’em down, Put ’em down! ”—his trot went to that measure, and would fit itself to nothing else. But even that one, melancholy as it was, brought him, in due time, to the end of his journey. To the mansion of Sir Joseph Bowley, Member of Parliament. The door was opened by a Porter.. Such a Porter! Not ‘of Toby’s order. Quite another thing. His place was the ticket though; not Toby’s. 
This Porter underwent some hard panting before he could speak; having breathed himself by coming incau- tiously out of his chair, without first taking time to think about it and compose his mind. When he had found his volce——which it took him some. time to do, for it wasa long way off, and hidden under a load of meat—he said an a fat whisper, 

-’ “Who's it from? ” 
Toby told him. 

_ ““You’re to take it in, yourself,” said the Porter, point- mng to @ room at the end of a long passage, opening from the hall, « Everything goes straight in, on this day of the
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year. You're not a bit too soon, for the carriage is at the 
door now, and they have only come to town for a couple of 
hours, a? purpose.” 

Toby wiped his feet (which were quite dry already) with 
great care, and took the way pointed out to him; observing 
as he went that it was an awfully grand house, but hushed 
and covered up, as if the family were in the country. 
Knocking at the room door, he was told to enter from 

within; and doing so found himself in a spacious library, 
where, at a table strewn with files and papers, were a 

stately lady in a bonnet; and a not very stately gentleman 

in black who wrote from her dictation; while another, 

and an older, and a much statelier gentleman, whose’ hat 

and cane were on the table, walked up and down, with one 

hand in his breast, and looked complacently from time to 

time at his own picture—full length; a very full length— 

hanging over the fireplace. ; ct 

“What is this?” said the last-named gentleman. “ Mr. 

Fish, will you have the goodness to attend?” 

_ Mr. Fish begged pardon, and ‘taking the letter from 

Toby, handed it, with great respect. 

“From Alderman Cute, Sir Joseph.” . 

“Tg this all? Have you nothing else, Porter?” inquired 

Sir Joseph. - 

Toby replied in the negative. an 

“You have no bill or demand upon me; my name 1s 

Bowley, Sir Joseph Bowley; of any kind from anybody, 

have you?” said Sir’ Joseph. “Tf you have, present it. 

There is a cheque-book by the side of Mr. Fish. I allow 

nothing to be carried into the New Year. Every descrip- 

tion of account is settled in this house at the close of the 

old one. So that if death was to—to——” 

“To cut,” suggested Mr. Fish.: an mo 

“To sever, Sir,” returned Sir J oseph, with great asper- 

ity, “the cord of existence—my affairs would be found, I 

hope, in a state of preparation.” 

“My dear Sir Joseph!” said the lady, who was greatly 

younger than the gentleman. © “How shocking!” 

“My Lady Bowley,” returned Sir Joseph, floundering 

now and then, asin the great depth of his observations, 

“at this season of the year we should think of—of—our- 

selves. We should look into our—our accounts. We 

should feel that every return of so eventful a period in
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human transactions, involves matters of deep moment ber tween a man and his—and his banker,” 
Sir Joseph delivered these words as if he felt the full morality of what he was saying; and desired that even Trotty should have an opportunity of being improved by Such discourse. Possibly he had this end before him in still forbearing to break the seal of the letter, and in tell- ing Trotty to wait where he was, a minute. 
“You were desiring Mr. Fish to say, my lady,” observed Sir Joseph. — : : ’ ue “Mr. Fish has said that, I believe,” returned his lady, glancing at the letter, But, upon my word, Sir Joseph, I don’t think I can let it go after all. It is so very dear.” - : 
“What is dear? ” inquired Sir J. oseph, “That Charity, ‘my love. They only allow two votes for a subscription of five pounds. Really monstrous! ” “My Lady Bowley,” returned Sir Joseph, “you surprise me. Is the luxury of feeling in proportion to ‘the number of votes; or is it, toa rightly constituted mind, ‘in propor- tion to the number of applicants, and ‘the wholesome state of mind to which their canvassing reduces them? Is there no excitement of the purest kind in having two votes to dispose of among fifty people? ” a. “Not to me, I acknowledge,” replied the lady. “It bores one. Besides, one can’t oblige one’s acquaintance, But you are the Poor Man’s Friend, you know, Sir J. oseph. You think otherwise,” 
“I am the Poor Man’s Friend,” observed Sir Joseph, glancing at the. poor man present. “As such T may be taunted. As such I have been taunted. But I ask no other title.” : “Bless him for a noble gentleman! ” ‘thought Trotty. “I don’t agree with Cute here, for instance,” said Sir Joseph, holding out the letter. “I don’t agree with the Filer party. I don’t agree with any party. My friend the Poor Man, has no business with anything of that sort, and nothing of that sort has any business with him, My friend the Poor Man, in my district, is my business,. No man or body of men has any right to interfere between my friend and me. . That is the ground I take, T assume a—a pa- ternal character towards my friend.. I say, ‘ My good fel. low, I will treat you paternally.’ ©.
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‘Toby listened with great gravity, and began to feel more . 

comfortable. 
“Your only business, my good fellow,” pursued Sir Jo- 

seph, looking abstractly at Toby; “ your only business in 

life is with me. You needn’t trouble yourself to think 

about anything. I will think for you; I know what is 

good for you; I am your perpetual parent. Such is the 

dispensation of an all-wise Providence! Now, the design 

of your creation is: not that you should swill, and guzzle, 

and associate your enjoyments, brutally, with food”— 

Toby thought remorsefully of the tripe—* but that you 

should feel the Dignity of Labour; go forth erect into the - 

cheerful morning air, and—and stop there. Live hard 

and temperately, be respectful, exercise your self-denial, 

bring up your family on next to nothing, pay your rent as 

regularly as the clock strikes, be punctual in your dealings 

(I set you a good example; you will find Mr. Fish, my 

confidential secretary, with a ecash-box before him at,all 

times); and you may trust me to be your Friend and Fa- 

ther.” 
“ Nice children, indeed, Sir Joseph!” said the lady, with 

ashudder. “Rheumatisms, and fevers, and crooked legs, 

and asthmas, and all kinds of horrors!” 

“My lady,” returned Sir Joseph, with solemnity, “not 

the less am 1 the Poor Man’s Friend and Father. Not the 

less shall he receive encouragement at my hands. Every 

quarter-day he will be put in communication with Mr. Fish. 

Every New Year’s Day, myself and friends will drink 

his health. Once every year, myself and friends will 

address him with the deepest feeling. Once in his life, 

he may even perhaps receive; in public, in the presence 

of the gentry; a Trifle froma Friend. And when, upheld 

no more by these stimulants, and the Dignity of Labour, 

he sinks into his comfortable grave, then my lady ”— 

here Sir Joseph blew his nose—“I will be a Friend and 

Father—on the same terms—to his children.” 
Toby was greatly moved. 
“Oh! You have a thankful family, Sir Joseph!” cried 

his wife. , ; 

“My lady,” said Sir Joseph, quite majestically, “In- 

gratitude is known to be the sin of that class. I expectno 

other return.” 
“Ah! Born bad!” thought Toby. “Nothing melts us.” 

4* é
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“What man can do, Ido,” pursued Sir Joseph. “Ido 
my duty as the Poor Man’s Friend and Father; and I en- - 
deavour to educate his mind, by inculeating on all ocea- 
sions the one great moral lesson which that class requires, 
That is, entire Dependence on myself. They have no busi- 
ness whatever with—with themselves. If wicked and 
designing persons tell them otherwise, and they become im- 

' patient and discontented, and are guilty of insubordinate 
conduct and’ black-hearted ingratitude; which is undoubt- 
edly the case; I am their Friend and Father still. It is so Ordained. It is in the nature of things.” 

With that great sentiment, he opened the Alderman’s let- ter; and read it. to , 
“Very polite and attentive, I am sure!” exclaimed Sir Joseph. “My lady, the Alderman is so obliging as to re- mind me that he has had ‘ the distinguished honour’—he is very good—of meeting me at the house of our mutual friend Deedles, the banker; and he does me the favour to inquire whether it will be agreeable to me to have Will Fern put down.” 
“Most agreeable!” replied my Lady Bowley. “The Worst man among them! He has been committing a rob- bery, I hope? ” ; 
“Why no,” said Sir Joseph, referring to the letter.’ “Not quite. Very near. Not quite. He came up to London, it seems, to look for employment (to better him- self—that’s his story), and being found at night asleep in a shed, was taken into custody and carried next morning before the Alderman. The Alderman observes ‘(very prop- erly) that he is determined to put this sort of thing down; and that if it: will be agreeable to me to have Will Fern put down, he will be happy to begin‘with him.” “Let him be made an example of, by all means,” re- turned the lady. “Last winter, when I introduced pink- ing and eyelet-holing among the men and boys in the vil- lage, as a nice evening employment, and had the lines, 

O let us love our occupations, Bless the squire and his relations, Live upon our daily rations, : And always know our Proper stations, 

set to music on the new system, for them to sin 
{to mm ‘ g the while; this very Fern—I see him now—touched that hat
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of his, and said, ‘I humbly ask. your pardon, my lady, 

but an’é I something different from a great girl?’ I ex- 

pected it, of course; who can expect anything but inso- 

lence and ingratitude from that class of people! That is 

not tothe purpose, however. Sir Joseph! Make an exam~- 

ple of him!” 
“Hem!” coughed Sir Joseph. “Mr. Fish, if you'll 

have the goodness to attend. ” 

Mr. Fish immediately seized his -pen, and wrote from 

Sir Joseph’s dictation. 
“Private. My dear Sir. Iam very much indebted to 

you for your courtesy in the matter of the man William 

Fern, of whom, I regret to add, J can say nothing favour- 

able. I have uniformly considered myself in the light of 

his Friend and Father, but have been repaid (a common 

case I grieve to say) with ingratitude, and constant oppo- 

sition to my plans. He is a turbulent and rebellious spirit. 

His character will not bear investigation. Nothing will 

persuade him to be happy when he might. Under these 

-eimcumstances, it appears to me, I own, that when he 

comes before you again (as you informed me he promised 

to do to-morrow, pending your inquiries, and I think he 

may be so far relied upon), his committal for some short 

term as a Vagabond, would be a service to society, and 

would be a salutary example in a country where—for the 

sake of those who are, through good and evil report, the 

Friends and Fathers of the Poor, as well as with a view to 

that, generally speaking, misguided class themselves— 

examples are greatly needed. And 1 am,” and so forth. 

“Tt appears,” remarked Sir J: oseph when he had signed 

this letter, and Mr. Fish was sealing it, “as if this were 

Ordained: really. At the close of the year, I wind up my 

account and strike my balance, even with William Fern 1? 

Trotty, who had long ago relapsed, and was very low- 

spirited, stepped forward with a rueful face to take the 

letter. . 
“With my compliments and thanks,” said Sir Joseph. 

“ Stop! ” . . . 

“Stop!” echoed Mr. Fish. 
“You have heard, perhaps,” said Sir J oseph, oracularly, 

“certain remarks into which I have been led respecting the 

solemn period of time at which we have arrived, and the 

duty imposed upon us of settling our affairs, and being pre-- 
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pared. You have observed that I don’t shelter myself be- hind my superior standing in society, but that Mr. Fish— that gentleman—has a cheque-book at his elbow, and is in fact here, to enable me to turn over a perfectly new leaf, and enter on the epoch before us with a clean account. Now my friend, can you lay your hand upon your heart, and say that you also have made preparations for a New Year?” : 
“I am afraid Sir,” stammered Trotty, looking meekly at him, “that I am a—a—little behindhand with the world.” 
“Behindhand with the world!” repeated Sir Joseph Bowley, in a tone of terrible distinctness. ; “T am afraid Sir,” faltered Trotty, “that there’s a mat- ter of ten or twelve shillings owing to Mrs. Chickenstalker.” “To Mrs. Chickenstalker! ” repeated Sir Joseph, in the same tone as before. 
“A shop Sir,” exclaimed’ Toby, “in ‘the: general line, Also a—a little money on account of rent. A very little Sir. It oughtn’t to be owing, I know, but we have been. hard put to it, indeed!” ne Sir Joseph looked at his lady, and at Mr. Fish, and at . Trotty, one after another, twice all round. - He then made a despondent gesture with both hands at once, as if he gave the thing up altogether. . “How a man, even among this improvident and imprac- ticable race; an old man } &man grown grey; can look a New Year in the face, with his affairs in this condition; how he can lie down on his bed at night, and get up again in the morning, and—There! ” he said, turning his back on Trotty. “Take the letter. Take the letter! ” “I. heartily wish it was otherwise, Sir,” said Trotty, anxious to excuse himself. « We have been tried very hard.” ; . 
Sir Joseph still repeating “Take the letter, take the letter! ” and Mr. Fish not only saying the same thing, but giving additional force to the request by motioning the bearer to the door, he had nothing for it but to make his bow and leave the house. And in the street, poor Trotty pulled his worn old hat down on his head, to hide the grief he felt at getting no hold on the New Year, anywhere. He didn’t even lift his hat to look up at the Bell tower . when he came to the old church on his return. He halted
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there a moment, from habit: and knew that it was growing 
dark, and that the steeple rose above him, indistinct and 
faint, in the murky air. He knew, too, that the Chimes 
would ring immediately; and that they sounded to his 
fancy, at such a time, like voices in the clouds. But he 
only made the more haste to deliver the Alderman’s letter, 
and get out of the way before they began; for he dreaded 
to hear them tagging “Friends and Fathers, Friends and 
Fathers,” to the burden they had rung out last. 

Toby discharged himself of his commission, therefore, 

with all possible speed, and set off trotting homeward. 

But what with his pace, which was at best an awkward one 

in the street; and what with his hat, which didn’t improve 
it; he trotted against somebody in less than no time, and 
was sent staggering out into the road. 7 

“T beg your pardon, I’m sure!” said Trotty, pulling up 

his hat in great confusion, and between the hat and the 

tom lining, fixing his head into a kind of bee-hive. “T 

hope I haven’t hurt you.” mo 

As to hurting anybody, Toby was not such an absolute 

Samson, but that he was much more likely to be hurt him- 

self: and indeed, he had flown out into the road, like a 

shuttlecock. He had such an opinion of his own strength, 

however, that he was in real concern for the other party: 

and said again, “ 

“T hope I haven’t hurt you? ” 
The man against whom he had run; a sun-browned, 

sinewy, country-looking man, with ‘grizzled hair, and a 

rough chin; stared at him for a moment, as if he suspected 

him to be in jest. ‘ But satisfied of his good. faith, he’ an- 

swered: ST ret 

“No, friend. You have not hurt me.” 

“Nor the child, I hope? ” said Trotty. 

“Nor the child,” returned the man. “I thank you 

kindly.” Te . . a 

As he said so, he glanced at a little girl he carried in his 

arms, asleep; and ‘shading: her face with the long end of 

the poor handkerchief he wore about his throat, went 

slowly on. So, — 

The tone in which he said “I: thank you kindly,” pene- 

trated Trotty’s heart. He was so jaded and foot-sore, and 

so soiled with travel, and looked about him so forlorn and 

strange, that it was a comfort to him to be able to thank
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any one: no matter for how little. Toby stood gazing after him as he plodded wearily away: with the child’s arm 
clinging round his neck. 

At the figure in the worn shoes—now the very shade and ghost of shoes—rough leather leggings, common frock, and broad slouched hat, Trotty stood gazing: blind to the whole street. And at the child’s arm, clinging round its neck, — 
Before he merged into the darkness, the traveller stopped; and looking round, and seeing Trotty standing there yet, seemed undecided whether to return or goon. After doing first the one and then the other, he came back; and Trotty went half way to meet him.’ 
“You can tell me, perhaps,” said the man with a faint smile, “and if you can I am sure you will, and I’d rather’ ask you than another—where Alderman Cute lives.” “Close at hand,” replied Toby. “T’ll show you his house with pleasure.” 
“T was to have gone to him elsewhere to-morrow,” said the man, accompanying Toby, “but I’m uneasy under suspicion, and want to clear myself, and to be free to go and seek my bread—I don’t know where. So, maybe he’ll forgive my going to his house to-night.” “It’s impossible,” cried Toby with a start, “that your name’s Fern!” 

' “Eh!” cried the other, turning on him in astonishment. ““Fern! “Will Fern!” said Trotty. “That’s my name,” replied the other. “Why then,” cried Trotty, seizing him by the arm, and looking cautiously round, “for Heaven’s sake don’t go to him! Don’t go to him! He’ll put you down as sure as ever you were born. Here! come up this alley, and ll tell you what I mean. Don’t goto him.” . 1s new acquaintance looked as if he thought him mad; but he bore him company nevertheless, When they were shrouded from observation, Trotty told him what he knew, and what character he had received, and all about it. The subject of his history listened to it with a calmness that surprised him. He did not contradict or interrupt it, once. _ He nodded. his head now and then—more in corroboration of an old and worn-out story, it appeared, than in refutation of it; and once or twice threw back ‘his hat, and passed his freckled hand over a brow, whera
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every furrow he had ploughed seemed to have set its image 

in little. But he did no more. . 

“Tt’s true enough in the main,” he said, “master. I 

could sift grain from husk here and there, put let it be as 

‘tis, What odds? I have gone against his plans; to my 

misfortun’. I can’t help it; I should do the like to-mor- 

row. As to character, them gentlefolks will search and 

search, and pry and pry, and have it as free from spot or 

speck in us, afore they'll help us toa dry good word! 

Well! I hope they don’t lose good opinion as easy as we 

do, or their lives is strict indeed, and hardly worth the 

keeping. For myself, master, I never took with that 

hand ”—holding it before him—“what wasn’t my own; 

and never held it back from work, however hard, or poorly 

paid. Whoever.can deny it, let him chop it off! But 

when work won’t maintain me like a human creetur; when 

my living is so bad, that I am. Hungry, out of doors and 

in; when I see a whole working life begin that way, go on . 

that way, and end that way, without a chance or change; 

then I say to the gentlefolks ‘Keep away from me! Let 

my cottage be. My doors is dark enough without your 

darkening of em more. Don’t look for me to come up into 

the Park to help the show when there’s a Birthday, or a 

fine Speechmaking, or what not. Act your Plays and 

Games without me, and be welcome to ’em and enjoy ’em. 

‘We’ve nowt to do with one another. I’m best letalone!’” 

Seeing that the child in his arms had opened her eyes, 

and was looking about her in wonder, he checked himself 

to say a word or two of foolish prattle in her ear, and stand 

her on the ground beside him. Then slowly winding one of 

her long tresses round and round his rough forefinger like 

a ring, while she hung about his dusty leg, he said to 

Trotty, . 

“Pm not a cross-grained man by natur’, I believe; and 

easy satisfied, I’m sure. I bear no ill will against none of 

?em: I only want to live like one of the Almighty’s 

creeturs. Ican’t, don’t; and so there’sa pit dug between 

me and them that can and.do. There’s others like me. 

You might tell’em off by hundreds and by thousands, 

sooner than by ones.” . 

Trotty knew he spoke the “Truth in this, and shook his 

head to signify as much. . 

' J'ye got a bad name this way,” said Fern; “and I’m
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not likely, ’m afeared, to get a better. ’Tan’t lawful to be out of sorts, and I ast out of sorts, though God knows I'd sooner bear a cheerful spirit if I could. Well! I don’t know as this Alderman could hurt me much by sending me to gaol; but without a friend to speak a word for me, he might do it; and you see—!”- pointing downward with his finger, at the child. ; 
' “She has a beautiful face,” said Trotty. - . 
“Why yes!” replied the other in a low voice, as he gently turned it up with both his hands towards his own, and looked upon it steadfastly. “I’ve thought so, many times. I’ve thought so, when my hearth was very cold, and cupboard very bare. I thought so t’other night, when we were taken like two thieves. But they—they shouldn’t try the. little face too often, should they, Lilian? That's hardly fair upon a man! ” a 
He sank his voice so low, and gazed upon her with an air So stern and strange, that Toby, to divert the current of his thoughts, inquired if his wife were living. “T never had one,” he returned, shaking his head. “She’s my brother’s child: an orphan. Nine year old though you’d hardly think it; but she’s tired and worn out; now. They’d have taken care on her, the Union; eight-and-twenty mile away from where we live; between four walls (as they took care of my old father when he couldn’t work no more, though he didn’t trouble ’em long); but I took her instead, and she’s lived with me ever since. Her mother had a friend once; in London here. We are trying to find her, and to find work too; but it’s a large place. Never mind. More room for us to walk about in, Lilly! ” et L . Meeting the child’s yes with a smile which melted Toby more than tears, he shook him by the hand. “T don’t so much as know your name,” he said, “but I’ve opened my heart free to you, for I’m thankful to you; with good reason. J] take your advice, and keep clear of this—__» 

- “Justice,” Suggested Toby. 
“Ah! ” he said. “If that’s the name they give him. This Justice. And to-morrow will try whether there’s better fortun’ -to be met with, somewheres near London. Good night. A Happy New Year!” 

, Stay!” cried Trotty, catching at his hand, as he re: 
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faxed his grip. “Stay! The New Year never can be 

happy to me, if we part like this. The New Year never 

ean be happy to me, if I see the child and you, go wan- 

dering away, you don’t know where, without a shelter for 

your heads. Come home with me! I’m a poor man, liv- 

ing in a poor place; but I can give you lodging for one 

night and never miss it. Come home with me! Here! 

Tll take her!” cried Trotty, lifting up the child. “A 

pretty one! “I'd carry twenty times her weight, and never 

know I'd gotit. Tell me if 1 go too quick for you. ’m 

very fast. I always was!” Trotty said this, taking about 

six of his trotting: paces to one stride of his fatigued com- 

panion; and with his thin legs quivering again, beneath 

the load he bore. 
“Why, she’s as light,” said Trotty, trotting in’ his 

speech as well as in his gait; for he couldn’t bear to be 

thanked, and dreaded a moment’s pause; “as light as a 

feather. Lighter than a Peacock’s feather—a great deal 

lighter. ‘ Here we are, and here we go! Round this first 

turning to the right, Uncle Will, and past the pump, and 

sharp off up the passage to the left, right opposite the pub- 

lic-house. Here we are and here we go! Cross over, 

Uncle Will, and mind the kidney pieman at the corner! 

Flere we are and here we go! Down the Mews here, Uncle 

Will, and stop at the black door, with ‘T. Veck, Ticket 

Porter’ wrote upon a board; and here we are and here we go, 

and here we are indeed, my precious Meg, surprising you!” 

With which words Trotty, in a breathless state, set the 

child down before his daughter in the middle of the floor. 

The little visitor looked once at Meg; and doubting nothing 

in that face, but trusting everything she saw there; ran into 

her arms. © - co, 

“Tere we are and here we go!” cried Trotty, running 

round the room, and choking audibly. “Here, Uncle 

Will! Here’s a fire you know! V 'y don’t you come to 

the fire? Oh here we are -and here we go! Meg, my 

precious darling, where’s the kettle? Here it is and here 

it goes, and it’ll bile in no time!” 

Trotty really had picked up the kettle somewhere or 

other in the course of his wild career, and now put it on 

the fire: while Meg, seating the child in a warm corner, 

knelt down on the ground before her, and pulled off her 

shoes, and dried her wet feet on a cloth. Ay, and she
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laughed at Trotty too—so pleasantly, so cheerfully, that Lrotty could have blessed her where she kneeled: for he had seen that, when they entered, she was sitting by the - ‘fire in tears. 
“Why, father!” said Meg. “You're crazy to-night, I think. I don’t know what the Bells would ‘say to that, Poor little feet. How cold they are!” “Oh, they’re warmer now!” exclaimed the child. “They’re quite warm now.” ot “No, no, no,” said Meg. “We haven’t rubbed em halt enough. We’re so busy. So busy! And when they’re done, we'll brush out the damp hair; and when that’s done, we’ll bring some colour to the poor pale face with fresh water; and when that’s done, we’ll be so gay, and brisk, and happy—!” , The child, in’a burst of sobbing, clasped her round the neck; caressed ‘her fair cheek with its hand; and said, “Oh Meg! oh dear Meg! ” 

Toby’s blessing could haye done no more. Who could do more! 
“Why, father!” cried Meg, after a pause. ‘Here I am and here I §0, my dear,” said Trotty. “Good Gracious me!” cried Meg. “ Hes crazy! He’s put the dear child’s bonnet on the kettle, and hung the lid behind the door!” . . _ “I didn’t go to do it, my love,” said Trotty, hastily re- pairing this mistake. « Meg, my dear? ” Meg looked towards him and saw that he had elaborately stationed himself behind the chair of their male visitor, where with many mysterious gestures he was holding up the sixpence he had earned. , “T see, my dear,” said Trotty, “as I was coming in, half an ounce of tea lying somewhere on the stairs; and ’m eee there was a bit of bacon too. As T don’t i : 7? 

find one veer it was, exactly ; T ll go myself and try to 
With this inscrutable artifice, Toby withdrew to pur- chase the viands he: had ‘spoken of, for ready money, at Mrs. Chickenstalker’s; and presently came back, pretend- Tete had not been able to find them, at first, in the ark. 

: “But here they are at last,” said Trot setting out the 
tea things, “a}} correct! Iwas pretty oe it was tea, and
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arasher. Soitis. Meg, my pet, if you’ll just make the 

tea, while your unworthy father toasts the bacon, we shall 

be ready, immediate. It’s a curious circumstance,” said 

Trotty, proceeding in his cookery, with the assistance of 

the toasting-fork, “curious, but well known to my friends, 

that I never care, myself, for rashers, nor for tea. I like 

to see other people enjoy ’em,” said Trotty, speaking very, 

loud, to impress the fact upon his guest, “but to me, as 

food, they’re disagreeable.” 
‘Yet Trotty sniffed the savour of the hissing bacon—ah! 

—as if he liked it; and when he poured the boiling water 

in the tea-pot, looked lovingly down into the depths of that 

snug cauldron, and suffered the fragrant steam to curl 

about his nose, and wreathe his head and face in a thick 

cloud. However, for all this, he neither ate nor drank, 

except at the very beginning, a mere morsel for form’s 

sake, which he appeared to eat with jnfinite relish, but 

declared was perfectly uninteresting to him. 

No. Trotty’s occupation was, to see Will Fern and 

Lilian eat and drink; and so was Meg’s. And never did - 

spectators at a city dinner or court banquet find such high 

delight in seeing others feast: although it were a monarch 

or a pope: as those two did, in looking on that night. 

Meg smiled at Trotty, Trotty laughed at Meg. Meg shook 

her head, and made belief to clap her hands, applauding 

Trotty; Trotty conveyed, in’ dumb-show, unintelligible 

narratives of how and when and where he had found their 

visitors, to Meg; and they were happy. _ Very happy. 

“ Although,” thought Trotty, sorrowfully, as he watched 

Meg’s face; “that match is broken off, I see!” 

“Now, I’ll tell you what,” said Trotty after tea. “The 

little one, she sleeps with Meg, I know.” 

“With good Meg!” cried the child, caressing her. 

“With Meg.” , 

“That’s right,” said Trotty. “And 1 shouldn’t wonder 

if she kiss Meg’s father, won’t she? J’m Meg’s father.”, 

‘Mightily delighted Trotty was, when the child went 

timidly towards him, and having kissed him, fell back upon 

Meg again. , 

“She’s as sensible as Solomon,” said Trotty. “Here we 

come and here we—no, we don’t—I don’t mean that—I— 

what was I saying, Meg, my precious? ” 

Meg looked towards their guest, who leaned upon her
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chair; and with his face turned from her, fondled the child’s head, half hidden in her lap. . “To be sure,” said Toby. “Tobe sure! I don’t know what I’m rambling on about, to-night. My wits are wool- gathering, I think. Vill Fern, you come along with me, You’re tired to death, and broken down for want of rest, You come along with me.” 
The man still played with the child’s curls, still leaned upon Meg’s chair, still turned away his face. He didn’t Speak, but in his Tough coarse fingers, clenching and ex- panding in the fair hair of the child, there was an elo- quence that said enough. 
“Yes, yes,” said Trotty, answering unconsciously what he saw expressed in his daughter’s face, « Take her with you, Meg. Get her to bed. There! Now Will, Ill show you where you lie. It’s not much of a place: only a loft: but, having a loft, I always Say, is one of the great con- veniences of living in 4 mews; and till this coach-house ‘and stable gets a better let, we live here cheap. ' There’s plenty of sweet hay up there, belonging to a neighbour; and it’s as clean as hands, and Mee can make it. Cheer 

. 
a up! Don’t Sive’ way. A new heart for a New Year, always!” 

m The hand released from the child’s hair, had fallen, trembling, into Trotty’s hand. So Trotty, talking without intermission, led him out as tenderly and easily as if he had been a child himself, 

“Dearly, Dearly *—s0 her words ran—Trotty heard her Stop and ask for his. , oo It was some short time before the foolish little old fel- low could compose himself to mend the fire, and draw his chair to the warm hearth. But, when he had done so, and 
"had trimmed the light, he took his newspaper from his pocket, and began to read. Carelessly at first, and skim- ming up and down the columns; but with an earnest and a 
sad attention, very soon. _ For this same dreaded paper re-directed Trotty’s thoughts 
into the channel they had taken all that day, and which 
the day’s events had so marked out and shaped. His in-
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terest in the two wanderers had set him on another course 

of thinking, and a happier one, for the time; but being 

alone again, and reading of the crimes and violences of the 

people, he relapsed into his former train. 

In this mood, he came to an account (and it was not 

the first he had ever read) of a woman who had laid her 

desperate hands not only on her own life but on that of her 

young child. <A crime so terrible, and so revolting to his 

soul, dilated with the love of Meg, that he let the journal 

drop, and fell back in his chair, appalled. 

“Unnatural and cruel!” Toby cried. “Unnatural and 

cruel! None but people who were bad at heart, born bad: 

who had no business on the earth; could do such deeds. 

It’s too true, all I’ve heard to-day; too just, too full of 

proof. We’re Bad!” 

-The Chimes took up the words so suddenly—burst out 

so loud, and clear, and sonorous—-that the Bells seemed to 

strike him in his chair, - eo 

And what was that they said? 

_ Toby Veck, Toby Veck, waiting for you Toby! Toby 

Veck, Toby Veck, waiting for you Toby! Come and see 

us, come and see us, Drag him to us, drag him to us, 

Haunt and hunt him, haunt and hunt him, Break his slum- 

bers, break his slumbers! Toby Veck, Toby Veck, door 

open wide Toby, Toby Veck, Toby Veck, door open wide 

Toby—” then fiercely back to their impetuous strain again, 

and ringing in the very bricks and plaster on the walls. 

Toby listened. Fancy, fancy! His remorse for having 

yun away from them that afternoon! No, no. Nothing 

ofthe kind. Again, again, and yet a dozen times again. 

“Haunt and hunt him, haunt and hunt him, Drag him to 

us, drag him to us!” Deafening the whole town! 

- “Meg,” said Trotty softly: tapping at her door. “Do 

ing?” — : eg 

it Lee ils father. Surely they’ loud to- ’ . y they’re very loud to 

night.” ne . 

“Ts she asleep?” said Toby, making an excuse for peep- 

ing in. 
“So peacefully and happily! I can’t leave her yet 

though, father. Look how she holds my hand!” 

“Meg,” whispered Trotty. .“ Listen to the Bells!” . 

She listened, with her face towards him/all the time. 

But it underwent nochange. She didn’t understand them.
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' Trotty withdrew, resumed bis seat by the fire, and once more listened by himself. He remained here a little time. It was impossible to bear it; their energy was dreadful. “Tf the tower-door is really open,” said Toby, hastily laying aside his apron, but never thinking of his hat, “what’s to hinder me from going up into the steeple and satisfying myself? If it’s shut, I don’t want any other satisfaction. That’s enough.” : He was pretty certain as he slipped out quietly into the street that he should find it shut and locked, for he knew the door well, and had so rarely seen it open, that he couldn’t’ reckon above three times in all. It was alow arched portal, outside the church, in a dark nook behind a column; and had such great iron hinges, and such a mon- strous lock, that there was more hinge and lock. than door. 
But what was his astonishment when, coming bare- headed to the church 3 and putting his hand into this dark nook, with a certain misgiving that it might be unexpect- edly seized, and a shivering Propensity to draw it back again; he found that the door, which opened outwards, actually stood ajar! 

' He thought, on the first surprise, of going back; or of getting a light, ora companion; but hig courage aided him immediately, and he determined to ascend alone. _ “What have I to fear?” said Trotty. “It’s a church! Besides, the ringers may be there, and have forgotten to. shut the door,” ae ; So he went in; feeling his way as he went, like a blind. man; for it was very dark. And very quiet, for the. Chimes were silent, 
The dust from the stréet had blown into the recess; and. lying there, heaped up, made it So soft and velvet-like to. the foot, that there was something startling even in that. The narrow stair was So close to the door, too, that he. 

himself, by Striking it with his foot, and causing it to. rebound back heavily, he couldn’t Open it again. This was another reason, however, for going on. Trotty: groped his way, and went on. Up, up, up, and round and round; and Up Up, up; higher, higher, higher up! - Itwasa disagreeable staircase for that groping work; so. low and narrow, that his gtoping hand was always touch-
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ing something; and it often felt so like a man or ghostly 

figure standing up erect and making room for him to pass 

without discovery, that he would rub the smooth wall up- 

ward searching for its face, and downward searching for 

its feet, while a chill tingling crept all over him. Twice or 

thrice, a door or niche broke the monotonous surface ; and 

then it seemed a gap as wide as the whole church; and he 

felt on the brink of an abyss, and going to tumble headlong 

down; until he found the wall again. oo 

Still up, up, up; and round and round; and up, up, up; 

higher, higher, higher up. De : 

At length, the dull and stifling atmosphere began to 

freshen: presently to feel quite windy: presently it blew 

so strong, that he could hardly keep his legs. But ‘he 

got to an arched window in the tower, breast high, ana 

holding tight, looked down upon the housetops, on the 

smoking chimneys, on the blurr and blotch of lights (to- 

wards the place where Meg was wondering where he was 

and calling to him perhaps), all kneaded up together in a 

leaven of mist and darkness. 
This was the belfry, where the xingers came. He had 

caught hold of one of the frayed ropes which hung down 

through apertures in the oaken roof. : At first he started, 

thinking it was hair; then trembled at the very thought of 

waking the deep Bell. The Bells themselves were higher. 

Higher, Trotty, in his fascination, or in working out the 

spell upon him, groped his way.’ By ladders now, and toil- 

somely, for it was steep, and not too certain holding for 

the feet. - co 

. Up, up, up; and climb and clamber; up, up, up; higher, 

higher, higher up! - 

Until, ascending through the floor, and pausing with his 

head just raised above its beams, he came among the Bells. 

It was barely possible to make out their great shapes in 

the gloom; but there they. were. Shadowy, and dark, 

and dumb. , 

A heavy sense of dread and loneliness fell instantly 

upon him, as he climbed into this airy nest of stone and 

metal. His head went round and round. He listened, 

and then raised a wild “ Holloa.” : 

Holloa! was mournfully protracted by the echoes. 

Giddy, confused, and out of breath, and frightened, Toby 

looked about him vacantly, and sank down ina swoon. —
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-. THIRD QUARTER. 
Brack are the brooding clouds and troubled the deep waters, when the Sea of Thought, first heaving from a calm, gives up its Dead. Monsters uncouth and wild, arise in premature, imperfect resurrection 3 the several parts and shapes of different things are joined and mixed by chance; and when, and how, and by what wonderful de- grees, each separates from each, and every sense and ob- ject of the mind resumes its usual form and lives again, no man—though every. man is every day the casket of this type of the Great Mystery—can tell, . . So, when and how the darkness of the night-black stee- ple changed to shining light; when and how the solitary tower was peopled with a myriad figures; when and how the whispered “Haunt and hunt him,” breathing monoto- nously through his sleep or swoon, became a voice exclaim- ing in the waking ears of Trotty, “Break his slumbers;” when and how he ceased to have a sluggish and confused idea that such things were, companioning a host of others that were not; there are no dates or means to tell. But; - awake and standing on his feet upon the boards where he had lately lain: he saw this Goblin Sight. He saw the tower, whither his charmed footsteps had brought him, Swarming with dwarf phantoms, spirits, elfin creatures of the Bells, He saw them leaping, flying, dropping, pouring from the Bells Without'a pause. He saw them, round him on the ground; above him, in the air; clambering from him, by the ropes below; looking down upon him, from the massive iron-girded beams; peeping in. upon him, through the chinks and loopholes in the walls; spreading away and away from him in enlarging circles, as the water-ripples give place to a huge stone that suddenly comes splashing in among them. He saw them, of all aspects and all shapes. He saw them ugly, handsome, crippled, exquisitely formed, - He saw them young, he saw them old, he saw them kind, he saw them cruel, he saw them merr » he saw them grim; he saw them dance, and heard them Sing; he saw them tear their hair, and heard
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them howl. He saw the air thick with them. He saw 

them come and go, incessantly. He saw them riding down- 

ward, soaring upward, sailing off afar, perching near at 

hand, all restless and all violently active. Stone, and brick, 

and slate, and tile, became transparent to him as to them. 

He saw them én the houses, busy at the sleepers’ beds. He 

saw them soothing people in theiz dreams; he saw them 

beating them with knotted whips; he saw them yelling in 

their ears; he saw them playing softest music on their pil- 

lows; he saw them cheering some with the songs of birds 

- and the perfume of flowers; he saw them flashing awful 

faces on the troubled rest of others, from enchanted mirrors 

which they carried in their hands. 
He saw these creatures, not only among sleeping men 

but waking also, active in pursuits irreconcileable with 

one another, and possessing or assuming natures the most 

opposite. He saw one buckling on innumerable wings to 

increase his speed; another loading himself with chains 

and weights to retard his. He saw some putting the hands 

of clocks forward, some putting the hands of clocks back- 

ward, some endeavouring to stop the clock entirely. He 

saw them representing, here a marriage ceremony, there a 

funeral; in this chamber an election, in that aball; every- 

where, restless and untiring motion. 

Bewildered by the host of shifting and extraordinary 

figures, as well as by the uproar of the Bells, which all this 

while were ringing, Trotty clung toa wooden pillar for 

support, and turned his white face here and there, in 

mute and stunned astonishment. 

As he gazed, the Chimes stopped. Instantaneous change! 

The whole swarm fainted! their forms collapsed, their 

speed deserted them; they sought to fly, but in the act of 

falling died and melted into air. No fresh supply succeeded. 

them. One straggler leaped down pretty briskly from the 

surface of the Great Bell, and alighted on his feet, but he 

aas dead and gone before he could turn round. Some few 

of the late company who had gambolled in the tower, re- 

mained there, spinning over and over a little longer; but 

these became at every turn more faint, and few, and feeble, 

and soon went the way of the rest. The last of all was 

one small hunchback, who had got into an echoing corner, 

where he twirled and twirled, and floated by himself a long 

time; showing such perseverance, that at last he dwindled
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to a leg and even to a foot, before he finally retired; but he vanished in the end, and then the tower was silent, Then and not before, did Trotty see in every Bell a bearded figure of the bulk and Stature of the Bell—incom- prehensibly, a figure and the Bell itself. Gigantic, grave, and darkly watchful of him, as he stood rooted to the ground. | 7 
Mysterious and awful figures! Resting on nothing; poised in the night air of the tower, with their draped and hooded heads merged in the dim roof; motionless and shadowy. Shadowy and dark, although he saw them by . some light belonging to themselves—none else was there —each with its muffled hand upon its goblin mouth. He could not plunge down wildly through the opening in the floor, for all power of motion had deserted him. Otherwise he would have done S0O—ay, would have thrown himself, headforemost, from the steeple-top, rather than have seen them watching him with eyes that would have waked and watched although the pupils had been taken out. Again, again, the dread and terror of the lonely place, and of the wild and fearful night that reigned there, touched him like a Spectral hand. His distance from all help; the long, dark, winding, ghost-beleaguered way that lay between him and the earth on which men lived; his being high, high, high, up there, where it had made him 

people, who at such an hour were safe at home and sleep- ing in their beds; all this struck coldly through him, not as a reflection but a bodily sensation. Meantime his eyes and thoughts and fears, were fixed upon the watchful fig- ures; which, rendered 

as well as by their looks and forms and supernatural hov- ering above the floor, were nevertheless as plainly to be seen as were the stalwart oaken frames, cross-pieces, bars and beams, set up there to support the Bells. These hemmed them, ina very forest of hewn timber; from the entanglements, intricacies, and depths of which, as from .among the boughs of a dead wood blighted for their phan- tom use, they kept their darksome and unwinking watch, | A blast of air—how cold and shrill!—came ‘moaning through the tower. As it died away, the Great Bell, or the Goblin of the Great Bell, spoke, : _
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“What visitor is this!” it said. The voice was low and 

deep, and Trotty fancied that it sounded in the other fig- 
ares as well. ; 

“T thought my name was called by the Chimes!” said 

Trotty, raising his hands in an attitude of supplication. 
“TI hardly know why I am here, or how I came. I have. 

listened to the Chimes these many years. They have 

cheered me often.” . , 

“ And you have thanked them?” said the Bell. 
“ A thousand times!” cried Trotty. 
“How?” , 
“J am a poor man,” faltered Trotty, “and could only 

thank them in words.” 
“And always so?” inquired the Goblin of the Bell. 

“Have you never done us wrong in words?” 
“Nol!” cried Trotty eagerly. 
“Never done us foul, and false, and wicked wrong, in 

words?” pursued the Goblin of the Bell. 

Trotty was about to answer, “Never!” But he stopped, 

and was confused. 
“The voice of Time,” said the Phantom, “cries to man, 

Advance! Time 1s for his advancement and improvement; 

for his greater worth, his greater happiness, his better life; 

his progress onward to that goal within its knowledge and 

its view, and set there, in the period when Time and He 

began. Ages of darkness, wickedness, and violence, have 

come and gone: millions uncountable, have suffered, lived, 

and died: to point the way before him. Whoseeks to turn . 

him back, or stay him on his course, arrests a mighty en- 

gine which will strike the meddler dead; and be the fiercer 

and the wilder, ever, for its momentary check!” 

“T never did so, to my knowledge, Sir,” said Trotty. 

“J was quite by accident if I did. I wouldn’t go to do 

it, I’m sure.” . 
“Who puts into the mouth of Time, or of its servants,” 

said the Goblin of the Bell, “a cry of lamentation for days 

which have had their trial and their failure, and have left 

deep traces of it which the blind may see—a cry that only 

serves the Present Time, by showing men how much it 

needs their help when any ears can listen to regrets for 

- such a Past—who does this, does a wrong. And you have 

done that wrong to us, the Chimes.” 
Trotty’s first excess of fear was gone. - But he had felt
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tenderly and gratefully towards the Bells » 28 you have seen; and when he heard himself arraigned as one who had offended them so weightily, his heart wag touched with penitence and grief. 
_ “T£ you knew,” said Trotty, clasping his hands earnestly —“or perhaps you'do know—if you know how often you ‘have kept me company; how often you have cheered me up when I’ve been low; how you were quite the plaything of my little daughter Meg (almost the only one she ever had) when first her mother died, and she and me were left - alone—you won’t bear nialice for a hasty word!” . “Who hears in us, the Chimes, one note bespeaking dis- regard, or stern regard, of any hope, or joy, or pain, or sorrow, of the many-sorrowed throng; who hears us make Tesponse to any creed that gauges human passions and af- fections, as it. gauges the amount of miserable food on which humanity may pine and wither; does us wrong. - That wrong you have done us!” said the Bell, “T have!” said Trotty. “O forgive me!” “Who hears us echo the dull vermin of the earth: the Putters Down of crushed and broken natures, formed to be raised up higher than such maggots of the time can crawl or can conceive,” pursued the Goblin of the Bell: “who does so, does us wrong. And you have done us wrong!” “Not meaning it,” said Trotty. “In my ignorance. Not meaning it!” . 

— __ “Tastly and mostof all,” pursued the Bell. “Who turns . his back upon the fallen and disfigured of his kind; aban- dons them as Vile; and does not trace and track with pity- ing eyes the unfenced precipice by which they fell from Good—grasping in their fall some tufts and shreds of that lost soil, and clinging to them still when bruised and dying in the gulf below; does wrong to Heaven and Man, to Time and to Eternity. And you have done that wrong!” : ' “Spare me,” cried Trotty, falling on his knees; “for Mercy’s sake!” . ' . , “ Listen! ” said the Shadow. “Listen!” cried the other Shadows, “Listen!” said a clear and childlike voice, which Trotty thought he Tecognised as having heard before. _ The organ sounded faintly in the church below. Swell- ns by degrees, the melody ascended to the roof, and filled the choir and nave, Expanding more and more, it rose up,
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up; up, up; higher, higher, higher up; awakening agitated 

hearts within the bulky piles of oak, the hollow bells, the 

iron-bound doors, the stairs of solid stone; until the tower 

walls were insufficient to contain it, and it soared into the 

sky. ; 
No wonder that an old man’s breast could not contain a 

sound so vast and mighty. It broke from that weak prison 

ina rush of tears; and Trotty put his hands before his face. 

“Tisten!” said the Shadow. 
- “Listen!” said the other Shadows. 

“Listen!” said the child’s voice. .. 

A solemn strain of blended voices rose into the tower. 

It was a very low and mournful strain: a Dirge: and as 

he listened, Trotty heard his child among the singers. — 

-, “She is dead!” exclaimed the old man. “Meg is dead! 

Her Spirit calls tome. I hear it!” 

“The Spirit of your child bewails the dead, and mingles 

with the dead—dead hopes, dead fancies, dead imaginings 

of youth,” returned the Bell, “but she is living. Learn 

from her life, a living truth. Learn from the creature 

dearest to your heart, how bad the Bad are born. See 

every bud and leaf plucked one by one from off the fairest 

stem, and know how bare and wretched it may be. Follow 
her! ‘To desperation!” 

" Each of the shadowy figures stretched its right arm 

forth, and pointed downward. 
“The Spirit of the Chimes is your companion,” said the 

figure. “Go! It stands behind you!” . 
. Trotty turned, and saw—the child! The child Will Fern 

had carried in the street; the child whom Meg had watched, 

but now, asleep! 

“T earried her myself, to-night,” said Trotty. “In these 

arms!” ; 

“ Show him what he calls himself,” said the dark figures, 

one and all. ; 

The tower opened at his feet. He looked down, and be- 

held his own form, lying at the bottom, on the outside: 

erushed and motionless. , ‘ Note 

“No more a living man!” cried Trotty. “Dead!” 

“Dead!” said the. figures all together. ee 

“Gracious Heaven! And the New Year——” 

“Past,” said the figures.‘ ot 
_ “What!” he cried, shuddering.. “I missed my way,
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and coming on the outside of this tower in’ the dark, fell _ down—a year ago?” ‘ 
“Nine years ago!” replied the figures. 
As they gave the answer, they recalled their outstretched hands; and where their figures had been, there the Bells were. 
And they rang; their time being come again. And once ' again, vast multitudes of phantoms sprang into existence; once again, were incoherently engaged, as they had been before; once again, faded on the stopping of ‘the chimes; and dwindled into nothing. 
“What are these? ” he asked his guide. “If I am not mad, what are these? ” 
“Spirits of the Bells. Their sound upon the air,” re- turned the child. “They take such shapes and occupations as the hopes and thoughts of mortals, and the recollections they have stored up, give them.” 
“And you,” said Trotty wildly. “What are you?” “Hush, hush!” returned the child. “Took here!” In a poor, mean room: working at the same kind of em- broidery which he had often, often seen before her; Meg, his own dear daughter, was presented to his view. He made no effort to imprint his kisses on her face; he did not Strive to clasp her to his loving heart; he knew that such endearments were for him no more. But he held his trembling breath; and brushed away the blinding tears, that he might look upon her; that he might only see er. ‘ 
Ah! _ Changed. Changed. The light of the clear eye, how dimmed. The bloom, how faded from the cheek. Beautiful she was, as she had ever been, but Hope, Hope, Hope, oh where was ‘the fresh Hope that had spoken to him like a voice! 

: _ She looked up from her work, at a companion. Follow- ing her eyes, the old man started back. in the woman grown, he recognised her ata glance. In the long silken hair, he saw the self-same curls; around the lips, the child’s expression lingering still, See! In the eyes, now turned inquiringly on Meg, there shone the very ok that . Scanned those features when he brought her e! . ° . : Then what was this, beside him! 7 ~ Looking with awe into its face, he saw a something reign-
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ing there: a lofty something, undefined and indistinct, 

which made it hardly more than a remembrance of that 

child—as yonder figure might be—yet it was the same: 

the same: and wore the dress. Se 
Hark. They were speaking! 

: Meg,” said Lilian, hesitating. “ How often you raise 

your head from your work to look at me! ” 

be Are my looks so altered, that they frighten you?” asked 

Meg. . 

“Nay, dear! But you smile at that, yourself! Why 

not smile, when you look at me, Meg? ” 

“Tdoso. DoInot?” she answered: smiling on her. 

- “Now you do,” said Lilian, “but not usually. When 

you think I’m busy, and don’t see you, you look so anxious 

and so doubtful, that I hardly like to raise my eyes. There 

is little cause for smiling in this. hard and toilsome life, 
but you were once so cheerful.” 
“Am I not now!” cried Meg, speaking in a tone of 

strange alarm, and rising to embrace her. “Do I make our 

weary life more weary to you, Lilian!” ‘ 

“You have been the only thing that made it life,” said 

Lilian, fervently kissing her; “sometimes the only thing 

that made me care to live so, Meg. Such work, such work! 

So many hours, so many days, so many long, long nights 

of hopeless, cheerless, never-ending work—not to heap up 

riches, not to live grandly or gaily, not to live upon enough, 

however coarse; but to earn bare bread; to scrape together 

just enough to toil upon, and want upon, and keep alive in - 

us the consciousness of our hard fate! Oh Meg, Meg!” 

she raised her voice, and twined her arms about her as she 

spoke, like one in pain. “How can the cruel world go 

round, and bear to look upon such lives!” 

“Lilly!” said Meg, soothing her, and putting back her 

hair from her wet face. “Why Lilly! You! So pretty 

and so young!” — 
“Oh Meg!” she interrupted, holding her at arm’s- . 

_ length, and looking in her face imploringly. “The worst 

of all, the worst of all! Strike me old, Meg! Wither me 

and shrivel me, and free me from the dreadful thoughts 

that tempt,me in my youth!” oo. 

. Trotty turned to look upon his guide. But the Spirit of 

the child had taken flight. Was gone. . o 

© Neither did he himself remain in the same place; for
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Sir Joseph Bowley, Friend and Father of the Poor, helda great festivity at Bowley Hall, in honour of the natal day 
of Lady Bowley; and as Lady Bowley had been born on 
New Year’s Day (which the local newspapers considered an especial pointing of the finger of Providence to number One, as Lady Bowley’s destined figure in Creation), it was on a New Year’s Day that this festivity took place. 
Bowley Hall was full of visitors. The red-faced gen- tleman was there, Mr. Filer was there, the great Alderman Cute was there—Alderman Cute had a sympathetic feeling with great people, and had considerably improved his ac- quaintance with Sir Joseph Bowley on the strength of his attentive letter: indeed had. become quite a friend of the family since then—and many guests were there. Troitty’s ghost was there, wandering about, poor phantom, drearily; and looking for its guide. 
There was to be a great dinner in the Great Hall. At which Sir Joseph Bowley, in his celebrated character of Friend and Father of the Poor, was to make his great speech. Certain plum-puddings were to be eaten by bis Friends and Children in another Hall first; and, at a given signal, Friends and Children flocking in among their Friends and Fathers, were to form a family assemblage, with not one manly eye therein unmoistened by emotion. But there was more than this to happen. Even more than this. Sir Joseph Bowley, Baronet and Member of Parliament, was to play a match at skittles—real skittles ' —-with his tenants, . ; “Which quite reminds one,” said Alderman Cute, “of the days of old King Hal, stout King Hal, bluff King Hal. Fine character! ” 
“Very,” said Mr. Filer, dryly. “For marrying women and murdering em, Considerably more than the average number of wives by the bye.” 

rou’ll marry the beautiful ladies, and not murder ’em, eh?” said Alderman Cute to the heir of Bowley, aged twelve. “Sweet boy! We shall have this little gentle- man in Parliament now,” said the Alderman, holding him by the shoulders, and looking as reflective as he could, before we know where we are. We shall hear of his suc- cesses at the poll; his speeches in the House; his overtures from Governments; his brilliant achievements of all kinds; ah! we shall make our little orations about him in the



    

  

      

              
TROTTY IN THE BELFRY 

Bewildered by the host of shifting and extraordinary figures, as well as by the uproar 

of the Bells, which all this while were ringing, Trotty turned his white face here and 

there, in mute and stunned astonishment.—The Chimes, p. 121 
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Common Council, I’ll be bound; before we have time to 
look about us!” - ° . 

“Oh, the difference of shoes and stockings!” Trotty 
thought. But his heart yearned towards the child, for the 
love of those same shoeless and stockingless boys, predes- 
tined (by the Alderman) to turn out bad, who might have 

_ been the children of poor Meg. 
“Richard,” moaned Trotty, roaming among the com- 

pany, to and fro; “where is he? I can’t find Richard! 
Where is Richard? ” . 

Not likely to, be there, if still alive! But Trotty’s grief 

and solitude confused him; and he still went wandering 

among the gallant company, looking for his guide, and 

saying, “ Where is Richard? Show me Richard!” . . 
He was wandering thus, when he encountered Mr. Fish, 

the confidential Secretary: in great agitation. 
“Bless my heart and soul!” cried Mr. Fish. “Where’s 

Alderman Cute? « Has anybody seen the Alderman? ” 

~ Seen the Alderman? Oh dear!’ Who could ever help 

seeing the Alderman? He was so considerate, so affable; 

he bore so much in mind the natural desire of folks to see 

him; that if he had a fault, it-was the being constantly 

-On View. And wherever the great people were, there, to 

be sure, attracted by the kindred sympathy between great 

souls, was Cute. uo 
Several voices cried that he was in the circle round Sir 

Joseph. Mr. Fish made way there; found him; and -took 

him secretly into a window near at hand. Trotty joined 

them. Not of his own accord. He felt that his steps were 

led in that direction. ; 

“Ny dear Alderman Cute,” said Mr. Fish, “A little 

more this way. The most dreadful circumstance has oc- 

curred. I have this moment received the intelligence. I 

think it will be best not to acquaint Sir Joseph with it till 

the day is over. You understand Sir Joseph, and will give 

me your opinion. The most frightful and deplorable 

event!” . : ‘ 

“Wish!” returned the Alderman. “Fish! My good 

fellow, what is the matter? Nothing revolutionary, I hope! 

No—no attempted interference with the magistrates? ” 

“Deedles, the banker,” gasped the Secretary. “Deedles 

Brothers—who was to have been here to-day—high in of- 

fice in the Goldsmiths’ Company: ”, : 

5 
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“Not stopped!” exclaimed the Alderman. “It can’t be!” - 
“Shot himself.” 
“Good God!” =. 

. “Put a double-barrelled pistol to his mouth, in his ows 
counting-house,” said Mr. Fish, “and blew his brains out, No motive. Princely circumstances!” 

“Circumstances!” exclaimed the Alderman. “A man of noble fortune. One of the most respectable of men. 
Suicide, Mr. Fish! By his own hand!” 

“This very morning,” returned Mr, Fish. 
“Oh the brain, the .brain!” exclaimed the pious Alder- man, lifting up his hands. “Oh the nerves, the nerves; the mysteries of this machine called Man! Oh the little that unhinges it: poor creatures that we are! Perhaps a dinner, Mr. Fish. Perhaps the conduct of his son, who, I have heard, ran very wild, and was in the habit of drawing bills upon him without the least authority! A most re- spectable man. One of the most respectable men I ever knew! A lamentable instance, Mr. Fish. A public calam- ity! I shall make a point of wearing the deepest mourn- ing. <A most respectable man! But there is One above. -We must submit, Mr. Fish. We must submit!” What, Alderman! No word of Putting Down? Remen- ber, Justice, your high moral boast and pride. Come, Alderman! Balance those scales. Throw me into this, the empty one, No Dinner, and Nature’s founts in some poor woman, dried by starving misery and rendered obdurate to claims for which her offspring Aas authority in holy mother Eve. Weigh me the two, you Daniel going to judgment, when your day shall come! Weigh them, in the eyes of suffering thousands, audience (not unmindful) of the grim farce you play! Or supposing that you strayed from your five wits—it’s not so far to go, but that it might be—and laid hands upon that throat of yours, warning your fellows (if you have a fellow) how they croak their comfortable wickedness to raving heads and’ stricken hearts. What en? . 

The words rose up in Trotty’s breast, as if they had been spoken by some other voice within him. Alderman Cute pledged himself to Mr. Fish that he would assist him in breaking the melancholy catastrophe to Sir Ji oseph, when the day was over, Then, before they parted, wringing Mr.
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Fish’s hand in bitterness of soul, he said, “The most re- 

spectable of men!” And added that he hardly knew: not 

even he: why such afflictions were allowed on earth. 

“Tt?s almost enough to make one think, if one didn’t 

know better,” said Alderman Cute, “that at times some 

motion of a capsizing nature was going on in things, which 

affected the general economy of the social fabric. Deedles 

Brothers !” 
- The skittle-playing came off with immense success. Sir 

Joseph knocked the pins about quite skilfully; Master 

Bowley took an innings at a shorter distance also; and 

everybody said that now, when a Baronet and the Son of a 

Baronet played at skittles, the country was coming round 

again, as fast as it could come. , : 

‘At its proper time, the Banquet was served up. Trotty 

involuntarily repaired to the Hall with the rest, for he felt 

himself conducted thither by some stronger impulse than 

his own free will. ‘The sight was gay in the extreme; the 

ladies were very handsome; the visitors delighted, cheerful, 

and good-tempered. When the lower doors were opened, 

and the people flocked in, in their rustic dresses, the beauty 

of the spectacle was at its height; but Trotty only mur- 

mured more and more, “Where is Richard! He should 

help and comfort her! I can’t see Richard!” 

There had been some speeches made; and Lady Bowley’s 

health had been proposed; and Sir Joseph Bowley had re- 

turned thanks; and had made his great speech, showing 

by various pieces of evidence that he was the born Friend 

and Father, and so forth; and had given as a Toast, his’ 

Friends and Children, and the Dignity of Labour; when a 

slight disturbance at the bottom of the Hall attracted 

Toby’s notice. After some confusion, noise, and: opposi- 

tion, one man broke through the rest, and stood forward. by 

himself. , 

- Not Richard. No.’ But one whom he had thought of, 

and had looked for, many times. In a scantier supply of 

light, he might have doubted the identity of that worn 

man, so old, and grey, and bent; but with a blaze of lamps 

upon his gnarled and knotted head, he knew. Will Fern as 

soon as he stepped forth. oo 

“What is this!” exclaimed Sir Joseph, rising. “ Who 

gave this man admittance? This is a criminal from prison! 

Mr. Fish, Sir, will you have the goodness——”
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“A minute!” said-Will Fern. “A minute! - My Lady, you was born on this day along with a New Year. Get me a minute’s leave to speak.” ° 
She made some intercession for him. Sir Joseph took his seat again, with native dignity. — 
The ragged visitor—for he. was miserably dressed— looked round upon the company, and made his homage to them with a humble bow. : . “Gentlefolks!” he gaid.. “Youve drunk the Labourer. Look at me!” ‘ ot oe - “Just come from jail,” said Mr. Fish. 

. “Just come from jail,” said Will.“ And neither for the first time, .nor the Second, nor the third, nor yet the fourth.” - ae Mr. Filer.was heard to remark .testily, that four times was over the average; and he ought to be ashamed of him- self, Lo ont 
_ Gentlefolks!” repeated Will Fern. “Look at me! You see I’m at the worst. . Beyond all hurt or harm; be- yond your help; for the. time . when your kind words or kind actions could have done. ME ‘good,”—he struck his hand upon his breast, and shook his head, “is gone, with the scent of last year’s beans or clover on the air. Let me say a word for: these,” pointing to the labouring people in the Hall; “and when: you’re met together, hear the real Truth spoke out for onee,” . 
-“There’s not a man here,” said.-the host, “who would have him foraspokesman.” |, oa , : “Like enough, Sir J oseph. I. believe it, Not the less true, perhaps, is what I say. Perhaps that’s a proof on it. Gentlefolks, I’ve lived many @-year in this place. You 

It looks Well in a picter, I’ve heerd Say; but there an’t weather in picters, and maybe ’tis fitter for that, than for a place to live in. Well! J lived there. How-hard—how bitter hard, I lived there, I won’t Say. Any day in the year, and every day, you can judge for your own selves.” :He Spoke as he had spoken on the night when Trotty found him in the street. “His voice was deeper and more husky, and had.a trembling in it now and then; but-he never raised it passionately, and seldom lifted it above the firm stern level of the homely facts he Stated...
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_/ Tis harder than.you think for, géntlefolks, to grow up 
decent: commonly decent: in such a place. That I growed 
up 2 man and not a brute, says something for me—as I was 
then. As I am now, there’s nothing can be said for me or 

done for me. I’m past it.” co, : 
“T am glad this man has entered,” observed Sir Joseph, 

looking round serenely. “Don’t disturb him. It appears 

to be Ordained. He is an Example: a living example. I 

hope and trust, and confidently expect, that it will not 

be lost upon my Friends here.” re 
“J dragged on,” said Fern, after a moment’s silence. 

“Somehow. Neither.me nor any other man knows how; 

but so heavy, that I couldn’t put a cheerful face upon it, 

or make believe that Iwas anything but what I was. 
Now, gentlemen—you gentlemen that sits at Sessions— 

when you see a man with discontent writ on his face, you 
says to one another, ‘ He’s suspicious. I has my doubts,’ 

says you, ‘about Will Fern. Watch that fellow!’ «I don’t 
say, gentlemen, it an’t quite nat’ral, but I say ’tis so; and 

from that hour, whatever Will Fern does, or lets alone— 

all one—it goes against him.” at 

Alderman Cute stuck his thumbs in his waistcoat-pockets, 

and leaning back in his chair, and smiling, winked ata 

neighbouring chandelier. As much as to say, “Of course! 

I told youso. Thecommoncry! Lord bless you, we are 

up to all this sort of thing—myself and human nature.” * 

- “Now, gentlemen,” said Will Fern, holding out his 

hands, and flushing for an instant in his haggard face, 

“see how your laws are made to trap and hunt us when 

we’re brought to this... I tries to live elsewhere. And I’m 

a vagabond. To jail with him! I comes back here. I 

goes a-nutting in your woods, and breaks—who don’t?— 

a limber branch or two. ‘To jail with him! One of your 

keepers sees me in the’ broad day, near my own patch’ of 

garden, with a gun. To jail with him! I has a nat’ral 

angry word with that man, when I’m free again. To jail 

with him! I cuts astick. To jail with him! Teats a 

rotten apple ora turnip. To jail with him! It’s twenty 
mile away; and coming back, I begs a trifle on the road. 

To jail with him! At last, the constable, the keeper— 

anybody—finds me anywhere, a-doing anything. To jail 

with him, for he’s a vagrant, and a jail-bird known; and 

the jail’s the only home he’s got.” . .
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The Alderman nodded sagaciously, as who should say, “A very good home too!” , 
“Do I say this to serve my cause!” cried F, em. “Who can give me back my liberty, who can give me back my gocd name, who can give me back my innocent niece? Not all the Lords and Ladies in wide England. But gentlemen, gentlemen, dealing with other men like me, begin at the right end. Give us, in mercy, better homes when we're a-lying in our cradles; give us better food when we're a-working for our lives; give us kinder laws to bring us back when we’re a-going wrong; and don’t set Jail, Jail, Jail, afore us, everywhere we turn. There an’t-a con. descension you can show the Labourer then, that he won't take, as ready and as grateful as a man can be; for, he has a patient, peaceful, willing heart. But you must put his rightful spirit in him first; for, whether he’s a wreck and ruin such as me, or is like one of them that stand here now, his spirit is divided from you at this time. Bring it back, sentlefolks, bring it back? Bring it back, afore the day comes when even his Bible changes in his altered mind, and the words seem to him to read, as they have Sometimes read in my own eyes—in Jail: ‘Whither thou 

Trotty thought at first, that several had risen to eject the man; and hence this change in its appearance. But an- other moment showed him that the room and all the com- pany had vanished from his sight, and that his daughter was again before him, seated at her work. But ina poorer, meaner garret than before; and with no Lilian by her side. 
The frame at which she had worked, was put away upon a Shelf and covered up.’ The chair in which she had sat, was turned against the wall. A history was written in these little things, and in Meg’s grief-worn face. Oh! who could fail to read it! 
Meg strained her eyes upon her work until it was too dark to see the threads; and when the night closed in, she lighted her feeble candle and worked on. Still her old father Was invisible about her; looking down upon her; loving her—how dearly loving her!—and talking to her in a tender voice about the old times, and the Bells. ‘Though
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he knew, poor Trotty, though he knew she could not hear 
m. 
A great part of the evening had worn away, when a 

knock came at her door. She opened it. A man was ‘on 
the threshold. A slouching, moody, drunken sloven: 
wasted by intemperance and vice: and with his matted 
hair and unshorn beard in wild disorder: but with some 
traces on him, too, of having been a man of good propor- 
tion and good features in his youth. 

He stopped until he had her leave to enter; and she, 
retiring a pace or two from the open door, silently and 
sorrowfully looked upon him. Trotty had his wish. He 
saw Richard. 
“May I come in, Margaret? ” 
“Yes! Comein. Come in!” 
It was well that Trotty knew him before he spoke; for 

with any doubt remaining on his mind, the harsh discord- 
ant voice would have persuaded him that it was not Richard 
but some other man. 

There were but two chairs in the room. She gave him 

hers, and stood at some short distance from him, waiting 
to hear what he had to say. 

He sat, however, staring vacantly at the floor; with a | 
lustreless and stupid smile.” A spectacle of such deep 
degradation, of such abject hopelessness, of such a miser- 
able downfall, that she put her hands before her face and 
turned away, lest he should see how much it moved her. 

Roused by the rustling of her dress, or some such trifling 
sound, he lifted his head, and began to speak as if there 
had been no pause since he entered. . 

“Still at work, Margaret? You work late.” 
“T generally do.” 
“ And early?” 
“ And early.” - 

. “So she said. She said you never tired; or never owned 
that you tired. Not all the time you lived together. Nor 

even when you fainted, between work and fasting. But I 

told you that, the last time I came.”. 
“You did,” she answered. “And I implored you to tell 

me nothing more; and you made me a solemn promise, 

Richard, that you never would.” 
“A solemn promise,” he repeated, with a drivelling 

laugh and vacant stare. “A solemn promise. To be sure.
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A solemn promise! ” Awakening, as it were, after a time; in the same manner as before 3 he said with sudden anima. tion, ; , “ How. can I help it, Margaret? What am I to do? She has been to me again!” * 
| “ Again!” cried Meg, clasping her hands. “O, does she think of me so often! Has she been again!” -- “Twenty times again,” said Richard. “ Margaret, she haunts me. She comes behind me in the street, and thrusts itin my hand. I hear her foot upon the ashes when I’m at my work (ah, ha! that an’t often), and before I can tum my head, her voice is in’ my ear, saying, ‘Richard, don’t look round. For Heaven’s love, give her this!’ She brings it where I live; she sends’ it in letters; she taps at the window and lays it on the sill. What can Ido? Look at it!?. ce 
He held out in his hand a little purse, and chinked the money it enclosed. 

. “Hide it,” said Meg. “Hide it! When she comes again, tell her, Richard, that I love her in my soul. That I never lie down to sleep, but I bless her, and pray for her. That, in my solitary work, I never cease to have her in my thoughts. ‘That she is with me, night and day. That if I died to-morrow, I would remember her with my last breath. But that I cannot look upon it!? - He slowly recalled his hand, and crushing the purse to- gether, said with a kind of drowsy thoughtfulness : “T told her so. I told her So, as plain as words could speak. I’ve taken this gift back and left it at her door, a . dozen times since then. But when she came at last, and stood before me, face to face, what could I do?” .. You saw her!” exclaimed Meg. “You saw her! | Oh, Lilian, my sweet girl! Oh, Lilian, Lilian!” - “TI saw her,” he went on to say, not answering, but en- gaged in the same slow pursuit of his -own thoughts. “There she stood: trembling! ‘ How does she look, Rich- ard? Does she ever speak of me? Is she thinner? My old place at the table: what’s in my old place? And the frame she taught me our old work on—has she burnt it, Richard!’ There she was.’ I heard her say it.” Meg checked her sobs, and with the tears streaming from her eyes, bent over him to. listen. Not to lose a breath, «7 a
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With his arms resting on his knees; and stooping for- 
ward in his chair, as if what he said were written on the 
ground in some half legible character, which it w: as his oc- 
cupation to decipher and connect; he went on. — . 

“Richard, I have fallen very "low; and you may guess: 
how much I have suffered in having this sent back, when I 
can bear to bring it in my hand to you. But you loved her 
once, even in my memory, dearly. Others stepped in be- 
tween you; fears, and jealousies, and doubts, and vanities, 
estranged you from her; but you did love her, even in my 
memory!’ I suppose I did,” he said, interrupting himself 
for a moment. “I did! -That’s neither here nor there. 
‘O Richard,if you ever did; if you have any memory for 
what is gone and lost, take it to her once more. Once 
more! Tell her how I begged and prayed. ‘Tell her how 
I laid my head upon your shoulder, where her own head 
might have lain, and was so humble to you, Richard. 
Tell her that you looked into my face, and saw the beauty 
which she used to praise, all. gone: all gone: and in its 
place, a poor, wan, hollow cheek, that she would weep to 
see. Teil her everything, and take it back, and she will 
not refuse again. She will not have the heart! ? ” 

So he sat musing, and repeating the last words, until he 
woke again, and rose. 

“You won’t take it, Margaret.” 
She shook her head, and motioned an entreaty to him 

to leave her. 
“Good night, Margaret.” 
“Good night! ” 
He turned to look upon her; struck by her sorrow, and 

perhaps by the pity for himself which trembled in her 
voice. It was a quick and rapid ‘action; and for the mo- 
ment some flash of his old bearing kindled in his form. In 
the next he went as he had come. Nor did this glimmer 
of a quenched fire seem to light him to a quicker sense of 
his debasement. 

In any mood, in any grief, in any torture of the mind 
or body, Meg’s ‘work must be done. She sat down to her 

task, and plied it. Night, midnight. Still she worked. 
She had a meagre fire, the night being very cold; and 

rose at intervals to mind it. The Chimes rang half-past 
twelve while she was thus engaged; and when they ceased 
she heard a gentle knocking at the door. Before she could 

5*
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so much as wonder who was there, at that unusual hour, it 
opened. 

Oh Youth and Beauty, happy as ye should be, look at this!’ Oh Youth and Beauty, blest and blessing all within your reach, and working out the ends of your Beneficent Creator, look at this! 
She saw the entering figure; screamed its name; cried “Lilian!” ‘ 

_ It was swift, and fell upon its knees before her: cling- 
ing to her dress, 

“Up, dear! Up! Lilian! My own dearest!” 
“Never more, Meg; never more! Here! Here! Close to you, holding to you, feeling your dear breath upon my face!” 
“Sweet Lilian! Darling Lilian! Child of my heart— no mother’s love can be more tender—lay your head upon my breast!” 

‘ “Never more, Meg. Never more! When I first looked into your face, you knelt before me. On my knees before you, let me die. Let it be here!” , “You have come back. My Treasure! We will live to- gether, work together, hope together, die together!” “Ah! Kiss my lips, Meg; fold your arms about me; press me to your bosom; look kindly on me; but don’t raise me. Let it be here. Let me see the last of your dear face upon my knees!” 
Oh Youth and Beauty, happy as ye should be, look at _this!’ Oh Youth and Beauty, working out the ends of your Beneficent Creator, look at this! 
“Forgive me, Meg! -So dear, so dear! Forgive me! I know you do, I see you do, but say so, Meg!” She said so, with her lips on Lilian’s cheek. And with her arms twined round—she knew it now—a_ broken heart. To ; 
“His blessing on you, dearest love. Kiss me once more! He suffered her to sit beside His feet, and dry them with her hair. Oh Meg, what Mercy and Compassion! ” As she died, the Spirit of the child returning, innocent and radiant, touched the old man with its hand, and beck- oned him away, ;
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FOURTH QUARTER. 

SomE new remembrance of the ghostly figures in the 
Bell; some faint impression of the ringing of the Chines; 
some giddy consciousness of having seen the swarm of 
phantoms reproduced and reproduced until the recollec- 
tion of them lost itself in the confusion of their numbers; 
some hurried knowledge, how conveyed to him he knew 
not, that more years had passed; and Trotty, with the 
Spirit of the child attending him, stood looking on at mor 
tal company. 

Fat company, rosy-cheeked company, comfortable com- 
pany. They were but two, but they were red enough for 
ten. They sat before a bright fire with a small low table 
between them; and unless the fragrance of hot tea and muf- 
fins lingered longer in that room than in most others, the 
table had seen service very lately. But all the cups and 
saucers being clean, and in their proper places in the cor- 
ner cupboard; and the brass toasting-fork hanging in its 
usual nook, and spreading its four idle fingers. out, as if 
it wanted to be measured for a glove; there remained no 
other visible tokens of the meal just finished, than such as 
purred and washed their whiskers in the person of the 
basking eat, and glistened in the gracious, not to say the 
greasy, faces of her patrons. 

This cosy couple (married, evidently) had made a fair 
division of the fire between them, and sat looking at the 
glowing sparks that dropped into the grate; now nodding 
off into a doze; now waking up again when some hot frag- 
ment, larger than the rest, came rattling down, as if the 
fire were coming with it.) . 

It was in no danger of sudden extinction, however; for 
it gleamed not only in the little room, and on the panes of 
window-glass in the door, and on the curtain half drawn 
across them, but in the little shop beyond. A little shop, 
quite crammed and choked with the abundance of its stock; 
a perfectly voracious little shop, with a maw as accommo- 
dating and full as any shark’s. Cheese, butter, firewood, 
soap, pickles, matches, bacon, table-beer, peg-tops, sweet- 
meats, boys’ kites, bird-seed, cold-ham, birch brooms,
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hearth-stones, salt, vinegar, blacking, red-herrings, sta- 
tionery, lard, mushroom-ketchup, staylaces, loaves of 
bread, shuttlecocks, eggs, and slate pencil: everything was 
fish that came to the net of this greedy little. shop, and all these articles were in its net. How many other kinds of 
petty merchandise were there, it would be difficult to say; 
but balls of packthread, ropes of onions, pounds of candles, 
cabbage-nets, and- brushes, hung in bunches from the ceil- ing, like extraordinary fruit; while various odd canisters emitting aromatic smells, established the veracity of ‘the 
inscription over the outer door, which informed the public 
that the keeper of ‘this -little shop was a licensed dealer in 
tea, coffee, tobacco, pepper, and snuff: st : 

Glancing at such of these articles as were visible in the 
shining of the blaze, and the less cheerful radiance of two 
‘smoky lamps which burnt but dimly in the shop itself, as 
though its plethora sat heavy on their lings; and glancing, 
then, at one of the two faces by the parlour-fire; Trotty 
had small difficulty in recognising in. the stout old lady, Mrs. Chickenstalker: always inclined .to corpulency, even 
‘in the days when he ‘had known her as established in the 
general line, and having a small balance against him in her books. - mo . . 
-: The features of her companion were less easy to him. ‘The great broad chin, with creases in it large enough to ‘hide a finger in;' the’ astonished eyes, that seemed ‘to ex- postulate. with. themselves for sinking deeper and deeper into the yielding fat of. the soft face; the nose afflicted with that disordered action of its functions which is gener- ally termed The Snuffes; the short. thick throat and la- bouring chest, with other beauties of the like description; though caleulated to impress the memory, Trotty could at first allot to nobody he had ever known: and yet. he had some recollection of them too. At length, in Mrs. Chick- enstalker’s partner in the general line, and in the crooked and eccentric line of life, he recognised the former porter of Sir Joseph Bowley; an apoplectic innocent, who had connected himself in’Trotty’s mind with: Mrs. Chicken- stalker years ago, by giving him admission to the mansion -where he had confessed his obligations to that lady, and drawn on his unlucky head such grave reproach. o Trotty had little interest in a change like this, after the changes he had seen; but association is very strong some-
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times: and he looked involuntarily behind the parlour-door, 
where the accounts of credit customers were usually kept 
in chalk. There was no record of hisname. Some names 
were there, but they were strange -to- him, and infinitely 
fewer than of old; from which he augured that the porter . 
was an advocate of ready money transactions, and on com- 
ing into the business had looked. pretty sharp after the 
Chickenstalker defaulters. 

‘So desolate was Trotty, and so mournful for ‘the youth . 
and promise of his blighted child, that it was a sorrow 
agen? even to have no ) place, in Mrs. Chickenstalker’s 
edger 

- (What sort of a night is it, Aine? ” inquired the former 
porter of Sir Joseph Bowley, ’ stretching out his legs before 
the fire, and rubbing as much-of them as his short arms 
could. reach: with an air that added, “ Here Iam if it’s 
bad, and I don’t want to go out if it’s good.’ 

“ Blowing and sleeting hard,” returned his wife; “and 
threatening | snow. Dark. And very cold.” 

“T’m glad to think we had mutfins,”. said the former 
porter, in the tone of one who had set his conscience at 
rest. “It’s a sort of night that’s meant for muffins: Like- , 

wise crumpets. Also Sally Lunns.” 
The former porter mentioned each successive kind of 

eatable, as if he were musingly summing. up his good ac- 
tions. After which he rubbed his fat legs as before, and 
jerking them at the knees to get the fire upon the yet un- 
roasted parts, laughed as if somebody had tickled him. 

“You're in spirits, Tugby, my dear,” observed his wife. 
The firm was Tugby, late ‘Chickenstalker.: 
“No,” said Tugby. “No. Not particular. I’m a little 

elewated. ‘The muffins came so pat!” 
With that he chuckled until he was black in the face; 

and had so much ado to become any other colour, that his 
fat legs took the strangest excursions into the air. Nor 
were they reduced to anything like decorum until Mrs. 
Tugby had thumped him violently on the back, and shaken 
him as if he were a great bottle. 

“Good gracious, goodness, lord-a-mercy bless and save 
the.man!” cried Mrs. Tugby, in great terror. “ What’s 
he doing? ” 

Mr. Tugby wiped his eyes, and faintly repeated that he 
found himself a little elewated. ;
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“Then don’t be so again, that’s a dear good soul,” said Mrs, Tugby, “if you don’t want to frighten me to death, with your struggling and fighting!” | ; Mr. Tugby said he wouldn’t, but his whole existence wag a fight; in which, if any judgment might be founded on the constantly-inereasing shortness of his breath, and the deepening purple of his face, he was always getting the worst of it. 
“So it’s blowing, and sleeting, and threatening Snow; and is dark, and very cold: is it, my dear?” said Mr, Tugby, looking at the fire, and reverting to the cream and marrow of his temporary elevation, “Hard weather indeed,” returned his wife, shaking her head. 
“Ay, ay! Years,” said Mr. Tugby, “are like Christians in that respect. Some of ’em die hard; some of ’em die easy. This one hasnt many days to run, and is inaking a fight forit. I like him all the better, There’s a customer, my love!” 

_ Attentive to the rattling door, Mrs, Tugby had already risen. 
“Now then!” said that lady, passing out into the little shop. “What’s wanted? Oh! Ibeg your pardon, Sir, I’m’ sure. I didn’t think it was you.” She made this apology to a gentleman in black, who, with his wristbands tucked up, and his hat cocked loung- ingly on one side, and his hands in his pockets, sat down astride on the table-beer barrel, and nodded in return. , 
“This is a bad business up stairs, Mrs, Tugby,” said the 

gentleman. “The inan can’t live,” _ “Not the back-attie can’t!” cried Tugby, coming out 
Into the shop to join the conference, “The back-attic, Mr, Tugby,” said the gentleman, “is 
coming down stairs fast; and ‘will be below the basement 
very soon.” 

Looking by turns at Tugby and his wife, he sounded the 
barre] with his knuckles for the depth of beer, and having - found it, played a tune upon the empty part. “The back-attie, Mr. Tugby,” said the 8entleman: 
ugby having stood in silent consternation for some time: . “Then,” said Tugby, turning to his wife, “he must Go,  
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“T don’t think you can move him,” said the gentleman, 
shaking his head. “I wouldn’t take the responsibility of 
saying it could be done myself. You had better leave him 
where he is. He can’t live long.” 

“Tt’s the only subject,” said Tugby, bringing the butter- 
scale down upon the counter with a crash, by weighing his 
fist on it, “that we’ve ever had a word upon; she and me; 
and look what it comes to! He’s going to die here, after 
all. Going to die upon the premises, Going to die in our 
house!” 

if And where should he-have died, Tugby?” cried his 
wife. 

“In the workhouse,” he returned. “What are work- 
houses made for?” 

“Not for that,” said Mrs. Tugby, with great energy. 
_ “Not for that. Neither did I marry you for that. Don’t 
think it, Tugby. I won’t have it. I won’tallow it. I'd 
be separated first, and never see your face again. When 
my widow’s name stood over that door, as it did for many 
years: this house being known as Mrs. Chickenstalker’s far 
and wide, and never known but to its honest credit and its 
good report: when my widow’s name stood over that door, 
Tugby, I knew him as a handsome, steady, manly, inde- 
pendent youth; I knew her as the sweetest-looking, sweet- 
est-tempered girl, eyes ever saw; I knew her father (poor 
old creetur, he fell down from the steeple walking in his 
sleep, and killed himself), for the simplest, hardest- 
working, childest-hearted man, that ever drew the breath 
of life; and when I turn them out of house and home, may 
angels turn me out of Heaven. As they would! And serve 
me right!” 

Her old face, which had been a plump and dimpled one 
before the changes which had come to pass, seemed to 
shine out of her as she said these words; and when she 
dried her eyes, and shook her head and her handkerchief 
at Tugby, with an expression of firmness which it was 
quite clear was not to be easily resisted, Trotty said, “Bless 
her! Bless her!” 

Then he listened, with a panting heart, for what should 
follow. Knowing nothing yet, but that they spoke of Meg. 

If Tugby had been a little elevated in the parlour, he 
more than balanced that account by being not a little de. 
pressed in the shop, where he now stood staring at his wife,
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without attempting a reply; secretly conveying, however —either in a fit of abstraction or as a precautionary measure —all the money from the till into his own pockets, as he looked at her. . . The gentleman upon the table-beer cask, who appeared to be some authorised medical attendant upon the poor, was far too well accustomed, evidently, to little differences of opinion between man and wife, to interpose any remark in this instance. He sat softly whistling, and turning little 

was a perfect calm: when he raised his ‘head, and said to - Mis. Tugby, late Chickenstalker: “There’s something interesting about the woman, even now. How did she come to marry him?” “Why that,” said Mrs. Tugby, taking a seat near him, ’ “is not the’ least ernel part of her story, Sir. You see they kept company, she and Richard, many years ago. When they were a young and beautiful couple, everything was Settled, and they were to have been married on a New Year’s Day. But, somehow, Richard got it into his head, through what’ the gentlemen told -him, that he might do ' “better, and that he’d soon repent it, and that-she wasn’t good enough for him, and that a young man of spirit had no business to be married, And the gentlemen frightened her, and made her melancholy, and timid of his deserting her, and of her children coming to the gallows, and of its being wicked to be man and wife, and a good deal more of it, And in short, they lingered and lingered, and their trust in one another wag broken, and so at last was the match, But the fault was his. She would have married hin, Sir, joyfully. Pye seen her heart swell, many times afterwards, When he passed her in“a proud and careless Way; and never did a Woman grieve more truly for a man, than she for Richard when he first went wrong.?? “Oh! he went Wrong, did he?” said. the gentleman, pulling out the vent-peg of the table-beer, ‘and trying to 
Peep down into the barrel through the hole. mo “Well, Sir, I don’t know that he rightly understood 
himself, you see. I think his mind was troubled by their 
‘having broke with one another; and that but for being 
“ashamed before the gentlemen, and perhaps for being un- 
certain too, how she might take it, he’d have gone through 
any suffering or trial to have had Meg’s promise and Meg’s 
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‘There were but two chairs in the room. She gave him hers, and stood at som: 
. short distance from him, waiting to hear what he had to say. He sat, however, 
staring vacantly at the floor; with a lustreless and stupid smile. A spectacle of 
deep degradation, of abject hopelessness, of a miserable downfall.—The Chimes, p. 135 - 

5*
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hand again. That’s my belief. He never said SO; more’s the pity! He took to drinking, idling, bad companions : all the fine resources that were to be so much better for him than the Home he might have had. He lost his looks, his character, his health, his Strength, his friends, his work: everything!” an 
“He didn’t lose everything, Mrs. Tugby,” returned the gentleman, “ because he gained a wife 3 and I want’ to know how he gained her.” a 
“I’m coming to it, Sir, ina moment. This went on for 

years and years; he sinking lower and lower; she endur- ing, poor thing, miseries enough to wear her life away. At last, he was so cast down, and cast out, that no one would ‘employ or notice him; and doors were shut. upon 
him, go where he would. Applying from place to place, 
and door to door; and coming for the hundredth time to 
one gentleman who had often and often tried him (he was 
a good workman to the very end); that gentleman, who 
knew’ his history, said, ‘I believe you are incorrigible; 
there is only one person in the world who has a chance of 
reclaiming you; ask me to trust you no more, until she tries 
to do it.? Something like that, in his anger and vexa- 
tion.” oS 

“Ah!” said the gentleman. “Well?” 
“Well Sir, he went to her, and kneeled to her; said it 

was So; said it ever had been so; and made a prayer to her 
to save him.” __ 

“ And she—Don’t distress yourself, Mrs. Tugby.” 
“She came to me that night to ask me about living here. 

‘What he was once to me,’ she said, ‘is buried in a grave; 
side by side with what I was to him. But I have thought 
of this; and I will make the trial, In the hope. of saving 
him; for the love of the light-hearted girl (you remember 
her) who was to have been married on a New Year’s Day; 
and for the love of her Richard.’ And she said he had 
come to her from Lilian, and Lilian had trusted to him, 
and she never could forget that. So they were ‘married; 
and when they came home here, and I saw them, I hoped 
‘that such prophecies as parted them when they were young, 
may not often fulfil themselves as they did in this case, or 
I wouldn’t be the makers of them for a Mine of Gold.” 

The gentleman got off the cask, and stretched himself, 
observing:
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“TI suppose he used her ill, as soon as they were mar. tied? ” 
‘ . “TI don’t think he ever did that,” said Mrs, Tugby, shak- ing her head, and wiping her eyes. “He went on better for a short time; but, his habits were too old and strong to be got rid of; he soon fell back a little; and was falling fast back, when his illness came so strong upon him, { think he has always felt for her. I am sure he has, I have seen him, in his crying fits and tremblings, try to kiss her hand; and I have heard him call her ‘Meg,’ and say it was her nineteenth birthday. There he has been lying, now, these weeks and months. Between him and her baby, she has not been able to do her old work; and by not being able to be regular, she has lost it, even if she could have done it. How they have lived, I hardly know!” 

“Z know,” muttered Mr. Tugby; looking at the till, and round the shop, and at his wife; and rolling his head with immense intelligence, “Like Fighting Cocks!” . He was interrupted by a cry—a sound of lamentation— from the upper story of the house. The gentleman moved hurriedly to the door. 
“My friend,” he said, looking back, “you needn’t dis- - cuss whether he shall be removed or not. He has spared. you that trouble, I believe,” . Saying so, he ran up stairs, followed by Mrs. Tugby; while Mr. Tugby panted and grumbled after them at lei- sure: being rendered more than commonly short-winded by the weight of the till, in which there had been an incon- venient quantity of copper. Trotty, with the child beside him, floated up the staircase like mere air, “Follow her! Follow her! Follow her!” He heard the ghostly voices in the Bells repeat their words as he ascended. “Learn it, from the creature dearest to your heart! ” Itwasover. Itwwas over. And this was she, her father’s . pride and joy! This haggard, wretched Woman, weeping by the bed, if it deserved that name, and pressing to her breast, and hanging down her head upon, an infant. Who can tell how spare, how sickly, and how Poor an infant? Who can tell how dear! . “Thank God!” . cried Trotty,. holding up his folded hands. “Oh, God be thanked! She loves her child!” The gentleman, not otherwise hard-hearted or indiffer-



THE CHIMES, — 147 ent to such Scenes, than that he saw them every day, and knew that they were figures of no moment in the Filer sums—mere scratches in the working of these calculations 
—laid his hand upon the heart that beat no more, and listened for the breath, and said, “His pain is over, It’s 
better as it ist” Mrs. Tugby tried to comfort her with kindness. My, Tugby tried philosophy. “Come, come!” he said, with his hands in his pockets, “you mustn’t ive way, you know. That won’t do. You must fight up. What would have become of me if Z had given way when I Was porter; and we had ag many as six Tunaway carriage-doubles at our door in one night! But I fell back upon ny strength of mind, and didn’t Open it!” Again Trotty heard the voices, saying, “Follow her!” He turned towards his guide, and saw it rising from hin, passing through the air. “Follow her!” it said. And vanished. ° He hovered round her; sat down at her feet; looked up into her face for one trace of her old self ; listened for one note of her old pleasant voice. He flitted round the child: SO wan, so prematurely old, so dreadful in its gravity, so . Plaintive in its feeble, mournful, miserable wail. He al- most worshipped it. He clung to it as her only safeguard; as the last unbroken link that bound her toendurance. He . Set his father’s hope and trust on the frail baby; watched her every look upon it as she held itin her arms 3 and cried a thousand times, “Ske loves it! God be thanked, she loves it!” 

He saw the woman tend her in the night; return to her when her grudging husband was asleep, and all was still; €ncourage her, shed tears with her, set nourishment before her. He saw the day come, and the night again; the day, the night; the time go by; the house of death relieved of death; the room left to herself and to the child; he heard it moan and ery; he saw it harass her, and. tire her out, . and when she slumbered in exhaustion, drag her back to Consciousness, and hold her with its little hands upon the rack; but she was constant to it, gentle with it, patient with it. Patient! Was its loving mother in her inmost 
when she carried it unborn, . ; All this time, she was in want: languishing away, in dire and pining want, With the baby in her arms, she
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wandered here and there, in quest of occupation; and with its thin face lying in her lap, and looking up in hers, did 
any work for any wretched sum: a day and night of labour for-as many farthings as there were figures on the dial. If she had quarrelled with it; if she had neglected it; if she ~ had looked upon it with a moment’s hate; if, in the frenzy - of an instant, she had struck it! No. His comfort was, She loved it always. . . She told no one of her extremity, and wandered abroad in the day lest she should be questioned by her only friend: for any help she received from her hands, occasioned fresh disputes between the good woman and her husband 3 and it was new bitterness to be the daily cause of strife and discord, where she owed so much, ’ She loved it still, She loved it more and more. Buta change fell on the aspect of her love. One night, She was singing faintly to it in its sleep, and walking to and fro to hush it, when her door was softly opened, anda man looked in... , : “For the last time,” he said. 
“William Fern!” 

.. “For the last time.” , 
- He listened like a man pursued: and spoke in whispers. “Margaret, my race is nearly run. I couldn’t finish it, without a parting word with you. Without one grateful word.” . 

' “What have you done?” she asked: regarding him with error. 
He looked at her, but gave no answer. After a short silence, he made a gesture with his hand, as if he set her question by; as if he brushed it aside; and said, Lo ot _ “It’s long ago, Margaret, now: but that night is as fresh yi my memory as ever ’twas. We little thought, then,” he added, looking round, “that we should ever meet like this. Your child, Margaret? Let me have it in my arms. Let me hold your child.” 
He put his hat upon the floor, and took it, And he trembled, as he took it, from head to foot, - “Ts ita girl?» 
“Yes.” 
He put his hand before its little face. _ . See how weak I’m grown, Margaret, when ‘I want the
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courage to look at it! Let her bea moment. I won’t hurt her. . It’s long ago, but—What’s her name?” - “Margaret,” she answered, quickly. : “I’m glad of that,” he said. “I?m glad of that.” ; . ‘He seemed to breathe more freely; and after pausing for an instant, took away his hand, and looked upon the infant’s face. But covered it again, immediately. “Margaret!” he said; and gave .her back the child. “It’s Lilian’s,” - o, 
“Lilian’s!” . te Lo . “T held the same face in my arms when Lilian’s mother died and left her.” 5 
“When Lilian’s mother died and left her!” she re- peated; wildly. . 

me “How shrill you speak!. Why do you fix your eyes upon meso? Margaret!” . . ; ' - “She sank down in a chair, and_ pressed the infant to her breast, and .wept over it. Sometimes, she released it from. her embrace, to look ‘anxiously in its face: then strained it to her bosom again, At those times: when she gazed upon it: then it was that something fierce and terrible: be- gan to mingle with her love. Then it was that her old ; father quailed. | SO “Follow her!” was sounded through the house. “Learn it, from the creature dearest to- your heart!” . “Margaret,” said Fern, bending over her, and kissing her upon the brow: “I thank you for the last time. Good night. Good bye. Put your hand in mine, and-tell me you’ll forget.me from this hour, and try to think the end of me was here.” so De “What have you done!” she asked again, 
“There’ll: be a- Fire to-night,” ‘he said, removing fro her. “There’ll be Fires this winter-time, to light the dark ' nights, East, West, Ni orth, and South. When you see the distant sky red, they'll be blazing. When you see the distant sky red, think of me no more; or if. you do, re- member what a Hell was lighted up inside of ‘me, and think you see. its flames reflected in the clouds. Good night. Good-bye!” . ‘ ‘She called to him;:but he was gone. She sat down stupefied, until her infant roused her to'a sense of hun- ger; cold, and darkness. : She paced the room with it the livelong night, hushing it and soothing it. She said.at
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intervals, “Like Lilian, when her mother died -and left 
her!” Why was her step so quick, her eye so wild, her 
love so fierce and terrible, whenever she repeated those 
words? 

“But itis Love,” said Trotty.. “It is Love. _She’ll 
never cease to love it. My poor Meg!” 

She dressed the child next morning with unusual care— 
ah vain expenditure of care upon such squalid robes !—and 
once more tried to find some means of life. It was the last 
day of the Old Year. She tried till night, and never broke 
her fast. She tried in vain. 

She mingled with an abject crowd, who tarried in the 
snow, until it pleased some officer appointed to dispense the 
public charity (the lawful charity; not that once preached 
upon a wount) to call them in, and question them, and say 
to this one, “Go to sucha place,” to that one, “Come next 
week;” to make a football of another wretch, ind pass him 
‘here and there, from hand to hand, from house to house, 
until he wearied and lay down to die; or started up and 
robbed, and so became a higher sort of criminal, whose 
claims allowed of no delay. Here, too, she failed. 

- _ She loved her child, and wished to have it lying on her breast. And that was quite enough. . _ it was night: a bleak, dark, cutting night: when, press- 
ing the child close to her for warmth, she arrived outside the house she called her home. She was so faint and giddy, that she saw no one standing in the doorway until she was close upon it, and about to enter. Then she recog- . nised the master of the house, who had so disposéd him- self—with his person it was not difficult—as to fill up the whole entry. 

‘ “Oh!” he said, softly. “You have come back?” © She looked at the child, and shook her head. “Don’t you think you have lived here long enough with- out paying any rent? ‘Don’t you think that, without any money, you’ve been a pretty constant customer at this shop, now?” said Mr, Tugby. 
She Tepeated the same mute appeal. “ Suppose you try and deal somewhere else,” he said. d suppose you provide yourself with another lodging. Come! Don’t you think you could manage it? ”. to She said, in a low voice, that it was very late. To-mor- 

-
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“Now I see what you want,” said Tugby; “and what you 
mean. You know there are two parties in this house 
about you, and you delight in setting em by the ears. I 
don’t want any quarrels; I’m speaking softly to avoid a 
quarrel; but if you don’t go away, I’ll speak out loud, and 
you shall cause words high enough to please you. But 
you shan’t come in. That I am determined.” 

She put her hair back with her hand, and looked ina 
sudden manner at the sky, and the dark lowering dis- 
tance. 

“This is the last night of an Old Year: and I won’t 
earry ill-blood and quarrellings and disturbances into a 
New One, to please you nor anybody else,” said Tugby, 
who was quite a retail Friend and Father. “I wonder you 
an’t ashamed of yourself, to carry such practices into a 
New Year. If you haven’t any business in the world, but 
to be always giving way, and always making disturbances 
between man and wife, you’d be better out of it. Go along 
with you.” 

“Follow her! ‘To desperation! ” 
Again the old man heard the voices. Looking up, he 

saw the figures hovering in the air, and pointing where she 
went, down the dark street. 

“She loves it!” he exclaimed, in agonised entreaty for 
her. _ “Chimes! she loves it still!” : . 

“Follow her!” The shadows swept upon the track she 
had taken, like a cloud. 

He joined in the pursuit; he kept close to her; he looked 
into her face. He saw the same fierce and terrible expres- 
sion mingling with her love, and kindling in hereyes. He 
heard her say, “Like Lilian! To be changed like Lilian!” 
and her speed redoubled. 

Oh, for something to awaken her. For any sight, or 
sound, or ‘scent, to call up tender recollections in a brain on 
fire! For any gentle image of the Past, to rise before her! 
“Twas her father! I was her father!” cried the old 

man, stretching out his hands to the dark shadows flying 
on above. “Have mercy on her, and on me! Where does 
she go? Turn her back! I was her father!” 

But they only pointed to her, as she hurried cn; and 
said, “To desperation! Learn it from the creature dearést 
to your heart!” . 

A hundred voices echoed it. The air was made of breath
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expended in those words. He seemed to take them in, at 
every gasp he drew. They were everywhere, and not to. 
be escaped.. And still she hurried.on; the same light in 
her eyes, the same words in her mouth; “Like Lilian! To 
be changed like Lilian!” to: 

All at once she stopped. 
“Now, turn her back!” exclaimed the old man, tearing 

his white hair. “Mychild! Meg! Turn her back! Great 
Father, turn her back!” - 

In her own scanty shawl, she wrapped the baby warm. 
With her fevered hands, she smoothed its limbs, composed. 
its face, arranged its mean attire. __In her wasted arms she 
folded it, as though-she never would resign it more. And 
with her dry lips, kissed it in a final pang, and last long 
agony of Love. - *: 

Putting its. tiny hand up to her neck, and holding it 
there, within her dress: next to her distracted heart: she 
set its sleeping face against her: closely, steadily, against 
her: and sped onward to the River. 

To the rolling. River, swift and dim, where. Winter 
Night sat brooding like the last dark thoughts of many 
who had sought a refuge -there before her. Where scat- 
tered lights upon the banks gleamed sullen, red, and dull, 
as torches that were burning there, to show the way to 
Death. Where no abode of living people cast its shadow, 
on the deep, impenetrable, melancholy shade. 

To the River! To that portal of Eternity, her desperate 
footsteps tended with the swiftness of its rapid waters run- ning to the sea. _ He tried to touch her as she passed him, going down to its dark level; but the wild distempered 
form, the fierce and terrible love, the desperation that had left all human check or hold behind, swept by him like the wind. 

- He followed her. She paused a moment on the brink, before the dreadful plunge. He fell down on his knees, - and in a shriek addressed the figures in the Bells now hov- ering above them. — . . 
“TI have learnt it!” eried the old man.- “From the creature dearest to my heart! Oh, save her, save her!” He could wind his fingers in her dress; could hold it! As the words escaped his lips, he felt his sense of touch re- turn, and knew that he detained her. : 

The figures looked down steadfastly upon him.
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“I have learnt it!” cried the old man, ‘ Oh, ‘have 
mercy on me in this hour, if, in my love for her, so young 
and good, I slandered Nature in the breasts of mothers ren. 
dered desperate! Pity my presumption, wickedness, and 
ignorance, and save her!” o. 

He felt his hold relaxing. ‘They were silent still. . ~ 
“Have mercy on her!” he exclaimed, “as one in whom 

this dreadful crime has sprung from Love perverted; from 
the strongest, deepest Love we fallen creatures know! 
Think what her misery must have been, when such seed 

‘ bears such fruit! Heaven meant her to be good. There is 
no loving mother on the earth who might not come to this, 
if such a life had gone before. - Oh, have merey on my 
child, who, even at this pass, means mercy to her own, and 
dies herself, and perils her Immortal Soul, to save it!” 

She was in his arms. He held hernow. His strength 
was like a giant’s. co 

“TI see the Spirit of the Chimes among you!” cried the 
old man, singling out the child, and speaking in some in- 
spiration, which their looks conveyed to him. “I know 
that our inheritance is held in store for us by Time. I 
know there is a Sea of Time to rise one day, before which 
all who wrong us or oppress us will be swept away like 
leaves. I see it, on the flow! I know that we must trust 
‘and hope, and neither doubt ourselves, nor doubt the Good 
in one another. I have learnt:it from the creature dearest 
tomy heart. I clasp herin my arms again. Oh Spirits, 
merciful and good, I take your lesson to my breast along 
with her! Oh Spirits, merciful and good, I am grateful! ” 

He might have said more, but the Bells; the old familiar 
Bells, his own dear, constant, steady friends, the Chimes; 
began to ring the joy-peals for a New Year, so lustily, so 
merrily, so happily, so gaily, that he leapt upon his feet, 
and broke the spell that bound him. Lo 

“ ver you do, father,” said Meg, “don’t eat 

tripo again, without asking some doctor whether it’s likely 

to agree with you; for how you have been going on, Good 
ious!” 7? - 

oeshe was working with her needle, at the little table by 

the fire; dressing her simple gown with ribbons for her 

wedding. So quietly happy, so blooming and youthful, so 

full of beautiful promise, that he uttered a great cry as 1
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it were an Angel in his house;. then flew to clasp her in his . 
arms, ; 

- But he caught his feet in the newspaper, which had fallen 
on the hearth; and somebody came rushing in between 
them. - 

“No!” cried the voice of this same somebody; a gener- 
ous and jolly voice it was! “Not even you. Not even you. 
The first kiss of Meg in the New Year is mine. Mine! I 
have been waiting outside the house, this hour, to hear the 
Bells and claim it. Meg, my precious prize, a happy year! 
A life of happy years, my darling wife!” 

And Richard smothered her with kisses. 
You never in all your life saw anything like Trotty after this. I don’t care where you have lived or what you have 

seen; you never in your life saw anything at all approach- ing him! He sat down in his chair and beat his knees and cried; he sat down in his chair and ‘beat his knees and laughed; he sat down in his chair and beat his knees and laughed and cried together; he got out of his chair and - hugged Meg; he got out of his chair and hugged Richard; he got out of his chair and hugged them both at once; he kept running up to Meg, and squeezing her fresh face be- tween his hands and kissing it, going from her backwards not to lose sight of it, and running up again like a figure in a magic lantern; and whatever he did, he was constantly sitting himself down in this chair, and never stopping in it for one single moment; being—that’s the truth—beside himself with joy. . “And to-morrow’s your wedding day, my pet!” cried Trotty. “Your real, happy wedding-day!” . “To-day!” cried Richard, shaking ‘hands with him. ‘To-day. The Chimes are ringing in the New Year. Hear them!” 
They were ringing!. Bless their sturdy hearts, they WERE ringing! Great Bells as they were: melodious, deep- mouthed, noble Bells; cast in no common metal; made by fo common founder; when had they ever chimed like that efore ! 
“But to-day, my Pet,” said Trotty. « i had ome words to-day. “You and Richard ecause he’s such a bad fellow father,” said Meg. “ An’t you, Richard? Such a headstrong, violent man ! He’d have made no more of speaking his mind to that great
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Alderman, and putting Aim down I don’t know where,. than he would of ——” 

| “—Kissing Meg,” suggested Richard. Doing it too! 
“No. Nota bit more,” said Meg. “But I wouldn’t let 

him, father. Where would have been the use!” . 
“Richard my boy!” cried Trotty. “You was turned up Trumps originally; and Trumps you must be, till you die! 

But you were erying by the fire to-night, my pet, when I 
came home! Why did you cry by the fire?” 

“I was thinking of the years we've passed together, fa-_ ther. Only that. -And thinking you might miss me, and- 
be lonely.” : 

Trotty was backing off to that extraordinary chair again, 
when the child, who had been awakened y the noise, came. 
running in half dressed. - 

' “Why, here she is!” cried Trotty, catching her up. 
“Here’s little Lilian! Hahaha! Here we are and here 
we go! Oh here we are and here we go again! And here 
we are and here we go! and Uncle Will too!” Stopping 
in his trot to greet him heartily. “Oh, Uncle Will, the 
vision that I’ve had to-night, through lodging you! Oh, 
Uncle Will, the obligations that you’ve laid me under, by 
your coming, my good friend!” ; 

- Before Will Fern could make the least reply, a band of 
music burst into the room, attended by a. lot of neighbours, 
screaming “A Happy New Year, Meg!” “A Happy Wed- 
ding!” “Many of ’em!” and other fragmentary good 
wishes of that sort. The Drum (who was a private friend 
of Trotty’s) then stepped forward, and said: SO 

“Trotty Veck, my boy! It’s got about, that your daugh- 
ter is going to be married to-morrow. There an’t a soul. 
that knows you that don’t wish you well, or that knows 
her and don’t wish her well. Or that knows you both, and 
don’t wish you both all the happiness the New Year can 
bring. And here we are, to play it in and dance it in, ac- 
cordingly.” _ 
‘Which was received with a general shout. The Drum 

was rather drunk, by the bye; but never mind. 
“ What a happiness it is, I’m sure,” said Trotty, “to be 

so esteemed! How kind and neighbourly you are! It’s 
all along of my dear daughter. She deserves it!” 

._ They were ready for a dance in half a second (Meg and 
Richard at the top); and the Drum was on the very brink
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of leathering away with all his power; when a combination 
of prodigious sounds was heard outside, and: a good-hu- 
moured comély woman of some fifty years of age, or there- 
abouts, came running in, attended by a man bearing a stone 
pitcher of terrific size, and closely followed by the marrow- 
bones and cleavers, and the bells; not the Bells, but a port- 
able collection, onaframe...  - SS 

Trotty said, “It’s Mrs. Chickenstalker!” —And sat down, 
and beat his knees again. to ! ' 

“Married, and not tell me, Meg!” cried the good woman. 
“Never! . I couldn’t rest on the last night of the Old Year 
without coming to wish you joy. I couldn’t have done it, 
Meg. Notif.I had been bedridden. | So here Iam; and as it’s New Year’s Eve, and the Eve of your wedding too, my dear, I had a little flip made, and brought it with me.” - Mrs. Chickenstalker’s notion of a little flip, did honour to her character. The pitcher steamed and smoked and reeked like a voleano; and the man. who had carried it, was faint. . 

- “Mrs. Tugby!” said Trotty, who had been going round’ and round her, in an ecstasy. ““I should say, Chicken- stalker—Bless your heart and soul! _ A’ Happy New Year, and many of ’em! Mrs. Tugby,” said Trotty when he had. saluted her; “TI should say, Chickenstalker—This is Wil- liam Fern and Lilian,” ~ . my ‘ - The worthy dame, ‘to his surprise, turned very pale and very red. Se, oO -. - . “Not Lilian Fern whose mother died in Dorsetshire!” said she. : - | 
- Her uncle answered “ Yes,” and meeting hastily, they exchanged some hurried words together, of which the up- shot was, that Mrs. Chickenstalker shook him by both hands; saluted Trotty on his cheek again, of her own free will; and took the child to her capacious breast. - “Will Fern!” said Trotty,. pulling on his right-hand muffler. “Not the friend that you was hopin 2” ’ q g to find?” , : “Ay!” returned Will, putting a hand on each of Trotty’s shoulders. “And like to prove a’most as good a friend, if that can be, as one I found.” a ‘ ' “Oh!” said Trotty.’. “Please to play up there. Will you have the goodness!” co . To the music of: the band, the bells, the marrow-bones and'cleavers, all at-once; and while the Chimes were yet’
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in lusty operation out of doors; Trotty, making Meg and Richard second couple, led off Mrs. Chickenstalker down the dance, and danced it in a step unknown before or since; founded on his own peculiar trot. 
Had Trotty dreamed? Or are his joys and sorrows, and the actors in them, but a dream; himself a dream; the teller of this tale a dreamer, waking but now? If it be SO, oh Listener, dear to him in all his visions, try to bear in mind the stern realities from which these shadows come; and in your sphere—none is too wide, and none too limited for such an end—endeavour to correct, improve, and soften them. So may the New Year be a Happy one to You, Happy: to many more whose Happiness depends on You! So may each Year. be happier than the last, and not the meanest of our brethren or sisterhood debarred their right. ful share, in what our Great Creator formed them to enjoy.



THE CRICKET ON THE HEARTH. ~ 
A Fairy Tale of ome.
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TILLY SLOWBOY 
She was of a SFare an 
garments appeared to 
shoulders, on which they were loosely hung. Always in a state of gaping 
admiration at everything, and absorbed, besides, in the Perpetual contemplation 

of her mistress’g Perfections and the baby’s.—The Cricket, p. 168 

ds straight shape, this young lady, insomuch that her be in constant danger of sliding off those sharp pegs, her 
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THE CRICKET ON THE HEARTH. 

  

CHIRP. THE FIRST - 

| Tue Kettle began it! Don’t tell me what Mrs. Peery- 
bingle said. I know better. Mrs. Peerybingle may leave 
it on record to the end of time that she couldn’t say which 
of them began it; but, I say the Kettle did. I ought to 
know, I hope? The Kettle began it, full five minutes by 
the little waxy-faced Dutch clock in the corner before the 
Cricket uttered a chirp. . . 

As if the clock hadn’t finished striking, and the convul- 
sive little Haymaker at the top of it, jerking away right 
and left with a scythe in front of a Moorish Palace, hadn’¢ 
mowed down ‘half an acre of imaginary grass before the 
Cricket joined in atall! «= 

" Why, I am_ not naturally positive. Every one knows 
that. I wouldn’t set my own opinion against the opinion 
of Mrs. Peerybingle, unless I were quite sure, on any ac- 
count whatever. Nothing should induce me. But this 
is a question of fact. And the fact is, that the Kettle be- 
gan it, at least five minutes before the Cricket gave any 
sign of being in existence. Contradict me: and Il say 
ten. , , : 

Let me narrate exactly how it happened. Ishould have 
proceeded to do so, in my very first word, but for. this 
plain consideration—if I am to tell a story I must begin at 
the beginning; and how is it possible to ‘begin at the be- 
ginning, without beginning at the Kettle? an 

It appeared as if there were a sort of match, or trial of 
skill, you must understand, between the Kettle and the 
Cricket. And this is what led to it, and how it came 
about. . ' 
* Mrs. Peerybingle, going out into the raw twilight, and 

6
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clicking over the wet stones in a pair of pattens that worked innumerable rough impressions of the first proposi- tion in Euclid all about the yard—Mrs. Peerybingle filled the Kettle at the water-butt. Presently returning, less the pattens: and a good deal less, for they were tall and Mrs. Peerybingle was but short: she set the Kettle on the fire. In doing which she lost her temper, or mislaid it for an instant; for, the water—being uncomfortably cold, and in that slippy, Slushy, sleety sort of state wherein it seems to penetrate through every kind of substance, patten rings included—had laid hold ‘of Mrs. Peerybingle’s toes, and even splashed her legs. And when we rather plume our- selves (with reason too) upon our legs, and keep ourselves particularly neat in point of Stockings, we find this, for the moment, hard to bear. . a Besides, the Kettle was aggravating and obstinate. It wouldn’t allow itself to be adjusted on the top bar; it wouldn’t hear of accommodating itself kindly to the knobs of coal; it would lean forward with a drunken air, and dribble, a very Idiot of a Kettle, on the hearth. - It was quarrelsome;. and hissed and ‘spluttered morosely at the fire.. To sum up all, the lid, resisting Mrs. Peerybingle’s fingers, first of all turned topsy-turvy, and then, with an ingenious pertinacity deserving of a better cause, dived Sideways in—down to the very bottom of the Kettle, And. the hull of the Royal George has never made half the mon- strous resistance to coming out of the. water, which the lid of that Kettle employed against Mrs. Peerybingle, before she got it up again, — . oy os It looked sullen and pig-headed enough, even then; car- fying its handle with an air of defiance, dnd cocking its spout pertly and mockingly at Mrs, Peerybingle, as if it said, “I won’t boil, Nothing shall induce me!” ; But Mrs, Peerybingle, with restored good humour, dusted her chubby little hands against each other, and sat down before the Kettle: laughing. Meantime, the jolly blaze 

He was on the Move, however; and had his spasms, two to the second, all tight and regular. But his sufferings when the clock was ‘going to. strike were frightful to be-
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hold; and when a Cuckoo looked out of a trap-door in the 
Palace, and gave note six times, it shook him, each time, 
like a spectral voice—or like. a something wiry, plucking 
at his legs. : c : a 

It was not until a violent commotion and a whirring noise 
among the weights and ropes below him had quite sub- 
sided, that this terrified Haymaker became himself again. 
Nor was he startled without reason; for these rattling, 
_bony skeletons of clocks are very: disconcerting in their 
operation, and I wonder very much how any set of men, 
but most ‘of all how Dutchmen, can have: had a liking to 
invent them. For there is a popular belief that Dutchmen love broad cases and much clothing for their own lower 
selves; and they might know better than to leave their 
clocks so very lank and unprotected, surely, 
Now it was, you observe, that the Kettle began to spend 

the evening. Now it was, that the Kettle, growing mel- 
low and ‘musical, began-to have irrepressible gurglings in 
its throat, and to indulge in short vocal snorts, which it 
checked in the bud, as if it hadn’t quite made up its mind 
yet, to be good’ company. Now it was, that after two or 
three such vain attempts to stifle its convivial sentiments, 
it threw off all moroseness, all reserve, and burst into a 
stream of song so cosy and hilarious, as never maudlin 
nightingale yet formed the leastidea of. - - a 

- So plain, too!: Bless you, you might have understood it 
like a book—better than some books you and I could name, 
perhaps. With-its: warm breath gushing forth in a light 
cloud which merrily and gracefully ascended a few feet, 
then hung about the chimney-corner as its own domestic 
Heaven, it trolled its song with that strong energy of cheer- 
fulness, that its iron body hummed and stirréd upon the 
fire; and the lid itself, the recently rebellious lid—such is 
the influence of a bright example—performed a, sort of jig, 
and clattered like a deaf and dumb young cymbal that had 
never known the use of its twin brother. |: =: oo 

That this song of the Kettle’s was a song of invitation 
and welcome to’ somebody out’ of doors; to somebody at 
that moment coming on, towards the snug small home and 
the crisp fire; there is no doubt. whatever.-: Mrs. Peery- 
bingle knew’ it, perfectly, as-she sat: musing, before the 
hearth. © It’s a dark night, sang the Kettle, and the rotten 
leaves are lying. by the way;.and ‘above, all is mist and
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darkness, and below, all is mire and clay; and there’s only one relief in all the sad and murky air; and I don’t know that it is one, for ‘it’s nothing but a glare, of deep and angry crimson, where the sun and Wind together, set a brand upon the clouds for being guilty of such weather; and the widest open country is a long dull streak of black ; and there’s hoar-frost on the -finger-post, and thaw upon the track; and the ice it isn’t water, and the water isn’t free; and you couldn’t-say that anything is what it ought to be; but he’s coming, coming, coming! . And here, if you like, the Cricket pp chime in! with a Chirrup, Chirrup, Chirrup of such magnitude, by way of chorus; with a voice, so astoundingly disproportionate to its size, as compared with the Kettle; (size! you couldn’t see it!) that if it had then and there burst itself like an overcharged gun: if it had fallen a victim on the spot, and chirruped its little body into fifty pieces: it would have seemed a natural and inevitable consequence, for which it had expressly laboured, BS . The Kettle had had the last of its solo performance. It persevered with undiminished ardour 3 but the Cricket took first fiddle and kept it. Good Heaven, how. it chirped! Its shrill, shar » piercing voice resounded through the house, and seemed to twinkle in the outer darkness like a Star. There Was an. indescribable little trill and tremble in it, at its loudest, which suggested ‘its being carried off its legs, and made to leap again, -by its own intense enthu- Slasm. Yet they went very well together, the Cricket and the Kettle. The burden of the song was still the same; and louder, louder, louder still, they Sang it in their emu- ation, oe _ The fair little listener—tor -fair she was, and young: though something of what is ‘called the dumpling shape; but I don’t myself object to that—lighted a candle; glanced at the Haymaker on the top of the clock, who was getting in a pretty average crop of minutes; and looked 

  

darkness, but her.own face imaged in the glass, And my opinion is (and so would yours have been), that she might have looked along way, and Seen nothing half go agree- able. When she came back, and sat down in her former Seat, the Cricket and the Kettle were still keeping it up, 
With a perfect fury of competition, The Kettle’s weak 

H
e
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side clearly being that he’ didn’t know when he -was 
beat. eh St 

There was all the excitement of a race about it. Chirp, 
chirp, chirp! Cricket a mile ahead. : Hum, hum, hum— m—m! Kettle making play in the distance, like a great 
top. Chirp, chirp, chirp! Cricket round the corner. 
Hum, hum, hun—m—m! Kettle sticking to him in his 
own way; no idea of giving in. Chirp, chirp, chirp! 
Cricket fresher than ever. Hum, hum, hum—m—m! 
Kettle slow and steady. Chirp, chirp, chirp! Cricket going in to finish him.” Hum, hum, hum—m-—in! Ket- 
tle not to be finished. Until at last, they got so jumbled 
together, in the hurry-skurry, helter-skelter, of the match, 
that whether the Kettle chirped. and the Cricket hummed, or the Cricket chirped and the Kettle hummed, or they both chirped and both hummed, it would have taken 2 clearer head than yours or mine to have decided. with any- 
thing like certainty. But of this, there is no doubt: that 
the Kettle and the Cricket, at one and the same moment, 
and by some power of amalgamation best known to them- 
selves, sent, each, his fireside. song of comfort streaming 
into a ray of the candle that shone out through the win- dow; and a long way down the lane. And this light, 
bursting on a certain person who, on the instant, approached 
towards it through the gloom, expressed the whole thing 
to him, literally in a twinkling, and cried “Welcome home, 
old fellow! Welcome home, my Boy!” . ‘ 

This end attained, the Kettle, being dead beat, boiled 
over, and was taken off the fire. Mrs. Peerybingle then 
went running to the door, where, what with the wheels of 
a cart, the tramp of a horse, the voice of a man, the tear- 
ing in and out of an excited dog, and the surprising and 
mysterious appearance of a Baby, there was soon the very 
What’s-his-name to pay. ts o 

Where the Baby canié from, or how Mrs. Peerybingle 
got hold of it in that flash of time, Z don’t know. Buta 
live Baby there was, in Mrs. Peerybingle’s arms; and a 
pretty tolerable amount of pride she seemed to have in it, 
when she was drawn gently to the fire, by a sturdy figure 
of aman, much taller and much older than herself 3 who 
had to stoop a long way down; to kiss her. But she was 
worth the trouble. Six foot six, with the lumbago, might have done it. oo .
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“Oh goodness, John!” said Mrs. P, « What a state you’re in with the weather!” 
. He was something the worse for it, undeniably. . The thick mist hing in clots upon his eyelashes like candied thaw; and between the fog and fire together, there were rainbows in his very whiskers. . . me, “Why; you see, Dot,” John made answer, slowly, as he unrolled a shawl from about his throat; and warmed his hands; “it—it an’t exactly summer weather. So, no won- 

- “I wish you wouldn’¢ call me Dot, John. I don’t like it,” said Mrs. Peerybingle: pouting in a way that clearly showed she did like it, verymuch. -; . . “Why what else. are you?” returned J ohn, looking down upon her with a smile, and giving her waist‘as light & Squeeze as his huge hand and arm could give. “A dot and”—here he glanced at the Baby—“a dot and carry—I won’t say it, for fear-I should spoil it; but I was very near a joke, I don’t know as ever ‘I was nearer.” He was often near to something or other very clever, by his Own account: this lumbering, slow, honest J. ohn; this John so heavy, but so light of spirit; so rough upon the surface, but so gentle at the core; so dull without, so quick within; so stolid, but so good! Oh Mother Nature, give thy children the true Poetry of Heart that hid itself in this poor Carrier’s breast—he was but a Carrier by the way— " and we can bear to’ have them talking Prose, and leading lives of Prose; and bear to bless Thee for their company! ' It was pleasant to see Dot, with her little figure and her Baby in her arms: a very doll of a Baby: glancing with a ‘coquettish thoughtfulness at the fire, and inclining her deli- 
odd, half-natural, half-affected, wholly nestling and agree- able manner, on the Sreat rugged figure of the Carrier. It was pleasant to see him, with his tender awkwardness, endeavouring to adapt his rude Support to her slight need, and make his burly middle-age a leaning-staff not inappro- priate to her blooming youth. It was pleasant to observe 

of this grouping; and stood with her mouth and eyes wide open, and her head thrust forward, taking it inas if it Were air. Nor was it less agreeable to observe how.J. ohn
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the Carrier, reference being made by Dot to the aforesaid 
Baby, checked his hand when on-the. point of touching the 
infant, as if he thought he might crack it; and bending 
down, surveyed it from a safe distance, with a kind of 
‘puzzled pride: such as an amiable mastiff might be sup- 
posed to show, if he found himself, one day, the father of 
a young canary. : 

“An’t he beautiful, John? Don’t. he look precious in 
his sleep?” - , me 
“Very precious,” said John: ‘“Very much so. He 

generally is asleep, an’t he?” a 
“Lor John! Good graciousno!” =. 
“Oh,” said John, pondering. “I thought his eyes was 

generally shut. THalloa!” -. L 
' “Goodness John, how you startle one!” | 

- “Tt an’t right for him to turn ’em up in that way!” said 
‘the astonished Carrier, “is it? See how he’s winking with 
both of ’em at once! «And look’ at- his mouth! why he’s 
gasping like a gold and silver fish!” .. . 
“You don’t deserve to be a father, you don’t,” said Dot, 

with all the dignity of an experienced matron. “But how 
should you know what little complaints children are trou- 
bled with, John! You wouldn’$ so much as know their 
names, you stupid fellow.” :And when she had turned the 
Baby over on her left arm, and had slapped its back as a 
restorative, she pinched her husband’s ear, laughing. 

“No,” said John, pulling off his outer coat. “It’s very 
true, Dot. I don’t know much about it. I only know 
that I’ve been fighting pretty stiffly with the Wind to- 
night. It’s been blowing north-east, straight into the 
cart, thewhole way home.” > a 

“Poor old man, so it, has!” cried Mrs. Peerybingle, in- 
stantly becoming very active. . “Here! - Take the precious 
‘darling, Tilly, while I make myself of some use. Bless it, 
I could smother it with kissing it, I could! Hie then, 
good dog!. Hie Boxer, boy! Only let me make the tea 

‘first, John; and then I’ll help you with the parcels, like a 
busy bee. ‘ How doth the little’—and all the rest of it, 
you know, John. Did you ever learn ‘ how doth ‘the lit- 
tle,’ when you went to school, John? ”: 

“Not to quite know it,” John returned. “TI was ve 
near it once. But I should only have spoilt it, I dare 
say.” Ce Don, .
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' “Ha ha!” laughed Dot.. She had the blithest little -Jaugh you ever heard. “Whata dear old darling of a dunce you are, John, to be sure!” ~ , 
Not at all disputing ‘this position, John went out to see that the boy with the lantern, which had beeu dancing to and fro before the door and window, like a Will of the ‘Wisp, took due care of the horse; who was fatter than you would quite believe, if I gave you his measure, and so old that his birthday was lost in the mists of antiquity. Boxer, feeling that his attentions were due to the family in general, and must be impartially distributed, dashed in and out with bewildering inconstancy; now describing a circle of short barks round the horse, where he was being rubbed down at the stable-door; now feigning to make Savage rushes at his mistress, and facetiously bringing him- self to sudden stops; now eliciting a shriek from Tilly Slowboy, in the low nursing-chair near the fire, by the un- expected application of his moist nose to her countenance; now exhibiting an obtrusive interest in the Baby; now ‘going round and round upon the hearth, and lying down ‘as if he had established himself for the night; now getting up again, and taking that nothing of a fag-end of a tail of his, out into the weather, as if he had just remembered an appolntment, and was off, at a round trot, to keep it. “There! There’s the teapot, ready on the hob!” said 

“butter; and there’s the crusty loaf, and all. Here’s the clothes-basket for the small parcels, John, if you’ve got any there—where are you, John? ‘Don’t let the dear child fall under the grate, Tilly, whatever you do.” . It may be noted of Miss Slowboy, in spite of her reject- -ing the caution with some vivacity, that she had a rare and ‘Surprising. talent for getting this Baby into difficulties: and had Several times ‘imperilled its short life, in a quiet way peculiarly her own, She was of a spare and straight shape, this young lady, insomuch that her garments ap- peared to be in constant danger of sliding off those sharp pegs, her shoulders, on which they were loosely hung. Her costume was remarkable for the partial development, ‘on all possible occasions, of some flannel vestment of a ‘Singular structure; also for affording glimpses, in the Tegion of the back, of a corset or pair of stays in colour a
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dead-green. Being always in a state of gaping admiration 
‘at everything, and absorbed besides in the perpetual ‘con- 
templation of her mistress’s perfections and the Baby’s, 
Miss Slowboy, in her little errors of judgment, may be said 
to have done equal honour to her head and to her heart; 
and though these did less honour to the Baby’s head, which 
they were the occasional means of bringing into contact 
with deal doors, dressers, stair-rails, bedposts, and other 
foreign substances, still they were the honest results of 
Tilly Slowboy’s constant astonishment at finding herself 
so kindly treated, and installed in such a comfortable 
home. For, the maternal and paternal Slowboy were alike 
unknown to Fame, and Tilly had been‘ bred by public 
charity, a Foundling; which word, though only differing 
from Fondling by one vowel’s length, is very different in 
meaning, and expresses quite another thing. 

To have seen little Mrs. Peerybingle come back with her 
husband; tugging at the clothes-basket, and making the 
most strenuous exertions to do nothing at all (for he carried 
it); would have amused you, almost as much as it amused 
him. It may have entertained the Cricket too, for any- 
thing I know; but certainly, it now began to chirp again, 
‘vehemently, = Ce 

“Heyday!” said John, in his slow way. “It’s méirier_ 
than ever, to-night, I think.” - . co 

“And it’s sure to bring us good fortune, John! It 
always has done so. To have a Cricket on the Hearth, is 
the luckiest thing in all the world!” - oO 

John looked at her as if he had very nearly got the 
thought into his head, that she was his Cricket in chief, 
and he quite agreed with her. But it was probably one of 
his narrow escapes, for he said nothing. . 

“The first time I heard its cheerful little note, John, was 
on that night when you brought me home—when you 
brought me to my new home here; iis little mistress, 
Nearly a year ago. You recollect, John?” : 
“Oh yes. John remembered. I should think so! 
“Its chirp was such a welcome to me! _ Tt seemed so full 

of promise and encouragement. ‘It seemed to say, you 
would be kind and gentle with me and would not expect 
(I had a fear of that, John, then) to find an old head on the 
shoulders of your foolish little wife.” 

John thoughtfully patted one of the shoulders, and then 6*
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the head, as though he would have said No, no; he had had no such expectation; he had been quite content to take them as they were. And really he had reason. They were very comely. 
“It spoke the truth, John, when it seemed to say so; for you have ever been, I am sure, the best, the most consid- erate, the most affectionate of husbands tome. This has been a happy home, John; and I love the Cricket for its sake!” , 

D « Why so do:'I then,” said the Carrier. “So do I, ot.” , 
“T love it for the many times I have heard it, and the many thoughts its harmless music has given me. Some- 

how lonely you would be if I should die; how lonely I should be if I could know that you had lost me, dear; its Chirp, Chirp, Chirp upon the hearth, has seemed to tell me of another little. voice, So Sweet, so very dear to me, before whose coming sound my trouble vanished like a 

more like my guardian than my husband: and that you might not, however hard you tried, be able to learn to love me,’as you hoped and prayed you might; its Chirp, Chirp, Chirp has cheered me up again, and filled me with new trust and confidence. ' I was thinking of these things, dear, when I sat expecting you; and I love the Cricket for their sakel, ne ” -: “And so do I,” repeated John. “But Dot? 7 hope and pray that I might learn to love you? How you talk!: I had learnt that, long before I brought you here, to be the Cricket’s little mistress, Dot!” . 
i She laid her ‘hand, an instant, on his arm, and looked 

‘busy with the parcels... 4 . “There are not many of them to-night, John, but I saw some goods behind the cart, just now; and though they give more trouble, perhaps, still they pay.as well; so we
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have no reason to grumble, have we? Besides, you have 
been delivering, I dare say, as you came along?” i 

“Oh yes,” John said. ‘A good many.” a 
“Why what’s this round box? Heart alive, John, it’s a 

-wedding-cake!” , . 
* “eave a woman alone to find out that,” said John, ad- 
miringly. “Now aman would never have thought of it! 
Whereas, it’s my belief that if you was to pack a wedding- 
cake up in a tea-chest, or a turn-up bedstead, or a pickled 
salmon keg, or any unlikely thing, a woman would be sure 
to find it out directly. Yes; I called for it at the pastry- 

. ¢ook’s.” - ee CO, 
“And it weighs I don’t know what—whole hundred- 

weights!” cried Dot, making a great demonstration of 
trying to lift it. “Whose is it, John? Where is it 
going?” me mo. 

’ “Read the writing on the other side,” said John. 
' “Why, John! My Goodness, John!” ~ | - 
'-“Ah! who'd have thought it!” John returned. 

“You never mean to say,” pursued Dot, sitting on the 
floor and shaking her head at him, “that it’s Gruff and. 
Tackleton the toymaker! ” : 

John nodded. So : Se 
Mrs. Peerybingle nodded also, fifty times at least. Not 

in assent—in dumb and pitying amazement; screwing up 
her lips the while, with all their little force (they were 
never made for screwing up; I am clear of that), and 
looking the good : Carrier through and’ through, in her ab- 
Straction.- Miss Slowboy, in:the mean time, who had a 
mechanical power of reproducing scraps of current: conver- 
sation for the delectation of the Baby, with all the sense 
struck out of them, and.all the nouns changed into the: 
plural number, inquired aloud of that young creature, Was 
it Gruffs and Tackletons the toymakers then, and Would it 
call at Pastry-cooks for wedding-cakeés, and Did its moth- 
ers know the boxes when its fathers brought them homes; 
and so on. 4 a Seo}, 

“And that is really to come about!” said Dot. “Why, 
she and I were girls at school together, John.”. - oO 

He might have been thinking of her:, or nearly thinking 
of her, perhaps::as she was in that same school time. He 
looked upon her with a thoughtful pleasure, but he made 
no answer.- mt wee Fee
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“And he’s as old! As unlike her !—Why, how -many years older than you, is Gruff and Tackleton, John?” 
_ “How many more cups of tea shall I drink to-night at one sitting, than Gruff and Tackleton ever took in four, I wonder!” replied John, good-humouredly,.as he drew a chair to the round table, and began at the cold ham. “As to eating, I eat but little; but that little I enjoy, Dot.” os , : ota? 

Even this; his usual sentiment at meal times, one of his innocent delusions (for his appetite was always obstinate, and flatly contradicted him); awoke no smile in the face of his little wife, who stood among the parcels, pushing the cake-box slowly from her with her feet, and never once looked, though her eyes were cast down too, upon the dainty shoe she generally was so mindful of. Absorbed in thought, she stood there, heedless alike of the tea and John (although he called to her, and rapped the table with his knife to startle her), until he rose and touched heron the arm; when she looked ‘at him for a- moment, and hur- ried to her place behind the teaboard, laughing at her negli- gence. But not as she had laughed before. The manner and the music were quite changed. 
The Cricket, too, had stopped. Somehow the room was not so.cheerful as it had been. Ni othing like it, “So these are all the parcels, are they, John?” she said: ‘breaking a long silence, which the honest Carrier had de- voted to the practical illustration of one partof his favour- ite sentiment—certainly enjoying what he ate, if it couldn’t be admitted. that he ate but little. » “So these are all the parcels; are they, John?” .- Se “That’s all,” said John, « Why—no—J-_” laying down his knife and fork, and taki g a long breath. “TI declare —l’ve clean forgotten the old gentleman!” oon “The old gentleman?” . ty “In the cart,” said John. “ He was asleep, among the straw, the last time I saw him. I’ve very nearly remem- ' bered him, twice, since I came in; but he went out of my head again. Holloat Yahip there! Rouse up! That’s my hearty!” 

ce! ‘, John said these latter words outside the door, whither -he had hurried with the candle in his hand... . ° Miss Slowboy, conscious of some mysterious reference to The Old Gentleman, and connecting in her mystified imag- 

e
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ination certain associations of ‘a religious nature with the 
phrase, was so disturbed, that hastily rising from the low 
chair by the fire to seek protection near the skirts of her 
mistress, and coming into contact as she crossed the door- 
way with an ancient Stranger, she instinctively made a 
charge or butt at him with the only offensive instrument 
within her reach. This instrument happening to be the . 
Baby, great commotion and alarm ensued, which the sagac- 
ity of Boxer rather intended to increase; for that good 
dog, more thoughtful than its master, had, it seemed, been 
watching the old gentleman in his sleep lest he should 
walk off with a few young poplar trees that were tied up 
behind the cart; and he still attended on him very closely; 
worrying his gaiters in fact, and making dead sets at the 
buttons, mo. 

“You're such an undeniable good sleeper, Sir,” said 
John, when tranquillity was restored; in the mean time 
the old gentleman had stood, bareheaded and motionless, 
in the centre of the room; “that I have half a mind to ask 
you where the other six are: only that would be a joke, 
and I know I should spoil it. Very near though,” mur- 
mured the Carrier, with a chuckle; “very near!” —_ - 

The Stranger, who had long white hair; good features, 
singularly bold and well defined for an old man; and dark, 
bright, penetrating eyes; looked round with a smile, 
and saluted the Carrier’s wife by gravely inclining his. 
ead. oo . . 
‘His garb was very quaint and odd—a long, long way be- 

hind the time. Its hue was brown, all over. In his hand 
‘he held a great brown club or walking-stick; and striking 
this upon the floor, it fell asunder, and became a chair. 

“On which he sat down, quite composedly. ; 
“There!” said the Carrier, turning to his wife, “That’s 

the way I found-him, sitting by the roadside}. Upright as 
a milestone. And almost as deaf.” as, os 

“Sitting in the open air, John!” _. oe 
“In the open air,” replied the Carrier,-“just at dusk, 

‘Carriage Paid,’ he said; and gave me eighteenpence. 
Then he gotin.. And there he is.” .. 

“He’s going, John, I think!” 
- .Notatall. He was only going to speak. 

| “Tf you please, I was to be left till called for,” said the 
Stranger, mildly. “Don’t mind me.” Ce
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With that, he took a pair of spectacles from one of ‘his large pockets, and a book from another, and leisurely began toread. Making no more of Boxer than if he had been a house lamb! 
‘ The Carrier and his wife exchanged a look of perplexity, - The Stranger raised his head; and glancing from the latter to the former, said: 
“Your daughter, my good friend?” 

| “Wife,” returned John. o 
“Niece?” said the Stranger. - 
“ Wife,” roared John. 
“Indeed?” observed the Stranger. “Surely? Very young! ” . : . 

. 
He quietly turned Over, and resumed his reading. But, before he could have read two lines, he again interrupted himself to say: 

. ( “Baby, yours? ” oO - John gave him a gigantic nod; equivalent to an answer _ in the affirmative, delivered through a speaking-trumpet. “Girl?” - : 
-“Bo-o-oy!” roared John. 
“ Also very young, eh?” . | Mrs. Peerybingle instantly struck in. “yo months and three da-ays! ‘Vaccinated just six weeks ago-o! Took “wery fine-ly!. Considered, by the doctor, a remarkably “eautiful chi-ild ! - Equal to'the general run of children at ‘aive months o-old! Takes notice, in a way quite won-der- -ful. May seem. impossible - to you, but feels his legs al- weady!” . Py 
Here the breathless little mother, who had been shriek- ing these short sentences into the old_man’s ear, until her pretty face was crimsoned, held up the Baby before him as a stubborn and triumphant fact; while Tilly Slowboy, with a melodious cry of “Ketcher, Ketcher ”—which sounded like some unknown words, adapted to a popular Sneeze.— performed some cow-like gambols round: that all-uncon- scious Innocent. © =~ 

- .; Hark! » He’s called for, sure enough,” -said John. “There’s Somebody at the door. Open it, Tilly.” Before she could reach it, however, it was Opened from ~ without; being a primitive sort of door, with a latch, that ‘any one could lift if he chose—and a good many people did choose, I can tell you; for all kinds of neighbours liked ta 
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have a cheerful word or two with the Carrier, though he 
was no great talker himself. Being opened, it gave ad-. 
mission toa little, meagre, thoughtful, dingy-faced man, 
who seemed to have made himself a great-coat from the 
sack-cloth covering of some old box;' for when he turned 
to shut the door, and keep the weather out, he disclosed - 
upon the back of that garment, the inscription G & T in 
large black capitals. Also the word GLASS in bold char- - 
acters. co , es 

“Good. evening John!” said’ the little man. “Good 
evening Mum. Good evening Tilly. Good evening Unbe- 
known! . How’s Baby Mum? Boxer’s pretty well I hope?” 

“All thriving, Caleb,” replied Dot. “I am sure you 
need only look at the dear child, for one,.to know that.” 

“And I’m sure I need only look at you for another,” said. 
Caleb. me oo - 

He didn’t look at her though; he had a wandering and 
thoughtful eye which seemed to be always projecting itself 
into some other time and place, no matter what he said; & 
description which will equally apply to his voice. - 

“Or at John for another,” said Caleb. “Or at Tilly, as ° 
far as that goes. Or certainly at Boxer.” -. , 

“Busy just now, Caleb?” asked the Carrier, : 
. “Why, pretty. well, John,” he returned, with the dis- 
traught air of a man who was casting about for the Phi- -losopher’s stone, at least. “Pretty much so. “ There’s rather a run on Noah’s Arks at present. I could have 
wished to improve upon the Family, but I don’t see how 
it’s to be done at the price. It would bea satisfaction to 
one’s mind, to make it clearer which was Shems and Hams and which was Wives. Flies an’t on that scale neither, 
as compared with elephants you know! Ah! well! Have you got anything in the parcel line for me, John?” 

The Carrier put his hand into a pocket of the coat he had taken off; and brought out, carefully preserved in moss and paper, ‘a tiny flower-pot. a 
“There it is!” he said, adjusting it with great care. “Not so much as a leaf damaged. Fullofbuds!” 

hi Caleb’s dull eye brightened, as he took it, and thanked 

“Dear, Caleb,” said the Carrier. “Very dear at this season.” ee Te 
“Never mind that. It would be cheap to me, what-
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ever it cost,” returned the little man, - “ Anything else, .dohn?? | a Le .- “A small box,” replied the Carrier. “Here you are!” . “*¥For Caleb Plummer,’” said the little man, spelling out the direction. “With Cash.’ With Cash, John. I don’t think it’s for me.” a ‘“With Care,” returned the Carrier, looking over his shoulder. “Where do you make out cash?” , “Oh! To be sure!” ‘said Caleb. “Tt’s allright. With care! Yes, yes; that’s mine, It might have been with cash, indeed, if my dear Boy in the Golden South Americas had lived, John. You loved him like a son;. didn’t you? You needn’t say you did. JZ know, of. course. ‘Caleb Plummer. With. care.’ Yes, yes, it’s all right. It’s a box of dolls’ eyes for my daughter’s work. [ wish it was her own sight in a box, John.” 
 “T wish it was, or could be!” cried the Carrier, “Thank’ee,” said the little man. . “You speak very hearty. To think that she should never see the Dolls—— and them. a-staring at her, so bold, all day long! That’s ' where it cuts. “What’s the damage, John?” | “Vll damage you,” said John, “if you inquire. Dot! ‘Very near?” ~ *, Se .. “Well! it’s like you to say sa,” observed the little man. “It’s your kind way. Let me see. I think that’s all.” -“T think not,” said the Carrier, “Try again.” “Something for our Governor, eh?” said Caleb, after pondering ‘a little while. “To be sure. . That’s what I came for; but my head’s so running on them Arks and things! He hasn’t been here, has he? ” : “Not he,”. returned ‘the Carrier. “He's too busy, courting.” So _ mo “He’s coming round though,” said Caleb; “for he told me to keep on the near side of the road going home, and it was ten to one he’d take me up. ‘I-had better go, by the bye.—You couldn’t have the goodness to let me pinch Boxer’s tail, Mum, for half a moment, could you?” “Why, Caleb! what a question!? 9. wT “Oh never mind, Mum,” said the little man. “He mightn’t like it perhaps. There’s a small order just come in, for barking dogs; and I should wish to go as close to Natur’ as I could, for sixpence. That’s all. Never mind Mum.” , 
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TRE SHADOW ON THE HEARTH 

But what was that young figure of a man, which the same Fairy Cricket set so 
near her stool, and... why did it linger still, so near her, with its arm upon the 
chimney-piece, ever repeating “ Married! and not to me!"—The Cricket, p. 185 

g*
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:, It happened opportunely, that Boxer, without receiving 
the proposed stimulus, began to bark with great zeal. But 
as this implied the approach of some new visitor, Caleb, 
postponing his study from the life. to a more convenient 
Season, shouldered the round box, and took a hurried leave. 
He might have spared himself the trouble, for he met the 
visitor upon the threshold: i 

“Oh! You are here, are you? Wait a bit. J’ll take 
youhome. John Peerybingle, my service to you. More 
of my service to your pretty wifé. :Handsomer every day! 
Better too, if possible! And younger,” mused the speaker, 
in a low voice; “that’s the Devil of it!” — . 

“T should be astonished at your paying compliments, 
Mr. Tackleton,” said Dot, not with the best: grace in the 
world; ‘but for your condition.” . . 

“You know all about it then?” 
“T have got myself to believe it, somehow,” said Dot. 
“After a hard struggle, I suppose?” 
“Very.” os mo, : 

- Tackleton the Toy-merchant, pretty generally known as 
Gruff and Tackleton—for that was the firm, though Gruff 
had been bought out long ago; only leaving his name, and 
as some said his nature, according to its Dictionary mean- 
ing, in the business——Tackleton the Toy-merchant, was a 
man whose vocation had been quite misunderstood by his 
Parents and Guardians. If they had- made him a Money 
Lender, or a sharp Attorney, or a Sheriff’s Officer, or a 
Broker, he might have sown his discontented oats in his 
youth, and, after having had the full run of himself in ill- 
natured transactions, might have turned out amiable, at 
last, for the sake of a little freshness and novelty. But, 
cramped and chafing in the peaceable pursuit of toy-mak- 
ing, he was a domestic Ogre, who had been living on chil- 

dren all his life, and was their implacable enemy. He 

despised all toys; wouldn’t have bought one for the world; 

delighted, in his malice, to insinuate grim expressions into 

the faces of brown-paper farmers who drove pigs to market, 

bellmen who advertised lost lawyers’ consciences, moveable 
old ladies who darned. stockings.or carved pies; and other 

like samples of his stock in trade. In appalling masks; 

hideous, hairy, red-eyed Jacks in Boxes; Vampire Kites; 

demoniacal Tumblers who wouldn’t lie down, and were 

perpetually flying forward, to stare infants out of counte-
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nance; his soul perfectly revelled. They were his only relief, and safety-valve. °- He was great in such inventions. Anything suggestive of a Pony-nightmare, was delicious to him. He had even lost money (and he took to that toy very kindly) by getting up Goblin slides for magic-lanterns, whereon the Powers of Darkness were depicted as a sort of Supernatural shell-fish, with human faces. In intensifying the portraiture of Giants, he had sunk quite a little cap- ital; and, though no painter himself, he could indicate, for the instruction of his artists, with a piece of chalk, a cer- tain furtive leer for the countenances of those monsters, which was safe to destroy the peace of mind of any young gentleman between the ages of six and eleven, for the whole Christmas or Midsummer Vacation. . - What he was in toys, he was (as most men are) in alt other things. You may easily suppose, therefore, that within the green cape, which reached down to the calves of his legs, there was buttoned up to the chin an uncom- monly pleasant fellow; and that he was about as choice a Spirit, and as agreeable a companion, as ever stood in a pair of bull-headed looking boots with mahogany-coloured ops. ce a _ Sill, Tackleton, the Toy-merchant, was going to be mar- Tied. In spite of. all this, he was going to be married. 

the Carrier’s kitchen, with a twist in his dry face, and a Screw in his body, and his hat jerked over the bridge of his nose, and his hands tucked down into the bottoms of his pockets, and his whole sarcastic ill-conditioned self peering out of one little corer of one little eye, like the concen- trated essence of any number of ravens, But, a Bridegroom he designed to be. . Ste, tt jn gazee days’ time. Next Thursday. The last day of the Hirst month in the year, That’s x ing-day,” said Tackleton. . y . . ny weddin Bay, Did I mention that he had always one eye wide open, and. one eye nearly shut; and that the one eye nearly shut, was always the expressive eye? I don’t think I did. “That’s my wedding-day!”- said Tackleton, rattling his money, — . : , es beg Why, it’s our wedding-day too,” exclaimed the: Car-
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“Ha ha!” laughed Tackleton.. “Odd. “You're just such 
another couple. Just!” | . 

The indignation of Dot at this presumptuous assertion is 
not to be described.. What next? His imagination would 

‘ compass the possibility of just such another Baby, perhaps. 
The:man was mad. | 

“Tsay! A word with you,” murmured Tackleton, nudg- 
ing the Carrier with his elbow, and taking him a little 
apart. “ You’ll come to the wedding? We’re in the same 
boat you know.” , , 

' “How in the same boat?” inquired the Carrier. 
“A little disparity, you know;” said Tackleton, .with 

another nudge. “Come and spend an evening with us, be- 
forehand.” - a i 
“Why?” demanded John, astonished at this pressing 

hospitality. co, 
“Why?” returned the other. “That’s a new way of. 

receiving an invitation. Why, for pleasure; sociability, 
you know, and all that!” 

* “T thought you were never sociable,” said John, in his 
plain way. . a oe 

“Tchah! It’s of no use to be anything but free with 
you I see,” said Tackleton... “Why, then, the truth is you 
have a—what tea-drinking people call a sort of a comfort- 
able appearance together: you and your wife. . We know 
better, you know, but——” 

“No, we don’t know better,” interposed John. “ What 
are you talking about?” - 

“Well! We don’t know better, then,” said Tackleton. 
“We'll agree that we don’t. As you like; what does it 
matter? Iwas going to say, as you have that sort of ap- 
pearance, your company will produce a favourable effect 
on Mrs. Tackleton that will be. . And, though I don’t think 
your good lady’s very friendly to me, in this matter, still 
she can’t help herself from falling into my views, for 
there’s a compactness and cosiness of appearance about her 
that always tells, even in an indifferent case. You'll say 
you'll come? ” : me 
- “We have arranged to keep our Wedding-Day (as far as 
that goes) at home,” said John. “We have made the 
promise to ourselves these six months. We think, youi see, 
that home ye ur, 

“Bah! what’s home?” cried Tackleton. “Four walls 
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and a ceiling (why don’t you kill that Cricket; Z would! I always do. I hate their noise.) There are four walls: and a ceiling at my house. -Come‘to me!” 
“You kill your Crickets, eh? ” said John. 
“Scrunch ’em; Sir,” returned the other, setting his heel heavily on the floor. “You'll say you'll come? It’s as’ much your interest as mine, you know, that the women should persuade each other that they’re quiet and con- tented, and couldn’t be better off: I know their way. Whatever one woman says, another woman is determined to clinch, always. There’s that spirit of emulation among ’em, Sir, that if your wife says to my wife, ‘I’m the hap- piest woman in the world, and mine’s the best husband in the world, and I dote on him,’ my wife will say the same to yours, or more, and half believe it.” 

_ “Do you mean .to say she don’t, then?” asked the Car- rier, o 
“Don’t!” cried Tackleton, with a short, sharp laugh. “Don’t what?” . : . The Carrier had had’ some faint idea of adding, “dote upon you.” But happening to meet the half-closed eye, as it twinkled upon him over the turned-up collar of the cape, which was within an ace.of poking it out, he felt it such an unlikely part and parcel of anything to be doted on, that he substituted, “that she don’t believe z f . 

. . 

“Ah you dog! You’re joking,” said Tackleton. But the Carrier, though slow to understand the full drift of his meaning, eyed him in sucha serious manner, that he . was obliged to be a little more explanatory. “T have the humour,” said Tackleton: holding up the fingers of his left hand, and tapping the forefinger, to im- ply ‘there I am, Tackleton to wit’: “T have the humour, Sir, to marry a young wife and a pretty. wife:” here he rapped his little finger, to express the Bride; not sparingly, - but sharply; with a sense of power. “I’m able to gratify that humour and I do. It’s my whim. But—now look there.” 
He ‘pointed to where Dot was sitting, thoughtfully, before the fire; leaning her dimpled chin upon her hand, and watching the bright blaze. The Carrier looked at her, and then at him, and then at her, and then at him again, 

; .
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“ “She honours and obeys, no doubt, you know,” said 
Tackleton; “and that, as Iam not a man of sentiment, is 
quite enough for me. But do you think there’s anything 
more in it? ” mo 

“TI think,” observed the Carrier, “that I should chuck 
any man out of window, who said there wasn’t.” 

* “Exactly so,” returned the other with an unusual alac- 
‘Tity of assent. '“To'be sure! Doubtless you would. Of 
course. I’m certain of it. Good night. Pleasant dreams!” 

The good Carrier was puzzled, and made uncomfortable 
and uncertain, in spite of himself. He couldn’t help show- 
‘ing it, in his manner. ; 

“Good night, my dear friend!” said Tackleton, compas- 
sionately. “I’m off. We're exactly alike, in reality, I 
-see. You won’t give us to-morrow evening? Well! Next 
.day you £0 out visiting, I know. I’1l meet you there, and 
-bring my wife that is to be. “It’ll do her good. You're 
-agreeable? Thank’ee. ‘What's that! ” “ 

It was a loud ery from the Carrier’s wife; a loud, sharp, 
-sudden cry, that made the room ring, like a glass vessel. 
She had risen from her seat, and stood like one transfixed 
by terror and surprise. The Stranger had advanced to- 
wards the fire to warm himself, and stood within a: short 
stride of her‘chair. But quite still. oo 

“Dot!” cried the Carrier,. “Mary! Darling! What's 
the matter?” SO ; 

| They were all about her ina moment. Caleb, who had 
been dozing on the cake-box, in the first imperfect recovery 

. of his suspended presence of mind seized Miss Slowboy by 
the hair of her head, but immediately apologised. 

“Mary!” exclaimed the Carrier, supporting. her in his 
:arms.° “Are you ill! Whatis it? Tell me, dear!” 

She only answered by beating her hands together, and 
- falling into a wild fit of laughter. Then, sinking from his 
grasp, upon the ground, she’ covered her face with her 
apron, and wept bitterly. And then she laughed again, 
and then she cried again; and then, she said how cqld it 

. was, and suffered him to lead her to the fire, where she sat 
‘down as before. The old man standing, as before; quite 
‘still (oo: C- oe, : we ge , 
-.! “T’m better, John,” she: said. “I’m. quite well now— 
I” Pu 7 

“John!” But John was on the other side of her. Why
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turn her face towards the strange old gentleman, as if ad. dressing him! Was her brain wandering? 
. “Only a fancy, John dear—a kind of shock—a some- thing coming suddenly before my eyes—TI don’t know what it was. It’s quite gone; quite gone.” - “I’m glad it’s gone,” muttered Tackleton, turning the expressive eye all round the room. “TI wonder where it’s gone, and what it was. Humph! Caleb, come here? Who’s that with the grey hair? ?. : _ “I don’t know Sir,” returned Caleb in a whisper. “Never see him before, in all my life.. A beautiful figure for a nut-cracker; quite a new model. With a screw-jaw opening down into his waistcoat, he’d be lovely.” “Not ugly enough,” said Tackleton. . a ‘ .~ “Or for a firebox, either,” observed Caleb, in deep con- templation, “what a model! Unscrew his head to put the matches in; turn him heels up’ards for the light; and what a firebox for‘a. gentleman’s mantel-shelf, just as ‘he stands!” ns Te Not half ugly enough,” said Tackleton, “Nothing in im at all. Come! Bring that box! All right now, I . ope? 

. : . 
. . . ’ 

“Oh quite gone! Quite gone!” said the little woman, waving him hurriedly away. . “Good night!?. “Good night,” said’ Tackleton. - “Good night, John Peerybingle! Take care how you carry that.box, Caleb. Let it fall, and Pll murder you! Dark: as pitch, and _ Weather worse than ever, eh?. ‘Good night!” So, with another sharp look round the room, he went out at the door; followed by Caleb with the wedding-cake on hishead.” +, . at _ The Carrier had been so much astounded by his little wife, and so busily engaged in soothing and tending her, that he had scarcely been conscious of the Stranger’s pres- ence, until now, when he again stood there, their only guest. “He don’t belong to them, you see,” said John. “I must give him a hint to go.” 
‘ “I beg your’ pardon, friend,” said the old gentleman, advancing to him; “the more so, as I fear your wife has not been well; but the Attendant whom my infirmity,” he touched his ears and shook his head, “« renders almost in- dispensable, not having arrived, I fear there must be some mistake. The bad night which made the shelter of your
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comfortable cart (may I never have a worse !) so acceptable, is still as bad asever. Would you, in your kindness, suffer me to rent a bed here?” ” 

“Yes, yes,” cried Dot. “Yes! Certainly!” 
“Oh!” said the Carrier, surprised by the rapidity of this consent. “Well! I don’t object; but still I’m not quite sure that ” 
“Hush!” she interrupted. “Dear John!” 
“Why, he’s stone deaf,” urged John. 
“TI know he is, but—Yes Sir, certainly.. Yes! certainly! I'll make him up a bed, directly, John.” - 
As she hurried off to do it, the flutter of her spirits, and the agitation of her manner, were so strange, that the Car- rier stood looking after her, quite confounded. Mo 
“Did its mothers make it up a Beds then!” cried Miss Slowboy to the Baby; “and did its hair grow brown and curly, when its caps was lifted off, and frighten it, a pre- cious Pets, a sitting by the fires!” 

- With that unaccountable attraction of the mind to trifles, which is often incidental to a state of doubt and confusion, the Carrier, as he walked slowly to and fro, found himself’ mentally repeating. even these absurd words, many times. So many times that he got them by heart, and was still conning them over and over, like a lesson, when Tilly, after administering as much friction to the little bald head with her hand as she thought wholesome (according to the prac- tice of nurses), had once more tied the Baby’scapon. “And frighten it a precious Pets, a sitting by the fire, ‘What frightened Dot, I wonder!” mused the Carrier, pac- ing to and fro. . Ts He scouted, from his heart, the insinuations of the Toy- merchant, and yet they filled -him with a vague, indefinite uneasiness; for Tackleton was quick and sly; and he had that painful sense, himself, of being a man of slow per- ception, that a broken. hint was always worrying to him, He certainly had no intention in his mind of linking any- thing that Tackleton had said; with the unusual: conduct of his wife; but the two subjects of reflection came into his mind together, and he could not keep them asunder. . The bed was soon made ready; and the visitor, declining all refreshment but a cup of tea, retired.‘ Then Dot: quite well again, she said: quite well-again: arranged the great chair in.the chimney-corner for her husband; filled his 
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pipe and gave it him; and took her usual little stool be-: 
side him on the hearth. . oo . 

She always would sit on that little stool; I think she 
must have had a kind of notion that it was a coaxing, 
wheedling, little stool.’ -° Lo. 

She was, out and out, :the..very best filler of-a- pipe, L 
should say, in the four quarters of the globe. To see her 
put that chubby little finger in the bowl, and then blow down the pipe to clear the tube: and, when she had done so, affect.to think that there was really something in the tube, and blow a dozen times, and hold it to her eye like a telescope, with a most provoking twist in her capital little face, as she looked down it; was quite a brilliant thing. As to the tobacco, she was perfect mistress of the subject; and her lighting of the pipe, with a wisp of paper, when the Carrier had it in his mouth—going so very near his nose, and yet not scorching it—was Art: high Art, Sir. And the Cricket and the Kettle, turning up again, ac- knowledged it! The bright fire, blazing up again, acknowl- edged it! The little Mower on the clock, in his unheeded work, acknowledged it! -The Carrier, in his smoothing forehead and expanding face, acknowledged it, the readiest ofall, ‘ : _And as he soberly and thoughtfully puffed at his old pipe; and as the Dutch clock ticked; and as the red fire gleamed; ‘and as the Cricket ‘chirped; that Genius of his Hearth and Home (for such the Cricket was) came out, in fairy shape, into the room, and summoned many forms of Home about him. Dots of all ages, and all sizes, filled the chamber. Dots who were merry children, running on be- fore him, gathering flowers,.in the fields; coy Dots, half shrinking from, half yielding to, the pleading of his own rough image; newly-married Dots, alighting at the door; and taking wondering possession of the household ‘keys; motherly little Dots, attended ‘by fictitious Slowboys, bear- ing babies to be christened; matronly Dots, still young and blooming, watching Dots of daughters, as they danced at Tustic balls; fat Dots, encircled and beset by troops of rosy grand-children; withered Dots, who leaned on sticks, and tottered as they erept along. Old Carriers too, ap- peared, with blind old Boxers lying at their feet; and newer carts with younger drivers “Peerybingle Brothers ” on the tilt); and ‘sick old. Carriers, tended . by the gentlest
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hands; and graves of dead and gone old Carriers, green in 
the churchyard. And as the Cricket showed him all these 
things—he saw them plainly, though his eyes were fixed. 
upon the fire—the Carrier’s heart grew light and happy, 
and he thanked his Household Gods with all his might, 
and cared no more for Gruff and Tackleton than you do. 

But what was that young figure of a man, which the 
same Fair Cricket set so near Her stool, and which re- 
mained there, singly and alone? Why did ‘it linger still, 
so near her, with its arm upon the chimney-piece, ever re- 
‘peating “ Married! and not to me!” 

Oh Dot! Oh failing Dot! There is no place for it in all 
your husband’s visions; why has its shadow fallen on his 
earth! ce 7 

  

CHIRP THE SECOND. . 
Cates PrummMer and his Blind Daughter lived all alone 

-by themselves, as the Story-books say—and my blessing, 
with yours to back it I hope, on the Story-books, for say- 
ing anything in this workaday world!—Caleb Plummer 
and his Blind Daughter lived all alone by themselves, in a 
little cracked nutshell of a wooden house, which was, in 
truth, no better than a pimple on the prominent red-brick 
nose of Gruff and Tackleton. The premises of Gruff and 
.Tackleton were the great feature of the street; but you 
-might have knocked down Caleb Plummer’s dwelling with 
a hammer or two, and carried off the pieces in a cart. 

If any one had done the dwelling-house of Caleb Plum- 
-mer the honour to miss it after such an inroad, it would 
have been, no doubt, to commend its demolition as.a vast 
improvement. It stuck to the premises of Gruff and Tack- 
leton, like a barnacle to a-ship’s keel, or a'snail to a door, 

or a little bunch of toadstools to the stem of a tree. But 
it was the germ from which the full-grown. trunk of Gruff 
‘and Tackleton had sprung; and under its crazy roof, the 
‘Gruff before last had, in a small way, made toys for a gen- 
‘eration of old boys and girls, who had played with them, 
and found them out, and broken thein, and gone to sleep. 

I have said that Caleb and his poor Blind Daughter lived
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here; I should have said that Caleb lived here, and his poor Blind Daughter somewhere ‘else; in an. enchanted -home of Caleb’s furnishing, where scarcity and: shabbiness 
‘were not, and trouble never entered.’ - Caleb was no sor- cerer, but in the only magic’ art that still’ remains to us: the magic of devoted, deathless love: Nature had been the mistress of his study; and from her teaching, all the won- ‘dercame. .. - oot : Do - “The Blind Girl never’ knew that ceilings were discol- oured; walls blotched and bare of. plaster here and there; -high crevices- unstopped and widening: every day; beams mouldering and tending downward. The Blind Girl never knew. that iron was rusting, wood rotting, paper peeling off; the very size, and: shape, and : true. proportion of the dwelling, withering away. The Blind Girl never. knew that ugly shapes of delf and earthenware were on the board; that sorrow and faintheartedness were in the house; that Caleb’s scanty hairs were turning greyer and more grey, before her sightless face. The Blind Girl never knew they had a master, cold, exacting, and ‘uninterested: never knew.that Tackleton was Tackleton-in ‘short; but lived in 

And all was Caleb’s doing; all the ‘doing of ‘her simple father! “But he too had a Cricket on his Hearth; and list- _ ening sadly to its music when the motherless Blind Child ‘was Very young, that Spirit had’ inspired: him with ‘the _thought that even her great deprivation might be almost changed into a blessing, and the girl made happy by these little means. For all the Cricket Tribe are potent Spirits, even though the people who hold converse with them do not know.1t (which is frequently the case); and there are ‘not in the Unseen World, Voices more gentle and more ‘true; that may be so implicitly relied on, or that are so certain to give none but tenderest counsel; ‘as the Voices in which the Spirits of the Fireside and the Hearth address -themselves to human kind 
Caleb and his daughter were at Work together in their usual working-room, which served them for their ordinary living-room as well; and a.strange place it was. . There were houses in it, finished and unfinished, for Dolls ‘of all Stations in life. - Suburban ‘tenements for Dolls of moderate
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means; kitchens and single apartments for Dolls of the lower classes; capital town residences for Dolls of high estate. Some of these establishments were already fur- nished according to estimate, with a view to the conveni- ence of Dolls of limited income; others could be fitted on the most expensive scale, at a moments notice, from whole shelves of chairs and tables, sofas, bedsteads, and uphol- stery. ‘The nobility and gentry and public in general, for whose accommodation these tenements were designed, lay,. here and there, in baskets, staring straight up at the ceil- ing; but in denoting their degrees in society, and con. fining them to their respective stations (which experience shows to be lamentably difficult in real life), the makers of these Dolls had far improved on Nature, who is often fro- ward and perverse; for they, not resting on such arbitrary marks as satin, cotton-print, and bits of rag, had super- added striking personal differences which allowed of no mistake. Thus, the Doll-lady of Distinction had wax limbs: of perfect symmetry; but only she and her compeers; the next grade in the social scale being made of leather; and the next of coarse linen stuff. As to the common-people, they had just so many matches out of tinder-boxes for their arms and legs, and there they were—established in their sphere at once, beyond the possibility of getting out of it. _ There were various other samples of his handicraft, be- sides Dolls, in Caleb Plummer’sroom. There were Noah’s Arks, in which the Birds and Beasts were an uncommonly tight fit, I assure you; though they could be crammed in, anyhow, at the roof, and rattled and shaken into the 

smallest compass. By a bold poetical license, most of these Noah’s Arks had knockers on the doors ; inconsistent appendages perhaps, as suggestive of morning callers and a Postman, yet a pleasant finish to the outside of the building. There were scores of melancholy little carts 
which, when the wheels went round, performed most dole- ful music. . Many small fiddles, drums, and other instru- 
ments of torture; no end of cannon, shields, swords, 
Spears, and guns. There were little tumblers-in red 
breeches, incessantly swarming up high obstacles of .red- 
tape, and coming down, head first, on the cther side; and 
there were innumerable old gentlemen of respectable, not 
to say venerable appearance, insanely flying over horizon- 
tal pegs, inserted, for the purpose, in their own street
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doors: There were beasts of all sorts; horses, in particu: 
lar, of every breed, from the spotted barrel on four pegs, 
-with a small tippet for a mane, to the thoroughbred rocker’ 
on his highest mettle. ‘As it would have been hard to count 
the dozens upon dozens of grotesque figures that were ever: 
ready to commit all sorts of absurdities on the turning of a 
handle; so it would have been no easy task to mention any 

. human folly, vice, or weakness, that had not its type, im- 
mediate or remote, in Caleb Plummer’s room. And not in an exaggerated form; for very little handles will move men- 
and women to as Strange performances, as any Toy was ever made to undertake. me , In the midst of all these objects, Caleb and his daugh- 
ter sat at work. The Blind Girl busy asa Doll’s dress- maker; Caleb painting and glazing the four pair front of a desirable family mansion. 

The care imprinted in the lines of Caleb’s face, and his’ absorbed and dreamy manner, which would have sat well ° on some alchemist or abstruse student, were at first sight an odd contrast to his occupation, and the trivialities about him. But trivial things, invented and pursued for bread, become very serious matters of fact; and, apart from this consideration, I am not at all prepared to say, myself, that’ if Caleb had been a Lord Chamberlain, or a Member of- Parlianiént, or a lawyer, or even a great speculator, he would have dealt in toys one whit less whimsical; while I’ have a very great doubt whether they would have been a$ harmless. — ce 
“ So you were out in the rain last night, father, in your’ beautiful, new, great-coat,” said Caleb’s daughter. In my beautiful new" great-coat,” answered Caleb, glancing towards a clothes-line in the room, on which the sack-cloth, garment previously described, ‘was carefully hunguptodry, ~ me 
‘ How glad I am you bought it, father!” - _ And of such a tailor, too,” said Caleb. “Quite a fash- ionable tailor. It?s too good for me.” The Blind Girl rested from her work, and laughed with delight. “Too good; father! What can: be too good for you?” . po , “Um half ashamed to wear it though,” ‘said Caleb, watching the effect of what he'said, upon her brightening face; “upon’my word. ‘When I hear the boys and people
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say behind me, ‘Halloa! Here’s a swell!’ I don’t know ‘which way to look.. And when the beggar wouldn’t go away last night; and, when I said I was_a very common man, said ‘No, your Honour! Bless your Honour, don’t ‘say that!’ I was quite ashamed. I really felt as if I hadn’t a right to wear it.” my & Happy Blind Girl! How merry she ‘was, in‘ her exulta- 
on! Lo : . ro: an . 
“TI see you, father,” she said, clasping her hands, “as ‘plainly, as if I had the eyes I never want when you are with me. A blue coat——” Cob e 
“Bright blue,” said Caleb.. Se ' “Yes, yes! Bright blue!” exclaimed the girl, turning up her radiant face; “the colour I can just remember in the blessed sky! You told’ me it.was blué before! A ‘bright blue. coat”. Slope 
“Made loose to the figure,” suggested Caleb. : 
“Yes! Loose to the figure!” cried the Blind Girl, laughing heartily “and in it you, dear father, with your 

merry eye, your smiling face,.your.free step, and your 
-dark hair: looking so young and handsome! ” ~ 7 . 

“Halloa! Halloa!”. said Caleb. “I shall be vain, pres- 
ently.” mm , re 

“I think you are, already,” cried. the Blind Girl, point- 
ing at him, in her glee. “I know you, father!’ Ha ha ha! 
‘I’ve found you out, you see!” - 

How different the picture in her mind, from Caleb, as he 
sat observing her! . She had spoken of his free step,.". She 
was right in that. For years and years, he never once had 
crossed that threshold at his own slow pace, but. with a 
‘footfall counterfeited for her ear; and never had he, when 
his heart was heaviest, forgotten the light. tread that was 
‘to render her so cheerful and courageous! or 

Heaven. knows! But I think Caleb’s vague bewilder- 
Mment:of manner may have ‘half originated in his having 
confused himself about himself and everything around him, 
‘for the love of his Blind Daughter. How could the little 
man be otherwise than bewildered, after labouring for so 
‘many years. to destroy his own identity, and that of all the 
objects that had any bearing on it! oo 

“There we are,” said Caleb, falling back ‘a pace or two 
-to form the better judgment of his work; “as near the real 
thing as six-penn’orth of halfpence is to sixpence.. What
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a pity that the whole front of the house opens at once! If 
there was only a staircase in it now, and regular doors to 
the rooms to go in at! But that’s the worst of my calling, 
I’m always deluding myself, and swindling myself.” 

“You are speaking quite softly. You are not tired, fa- 
ther? ” , : “Tired,” echoed Caleb, with a great burst of animation, 
“what should tire me, Bertha? J was never tired. What 
does it mean? ” SO , 

To give the greater force to his words, he checked ‘him- self in an involuntary imitation of two half-length stret¢h- ing and yawning figures on the mantel-shelf, who were Tepresented as in one eternal state of weariness from the waist upwards; and hummed a fragment of asong. It was a Bacchanalian song, something about a Sparkling Bowl; and he sang it with an assumption of a Devil-may-care voice, that made his face-a thousand times more meagre and more thoughtful than ever, 
. “What! Yow’re singing, are you?” said Tackleton, putting his head in, at the door. “Go it! Iean’t sing.” Nobody would have suspected him of it. He hadn’t what is generally termed a singing face, by any means. “T can’t afford to sing,”. said Tackleton. “Tm glad you can. I hope you can afford to work too. - Hardly time for . both, I should think? ye Ce a “If you could only see him, Bertha, how he’s winking at me!” whispered Caleb. “Such a man to joke! you'd think, if you didn’t know him, he was in earnest—wouldn’t you now?” : ot 

‘The Blind Girl smiled, and nodded. So “The bird that can sing and won't sing, must be made to.sing, they say,” grumbled Tackleton. “What about the owl that can’t sing, and oughtn’t to sing, and will sing; is there anything that he should be made to do?” “The extent to which he’s winking -at this moment!” ‘whispered Caleb to his daughter. “Oh, my gracious!” “Always merry and light-hearted with us!” cried the sens Bertha, ms mo 
, ¥ A : 2? ° 

“Poce son re there, | are you? answered Tackleton. 
He really did bélieve she was an Idiot; and he founded the belief, I can’t say whether consciously or not upon her -beiug fond of him. ” ba 0
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“Well! and being there,—-how are you?” said Tackle- ton; in his grudging way. ; Co, “Oh! well; quite well. .And as happy as even you can wish me to be. As happy as you would make the whole world, if you could!” uo 
“Poor Idiot!” muttered Tackleton. -“« No gleam of rea- son,. Nota gleam!” == —- co The Blind Girl took his hand and kissed it; held it for @ moment in her own two hands; and laid her cheek against it tenderly, before releasing it.. There was such unspeak-’ able affection and such fervent gratitude in the act, that. Tackleton himself was moved to say, in a milder growl than usual: . So se “What’s the matter now? ” : 
“TI stood it close beside my pillow when I went to sleep lastnight, and remembered it in mydreams. And when the day broke, and the glorious red sun—the red sun, father? ” “Red in the mornings and the evenings, Bertha,” said poor Caleb, with a woeful glance at his employer. ~ 

' “When it rose, and the bright light I almost fear: to Strike myself against’ in walking, came into the room, I turned the little tree towards it, and blessed Heaven for- making. things. so precious, and blessed you for sending 
€mtocheerme!”-: . , : ” _ Bedlam broke loose!” said Tackleton under his breath. - “We shall arrive at the strait-waistcoat and mufflers soon.: e’re getting on!”. Do 
Caleb, with his hands hooked loosely in each other, stared vacantly before him while his daughter spoke, as if ; e-really were uncertain (I believe he was) whether Tackle- ton had done anything to deserve her thanks; or not... If he could have been a perfectly. free agent, at that moment, 

Tequired, on ‘pain of death, to kick the Toy merchant, or fall at his feet, according to his ‘merits,:I believe it would 
ave been an even chance which course he. would have taken. Yet Caleb knew that with his own hands he had. 

brought the little rose-tree home for her, so carefully; and that with his own lips he had forged the innocent decep- 
tion which should help to keep her from suspecting how much, how very much, he every day denied himself, that she might be the happier. Doe pant . Bertha!” said Tackleton, assuming, forthe nonce, a. little cordiality. “Come here.” Se
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“Oh! I can come ‘straight to you! You needn’t guide 
me!” she rejoined. __ 7 

“Shall I tell you a secret, Bertha? ” woe 
“Tf you will!” she answered, eagerly. “ 
How bright the darkened face! How adorned . with 

light, the listening head! - oc me 
“This is the day on which little what’s-her-name, the: 

spoilt child; Peerybingle’s wife; pays her regular visit to 
you—makes her fantastic ‘Pic-Nic here;  an’t it?” said 
LTackleton, with a strong expression of distaste for the 

‘ whole concern. — oe - nt 
“Yes,” replied Bertha.. “This is the day.” . 
“T thought so!” said Tackleton. “TI should like to join 

the party.” me, 7 
“Do you hear that, father!” cried the Blind Girl in‘an 

ecstasy, ee mo 
“Yes, yes, I hear it,” murmured Caleb, with the -fixed: 

look of a sleep-walker;: “but I don’t believe it. It’s one 
of my lies, I’ve no doubt.” re : 

“You see I—I want to bring the Peerybingles a little 
more into company with May Fielding,” said Tackleton. 
“Tam going to be married to May.” - , 

“Married!” cried the Blind Girl, starting from him. 
“She’s such a con-founded Idiot,” muttered Tackleton, 

“that I was afraid she’d never comprehend me. Ab, Bertha! Married! Church, parson, clerk, beadle, glass-’ 
coach, bells, breakfast, bride-cake, favours, marrow-bones, 
cleavers, and all the rest of the tomfoolery. A wedding, 
you know; a wedding. Don’t you know what a wedding is?”: 

" “I know,” replied the Blind Girl, in a gentle tone. “I understand!” . ot se ee 
“Do you?” muttered Tackleton. “It’s more than I ex- pected. Well! On that account I want to join the party, ’ 

and to bring May and her mother. Ill send in a little 
something or other, before the afternoon. A-cold leg of mutton, or some comfortable trifle of that sort, You'll ex- 
pect me? ” sre i 

“Yes,” she answered. po 
She had drooped her head, and‘ turnéd away; and so. stood, with her hands crossed, musing. :° . - I don’t think you will,” muttered Tackleton, looking at her; “for you seem to have forgotten all about it, al- ready. Caleb!” eo Lo
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The care imprinted in the lines of Caleb’s face, and his absorbed and - dreamy manner, which would have sat well on some alchemist or abstruse student, were at first sight an odd contrast to his occupation, 
and the trivialities about him.—The Cricket, p. 188 
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“IT may venture to say I’m here, I suppose,” thought Caleb. “Sir!” - Do . “Take care she don’t forget what -I’ve been saying to her.” DC Lo ; 
“ She never forgets,” returned Caleb. “Tt’s one of the few things she an’t clever in,” 
“Every man thinks his own geese swans,” observed the Toy-merchant, with a shrug. . “Poor devil! ” Having delivered himself of which remark, with infinite contempt, old Gruff and Tackleton withdrew. ae Bertha remained where he had left her, lost in medita- tion. The gaiety had vanished from her downeast face, and it was very sad.. Three or four times, she shook her head, as if bewailing some remembrance or some loss; but her sorrowful reflections found no vent in words, 

' It was not until Caleb had been occupied, some time, in yoking a team of horses to a waggon by the summary pro- cess of nailing the harness to the vital parts of their bodies, that she drew near to his working-stool, and sitting down beside him, said: 
7 - “Father, I am lonely in the dark.; I want my eyes: my patient, willing eyes.” 

. “Here they are,” said Caleb, . « Always ready. They are more yours than mine, Bertha, any hour in the four and twenty. What shall your eyes do for you, dear?” . “Look round the room, father.” , vo “AN right,” said Caleb. “No Sooner said than done, Bertha.” te So , “Tell me about. it.” Dot . . “It’s much the same as usual,” said Caleb. “Homely, but very snug. ‘The gay colours on the walls; the: bright flowers on the plates and dishes; the ‘shining wood, where there are beams or panels; the general cheerfulness and neatness of the building; make it very pretty.” Cheerful and neat it was wherever Bertha’s hands could busy themselves. But nowhere else were cheerfulness and neatness possible, in the old crazy shed which Caleb’s fancy So transformed. 7 ae . “You have your working dress on; and are not So gal. lant as when you wear the. handsome coat?” said Bertha touching him.-’, nn “Not quite so gallant,” answered Caleb, “Pry i though.” 8 , “ brisk 
7
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' “Father,” said the Blind Girl, drawing close to his side, 
and stealing one arm round his neck. “Tell me something 
about May. She is very fair? ” .. 

“She is indeed,” said Caleb. And she was indeed. It 
was quite a rare thing to Caleb, not to have to draw on his 
invention. so 

“Her hair is dark,” said Bertha, pensively, “darker than 
mine. Her voice is sweet and musical, I know. I have 

~ often loved to hear it.. Her shape——” . 
“There’s not a Doll’s in all the room to equal it,” said 

Caleb. “And her eyes!”— 
He stopped; for Bertha had drawn closer round his neck; 

and, from the arm that clung about him, came a warning 
pressure which he understood too well. 

He coughed a moment, hammered for a moment, and 
then fell back upon the song about the Sparkling Bowl; 
his infallible resource in all such difficulties, 

' “Our friend, father; our benefactor. I'am never tired 
you know of hearing about him.— Now was I, ever?” she said, hastily. 2 _« Of course not,” answered’ Caleb: “And. with rea- son. ; . mo, 
Ah! With how much reason!” ‘eried. the Blind Girl. With such fervency, that Caleb, though his motives were So pure, could not endure to meet her face; but dropped his eyes, as if she could have read in themi his innozent de- eit. me, ee , “ “Then tell me again about him, dear father,” said Bertha. ‘Many times again! His face is benevolent, kind, and tender. -- Honest and true, I am sure it is. The manly hearé that tries to cloak all favours with a show of roughness and unwillingness, beats in its every look and glance.” atk And makes it noble,” added Caleb in his quiet desper- 10n. . os Fe 

. “And makes it noble!” cried the Blind Girl.. “He is older than May, father.” ae . “Ye-es,” said: Caleb, reluctantly. .“He’s'‘a little older than May. But that don’t signify.” . | “Oh father, yes!. To be his patient companion in infirm- ity and age; to-be his gentle nurse in sickness, and his constant friend in suffering and sorrow; to know no weari- yess 10 working for his sake; to watch him, tend him; ‘sit beside his bed and talk to him, awake; and pray for, him 
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asleep; what privileges these would ‘be!’ What opportuni-. . ties for proving all her truth and her devotion to him! Would she do all this, dear father?” . oy : “No doubt of it,” said Caleb, oo . “T love her, father; I can love her from my soul!” ex- claimed the Blind Girl. » And saying so, she laid her poor blind face on Caleb’s shoulder, and S0.wept and wept, that he was almost sorry to have brought that tearful happiness upon her, : . In the mean time, there had been a pretty sharp com-, motion at John Peerybingle’s; for little Mrs, Peerybingle naturally couldn’t think of going anywhere without. the Baby; and to get the Baby under weigh, took time. Not that there was much of the Baby: speaking of it asa thing of weight and measure: but there was a vast deal to do, about and about it, and it all had to be done by easy stages.. For instance: when the Baby was got, by hook and -by crook, to.a certain point of dressing, and you might have: rationally supposed that another touch or two would finish him off, and turn him outa tip-top Baby challenging: the world, he was unexpectedly extinguished in a flannel cap, and hustled off to bed; where he simmered (so to speak} between two blankets for the best part of an hour, From. this state of inaction he was’ then recalled, shining very- . much and roaring violently, to partake of—well! I would tather say, if you’ll permit me to speak generally—of a. slight repast. After which, he went to sleep again. Mrs: Peerybingle took advantage of this interval, to make her- 

self as smart in a small way as ever you saw anybody in all your life; and, during the same short. truce, Miss Slowboy 
insinuated herself -into a spencer of a fashion so surprising and ingenious, that it had no connection with herself, or 
anything else in the universe, but was a shrunken, dog’s- 

' eared, independent fact, pursuing its lonely course without 
the least regard to anybody. By this time, the Baby, being 
all alive again, was invested, by the united efforts of Mrs.. 
Peerybingle and Miss Slowboy, with a cream-coloured 
mantle for its body, and ‘a sort of nankeen raised-pie for 
its head; and so in course of time they all three got down 
to the door, where the old horse. had already taken more 
than the full value of his, day’s-toll ‘out of the Turnpike 
Trust, by tearing up the-road with his impatient autographs and whence..Boxer might be, dimly seen, in. the remote
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perspective, standing looking back, and tempting him: to 
come on without orders. a 

As to a chair, or anything of that kind for helping Mrs. 
Peerybingle into the cart, you know very little of John, I 
flatter myself,-if you think: ¢hat was necessary. Before 
you could have seen him lift her from the ground, there 
she was in her place, fresh and rosy, saying, “John! How 
CAN you! Think of Tilly!” me ae 

If I might be allowed to mention a young lady’s legs, on 
any terms, I would observe of Miss Slowboy’s that there 
was a fatality about them which rendered them: singularly 
liable to be grazed; and that she never effected the small- 
est ascent or descent, without. recording the circumstance 
upon them with a notch, as Robinson Crusoe marked the 
days upon his wooden calendar. But as this might be con- © 
sidered ungenteel, I’l] think of it. OS 
“John? You've got the basket with the Veal and Ham- 
Pie and things; and the bottles of Beer?” said Dot. “If 
you haven't, you must turn round again, this very min- 

- “You're a nice little article,” returned .the Carrier, “to 
be talking ‘about turning round, after keeping me a full quarter of an hour behind my time.” . : 
“Tam sorry for it, John,” said Dot in a great bustle, 
“but I really could not think of ‘going to Bertha’s—I would not do it, John; on any account—without the Veal and Ham-Pie and things, and the. bottles of Beer. Way!” 
~ This monosyllable was addressed to the horse, who didn’t | 
minditatall..  : se mo 
“Oh do way John!” said Mrs. Peerybingle. “Please!” 

: “It ll be time enough to do that,” returned J ohn, “when 
I begin to leave things behind me. The basket’s here, safe enough.”  ....° , : Ss 

' “Whata hard-hearted monster ‘you must be, John, not to have said so, at once, and save me such aturm! Ide- clared I wouldn’t go to Bertha’s without the Veal and * Ham-Pie and ‘things, and the bottles of Beer, for any money. . Regularly once a fortnight ever since we have been married, John, have we made our little Pic-Nie there. 
If anything was to go wrong with it, I should almost think Wwe were never to be lucky again.” ae “It was a kind thought in the first instance,” said the Carrier; : “and I honour you for it, little woman.” |... -
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“My dear J. ohn,” replied Dot, turning very red. “Don’t talk about honouring me. . Good Gracious! . oe “By the bye—” observed the Carrier: |. “That old gen- tleman,?— ep am Again so visibly, and instantly embarrassed. ; me “He’s an odd fish,” said the Carrier, looking straight along the road before them. “TI can’t make him out. I don’t believe there’s any harminhim.” °°, “None at all. Pm—D’m sure there’s none at all.” |. “Yes?” said the Carrier, with his eyes attracted to her face by the great earnestness of her manner. “Tam glad you feel so certain of it, because it’s a confirmation to me: It’s curious that he should have taken it into his head to ask leave to go on lodging with us; an’t it? ‘Things come about so Strangely.” — Se . “So very strangely,” she rejoined in a low voice: scarce- ly audible. Silt. 7 BO , “However, he’s a good-natured old gentleman,” said John, “and pays as a gentleman, and I think his word is to be relied upon, like a gentleman’s.. I had quite a long talk with him this morning: he can hear me better already, he says, ‘as he gets more used to my voice... He told me a great deal about himself, and I told him a. good deal about myself, and a rare lot of. questions he asked me. I gave him information about my having two beats, you know, in my business; one day to the right from our house and back again; anotlier day to the left from’ our house and back again (for he’s a stranger and don’t know the names of places about here); and he seemed quite pleased.: ‘Why, then I shall be returning home to-night your way,’ he says, ‘when I.thought you’d be coming. in. an: exactly opposite direction. . That’s capital. .. I ma’ trouble you for another lift perhaps, but I’l] engage not to fall so: sound: asleep again.” He was sound asleep,’ sure-ly !—Dot! what are you thinking of?” - 2502 0, a > pot “Thinking of, John?: I—I was listening to you.” - “Oh! That’s allright!” said the honest Carrier. I Was afraid, from the look of your face, that I had gone tambling on so long, as to-set you thinking about some- thing else. I was very near it, I'll be bound.’ po Dot making no reply, they jogged on, for some little: time, in silence. But it was, not easy to remain silent very long in John Peerybingle’s cart, for everybody on the
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road had something to say; though it might only be “How 
are you!” and indeed it was very often nothing else, still, 
to give that back again in the right spirit of cordiality, re- 
quired, not merely a nod and a smile, but as wholesome an 
action of the lungs withal, as a long-winded Parliamentary 
speech. Sometimes,. passengers on ‘foot, or horseback, ' 
plodded on a little way beside the cart, for the express 
purpose of having a chat; and then there was a great deal 
to be said, on both Sides. wo 

. Then, Boxer gave occasion to more good-natured recog- 
nitions of and by the Carrier, than half-a-dozen Christians 
could have done! Everybody knew him, all along the road 
—especially the fowls and pigs, who when they saw him 
approaching, with: his body all on one side, and his ears pricked up inquisitively, and that knob of a tail making 
the most of itself in the air, immediately withdrew into re- mote back settlements, without waiting for the honour of a nearer acquaintane. He had business everywhere; going down all the turnings, looking into all the wells, bolting in and out of all the cottages, dashing into the midst of all the Dame-Schools, fluttering all the pigeons, magnifying the tails of all the cats, and trotting into the public-houses 
like a regular customer. Wherever he went, somebody or other might have been heard to cry, “Halloa! Here’s Boxer!” and out came that somebody forthwith, accom- panied by at least two or three other somebodies, to give John Peerybingle and his pretty wife, Good Day. ~~ ' The packages and parcels for the errand cart, were nu- merous; and there were many stoppages to take them in and give them out; which were not by any means the worst parts of the journey.:. Some people ‘were so full of expec- tation about their parcels, and other people.were so full of wonder ‘about their parcels, and other people were so full of inexhaustible directions about their parcels, and John had such a lively interest in all the parcels, that it was as good as a play. - Likewise, there were articles to carry, which required to be considered and discussed, and in ref- erence to the adjustment and disposition of which, councils had to be holden by the Carrier and the senders: at which Boxer usually assisted,.in short fits of the closest attention, and long fits of . tearing round and round the assembled . Sages and barking himself hoarse.’ Of all these little inci- dents, Dot was the amused and open-eyed spectatress from
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her chair ‘in the cart; and as she sat there, looking on: ‘a, charming little portrait framed to admiration by the tilt: there was no lack of nudgings and glancings and whisper- ings and envyings.among the younger men, I promise you: And this delighted John the Carrier, :beyond Measure; -for he was proud to have his little wife admired; -knowing that she didn’t mind it—that, if ‘anything, she rather liked it perhaps. 

a The trip was a little foggy, to be sure, in the January weather; and was ‘raw and cold. ‘But who cared for such ttifles? Not Dot,: decidedly. Not Tilly Slowboy,: for she deemed sitting in a cart, on any terms,’ to be the high- est point of human: joys; the crowning circumstance of earthly hopes. Not the Baby, I’ll be sworn; for it’s not in Baby nature to be warmer or more sound asleep, though its capacity is great in’ both respects, than that blessed young Peerybingle was, all the way. - ee You couldn’t see very far in the fog, of course; but you could see a great deal, oh a great deal! It’s astonishing how much you may see, ina thicker fog than that, if you will only take the trouble to look for it. Why, even to sit watching for the Fairy-rings in the ‘fields, and for the patches of hoar-frost still lingering in the: shade, near hedges and ‘by trees, was a: pleasant occupation: to make no mention of ‘the unexpected shapes in which the trees themselyes came starting out of the mist, and glided into itagain. The hedges were tangled and bare, and waved multitude of blighted garlands in the wind; but there was no discouragement in this.’ It was agreeable to contem- plate; for it made the fireside warmer in possession, and the summer greener in expectancy. ' The river looked chilly; but it was in motion, and moving at a, good pace; which Was a great point. -The canal was rather slow and torpid; that must be admitted: Never mind. It would freeze the Sooner when the frost set fairly in, and then there would be skating,.and sliding; and the heavy: old barges, frozen 
Up somewhere, near a wharf, would smoke their rusty iron chimney-pipes all day, and have a lazy time of it. 

In one place, there was a great mound of weeds or stubble burning; and they watched ‘the fire, so white in the day 
time, flaring through the fog, with only here and there a dash of red in it, until, in consequence as she observed of 
the smoke “getting up her nose,”. Miss Slowboy choked— 

/
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she could do anything of that sort, on the smallest provo- 
cation—and woke the Baby, who wouldn’t go to sleep 
again.. But Boxer, who was in advance some quarter of a 
mile or so, had already passed the outposts of the town, 
and gained the corner.of the street where Caleb and his 
daughter lived; and long before they reached the door, he 
and the Blind Girl were on the pavement waiting to receive 
them. ; 
-Boxer, by the way, made certain delicate distinctions of 

his own, in his communication with Bertha, which per- 
suade me fully that he. knew her to be. blind. He never 
sought to attract her attention by. looking at her, as he 
often did with other people, but.touched her, invariably. 
What experience he could ever have had of blind people or 
blind dogs, I don’t know. - He had never lived with a blind 
master; nor had Mr. Boxer the elder, nor Mrs. Boxer, nor 
any of his respectable family on either side, ever been vis- 
ited with blindness, that I am. aware of... He may have 
found it out for himself, perhaps, but he had got hold of 
it somehow; and therefore he had hold of: Bertha too, by 
the skirt, and kept hold, until Mrs. Peerybingle and the 
Baby, and Miss Slowboy, and the basket, were all got 
safely within doors. - — DT ae 

- May Fielding was already come; and so was her mother 
—a little querulous chip of an old lady with a peevish face, 
who, in right of having preserved a waist like a bedpost, 
Was supposed to be a most transcendent figure; and who, 
in consequence of having once been hetter off, or of labour- 
ing under an impression that she might have been, if some- 
thing had happened which never did happen, and seemed 
to have never been particularly likely to come to pass—but 
it’s all the same—was very genteel and patronising indeed. 
Gruff and Tackleton was also there, doing the agreeable, 
with the evident sensation of being. as perfectly at home, 
and as unquestionably, in: his own element, as a fresh 
young salmon on the top of the Great Pyramid. 

_ “May! - My dear old friend!” cried Dot, running up to meet her.’ “ What a happiness to see youl? ° 
‘Her old friend was, to the full, as hearty and as glad as 
she; and it really was, if you’ll believe me, quite a pleas- 
ant sight to see them embrace. Tackleton was a man of 
taste, beyond all question. May was very pretty. 

‘You know sometimes, when you are used to a. pretty
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face, how, when it comes into contact and comparison with: another pretty face, it seems for the moment to be homely and faded, and hardly to deserve the high opinion you have. had of it. Now, this was not at all the case, either with Dot or May; for May’s face set off Dot’s, and Dot’s face- set off May’s, so naturally and agreeably, that, as‘ John Peerybingle was very near saying when he came into the toom, they ought to have been born ‘sisters—which was the. only improvement you could have suggested. . cht Tackleton had brought his leg of mutton, and, wonderful to relate, a tart besides—but we don’t mind a little dissi-. pation when our brides are in the case; we don’t get mar- ried every day—and in addition to’ these dainties, there- were the Veal and Ham Pie, and “ things,” as Mrs. Peery- bingle called them; which were chiefly nuts and oranges, 
and cakes, and such small deer. When the repast was set 
forth on the board, flanked by Caleb’s contribution, which 

- Was a great wooden bowl of smoking potatoes (he was pro- hibited, by solemn compact, from producing any other viands), Tackleton led his intended mother-in-law to the: 
Post of Honour. For the better gracing of this place at 
the high Festival, the majestic old Soul had adorned her- 
self with a cap, calculated to inspire the thoughtless with 
sentiments of awe. She also wore her gloves. But let us 

genteel, or die! To : - 
Caleb sat next his daughter; Dot and’ her old schoolfel- 

low were side by side; the good Carrier took care of the: 
bottom of the table. Miss Slowboy was isolated, for the 
time being, from every article of furniture but the chair 
she sat on, that she might have nothing else to knock the 
Baby’s head against. mo es 
“As Tilly stared about her at the dolls and toys, they 

Stared at her and at the company. The’ venerable old. 
gentlemen at the street doors (who were all in full action) 
showed especial interest in the party; pausing occasionally 
before leaping, as if they were listening to the conversa- 
tion: and then.plunging wildly over and over, a great 
Many times, without halting for breath,-as in a frantic 
state of delight with the whole proceedings. _— 

Certainly, if these old gentlemen were inclined to have 
a fiendish joy in the contemplation of Tackleton’s discom- 
fiture, they had good reason to be satisfied. _ Tackleton 
couldn’t get on at all; and the more cheerful his intended 

7* .
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bride became in Dot’s society, the less he liked it, though 
he had brought them together for that purpose. For he 
was a regular Dog in the Manger, was Tackleton; and 
when they laughed, and he couldn’t, he took it into his 
head, immediately, that they must be laughing at him. 

“Ah May!” said Dot.’ “Dear dear, what changes! To 
talk of those merry school-days makes one young again.” 

' “Why, you an’t particularly old, at any time; are you?” 
said Tackleton. 

“Look at my sober plodding husband there,” returned 
Dot. “He adds twenty years to my age at least. Don’t 
you, John?” oo 

' “Forty,” John replied. 
' “How many yow’ll add to May’s, I’m. sure I don’t 
know,” said Dot, laughing. “But she can’t be much less 
than a hundred years of age on her next birthday.” 

“Ha ha!” laughed Tackleton. Hollow as a drum, that 
laugh though. And he looked as if he could have twisted 
Dot’s neck; comfortably. me 

“Dear dear!” said Dot. “ Only to remember how we used to talk, at school, about the husbands we would choose. I don’t know how young, and how handsome, and 
how gay, and how lively, mine was not to be! And as to May’s—! Ah dear! I don’t know whether to laugh or ery, when I think what silly girls we were.” 
' May seemed to know which to do 3 for the colour flashed 
into her face, and tears stood in her eyes. . “Even the very persons’ themselyes—real live young men—were fixed on sometimes,” said Dot. “We little thought how things would come about. I never fixed on John I’m sure; I never so much as thought of him. And if I had told you, you were ever to be'married to Mr. Tack- leton, why you’d have slapped me. Wouldn’t you, May?” _ Though May didn’t say yes, she certainly didn’t say no, or express no, by any’means. , Tackleton Jaughed—quite shouted, he laughed so loud. 
John Peerybingle laughed too, in his ordinary good-natured and contented manner; but his was a mere whisper of a laugh, to Tackleton’s, Pos . : ‘ “You couldn’t help yourselves, for all that. You couldn’t resist us, you see,” said Tackleton, “Here we are! Here we are! ‘Where are ‘your gay young bride- 
grooms now! ” , : .
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“Some of them are dead,” said Dot; “and some of them 
forgotten.. Some of them, if they could stand among us at 
this moment, would not believe we were the same creatures 3. 
would not believe that what they saw and heard was real, 
and we could forget them so. No! they would not believe 
one word of it!” -. : 
“Why, Dot!” exclaimed the Carrier. “Little woman!” 
She had spoken with such earnestness and fire, that she 

stood in need of some recalling to herself, without doubt. 
Her husband’s check was very gentle, for he merely inter- 
fered, as he supposed, to shield old Tackleton; but it 
proved effectual, for she stopped, and said no more. There 
was an uncommon agitation, even in her silence, which the 
wary Tackleton, who had brought his half-shut eye to bear 
upon her, noted closely; and remembered to some purpose 
too, as you will see.'. re 
May uttered no word, good or bad, but sat quite still, 

with her eyes cast down; and made no sign of interest in 
what had passed. The good lady her mother. now inter- 
posed: ‘observing, in-the first instance, that girls were 
girls, and bygones bygones, and that so long as young peo- 
ple were young and thoughtless,.they would probably con- 
duct themselves like young and thoughtless persons: with 
two or three other positions of a no less sound and incon- 
trovertible character. She then remarked, in a devout 
spirit, that she thanked Heaven she had always found: in 
her daughter May, a dutiful and obedient child; for which 
she took no credit to herself, though she had every reason 
to believe it was entirely owing to herself. With regard 
to Mr. Tackleton she said, That-he was in a.moral point 
of view an undeniable individual; and That he was. in.an 
eligible point of view a son-in-law to be desired, no one. in 
their senses could doubt. (She was very emphatic here.) 
With regard to the family into which he was so soon about, 
after some solicitation, to be admitted, she believed Mr. 
Tackleton knew that, although reduced in purse, it had 
Some pretensions to gentility; and if certain circumstances, 
not wholly unconnected, she would: go so far'as.to say, 
with the Indigo Trade, but to which she would .not more 
particularly refer, had happened differently, it:might per- 
haps have been in possession of Wealth. _She then, re- 
marked that she would not. allude to the, past, and. would 
not-mention that, her daughter -had for some time rejected
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the suit of Mr. Tackleton; and that she would not say 2 
great many other things which she did say, at great length. 

: Finally, she delivered it as the general result of her ob- 
servation and experience, that those marriages in which 
there was least of what was romantically and sillily called 
love, were always the happiest; and that she anticipated 
the greatest possible amount of bliss—not rapturous bliss; 
but the solid, steady-going article—from the approaching 
nuptials. She concluded by informing the company that to- 
morrow was the day she had lived for, expressly; and that when it was over, she would desire nothing better than to be packed up and disposed of, in any genteel place of burial. _ As these remarks were quite unanswerable: which is the happy property of all remarks that are sufficiently wide of the purpose: they changed the current of the con- versation, and diverted the general attention to the Veal and Ham-Pie, the cold mutton, the potatoes, and the tart. In order that the bottled beer might not be slighted, John Peerybingle proposed To-morrow: the Wedding-Day; and called upon them -to drink a bumper to it, before he pro- ceeded on his journey. ° 
~ For you ought to know that he only rested there, and gave the old horse a bait. He had to go some four or five miles farther on; and: when he returned in the evening, he called for Dot, and took another rest on his way home. This was the order of the day on all the Pic-Nie occasions, and had been, ever since their institution. 
There were two persons present, beside the bride and bridegroom elect, who did but indifferent honour to the toast. One of these was Dot, too flushed and discomposed to adapt herself to any small occurrence of the moment; the other, Bertha, who rose up hurriedly, before the rest, and eit the table. mo 

_ wood bye!” said stout John Peerybinele. pulling on his dreadnought coat. “I shall be back at the old time. Good bye all!” | oo ' “Good bye, John,” returned Caleb. : He seemed to say it by rote, and to wave his hand in the Same unconscious manner; for he stood observing Bertha with an anxious wondering face, that never altered. its expression. . ue, 
._ Good bye, young shaver!” said the jolly Carrier, bend- ing down to kiss the child; which Tilly Slowboy, now in:
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tent upon her knife and fork, had deposited asleep (and 
strange to say, without damage) in a little cot of Bertha’s 
furnishing; “good bye! Time ‘will come, I suppose; when 
you'll turn out into the cold, my little friend, and leave 
your old father to enjoy his pipe and his rheumatics in the 
chimney-corner; eh? “Where’s Dot?.”".: . So , 
“Tm here, John!” she said, starting.’ Soe 
“Come, come!” returned the Carrier, clapping his sound- 

ing hands. . “¢ Where’s the pipe?” cee 
“I quite forgot the pipe, John.” . re me 
Forgot the pipe!.. Was. such a wonder ever heard off 

She! Forgot the pipe! Do boa 
“TH—VI1 fill it directly. - It’s:‘soon done.” -.-_ : 
But it was not so soon done, either. - It lay in the:usual 

place; the Carrier’s dreadnought pocket; with the little 
pouch, her own work, from which she was used to fill it; 
but her hand shook so, that she entangled it (and yet her 
hand was small enough to have come out easily, I am sure), 
and bungled terribly. The filling of the pipe and lighting 
it; those little offices in which I have commended her dis- 
cretion, if you recollect; were vilely done, from first to 
last. During the whole process, Tackleton stood looking 
on maliciously with the half-closed eye; which, whenever 
it met hers—or caught it, for it can hardly be said to have 
ever met another eye: rather being a kind of trap to snatch 
it up—augmented her confusion in a most remarkable de- 

ee, Le : nr 
a Why, what a-clumsy Dot you are, this afternoon!” 

‘said John. “I could have done it better myself, I verily 
believe!” - Coe a Te ! 
With these good-natured words, he strode away; and. 

presently was heard, in company with Boxer, and the old 
horse, and the cart, making lively music down ‘the road. 
What time the dreamy Caleb still stood, watching his Blind 
Daughter, with the same expression on his face. | - 
“Bertha!” said Caleb, softly. “ovbat pas happened? 

How changed you are, my darling, in a few ours—sin 
this moming. "You silent and dull all day!: What is it? 

. Tell me!” me 
“Oh father, father!” cried the Blind Girl, bursting in 

tears. “Oh my hard, hard fate!” - 
Caleb drew his hand across his eyes before he answered. 

her, es
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“But think how cheerful and how happy you have been, Bertha! How good, and how much loved, by many people.” “That strikes me to the heart, dear father! ‘Always so mindful of me! Always so.kind to me!” -. . . ‘Caleb was very much perplexed to understand her,” “To be—to be blind, Bertha, my poor dear,” he faltered, “is a great affliction; but——”. "= ott oe --“T:- have never felt it!” cried the Blind Girl.» “I have never felt it, in its fulness. Never! I have sometimes wished that I could see you, or could see him; only onee, dear father; only for one little minute; that I might know what it is I treasure up,” she laid her hands upon her breast, “and hold’ here! That I might be sure I have it right! And “sometimes (but then I was a child) I have wept, ‘in my ‘prayers at night, to think that when your images ascended from my heart to Heaven, they might not be the true resemblance of yourselves. ' But I have never had these feelings long. They have passed away and left me tranquil and contented.” ~ - co ~ “And they will again,” said Caleb. “But father! Oh my good, gentle father, bear with me, if Iam wicked!” said the Blind Girl. “This is not the Sorrow that'so weighs me down!” - , Her father could not choose but let his moist eyes over- flow; she was so earnest and pathetic. But he did not un- derstand her, yet. . ' So “Bring her to me,” said Bertha. “TI cannot hold it closed and shut within myself.- Bring her to me, fa- ther!™ os - She knew he hesitated, and said, “May. Bring May!” May heard the mention of her name, and coming quietly towards. her, touched her on the arm. . ‘The Blind Girl turned immediately, and held her by both hands. “Look into my face, Dear heart, Sweet heart!” said Bertha. “Read it with our beautiful eyes, and tell me if the Truth is written on it.’ y - “Dear Bertha, Yes!” 
co The Blind Girl, still upturning the blank sightless face, down which the tears were coursing fast, addressed her in . these words: : oS “There is not, Jn my Soul, a wish or thought that is not for your good, bright May! There is not, in my Soul, a Grateful recollection Stronger than the deep remembrance
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which is stored there, of the many times when, in'the full 
pride of Sight and Beauty, you have had consideration for 
Blind Bertha, even when we two were children, or when 
Bertha was as much a child as ever blindness can be! 
Every blessing on your head! Light upon your happy 
course! Not the less, my dear May;” and she drew to- 
wards her, in a closer grasp; “not the less, my bird, be 
cause, to-day, the knowledge that you are to be His wife 
has wrung my heart almost to breaking! Father, May, 
Mary! oh forgive me that it is so, for the sake of all he 
has done to relieve the weariness of my dark life: and for 
the sake of the belief you have-in me, when I call. Heaven 
to witness that I could not wish him: married toa wife 
more worthy of his Goodness!” . So 

. While speaking, she had released May Fielding’s hands, 
and clasped her garments in an attitude of mingled suppli- 
cation and love. Sinking lower and lower down, as she 
proceeded in her strange confession, she dropped at last at 
the feet of her friend, and hid. her blind face in the folds 
of her dress. - an a, 

“Great Power!” exclaimed her father, smitten at one 
blow with the truth, “have I deceived her from her cradle, 
but to break her heart atlast!?. 9.5 Coo 

It was well for all of them that Dot, that beaming, use- 

ful, busy little Dot-—for such she was, whatever faults she 
had, and however you may learn to hate: her, in good time 
—it was well for all of them, I say, that she was there: or 
where this would have ended, it were hard to tell. But, 
Dot, recovering her self-possession, interposed, before May - 
could reply, or Caleb say another word. . 
“Come come, dear Bertha! come away with me! Give 

her your arm, May. So! ‘How composed she is, you see, 
already; and how good itis of her to mind us, said the 
cheery little woman, kissing her upon the forehead. ‘ “Come 
away, dear Bertha! Come! and here’s her good father 
will come with her; won’t you, Caleb? To—be—sure! 

Well, well! she was a’ noble little Dot in such things, 
and it must have been an obdurate nature that could have 
withstood her influence.- When she had got poor Caleb 
and his Bertha away, that they might comfort and console 
each other, as she knew they only could, she presently 
came bouncing back,—the saying is, as fresh as any daisy; 
I say fresher—to mount guard over. that bridling little
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piece of consequence in the cap and gloves, and prevent the dear old creature from making discoveries, vo “So bring me the precious Baby, Tilly,” said she, draw- ing a chair to the fire; “and while I have it in my lap, here’s Mrs.. Fielding, Tilly, will tell me all about the man- agement of Babies, and put me right. in twenty points where I’m as wrong as can be. Won’t you, Mrs. Fielding? ” ‘Not even the Welsh Giant, who according to the popular ‘expression, was‘so “slow ” as to perform a fatal surgical ‘operation upon himself, in’ emulation of a juggling-trick achieved by his arch-enemy at breakfast-time; not even he fell half so réadily into the Snare prepared for him, as the old lady did into this ‘artful Pitfall. The fact of Tackle- ‘ton having walked out; and furthermore, of: two or three ‘people having been talking together at a distance, for two minutes, leaving her ‘to ‘her own resources; was quite 

for four-and-twenty hours, But this becoming deference ‘to her experience, on the part of the young mother, was so irresistible, ‘that after a short affectation of humility, she 

had been an Infant Samson... -. ‘ To change the theme, Dot did a little needlework—she “carried the contents of a whole workbox in her pocket; however she contrived it, Z don’t know—then did a little nursing; then’a little more needlework; then had a little whispering chat with May, while the old: lady dozed; and So in little bits of bustle, which was quite her manner al- - Ways, found 1t a very short afternoon, Then, as it grew dark, and as it was a solemn part of this Institution of the Pic-Nic that she should perform all Bertha’s household ‘tasks, she trimmed the fire, and swept the hearth, and set the tea-board out, and drew the curtain, and lighted a ‘candle, ‘Then, she played an air or two on a rude kind of harp, which Caleb had contrived for. Bertha; and played them very well;- for Nature had made her delicate little ear as choice a one for music as it would have been for jewels, if she had had any towear. By this time it was the estab-
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lished hour for having tea; and Tackleton came back again; to share the meal, and spend theevening, == 

Caleb and Bertha had returned some time before, and Caleb had sat down to his afternoon’s work. But he couldn’t settle to it, poor fellow, being anxious and re- morseful for his daughter. It was touching to see him sitting idle on his workihg-stool, regarding her so wist- fully; and always saying in his face, “Have I decéived her from her eradle, but to break her heart!” 
When it was night; and tea was done, and Dot had 

nothing more to do in washing up the cups and saucers; in 
a word—for I must come to it, and there is no ise in put- 
ting it off—when the time drew nigh for expecting the Car- 
Tier’s return in every sound of distant wheels; her manner 
changed again; her colour came and went; and she was 
very restless. Not as good wives are, when listening for | 
their husbands. No; no, no. It was another sort of rest- lessness from that. : Co 

Wheels heard. - A horse’s feet.. The barking of a dog. 
The gradual approach. of all the sounds. The scratching 
paw of Boxer at the door! oS . 
“Whose step is that!” cried Bertha, starting up. - 
“Whose step?” returned the Carrier, standing in the 

‘portal, with his brown face ruddy as a winter berry from the keen night air,  “ Why, mine.” . : 
“The other step,” said Bertha. “The man’s tread be- 

hind you!” . : 7 a 
“She is not to be deceived,” observed the Carrier, laugh- 

ing. “Come along, Sir. You'll be welcome, never 
ear!?? os . 
He spoke in a loud tone; and as ‘he spoke, the deaf old Sentleman entered. Se _ ; 
“He’s not so much a stranger, that you haven’t seen 

him once, Caleb,” said the Carrier. “You'll give him 
house-room till we go?” ” oo yy 

“Oh surely John; and take itasan’honour.” _— 
“He’s the best company on earth, to talk secrets in, 

said John. “I have reasonable good lungs, but he tries 
’em, I ean tell you. Sit down, Sir. All friends here, and 
glad to see you! : ot s When he had imparted this assurance, in a voice that 
amply corroborated what he had said about his lungs, he added in his natural tone, “ A chair in the chimney-corner,
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and leave to sit quite silent and look pleasantly about him, is all he cares for. He’s easily pleased.” 
- Bertha had been listening intently. She called Caleb to her side, when he had set the chair, and asked him, in a low voice, to describe their visitor. When he had done so (truly now; .with scrupulous fidelity), she moved, for the rst time since he had come in; and sighed; and seemed to have no further interest concerning him. 
The Carrier was in high Spirits, good fellow that he was; and fonder of his little wife than ever, Sl “A clumsy Dot she was, this afternoon! ” he said, encir- cling her with his rough arm, as she stood, removed from the rests “and yet I like her Somehow. See yonder, ‘ot? 

. , :_ He pointed to the old man. She looked down. I think she trembled. ; - . “He’s—ha ha ha!—he’s full of admiration for you!” said the Carrier. “Talked of nothing else, the whole way here. Why, he’s a brave old boy.. I like-him for it!” “I wish he had had a better Subject, John;” she said, with an uneasy glance about the oom; at Tackleton espe- Cally, 
, “A better subject!” cried the. jovial John. “There’s no such thing. Come! off with the great-coat, off with the thick shaw], off with the heavy wrappers! and a cosy half- hour by the fire! My humble service, Mistress. A game at cribbage, you. and I? That?s hearty. The cards and board, Dot. " And a glass of beer here, if there’s any left, small wife!” 
o His challenge was addressed to the old lady, who ac- cepting it with gracious readiness, they were soon engaged upon the game. At first, the Carrier looked about him Sometimes, with a smile, or now and then called Dot to peep over his shoulder at his hand, and advise him on some knotty point. _ But his adversary being a rigid disciplina- Tian, and subject to an occasional weakness in respect of Pegging more than she was entitled to, required such vigi- lance on his part, as left him neither eyes nor ears to spare. ' Thus, his whole attention gradually became absorbed upon the cards;.and he thought of nothing else, until a hand upon his shoulder restored him to a consciousness of Tack- mn. 

, : 
“Tam sorry to disturb you—but a word, directly.”
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_ “Dm going-to deal,”-returned the Carrier. “It’s a 
erisis.” co Be 

’ “Jt is,” said Tackleton: “Come here, man!” 
' There was that in- his pale face which made the other 

tise immediately, and ask him; in a hurry, what the matter 
was, ; fo. oo 
““Hush! John Peerybingle,” said Tackleton: “I am 
sorry for this. Iam indeed. I have been afraid of it. I 
have suspected it.from the first.” ; 

. “What is it?” asked the Carrier, with a frightened 
aspect. v - as 
“Hush! I'll show you, if you’ll come with me.” © 
The Carrier accompanied him, without another word. 
They went across a yard, where the stars were shining; 
and by a little side door, into Tackleton’s own counting- 
house, where there was a glass window, commanding the’ 
Ware-room: which was closed for the night.. There was no 
light in the counting-house itself, but there were lamps in 
the long narrow ware-room; and consequently the window 
was bright. 

“A moment!” -said Tackleton.’ “Can you bear to look 
through that window, do you think?” 
“Why not?” returned the Carrier. a 
“A moment more,” said Tackleton.:- “Don’t commit 

any violence. It’s of no use. It’s dangerous too. You’re 
2 strong-made man; and you might do Murder before you 
know it,” — ; 

The Carrier looked him in the face, and recoiled a step 
as if he had been struck. In one stride he was at the win- 

ow, and he saw— 
“Oh Shadow on the Hearth! Oh truthful Cricket! Oh 
Perfidious Wife! De 

He saw her, with the old man; old no longer, but erect 
and gallant: bearing-in his hand the false white hair that 
had won his way into their desolate and miserable home. 
He saw her listening to him, as he bent his head to whis- 
Per in her-ear; and suffering him to clasp her round the 
Waist, as they moved slowly down the dim wooden gallery — 

. towards the door by which they had entered it. . He saw 
them stop, and saw her turn—to have the face, the face he 
loved so, so presented to his view !—and saw her, with her. 
own hands, adjust the Lie upon his head, laughing, as she 
did it, at his unsuspicious nature!
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He clenched his strong right hand at first, as if it would 
have beaten down a lion. But opening it immediately again, he spread it out before. the eyes of Tackleton (for he 
was tender of her, even then), and so, as they passed out, 
fell down upon a desk, and was as weak as any infant. He was wrapped up to the chin, ‘and busy with his horse: and parcels, when she came into the room, prepared for going home. - tu as “Now John, dear! Good night, May! “Good night, Bertha! ?’. : ee . Could she kiss them? Could she be blithe and cheerful in her parting? Could she venture to reveal her face to them without a blush? Yes. Tackleton observed her closely; and she did all this. , Tilly was hushing the baby; and she crossed and re- crossed Tackleton, a dozen times, repeating drowsily: “Did the knowledge that it was to be its wifes, then, wring its hearts almost to breaking; and did its fathers de- ceive it from its cradles but to break its hearts at last!” “Now Tilly, give me the Baby. Good night, Mr. Tack- leton. Where’s John, for Goodness’ sake? ” , “He’s going to walk, beside the horse’s head,” said Tackleton; who helped her to her seat, “My dear John. Walk? To-night?” oo The muffled figure of her husband made a hasty sign in the affirmative; and the false stranger and the little nurse being in their places, the old horse moved off. Boxer, the unconscious Boxer, running on before, running back, Ju- ning round and round the cart, and barking as trium- phantly and merrily as ever, 
When Tackleton -had gone off. likewise, escorting May and her mother home, poor Caleb sat down by the fire be- side his daughter; anxious and remorseful at the core; and still saying in his wistful contemplation of her, “Have L received her from her cradle, but to break her heart at ast!”?. 7 : “ The toys that had been set in motion for the Baby, had all stopped and run down, long ago. In the faint light and Silence, the imperturbably calm dolls; the agitated vocking-horses with distended eyes and nostrils; the old gentlemen at the street doors, standing, half doubled up, upon their’ failing knees and ankles; the wry-faced nut-. crackers; the very Beasts upon their way into the Ark, in.
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twos, like a Boarding-School out walking; might have been imagined to be stricken motionless with fantastic wonder, at Dot being false, or Tackleton beloved, under any ¢oin- bination of circumstances. - ~~ SO . 

  

CHIRP THE’. THIRD. 

Tue Dutch clock in the corner strick Ten, when the Car- 
rier sat down by his fireside. . So troubled and grief-worn, 
that he seemed to scare the Cuckoo, who, having cut his 
ten melodious announcements as short as possible, plunged back into the Moorish Palace again, and clapped his little door behind him, as if the unwonted spectaclé: were too 
much for his feelings. ne ee 

If the little Haymaker had been armed with the sharpest 
of seythes, and’ had cut at évery stroke into the Carrier’s 
heart, he never could have gashed and wounded it, as Dot 
had done. pO Ts 

It was a heart so full of love for her; so bound up and 
held together by innumerable threads of winning remem- 
brance, spun from the daily working of her many quali- 
ties of endearment; it was a heart in which she hdd en- 
shrined herself so’ gently and so closely; a, heart so single 
and so earnest in its Truth: so’ strong in right, so weak in 
wrong: that it could cherish neither passion nor revenge 
4 first, and had only room to hold the broken image of its ol: arian 

. But slowly, ‘slowly; as the Carrier sat brooding on his 
hearth, now cold and dark; other and fiercer thoughts be- 
gan to rise within him, as an angry wind comes rising in 
the night. The Stranger’ ivas beneath ‘his outraged roof. 
Three steps would take him to hid chamber-door. One 
blow would beat it in. “You might do Murder before you 
know it,” Tackleton hid said.:- How could it’ be Murder, 
if he gave the. Villain time to, grapple with him'hand to 
hand!" He was the younger man. © 

_ it was an ill-timed thought, bad for’ the dark mood of 
his mind. It was an angry thought, goading him to some 
avenging act, that should change tlie cheerful house into a 
haunted place which lonely travellers would dread to pass
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by night; and where the timid would see shadows strug- 
gling in the ruined windows when the moon was dim, an 
hear wild noises in the stormy weather. vo 

He was the younger man! ‘Yes, yes; some lover who 
had won the heart that he had never touched. Some lover 
of her early choice: of whom she had thought and dreamed : 

* for whom she had pined and pined: when he had fancied. 
her so happy by his side.. Oh agony to think of it! 

She had, been above stairs with the Baby, getting it to 
bed. As he sat brooding on the hearth, she came close be- 
side. him, without his knowledge—in the turning of the 
rack of his great misery, he lost all other sounds—and put _ 
her little stool at his feet. He only knew it, when he felt 
her hand upon his own, and saw her looking up into his 
face. ; 

_ With wonder? .No.* It was his first impression, and he 
was fain to look at her again, to set itright. No, not with 
wonder. With an eager and inquiring look; but not with 
wonder... At first it was.alarmed and serious; then it 
changed into a strange, wild, dreadful smile of recognition 
of his thoughts; then there was nothing but her clasped. 
hands on her brow, and her bent head, and falling hair. 
. Though the power of Omnipotence had been his to wield 
at that moment, he had too much of its Diviner property 
of Mercy in his breast, to have turned one feather’s weight - 
of it against her. But he could not bear to see her crouch- 
ing down upon the little seat where he had often looked on 
her, with love and pride; so innocent and gay; and when 
she rose and left him, sobbing as she went, he felt it a re- 
lief to have the vacant place beside him rather than her so- 
long cherished presence. This in itself was anguish keener 
than all: reminding him how desolate he was become, and. 
how the great bond of his life was rent asunder. . 

-The more he felt this, and the more he knew he could 
have better borne to see her lying prematurely dead before: 
him with their little child-upon her breast, the higher and 

. the stronger rose his wrath against his enemy. He looked. 
about him for a weapon, >. So, voy 

There was a Gun, hanging on the wall. He took it 
down, and. moved a pace or two towards the door of the. 
perfidious Stranger’s room. He knew the Gun was loaded. 
Some shadowy idea that it was just to shoot this man like 
a Wild Beast, seized him, and dilated in his mind until it.
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grew into a monstrous demon in complete possession of 
him, casting out all milder thoughts and setting up its un- 
divided empire. : - That phrase is wrong. Not casting out his milder 
thoughts, but artfully transforming them. Changing them 
into scourges to drive him on. Turning water into blood, 
Love into hate, Gentleness into blind ferocity. Her image, 
sorrowing, humbled, but still pleading to his tenderness 
and mercy with resistless power, never left his mind; but 
staying there, it urged him to the door; raised the weapon’ 
to his shoulder; fitted and nerved his finger to the trigger; 
and cried “Kill him! In his bed!” 

' He reversed the Gun to beat the stock upon the door; . 
he already held it lifted in the air; some indistinct design 
was in his thoughts of calling out to him to fly, for God’s 
sake, by the window— 

- When, suddenly, the struggling fire illumined the whole: 
chimney with a glow of light; and the Cricket on the 
Hearth began to chirp! sO . 

No sound he could have heard; no human voice, not 
even hers; could so have moved and softened him. The 
artless words in which she had told him of her love for this 
same Cricket, were’ once more freshly spoken; her trem-: 
bling, earnest manner at the moment, was again before 
him; her pleasant voice—Oh what a voice it was, for mak- 
ing household music at the fireside of an honest man!— 
thrilled through and through his better nature, and awoke 
it into life and action. oe 

He recoiled from the door, like a man walking in his. 
Sleep, awakened from a frightful dream; and put the Gun 
aside. Clasping his hands before his face, he then sat 
down again beside the fire, and found relief in tears. 

The Cricket on the Hearth came out into the room, and 
Stood in Fairy shape beforehim. 

: “*T love it,’” said the Fairy Voice, repeating what he 
well remembered, “‘ for the many times I -have heard it, 
and the many thoughts its harmless music has given 
me,’ ” | 7 ee 

- “She said so!” cried the Carrier. “True!” 
- “¢Phis has been a’ happy Home, John; and I love the 
Cricket for its sake!?” - a 

“It has been, Heaven knows,” returned the Carrier. - 
“She made it happy, always,—until now.” . Los
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“So gracefully sweet-tempered; so domestic, joyful, 
busy, and light-hearted!” said the Voice. _. 

“Otherwise I never could have loved her as I did,” re- 
turned.the Carrier. - 

The Voice, correcting him, said “do.” - 
. The Carrier repeated “as I did.” But not firmly. His- 

faltering tongue resisted his control, and would speak in 
its own. way, for itself and him. Ct oo, 

The Figure, in an attitude of invocation, raised its hand _ 
and said: , Po : 

“Upon your own hearth 2? ae : 
“The hearth she has blighted,” interposed the Carrier, _ 
“The hearth she has—how often!—blessed and bright- 

ened,” said the Cricket: “the hearth which, but for her,- 
were only a few stones and bricks: and rusty bars, but 
which has been, through her, the Altar of your Home; on, 
which you have nightly sacrificed some petty passion, 
selfishness, or care, and offered up the homage of a tran-, 
quil mind, a trusting nature, and an overflowing heart; so 
that the smoke from this poor chimney has gone upward 
with a. better fragrance than the richest incense that is 
burnt before the richest shrines in all.the gaudy Temples 
of this World!—Upon your own hearth; in its quiet sanc-. 
tuary; surrounded by its gentle influences and associations; 
hear her!. Hear me! Hear everything that speaks the 
language of your hearth and home!” 

“And pleads for her?” inquired the Carrier. 
“All things that speak the language of your hearth and home, must plead for her!” returned the Cricket. “For they speak the Truth.” __ ; And while the ‘Carrier, with his head upon his hands, continued to sit meditating in his chair, the Presence. 

stood beside him; ‘suggesting his reflections by its power, and presenting them before him, as in a Glass or Picture. 
It was not a solitary Presence. From the hearth-stone, from the chimney; from the clock, the pipe, the kettle, and the cradle; from the floor, the walls, the ceiling, and the stairs; from the cart without, and the cupboard within, and the household implements; from every thing and every place with which she had ever been familiar, and with which she had ever entwined one recollection of herself in her unhappy husband’s mind; Fairies came trooping forth. Not to stand beside him as the Cricket did, but to busy 
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THE VACANT STOOL 

He sat down again beside the fire, and found relief in tears. 

7*
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and bestir themselves. Todo all honour to Her image. 
To pull him by the skirts, and point to it when it appeared. 
To cluster round it, and embrace it, and strew flowers for 
it to tread on. To try to crown its fair head with their 
tiny hands. To show that they were fond of it and loved 
it; and that there was not one ugly, wicked, or accusatory 
ereature to claim knowledge of it—none but their playful 
and approving selves. = ae 
nus thoughts were constant to herimage. It was always 

there. ; , 
She sat plying her needle, before the fire, and singing to 

herself. Sucha blithe, thriving, steady little Dot! ..The 
fairy figures turned.upon him all at once, by one consent,’ 
with one prodigious concentrated stare; and seemed to say 
“Ts this the light wife you are mourning for!” . - 

There were sounds of: gaiety: outside: musical instru- 
ments, and noisy: tongues,- and laughter. : A crowd of 
young merry-makers came pouring in; among whom were 
May Fielding and a score of pretty girls. Dot was the 
-fairest of them all; as young as any of them too. They 
came to summon her to join their party. It was a dance. 

If ever little foot were made for dancing, hers was, surely. 

But she laughed, and shook her head,.and pointed to her 

cookery on the fire, and her table ready spread: with an 

exulting defiance that rendered her more charming than 

she was before. And soshe merrily dismissed them: nod- 

ding to her would-be partners, one by one, as they passed 

out, with a comical indifference, enough to make them go 

and drown themselves immediately if they were her ad- 

mirers—and ‘they must have been so, more or less; they 

couldn’t help it. And yet indifference was not her char- 

acter. Oh no!: For presently, there came a certain Car- 

tier to the door; and_ bless her-what a welcome she be- 

stowed upon him! ©.” mo 
Again the staring figures turned upon him ‘all at once, 

and seemed to say “Is this the wife who has forsaken 

ou!” oe ' “ey, : 
7 A shadow fell upon the mirror or the picture: call it 

what you will. A great shadow of the Stranger, as he first 

stood underneath their’ roof; covering its surface, and 

blotting out all other objects.” But the nimble Fairies 

‘svyorked like Bees to clear it off again; and Dot again was 

there. Still bright and beautiful. co
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Rocking her little Baby in its cradle 3 Singing toit softly; and resting her head upon a shoulder which had its coun: terpart.in the musing figure by which the Fairy Cricket stood. . oO Oo .. The night—TI. mean the real night: not going by Fairy clocks—was wearing now; and in this stage of the Carrier’s thoughts, the moon burst out, and shone brightly in the sky. Perhaps some calm and quiet light had risen also, in his mind; ‘and he could think more soberly of what had happened. ; . Lo : Although - the shadow of the Stranger fell at intervals upon the glass—always distinct, and big, and thoroughly defined—it never fell so darkly as at first. Whenever it appeared, the, Fairies uttered. a general ery of con- sternation, and plied their little arms and legs, with in- conceivable activity, to. rb ‘it out. ‘And whenever they got at -Dot again, and showed her: to him ‘once more, bright and ‘beautiful, they. cheered in the most inspiring manner, ooh ee They never showed. her, otherwise than beautiful and. bright, for they were Household Spirits to whom Falsehood is annihilation; and being so, what Dot was there for them, but the one active, beaming, pleasant little creature who had been the light and sun of the Carrier’s Home! The Fairies were prodigiously excited when they showed her, with the Baby, gossiping among a knot of sage old ma- trons, and affecting to be wondrous old and matronly her- self, and leaning ina staid, demure old way upon her hus- . band’s arm, attempting—she! such a bud of a little woman —to convey the idea of having abjured the vanities of the world in general, and of being the sort of person to whom _ it was no novelty at all to be a mother; yet in the same breath, they showed her, laughing at the.Carrier for. being awkward, and pulling up his shirt-collar to make him smart, and mincing merrily about that very room to teach him how to dance, at Joos They turned, and stared immensely at him when’ they showed: her with the Blind Girl; for though she carried cheerfulness and animation with her, wheresoever she went, she bore those influences into Caleb Plummer’s home, heaped up and Tunning over. ‘The Blind Girl’s love for her, and trust in her, and gratitude. to her; her own good "sy way of setting Bertha’s thanks aside; her dexterous
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little arts for filling up each moment of the visit in doing 
something useful to the house, and really working hard 
avhile feigning to make holiday; her bountiful provision of 
those standing delicacies, the Veal and Ham-Pie and the 
bottles of Beer; her radiant little face arriving.at the door, 
and taking leave; the wonderful expression in her whole 
self, from her neat foot to the crown of her head, of being 
a part of the establishment—a something necessary to 
it, which it couldn’t be without; all this the Fairies rev- 
elled in, and loved her for.. And once again they looked 
upon him all at once, appealingly; and seemed to say, 
while some among them nestled in her dress and fon- 
dled her, “Is this the Wife who has betrayed your confi- 
dence!” _ oO : 

More than onee, or twice, or thrice, in the long thought- 
ful night, they showed her to him sitting on her favourite 
seat, with her bent head, her hands clasped on her brow, 
her falling hair.. As he had seen her last. And when they 
found her thus, they neither turned nor looked upon him, 
but gathered close round her, and comforted and kissed 
her: and pressed on one another to show sympathy and 
kindness to her: and forgot him altogether. . 
' Thus the night passed. The moon went down; ‘the star: 
grew pale; the cold day broke; the sun rose. The Carrier 
still sat, musing, in the chimney corner. He had sat there, 
with his head upon his hands, all night. All night the 
faithful Cricket had been Chirp, Chirp, Chirping on the 
Hearth. All night he had listened to its voice. All night, 
the household Fairies had been busy with him. All night, 
she had been amiable and blameless in the Glass, except 
when that one shadow fell upon it. 
. He rose up when it was broad day, and washed and 
dressed himself. He couldn’t go about his customary 
cheerful avocations; he wanted spirit for them; but it 
mattered the less, that it was.Tackleton’s wedding-day, 
and he had arranged to make his rounds by proxy. He 
had thought to have gone merrily to church with Dot. But 
such plans were at anend. It was their own wedding-day 
too. Ah! how little he had looked for such a close to such 
a year! ; . , 
The Carrier expected that Tackleton would pay him an 

early visit; and he was right. He had not walked to and 
fro before his own door, many minutes, when he saw the
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. Toy-merchant coming in his chaise along the road. -As the chaise drew nearer, he perceived that Tackleton was dressed out sprucely, for his. marriage: and had: decorated his horse’s:-head with flowers and favours, '. | . The. horse looked much more like-a Bridegroom than Tackleton:: whose half-closed eye was more disagreeably “expressive than ever.. But the Carrier took little heed of this. . His thoughts had other occupation. me, - “John Peerybingle! ”-said Tackleton, with an air of con- dolence. “My good fellow, how do you find yourself this morning? ” es Se ee : “I have had ‘but a poor night, Master Tackleton,” re- turned the Carrier, shaking his head: “for I have been a good deal disturbed in my mind. But it’s over now! an you spare. me’ half-an-hour or so, for some private talk?” . ne Co, ; . “I. came on purpose,” returned Tackleton, alighting. “Never'mind the horse. : He’ll stand quiet enough, with the reins over this post, if. you’ll give him a mouthful of ay. Pg : The Carrier having brought it from his stable and: set it before him, they turned into'the house, | - : “You are not married before noon?” he said, “I think? ” - “No,” answered Tackleton.. « Plenty of time. - Plenty of time.” | so , a , _ When they entered the kitchen, Tilly Slowboy was rap- pig at the Stranger’s door; which was only removed from it by a few steps. One of her very red eyes (for Tilly had been crying all night long, because her mistress cried) was at the keyhole; and she was knocking very loud; . and seemed frightened. oo Dt — “Tf you please I can’t make nobody hear,” said Tilly, looking round, “T hope nobody an’t gone and been and died if you please! ” uo ee ~~ This philanthropic wish, Miss Slowboy emphasised with various new raps and kicks at the door; which led to no result whatever, ou.....-00: | mo Bo “ Shall IT go?. ”. said Tackleton, “ It’s curious,” . _ The Carrier, who had turned his face from the door, signed to -him to go if he would. so , _So Tackleton went to Tilly Slowboy’s relief; and he too kicked and knocked; and he too failed to get the least re- ply. But he thought of trying the handle of the door; and-
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as it opened easily, he peeped in, looked in, went in; and s00n Came running out again, -. on . 
“ John Peerybingle,” said Tackleton, in hisear, “I hope there has been nothing—nothing rash in the night.” _ . 
The Carrier turned upon him quickly... os 
“Because he’s gone!” said Tackleton; “and the-win- 

dow’s open. ' I don’t see any marks—to be sure it’s almost 
on a level with the garden: but I was afraid there might 
have been some—some scuffle. ::Eh?”. > °- . 

He nearly shut up the expressive eye altogether; he 
looked at him so hard: And he gave his eye, and his face, 
and his whole person,’a sharp twist. As if he would have 
screwed the truth out of him. ot, ae 
“Make yourself easy,” said the Carrier. “He went into 

that room last night, without harm in word or deed from 
me; and no one has entered it since. He is away of his 
own free will. I'd go out gladly at that door, and beg my 
bread from house to house, for life, if I could so change 
the past that he had never come. But he has come and 
gone. And I have done with him!” — mo 
“Oh!—Well, I think he has got off pretty easy,” said 

Tackleton, takingachair. 0. 3: 
The sneer was lost upon the Carrier, who sat‘down too: 

and shaded his face with his hand, for some little time, 
before proceeding. ot , - 

“You showed me last night,” he.said at length, “my 
wife; my wife that I love; secretly a . : 

“ And tenderly,” insinuated Tackleton.. a : 
-“Conniving at that man’s disguise, and giving him op- 

portunities of meeting her alone. I think there’s no sight 
I wouldn’t have rather seen than that. I think there’s no 
man in the world I wouldn’t have rather had to show: it 
me.” coe oo 

“T confess to having had my suspicions always,” said 
Tackleton. “And that.has*made me objectionable here, 
Iknow.” : Co _ ct 

“But as you did show it me,” pursued the Carrier, not 
minding-him; “‘and as you saw her; my wife; my wife 
that I love ”—his voice, and eye, and ‘hand, grew steadier 

‘and firmer as he repeated these words: evidently in pursu- 
ance of a steadfast purpose—“as you saw her at this dis- 
advantage, it is right and just that you should also see 
with my eyes, and look into my breast, and know what my 
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mind-is, upon the subject. For it’s settled,” said the Car- 
rier, regarding him attentively. “And nothing can shake 
itnow.” — , 

Tackleton muttered afew general words of assent, about 
its being necessary to vindicate something or other; but he 
was overawed by the manner of his companion. Plain 
and unpolished as it was, it had a something dignified and 
noble in it, which nothing but the soul of: generous Hon- 
our, dwelling in the man, could have imparted. 
“Tam a plain, rough man,” pursued the Carrier, “with 

very little to recommend me. I am not a clever man, as 
you very well know. Iam nota young man. I loved my 
little Dot, because I had seen her grow up, from a child, 
in her father’s house; because I knew how precious she 
was; because she had been. my Life, for years and years. 
There’s many men I can’t compare with, who never could 
have loved my little Dot like me, I think!” - 

He paused, and softly beat the ground a short time with 
his foot, before resuming: —_, 

“I often thought that though I wasn’t good enough for 
her, I should make her a kind husband, and perhaps know 
her value better than another; and in this way I reconciled 
it to myself, and came to think it might be possible that 
we should.be married. And in the end, it came about, and. 
we were married.” . 
h “ pont ” said Tackleton, with a significant shake of his 
ead. 
“T had studied myself; I had had experience of myself; 

I knew how much I loved her, and how happy I should be,” 
pursued the Carrier. “But I had not—I feel it now— 
sufficiently considered her.” 
““To be sure,” said Tackleton. “ Giddiness, frivolity, 

fickleness, love of admiration! Not considered! All left 
out of sight!. Hah!” .-.-. _ oo 

. “You had best not interrupt me,” said the Carrier, with 
Some sternness, “till you understand me; and you’re wide 
of doing so, If, yesterday, I’d have struck that man down 
at a blow, who dared to breathe a word against her; to-day 
I'd set my foot upon his face, if he was my brother!” - ‘The Toy-merchant gazed at him in astonishment. He went on in a softer tone: - ~ SoG “Did I consider,” said the Carrier, “that I took her; at her age, and with her beauty; from her young companions,
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and the many scenes of which she was the ornament; in 
which she was the brightest little star that ever shone; to 
shut her up from day to day in my dull house, and keep 
my tedious company? Did I consider how little suited I 
was to her sprightly humour, and how wearisome a plod- 
ding man like me must be, to one of her quick spirit; did 
I consider that it was no merit in me, or claim in me, that 
T loved her, when everybody must, who knew her? Never. 
I took advantage of her hopeful nature and her cheerful 
disposition; and I married her. I wish I never had! . For 
her sake; not for mine!” ae 

The Toy-merchant gazed at him, withoutwinking. Even 
the half-shut eye was open now. . Lo , Lo 
“Heaven bless her!” said the Carrier, “for the cheerful 

constancy with which she tried to keep the knowledge of 
this from me! And Heaven help me, that, in my slow mind, 
T have not found it out before!» Poor child! ° Poor Dot! iL 
not to find it out, who have seen her eyes fill with tears, 
when such a marriage as our own was spoken of! I, who 
have seen the secret trembling on her lips a hundred times, 
and never suspected it, till last night! - Poor girl! That I 
could ever hope she would be fond of me! That I could 
ever believe she was!” . i oo 
~ “She made a show of it,” said Tackleton. “She. made 
such a show of it, that to tell you the truth it was the 
origin of my misgivings.”. ~ . . Cee 

And here he asserted the superiority of May Fielding, 
reo certainly made no sort of show of being fond of 

“She has tried,” said the’ poor Carrier, with greater emo- 
tion than he had exhibited yet; “I only now begin to know - 
how hard she has tried; to be my dutiful and zealous wife. 
How. good she has been; how much she has done; how 
brave and strong a heart she has; let the happiness I have 
known under this roof bear witness! It will be some hel 
and comfort to me, when I am here alone.” : 

“Here alone?” said: Tackleton. “Oh! Then you do 
Mean to take some notice of this?” © 5 
‘ “I mean,” returned the Carrier, “to do her the greatest 
indness, and make her.the best reparation, in my power. 

f can release her from the daily. pain of an unequal mar- 
tiage, and the struggle to conceal it. . She shall -be as free 
as I can render her.”. eT
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-. “Make her reparation!” exclaimed Tackleton, twisting . and turning his great ears with hisHands. _“ There must be something wrong here. You didn’t say that, of course.” The Carrier set his grip upon the collar of the Toy-mer- chant, and shook him like a teed. ; “Listén to me!” he said. “And take care that you hear me right.. Listen to me: Do I speak plainly?” _ ; . “Very plainly indeed,” answered Tackleton.. ' “Asif I meant it?” 0 . . “Very much as if you meant it.” - -. to, “TI sat upon that hearth, last night, all night,” exclaimed the Carrier.’ “On the spot where she has often sat beside me, with her sweet face looking into mine..-I called up her whole life, day by day; I had her dear self; in its every passage, in review before me. © And upon my soul she is in- nocent, if there is One to judge the innocent and guilty!” Staunch Cricket ‘on the Hearth! Loyal household Fairies! se Be “Passion and distrust have -left me!” said the Carrier; “and nothing but my grief remains,. In an unhappy mo- ment some old lover, better suited to her tastes and years: than I; forsaken, perhaps, for me, against her will; re- turned. In an unhappy moment: taken by surprise, and wanting time to think of what she did: she made herself a. party to his treachery, by concealing it. Last night she: saw him, in the interview we witnessed. It was wrong. But otherwise than this, she is innocent if there is Truth on earth!” ° 
“If that is your opinion ” Tackleton began. “So, let her go! ” pursued the Carrier. “Go, with. my - blessing for the many happy hours she has given me, and my forgiveness for any pang she has caused me. Let her go, and have the peace of mind I wish her! She’ll never hate me. She’ll learn to-like me better, when I’m not a drag upon her, and she wears -the chain I have riveted, more lightly. “This is the day on which I took her, with so little thought for her enjoyment, from her home. To- day she shall return to it; and I will trouble her no more. Her father and mother will be here to-day—we had made alittle plan for keeping it together—and they shall take her home. Ican trust her, there, or anywhere. She leaves. me without blame, and she will live soI am sure. If I should die—I may perhaps while she is still young; I have 
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lost some courage in a few hours—she’ll find that I re. membered her, and loved her to the last! This is the end of what you showed me. Now, it’s over!” _ “Oh no, John, not over, Do not say it’s over yet! Not quite yet. I have heard your noble words. I could not steal away, pretending to be ignorant of what has affected me with such deep gratitude. Do not say it’s over, ’till the clock has struck again!” . 
She had entered shortly after Tackleton; and had re- mained there. ‘She never looked at Tackleton, but fixed her eyes upon her husband. But she kept away from him, setting as wide a Space as possible between them; .and though she spoke with most impassioned earnestness, she went no nearer to him even then. How different in this, from her old self!. | a " “No hand can make the clock which will strike again for me the hours that are gone,” replied the Carrier, with afaint smile. “ But let it be so, if you will, my dear.’ It will strike soon. It’s of little matter what we say. Dd try to please you in a harder case than that.” - os . “Well!” muttered Tackleton. “I must be off, for when the clock strikes again, it’ll be necessary for me to be upon my way to church. Good morning, John Peerybingle. I’m sorry to be deprived of the pleasure of your company, Sorry for the loss, and the occasion of it too!” “T have spoken plainly?” said the Carrier, accompany- ing him to the door, roe “Oh quite!” ee, “And you’ll remember what I have said?” . . “Why, if you compel me to make the observation,” said Tackleton; previously taking the precaution of getting into his chaise; “I must say that it was so very unexpected, that I’m far from being likely to forget it.” a “The better for us both,” returned the Carrier, “Good bye. I give you joy!” — - ae “I wish I could give it to you,” said Tackleton, “As Ican’t; thank’ee. “Between ourselves (as I told you be- fore, eh?) I don’t much think I shall have the less joy in my married life, because May hasn’t been too officious about me, and too demonstrative. Good bye!. Take care of yourself.” . 

The Carrier stood looking after him until he was smaller in the distance than his horse’s flowers and favours near at 
8
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hand; and then, with a deep sigh, went strolling like a 
restless, broken man, among some neighbouring elms; un- 
willing to return until the clock was on-the eve of strik- 
ing. 

. . . t 

His little wife, being left alone, sobbed piteously; but 
often dried her eyes and checked herself, to say. how good 
he was, how excellent he was! and once or twice she 
laughed; so heartily, triumphantly, and incoherently (still 
crying all the time), that Tilly was quite horrified. 

“Ow if you please don’t!” said Tilly. “It’s enough to 
dead and bury the Baby, so it is if you please.” 

“Will you bring him sometimes, to see his father, Tilly,” 
inquired her mistress; drying her eyes; “when I can’t live 
here, and have gone to my old home?” 
“Ow if you please don’t!” cried Tilly, throwing back ‘her head, and bursting out into a howl; she looked at the moment uncommonly like Boxer; “Ow if you please 

don’t! Ow, what has everybody gone and been and done with everybody, .making everybody else so wretched! 
Ow-w-w-w!? 0, oy 

_ The soft-hearted Slowboy trailed off at this juncture, 
into such a deplorable howl: the more tremendous from its 
long suppression: that she must infallibly have awakened 
the Baby, and frightened him into something serious (prob- | ably convulsions), if her eyes had not encountered Caleb 
Plummer, leading in his daughter. . This spectacle restor- 
ing her to a sense of the proprieties, she stood for some few moments silent, with her mouth wide open: and then, posting off to the bed on which the Baby lay asleep, danced 
in a weird, Saint Vitus manner on the floor, and at the same time rummaged with her face and head among the bedelothes: apparently deriving much relief from those ex- 
traordinary operations. . 
“Mary!” said Bertha. -“Not at the marriage!” 
“I told her you would not be there Mum,” whispered Caleb. “T heard as much last night. But bless you,” said the little man, taking her tenderly by both hands, “Z don’t care for what they say; I don’t believe them. There an’t much of me, but that little should be torn to pieces sooner than I’d trust a-word against you!” 
He put his arms about her neck and hugged her, as a child might have hugged one of his.own dolls. “Bertha couldn’t stay at home this mornin g,” said Caleb
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“She was afraid, I know, to hear the Bells ring: and couldn’t trust herself to be so near them on their wedding- day. So we started in good time, and came here, I have been thinking of what I have done,” said Caleb, after a moment’s pause; “I have been blaming myself till I hardly knew what to do or where to turn, for the distress of mind I have caused her; and I’ve come to the conclusion that I'd better, if you’ll stay with me, Mum, the while, tell her the truth. You’ll stay with me the while?” he inquired, trembling from head to foot, “T don’t know what effect it may have upon her; I don’t know what she’ll think of me; I don’t know that she'll ever care for her poor father after- wards. But it’s best for her that she should be unde- ceived; and I must bear the consequences as I deserve!” “Mary,” said Bertha, “where is yourhand! Ah! Here itis; here it is!” pressing it to her lips, with a smile, and drawing it through her arm. “T heard them speaking softly among. themselves, last night, of some blame against you. They were wrong.” 
The Carrier’s Wife was silent. Caleb answered for her. “They were wrong,” he said. 7 “I knew it!” cried Bertha, proudly. “TI told them So. I scorned to hear a word! Blame her with justice!” she pressed the hand between her own, and the soft cheek against her face. “No! Iam not so Blind as that.” Her father went on one side of her, while Dot remained upon the other: holding her hand. ‘°° °: | “T know you all,” said Bertha, “better than you think, But none so well as her. ‘ Not even you, father. There is nothing half so real'and so true about me, as sheis. If I could be restored to sight this instant, and not a word were spoken, I could choose her from a crowd! My sister!” “Bertha, my dear!” said Caleb, “I have something on my mind I want to tell you, while we three are alone, Hear me kindly! I have a confession to make to you, my arling.” . 

“A confession, father? ” 
“T have wandered from the Trath and lost myself, my child,” said Caleb, with a pitiable expression in his be- wildered face. “I have wandered from the Truth, intend. ing to be kind to you; and have been cruel.” 
She turned her wonder-stricken face towards him, and 

Tepeated “ Cruel !.”
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“He accuses himself too strongly, Bertha,” said Dot. 
“You'll say so, presently. You’ll be the first to tell him so.” 
“He cruel to me!” cried Bertha, with a smile of incre- dulity. - co: 
“Not meaning it, my child,” said Caleb. . “But I have been; though I never suspected it, till yesterday. My - dear Blind Daughter, hear me and forgive me! The world you live in, heart of mine, doesn’t exist as I have repre- sented it. The eyes you have trusted in, have been false toyou.” | : 

- She turned her wonder-stricken face towards him still; but drew back, and clung closer to her friend. 
“Your road in life was rough, my poor one,” said Caleb, “and I meant to smooth it for you. Ihave altered objects, changed the characters of people, invented many things that never have been, to make. you happier, I have had concealments from you, put deceptions on you, God forgive me! and surrounded you with fancies.” 
“But living people are not fancies? ” she said hurriedly, and turning very pale, and stil] retiring from him. - “You can’t change them.” 
“I have done so, Bertha,” ‘pleaded Caleb. . “There is one person that you know, my Dove a “Oh father! why do'you say, I know?” she answered, in a tone of keen reproach. “What and whom do J know! Iwho have no leader! Tso miserably blind!””. Ih the anguish of her heart, she stretched out her hands, as if she were groping her way; then spread them, in a manner most forlorn and sad, upon her face. ‘The marriage that takes place to-day,” said Caleb, “is with a.stern, sordid, grinding man. A hard master. to you and me, my dear, for many years. Ugly in his looks, and in his nature. Cold and callous always. Unlike what I have painted him to you in everything, my child. In everything.” , 

_ _“Oh why,” cried the Blind Girl, tortured, as it seemed, almost. beyond endurance, “why did you ever do this! Why did you ever fill my heart so‘full, and then come in like Death, and tear away the objects of my love! Oh eaven, how blind Iam! How helpless and alone!” Her afflicted father hung his head, and offered no reply ut in his penitence and sorrow. . . 

  

C
e
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She had been but a short time in this passion of regret, when the Cricket on the: Hearth, unheard by all but her, began to chirp. Not merrily, but in a low, faint, sorrow- ing way. It was so mournful, that her tears began to flow; and when the Presence which had been beside the Carrier all night, appeared behind her, pointing to her father, they fell down like rain. 
She heard the Cricket-voice more plainly soon; and was conscious, through her blindness, of the Presence hovering about her father, 2 ET “Mary,” said the Blind Girl, “tell me what my home is. Whatittruly is.” = -: ms “Tt is a poor place, Bertha; very poor and bare indeed. The house will scarcely keep out wind and rain another winter. - It is as roughly shielded from the weather, Bertha,” Dot continued in a low, clear voice, “as your poor father in his sackeloth coat,” . 

The Blind Girl, greatly agitated, rose, and led the Car- rier’s little wife aside. : ae “Those presents that I took such care of; that came ‘al- most at my wish, and were so dearly welcome to me,” she said, trembling; “where did they come from? Did you send them? ” 
os “c No. ” 

“Who then? ” oo Dot saw she knew, already; and was silent. The Blind Girl spread her hands before her face again. But in quite another manner now. oo .. “Dear Mary, a moment. One moment! More this way. Speak softly to me. You are true, I know. You’d not de- ceive me now; would you?” oo “No, Bertha, indeed!” . Do, a “No, Lam sure'you would not. You have too much pity for me. Mary, look across the room to where we were just now; to where my father is—my father, so compassionate and loving to me—and tell me what yousee.” . “I see,” said Dot, who understood her’ well; “an old. man sitting in a chair, and leaning sorrowfully on the back, with his face resting on his hand. As if his child should comfort him, Bertha.” °° ce 
“Yes, yes. She will. Go on.” ; 
“He is an old man, worn with care and work. He isa 

Spare, dejected, thoughtful, grey-haired man. I see him
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now, despondent and bowed down, and striving against nothing. But, Bertha, I have seen him many times before; and striving hard in many ways for one great sacred ob- ject. “And I honour his grey head, and bless him!” The Blind Girl broke away from her; and throwing her- self upon her knees before him, took the grey head to her breast. ; 
“It is my sight restored. It is my sight!” she cried. “TI have been blind, and now my eyes are open. I never knew him! To think I might have died, and never truly seen the father, who has been so loving to me!” 
There were no words for Caleb’s emotion. 
“There is not a gallant figure on this earth,” exclaimed the Blind Girl, holding him in her embrace, “that I would love so dearly, and would cherish so devotedly, as this! The greyer, and more worn, the dearer, father! Never let them say I am blind again. There’s not a furrow in his face, there’s not a hair upon his head, that shall be for- gotten in my prayers and thanks to Heaven!” Caleb managed to articulate “ My. Bertha!” “And in my Blindness, I believed him,” said the girl, caressing him with tears of exquisite affection, “to be so different! And having him beside me, day by day, so mindful of me always, never dreamed of this!” “The fresh smart father in the blue coat, Bertha,” said poor Caleb. “He’s gone!” 
“Nothing is gone,” she answered. “Dearest father, no! Everything is here—in you. The father that I loved so well; the father that I never loved enough, and never knew; the Benefactor whom I first began: to reverence and love, because he had such sympathy for me; All are here myou. Nothing is dead tome. The Soul of all that was most dear to me is here—here, with the worn face, and the grey head. And Iam yor blind, father, any longer!” _Dot’s whole attention had been concentrated, during this discourse, upon the father and daughter; but looking, now, towards the little Haymaker in the Moorish meadow, she saw that the clock was within a few minutes of striking; and fell, immediately, into a nervous and excited state. “Father,” said Bertha, hesitating. “ Mary.” “Yes, my dear,” returned Caleb, “ Here she is.” “There is no change in her. You never told me any- thing of her that was not true?” 
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“T should have done it, my dear, I am afraid,” returned Caleb, “if I could have made her better than she was. But I must have changed her for the worse, if I had changed her at all. Nothing could improve her, Bertha.” 
Confident as the Blind Girl had been when she asked 

the question, her delight and pride in the reply, and her re. - newed embrace of Dot, were charming to behold. - , “More changes than you think for, may happen though, 
my dear,” said Dot. “Changes for the better, I mean; 
changes for great joy to some of us. You mustn’t let them - 
Startle you too much, if any such should ever happen, and 
affect you? Are those wheels upon the road? You’ve a 
quick ear, Bertha. Are they wheels?” — 

“Yes. Coming very fast.” 
“T—I—I know you have a quick ear,” said Dot, placing 

her hand upon her heart, and evidently talking on, as fast 
as she could, to hide its palpitating state, “because I have 
noticed it often, and because you were so quick to find out 
that strange step last night. Though why you should have 
said, as I very well recollect you did say, Bertha, ‘ Whose 
step is that!’ and why you should have taken any greater 
observation of it than of any other step, I don’t know. 
Though as I said just now, there are great changes in the 
world: great changes: and.we can’t do better than prepare 
ourselves to be surprised at hardly anything.” 

Caleb wondered what this meant; perceiving that she 
spoke to him, no less than to his daughter. He saw her, 
with astonishment, so fluttered and distressed that she 
could scarcely breathe; and holding to a chair, to save her- 
self from falling. ie : 
“They are, wheels indeed!” she .vanted. “Coming 

nearer! Nearer! ‘Very close! And now you hear them 
stopping at the garden-gate! And now you hear a step 
outside the door—the same step, Bertha, is it not!—and 
now! ?— . oO 

She uttered a wild cry of uncontrollable delight; and 
running up to Caleb put her hands upon his eyes, as a 
young man rushed into the room, and flinging away his hat 
xnto the air, came sweeping down upon them. 

“Is it over?” cried Dot. 
“Yes!” 
“ : ? PP peep ily over - |
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“Do you recollect the voice, dear Caleb? Did you ever hear the like of it before?” cried Dot. 
“If my boy inthe Golden South Americas was alive ”— said Caleb, trembling, 

: “He is alive!” shrieked Dot, removing her hands from “his eyes, and clapping them in ecstasy; “look at him! See where he stands before you, healthy and Strong! Your own dear son! Your own dear living, loving brother, Bertha!” ' All honour to the little creature for her transports! All honour to her tears and laughter, when the three were locked in one another’s arms! All honour to the hearti- hess with which she met the sunburnt sailor-fellow, with his dark streaming hair, half way, and never turned her rosy little mouth aside, but suffered him to kiss it, freely, and to press her to his bounding heart! And honour to the Cuckoo too—why. not!—for bursting out of the trap-door in the Moorish Palace like a house- breaker, and hiccoughing twelve times on the assembled . company, as if he had got drunk for joy! . The Carrier, entering, started back: and well he might: : to find himself in such good company. - “Look, John!” said Caleb, exultingly, “look here! My own boy from the Golden South Americas! My own son! Him that you fitted out, and sent away yourself; him that you were always such a friend to!” . The Carrier advanced to seize him by the hand;. but re- - coiling, as some feature in his face awakened a remem- brance of the Deaf Man in the cart, said: “Edward! Was it you?” cos a , “ Now tell him all! ® cried Dot. “Tell him all, Edward; and don’t spare me, for nothing shall make me -spare my- self in his eyes, ever again.” : “T was the man,” said Edward. * “And could you steal, disguised, into the house of your old friend? ” rejoined the Carrier. There was a frank boy once—how many years is it, Caleb, since we heard that he was dead, and- had it proved, we thought?—who never would have done that.” 
“There was a generous friend of mine, once: more a fa- ther to me than a friend :” said Edward, “ who never would have judged me, or any other man, unheard. You’ were e. So Tam certain you will hear me now.” The Carrier, with ‘a troubled glance at Dot, who still
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rept far away from him, replied, “Well! that’s but fair. will. 
“You must know that when I left here, a boy,” said Edward, “I was in love: and my love was returned. She Was @ very young girl, who perhaps (you may tell me) didn’t know her own mind. But'I knew mine 3 and I had 4 passion for her.” Doe. 
“You had!” exclaimed the Carrier, “You!” “Indeed I had,” returned the other. “ And she returned it. I have ever since believed she did; and now Iam sure she did.” 

. “Heaven help me!” said the Carrier. “This is worse than all.” De 
“Constant to her,” said Edward, “and returning, full of hope, after many hardships and perils, to redeem my part of our old contract, I heard, twenty .miles away, that she was false to me; that she had forgotten me; and had be- stowed herself upon another and a richer man. I had no mind to reproach her; but I wished to see her, and’ to Prove beyond dispute that this was true. I hoped she might have been forced into it, against her own desire and recollection. It would be small comfort, but it would be Some, I thought: and on I came. That I might have the truth, the real truth; observing freely for myself, and 

judging for myself, without obstruction on the one hand, or presenting my own influence (if I had any) before her, on the other; I dressed myself ‘unlike myself—you know how; and waited on the road—you know where. You had no suspicion of me; neither had—had she,” pointing to Dot, “until I whispered in her ear at that fireside, and she So nearly betrayed me.” . 
“But when she knew that Edward was alive, and had come back,” sobbed Dot, now speaking for herself, as she had burned to do, all through this narrative; “and when she knew his purpose, she advised him by all means to keep his secret close; for his old friend John Peerybingle 

Was much too open in his nature, and too clumsy in all 
artifice—being a clumsy man in general,” said Dot, half 
laughing and half erying—“ to keep itfor him. And when she—that’s: me, John,” sobbed the little woman—* told him all, and how his sweetheart had believed him to be dead; and how she had at last been over-persuaded by her 
mother into a marriage which the silly, dear old thing 

8&*
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called advantageous; and when she—that’s me again, John 
—told him they were not yet married (though close upon 
it), and that it would be nothing but-a sacrifice if it went on, for there was no love on her side; and when he went nearly mad with joy to hear it; then she—that’s me again 
—said she would go between them, as she had often done 
before in old times, John » and would sound his sweet- heart and be sure that what she—ime-again, John—said and thought was right. And it was right, John! And they were brought together, John! And they were mar- ried, John, an hour ago! And here’s the Bride! And Gruff and Tackleton may die a bachelor! And I’ma happy little woman, May, God bless you!” 

She was an irresistible little woman, if that be anything to the purpose; and never so completely irresistible as in her present transports. There never were congratulations so endearing and delicious, as those she lavished on herself and on the Bride. 
Amid the tumult of emotions in his breast, the honest Carrier had stood, confounded. Flying, now, towards her, Dot stretched out her hand to stop him, and retreated as before. .. c 
“No, John, no! Hear all! Don’t love me any more, John, till you’ve heard every word I have to say. It was wrong to have a secret from you, John. I’m very sorry. I didn’t think it any harm, till I came and sat down by you on the little stool last night; but when I knew by what was written in your face, that you had seen me walking in the gallery with Edward, and ‘knew what you thought; I felt how giddy and how wrong it was. But oh, dear John, how could you, could you, think so!” 
Little woman, how she sobbed again! John Peerybingle would have caught her in his arms. But no; she wouldn’t let him. m 
“Don’t love me yet, please John! Not for a long time yet! When I was sad about this intended marriage, dear, it was because I remembered May and Edward such young lovers; and-knew that her heart was far away from Tackle- ton. You believe that, now. Don’t you, John?” : John was going to'make another rush at this appeal; but she stopped him again. . : “No; keep there, please, John! When I laugh at you, as I sometimes do, J ohn; and call you clumsy, and a dear 
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old goose, and names of that sort, it’s because I love you John, so well; and take such pleasure in your ways; and wouldn’t see you altered in the least respect to have you made a ‘King to-morrow.” 
“Hooroar!” said Caleb with unusual vigour. “My opin- jon!” 
“And when I speak of people being middle-aged, and steady, John, and pretend that we are a humdrum couple, going on in a jog-trot sort of way, it’s only because I’m such a silly little thing, John, that I like, sometimes, to act akind of Play with Baby, and all that: and make believe.” She saw that he was coming; and stopped him again. ut she was very nearly too late. : 
“No, don’t love me for another minute or two, if you please, John! What I want most to tell you, I have kept to the last. My dear, good, generous John 3 when we were talking the other night about the Cricket, I had it on my 

lips to say, that at first I did not love you quite so dearly 
asI do now; that when I first came home here, I was half 
afraid 1 mightn’t learn to love you every bit as well as I 
hoped and prayed I might—being so very young, John. 
But, dear Ji ohn, every day and hour, I loved you more and 
more, And if I could have loved you better than I do, 
the noble words I heard you say this morning, would have 
made me. ButJI can’t. All the affection that I had (it 
Was a great deal, John) I gave you, as you well deserve, 
long, long ago, and I have no more left to give. Now, my 
dear Husband, take me to your heart again! That’s my 
home, John 3 and never, never think of sending me to any 
other! ” . 

You never will derive so much delight from seeing a 
glorious little woman in the arms of a third party, as you Would have felt if you had seen Dot run into the Carrier’s embrace, It was the most complete, unmitigated, soul- 
fraught little piece of earnestness that ever you beheld in 
all your days. sO ; You may be sure the Carrier was in a state of perfect 
Tapture; and you may be sure Dot was likewise; and you 
may be sure they all were, inclusive of Miss Slowboy, who 
cried copiously for joy, and, wishing to include her young 
charge in the general interchange of congatulations, handed 
Tound the Baby to everybody in succession, as if it were. 
something to drink. ” ms
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But now the sound of wheels was heard again outside the door; and somebody exclaimed that Gruff and Tackle- ton was coming back. Speedily that worthy gentleman appeared: looking warm and flustered. . . 
“Why, what the Devil’s this, John Peerybingle!” said Tackleton. “There’s some mistake. I appointed Mrs, Tackleton to meet me at the church 3 and I’ll swear I passed her on the road, on her way here. Oh! here she is! Ibeg your pardon, Sir; I haven’t the pleasure of knowing you; but if you can do me the favour to spare this young lady, she has rather a particular engagement this morning.” — - - “But J can’t spare her,” returned Edward. “I couldn’t think of it.” 
“What do you mean, you vagabond?” said Tackleton. “TI mean, that as I can make allowance for your being vexed,” returned the other, with a smile, “J am as deaf to harsh discourse this morning, as I was to all discourse last night.” 
The look that Tackleton bestowed upon him, and the start he gave! — oo 
“Tam sorry, Sir,” said Edward, holding out May’s left hand, and especially the third finger; “that the young lady can’t accompany you to church; but as she has been there once, this morning, perhaps you’ll excuse her,” Tackleton looked hard at the third finger; and took a little piece of silver paper, apparently containing a ring, from his waistcoat pocket. 

. “Miss Slowboy,” said Tackleton. « Will you have the kindness to throw that in the fire? Thank’ee.” “It was a previous engagement: quite an old engage- ment: that prevented ‘¢my wife from keeping her appoint- ment with you, I assure you,” said Edward. “Mr. Tackleton will do me the justice to: acknowledge that I revealed it to him faithfully; and that I told him, many times, I never could forget it,” said May, blush- ing. 
“Oh certainly!” said Tackleton. « Oh to be sure. Oh it’sallright. Tts quite correct. Mrs. Edward Plummer, T infer? ” . 
“That’s the name,” returned the bridegroom. “Ah, I shouldn’t have known you, Sir,” said Tackleton: scrutinizing his face narrowly, and making a low bow. “T Blve you joy, Sir!”
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“Thank’ ee.” 
“Mrs. Peerybingle,” said Tackleton, turning suddenly to where she stood with her husband 3; “Iam sorry. You haven’t done me a very great kindness, but, upon my life Tam sorry. You are better than I thought you. John Peerybingle, I am sorry. You understand me; that’s 

enough. It’s quite correct, ladies and gentlemen all, and 
perfectly satisfactory. Good morning!” 

With these words he carried it off, and carried himself 
off too: merely stopping at the door, to take the’ flowers 
and favours from his horse’s head, and to kick that animal 
once in the ribs, as a means of informing him that there 

- Was a screw loose in his arrangements. 
Of course it became a serious duty now, to make such a 

day of it, as should mark these events for a high Feast and 
Festival in the Peerybingle Calendar for evermore. Ac- 
cordingly, Dot went to work to produce such an entertain- 
ment, as should reflect undying honour on the house and 
every one concerned; and in a very short space of time, she 
was up to her dimpled elbows in flour, and whitening the 
Carrier’s coat, every time he came near her, by stopping 
him to give him akiss. That good fellow washed - the 
greens, and peeled the turnips, and broke the plates, and 
upset iron pots full of cold water on the fire, and made 
himself useful in all sorts of ways: while a couple of pro- 
fessional assistants, hastily called in from somewhere in 
the neighbourhood, as on a point of life’ or death, ran 
against each other in all the doorways and round all the 
corners; and everybody tumbled over Tilly Slowboy and 
the Baby, everywhere, Tilly never came out in such force 
before. Her ubiquity was the theme of general admiration. 
She was a stumbling-block in the passage at five-and- 
twenty minutes past two; a man-trap in the kitchen at 
half-past two precisely; and a pitfall in the garret at five- 
and-twenty minutes to three. The Baby’s head was, as it 
Were, a test and touchstone for every description of matter, 
animal, vegetable, and mineral. WN othing was in use that 
day that didn’t come, at some time or other, into close ac- 
quaintance with it. : : 

Then, there was a great Expedition set on foot to go and 
find out Mrs. Fielding; and to be dismally penitent to that 
excellent gentlewoman; and to bring her back, by force if 

. heedful, to be happy and forgiving. And when the Ex-
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pedition first discovered her, she would listen to no terms at all, but said, an unspeakable number of times, that ever’ she should have lived to see the day! and couldn’t be got to say anything else, except “Now carry me to the grave;” which seemed absurd, on account of her not being dead, or anything at all like it, After a time, she lapsed into a state of dreadful calmness, and observed, that when that unfortunate train of circumstances had occurred in the In- digo Trade, she had foreseen that she would be exposed, during her whole life, to every species of insult and con- tumely; and that she was glad to find it was the case; and begged they wouldn’t trouble themselves about her,—for what was she? oh, dear! a nobody !—but would forget that such a being lived, and would take their course in life with- out her. From this bitterly sarcastic mood, she passed into an angry one, in which she gave vent to the remark- 

way -to John Peerybingle’s in a state of unimpeachable gentility; with a Paper parcel at her side containing a cap of state, almost ag tall, and quite as stiff, as a mitre, ' ‘Then, there were Dot’s father and mother to come, in another little chaise 3 and they were behind their time; and fears were entertained; and there was much looking out for them down the toad; and Mrs. Fielding always would look in the Wrong and morally impossible direction; and being apprised thereof, hoped she might take the liberty of looking where she pleased. At Jast they came: a chubby little couple, jogging along in a snug and comfortable little way that quite belonged to the Dot family: and Dot and her mother, side by side, were wonderful to see. They were so like each other, Then, Dot’s mother had to renew: her acquaintance with May’s mother; and May’s mother always stood on her gentility; and Dot’s mother never stood on anything but her active little feet. And old Dot: so to call Dot's fa- ther, I forgot it wasn’t his right name, but-never mind: took liberties, ang shook hands at first sight, and seemed to think a cap but so much starch and muslin, and didn’t
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defer himself at all to the Indigo Trade, but said there was 
no help for it now; and, in Mrs. Fielding’s summing up, 

. Was a good-natured kind of man—but coarse, my dear. - 
I wouldn’t have missed Dot, doing the honours in her 

wedding-gown: my benison on her bright face! for any 
money. No! nor the good Carrier, so jovial and so ruddy, 
at the bottom of the table. Nor the brown, fresh sailor- 
fellow, and his handsome wife. Nor any one among them. 
To have missed the dinner would have been to miss as jolly 
and as stout a meal as man need eat; and to have missed 
the overflowing cups in which they drank The Wedding- 
Day, would have been the greatest miss of all. 

After dinner, Caleb sang the song about the Sparkling 
Bowl! As I’m a living man:. hoping to keep so, for a year 
or two: he sang it through. 

And, by the bye, a most unlooked-for incident occurred, 
just as he finished the last verse. ‘ 

There was a tap at the door; and a man came staggering 
in, without saying with your leave, or by your leave, with 
something heavy on his head. Setting this down in the 
middle of the table, symmetrically in the centre of the nuts 
and apples, he said: 

“Mr. Tackleton’s compliments, and as he hasn’t got no 
use for the cake himself, p’raps you’ll eat it.” 

And with those words, he walked off. 
There was some surprise among the company, as you 

may imagine. Mrs. Fielding, being a lady of infinite dis- 
cernment, suggested that the cake was poisoned, and re- 
lated a narrative of a cake, which, within her knowledge, 
had turned a seminary for young ladies, blue. But she 
was overruled by acclamation; and the cake was cut by 
May, with much ceremony and rejoicing. 

Idon’t think any one had tasted it, when there came 
another tap at the door, and the same man appeared again, 
having under his arm a vast brown-paper parcel. 

“Mr. Tackleton’s compliments, and he’s sent a few toys 
for the Babby. They ain’t ugly.” . ; 

After the delivery of which expressions, he retired 
again, . . : 

The whole party would have experienced great difficulty 
in finding words for. their astonishment, even if they had 
had ample time to seek them. But they had none at all; 
for the messenger had scareely shut the door behind him,
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when there came another tap, and Tackleton himself walked in. 
“Mrs. Peerybingle!” said the Toy-merchant, hat in , hand. “I’m sorry. I’m more sorry than I was this mom- ing. Ihave had time to think of it. John Peerybingle! I’m sour by disposition; but I can’t help being sweetened, - more or less, by coming face to-face with such & man as you. Caleb! This unconscious little nurse gave me a broken hint last night, of which-I have found the thread. I blush to think how easily I might have bound you and | your daughter to me; and what a miserable idiot I was, when I took her for one! Friends, one and all, my house is very lonely to-night. I have not so much as a Cricket on my Hearth. I have scared them all away. Be gracious to me; let me join this happy party!” : He was at home in five minutes. You never saw such a fellow. What had he been doing with himself all his life, never to have known, before, his great capacity of being jovial! Or what had the Fairies been doing with him, to have effected such a change! 

“John! you won’t send me home this evening; will you?” whispered Dot. 
He had been very near it though! 
There wanted but one living creature to make the party complete; and, in the twinkling of an eye, there he was: very thirsty with hard Tunning, and engaged in hopeless endeavours to squeeze his head into a narrow pitcher. He had gone with the cart to its journey’s end, very much dis- gusted with the absence of his master, and stupendously rebellious to the Deputy. After lingering about the stable for some little time, vainly attempting to incite the old horse to the mutinous act of returning on his own account, he had walked into the tap-room and laid himself down be- fore the fire. But suddenly yielding to the conviction that the Deputy was a humbug, and must be abandoned, he had - got up again, turned tail, and come home. There was a dance in the evening. With which general mention of that recreation, I should have left it alone, if I had not some reason to suppose that it was quite an original dance, and one of a miost uncommon figure. It was formed in an odd way; in this way. 

Edward, that sailor-fellovw—a good free dashing sort of a fellow he Wwas—had’ been telling them various marvels 
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concerning parrots, and mines, and Mexicans, and gold 
dust, when all at once he took it in his head to jump up 
from his seat and propose a dance 3 for Bertha’s harp was 
there, and she had such a hand upon it as you seldom hear. 
Dot (sly little piece of affectation when she chose) said her 
dancing days were over; J think because the Carrier was 
smoking his pipe, and she liked sitting by him, best. Mrs. 
Fielding had no choice, of course, but to say her dancing 
days were over, after that; and everybody said the same, 
except May; May was ready. 

So May and Edward get up, amid great applause, to 
dance alone; and Bertha plays her liveliest tune. 

Well! if you'll believe me, they have not been dancing 
five minutes, when suddenly the Carrier flings his pipe 
away, takes Dot round the waist, dashes out into the room, 
and starts off with her, toe and heel, quite wonderfully. 
Tackleton no sooner sees this, than he skims across to Mrs. 

_ Fielding, takes her round the waist, and follows suit. Old 
Dot no sooner sees this, than up he is, all alive, whisks off‘ 

’ Mrs, Dot in the middle of the dance, and is the foremost 
there. Caleb no sooner sees this, than he clutches Tilly 
Slowboy by both hands and goes off at score; Miss Slow- 
boy, firm in the belief that diving hotly in among the other 
couples, and effecting any number of concussions with 

em, is your only principle of footing it. ea 
Hark! how the Cricket, joins the music with its Chirp, 

Chirp, Chirp; and how the Kettle hums! 
* * * * * * 

But what is this! Even as I listen to them, blithely, 
and turn towards Dot, for one last glimpse of a little figure 
very pleasant to me, she and the rest have vanished into 
air, and Iam leftalone. A Cricket sings upon the Hearth; 
a broken child’s-toy lies upon the ground; and nothing else 
Temains,
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PART THE FIRST. 
Once upon a time, it matters little when, and in stalwart 

England, it matters little where, a fierce battle was fought. 
It was fought upon a long summer day when the waving 
grass was green. Many a wild flower formed by the Al- 
mighty Hand to be a perfumed goblet for the dew, felt its 
enamelled cup fill high with blood that day, and shrinking 
dropped. Many an insect deriving its delicate colour from 
harmless leaves and herbs, was stained anew that day by 
dying men, and marked its frightened way with an unnat- 
ural track. The painted butterfly took blood into the air 
upon the edges of its wings. The stream ran red. The . 
trodden ground became a- quagmire, whence, from sullen 
pools collected in the prints of human feet and horses’ 
hoofs, the one prevailing hue still lowered and glimmered 
at the sun. : . 
Heaven keep us from a knowledge of the sights the 

moon beheld upon that field, when, coming up above the 
black line of distant rising-ground, softened and blurred 
at the edge by trees, she rose into the sky and looked upon 
the plain, strewn with upturned faces that had once at : 
mothers’ breasts sought mothers’ eyes, or slumbered hap- 
Pily. Heaven keep us from a knowledge of the secrets 
whispered afterwards upon the tainted wind that blew 
across the scene of that day’s work and that night’s death 
and suffering! . Many a lonely moon was bright upon the 
battle-ground, and many a star kept mournful watch upon 

it, and many a wind from every quarter of the earth blew 
Over it, before the traces of the fight were worn away. 

They lurked and lingered for a long time, but survived 
in little things, for Nature, far above the evil passions of 
men, soon recovered Her serenity, and smiled upon the
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guilty battle-ground as she had done before, when it was innocent. The larks sang high above it; the swallows skimmed and dipped and flitted to and fro; the shadows of the flying clouds pursued each other swiftly, over grass and corn and turnip-field and wood, and over roof and church-spire in the nestling town among the trees, away into the bright distance on the borders of the sky and earth, where the red sunsets faded. Crops were sown, and grew up, and were gathered in; the stream that had been ' crimsoned, turned a water-mill; men whistled at the plough; gleaners and haymakers were seen in quiet groups at work; sheep and oxen pastured; boys whooped and called, in fieids, to scare away the birds; smoke rose from cottage chimneys; Sabbath bells Tang peacefully; old people lived and died; the timid creatures of the field, and simple flow- ers of the bush and garden, grew and withered in their destined terms: and all upon the fierce and bloody battle- ground, where thousands upon thousands had been killed in the great fight. = itsi : But there were deep green patches in the growing corn at first, that people looked at awfully. | Year after year they 'Te-appeared; and it was known that underneath those fer- tile spots, heaps of men and horses lay buried, indiscrim- inately, enriching the ground. The husbandmen who ploughed those places, shrank from the great worms abound- ing there; and the sheaves they yielded, were, for many a long year, called the Battle Sheaves, and set apart; ‘and no one ever knew a Battle Sheaf to be among the last load at a Harvest Home. Fora long time, every furrow that was turned, revealed some fragments of the fight. For a long time, there were wounded trees upon the battle- ground; and scraps of hacked and broken fence and wall, where deadly Struggles had been nade; and trampled parts where not a leaf or blade would grow. Fora long time, no village-girl would dress her hair or bosom with the sweetest flower from that field of death: and after-many a year had come and gone, the berries growing there, were still be- lieved to leave too deep a stain upon the hand that plucked em, 
; The Seasons in their course, however, -though they passed as lightly as the summer clouds themselves, obliter- ated, in the lapse of time, even these remains of the old conflict; and wore away such legendary traces of it as the 
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neighbouring people carried in their minds, until they dwindled into old wives’ tales, dimly remembered round . the winter fire, and waning every year.. Where the wild flowers and berries had so long remained upon the stem untouched, gardens arose, and houses were built, and chil- dren played. at battles on the turf, The wounded trees had long ago made Christmas logs, ‘and: blazed and roared away. The deep green patches were no greener now than the memory of those who lay in dust below. The plough- share still turned up from time to time some rusty bits of metal, but it was hard to say what use they had ever served, and those who found them wondered and disputed. 
An old dinted corslet, and a helmet, had been hanging in the church so long, that the same weak half-blind old man 
who tried in vain to make them out above the whitewashed arch, had marvelled at them as a baby. If the host slain 
upon the field, could have been for. 2 moment reanimated in the forms in which they fell, each upon the spot that 
was the bed of his untimely death, gashed and ghastly sol- 
diers would have stared in, hundreds deep, at household 
door and window; and would have risen on the hearths of 
quiet homes; and would have been the garnered store of 
barns and granaries; and would have started up between 
the cradled infant and its nurse; and would have floated 
with the stream, and whirled round on the mill, and 
crowded the orchard, and burdened the meadow, and piled 
the rickyard high with dying men. So altered was the 
battle-ground, where thousands upon thousands had been: 
killed in the great fight. 
Nowhere more altered, perhaps, about a hundred years. 

ago, than in one little orchard attached to an old stone 
house with a honeysuckle porch: where, on a bright au- 
tumn morning, there were sounds of music and laughter, 
and where two girls danced merrily together on the grass, 
while some half-dozen peasant women standing on ladders, - 

. Sathering the apples from the trees, stopped in their 
Work to look down, and share their enjoyment. It was _ 
a pleasant, lively, natural scene; a beautiful day, a re- 
tired spot; and the two girls, quite unconstrained and 
jieless, danced in the very freedom and gaiety of their 
earts, . . 
-If there were no such thing as display in the world, my 

Private opinion is, and I hope you agree with me, that we
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might get on a great deal better than we do, and might be infinitely more agreeable company than we are. It was charming to see how these girls danced. . They had no, spectators but the apple-pickers on the ladders. They were very glad to please them, but they danced to please them- selves (or at least you would have supposed so); and you . could no more help admiring, than they could help dancing. ‘How they did dance! - 
- Not like opera-dancers. Not at all, And not like Ma- dame Anybody’s finished pupils. Not the least. It was not quadrille dancing, nor minuet dancing, nor even coun- try-dance dancing. I¢ was neither in the old style, nor the new style, nor the French style, nor the English style; though it may have been, by accident, a trifle in the Span- ish style, which is a free and joyous one, I am told, de- riving a delightful air of off-hand inspiration, from the chirping little castanets. As they danced: among the orchard trees, and down the groves of stems and back again, and - twirled each other lightly round and round, the influence of their airy motion seemed to spread and spread, in the sun-lighted scene, like an expanding circle in the water. Their streaming hair and fluttering skirts, the elastic grass beneath their feet, the boughs that rustled in the morning air—the flashing leaves, their speckled shadows on the soft green ground—the balmy wind. that Swept along the Jand- scape, glad to turn the distant windmill, cheerily—every- thing between the two girls, and the man and team at plough upon the ridge of land, where they showed against the sky as if they were the last things in the world—seemed dancing too.“ ; 
At last the younger of the dancing sisters, out of breath, and laughing gaily, threw herself upon a bench to rest. The other leaned against a tree hard by. The music, a wandering harp and fiddle, left off with 4 flourish, as if it ‘boasted of its freshness; though, the truth is, it had gone at such a pace, and worked itself to such a pitch of com- petition with:the dancing, that it never could have held on half a minute longer. The apple-pickers on the ladders raised a hum and murmur of applause, and then, in keep- ing with the Sound, bestirred themselves to work again, like bees. 

. The more actively, perhaps, because an elderly gentle- man, who was no other than Doctor Jeddler himself—it
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was Doctor Jeddler’s house and orchard, you should know, and these were Doctor Jeddler’s daughters—came bustling out to see what was the matter, and who the deuce played music on his property, before breakfast. For he. was a great philosopher, Doctor J. eddler, and not very musical. “Music and dancing to-day!” said the Doctor, stopping short, and speaking to himself, “I thought they dreaded. to-day. But it’s a world of contradictions. Why, Grace; why, Marion!” he added, aloud, “is the world more mad than usual this morning? ”. ' oo: “Make some allowance for it, father, if it be,” replied his younger daughter, Marion, going close to him, and looking into his face, “for it’s somebody’s birthday.” 
“Somebody’s birthday, . Puss,” replied the Doctor. “Don’t you know it’s always somebody’s birthday? Did you never hear how many new performers -enter on this— ha! ha! ha!—it’s impossible to speak gravely of it—on this preposterous and ridiculous business called Life, every minute?” — - Co SG 
“No, father!” : oo ey “No, not you, of course; you’re a ‘woman—almost, said the Doctor. “By the bye,” and he looked into the 

Pretty face, still close to his, “I suppose it’s your birth- ay? 1 : Se 

UNO! Do you really, father?” cried his pet daughter, pursing up her red lips to be kissed. ~- Coe fo 
“There! Take my love with. it,”? said the Doctor, im- Printing his upon them; “and many happy returns of the 

—the idea!—of the day. The notion of wishing happy re- 
turns in such a farce as this,” said the Doctor to himself, 
“is good! Ha! ha! hal”. eee Doctor Jeddler was, as I have said, a great philosopher; 
and the heart and mystery of his philosophy was, to look 
upon the world as a gigantic practical joke: as something too absurd to be considered seriously, by any rational man. 
‘His system of belief had been, in the beginning, part and parcel of the battle-ground on which he lived; as you shal 
Presently understand. © : “Well! But how did you get the music?” asked the 
Doctor, “Poultry-stealers, of course. . Where did the 
Minstrels come from?” Soke 

“Alfred sent the music,” said his daughter Grace, ad- 
justing a few simple flowers in her sister’s hair, with which,
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in her admiration of that youthful beauty, she had herself adorned it half-an-hour before, and which the dancing had disarranged. . 
“Oh! Alfred sent the music, did he?” returned the Doctor. . 
“Yes. He met it coming out of the town as he was en- tering early. The men are travelling on foot, and rested there last night; and as it was Marion’s birthday, and he thought it would please her, he sent them on, with a pen- cilled note to me, saying that if I thought so too, they had come to serenade her,” 
“Ay, ay,” said the Doctor, carelessly, “he always takes . your opinion.” 
“And my opinion being favourable,” said Grace, good- humouredly; and pausing for a moment to admire the pretty head she decorated, with her own thrown back; “and Marion being in high spirits, and beginning to dance, I joined her: and so we danced ¢o Alfred’s music till we were out of breath And we thought the music all the gayer for being sent by Alfred. Didn’ty: s, dear Marion?” “Oh, I don’t know, Grace. How you tease me about Alfred,” 
“Tease you by mentioning your lover!” said her sister. “Tam sure I don’t inuch care to have him mentioned,” said the wilful beauty, stripping the petals from some flow- ers she held, and scattering them on the ground. “I am almost tired of hearing of him; and. as to his being my over 
“Hush! Don’t speak lightly of a true heart, which is all your own, Marion,” cried “her sister, “even in jest. There is not a truer heart than Alfred’s in the world!” “No—no,” said Marion, raising her eyebrows with a- pleasant air of careless consideration, “perhaps not. But I don’t know that there’s any great merit in that. II don’t want him to be so very true. I never asked him. If he expects that I, But, dear Grace, why need we talk of him at all, just now!” 

__ It was agreeable to see the graceful figures of the bloom- ing sisters, twined together, lingering among the trees, conversing thus, with earnestness opposed to lightness, yet with love responding tenderly to love. And it was very curious indeed to see the younger sister’s eyes suffused with tears; and something fervently and deeply felt, breaking - 
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through the wilfulness of what she said, and striving with, it painfully. ; co. : The difference between them, in respect of age, could not exceed four years at most; but Grace, as often happens in such cases, when no mother watches over both (the Doe- * tor’s wife was dead), seemed, in her gentle care of her 
young sister, and in the steadiness of her devotion to her, older than she was; and more removed, in course of nature, 
from all competition with her, or participation, otherwise than through her sympathy and true affection, in her way- 
ward fancies, than their ages seemed to warrant. Great 
character of mother, that, even in this shadow, and faint 
reflection of it, purifies the heart, and raises the exalted 
nature nearer to the angels! 7 

The Doctor’s reflections, as he looked after them, and 
heard the purport of their discourse, were limited, at first, 
to certain merry meditations on the folly of all loves and 
likings, and the idle imposition practised on themselves by 
young people, who believed, for a moment, that there could 
be anything serious in such bubbles, and were always un- 
deceived—always! . 

But the home-adorning, self-denying qualities of Grace, 
and her sweet temper, so gentle and retiring, yet including 
80 much constancy and bravery of spirit, seemed all ex- 
pressed to him in the contrast between her quiet household 
figure and that of his younger and more beautiful child; 
and he was sorry for her sake—sorry for them both—that 
life should be such a very ridiculous business as it was. 

The Doctor never dreamed of inquiring whether his chil- 
dren, or either of them, helped in any. way to make the 
scheme a serious one. But then he was a Philosopher. 

A kind and generous man by nature, he had stumbled, 
by chance, over that common Philosopher’s stone (much 
more easily discovered than the object of the alchemist’s 
Tesearches), which sometimes trips up kind and generous 
men, and has the fatal property of turning gold to .dross, 
and every precious thing to poor account. 
“Brite » eried the Doctor. _ “Britain! Halloa!” 
A small man, with an uncommonly sour and discontented 

face, emerged from the house, and returned to this call the 
unceremonious acknowledgment of “N ow then! 

“Where’s the breakfast table?” said the Doctor. 
“In the house,” returned Britain.
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. “Are you going to spread it out here, as you were told last night?” said the Doctor. “Don’t you know that there are gentlemen coming? That there’s business to be done this morning, before the coach comes by? That this is a 
very particular occasion? ” Lo 

“TI couldn’t do anything, Doctor Ji eddler, till the women had done getting in the apples, could I?” said Britain, his voice rising with his reasoning, so that it was very loud at 
ast. 4 : 
“Well, have they done now?” returned: the Doctor, looking at his watch, and clapping his hands. “Come! make haste! where’s Clemency? ” ; ; 
“Here am I, Mister,” said ‘2 voice from one of the Jad- ders, which a pair of clumsy feet descended briskly. “It’s . all-done now. Clear away, gals. Everything shall be ready for you in half a minute, Mister.” ~~ 
With that she began to bustle about most vigorously; 

presenting, as she did so, an appearance sufficiently pecul- iar to justify a word of introduction. 
She was about thirty years old; and had a sufficiently 

plump and cheerful ace, though it was twisted up into an odd expression of tightness that made it comical, But the extraordinary homeliness of her gait and manner, would have superseded ‘any face in the world. To say that she had two left legs, and somebody else’s arms; and that all four limbs seemed to be out of joint, and to start from per- fectly wrong places when they were set in motion; is-to offer the mildest outline of the reality. To say that she was perfectly content and satisfied with these arrangements, and regarded them as being no business of hers, and took her arms and. legs as they came, and allowed them to dis- pose of themselves just as it happened, is to render faint Justice to her equanimity. . Her dress was a prodigious pair of self-willed shoes, that never wanted to go where her feet went; blue stockings; a printed gown of many colours, and the most hideous pattern procurable for money; and a white . apron. She always wore short sleeves, and always had, by some accident, grazed elbows, in which she took so lively an interest that she was continually trying to turn them round and get impossible views of them. In general, 3 little cap perched somewhere on her head; though it was rarely to be met with in the place usually occupied in other subjects, by that article of dress; but from head to foot
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- she was scrupulously clean, and maintained a kind of dis- 
located tidiness. Indeed her laudable anxiety to be tidy 
and compact in her own conscience as well as in the publie 
eye, gave rise to one of her most startling evolutions, which 
was to grasp herself sometimes by a sort of wooden handle 
(part of her clothing, and familiarly called a busk), and 
wrestle as it were with her garments, until they fell into a 
symmetrical arrangement. . 

Such, in outward form and garb, was Clemency New- 
come; who was supposed to have unconsciously originated 
acorruption of her own Christian name, from Clementina 
(but nobody knew, for the deaf old mother, a very phe- 
nomenon of age, whom she had supported almost from a 
child, was dead, and she had no other relation); who now 
busied herself in preparing the table; and who stood, at 
intervals, with her bare red arms erossed, rubbing her. 
grazed elbows with opposite hands, and. staring at it very 
composedly, until she suddenly remembered something 
else it wanted and jogged off to fetch it.- . . 
“Here are them two lawyers a-coming, Mister!” said 

Clemency, in a tone of no very great good-will. a 
“Aha!” cried the Doctor, advancing to the gate to meet 

them. “Good morning, good morning! . Grace, my dear! 
aon Here are Messrs. Snitchey and Craggs. Where’s 

ted?” . es 
“He’ll be back directly, father, no doubt,” said Grace. 

“He had so much to do this morning in his preparations 
for departure, that he was up and out by daybreak. | Good 

Moming, gentlemen.” ee on 
“Ladies!” said Mr.: Snitchey, “for Self and Craggs, 

who‘ bowed, “good morning. Miss,”’ to Marion, “I kiss 
your hand.” Which he did. - “And I wish you.”—which 
he might or might not, for he didn’t look, at first sight, 
like ‘a gentleman troubled with: many warm outpourings of 
soul, in behalf of other people, “a hundred happy returns 
of this auspicious day.” , oo Te 
“Ha ha ha!” laughed the Doctor thoughtfully, with his 

hands in his pockets. ‘The great farce in a hundred acts! 
“You wouldn’t, I am sure,” said Mr. Snitchey, standing 

a small professional blue bag against one leg of the table, 
“ent the great farce short for this: actress, at all events, 
Doctor Jeddler.” ; oo 

“No,” returned .the Doctor.. “God forbid!, May she
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live to laugh at it, as long as she can laugh, and then say, with the French wit, ‘The farce is ended; draw the cur- tain,’ ” ; 
“The French wit,” said Mr.. Snitchey, peeping sharply into his blue bag, “was wrong, Doctor Jeddler; and your philosophy is altogether wrong, depend upon it, as I have often told you. Nothing serious in life! What do you call law? ” 
“A joke,” replied the Doctor. 

- “Did you ever go to law?” asked Mr. Snitchey, looking out of the blue bag. 
“Never,” returned the Doctor. . 
“Ifyou ever do,” said Mr. Snitchey, “perhaps you'll alter that opinion.” 
Craggs, who seemed to be represented by Snitchey, and to be conscious of little or no Separate existence or personal individuality, offered a remark of his own in this place. It involved the only idea of which he did not stand seized. and possessed in equal moieties with Snitchey; but he had some partners in it among the wise men of the world. . . . 

_ “It’s made a great deal too easy,” said Mr. Craggs, »“Law is? ” asked the Doctor. 
“Yes,” said Mr. Craggs, “everything is. Everything appears to me to be made too easy, now-a-days. «It’s the Vice of these times. If the world is a: joke (I am not pre- pared to say it isn’t), it ought to be made a very difficult joke to crack. It ought to be as hard a struggle, Sir, as possible. That’s the intention. But it’s being made far too easy. “We are oiling the gates of life. They ought to be rusty. We shall have them beginning to turn, soon, with a smooth sound. Whereas they ought to grate upon their hinges, Sir.” 

_Mr. Craggs seemed positively to grate upon his own hinges, as he delivered this opinion; to which he com- municated immense effect—being a cold, hard, dry man, dressed in grey and white, like a flint; with small twinkles in his eyes, as if something struck sparks out of them. The three natural kingdoms, indeed, had each a fanciful representative among this brotherhood of disputants: for Snitchey was like a magpie or a raven (only not so sleek), and the Doctor had a streaked face like a winter-pippin, with here and there a dimple to express the peckings of the
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birds, .and a very little bit of pigtail behind, that stood for the stalk. 
, 

As the active figure of a handsome young man, dressed for a journey, and followed by a porter, bearing several. 
packages and baskets, entered the orchard at a brisk pace, and with an air of gaiety and hope that accorded well with 
the morning, these three drew together, like the. brothers 
of the sister Fates, or like the Graces most effectually dis- 
guised, or like the three weird prophets on the heath, and 
greeted him. . . 
“Happy returns, Alf,” said the Doctor, lightly. 
“A hundred happy returns of this auspicious day, Mr. 

Heathfield,” said Snitchey, bowing low. . 
“Returns!” Craggs murmured in a deep voice, all alone. 
“Why, what a battery!” exclaimed Alfred, stopping 

short, “and one—two—three—all foreboders of no good, 
in the great sea before me. I am glad you are not the 
first I have met this morning: I should have taken it for 
a bad omen. But Grace was the first—sweet, pleasant 
Grace—so I defy you all!” . OS . 

“Tf you please, Mister, J was the first you know,” said 
Clemency Newcome. “She was a walking out here, before 
sunrise, you remember. “I was in the house.” 
“That’s true! Clemency was. the first,” said Alfred. 

“So I defy you with Clemency.” oo 
“Ha, ha, ha!—for Self and Craggs,” said Snitchey. 

“What a defiance!” - oe - 
“Not so bad a one as it appears,-may be,” said Alfred, 

shaking hands heartily with the Doctor, .and also with 
Snitchey and Craggs, and then looking.round. “Where 
are the—Good Heavens!” 

With a start, productive for the moment of a closer part- 
nership between Jonathan’ Snitchey and Thomas Craggs 
than the subsisting articles of agreement in that wise con- 
templated, he hastily betook himself to where the sisters 
stood together, and—however, I needn’t more particularly 
explain his manner of saluting Marion first, and Grace 
afterwards, than by hinting that Mr. Craggs may possibly 
ave considered it “too easy.” oo. 
Perhaps to change the subject, Doctor Jeddler made a 

hasty move towards the breakfast, and they all sat down at 
table. Grace presided;. but so discreetly stationed herself, 
as to cut off her sister and Alfred from the rest of the com-
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pany. ‘Snitchey and Craggs sat at opposite corners, with 
the blue bag between them for safety; and the Doctor took 
his usual position, opposite to Grace. ‘Clemency hovered 
galvanically about the table, as waitress; and the melan- 
choly Britain, at another and a smaller board, acted as 
Grand Carver of a round of beef, and a ham. 
“Meat?” said Britain, approaching Mr. Snitchey, with 

the carving knife and fork ‘in his hands, and throwing the 
question at him like a missile. . : . 

“Certainly,” returned the lawyer. 
“Do you want any?” to Craggs.. 

- “Lean, and well done,” replied that gentleman. 
Having executed these orders, and moderately supplied the Doctor (he seemed to know that nobody else wanted ' anything to eat), he lingered’ as near the Firm as he de- 

cently could, watching, with an austere eye, their disposi- 
tion of the viands, and but once relaxing the severe ex- pression of his face.. This was on the oceasion of Mr. Craggs, -whose teeth were not of the best, partially chok- ing, when he cried out with great animation, “I thought he was gone!” 7 - wo, 

' “Now Alfred,” said the Doctor, “for a word or two of business, while we are yet at breakfast.” 
~ “While we’ are yet: at breakfast,” said Snitchey and Craggs, who Seemed to have no present idea of leaving off. - Although Alfredthad not been breakfasting, and seemed to have quite enough business on his hands as it was, he respectfully answered:. 
“If you please, Sir.” - 
“If anything could’ be serious,” the Doctor began, “in such a——_” , . 

' “Farce as this, Sir,” hinted Alfred. 
“In such a farce as this,” observed the Doctor, “it might be this recurrence, on the eve of Separation, of a double birthday, which is connected with many associations pleas- ant to us four, and with the recollection of a long and amicable intercourse. That’s not to the purpose.” 

“Ah! yes, yes, Doctor Jeddler,” said the young man. “Tt is to the purpose. Much to the purpose, as my heart bears witness this morning; and as yours does too, I know. if you would let it speak. I leave your house to-day; I cease to be your ward to-day; we part with tender relations stretching far behind us, that never can be exactly renewed,
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Still the still th younger sister looked into her eyes, and turned not—even towards him. And 0s e honest eyes Jooked back, so calm, serene, and cheerful.—Battle of Life, p. 266 
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and with others dawning yet before us,” he looked down at Marion beside him, “ fraught with such considerations as I must not trust myself to speak of now. Come, come!” he * added, rallying his spirits and the Doctor at once, “ there’s a serious grain in this large foolish dust-heap, Doctor. Let us allow to-day, that there is One.” 
“To-day!” cried the Doctor.’ “Hear him! Ha, ha, ha! Of all days in the foolish year. .Why on this day, the 

great battle was fought on this ground. On this ground 
where we now sit, where I saw my two girls dance this morning, where the fruit has just been gathered for our eat- ing from these trees, the roots of which are struck in Men, ‘not earth,—so many lives were lost, that within my recol- lection, generations afterwards, a churchyard full of bones, 
and dust of boues, and chips of cloven skulls, has been dug 
up from underneath our feet here. Yetnot a hundred peo- ple in that battle knew for what they fought, or why; not 
a hundred of the inconsiderate rejoicers in the victory, why 
they rejoiced, Not half a hundred people were the better 
for the gain or loss. . Not half-a-dozen men agree to this 
hour on the cause or merits; and nobody, in short, ever 
knew anything distinct about it, but the mourners of the 
slain. Serious, too!” said the Doctor, laughing. .“Such 
a system!” - re " os 

“But all this seems to me,” said Alfred, “to be very 
serious,” oe oo os 
“Serious!” cried the’Doctor. “If you. allowed such 

things to be serious, you must go mad, or die, or climb up 
to the top of a mountain, and turn hermit.” 
“Besides—so long ago,” said Alfred. - 
“Long ago!”. returned the Doctor. “Do you know what . 

the world has been doing, ever since? ‘ Do you know what 
else it has been doing? J don’t!” oo 

' “Tt has gone to law a little,” observed Mr. Snitchey, 
stirring his tea. 5 me » 

“ Although the way out has been always made too easy,” _ 
said his partner. | - 

“ ‘And you'll excuse my saying, Doctor,” pursued Mr. 
Snitchey, “having been already put a thousand times in 
possession of my opinion, in the course of our discussions, 
that, in its having gone to law, and in its legal system al- 
together, I do observe a serious side—now, really, a some- 
thing tangible, and with a purpose and intention in it—— 

9
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- Clemency Newcome made an angular tumble against the table, occasioning a sounding clatter among the cups and saucers, , : ao 
“Heyday!-.what’s the matter there?” exclaimed the © Doctor. . ay 
“Tt’s this evil-inclined blue bag,” said Clemency, “al- ways tripping up somebody! ” uo 
“With a purpose and intention in it, Iwas saying,” re- sumed Snitchey, “that commands respect. Life a farce, Doctor Jeddler? . With law in it?” 

- The Doctor laughed, and looked at Alfred. _ “Granted, if you please, that war is foolish,” said Snitchey. “There we agree. For example. Here’s a smiling country,” pointing it out with his fork, “ once over- tun by soldiers—trespassers every man of ’em—and laid waste by fire and sword. He, he, he!’ The idea of any man exposing himself, voluntarily, to fire and sword! Stupid, wasteful, positively ridiculous; you laugh at your fellow-creatures, you know, when you.think of it! “But take this smiling country as it stands. . Think of the laws appertaining to real property; to the bequest and devise of real property; -to the mortgage and redemption of real property; to leasehold, freehold, and copyhold estate; think,” said Mr. Snitchey, with such great emotion that he actually smacked his lips,’ “of the complicated laws re- lating to title and proof of title, with all the contradictory precedents and numerous Acts of Parliament connected with them; think of the infinite number of ingenious and inter- minable Chancery suits, to which this pleasant prospect may give rise;—and acknowledge, Doctor Jeddler, that there is a green spot in the scheme about us! I believe,” said. Mr. Snitchey, looking at his partner, “that I speak for Self and Craggs?” 
Mr. Craggs having signified assent, Mr. Snitchey, some- what freshened by his recent eloquence, observed that he would take a little more beef, and another cup of tea. I don’t stand up for life in general,” he added, rub- bing his hands and chuckling, “it’s full of folly; full of something worse. Professions of trust, and confidence, and unselfishness, and. all that. Bah, bah, bah! We see what they’re worth.’ But you mustn’t laugh at life; you've gota game to play; a very serious game indeed! . Every- : body’s playing against you, you know; and you’re playing
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against them. Oh! it’s a very interesting thing. There are deep moves upon the board. You must only laugh, Doctor Jeddler, when you win; and then not much. He, he, he! And then not much,” repeated Snitchey, rolling his head and winking his eye; as if he would have added, “you may do this instead!” ‘ 
“Well, Alfred!” cried the Doctor, “what do you say now?” 
“Tsay, Sir,” replied Alfred, “that the greatest favour you could do me, and yourself too I am inclined to think, would be to try sometimes to forget this battle-field, and others like it, in that broader battle-field of Life, on which the sun looks every day.” 
“Really, I’m afraid that wouldn’t soften his opinions, Mr. Alfred,” said Snitchey. “The combatants are very eager and very bitter in that same battle of Life. There’s a great deal of cutting and slashing, and firing into people’s heads from behind; terrible treading down, and trampling on; it’s rather a bad business.” ! , . 
“I believe, Mr. Snitchey,” said Alfred, “there are quiet victories and struggles, great sacrifices of self, and noble acts of heroism, in it—even in many of its apparent light- 

nesses and contradictions—not the less difficult to achieve, because they have no. earthly chronicle or audience; done every day in nooks and corners, and in little households, and in men’s and women’s hearts—any one of which might reconcile the sternest man to such a world, and fill him - with belief and hope in it, though two-fourths of its people 
were at war, and another fourth at law; and that’s a bold word,” : 

Both the sisters listened keenly. 
“Well, well!” said the Doctor, “I am too old to be con- verted, even by my friend Snitchey here, or my good spin- ster sister, Martha Jeddler; who had what she calls ‘her domestic trials ages ago, and has led a sympathising life with all sorts of people ever since; and who is so much of your opinion (only she’s less reasonable and more obstinate, being a woman), that we can’t agree, and seldom meet, [I was born upon this battle-field. I began, as a boy, to have my thoughts directed to the real history of a battle-field, Sixty years have gone over my head; and I have never seen the Christian world, including Heaven knows how many , loving mothers and good enough girls, like mine here, any-
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thing but mad for a battle-field. The same contradictions ‘prevail in everything. One must either laugh or ery at 
such stupendous inconsistencies; and I prefer to laugh.” 

Britain, who had been paying the profoundest and most melancholy attention to each speaker in his turn, seemed 
suddenly to decide ‘in favour of the same ‘preference, if a fleep sepulchral sound that escaped him might be construed 
into a demonstration of risibility. His face, however, was 
so perfectly unaffected by it, both before. and. afterwards, that although one or two of the breakfast party looked round as being startled by a-mysterious noise, nobody con- nected the offender with it. . 
Except his partner in attendance, Clemency Newcome; who, rousing him with one of those favourite joints, her elbows, inquired, ina reproachful whisper, what he laughed at. . 
“Not you!” said Britain. . , “Who then?” . 
“Humanity,” said Britain. “That’s the joke.” . “What between master and’ them lawyers, he’s getting more and more addle-headed every day!” cried Clemency, giving him a lunge with the other elbow, as a mental stimu- lant. “Do you know where you are? Do you want to get warning? ? are , 
“I don’t know anything,” said Britain, with a leaden eye and an immovable visage. “TI don’t care for anything. I ‘don’t make out anything. I don’t believe anything. And I don’t want anything.” me 
Although this forlorn summary of his general condition may have been overcharged in an access of despondency, Benjamin Britain—sometimes called Little Britain, to dis- tinguish him from Great; as we might say“Young England, to express Old England with a difference—had defined his ‘real state more accurately than might be supposed. For serving as a sort of man Miles to the Doctor’s Friar Bacon; and listening ‘day after. day to innumerable orations ad- dressed by the Doctor to various people, all tending to show that his very existence was at best a mistake and an ab- surdity, this unfortunate servitor had fallen, by degrees, into such an abyss of confused and contradictory sugges- tions from within and without, that Truth at the bottom of her well, was on the level surface as compared with Britain in the depths of his mystification. The only point he
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clearly comprehended, was, that the new element usually brought into these discussions by Snitchey and Craggs, never" served to make them clearer, and always seemed to give the Doctor a species of advantage and confirmation. Therefore he looked upon the Firm.as one of the proximate causes of his state of mind, and held them in abhorrence accordingly. “But this is not our business, Alfred,” said the Doctor. “Ceasing to be my ward (as you have said) to-day; and leaving us full to the brim ‘of sueh learning as the Gram-. mar School down here was able to give you, and your studies in London could add to that, and such practical ' knowledge as a dull old country Doctor like myself could graft upon both; you are away, now, into the world, ‘The first term of probation appointed by your poor father, being over, away you go now, your own master, to fulfil his sec- ond desire: and long before your three years’ tour among the foreign schools of medicine is finished, you’ll have for- 
gotten us. Lord, you’ll forget us easily in six months!” . 

“Tf I do—But you know better; why should I speak to 
you!” said Alfred, laughing. So 

“T don’t know anything of the sort,” returned the Doc- 
tor. .““ What do you say, Marion?” —- - Doon 

Marion, trifling with her teacup seemed to say——but she 
‘didn’t say it—that he was welcome to forget them, if he 
could. Grace pressed the blooming face against her cheek, 
and smiled. Toe, Lon cont 

“JI haven’t been, I hope, a very unjust steward in the 
execution of my trust,” pursued the Doctor; “but I am to 
be, at any rate, formally discharged, and released, and 
what not, this morning; and here are our good friends 
Snitchey and Craggs, witha bagful of papers, and accounts, 
and documents, for the transfer of the balance of the trust 
fund to you (I wish it was a more difficult one to dispose 
of, Alfred, but’you must get to. be a great man and make it 
so), and other drolleries ‘of that sort, which are to be 
signed, sealed, and delivered.” - : ; ; 

“ And duly witnessed, as by law. required,” said Snitchey, 
pushing away his plate, and taking out the papers, which 
his partner proceeded to spread upon the table; “ and Self 
and Craggs having been co-trustees with you, Doctor, in so 
far'as the fund was concerned, we shail want your two 
servants to attest the signatures—can you read, Mrs. New- 
come? ” pe
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“T an’t married, Mister,” said Clemency. “Oh, I beg your pardon. I should think not,” chuckled Snitchey, casting his eyes over her extraordinary figure. “You can read? ” 
“A little,” answered Clemency. 
“The marriage service, night and morning, eh?” ob- served the lawyer, jocosely, 
“No,” . said Clemency. “Too hard. I only reads a thimble.” 

, “Read a thimble!” echoed Snitchey, “What are you talking about, young woman?” 
Clemency nodded. “Anda nutmeg-grater,” “Why, this is a lunatic! a subject for the Lord High Chancellor!” said Snitchey, staring at her. “Tf possessed of any property,” stipulated Craggs. Grace, however, interposing, explained that each of the articles in question bore an engraved motto, and so formed the pocket library of Clemency Newcome, who was not much given to the study of books. ‘ “Oh, that’s it, is it, Miss Grace!” said Snitchey. “Yes, yes, Ha, ha, ha! I thought our friend was an idiot. She looks uncommonly like it,” he muttered, with a supercilious-glance. “And what does the thimble say, Mrs. Newcome? ” 

“T an’t married, Mister,” observed Clemency. “Well, Newcome. Will that do?” said ‘the lawyer. “What does the thimble say, Newcome? ” How Clemency, before replying to this question, held one pocket open, and looked down into its yawning depths for the thimble which wasn’t there,—and how she then held aR opposite pocket open, and seeming to descry it, 
such intervening obstacles as a handkerchief, an end of wax candle, a flushed apple, an orange, a lucky penny, a cramp bone, a padlock, a pair of scissors in a sheath, more ex- pressively deseribable as promising young shears, a hand- ful or so of loose beads, several balls of cotton, a needle- case, a cabinet collection of curl-papers, and a biscuit, all of which articles she entrusted individually and severally to Britain to hold,—is of no consequence, Nor how, in her determination to grasp this pocket by the throat and keep it prisoner (for it had a tendency to swing and twist itself round the nearest corner), she assumed, and calmly
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maintained, an attitude apparently inconsistent with the 
human anatomy and the laws of gravity. It is enough that 
at last she triumphantly produced the thimble on her fin- ger, and rattled the nutmeg-grater; the literature of both those trinkets being obviously in course of wearing out and wasting away, through excessive friction. 

“That’s the thimble, is it, young woman?” said Mr. Snitchey, diverting himself at her expense. “And what 
does the thimble say?” 

“It says,” replied Clemency, reading slowly round it-as 
if it were a tower, “For-get and For-give.” 

Snitchey and Craggs laughed heartily. “So new!” said 
Snitchey. “So easy!” said Crages. “Sucha knowledge 
of human nature in it,” said Snitchey. “So applicable to 
the affairs of life,” said Craggs. 

“ And the nutmeg-grater? ” inquired the head of the Firm. 
“The grater says,” returned Clemency, “Do as you— 

wold—-be—done by.” , 
“*Do, or you'll be done brown, you mean,’” said Mr. 

Snitchey. 
“I don’t understand,” retorted Clemency, shaking her. 

head vaguely. “TI an’t no lawyer.” 
“TI am afraid that if she was, Doctor,” said Mr. Snitchey, 

turning to him suddenly, as if to anticipate any effect that 
might otherwise be consequent on this retort, “she’d find 
it to be the golden rule of half her clients. They are seri- | 
ous enough in that—whimsical as your world is—and lay 
the blame on us afterwards. We, in our profession, are 
little else than mirrors after all, Mr. Alfred; but we are 
generally consulted by angry and quarrelsome people, who 
are not in their best looks; .and it’s rather hard to quarrel 
with us if we reflect unpleasant aspects. I think,” said 
Mr, Snitchey, “that I speak for Self and Craggs?” 

“Decidedly,” said Craggs: 
“And so, if Mr. Britain will oblige us with a mouthful 

of ink,” said Mr. Snitchey, returning to the papers, “we'll 
sign, seal, and deliver as soon as possible, or the coach 
will be coming past before we know where we are.” 

If one might judge from his appearance, there was every 
probability of the coach coming past before Mr. Britain 
knew where he was; for he stood in a state of abstraction, 
mentally balancing the Doctor against the lawyers, and the 
lawyers against the Doctor, and their clients against both;
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and engaged in feeble attempts to make the thimble and nutmeg-grater (a new idea to him) square with any body’s system of philosophy; and, in short, bewildering himself as much as ever his great namesake has done with theories and schools. But Clemency, who was his good Genius— though he had the meanest possible opinion of her under- standing, by reason of her seldom troubling herself with abstract speculations, and being always at hand to do the right thing at the right time—having produced the ink in a twinkling, tendered him the further service of recalling him to himself -by the application of her elbows; with which gentle flappers she go jogged his memory, in a more literal construction of that phrase than usual, that he soon became quite fresh and brisk. - me, , How he laboured under an apprehension not uncommon to persons in his degree, to whom the use of pen and ink is an event, that he couldn’t append his name toa document, not of his own writing, without committing himself in some shadowy manner, or somehow signing away vague and enormous sums of money; and how he approached the deeds under protest, and by dint of the Doctor’s coercion, 
cramped hand, to say nothing of the phraseology, being so ‘much Chinese to him), and also on turning them round to see whether there was anything fraudulent, underneath; and how, having signed his name, he became desolate as one who had parted with his property and rights; I want the time to tell. Also, how the blue bag containing his signature, afterwards had a mysterious interest for him, and he couldn’t leave it; also, how Clemency Newcome, in an ecstasy of laughter at the idea of her own importance and dignity, brooded over the whole table with her two el- bows like a Spread eagle, and reposed her head upon her ‘left armas a preliminary to the formation of certain caba- listie characters, which required a deal of ink, and imaginary cocuterparts whereof she executed at the same time with her tongue. Also, how, having once tasted ink, she. became thirsty in that regard, as tigers are said to be after tasting another sort of fluid, and wanted to sign everything, and put her name in all kinds of places. In brief, the Doctor ‘was discharged of his trust and all its responsibilities; and Alfred, taking it on himself, was fairly started on the jour- ney of life. us a) / /
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“Britain!” said the Doctor. “Run to.the. gate, and watch for the coach. ‘Time flies, Alfred!” ™. “Yes, Sir, yes,” returned the young man, hurriedly, “Dear Grace! a moment! Marion—so young and beauti- ful, so winning and so much admired, dear to my heart as nothing else in life is—remember! I leave Marion to you!” “She has always been a sacred charge to me, Alfred. . She is doubly so now. I will be faithful to my trust, be- lieve me.” © : “I do believe it, Grace. I know it well. “Who could: look upon your face, and hear your earnest voice, and not know it! Ah, good Grace! If Thad your well-governed heart, and tranquil mind, how bravely I would leave this place to-day!” - : ON : “Would you?” she answered, with a quiet smile.” “And yet, Grace—Sister, seems the natural word.” >... - “Use it!” she said quickly.. .“I am ‘glad to hear it, call me nothing else.” .. -" , + ” “And yet, Sister, then,” said Alfred, “Marion and‘ I had better have your true and steadfast qualities serving us here, and making us both happier and better. I wouldn’¢ carry them away, to sustain myself, if I could!” a “Coach upon the hill-top!” exclaimed Britain, “Time flies, Alfred,” said the Doctor. ot os ‘Marion had stood apart, with her eyes. fixed upon the: ground; but this warning being given; her ‘young lover brought her tenderly to where her sister Stood, and gave her into her embrace. . ae ms Se “I have been telling Grace, dear Marion,” he said, “that you are her charge; my precious trust at. parting. And when’ I come back and reclaim you, dearest, and the bright prospect of our married life lies stretched before us, it shall be one of our chief pleasures to constilt how we can make Grace happy; how we can anticipate her wishes; how we. can show our gratitude and love to her; how we can return: her something of the debt she will have heaped upon us.” The younger sister had one hand in his; the other rested on her sister's neck.. She looked into that sister’s eyes, 80 calm, serene, and cheerful, with a gaze in which affec- tion, admiration, sorrow, wonder, almost veneration were blended. She looked into that sister’s face, as if it were the face of some bright angel. Calm, serene, and cheerful, it looked back on her and on her lover, 
o*
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“And when the time comes, as it must one day,” said Alfred, —* TI wonder it has never come yet: but Grace knows 
best, for Grace is always right,—when she will want a friend to open her whole heart to, and to be to her some- thing of. what she has been to us,—then, Marion, how faithful we will prove, and what delight to us to know that she, our dear good sister, loves and is loved again, as we would have her!” ; . 

Still the younger sister looked into her eyes, and turned not—even towards him. And still those honesé eyes looked back, so calm, serene, and cheerful, on herself and on her lover. —_ 
“And when all that is past, and we are old, and living (as we must!) together—close together; talking often of old times,” said Alfred—*these shall be our favourite times among them—this day most of all 3 and telling each other what we thought and felt, and hoped and feared, at part- ing; and how we couldn’t bear to say good bye—” “Coach coming through the wood,” cried Britain. “Yes! Iam ready—and how we met again, so happily, in spite of all; we'll make this day the happiest in all the year, and keep it as a treble birthday. . Shall we, dear?” “Yes!” interposed the elder sister, eagerly, and with a radiant smile. “Yes! Alfred, don’t linger. There’s no time. Say good bye to Marion. And Heaven be with you!” He pressed the younger sister to his heart. Released from his embrace, she again clung to her sister; and her eyes, with the same blended look, again sought those so calm, serene, ‘and cheerful, __ mo “Farewell my boy!” said the Doctor. “To talk about any serious Correspondence or serious affections, and .en- gagements and so forth, in such a—ha ha ha !—you know what I mean—why that, of course, would be sheer non- sense. All I can say is, that if you and Marion should continue in the same foolish minds, I shall not object to have you for a son-in-law one of these days.” “Over the bridge!” cried Britain. 

“Tet it come!” said Alfred, wringing the Doctor’s hand stoutly. “Think of me sometimes, my old friend and guardian, as seriously as you can! Adieu, Mr. Snitchey! Farewell, Mr. Craggs!” 
, - “Coming down the road!” cried Britain, “A kiss of Clemency Newcome for long acquaintance!
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sake—shake hands, Britain—Marion, dearest heart, good- bye! Sister Grace! remember! ” 
The quiet household figure, and the face so beautiful in its serenity, were turned towards him in reply; but Marion’s look and attitude remained unchanged. 
The coach was at the gate. There was a bustle with the luggage. The coach drove away. Marion never moved. “He waves his hat to you, my love,” said Grace. “Your chosen husband, darling. Look!” 
The younger sister raised her head, and, for 2 moment, turned it. Then turning back again, and fully meeting, for the first time, those calm eyes, fell sobbing on her neck. ' “Oh, Grace. God bless you! But I cannot bear to see it, Grace} It breaks my heart.” 

  

PART THE SECOND. 
SNITCHEY AND Craces had a snug little office on the old battle-ground, where they drove a snug little business, and fought a great many small pitched battles for a great many contending parties. Though it could hardly be said of these conflicts that they were running fights—for in truth they generally proceeded at a snail’s pace—the part the Firm had in them came so far within that general denom- ination, that now they took a shot at this Plaintiff, and now aimed a chop at that Defendant, now made a heavy charge at an estate in Chancery, and now had some light skirmishing among an irregular body of small debtors, just as the occasion served, and the enemy happened to present himself. The Gazette was an important and profitable feature in some of their fields, as well as in fields of greater renown; and in most of the Actions wherein they showed their generalship, it was afterwards observed by the comba- tants that they had had great difficulty in making each other out, or in knowing with any degree of distinctness what they were about, in consequence of the vast amount of 

smoke by which they were surrounded. 
The offices of Messrs, Snitchey and Craggs stood con- venient with an open door, down two smooth steps in the market-place; so that any angry farmer inclining towards hot water, might tumble into it at once. Their special)
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council-chamber and hall of conference was an old back room up stairs, with a low dark ceiling, which seemed to be knitting its brows gloomily in the consideration of tan- gled points of law. It was furnished with some high-backed leathern chairs, garnished with great goggle-eyed brass nails, of which, every here and there, two or three had fallen out; or had been picked out, perhaps, by the wan- dering thumbs and forefingers of bewildered clients. There was a framed ‘print of a great judge in it, every curl in whose dreadful wig had made a man’s hair stand on end. Bales of papers filled the dusty closets, shelves, and tables; and round the wainscot there were tiers of boxes, padlocked and fireproof, with people’s names painted outside, which anxious visitors felt themselves, by a cruel’ enchantment, obliged to spell backwards and forwards, and to make ana- rams of, while they sat, seeming to listen to Snitchey and Craggs, without comprehending one word of what they said. Snitchey and Craggs had each, in private life as in pro- fessional existence, a partner of his own. Snitchey and Craggs were the best friends in the world, and had a real confidence in one another; but Mrs. Snitchey, bya dis- pensation not uncommon in the affairs of life, was, on ' principle, suspicious of Mr. Craggs; and Mrs. Craggs was, on principle, suspicious of Mr. Snitchey. “Your Snitcheys indeed,” the latter lady would observe, sometimes, to Mr. Crages; using that imaginative plural as if in disparage- ment of an objectionable pair of pantaloons, or other arti- cles riot possessed of a singular number; “I don’t see what you want with your Snitcheys, for my part. You trust a great deal too much to your Snitcheys, Z think, and I hope you may never find my words come true.” While Mrs. Snitchey would observe to Mr. Snitchey, of Craggs, “that if ever he was led away by man he was led away by that man; and that if ever she read a double purpose in a mor- tal eye, she read that purpose in Craggs’s eye.” Notwith- standing this, however, they were all very good friends in general: and Mrs. Snitchey and Mrs. Craggs maintained a close bond of alliance against “the office,” which they both considered a Blue chamber, and common enemy, full of dangerous (because unknown) machinations. In this office, nevertheless, Snitchey and Craggs made honey for their several hives. Here sometimes they would linger, of a fine evening, at the window of their council-
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chamber overlooking the old battle-ground, and wonder (but that was generally at assize time, when much business had made them sentimental) at the folly of mankind, who couldn’t always be at peace with one another, and go to Jaw comfortably. Here days, and weeks, and months, and years, passed over them; their calendar, the gradually diminishing number of brass nails in the leathern chairs, and the increasing bulk of Papers on the tables. Here nearly three years’ flight had thinned the one and swelled the other, since the breakfast in the orchard; when: they sat together in consultation, at night. - Not alone; : but with a man of thirty, or about that time of life, negligently dressed, and somewhat haggard in the face, but well-made, well-attired, and well-looking, who sat in the arm-chair of state, with one hand in his breast, and the other in his dishevelled hair, pondering moodily. Messrs. Snitchey and Craggs sat opposite each other at a neighbouring desk. One of the fire-proof boxes, unpad- locked and opened, was upon it; a part of its contents lay strewn upon the table, and the rest was then in course of passing through the hands of Mr. Snitchey, who brought it to the candle, document by document, Jooked at every paper singly, as he produced it, shook his head, and handed it to Mr. Craggs, who looked it over also, shook his head, and laid it down. Sometimes they would stop, and shak- ing their heads in concert, look towards the abstracted client; and the name on the box being Michael Warden, Esquire, we may conclude from these premises that the name and the box were both his, and that the affairs of Michael Warden, Esquire, were in a bad way. 
“That’s all,” said Mr. Snitchey, turning up the last paper. “Really there’s no other resource. No other re- source.” 

. “All lost, spent, wasted, pawnea, borrowed, and sold, eh?” said the client, looking up. , 
“All,” returned Mr. Snitchey. 
“Nothing else to be done, you say??? 
“Nothing at all.” - 

- The client bit his nails, and pondered again, 
“And I am not even personally safe in England? . You hold to that; do you?” oo 
“In no part of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland,” replied Mr. ‘Snitchey.
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“A mere prodigal son with no father to go back to, no swine to keep, and no husks to share with them? Eh?” pursued ‘the client, rocking one leg over the other, and searching the ground with his eyes, 
Mr. Snitchey coughed, as if to deprecate the being sup- posed to participate in any figurative illustration of a legal position. Mr, Craggs, as if to express that it was a part- nership view of the subject, also coughed. - “Ruined at thirty!” said the client. “Humph!” “Not ruined, Mr. Warden,” returned Snitchey. “Not so bad as that. You have done a good deal towards it, I must say, but you are not ruined, A little nursing——” “A little Devil,” said the client. “Mr. Craggs,” said Snitchey, “will you oblige me with a pinch of snuff? Thank you, Sir.” As the imperturbable lawyer applied it to his nose, with great apparent relish and a perfect absorption of his atten- tion in the proceeding, the client gradually broke intoa smile, and, looking up, said: 
“You talk of nursing. How long nursing? ” “How long nursing?” repeated Snitchey, dusting the snuff from his fingers, and making a slow calculation in his mind. “For your involved estate, Sir? In good hands? S. and C.’s, say? Six or seven years,” “To starve for six or Seven years!” said the cHent with a fretful laugh, and an impatient change of his position, ° : , . 
“To starve for six or seven years, Mr. Warden,” said Snitchey, “would be very uncommon indeed. You might get another estate by showing yourself, the while. But we don’t think you could do it—speaking for Self and Craggs—and consequently don’t advise it.” “What do you advise?” 
“Nursing, I Say,” repeated Snitchey. “Some few years of nursing by Self and Craggs would bring it round. But to enable us to make terms, and hold terms, and you to keep terms, you must §0 away, you must live abroad. As to starvation, we could ensure you some hundreds a year to starve upon, even in the beginning, I dare say, Mr. Warden.” 
“Hundreds,” said the client. “And I have spent thousands! ” 

, “That,” retorted Mr, Snitchey, putting the papers slowly
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back into the cast-iron box, “there is no doubt about. No 
doubt a—bout,” he repeated to himself, as he thoughtfully 
pursued his occupation. 

The lawyer very likely knew his man; at any rate his 
dry, shrewd, whimsical manner, had a favourable influence 
upon the client’s moody state, and disposed him to be more 
free and unreserved. Or perhaps the client knew his man, - 
and had elicited such encouragement as he had received, 
to render some purpose he was about to disclose the more 
defensible in appearance. Gradually raising his head, he 

« sat looking at his immovable adviser with a smile, which 
presently broke into a laugh. 

“ After all,” he said, “my iron-headed friend-———” 
My. Snitchey pointed out his partner. “Self and—ex.- 

cuse me—Craggs.” oo 
“I beg Mr. Craggs’s pardon,” said the client, “After 

' all, my iron-headed friends,” he leaned forward in his 
chair, and dropped his voice a little, “ you don’t know half 
my ruin yet.” 

Mr. Snitchey stopped and stared at him. Mr. Craggs 
also stared. 

“I am not only deep in debt,” said the client, “but I 
am deep in—” ‘ 

“Not in love!” cried Snitchey. 
“Yes!” said the client, falling back ‘in his: chair, and 

surveying the Firm with his hands in his pockets. “Deep 
in love.” 
“And not with an heiress, Sir?” said Snitchey. 
“Not with an heiress.” 
“Nor a rich lady?” 
“Nor a rich lady that I know of—except in beauty and 

merit.”” 
“A single lady, I trust?” said Mr. Snitchey, with great 

expression. . 
“Certainly.” 
“It’s not one of Doctor Jeddler’s daughters?” said 

Snitchey, suddenly squaring his elbows on his knees, and 
advancing his face at least a yard. , 
“Yes!” returned the client. 
“Not his younger daughter?” said Snitchey. 
“Yes!” returned the client. 
“Mr. Craggs,” said Snitchey, much relieved, “will you 

oblige me with another pinch of snuff? Thank you. Iam
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happy to say it don’t signify, Mr, Warden; she’s engaged, Sir, she’s bespoke. : My partner can corroborate me. Wa know the fact.” . “We know the fact,” repeated Craggs. “Why, so do I perhaps,” returned the client quietly. “What of that! Are, you men of the world, and did you never hear of a woman changing her mind?” “There certainly have been actions for breach,” said Mr, Snitchey, “ brought against both spinsters and widows, but, in the majority of cases—? 
_- “Cases!” interposed the client, impatiently. “Don’t talk to me of cases. The general precedent is in a much larger volume than any. of your law books. Besides, do you think I have lived six weeks in the Doctor’s: house for nothing? ” 

- “TZ think, Sir,” observed Mr. Snitchey, gravely address- ing himself to his partner, “that of all the scrapes Mr, Warden’s horses have brought him-into at one time and another—and they have been pretty numerous, and pretty expensive, as none know better than himself and you and [ ~—the worst scrape may turn out to be, if he talks in this way, his having been ever left by one of them at the Doc- tor’s garden wall, with three broken ribs, a snapped collar- bone, and the Lord knows how many bruises, We didn’t think So much of it, at the time when we knew he was go- ing on well under the Doctor’s hands and roof; but it looks bad now, Sir. Bad! Té looks very bad. Doctor Jeddler too—our client, Mr, Craggs,”? mo ps “Mr. Alfred Heathfield too—a sort of client, Mr. Snitchey,” said Craggs, 
7S Oo “Mr. Michael Warden too, a kind of client,” said the careless visitor, “and no bad one either; having played the fool for ten or twelve years. However Mr. Michael Warden has sown his wild oats now—there’s their crop, in that box; and he means to tepent and be wise. And in proof of it, Mr. Michael Warden means, if he can, to marry Marion, the Doctor’s lovely daughter, and to carry her away with him.” “Really, Mr, Craggs,” Snitchey began. “Really Mr, Snitchey, and Mr, Craggs, partners both,” said the client, interrupting him; “you know your, duty to your clients, and you know well enough, I am sure, that it is no part of it to interfere in a mere love affair, which I am obliged to contide to you. Iam not going to carry the
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MICHAEL WARDEN LEAVING ILS LAWYERS 
“Henceforth the star of my destiny is, Marion!” “Take care of the stairs, Sir,” replied Snitchey; “for she don't shine there. Good- night!” So they both stood at the stair-head with a pair of office- candles, w. atching I him down.—Battle of LYe, p. 27: 5 
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young lady off, without her own consent. There’s nothing 
illegal in it. I never was Mr. Heathfield’s bosom friend. 

‘I violate no confidence of his. 1 love where he loves, and I mean to win where he would win, if Iean.”  - - 
“He can’t, Mr. Craggs,” said Snitchey, evidently anxiou 

and discomfited. “He can’t do it, Sir. She dotes on Mr, 
Alfred.” 

“Does she?” returned the client. 
“Mr, Craggs, she dotes on him, Sir,” persisted Snitchey. 
“I didn’t live six weeks, some few months ago, in the 

Doctor’s house for nothing; and I doubted that soon,” ob- 
served the client. “She would have doted on him, if her 
sister could have brought it about; but I watched them. 
Marion avoided his name, avoided the subject: shrank from 
‘the least allusion to it, with evident distress.” e 

“Why should she, Mr. Craggs, you know? Why should: 
she, Sir?” inquired Snitchey. 

“I don’t know why she should, though there are many 
likely reasons,” said the client, smiling at the attention 
and perplexity expressed in Mr. Snitchey’s shining eye, and 
at his cautious way of carrying on the conversation, and 
making himself informed upon the subject; “but I know 
she does, She was very young when she made the engage- 
ment—if it may be called one, I am not even sure of that 
—and has repented of it, perhaps. -Perhaps—it seems a 
foppish thing to say, but upon my.soul I don’t mean it in 
that light—she may have fallen in love with me, as I have 
fallen in love with her.” me . 

“He, he! Mr. Alfred, her old playfellow too, you re- ~ 
member Mr. Craggs,” said Snitchey, with a disconcerted 
laugh; . “knew her almost from a baby!” . 

“Which makes it the more probable that she may be 
tired of his idea,” calmly pursued the client, “and not in- 
disposed’ to exchange it for the newer one of another lover, 
who presents himself (or is presented by his horse) under 
romantic circumstances; has the not unfavourable reputa- 
tion—with a country girl—of having lived thoughtlessly 
and gaily, without doing much harm to anybody; and 
who, for his youth and figure, and so forth—this may seem 
foppish again, but upon my soul I don t mean it in that 
light—might perhaps pass muster in a‘ crowd with Mr. 

fred: himself.” 7 - oy Aumed I was no gainsaying the last clause, certainly; and
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Mr. Snitchey, glancing at him, thought so. There was 
something naturally graceful and pleasant in the very care- 
lessness of his air. It seemed to suggest, of his comely 
face and well-knit figure, that they might be greatly better 
if he chose: and that, once roused and made earnest (but 
he never had been earnest yet), he could be full of fire and 
purpose. “A dangerous sort of libertine,” thought the 
shrewd lawyer, “to seem to catch the spark he wants from 
@ young lady’s eyes.” 

“Now, observe, Snitchey,” he continued, arising and tak- 
ing him by the button, “and Craggs,” taking him by the 
button also, and placing one partner on either side of him, 
so that neither might evade him. “I don’t ask you for 
any advice. You are right to keep quite aloof from all 
parties in such a matter, which is not one in which gravé 
‘men like you could interfere, on any side. Iam briefly going 
to review in half-a-dozen words, my position and intention, 
and then I shall leave it to you to do the best for me, in money matters, that you can: seeing, that, if I run away 
with the Doctor’s beautiful daughter (as I hope to do, and to become another man under her bright influence), it will be, for the moment, more chargeable than running away 
alone. But I shall soon make all that up in an altered 
ife. : : 
_“TI think it will be better not to hear this, Mr. Craggs?” said Snitchey, looking at him across the client, 
“J think not,” said Craggs.—Both listening attentively. 
“Well! You needn’t hear it,” replied their client, “I'll 

mention it, however. I don’t mean to ask the Doctor’s con- sent, because he wouldn’t give itme. ButI mean to do 
the Doctor no wrong or harm, because (besides there being nothing serious in such trifles, as he says) I hope to rescue his child, ‘my Marion, from what I see—I k£now-—she dreads, and contemplates with misery: that is, the return 
of this old lover. If anything in the world is true, it is true that she dreads his return. N obody is injured so far. 
Iam so harried and worried here just now, that I lead the 
life of a flying-fish; skulk about in the dark, am shut out 
of my own house, and warned off my own grounds: but 
that house, and those grounds, and many an acre besides, 
will come back home one day, as you know and say; and Marion will probably be richer—on your showing, who are never sanguine—ten years hence as my wife, than as the
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wife of Alfred Heathfield, whose return she dreads (te- member that), and in whom or in any man, my passion is not surpassed. Who is injured yet? It is a fair case throughout. My right is as good as his, if she decide in my favour; and I will try my right by her alone. You will like to know no more after this, and I will tell you no more. Now you know my purpose, and wants. When must I leave here?” . 
“In a week,” said Snitchey. “Mr, Craggs?—” 
“In something less, I should say,” responded Craggs.. “In a month,” said the client, after attentively watching the two faces. “This day month. To-day is Thursday. Succeed or fail, on this day month I go.” : ~ “Tt?s too long a delay,” said Snitchey; “much too long. But let it be so. I thought he’d have stipulated for three,” he murmured to himself. “Are you going? Good night, Sir,” . 
“Good night!” returned the client, shaking hands with the Firm. “You'll live to see me making a good use of riches yet. Henceforth, the star of my destiny is, Mar- ion!” 
“Take care of the stairs, Sir,” replied Snitchey; “for she don’t shine there. Good night!” 
“Good night!? 
So they both stood at the stair-head with a pair of office- candles, watching him down; and when he had gone away, stood looking at each other. 
“What do you think of all this, Mr. Craggs?” said Snitchey. ’ 
Mr. Craggs shook his head. 
“It was our opinion, on the day when that release was executed, that there was something curious in the parting of that pair, I recollect,” said Snitchey. 
“It was,” said Mr. Craggs. 
“Perhaps he deceives himself altogether,” pursued Mr. Snitchey, locking up the fireproof box, and putting it away; “or if he don’t, a little bit of fickleness and perfidy is not a miracle, Mr. Craggs. And yet I thought that " pretty face was very true. Ithought,” said My. Snitchey, putting on his great-coat (for the weather was very cold), drawing on his gloves, and snuffing out one candle, “that I had even seen her character becoming stronger and more tesolved of late. More like her sister’s.” ;
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“Mrs. Craggs was of the same opinion,” returned Craggs. 
“Td really give a trifle to-night,” observed Mr. Snitchey, . 

who was a good-natured man, “if I could believe that Mr. 
Warden was reckoning without his host; but light-headed, 
capricious, and unballasted as he is, he knows something of 
the world and its people (he ought to, for he has bought 
what he does know, dear enough); and I can’t quite think 
that. We had better not interfere: we can do nothing, Mr. 
Craggs, but keep quiet.” ‘ . i 

“Nothing,” returned Craggs. , : 
“Our friend the Doctor makes light of such things,” said 

Mr. Snitchey, shaking his head. “I hope he mayn’t stand - in need of his philosophy. Our friend Alfred talks of the 
battle of life,” he shook his head again, “I hope he mayn’t 
be cut down early in the day. Have you got your hat, Mr. 
Craggs? - 1 am going to put the other candle out.” 

Mr. Craggs replying in the affirmative, Mr. .Snitchey 
suited the action to the word, and they groped their way out of the council-chamber: now as dark as the subject, or the law in general, ” 

My story passes toa quiet little study, where, on that 
same night, the sisters and the hale old Doctor sat by a cheerful fireside. Grace was working at her needle. Mar- ion read aloud from a book before her. The Doctor, in his dressing-gown and slippers, with his feet: spread out " upon the warm rug, leaned back in his easy-chair, and list- ened to the book, and looked upon his daughters. 
They were very beautiful to look upon. Two better faces 

for a fireside, never made a fireside bright and sacred. 
Something of the difference between them had been soft- 
ened down in three years’ time; and enthroned upon the clear brow of the younger sister, looking through her eyes, and thrilling in her voice, was the same earnest nature that 
her own motherless youth had ripened in the elder sister 
long ago. But she still appeared at once the lovelier and 
weaker of the two; still seemed to rest her head upon her 
sister’s breast, and put her trust in her, and look into her eyes for counsel and reliance. Those loving eyes, so calm, 
serene, and cheerful, as of old. : 
“And being in her own home,’ ” read Marion, from the book; “* her home made exquisitely dear by these remem- brances, she now began to know that the great trial of her
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heart must soon come on, and could not be delayed. Oh Home, our comforter and friend when others fall away, to part with whom, at any Step between the cradle and the grave——’ ? oe : 
“Marion, my love!” said Grace. oe “Why, Puss!” exclaimed her father, “what’s the mat- ter?” * 
She put her hand upon the hand her sister stretched towards her, atid read on;* her voice still faltering and trembling, though she made an effort to command it when . thus interrupted. . me . “STo part with whom, at any step between the cradle and the grave, is always sorrowful... Oh Home, so true to us, So often slighted in return, be lenient to them that turn away from thee, and do not haunt their erring footsteps too reproachfully! Let no kind looks, no well-remembered smiles, be seen upon thy phantom face. Let no ray of af- fection, welcome, gentleness, forbearance, cordiality, shine - from thy white head. Let no old loving word or tone rise. up in judgment against thy deserter; but if thou can’st jook harshly and severely, do, in mercy to the Penitent!” “Dear Marion, read no more to-night,” said Grace—for she was weeping. — , : oe “T cannot,” she replied, and closed: the book. “The words seem all on fire!” Ss 

The Doctor was amused at this; and laughed as he patted her on the head.” . , 
“What! overcome by a story-book!” said Doctor Jed- 

dler. “Print and paper! Well, well, it’s all one. It’s 
as rational to make a serious matter of print and paper as of 
anything else. But dry your eyes, love, dry your eyes. ‘I dare say the heroine has got home again long ago, and made it-up all round—and if she hasn’t, a real home is 
only four walls;.and a fictitious one, mere rags and ink. 
What's the matter now? ” 

“Tt?s only me, Mister,” said Clemency, putting in her 
head at the door. es ; ; 

“And what’s the matter with you?” said the Doctor. 
“Oh, bless you, nothing an’t the matter with Ine,” re- 

‘turned Clemency—and truly too, to judge from her well- 
soaped face, in which there gleamed as usual the very soul | 

‘of good humour, which, ungainly as she was, made her 
“quite engaging. Abrasions on the elbows are not generally
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understood, it is true, to range within that class of per. 
sonal charms called beauty-spots. But it is better, going 
through the world, to have the arms chafed in that narrow passage, than the temper: and Clemency’s was sound and whole as any beauty’s in the land. 

“Nothing an’t the matter with me,” said Clemency, entering, “but—come a little closer, “Mister.” 
‘The Doctor, in some astonishment, complied with this invitation. 9. , 
“You said I wasn’t to give you one before them, you know,” said Clemency. 
A novice in the family might have supposed, from her extraordinary ogling as she said it, as well as from a sin- gular rapture or ecstasy which pervaded her elbows, as if she were embracing herself, that “one,” in its most favour- able interpretation, meant a chaste salute. Indeed the Doctor himself seemed alarmed, for the moment; but quickly regained his composure, as Clemency, having had . Tecourse to both her pockets—beginnin g with the right one, going away to the wrong one, and afterwards coming back to the right one again—produced a letter from the Post- office, 
“Britain was riding by on a errand,” she chuckled, hand- ing it to the Doctor, “and see the Mail come in, and waited for it. There’s A. H. in the corner. Mr. Alfred’s on his journey home, I bet. We shall have a wedding in the house—there was two Spoons in my saucer this morning. Oh Luck, how-slow he opens it!” 
All this she delivered, by way of soliloquy, gradually rising higher and higher on tiptoe, in her impatience to hear the news, and making a corkscrew of her apron, and a bottle of her mouth. At last, arriving at a climax of Suspense, and seeing the Doctor still engaged in the perusal of the letter, she came down flat upon the soles of her feet again, and cast her apron, as a veil, over her head, in a mute despair, and inability to bear it any longer. “Here! Girls!” cried the Doctor. “I can’t help it: I . hever could keep a secret in my life. There are not many secrets, indeed, worth being kept in such a—well! never mind that. Alfred’s coming home, my dears, directly.” “Directly!” exclaimed Marion. 
“What! The story-book is soon forgotten!” said the Doctor, pinching her cheek. “TI thought the news would
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dry those tears. Yes. * Letit bea surprise,’ he says, here. But I can’t let it be a surprise. He must havea welcome,” “Directly!” repeated Marion. . 
“Why, perhaps not what your impatience calls ‘ direct-: ly,’” returned the Doctor; “but pretty soon too. Let us see. Let us see. To-day is Thursday, is it not? Then . he promises to be here, this day month,” 
“This day month!” repeated Marion, softly. “A gay day and a holiday for us,” said the cheerful voice of her sister Grace, kissing her in congratulation. “Tong looked forward to, dearest, and come at last.” She answered with a smile; a mournful smile, but full of sisterly affection: and as she looked in her sister’s face, and listened to the quiet music of her voice, picturing the happiness of this return, her own face glowed with hope and joy. . sO And with a something else: a something shining more and more through all the rest of its expression: for which I have no name. It was not exultation, triumph, proud enthusiasm. They are not so calmly shown. It was not love and gratitude alone, though Jove and gratitude were part of it. It emanated from no sordid thought, for sordid thoughts do not light up the brow, and hover on the lips, ' and move the spirit, like a fluttered light, until the sym- pathetic figure trembles. 

Doctor Jeddler, in spite of his system of philosophy— which he was continually contradicting and denying in practice, but more famous philosophers have done that— could not help ‘having as much interest in the return of his old ward and pupil, as if it had been a serious event.. So he sat himself down in his easy-chair again, stretched out his slippered feet once more upon the rug, read the letter over and over a great many times, and talked it over more times still.: : ‘ oo oo ; “Ah! The day was,” said the Doctor, looking at the fire, “when you and he, Grace, used to trot about arm-in- arm, in his holiday time, like a couple of walking dolls. You remember?” °C ; “T remember,” she answered, with her pleasant laugh, and plying her needle busily. Le “This.day month, indeed?” mused the Doctor, That hardly seems a twelvemonth ago. And where was my little Marion then!” ~—
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“Never far from her sister,” said Marion, cheerily, 
“however little. Grace was everything to me, even when 
she was a young child herself.” 
- “True, Puss, true,” returned the Doctor. “She was a 
staid little woman, was Grace, and a wise housekeeper, and 
a busy, quiet, pleasant body; bearing with our humours 
and anticipating our wishes, and always ready to forget her - 
own, even in those times. I never knew you positive or 
obstinate, Grace, my darling, even then, on any subject but 
one.” , 
“Tam afraid Ihave changed sadly for the worse, since,” laughed Grace, still busy at her work. “What was that 

one, father?” cod. 
“Alfred, of course,” said the Doctor, “N, othing would 

serve you but you must be called Alfred’s wife; so we 
called you Alfred’s wife; and you liked it better, I- believe 
(oda_as it seems now), than being called a Duchess, if we could have made you one.” 

“Tndeed!” said Grace, placidly. 
““ Why, ‘don’t-you remember? ” inquired the Doctor. 
“T think I remember something of it,” she returned, “but not much. It’s so long ago.” And as she sat at work, she 

jammed the burden of ani old. song, which the Doctor 
1Ked. . : ‘ ore : oe 

“Alfred will find a real wife soon,” she said, breaking off; “and that will be a happy time indeed for all of us. 
My three years’ trust is nearly at an end, Marion. ° It has been a very easy one. I shall tell Alfred, when I give’ you back to him, that you have loved him dearly all the time, and that he has never once needed my good services. May 
I tell him so, love?” =. so ~ “Tell him, dear Grace,” replied Marion, “that there 
never was a trust so generously, nobly, steadfastly dis- charged; and that I have loved yor, all the time, dearer . and dearer every day; and Oh! how dearly now!” 

“Nay,” said her cheerful sister, returning her embrace, “T ean scarcely tell him that; we will leave my deserts to Alfred’s imagination. It will be liberal enough, dear Mar- 
ion; like your own.” - i 
With that she resumed the work she had for a moment 

laid down, when her sister spoke so fervently: and with it the old song the Doctor liked to hear. And the Doctor, still Teposing in his easy-chair, with his slippered feet
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stretched out before him on the rug, listened to the tune, and beat time on his knee with Alfred’s letter, and looked at his two daughters, and thought that among the many trifles of: the trifling world, these trifies were agreeable enough, , u 
Clemency Newcome, in the meantime,’ having accom- plished her mission and lingered in the room until she had made herself a party to the news, descended to the kitchen, where’ her coadjutor, Mr. Britain, was regaling after sup- per, surrounded by such a plentiful collection of bright potlids, well-scoured Saucepans, burnished dinner-covers, gleaming kettles, and other tokens of her industrious habits, arranged upon the walls and shelves, that he sat as in the centre of a hall of mirrors. Tho majority did not give forth very flattering portraits of him, certainly; nor were they by any means unanimous in their reflections; as some made him very long-faced, others very broad-faced, some tolerably well-looking, others vastly ill-looking, according to their several manners of reflecting: which were as vari. ous, in respect of one fact; as those of so many kinds of men: But they all agreed that in the midst of them sat, ‘quite at his ease, an individual with a pipe in his mouth, and a jug of beer at his elbow, who nodded condescend- ingly to Clemency, when she stationed herself at the same table. ‘ So : _ “Well, Clemmy.” said Britain, “how are you by this time, and what’s the news?” . .. - 

Clemency told him the news, which he received , very graciously.. A gracious change had come over Benjamin irom head to foot. He was much broader, much redder, much more cheerful, and much jollier in all respects. It seemed as if his face had been tied up in a knot before, and was now untwisted and smoothed out.’ —- oo “‘There’ll be another job for Snitchey and Craggs, I sup- pose,” he observed, ‘puting slowly at his Pipe. -. “More witnessing for you and me, perhaps, Clemmy!” vo “Lor!” replied his fair companion, with her favourite twist of her favourite joints. “I wish it was me, Britain!” “Wish what was you?” ; re “A going to be married,” said Clemency. ‘ Benjamin took ‘his pipe out of his mouth and laughe heartily. “Yes! you're a likely subject for that!” he said. “Poor Clem!” Clemency for her part laughed as heartily
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as he, and seemed as much amused by the idea. “ Yes,” 
she assented, “I’m a likely subject for that; an’t I?” 

“‘ You'll never be married, you know,” said Mr. Britain, 
resuming his pipe. #4, 

“Don’t you think I ever shall though?” said Clemency, 
in perfect good faith. 

Mr. Britain shook his head. -“ Not a chance of it!” 
“Only think!” said Clemency. “ Well!—I suppose you 

mean to, Britain, one of these days; don’t you?” 
A question so abrupt, upon a subject so momentous, re- 

quired consideration. After blowing out a great cloud of 
smoke, and looking at it with his head now on this side and 
now on that, as if it were actually the question, and he were 
surveying it in various aspects, Mr. Britain replied that he 
wasn’t altogether clear about it, but—ye-es—he thought 
he night come to that at last. 

“T wish her joy, whoever she may be!” cried Clemency. 
“Oh she'll have that,” said Benjamin; “safe enough.” 
“But she wouldn’t have led quite such a joyful life as 

she will lead, and wouldn’t have had quite such a sociable 
sort of husband as she will have,” said Clemency, spread- 
ing herself half over the table, and staring retrospectively . 
at the candle, “if it hadn’t been for—not that I went to do 
it, for it was accidental, Iam sure—if it hadn’t been for 
me; now would she, Britain? ” 

“Certainly not,” returned Mr. Britain, by this time in 
that high state of appreciation of his pipe, when a man can 
open his mouth buta very little way for speaking purposes; 
and sitting luxuriously immovable in his chair, can afford 
to turn only his eyes towards a companion, and that very 
passively and gravely. “Oh! I’m greatly beholden to you, 
you know, Clem.” 

“Lor, how nice that is to think of!” said Clemency. 
At the same time, bringing her thoughts as well as her 

sight to bear upon the candle-grease, and becoming abruptly 
reminiscent of its healing qualities as a balsam, she anointed 
her left elbow with a plentiful application of that remedy. 

“You see I’ve made a good many investigations of one 
sort and another in my time,” pursued Mr. Britain, with 
the profundity of a sage; “having been always of an in- 
quiring turn of mind; and I’ve read a-good many books 
about the general Rights of things and Wrongs of things, 
for I went into the literary line myself, when I began life.”
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“Did you though!” cried the admiring Clemency. 
“Yes,” said Mr. Britain; “I was hid for the best part of two years behind a bookstall, ready to fly out if anybody 

pocketed a volume; and after that, I was light porter to a 
stay and mantua-maker, in which capacity I was employed 
to carry about, in oilskin baskets, nothing but deceptions— which soured my spirits and disturbed my confidence in 
human nature; and after that, I heard a world of discus- 
sions in this house, which soured my spirits fresh; and my 
opinion after all is, that, as a safe and comfortable sweet- 
ener of the same, and as a pleasant guide through life, 
there’s nothing like a nutmeg-grater.” 

Clemency was about to offer a suggestion, but he stopped 
her by anticipating it. 

“Com-bined,” he added gravely, “with a thimble.” 
“Do as you wold, you know, and cetrer, eh!” observed 

Clemency, folding her arms comfortably in her delight at 
this avowal, and patting her elbows. “Such a short cut, 
an’t it?” oo o : 

“T’m not sure,” said Mr. Britain, “that it’s what would 
be considered good philosophy. I’ve my doubts about that: 
but it wears well, and saves a quantity of snarling, which 
the genuine article don’t always.” 

“See how you used to go on once, yourself, you know!” 
said Clemency. ‘ 
“Ah!” said Mr. Britain. “But the most extraordinary 

thing, Clemmy, is that I should live to be brought round, 
through you. That’s the strange part of it. Through you! 
Why, I suppose you haven’t so much as half an idea in 
your head.” ., an ; 

Clemency, without taking the least offence, shook it, and 
laughed, and hugged herself, and said, “No, she didn’t 
suppose she had.” | Se 

“I’m pretty sure of it,” said Mr. Britain. 
“Oh! I dare say you’re right,” said Clemency. “I 

don’t pretend to none. I don’t want any.” 
Benjamin took his pipe from his lips, and laughed till 

the tears ran down his face. “What a natural you are, 
Clemmy!” he said, shaking his head, with an infinite relish 
of the joke, and wiping his eyes. Clemency, without the 
smallest inclination to dispute it, did the like, and laughed 
as heartily as he. oO 

“But I can’t help liking you,” said Mr. Britain; “you’re
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a regular good creature in your way; so shake hands, Clem. 
Whatever happens, I’ll always take notice of you, and be 
a friend to you.” . 

“Will you?” returned Clemency. “ Well! that’s very 
good of you.” a . 

“Yes, yes,” said Mr. Britain, giving her his pipe to 
knock the ashes outof; “I?ll stand by you.. Hark! That’s 
a curious noise!” | 

“Noise!” repeated Clemency. © . 
- “A footstep outside. Somebody dropping from the wall, 

it sounded like,” said Britain. “Are they all abed up 
stairs? ” oo o 

“Yes, all abed by this time,” she replied. 
“Didn’t you hear anything?” 
“No.?? a 

They both listened, but heard nothing. Dos 
“YI tell you what,” said Benjamin, taking down a lan- 

tern. “Vl have a look round before I go to bed myself, 
for satisfaction’s sake. Undo the door while I light this, 
Clemmy.” Po . “ 

Clemency complied briskly; but observed as she did so, 
that he would only have his walk for his pains, that it was 
all his fancy, and so forth. Mr. Britain said “very likely;” 
but sallied out, nevertheless, armed with the poker, and 
casting the light of the lantern far and near in all direc- 
tions. | a, . 

“It’s as quiet as a churchyard,” ‘said Clemency, looking 
after him; “and almost as ghostly too!” |. 

Glancing back into the kitchen, she eried fearfully, as 
a light figure stole into her view, “ What's that!” 
“Hush!” said Marion, in: an agitated whisper. “You 

have always loved me, have you not!” 
“Loved you, child! You may be sure I have.” 

, “Lam sure. And I may trust you, may I not? There 
1s no one else just now, in whom I can trust.” 

“Yes,” said Clemency, with all her heart. 
“There is some one out there,” pointing to the door, 

“whom I must se, and speak with, to-night. Michael - 
Warden, for God’s sake retire! Not now!” 

Clemency started with surprise and trouble as, following 
the direction of the speaker’s eyes, she saw a dark figure 
standing in the doorway. 2 . 7 

“In another moment you may be discovered,” said Mar-
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. jon. “Not now! Wait, if you can, in some concealment, 
I will come, presently.” a eg 

He waved his hand to her, and was gone. 
“Don’t go to bed. Wait here for me!” said Marion, 

hurriedly. “I have been seeking to speak to you for an hour past.’ Oh, betruetome!” 
Eagerly seizing her bewildered hand, and pressing it with both her own to her breast—an action more expressive, 

in its passion of entreaty, than the most eloquent appeal in 
words,—Marion withdrew; as the light of the returning lantern flashed into the room. ' oo 

“ All still and peaceable. Nobody there. Fancy, I sup- 
pose,” said Mr. Britain, as he locked and barred the door. 
“One of the effects of having a lively imagination. Halloa! 
Why, what’s the matter?” 

Clemency, who could not conceal the effects of her sur- prise and concern, was sitting in a chair: pale, and trem- bling from head to foot. , “Matter!” she repeated, chafing her hands and ‘elbows, nervously, and looking anywhere but at him. “'Phat’s 
good in you, Britain, that is! After going and frightening 
one out of one’s life with noises, and lanterns, and I don’t 
know what all.: Matter! Oh, yes!” 

“If you’re frightened out of your life by a lantern, Clem- ” 
my,” said Mr. Britain, composedly blowing it out and 
hanging it up again, “that apparition’s very soon got rid 
of. But you’re as bold as brass in general,” he said, stop- 
ping to observe her; “and were, after the noise and the 
lantern too. What have you taken into your head? Not 
an idea, eh?” 

But, as Clemency bade him good night very much after 
her usual fashion, and began to bustle about with a show of going to bed herself immediately, Little Britain, after giving utterance to the original remark that it was impos- sible to account for a woman’s whims, bade her good night in return, and taking up his candle strolled drowsily away 
to bed. ; - 
When all was quiet, Marion returned. 
“Open the door,” she said; “and stand there close be 

side me, while I speak to him, outside.” 
Timid as her manner was, it still evinced a resolute and 

settled purpose, such as Clemency could not resist, Sha 
softly unbarred the door: but. before turning the key,
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looked round on the young creature waiting to issue forth 
when she should open it. 

The face was not averted or cast down, but looking full 
upon her, in its pride of youth and beauty. Some simple . 

.Sense of the slightness of the barrier that interposed itself 
between the happy home and honoured love of the fair 
girl, and what might be the desolation of that home, and 
shipwreck of its dearest treasure, smote so keenly on the 
tender heart of Clemency, and so filled it to overflowing 
with sorrow and compassion, that, bursting into tears, she 
threw her arms round Marion’s neck. 

“Tt’s little that I know, my dear,” cried Clemency, 
“very little; but I know that this should not be. Think 
of what you do!” 

“T have thought of it many times,” said Marion, gently 
. “Once more,” urged Clemency. “‘Till-to-morrow.” 

Marion shook her head. 
“For Mr, Alfred’s sake,” said Clemency, with homely 

earnestness. “Him that you used to love so dearly, 
once!”. o : 

She hid her face, upon the instant, in her hands, repeat- 
ing “Once!” as ifitrent her heart. _ 

“Let me go out,” said Clemency, soothing her. “I'll 
' tell him what you like. Don’t cross the door-step to-night, 

I’m sure no good will come of it. Oh, it-was an unhappy 
. day when Mr. Warden was ever brought here! Think of 
your good father, darling: of your sister.” | 
'“T have,” said Marion, hastily raising her head. “ You 

don’t know what I do.. I must speak to him. You ‘are the 
best and truest friend in all the world for what you have 
said to me, but I must take this step. Will you go with 
me, Clemency,” she kissed her on her friendly face, “or 
shall I go alone?” _ 

Sorrowing and wondering, Clemency turned the key, and 
opened the door. Into the dark and doubtful night that 
lay beyond the threshold, Marion passed quickly, holding 
by her hand. , 
‘In the dark night he joined her, and they spoke together 

earnestly and long: and the hand that held so fast by 
Clemency’s, now trembled, now turned deadly cold, now clasped and closed on hers, in the strong feeling of the Speech it emphasized unconsciously. When they returned he followed to the door; and pausing there a moment,
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seized the other hand, and pressed it to his lips.. Then stealthily withdrew. . 
The door was barred and locked again, and once again she stood beneath her father’s roof. Not bowed down by 

the secret that she brought there, though so young; but with that same expression on her face, for which I had no 
name before, and shining through her tears, ‘ 

Again she thanked and thanked her humble. friend, 
and trusted to her, as she said, with confidence, implic- 
itly. Her chamber safely reached, she fell upon her 
knees; and with her secret weighing on her heart, could | . 
pray! ‘ . 

Could rise up from her prayers, so tranquil and serene, 
and bending over her fond sister in her slumber, look upon 
her face and smile: though sadly: murmuring as she kissed 
her forehead, how that Grace ‘had been a mother to her, 

' . ever, and she loved her as a child! 
Could draw the passive arm about her neck when lying 

down to rest—it seemed to cling there, of its own will, pro- 
tectingly and tenderly even in sleep—and breathe upon the 
parted lips, God bless her! 

Could sink into a peaceful sleep, herself; but for one 
dream, in which she cried out, in her innocent and touch- 
ing voice, that she was quite alone, and they had all for- 
gotten Ler. cs 

A. month soon passes, even at its tardiest pace. The 
month appointed to elapse between that night and the re- 
turn, was quick of foot, and went by, like a vapour, 

The day arrived. <A raging winter day, that shook the 
old house, sometimes, as if it shivered in the blast. A day 
to make ‘home doubly home. To give the chimney corner ° 
new delights. Toshed aruddier glow upon the faces gath- 
ered round the hearth; and draw each ‘fireside group into 
a closer and more social league, against the roaring ele- 
ments without. Such a wild winter day as best prepares 
the way for shut-out night; for curtained rooms, and cheer- 
ful looks; for music, laughter, dancing, light, and jovial 
entertainment! =: me, 

All these the Doctor had in store .to welcome Alfred 
back. They knew that he could not arrive till night; and 
they would make the night air ring, he said, as he ap- 
proached. All his old friends’ should congregate about
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him. * He should not miss a-face that he had known and liked. No! They should. every one be there!. 
So, guests were bidden, and musicians were engaged, and tables spread, and floors prepared for active feet, and bountiful provision made, of every hospitable kind. Be- cause it was the Christmas season, and his eyes were all unused to English holly and its sturdy green, the dancing- room .vas garlanded and hung with it; and the red berries gleamed an English welcome to him, peeping from among the léaves. . - uo , ; It was a busy day for all of them: a busier day for none of them than Grace, who noiselessly presided everywhere, and was the cheerful mind of all the preparations, Many a time that day (as well as many a time within the fleeting month preceding -it), did Clemency glance anxiously, and almost fearfully, at Marion. She saw her paler, perhaps, than usual; but there was a sweet composure on her face that made it lovelier than ever, 

~ At night when she was dressed, and wore upon her head a wreath that Grace had proudly twined about it—its mimic flowers were Alfred’s favourites, as Grace’ remembered when she chose them—that old expression, pensive, almost sorrowful, and yet so spiritual,: high, ‘and. stirring, sat again upon her brow, enhanced a hundred-fold, . “The next wreath I adjust on this fair head, will be a marriage wreath,” said Grace; “or Iam no true prophet, ear? Lo ; - Her sister smiled, and held her in her arms, “A moment, Grace. Don’t leave me yet. Are you sure that I want nothing more?” oo, ; Her care was not for that.. It was her. sister’s face she ' thought of, and her eyes were fixed upon it, tenderly. “My art,” said Grace, “can go no farther, dear girl; nor your beauty. I never saw you look so beautiful as now.” 
“TI never was so happy,” she returned. 
“Ay, but there is greater happiness in store. In such another home, as cheerful and as bright as this looks now,” said Grace, “Alfred and his young wife will soon. be liv- ing. 

‘She smiled again. “It is a happy home, Grace, in your fancy. TI can see it in youreyes. I knowit will be happy, dear. How glad I am to know it.” ot
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_ Well,” eried the Doctor, bustling in. “Here we are, all ready for Alfred, eh? . He can’t be hero until pretty ’ late—an hour or so before midnight—so ther ’ll be plenty of time for making merry before he comes. He’ll not find us with the ice unbroken. Pile ‘up the fire here, Britain! Let it shine upon the holly till it winks again. It’s a world of nonsense, Puss; true lovers and all the rest of it‘ —all nonsense; but we'll be nonsensical with the rest of em, and give our true lover a mad welcome. Upon my word!” said the old Doctor, looking at his daughters proudly, “I’m not clear to-night, among other absurdities, but that I’m the father of two handsome girls.” “All that one of them has ever done, or may do—may do, dearest father—to cause you pain or grief, forgive her,” said Marion :. “forgive her now, when her heart is full. Say that you forgive her.- That you will forgive her. That she shall always share your love, and—,” and the rest was not said, for her face was hidden on the old man’s shoulder. : ; 
“Tut, tut, tut,” said the Doctor, gently. “ Forgive! What have I to forgive? Heydey, if our true lovers come back to flurry us like this, we must hold ’em ata distance; we must send expresses out to stop ’em short upon the road, and bring ’em on a mile or two a day, until we’re properly prepared to meet’em, Kiss me, Puss. Forgive! Why, what a silly child you are. If you had vexed and crossed me fifty times a day, instead of not at all, I’d forgive you everything, but such a supplication. Kiss me again, Puss. There! Prospective and retrospective—a clear score be- tween us. Pile up the fire here! Would you freeze the people on this bleak December night! Let us be light, and warm, and merry, or I’ll not forgive some of you!”.. So gaily the old Doctor carried it! And the fire was piled up, and the lights were bright, and company arrived, and a murmuring of lively tongues began, and already there was a. pleasant air of cheerful excitement stirring through all the house, ‘ More and more company came flocking in, Bright eyes sparkled upon Marion; smiling lips gave her joy of his re- turn; sage mothers fanned themselves, and hoped she mightn’t be too youthful and inconstant for the quiet round of home; impetuous fathers fell into disgrace for too much exaltation of her beauty; daughters envied her;. sons en- 10
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vied him; innumerable pairs of lovers profited by the occa- sion; all were interested, animated, and expectant. ', Mr. and Mrs. Craggs came arm in arm, but Mrs. Snitchey came alone. “Why, what’s become of him?” inquired the Doctor. 
. The feather of a Bird' of Paradise in Mrs. Shitchey’s © turban, trembled as if the Bird of. Paradise were alive again, when she said that doubtless Mr. Craggs knew She was never told. oo 
“That nasty office,” said Mrs. Craggs. . “T wish it was burnt down,” said Mrs. Snitchey. © “‘He’s—he’s—there’s a little matter of business that keeps my partner rather late,” said Mr Craggs, looking uneasily about him. - | 

- “Oh—h! Business. Don’t tell me!” said Mrs. Snitchey. “ 1Ve know what business means,” said Mrs. Craggs. But their not knowing what it meant, was perhaps the’ teason why Mrs. Snitchey’s Bird of Paradise feather quiv- ered so portentously, and all the pendant bits on Mrs. Craggs’s ear-rings shook like little bells. _ “I wonder you could come away, Mr. Craggs,” said hig wife. 
: “Mr. Craggs is fortunate, I’m sure!” said Mrs. Snitchey, “That office so engrosses 7em,” said Mrs. Craggs, “A person with an office has no business to be married at all,” said Mrs, Snitchey. | ne . - Then, Mrs. Snitchey said, within herself, that that look of hers had pierced to Craggs’s soul, and he knew it: and: Mrs. Craggs observed, to Craggs, that “his Snitcheys ” were deceiving him behind his back, and he would find it out when it was too late. | - 

Still, Mr. Craggs, without much heeding these remarks, looked uneasily about him until his eye rested on Grace, to whom he immediately presented himself, oe “Good_ evening, Ma’am,” said Craggs.. “You - look charmingly. Your—Miss—your sister, Miss ‘Marion, is she ? 
. a . 

“Oh she’s quite well, Mr Craggs ” 
“Yes—I—is she here?” asked Craggs. o i “Here! Don’t you see her yonder? Going to dance?” said Gracew = * CC , oo mo Mr. Craggs put on his spectacles to see the betters looked at her through them, for some time; coughed; an. 
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put them, with an air of satisfaction, in their sheath again, 
and in his pocket. oe 7 ot 
Now the music struck up; and the dance commenced. 

The bright fire crackled and sparkled, rose and fell, as 
though it joined the dance itself, in right good fellowship. 
Sometimes it roared as if it would make music too. Some. 
times it flashed and beamed as if it were the eye of the old 
room: it winked too, sometimes, like a knowing patriarch, 
upon the youthful whisperers in corners. Sometimes it 
sported with the holly-boughs; and, shining on the leaves ' by fits and starts, made them look as if they were in the 
cold winter night again, and fluttering in the wind. .Some- times its genial humour grew obstreperous, and passed all bounds; and then it’ cast into the room, among the twink- ling feet, with a loud burst, a shower of harmless little 
sparks, and in its exultation leaped and bounded, like a 
mad thing, up the broad old. chimney. . . : 

Another dance was near its close, when Mr. Snitchey 
touched his partner, who was looking on, upon the arm. 
Mz. Craggs started, as if his familiar had been a spectre. 
“Is he gone?” heasked. °° 4s, 
“Hush! He has been with me,” said Snitchey, “for 

three hours and more. He went over everything. ‘ He 
looked into all our arrangements for him, and was very 
particular indeed.’ He—Humph!” ce 

The dance was finished. Marion passed close before 
him, as he spoke. She did not observe him, or his part- 
ner; but looked over her shoulder towards her sister in the 
distance, as she slowly made her way into the crowd, aud 
passed out of their view. wo 

“You see! All safe and well,” said Mr.’ Craggs. “He: 
didn’t recur to that subject, I suppose?” es 
“Nota word.” | i 
“And is he really gone? Is he safe away?” eo 
“He keeps to his word. He drops down the river with 

the tide in that shell of a boat of his, and so: goes out to 
sea on this dark night-—a dare-devil he is—before the wind. 
There’s no such lonely road anywhere else. Thats one 
thing. The tide flows, he says, an hour before midnight 
about this time.. -I’m glad it’s over.’ Mr. Snitchey wiped 
his forehead, which looked hot and anxious, so 
“What do you think,” said Mr. Craggs, “about—_” 
“Hush!” replied his cautious’ partner, looking. straight
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before him.’ “I understand you.” Don’t mention names, and don’t let us seem to be talking secrets. I don’t know what to think; and to tell you the truth, I don’t care now. It’s a great relief. . His self-love deceived him, I suppose. Perhaps the young lady coquetted a little. The evidence would seem to point that way.’ Alfred not arrived? ” - © Not yet,” said Mr. Craggs. “Expected every minute,” “Good.” Mr, Snitchey wiped his forehead again. “It’s a great relief. I haven’t been so nervous since we’ve been in partmership. I intend to spend the evening now, Mr. Craggs.”” .. 
‘ . - Mrs. Craggs and Mrs. Snitchey joined them as he an- " nounced this intention. The Bird of Paradise was in a state of extreme vibration; and the little bells were ring- ing quite audibly. : “It has been the theme of general comment, Mr. Snitchey,” said Mrs. Snitchey.. “I hope the office is satis- ed. 

oe “Satisfied with what, my dear?” asked Mr. Snitchey. . “With the exposure of a defenceless woman to ridicule and remark,” returned his wife. “That is quite in the way of the office, that is.” 7 prot. -“T really, myself,” said Mrs. Craggs, “have been so long accustomed to connect the office with everything op- posed to domesticity, that I am glad to know it as the avowed enemy of my peace’ There is something honest in that, at all events.” Se, , “My dear,” urged Mr, Craggs, “your good opinion is '. invaluable, but Z never avowed. that the office was the ene- my of your peace.” ‘ ; “No,” said Mrs, Craggs, ringing a perfect peal upon the little bells. “Not you, indeed. You wouldn’t be worthy of the office, if you "had the candour to.” - “As to my having been away to-night, my dear,” said Mr. Snitchey, giving her his arm, “the deprivation has been mine, I’m sure; but, as Mr. Craggs knows ” . Mrs. Snitchey cut this reference very short by hitching her husband to a distance, and asking him to look at that man. To do her the favour to look at him! “At which man, my dear?” said Mr. Snitchey. “Your chosen companion; I’m no companion to you, Mr. Snitchey.” 
; . “Yes, yes, you are, my dear,” he interposed. 
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“No, no, I’m not,” said Mrs. Snitchey, with a majestic smile. “I know my station. Will you look at your chosen companion, Mr. Snitchey; -at your referee; at the keeper of your secrets; at the man you trust; at your other self, in short.” ; 
The habitual association of Self with Craggs, occasioned Mr. Snitchey to look in that direction. 

__ “Tf you can look that man in the eye this night,” said Mrs. Snitchey, “and not know that you are deluded, prac- tised upon: made the victim of his arts, and bent down prostrate to his will by some unaccountable fascination which it is impossible to explain, and against which no’ warning of ‘mine is of the least avail: all I can say is—I pity you!” 
At the very same moment Mrs. Craggs was oracular on the cross subject. Was it possible, she said, that Craggs could so blind himself -to his Snitcheys, as not to feel his true position? Did he mean to say that he had seen his Snitcheys come into that room, and didn’t plainly see that there was reservation, cunning, treachery, in the man? Would he tell her that his very action, when he wiped his forehead and looked so stealthily about him, didn’t show that there was something weighing on the conscience of his precious Snitcheys Gif he had a conscience), that wouldn’t bear the light? "Did anybody but his Snitcheys come to festive entertainments like a burglar?—which, by the way, was hardly a clear illustration of the case, as he had walked in very mildly at the door. And would he still assert to her at noonday (it being nearly midnight), that his Snitcheys were to be justified through thick and thin, against all facts, and reason, and experience? 

Neither Snitchey nor Craggs openly attempted to stem 
the current which had thus set in, but both were content 
to be carried gently along it, until its force abated; which happened at about the same time as a general movement 
for a country dance; when Mr. Snitchey proposed himself 
as a partner to Mrs..Craggs, and Mz. Craggs gallantly 
offered himself to Mrs. Snitchey; and after some such 
slight evasions as “why don’t you ask somebody else?” 
and “you'll be glad, I know, if I decline,” and “J wonder 
you can dance out of the office” (but this jocosely now), each lady graciously accepted, and took her place, 

_ It was an old custom among them, indeed, to do So, and
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to pair off, in like manner, at dinners and suppers; for they were excellent friends, and on a footing of easy familiar- ity. Perhaps the false Craggs and the wicked Snitchey were a recognised fiction with the two wives, as Doe and Roe, incessantly running up and down bailiwicks, were with the two husbands: or perhaps the ladies had insti- tuted, and taken upon themselves, these two shares in the business, rather than be left out of it altogether. Butcer- tain it is, that each wife went as gravely and steadily to work in her vocation as her husband did in his: and would have considered it almost impossible ‘for the Firm to main- tain a successful and respectable existence, without her laudable exertions. - But now the Bird of Paradise was seen to flutter down the middle; and the little ' bells began to bounce and jingle in - poussette; and the Doctor’s. rosy face spun round and round, like an expressive pegtop highly varnished; and breathless Mr. Craggs began to doubt already, whether country dancing had been made “too -easy,” like the rest of life; and A. Snitchey, with his nimble cuts and capers, footed it for Self and. Craggs, and half-a-dozen_ more, 
Now too, the fire took fresh courage, favoured by the " lively wind the dance awakened, and burnt clear and high. It was the Genius of the room, and present everywhere. It shone in people’s eyes, it sparkled in the jewels on the snowy necks of girls, it twinkled at. their ears as if it whis- pered to them slyly, it fashed about their waists, it flick- ered on the ground and. made it rosy for their feet, it bloomed upon the ceiling that its glow might set off their bright faces, and it kindled up a general illumination in Mrs. Craggs’s little belfry. 
Now too, the lively air that fanned it, grew less gentle as the music quickened and the dance proceeded with new spirit; and a breeze arose that made the leaves and berries dance upon the wall, as they had often done upon the trees; and rustled in the room as if an invisible company of fairies, treading in the footsteps of the good substantial revellers, were whirling after them. N, ow too, no feature of the Doctor’s face could be distinguished as he spun and spun; and now there seemed’ a dozen Birds of Paradise in fitful flight; and now there were a thousand little bells at work; and now a fleet of flying skirts was ruffled by a lit
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tle tempest; when the music gave in, and the dance was over. ; — Hot and breathless as the Doctor was, it only made him more impatient for Alfred’ coming. 
.“ Anything been seen, Britain? Anything been heard? ” “Too dark to see far, Sir. Too much noise. inside the house to hear.” . . - “That’s right! The gayer welcome for him. How goes the time?” . ; oo . . “Just twelve, Sir, He can’t be long, Sir.”, oo .. “Stir up the fire, and throw another log upon it,”. said the Doctor. “Let him see his welcome blazing out upon the night—good boy !—as he comes along!” ce He saw it—Yes! . From the chaise he caught the light, as he turned the corner by the old church. He knew the room from which it shone. He saw the wintry branches of the old trees between the light and him. He knew that one of those trees rustled musically in the summer time at the window of Marion’s chamber. Do The tears were in his eyes. His heart throbbed so vio- lently that he could hardly bear his happiness.. How often he had thought of this time—pictured it under all cireum- stances—feared that it -might never. come—yearned, and wearied for it—far away ! Ce, boo a, Again the light! Distinct and ruddy; kindled, he knew, to give him welcome, and to speed him home. He beck- oned with his hand, and waved his hat, and cheered out, loud, as if the light were ‘they, and they could see and hear him, as he dashed towards them through the mud and mire, triumphantly. . u . mo Stop! He knew the Doctor, and ‘understood what.he had done. He would not let it be a surprise tothem. But he could make it one, yet, by going forward on foot. If the orchard gate were open, he could enter there; if not, the wall was easily climbed, as he knew of old; and he would, be among them in an instant. 

He dismounted from the chaise, and telling the driver— 
even that was not easy in. his agitation—to remain behind for a few minutes, and then to follow slowly, ran on with exceeding swiftness, tried the gate; scaled the wall, jumped down on the other side, and stood panting in the old or- chard. . 4 ; “ There was a frosty rime upon the trees, which, in the
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faint light of the clouded moon, hung-upon the smaller branches like dead garlands. Withered leaves crackled and snapped beneath his feet, as he crept softly on towards the house. The desolation of a winter night sat brooding on the earth, and in the sky. But the red light came cheerily towards him from the windows: figures passed and repassed there: and the’ hum and murmur of voices greeted his ear sweetly. . 
Listening for hers: attempting, as he crept on, to detach it from the rest, and half-believing that he heard it: he had nearly reached the door, when it was abruptly opened, and a figure coming ‘out encountered his, It instantly re- coiled with a half-suppressed ery. ’ “Clemency,” he said, “don’t you know me?” 
“Don’t come in,” she: answered, pushing him back. “Go away. Don’t ask me why.- Don’t come in.” “What is the matter?” he exclaimed, 
“T don’t know. I—TI am afraid to think. Go back. Hark!” : oo There was a sudden tumult in the house. She put her hands upon her ears. A wild scream, such as no hands could shut out, was heard; - and Grace—distraction in her looks and manner—rushed out at the door. 
“Grace!” He caught her in his arms. “What is it! Is she dead!” a OO 

_ She disengaged herself, as if to recognise his face, and fell down at his feet. oe A crowd of figures came about them from the house. Among them was her father, with a paper in his hand. “What is it!” cried Alfred, grasping his hair with his hands, and looking in an agony from face to face, as he bent upon his knee beside the insensible girl. “Will no one look at me? Will no one speak tome? Does no one know me? Is there no voice among you all, to tell me what it is!” 
: There was a murmur among them. “She is gone.” “Gone!” he echoed. 

“Filed, my dear Alfred!” said the Doctor, in a broken Voice, and with his hands before his face. “Gone from her home and us. Lo-night! She writes that she has made her innocent and blameless choice—entreats that we will forgive her—prays that we will not forget her—and is gone.
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“With whom? Where?” . ; He started up, as if to follow in pursuit, but when they gave way to let him pass, looked wildly round upon them, staggered back, and sank down in his former attitude, clasping one of Grace’s cold hands in his own. , There was a hurried Tunning to and fro, confusion, noise, disorder, and no purpose. Some proceeded to disperse themselves about the roads, and some took horse, and some got lights, and some conversed together, urging that there was no trace or track to follow. Some approached him kindly, with the view of offering consolation; some ad- monished him that Grace must be removed into the house, and that he prevented it. He never heard them, and he never moved. , . The snow fell fast and thick. He looked up for a mo- ment in the air, and thought that those white ashes strewn upon his hopes and misery, were suited to them wwell.. He looked round on the whitening ground, and thought how Marion’s footprints would be hushed and covered up, as soon as made, and even that remembrance of her blotted out. But he never felt the weather and he never stirred. 

  

PART THE THIRD. 
THE world had grown six years older since that night of the return. It was a warm autumn afternoon, and there had been heavy rain. The sun burst suddenly from among the clouds: and the old battle-ground, sparkling brilliantly and cheerfully at sight of it in one green place, flashed a responsive welcome there, which spread along the country side as if a joyful beacon had been lighted up, and answered from a thousand stations. ‘ 
How beautiful the landscape kindling in the light, and that luxuriant influence passing on like a celestial presence, 

brightening everything! . The wood, a sombre mass before, 
revealed its varied tints of yellow, green, brown, red; its 
different forms of trees, with raindrops glittering on their 
leaves and twinkling as they fell. The verdant meadow- 
land, bright and glowing, seemed as if it had been blind a 
minute since, and now had found a sense of sight where- 

‘with to look up at the shining sky. Corn-fields, hedge- 
1o*
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rows, fences, homesteads, the clustered roofs, the steeple of the church, the stream, the watermill, all sprang out of the gloomy darkness, smiling. ‘Birds sang sweetly, flow- ers raised their drooping heads, fresh scents arose from the invigorated ground; the blue expanse above, extended and diffused itself; already the sun’s slanting rays. pierced mortally the sullen bank of cloud that lingered in its flight; and a rainbow, spirit of all the colours that adorned ‘the earth and sky, spanned the whole arch with its triumphant glory. ; 
At such a time, one little roadside Inn, snugly sheltered behind a great elm-tree with a rare seat for idlers encirclin its capacious bole, addressed a cheerful front towards the traveller, as a house of entertainment ought, and tempted him with many mute but significant assurances of a com- fortable welcome. The ruddy signboard perched up in the tree, with its golden letters winking in the sun, ogled the passer-by from among the green leaves, like a jolly face, and promised good cheer. The horse-trough, full of clear fresh water, and the ground below it sprinkled with drop- pings of fragrant hay, made every horse that passed prick up his ears. The crimson curtains in the lower rooms, and the pure white hangings in the little bedchambers above, beckoned, Come in! with every breath of air. Upon the bright green shutters, there were golden legends about beer and ale, and neat wines, and good beds; and an affect- ing picture of a brown jug frothing over at the top. Upon the window-sills were flowering plants in bright red pots, . which made a lively show against the white front of the house; and in the ‘darkness of the doorway there were’ Streaks of light, which glanced off from the surfaces of bottles and tankards, sO On the door-step, appeared a proper figure of a landlord, too; for though he was a short man, he was round and. broad, and stood with his hands in his pockets, and his . legs just wide enough apart to express a mind at rest upon the subject of the cellar, and an easy confidence—too calm and virtuous to become a swagger—in the general resources of the Inn., The superabundant moisture, trickling from everything after the late rain, set him off well. WN, othing near him was thirsty. Certain top-heavy dahlias, looking over the palings of his neat well-ordered garden, had swilled as much as they could carry—perhaps a trifle mors
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——and may have been'the worse for liquor; but the ‘sweet- briar, roses, wall-flowers, the plants at the windows, and the leaves on the old tree, were in the beaming state of 

" some for them, and had served to develope their best qual- ities. Sprinkling dewy drops about them on the ground; they seemed profuse of innocent and sparkling mirth, that did good where it lighted, softening neglected corners which the steady rain could seldom reach, and hurting nothing. This village Inn had assumed, on being established, an uncommon sign. It was called The Nutmeg Grater.. And underneath that household word, was inscribed, up in the .tree, on the same flaming board, and in the like golden char- acters, By Benjamin Britain, At 4 second glance, and on. & more minute examination of his face, you might have known that it was no other than Benjamin Britain himself who stood in the doorway—reasonably changed by time, but for the better; a very comfortable host indeed. “Mrs. B.,” said Mr, Britain, looking down the road, “is | rather late. It’s tea-time,” 
As there was no Mrs. Britain coming, he strolled leisure- ly out into the road and looked up at the house, very much to his satisfaction. “Tt’s just the sort of house,” said Benjamin, “I should wish to stop at, if I didn’t keep it.” 
Then he strolled towards the garden paling, and took a look at the dahlias, They looked over at him, with a help- less, drowsy hanging of their heads: which bobbed again, as the heavy drops of wet dripped off them. “You must be looked after,” said Benjamin. “ Memor- andum, not to forget to tell her s0. She’s a long time coming!” 7 

Mr. Britain’s better half seemed to be by so very much his better half, that his own moiety of himself wag utterly cast away and helpless without her. 
“She hadn’t much. to do, I think,” said Ben, - “There were a few little matters of business after market, but not many. Oh! here we are at last!” ; A chaise-cart, driven by a boy, came clattering along the road: and seated in it, in a chair, with a large well-satu- rated umbrella spread out to dry behind her, was the plump figure. of .a: matronly woman, with her bare arms folded across a basket which she carried on her knee, several
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other baskets and parcels lying crowded around her, and a certain bright good-nature in her face and contented awk- wardness in her manner, as she jogged to and fro with the motion of her carriage, which smacked of old times, even in the distance. Upon her neater approach, this relish of - bygone days was not diminished; and when the’ cart stopped at The N utmeg Grater door, a pair of shoes, alighting from it, slipped nimbly through Mr. Britain’s open arms, and came down with a substantial weight upon the pathway, which shoes could hardly have belonged to any one but Clemency Newcome, 
In fact they did belong to her, and she stood in them, and a rosy comfortable-looking soul she was: with as much soap on her glossy face as in times of yore, but with whole elbows now, that had grown quite dimpled in her improved condition. 
“You're late, Clemmy!” said Mr. Britain. | “Why, you see, Ben, I’ve had a deal to do!” she re- plied; looking busily after the safe removal into the house of all the packages and baskets; “eight, nine, ten, — where’s eleven? Oh! my basket’s eleven! It’s all right, Put the horse up, Harry, and if he coughs again give him a warm mash to-night. Eight, nine, ten. Why where’s eleven? Oh 'I forgot, it’s all right. How’s the children, Ben?” 
“ Hearty, Clemmy, hearty.” 
“Bless their precious faces!” said Mrs, Britain, unbon- neting her own round countenance (for she and her husband were by this time in the bar), and smoothing her hair with her open hands. “Give us a kiss, old man.” Mr. Britain promptly complied. oe “TI think,” said Mrs. Britain, applying herself to: her pockets and drawing forth an immense bulk of thin books and crumpled papers, a very kennel of dogs’-ears: “Dve done everything. Bills all settled—turnips sold—brewer’s account looked into and paid—’bacco pipes ordered—seven- teen pound four, paid into the Bank—Doctor Heathfield’s charge for little Clem—you’ll guess what that is—Doctor Heathfield won’t take nothing again, Ben.” “T thought he wouldn’t,” returned Britain. “No. He says whatever family you was to have, Ben, he’d never put you to the cost of a halfpenny. Not if you was to have twenty.”
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Mr. Britain’s face assumed a serious expression, and he 
looked hard at the wall. : 

- “An’t it kind of him?” said Clemency. 
“Very,” returned Mr. Britain. “It’s the sort of kind- 

ness that I wouldn’t presume upon, on any account.” 
“No,” retorted. Clemency. “Of course not. Then 

there’s the pony—he fetched eight pound two; and that 
an’t bad, is it?” 

“It’s very good,” said Ben. 
“Vm glad you’re pleased!” exclaimed his wife. “I 

thought you would be; and I think that’s ‘all, and so no 
more at present from yours and cetrer, C..Britain. Ha 
haha! There! Take all the papers, and lock ’em up. 
Oh! Wait a minute. Here’s a printed bill to stick 
on the wall. Wet from the printer’s. How nice it 
smells!” 

“What’s this?” said Ben, looking over the document. 
“I don’t know,” replied his wife. “I haven’t read a 

word of it.” .: 
“*To be sold by Auction,’” read the host of The Nut- 

meg Grater, “‘unless previously disposed of by private 
contract.” , 

“They always put that,” said Clemency. . 
“Yes, but they don’t always put this,” he returned. 

“Look here, ‘ Mansion,’ &c.—‘ offices,’ &c., shrubberies,’ 
&e., ‘ring fence,’ &c. ‘ Messrs. Snitchey and Craggs,’ 
&c., ‘ornamental portion of the unencumbered freehold 
property of Michael Warden, Esquire, intending to con- 
tinue to reside abroad?!” ; 

“Intending to continue to reside abroad!” repeated 
Clemency. 

“Here it is,” said Britain. “Look!” . 
* “And it was ouly this very day that I heard it whispered 
atthe old house, that better and plainer news had been 
half promised of her, soon!” said Clemency, shaking her 
head sorrowfully, and patting her elbows as if the recollec- 
tion of old times unconsciously awakened her old habits. 

' “Dear, dear, dear! There’ll be heavy hearts, Ben, yon- 
der.” 

Mr. Britain heaved a sigh, and shook his head, and said 
he couldn’t make it out: he had left off trying long ago. 
With that remark, he applied himself to putting up the bill 
just inside the bar window: and Clemency, after meditat-
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ing.in silence for a few moments, roused herself, cleared her thoughtful brow, and bustled off to look after the chil- dren. , 
- Though the host of The Nutmeg Grater had a lively re- gard for his good-wife, it was of the old patronising kind; and shu amused him mightily. Nothing would have aston. ished him so much, as to have known for certain from any third party, that it was she who managed the whole house, and made him, by her plain straightforward thrift, good- humour, honesty, and industry, a thriving man. So easy it is, in any degree of life (as the world very often finds it), to take those cheerful natures that never assert their merit, at their own modest valuation; and to conceive a flippant liking of people for their outward oddities and ec- centricities, whose innate worth, if we would look so far, might make us blush in the comparison! 

It was comfortable to Mr. Britain, to think of his own condescension in having married Clemency. She was a perpetual testimony to him of the goodness of his heart, and the kindness of his disposition; and he felt that her being an excellent wife was an illustration of the old pre- cept that virtue is its‘own reward. . : He had finished wafering up. the bill, and had locked the vouchers for her day’s proceedings in the cupboard— chuckling all the time, over her capacity for business— when, returning with the news that the two Master Britains were playing in the coach-house, under the supevintend- ence of one Betsey, and that little Clem was sleeping “like @ picture,” she sat down to tea, which had awaited her ar- Tival on a little table. It was a very neat little bar, with the usual display of bottles and glasses; a sedate clock, right to the minute (it was half-past five); everything in its place, and everything furbished and polished ‘up to the very utmost. . . “It’s the first time I’ve sat. down quietly to-day, I de- clare,” said Mrs, Britain, taking a long breath, as if she had sat down for the night; but getting up again immedi- ately to hand her husband _ his tea, and cut him his bread- - and-butter; “how that bill does set me thinking of old times!” . ot : . : 
“Ah!” said Mr. Britain, handling his saucer like an oyster, and disposing of its contents on the same princi- ple.
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“That same Mr. Michael Warden,” said Clemency, shak- ing her head at thé notice of sale, “lost me my old place.” “And got you your husband,” said Mr. Britain, 7 “Well! So he did,” retorted Clemency, “and many thanks to him.” ; - “Man’s the creature of habit,” said Mr. Britain, survey-- ing her, over his saucer.“ Thad somehow got used to you, Clem; and I found I shouldn’t be able to get. on without you. So we went and got made man and wife. Ha, ha! We! Who'd have thought ith? an “Who indeed!” cried Clemency. “It was very good of you, Ben,” _ Be 
“No, no, no,” replied Mr. Britain, with an air of self- denial. “Nothing worth mentioning.” 
“Oh yes it was, Ben,” said his wife, with great sim- plicity; “I’m sure I think so; and am very much obliged toyou. Ah!” looking again at the bill; “when she was known to be gone, and out of reach, dear girl, I couldn’t help telling—for her sake quite as much as theirs—what I knew, could I?” Pe 
“You told it, anyhow,” observed her husband. “And Doctor Jeddler,” pursued Clemency, putting down her tea-cup, and looking thoughtfully at the bill, “in his grief and ‘passion turned me out of house and home!’ I never have been so glad of anything in all my life, as that Ididn’t say an angry word to him, and hadn’t an angry feeling towards him, even then; for he repented that truly, afterwards. How often he has sat in this room, and told me over and over again he was sorry for it!—the last time, only yesterday, when you were out. How often he has sat in this room, and talked to me, hour after hour, about one thing and another, in which he made believe to be in- terested !—but only for the sake of the days that are gone away, and because he knows she used to like me, Ben!” “Why, how did you ever come to catch a glimpse of that, Clem?” asked. her husband; astonished that she should have a distinct perception of a truth which had only dimly suggested itself to his inquiring mind. > “I don’t know I’m sure,” said Clemency, blowing her tea, to cool it. “Bless you, I couldn’t tell you if you was to offer me a reward of a hundred pound.” Co He might have pursued this metaphysical subject but for her catching a glimpse of a substantial fact behind him, in
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the shape of a gentleman attired in mourning, and cloaked and booted like a rider on horseback, who stood at the bar- . door. He seemed attentive to their conversation, and not at all impatient to interrupt it. 

' Clemency hastily rose at this sight. Mr. Britain also rose and saluted the guest. “ Will you please to walk up stairs, Sir? There’s a very nice room up stairs, Sir.” “Thank you,” said the stranger, looking earnestly at Mr. Britain’s wife. “May I come in here? ” 
“Oh, surely, if you like, Sir,” returned Clemency, ad- mitting him. “What would you please to want, Sir?” The bill had caught his eye, and he was reading it. “Excellent property that, Sir,” observed Mr. Britain. He made no answer; but turning round, when he had finished reading, looked at Clemency with the same ob- servant curiosity as before. “You were asking me,” he said, still looking at her— 
“What you would please to take, Sir,” answered Clem- ency, stealing a glance at him in return. 
“I£ you will let me have a draught of ale,” he said, moving to a table by the window, “and will let me have it here, without being any interruption to your meal, I shall be much obliged to you.” . He sat down as he spoke, without any further parley, and looked out at the prospect. He was an easy, well-knit figure of a man in the prime of life. His face, much browned by the sun, was shaded by a quantity of dark hair; and he wore a moustache. His beer being set before him, he filled out a glass, and drank, good-humouredly, to the house; adding, as he put the tumbler down again: “It’s a new house, is it not? ” 
“Not particularly new, Sir,” replied Mr. Britain. “Between five and six years old,” said Clemency : speak- ing very distinctly, 
“T think I heard you mention Doctor J eddler’s name, as I came in,” inquired the stranger. “That bill reminds me of him; for I happen to know something of that story, by hearsay, and through certain connections of mine,—Is the old man living? ” 
“Yes, he’s living, Sir,” said Clemency. 
“Much changed? ” 
“Since when, Sir?” returned Clemency, with remarkable emphasis and expression.
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“Since his daughter—went away.” oe 
“Yes! he’s greatly changed since then,” said Clemency. 

“He’s grey and old, and hasn’t the same way with him at all; but I think he’s happy now. He has’ taken on with 
his sister since then, and goes to see her very often. That 
did him good directly. At first, he was sadly broken down; and it was enough to make one’s. heart bleed, to see him wandering about, railing at the world; but a great change for the better came over him after a year or two, and then he began to like to talk about his lost daughter, and to praise her, ay and the-world too! and was never tired of’ saying, with the tears in his poor eyes, how beautiful and 
good she was. He had forgiven her then. That was about the same time as Miss Grace’s marriage. Britain, you re- member? ” . 

Mr. Britain remembered very well. 
“The sister ¢s married then,” returned the stranger. He 

paused for some time before he asked, “To whom?” 
Clemency narrowly escaped oversetting the tea-board, in her emotion at this question. 
“Did you never hear?” she said. 
“TI should like to hear,” he replied, as he filled his glass 

again, and raised it to his lips. oe 
“Ah! Itwould be a long story, if it was properly told,” 

said Clemency, resting her chin on the palm of her left 
hand, and supporting that elbow on her right hand, as she 
shook her head, and looked back through the intervening 

. years, as if she were looking at afire. “It would be a long 
story, I am sure.” . oe 

“But told as a short one,” suggested the Stranger. — 
“Told asa short one,” repeated Clemency in the same 

thoughtful tone, and without any apparent reference to 
him, or consciousness of having auditors, “ what would 
there be to tell? That they grieved together, and remem- 
bered her together, like a person dead; that they were so 
tender of her, never would reproach her, called her back to 
one another as she used to be,.and found excuses for her? 
Every one knows that. I’m sure J do. No one better,” 
added Clemency, wiping her eyes with her hand. 

“And so,” suggested the stranger. 
- “And so,” said Clemency, taking him ‘up mechanically, 
and without any change in her attitude or manner, “they 
at last were married. They were married on her birthday
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—it comes round again to-morrow—very quiet, very hum- ~ ble like, but very happy. Mr. Alfred said, one night when they were walking in the orchard, ‘Grace, shall our wed- ding-day be Marion’s birthday?’ And it was.” “And they have lived happily together?” said the stranger. _. na . 
“Ay,” said Clemency. “No two people ever more so. They have had no sorrow but this.” She raised her head as with a sudden attention to the circumstances under which she was recalling these events, and looked quickly at the Stranger. Seeing that his face was turned toward the window, and that he seemed intent upon the prospect, she’ made Some eager signs to her hus- band, and pointed to the bill, and moved her mouth as if she were repeating with great energy, one word or phrase to him over and over again. As she uttered no sound, and as her dumb motions like most of her gestures were of a very extraordinary kind, this unintelligible conduct reduced Mr. Britain to the confines of despair.’ He stared at the table, at the stranger, at the spoons, at his wife—followed her pantomime with looks of deep amazement and perplex- ity—asked in the same language, was it property in dan- ger, was it he in danger, was it she—answered her signals with other signals expressive of the deepest distress and confusion—followed the motions-of her lips—guessed half aloud “milk and water,” “monthly warning,” “mice and walnuts ”—and couldn’t approach her meaning. Clemency gave it up at last, asa hopeless attempt; and | moving her chair by very slow degrees a little nearer to the stranger, sat with her eyes apparently cast down but glanc- ing sharply at him now and then, waiting until he should ask some other question. She had not to wait long; for’ he said, presently ; 

- “And what is the after history of the young lady who went away? They know it, I suppose? ” , lemency shook her head. “Vve heard,” she said, “that Doctor Jeddler is thought to know more of it than he tells.. Miss Grace has had letters from her sister, saying that she was well and happy, and made much happier by her being married to Mr. Alfred: and has written letters back. But there’s a mystery about her life and fortunes, altogether, which nothing has cleared up to this hour, and which— . 
; 

'
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She faltered here, and Stopped. 
“ And which—_” repeated the stranger, . “Which only one other person, I believe, could explain,” said Clemency, drawing her breath quickly, “Who may that be? ” asked the stranger. “Mr. Michael Warden!” answered Clemency, almost in a shriek; at once conveying to her husband what she would have had him understand before, and letting Michael Warden know that he was recognised. “You remember me, Sir?” said Clemency, ‘trembling with emotion; “I saw just now you did! Yon remember me, that night in the garden. I was with her!” “Yes. You were,” he said. 
“Yes, Sir,” returned Clemency. “ Yes, tobesure. This is my husband, if you please. Ben, my dear Ben, run to Miss Grace—run ‘to Mr. Alfred—run somewhere, Ben! Bring somebody here, directly!” 
“Stay!” said Michael Warden, quietly interposing him- self between the door and Britain, What would you do?” “Let them know that you are here, Sir,” answered Clem- ency, clapping her hands in sheer agitation. “Let them Inow that they may hear of her, from your own ‘lips; let them know that she is not quite lost to them, but that she will come home again yet, to bless her father and her lov-: ing sister—even her old Servant, even me,” she struck her- . Self upon the breast with both hands; “with a sight of her sweet face. Run, Ben, run!” And still she pressed him on towards the door, and still Mr. Warden stood before it, with his hand stretched out, not angrily, but sorrowfully, “Or perhaps,” said Clemency, running past her husband, and catching in her emotion at Mr. Warden’s cloak, “per. haps she’s here now; perhaps she’s closeby. I think from your manner she is, Letmesee her, Sir, if you please. I waited on her when she was a little child. I saw her grow to be the pride of all thig place. I knew her ‘when she was Mr. Alfred’s promised wife. I tried to warn her when you tempted her away. I know what her old home was when she was like the soul of it, and how it changed when she was gone and lost. . Let me speak to her, if you please!” He gazed at her with compassion, not unmixed with wonder: but he made no gesture of assent. - ae “TI don’t think she can know,” pursued Clemency, “how truly they forgive her; how they love her; what joy it
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would be to them, to see her once more. She may be tim. orous of. going home. Perhaps if she sees me, it may give her new heart. Only tell ine truly, Mr. Warden, is she with you?” so 
“ She is not,” he answered, shaking his head. 
This answer, and his manner, and his black dress, and his coming back so quietly, and his announced intention of continuing to live abroad » explained it all. Marion was dead. ; 
He didn’t contradict her; yes, she was dead! Clemency sat down, hid her face upon the table, and cried. _ At that moment, a grey-headed old gentleman came run- ning in quite out of breath, and panting so much that his voice was scarcely to be recognised as the voice of Mr. Snitchey. ; 

'- “Good Heaven, Mr. Warden!” said the lawyer, taking him aside, “what wind has blown—” He was so blown himself, that, he couldn’t get on any further until after a pause, when he added, feebly, “you here?” 
“An ill wind, I am afraid,” he answered. “If you could have heard what has just passed—how I have been be- sought and entreated to perform impossibilities—what confusion and affliction I carry with me!” 
““T ean guess it all. But why did you ever come here, my good Sir?” retorted Snitchey. 
“Come! How should .I know who kept the house? When I sent my servant on to you, I strolled in here be- cause the place was new.-to me; and I had a natural curi- osity in everything new and old, in these old scenes; and it was outside the town. I wanted to communicate with you first, before appearing there. I wanted to know what peo- ple would say to me. I see by your manner that you can tell me. If it were not for your confounded caution, I should have been possessed of everything long ago.” “Our caution!” returned the lawyer. “Speaking for Self and Craggs—deceased,” here Mr. Snitchey, glancing at his hat-band, shook his head, “how can you reasonably blame us, Mr. Warden? It was understood between us that the subject was never to be renewed, and that it wasn’t a subject on which grave and sober men like us (I made a note of your observations at the time) could interfere. Our caution too! When Mr. Craggs, Sir, went down to his Tespected grave in the full belief»?
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“T had given a solemn promise of silence until ‘I should ° return, whenever that might be,” interrupted Mr. Warden ; “and I have kept it.” ; po 
“Well, Sir, and I repeat it,” returned Mr. Snitchey, “we were bound to silence too. We were bound to silence in our duty towards ourselves, and in our duty towards a vari- ety of clients, you among them, who were as close as wax. It was not our place to make inquiries of you on such a delicate subject. I had my suspicions, Sir; but it is not six months since I have known the truth, and been assured that you lost her.” . oe . 2 
“By whom?” inquired his client. SO “By Doctor Jeddler himself, Sir, who at last reposed that confidence in me voluntarily. He, and only he, has known the whole truth, years and years.” te 
“And you know it?” ‘said his client. ae 
“I do, Sir!” replied Snitchey; “and I have also reason to know that it will be broken to her sister to-morrow even- 

ing. They have given her that promise. In the mean- 
time, perhaps you'll give me the honour of your company 
at my house; being unexpected at your own. But, not to 
run the chance of any more such difficulties as you have 
had here, in case you should be recognised—though you're 
a good deal changed; I think I might have passed: you 
myself, Mr. Warden—we had better dine here, and walk 
on in the evening. It’s a very good: place to dine at, Mr. 
Warden: your own property, by the bye. Self and Craggs 
(deceased) took a chop here sometimes, and had it very 
comfortably served. Mr. Craggs, Sir,” said Snitchey, 
shutting his eyes tight for an instant, and opening ‘them 
again, “was struck off the roll of life too soon.” oe 

“Heaven forgive me for not condoling with you,” re- 
turned Michael Warden, passing his hand across his fore- 
head, “but I’m like a man in a dream at present. I seem 
to want my wits. Mr. Craggs—yes—I am very sorry we 
have lost Mr. Craggs.” But he looked at Clemency as he 
said it, and seemed to sympathise with Ben, consoling her. 

“Mr. Craggs, Sir,” observed Snitchey, “didn’t find life, 
Tregret to say, as easy to have and to hold as his theory 
made it out, or he would have been among us now. It’sa 
great loss to me. He was my right arm, my right leg, my 
tight ear, my right eye, was Mr. Craggs. I am paralytic 
without him. He bequeathed his share of the business to
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Mrs. Craggs, her executors, administrators, and assigns, His name remains in the Firm to this hour. I try, in a childish sort of a way, to make believe, sometimes, that he’s alive. You may observe that I speak for Self and Craggs—deceased Sir—deceased,” said the tender-hearted attorney, waving his pocket-handkerchief, . Michael Warden, who had still been observant of Clem- ency, turned to Mr. Snitchey when he ceased to speak, and whispered in his ear, 
” “Ah, poor thing!” said Snitchey, shaking his head. “Yes. She was always very faithful to Marion. She was always very fond of her. - Pretty Marion! - Poor Marion! Cheer up, Mistress—you are married now, you know, Clemency.” ee 

Clemency only sighed, and shook her head. 
“Well, well! Wait till to-morrow,” said the lawyer, kindly. ; a “To-morrow can’t bring back the dead to life, Mister,” said Clemency, sobbing. , “No. It can’t do that, or it would bring back Mr, Craggs, deceased,” returned the lawyer. “But it may bring some soothing circumstances; it may bring some com- fort. Wait till to-morrow! ” 
So Clemency, shaking his proffered hand, said she would; and Britain, who had been terribly cast down at sight of his despondent wife (which was like the business hanging its head), said that was right; and Mr. Snitchey and Michael Warden went up stairs; ‘and there they were S00n engaged in a conversation so cautiously conducted, that no murmur of it was audible above the clatter of plates and dishes, the hissing of the frying-pan, the bubbling of saucepans, the low monotonous waltzing of the jack—with a dreadful click every now and then as if it had met with some mortal accident to its head, in a fit of giddiness—and all the other preparations in the kitchen for their dinner. 

. To-fnorrow was a bright and peaceful day; and nowhere were the autumn tints more beautifully seen, than from the quiet orchard of the Doctor’s house. ‘The snows of many winter nights had melted from that ground, the withered leaves of many summer times had rustled there, since she had fled. The honeysuckle porch was green again, the trees cast bountiful and changing shadows on the grass, the.
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landscape was as tranquil and serene as it had ever been; but where was she! : ms 
Not there. Not there. She would have been a stranger sight in her old home now, even than.that home had been at first, without her. Buta lady sat in the familiar place, .from whose heart she had never passed away; in whose true memory she lived, unchanging, youthful, radiant with all promise and all hope; in whose affection—and it was a mother’s now: there was a cherished little daughter play- ing by her side—she had no rival; no successor, upon whose gentle lips her name was trembling then. 
The spirit of the lost girl looked out of ‘those eyes. Those eyes of Grace, her sister, sitting with her husband in the orchard, on their wedding-day, and his and Marion’s birthday. 
He had not become a great man; he had not grown rich ; 

he had not forgotten the scenes and friends of his youth: he had not fulfilled any one of the Doctor’s old predictions. 
But in his useful, patient, unknown visiting of poor men’s homes; and in his watching of sick beds; and in his daily 
knowledge of the gentleness and goodness flowering the 
bye-paths of the world, not to be trodden down beneath 
the heavy foot of poverty, but springing up, elastic, in its 
track, and making its way beautiful; he had better learned 
and proved, in each succeeding year, the truth of his old 
faith. The manner of his life, though quiet and remote, 
had shown him how often ‘men still entertained angels, 
unawares, as in the olden time; and how the most unlikely 
forms—even some that were mean and ugly to the view, 
and poorly clad—became irradiated by the couch of Sor- 
tow, want, and pain, and changed to ministering spirits 
with a glory round their heads.’ 

He lived to better purpose on the altered battle-ground 
perhaps, than if he had contended restlessly in more ambi- 
tious lists; and he was happy with his wife, dear Grace. 

And Marion. Had he forgotten her? - . . 
“The time has flown, dear Grace,” | he’ said, “ sinee 

then;” they had been talking of that night; “and yet it 
seems a long long while ago. We count by changes and 
events within us. Not by years.” _ — . 

“Yet we have years to count by, too, since Marion was 
With us,” returned Grace. “Six times, dear husband, ~ 
counting to-night as one, we have sat here on her birthday,
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and spoken together of that happy return, so eagerly ex. 
pected and so long deferred. Ah‘when willit be! When 
will it be!” 7 

Her husband attentively observed her, as the tears col- 
lected in her eyes; and drawing nearer, said: 

“But Marion told you, in that farewell letter which she 
left for you upon your table, love, and which you read so 
often, that years must pass away before it could be. Did 
she not?” ; 
“ She took a letter from her breast, and kissed it, and said 
Yes.” oo 
“That through those intervening years, however happy 

she might be, she would look forward to the time when 
you would meet again, and ali would be made clear: and 
prayed you, trustfully and hopefully to do the same, The 
letter runs so, does it not, my dear? ” 

“Yes, Alfred.” .. — 
- “And every other letter she has written since? ” 

’ “Except the last—some months ago—in which she spoke 
of you, and what you then knew, and what I was to learn 
to-night.” .- oo 

He looked towards the sun, then 
that the appointed time was sunset. 

“Alfred!” said Grace, laying her hand upon his shoul- 
der earnestly, “there is something in this letter—this old 
letter, which you say I read so often—that I have never 
told you. But, to-night, dear husband, with that sunset 
drawing near, and all: our life seeming to soften and be- 
come hushed with the departing day, I cannot keep it 
secret.” , ; 
“What is it, love?” . . 
“When Marion went away, she wrote me, here, that you 

had once left her a sacred trust to me, and that now she 
left you, Alfred, such a trust in my hands: praying and 
beseeching me, as I loved her, and as I loved you, not to 
Teject the affection she believed (she knew, she said) you 
would transfer to me when the new wound was healed, but 
to encourage and return it.” 
._“—And make me a proud, and happy man again, Grace. 
“Did she say so?” . 

“She meant, to make myself so blest and honoured in 
" your love,” was his wife’s answer, as he held her in his 

arms. . ; 

fast declining, and said
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“Hear me, my dear!” he'said.— “No. Hear me so! ?— 
and as he spoke, he gently laid the head she had raised, 
again upon his shoulder. “I know why I have never heard 
this passage in the letter, until now. | I know why no trace 
of it ever showed itself in any word or look of yours at that 
time. I know why Grace, although so true a friend to me, 
was hard to win to be my wife. And knowing it, my own! 
I know the priceless value of the heart I: gird within my 
arms, and thank Gop for the rich possession! ” 

She wept, but not for sorrow, as he pressed her to his 
heart. After a brief space, he looked down at the child, 
who was sitting at their feet, playing with a little basket 
of flowers, and bade her look how golden and how red the 
sun was. oO wr pe 

“Alfred,” said Grace, raising her head quickly at these 
words, “The sun is going down.’ You have not forgotten 
what I am to know before it sets.” a 
“You are to know the truth of Marion’s history, my 

love,” he answered. °°) Co 
“All the truth,” she said, imploringly. “Nothing veiled 

from me, any more. That was the promise. Was it 
not?” Soh, po uo 

' “Tt was,” he answered. Po yt 
“Before the sun went down on Marion’s birthday. And 

you see it, Alfred? It is sinking fast.” : ‘ a 
He put his arm. about her waist; -and, looking steadily 

into her eyes, rejoined, = . . 
“That truth is not reserved so long for me’ to tell, dear 

Grace. It is to come from other lips.” 
“From other lips!” she faintly echoed. 
“Yes. I know your constant heart, I know how brave 

you are, I know that to you a word of preparation is 
enough. ‘You have said, truly, that the time is come. Tt 
is. Tell me that youhave present fortitude to bear a trial 
——a surprise—a shock: and the messenger is- waiting at 
the gate.” ys : : : . . . 

“What messenger?” she said.” “ And what intelligence 
does he bring?” 0 
“Tam pledged,” he answered her, preserving his steady 

look, “to say-no more..Do you think you understand 
me?” , Ds 

- “Tam afraid to think,” she said. oe 
There was that emotion in his face, despite its steady -
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gaze, which frightened her. Again’ she hid her own face on his shoulder, trembling, and entreated him to pause—a moment. ae et 4 oo -“ Courage, my wife! When you have firmness to receive the messenger, the messenger is waiting at the gate. The sun is setting on Marion’s birthday. - Courage, courage, Grace!” So Se, oO, She raised her head, and, looking at him, told him she was ready.‘ As she stood, :and looked upon him going away, her face was so like Marion’s as it had been in her later days at home, that it was wonderful to see. - He took the child with him. She called her back—she bore the lost girl’s name—and pressed her to her bosom. The little creature, being released again, sped after him, and Grace was left alone. . Po ue © She knew not what she dreaded, or what hoped; but re- mained there, motionless; looking at the porch by which they had disappeared, ae Ce Ah! what was that, emerging from its shadow; stand- ing on its threshold! ‘That figure, with its white garments rustling in the evening air; its head laid down upon her father’s breast, and pressed against it to his loving heart! Oh, God! was it a vision that came bursting from the old man’s arms, and with a ery, and with a waving of its hands, and with a wild precipitation of itself upon her in its boundless love, sank down in her embrace! _ “Oh, Marion, Marion! Oh, my sister! Oh, my heart’s dear love! Oh, joy and happiness unutterable, so to meet again!” 
It was no dream, no phantom conjured up by hope and. fear, but Marion, sweet Marion! So beautiful, so. happy, so unalloyed by care and trial, so elevated and exalted: in her loveliness, that as the setting sun shone brightly on her upturned face, she ‘might have been a spirit visiting the earth upon some healing mission. . - Se Clinging to her sister, who had dropped upon a seat, and bent down over her: and. smiling through her tears, and kneeling, close before her, with both arms twining round 

the soft tranquillity of evening gathering around them: Marion at length broke silence; her voice, so calm, low, clear, and pleasant, well-tuned to the time.
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“When this was my dear home, Grace, as it will be now, again—___”” Shey 
“Stay, my sweet love! A moment! : Oh Marion, to hear 

you speak again.” Bo o . 
She could not bear the voice she loved'so well, at first. 
“When this was my dear home, Grace, ‘as it will be now, again, I loved him from my soul. I loved him most 

devotedly. I would have died for him, though I was’ so 
young. ' I never slighted his affection in my secret breast, 
for one brief instant. ‘It was far beyond all: price to me. 
Although it is so long ago, and past and. gone, and every- 
thing is wholly changed, I could not’ bear to think that 
you, who love so well, should think I did not truly love 
him once. I never loved him better, Grace, than when 
he left this very scene upon this very day. I never loved 
him better, dear one, than I did that night when JZ left 
ere,” . - . . 

Her sister, bending over her, could only look into her 
face, and hold her fast. ° Og 

“But he had gained, unconsciously,” said Marion, with a 
gentle smile, “another heart, before I knew that I had one 
togivehim. That heart—yours, my sister—was so yielded 
up, in all its other tenderness, to me; was so devoted, and 

‘80 noble; that it plucked its love away, and kept its secret 
from all eyes but mine—Ah! what other eyes were quick- 
ened by such tenderness and ‘gratitude !—and was content 
to sacrifice itself to-me. But-I knew something of ‘its 
depths. I knew the struggle it had made. I knew its 
high, inestimable worth to him, and his appreciation of it, 
let him love me as he would. . I knew the debt I owed it. 
Thad its great example every day before. me. ’ What you 
had done for me, I knew that I could do, Grace, if I would, 
for you. I never laid my head down on my pillow, but I 
prayed with tears to doit. I never laid my head down on 
my pillow, but I thought of Alfred’s own words, on the day — 
of his departure, and how truly he had said (for I knew 
that, by you) that there were victories gained every day, in 
struggling hearts, to which these fields of battle were as 
nothing. Thinking more and more upon the great endur- 
ance cheerfully sustained, and never known or cared for, 
that there must be every day and hour, in that great strife 
of which he spoke, my trial seemed to grow light and easy: 
and He who knows our hearts, my dearest, at this moment,
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and who knows there is no drop of bitterness or grief—of anything but unmixed happiness—in mine, enabled me to make the resolution that I never would be Alfred’s wife. That he should be my brother, and your husband, if the course I took could bring that happy end to pass; but that I never would (Grace, I then loved him dearly, dearly!) be his wife!” .. re , .. “Oh Marion! Oh Marion!” . : , “T had tried to seem indifferent to him; ” and she pressed her sister’s face against her own; “but that was hard, and you were always his true advocate. I had tried to tell you of my resolution, but you would never hear me; you would never understand me. The time was drawing near for his return. I felt that I must act, before the daily intercourse between us was renewed. I knew that one great pang, undergone at that time, would save a lengthened agony to all of us. I knew that if I went away then, that end must follow which has followed, and which has made us both so happy, Grace! I wrote to good Aunt Martha, for a refuge in her house: I did not then tell her all, but something of ‘my story, and she freely promised. it, While I was con- testing that step with myself, and with my love of you, and home, Mr. Warden, brought here by an accident, be- came, for some time, our companion.” “TI have sometimes feared of late years, that this might have been,” exclaimed her sister, and her countenance was ashy-pale. “You never loved him—and you married him in your self-sacrifice to me!? 
“He was then,” said . Marion, drawing her sister closer to her, “on the eve of going secretly away for a long time. He wrote to me, after leaving here; told me what his con- dition and prospects teally were; and offered me his hand. He told me he had seen I was not happy in the prospect of Alfred’s return, I believe he thought my heart had no part in that contract; perhaps thought I might have loved him once, and did not then; perhaps thought that when I tried to seem indifferent, I tried to hide indifference—I cannot tell. But I wished that you should feel me wholly. lost to Alfred—hopeless to him—dead. Do you under- stand me, love?” 

_ Her sister looked-into her face, attentively. She seemed in doubt. mo, cee “TI saw Mr. Warden, and confided in his honour; charged
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him with my secret, on the eve of his and my departure. He kept it. Do you understand me, dear?” ce Grace looked confusedly upon her. She scarcely seemed to hear. rr ree st 
“My love, my sister!” said Marion, “recall your thoughts 

a moment: listen tome. Do not look so strangely on me. There are countries, dearest, where those who would abjure 
a misplaced passion, or would strive against some cherished 
feeling of their hearts and conquer it, retire into a hopeless 
solitude, and close the world against themselves and worldly 
loves and hopes for ever.: When women do so, they assume 
that name which is so dear to you and me, and eall each 
other Sisters. But there may be sisters, Grace, who, in the 
broad world out of doors, and underneath its free sky, and 
in its crowded places, and among its busy life, and trying 
to assist and cheer it and to do some good,—learn the same 
lesson; and, with hearts still fresh and young, and open 
to all happiness and means of happiness, can say the battle 
is long past, the victory long won. And such a one am I! 
You understand me now?” .. a 

Still she looked fixedly upon her, and made no reply. 
“Oh Grace, dear Grace,” said Marion, clinging yet more 

tenderly and fondly to that breast from which she had been | 
so long exiled, “if you were not a happy wife and mother 
—if I had no little namesake here—if Alfred, my kind 
brother, were not your own fond husband—from whence 
Could I derive the ecstasy I feel to-night! But as I left 
here, so I have returned... ‘My heart has known no other 
love, my hand has never been bestowed apart from it: I 
am still your maiden sister, unmarried, unbetrothed: your 
own old loving Marion, in whose affection you exist alone, 
and have no partner, Grace!” 

She understood her now. Her face relaxed; sobs came 
to her relief; and falling on her neck, she wept and wept, 
and fondled her as if she were a child again. co 
When they were more composed, they found that the 

Doctor, and his sister, good Aunt Martha, were standing 
near at hand, with Alfred. | ue, co 

“This is a weary day for me,” said good Aunt Martha, 
smiling through her tears, as she embraced her nieces; 
“for I lose my dear companion in making you all happy; 
and what can you give me in return for my Marion? ” 

“A converted brother,” said the Doctor.
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. “That’s something, to be sure,” retorted Aunt Martha, “in such a farce as ? 
: “No, pray don’t,” said the Doctor penitently. “Well, I won’t,” replied Aunt Martha. “But I consider myself ill-used. I don’t know what’s to become of me without my Marion, after we have lived together half-a- dozen years.” . ; 
“You must come and live here, I suppose,” replied the Doctor. ' “ We shan’t quarrel now, Martha.” “Or get married, Aunt,” said Alfred. . ' “Indeed,” returned the old lady, “I think it might be a good speculation if I were to set my cap at Michael War- den, who, I hear, is come home: much the better for his absence, in all Tespects. Butas I knew him when he was a boy, and I was not a very young woman then, perhaps he mightn’t respond. So -T’il make:up my mind to go and live with Marion, when she marries, and until then (it will not be very long, I dare say) to live alone. What do you. say, Brother?” ce Soo, “Vve a great mind to say it’s’.a ridiculous world alto- gether, and there’s nothing serious in it,” observed the poor old Doctor, m3 ee “You might take twenty affidavits of it if you chose, Anthony,” said his sister; “but nobody would believe you with such eyes as those.” . _ : . ' “Ts a world full of hearts,” said the Doctor; hugging his younger daughter, and bending across her to hug Grace _-—for he couldn’t Separate the. sisters; “and a serious world, with all its folly—even with mine, which .was - enough to have swamped the whole globe; and a world on which the sun -never rises, but it looks upon a thousand 

  

and wickedness of Battle-Fields; and a world we need be careful how we libel, Heaven forgive us, for it is a world of sacred mysteries, and its Creator only knows what lies beneath the surface of His lightest image!” 

_. You would not be the better pleased with my rude pen, if it dissected and laid open to your view the transports of this family, long severed and now reunited. Therefore, I will not follow the poor Doctor through his humbled recol- lection of ‘the sorrow he had had, when Marion was lost to him; nor will I tell how serious he had found that world
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to be, in which some love deep-anchored, is the portion of all human creatures; nor how such a trifle as the absence of one little unit in the great absurd account, had stricken him to the ground. Nor how, in compassion for his dis- tress, his sister had, long ago, revealed the truth to him by slow degrees; and brought him to the knowled ge of the heart ee his self-banished daughter, and to that daughter’s side, 

; Nor how Alfred Heathfield had been told the truth, too, in-the course of that then current year; and Marion had _ Seen him, and had promised him, as her brother, that on her birthday, in the evening, Grace should know it from her lips at last, 
“I beg your pardon, Doctor,” said Mr, Snitchey, looking into the orchard, “but have I liberty to come in?” -. Without waiting for permission, he came straight to Marion, and kissed her hand, quite joyfully. . “If Mr. Craggs‘had been alive, my dear Miss Marion,” ‘said Mr, Snitchey, “he would have had great interest in thisoccasion. It might have suggested to him, Mr. Alfred, that our life is not too easy, perhaps; that, taken alto- gether, it will bear any little smoothing we can give it; but Mr. Craggs was a man who could endure to be con- vinced, Sir. He was always open to conviction. If he Were open to conviction, now, I—this is weakness. Mrs. Snitchey, my dear,”—at his summons that lady appeared from behind the door, “you are among old friends.” Mrs, Shitchey having delivered her congratulations, took er husband aside, _ Se . “One moment, Mr. Snitchey,” said that lady. “It is not in my nature to rake up the ashes of the departed.” “No, my dear,” returned her husband. cet “Mr. Craggs is oe _ “Yes, my dear, he is deceased,” said Mr, Snitchey. ~ “But Task you if you recollect,” pursued his wife, “that evening of the ball. “I only ask you that. If you do; and it your memory has not entirely failed you, Mr. Snitchey; and if you are not absolutely in your dotage; ‘I ask you to connect this time with that—to remember how I begged and prayed you, on my knees——” - “Upon your knees, my dear?” ‘said Mr. ‘Snitchey. . “Yes,” ‘said Mrs. Snitchey, confidently, “and you know it—to beware of that man—to observe his eye—and now
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to tell me whether I was right, and whether at that mo. ment he knew secrets which he didn’t choose to tell.” 

“Mrs. Snitchey,” returned her husband, in her ear, “Madam. Did you ever observe anything in my eye? ” '. “No,” said Mrs. Snitchey, sharply. “Don’t flatter your- self.” | , : 
“Because, Ma’am, that night,” he continued, twitching her by the sleeve, “it happens that we both knew secrets 

which we didn’t choose to tell, and both knew just the same, professionally. And so the less you say about such things 
the better, Mrs. Snitchey; and take this asa warning to have wiser and more charitable eyes auother time. Miss Marion, I brought a friend of yours along with me. Here! 
Mistress.”" . - 

. _ Poor Clemency, with her apron to her eyes, came slowly in, escorted by her husband; the: latter doleful with the 
 presentiment, that if she abandoned herself to grief, The 
Nutmeg Grater was done for. . ; 

“Now, Mistress,” said the lawyer, checking Marion as she ran towards her, and interposing himself between them, 
“what’s the matter with you? ” 

- “The matter!” cried poor Clemency. 
. When, looking up in wonder, and in indignant. remon- 
strance, and in the added emotion of a great roar from Mr. 
Britain, and seeing that sweet face so well-remembered 
close before her, she stared, sobbed, laughed, cried, screamed, embraced her, held’ her fast, released her, fell on Mr. Snitchey and embraced him (much to Mrs. Snitchey’s indignation), fell on the Doctor and embraced him, fell on Mr. Britain and embraced him, and coneluded . by embracing herself, throwing her apron over her head, and going into hysterics behind it. , 

A stranger had come into the orchard, after Mr. Snitchey, 
and had remained apart, near the gate, without being ob- served by any of the group; for they had little spare atten- 
tion to bestow, and that had been monopolised by the eestasies of Clemency. He did not appear to wish to be observed, but stood alone, with downeast eyes; and there 
was an air of dejection about him (though he was a gen- 
tleman of a gallant appearance) which the general happi- ness rendered more remarkable. 

. None but the quick eyes of Aunt Martha, however, re- marked him at all; but almost as soon as she espied him,
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she was in conversation with’ him. Presently, going to where Marion stood with Grace and her. little namesake, ‘ she whispered something in Marion’s ear, at which she started, and appeared surprised;. but soon recovering from her confusion, she timidly approached. the stranger, in Aunt Martha’s company, and engaged in conversation with him too. . oo. “Mr. Britain,” said the lawyer, putting his hand in his pocket, and bringing out a legal-looking document, while this was going on, “I congratulate you. You are now the whole and sole proprietor of that freehold tenement, at present occupied and held by yourself as a licensed tavern, or house of: public entertainment, and commonly called or known by the sign of The N utmeg Grater. Your wife lost one house, through my client Mr. Michael Warden; and now gains another. I shall have the pleasure of canvass- ing you for the county, one of these fine mornings.” 
“Would it make any difference in the vote if the sign 

was altered, Sir?” asked Britain. 
“Not in the least,” replied the lawyer. 
“Then,” said Mr. Britain, handing him back the con- 

veyance, “just clap in the words, ‘and Thimble,’ will you 
be so good; and I’ll have the two mottoes painted up in 
the parlour, instead of my wife’s portrait.” 
“And let me,” said a voice behind them; it was the 

stranger’s—-Michael Warden’s; “let me claim the benefit 
of those inscriptions. Myr. Heathfield and Doctor J. eddler, 
I might have deeply wronged you both. ThatI did not, is 
no virtue of my own. I will not say that I am six years 
wiser than I was, or better. But I have known, at any 
rate, that term of self-reproach. I can urge no reason why you should deal gently with me. I abused the hospitality 
of this house and learnt my own demerits, with a shame I never have forgotten, yet with some profit too I would fain hope, from one,” he glanced at Marion, “to whom I made my humble supplication for forgiveness, when I knew her merit and my deep unworthiness. In a few days I shall quit this place forever. I entreat your pardon. Do as you would be done by! Forget, and forgive!” 

Tore—from whom I had the latter portion of this story, and with whom I have the pleasure of a personal acquaint- ance of some five-and-thirty-years’ duration—informed me, 
I
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leaning easily. upon his scythe, that Michael Warden neve went away again, and never sold his house, but opened it afresh, maintained a golden . mean of. hospitality, and had a wife, the pride and honour of that country-side, whose name was Marion. But as I have observed that Time con- fuses facts occasionally, I hardly know what weight to give to his authority.
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_ THE HAUNTED MAN. 

THE GHOST’S BARGAIN, 

———— 

  

CHAPTER I. | 
THE GIFT BESTOWED. 

EVERYBODY said so. _ me Do . Far be it from me to assert that what everybody says must be true. Everybody is, often, as likely to. be wrong as right. In the general experience, everybody has been wrong so often, and it has taken, in most instances, such a weary while to find out how wrong, that the authority is 
proved to be fallible. Everybody may sometimes be right; 
“but ¢hat’s no rule,” as the ghost of Giles Scroggins says 
in the ballad. ne 

The dread word, Guost, recalls me. _ oe, 
Everybody said he looked like a haunted man. - The ex- 

tent of my present claim for everybody is, that they were 
sofarright. Hedid. So a. 
Who could have'seen his hollow cheek; his sunken’ bril- 

liant eye; his black-attired figure, indefinably grim, al- 
though well-knit and well-proportioned; his grizzled hair 
hanging, like tangled sea-weed, about his face,—as if he 
had been, through his whole ‘life, a lonely mark for the 
chafing and beating of the great deep of humanity,—but 
might have said he looked like a haunted man? . ° 
Who could have observed his manner, taciturn, thought- 

ful, gloomy, shadowed by habitual reserve, retiring always and jocund never, with a distraught air of reverting to-a
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bygone place and time, or of listening to some old echoes 
in his mind, but might have said it was the manner of a 
haunted man? 

Who could have heard his voice, slow-speaking, deep, 
and grave, with a natural fulness and melody in it which 
he seemed to set himself against and stop, but might have 
said it was the voice of a haunted man? 
Who that had seen him in his inner chamber, part library 

and part laboratory,—for he was, as the world knew, far 
and wide, a learned man in chemistry, and a teacher on 
whose lips and hands a crowd of aspiring ears and eyes hung daily,—who that had seen him there, upon a winter 
night, alone, surrounded by his drugs and instruments and 
books; the shadow of his shaded lamp a monstrous beetle 
on the wall, motionless among a crowd of spectral shapes 
raised there by the flickering of the fire upon the quaint 
objects around him; some of these phantoms (the reflection 
of glass vessels that held liquids), trembling at heart like 
things that knew his power to uncombine them, and to give 
back their component parts to fire and vapour;—who that 
had seen him then, his work done, and he pondering in his 
chair before the rusted grate and red- flame, moving his 
thin mouth as if in speech, but silent as the dead, would not have said that the man seemed haunted and the cham- 
ber too? 
Who might not, by a very easy flight of fancy, have be- 

lieved ‘that everything about him took this haunted tone, 
and 'that he lived on haunted ground? 

His dwelling was so solitary and vault-like,—an old » Te- tired part of an ancient endowment for students, once a brave edifice, planted in an open place, but now the obsolete whim of forgotten architects; smoke-age-and-weather-dark- 
ened, squeezed on every side by the overgrowing of the great city, and choked, like an old well, with stones and bricks; its small quadrangles, lying down in very pits formed by the streets and buildings, which, in course of time, had been constructed above its heavy chimney stacks; its old trees, insulted by the neighbouring smoke, which deigned to droop so low when it was very feeble and the weather very moody; its grass-plots, struggling with the mildewed earth to be grass, or to win any show of com- promise; its silent pavements, unaccustomed to the tread of feet, and even: to the observation of eyes, except when a
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stray face looked. down from the upper world, wondering what nook it was; its sun-dial in a little bricked-up corner, where no sun had straggled for a hundred years, but where, in compensation for the sun’s ‘neglect, the snow would lie ~ for weeks when it lay nowhere else, and the black east wind would spin like a huge humming-top, when in all 
other places it was silent and still. 

His dwelling, at its heart and core—within doors—at his 
fireside—was so lowering and old, so crazy, yet so strong, 
with its worm-eaten beams of wood in the ceiling, and its 
sturdy floor shelving downward to the great oak chimney- 
piece; so environed and hemmed in by the pressure of the 
town, yet so remote in fashion, age, and custom; so quiet, 
yet so thundering with echoes when a distant voice was 
raised or a door was shut,—echoes, not confined to the 
many low passages and empty rooms, but rumbling and 
grumbling till they. were stifled in the heavy. air of the for- 
gotten Crypt where the Norman arches were half-buried in 
the earth. : on . 

You should have seen him in his dwelling.about twilight, 
in the dead winter time. o a 
When the wind was blowing, shrill and shrewd, with the - 

going down of the blurred sun. When it was just so dark, 
as that the forms of things were indistinct and big—but not 
wholly lost. When sitters by the fire began to see wild 
faces and figures, mountains and abysses, ambuscades and 
armies, in the coals, .When people in the streets. bent 
down their heads and ran before the weather. . When 
those who were obliged to meet it, were stopped at angry 
corners, stung by wandering snow-flakes alighting on the 
lashes of their eyes,—which fell too sparingly, and. were 
blown away too quickly, to leave a trace upon the frozen 
ground. When windows of private houses closed up tight 
and warm. When lighted gas began to burst forth in the 
busy and the quiet streets, fast blackening otherwise. 
When stray pedestrians, shivering along the latter, looked 
down at the glowing fires in kitchens, and. sharpened their 
sharp appetites by sniffing up the fragrance of whole miles 
of dinners. . 
When travellers by. land were ‘bitter cold, and looked 

wearily on gloomy landscapes, rustling and shuddering in 
the blast. When mariners at sea, outlying upon icy yards, 
were tossed and swung above the howling ocean dreadfully.
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When lighthouses, on rocks and headlands, showed solitary and watchful; and benighted seabirds breasted on against their ponderous lanterns, and fell dead. When little read- ers of story-books, by the firelight, trembled to think of Cassim Baba cut into quarters, hanging in the Robbers’ Cave, or had. some small misgivings that the fierce little old woman, with the crutch, who used to start out of the box in the meréhant Abudah’s bedroom, might, one of these nights, be found upon the stairs, in the long, cold, dusky journey up to bed. ee , When, in rustic places, the last glimmering of daylight died away from the ends of avenues; and the trees, arch- ing overhead, were sullen and black. When, in parks and woods, the high wet fern and sodden moss, and. beds of fallen leaves, and trunks of trees, were lost to view, in masses of impenetrable shade. When mists arose from dyke, and fen; and river. When lights in old halls and in cottage windows, were a cheerful sight. When the mill stopped, the wheelwright and the blacksmith shut their workshops, the turnpike-gate closed, the plough and har- row were left lonely in the fields, the labourer and team went home, and the striking of the church clock had a deeper ‘sound ‘than at noon, and the churchyard wicket would be swung no more that night =. oo When twilight everywhere released the shadows, pris- oned up all day, that now closed in and gathered like mus- tering swarms of ghosts. When they stood lowering, in corners of rooms, and frowned out from behind half-opened doors. When they had full possession of unoccupied apart- ments. “When they danced upon the floors, and walls, and ceilings of inhabited chambers, while the fire was low, and withdrew like ebbing waters when it sprang into a blaze. When they fantastically mocked the shapes of household objects, making the nurse an ogress, the rocking-horse a monster, the wondering child, half-scared and half-amused, a stranger to itself,—the very tongs upon the hearth, a ‘straddling giant with his arms a-kimbo, evidently smelling the blood of Englishmen, and wanting to grind people’s bones to make his bread. 
When these shadows brought into the minds of older people, other thoughts, and showed them different images. en they stole from their retreats, in the likenessés of forms and faces from the past, from.the grave, from the
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deep, deep gulf, where the things that might have been, and never were, are always wandering. : 
- When he sat, as already mentioned, gazing at the fire. When, as it rose and fell, the shadows went and came. : When he took no heed of them, with his bodily eyes; but, let them come or let them go, looked fixedly at the fire, ~ You should have seen him, then. | - ve When the sounds that had arisen with the shadows, and come out of their lurking-places at the twilight summons, . Seemed to make a deeper stillness all about him. When the wind was rumbling: in the chimney, and. sometimes crooning, sometimes howling, in the house. When the old trees outside were so shaken and beaten, that one querulous old rook, unable to sleep, protested now and then, in a. feeble, dozy, high-up “Caw!” When, at intervals, the window trembled, the rusty vane upon the turret-top com- plained, the clock beneath it recorded that another quarter of an hour was gone, or the fire collapsed and fell in with a rattle. . So oo —When a knock came at his door, in short, as he was sitting'so, androused him. ° .. - 7 
“Who's that?” said he. “Come in!” ' 
Surely there had been no figure leaning on the back of 

his chair; no face looking over it. It is certain that no 
gliding footstep touched the floor, as he lifted up his-head,: 
with a start, and spoke. And yet there was no mirror in 
the room on whose surface his own form could have cast its 
shadow for a moment; and Something had passed darkly 
and gone! 

. “Ym humbly fearful, Sir,” said a fresh-coloured busy 
man, holding the door open with his foot for the admission 
of himself and a wooden tray he carried, and letting it go 
again by very gentle and careful degrees, when he and the 
tray had got in, lest it should close noisily, ‘ that it’s a 
good bit past the time to-night. ‘But Mrs. William has 
been taken off her legs so often ye co 

“By the wind? Ay! ‘I have heard it rising.” . 
“By the wind, Sir—that it’s a mercy she got home at 

all. Oh dear, yes., Yes. It was by the wind, Mr. Red- 
law. By the wind.” ee He had, by this time, put down the tray for dinner, and 
was employed in lighting the lamp, and spreading a cloth on the table. From this employment he desisted in .a 

ri 
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hurry, to stir and feed the fire, and then resumed it; the. 
lamp he had lighted, and the blaze that rose under his 
hand, so quickly changing the appearance of the room, 
that it seemed as if the mere coming in of his fresh red’ 
face and active manner had made the pleasant alteration. 

“Mrs. William is of course subject at any time, Sir, to 
be taken off her balance by the elements. She is not formed 
superior to that.” 

“No,” returned Mr. Redlaw good-naturedly, though 
abruptly. 

“No, Sir. Mrs. William may be taken off her balance 
by Earth; as for example, last Sunday week, when sloppy 
and greasy, and she going out to tea with her newest sis- 
ter-in-law, and having a pride in herself, and wishing to. 
appear perfectly spotless though pedestrian. . Mrs. William 
may be taken off her balance by Air; as being once over-- 
persuaded by a friend to try a swing at Peckham Fair, - 
which acted on her constitution instantly like a steam-boat. . 
Mrs. William may be taken off her balance by Fire; as-on 
a false alarm of engines at her mother’s, when she went 
two miles in hernighteap. Mrs. William may be taken off. 
her balance by Water; as at Battersea, when rowed into 
the piers by her young nephew, Charley Swidger junior, 
aged twelve, which had no idea of boats whatever. But 
these are elements. Mrs. William must be taken out of 
elements for the strength of her character to come into play.” 

As he stopped for a reply, the reply was “Yes,” in the 
same tone as before. 

“Yes, Sir. Oh dear, yes!” said Mr. Swidger, still pro- 
ceeding with his preparations, and checking them off as he made them. “That's where it is, Sir. That’s what I al- ways say 1uyself, Sir.. Such a many of us Swidgers !—Pep- per. Why there’s my father, Sir, superannuated keeper and custodian of this Institution, eigh-ty-seven year old. He’s a Swidger !—Spoon.” 

“True, William,” was the patient and abstracted answer, when he stopped again. 
- “Yes, Sir,” said Mr. Swidger. “That’s what I always say, Sir. You may call him the trunk of the tree!—-Bread. 

Then you come to his successor, my unworthy self—Salt— and Mrs, William, Swidgers both.—Knife and fork. . Then you come to all my brothers and their families, Swidgers,
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man and woman, boy and girl. Why, what with cousins, uncles, aunts, and relationships of..this, that, and +’other degree, and what-not-degree,-and marriages, and lyings-in, the Swidgers—Tumbler—might take hold of hands, and make a ring round England! ” . 

Receiving. no reply at all here, from the thoughtful man, 
whom he addressed, Mr. William approached him nearer, and made a feint of accidentally knocking the table with a 
decanter, to rouse him. The moment he succeeded, he 
went on, as if in great alacrity of acquiescence. 

“Yes, Sir! That’s just what I say myself, Sir. . Mrs. 
William and me have often said-so. ‘'There’s Swidgers 
enough,’ we. say, ‘ without our voluntary contributions,’— 
Butter. In fact, Sir, my father is a family in himself— 
Castors—to take care of; and it happens all for the best 
that we have no child of our own, though it’s made ‘Mrs. 
‘William rather quiet-like, too. Quite ready for the fowl 
and mashed potatoes, Sir? Mrs.. William said she’d dish 
in ten minutes when I left the Lodge.” 
“Iam quite ready,”.said the other, waking as from a 

dream, and walking slowly to and fro. a 
“Mrs. William has been at it again, Sir!” said the 

keeper, as he stood warming a plate at the fire, and pleas- 
antly.shading his face with it. . Mr. Redlaw stopped in his 
walking, and an expression of interest appeared in him, © 

“What I always say myself, Sir. She will do it! 
There’s a motherly feeling in Mrs. William’s breast that 
must and will have went.’ 
“What has she done? ” . 
“Why, Sir, not satisfied with being a sort of mother to 

all the young gentlemen that come up from a wariety of 
parts, to attend your courses of lectures at this ancient 
foundation—it’s surprising how stone-chaney catches the 
heat this frosty weather, to be sure!” Here he turned the 
plate, and cooled his fingers. 

- “Well?” said Mr. Redlaw.° : 
“That’s just what I say myself, Sir,” returned Mr. Wil- 

liam, speaking over his shoulder, as. if in ready and de- 
lighted .assent, “That’s exactly where it is, Sir! There 
ain’t one of our students but appears to regard Mrs. Wil- 
liam in that light. Every day, right through the course, | 
they puts their heads into the Lodge, one: after another, 
and have all got something to tell her, or something to ask
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her. ‘ Swidge? is thé appellation by which they speak of Mrs. William in general, among themselves, I’m told;' but that’s what I say, Sir. “Better be called ever sc far ous of your name, if it’s done in real liking, than have it made ever so much of, and not cared about! - What's a name for? 
.To know a person by. If. Mrs. William is known by some- thing better than her name—I allude to Mrs. William’s qualities and disposition—never mind her name, though it is Swidger, by rights. Let ’em call her Swidge, Widge, Bridge—Lord! London Bridge, Blackfriars, Chelsea, Put- ney, Waterloo, or Hammersmith Suspension—if they like.” The close of this triumphant oration brought him and the plate to the table, upon which he half laid and half dropped it, with a lively sense of its being thoroughly heated, just as the subject of his praises entered the room, bearing an- other tray and a lantern, and followed by a venerable old man with long grey hair, 2 0.) . po, Mrs. William, like Mr. -William, was a simple, innocent- looking person, in whose smooth cheeks the cheerful red of her husband’s official waistcoat ‘was very pleasantly re- 
peated. But whereas Mr. William’s light hair stood on 
end all over his head, and seemed to draw his eyes up with it in an excess of bustling readiness for anything, the dark brown hair of Mrs. William was carefully smoothed down, and waved away under a trim tidy cap, in the most exact and quiet manner imaginable. Whereas Mr. . William’s. very trousers hitched themselves up at the ankles, as if it were not in their iron-grey nature to rest without looking about them, Mrs. William’s ,ueatly-flowered skirts—red. and white, like her own pretty face—were as composed and or- derly, as if the very wind that blew so hard out of doors could not disturb one of their folds. Whereas his coat had something of a fly-away and half-off appearance about the collar and breast, her little bodice was so placid and neat, that there should have been protection for her, in it, had she needed any, with the roughest people. - Who could have had the heart to make so calm a bosom swell with grief; or throb with fear, or flutter with a thought of shame! To whom would its repose and peace have not appealed against disturbance, like the innocent slumber of a child! a _ “Puncetual, of course, Milly,” said her husband, reliev- ing her of the tray, “or it wouldn’t be you. Here’s Mrs. William, Sir!—He looks lonelier than ever to-night,”? whis-
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pering to his wife, as he was taking the tray, “and ghost- 
lier altogether.” 

Without any show of hurry or noise, or any show of her- 
self even, she was so calm and.quiet, Milly set the dishes 
she had brought upon the table,—Mr. William, after much 
clattering and running about, having only gained possession 
of a butter-boat of gravy, which he stood ready to serve. 

“What-is that the old man has in his arms? ” asked Mr. 
Redlaw, as he sat down to his solitary. meal. 

“Holly, Sir,” replied the quiet voice of Milly. © 
“That’s what I say myself, Sir,” interposed Mr. Wil- 

liam, striking in with the butter-boat. “Berries is so sea- 
sonable to the time of year !—Brown gravy!” 

“ Another Christmas come, another year gone!” mur- 
mured the Chemist, with a gloomy sigh. “More figures in | 
the lengthening sum of recollection that we work and work 
at to our torment, till Death idly jumbles all together, and- 
rubs all out. So, Philip!” breaking off, and. raising his 
voice as he addressed the old man, standing apart, with his 
glistening burden in his arms, from which the quiet Mrs. 
William took small branches, which she noiselessly trimmed 
with her scissors, and decorated the room with, while heraged 
father-in-law looked on much interested in the ceremony. 

“My duty to you, Sir,” returned the old man. “Should 
have spoke before, Sir, but know your ways, Mr. Redlaw 
-—proud to say—and wait till spoke to! Merry Christmas, 

Sir, and Happy New Year, and many of ’em. Have had a 

pretty many of ’em myself—ha, ha!—and may take the 
liberty of wishing ’em. I’m eighty-seven!” 

“Have you had so many that were merry and happy?” 
asked the other. , 

“ Ay, Sir, ever so many,” returned the old man. |. 

“Ts his memory impaired with age? Itis to be expected 

now,” said Mr. Redlaw, turning to the son, and speaking 

lower. “ 
“Nota morsel of it, Sir,” replied Mr. William. “That’s 

exactly what I say myself, Sir. There never was such a 
memory as my father’s... He’s the most wonderful man in 

the world. He don’t know what forgetting means. It’s 

the very observation I’m always making to Mrs. William, 
Sir, if you’ll believe me!” . . 

Mr. Swidger, in his polite desire to seem to acquiesce at 

ull events, delivered this as if there were no iota of contra-
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diction in it, and it were-all said in unbounded and un. qualified assent, 
The Chemist pushed his plate away, and, rising from the table, walked across the room to where the old. man stood: looking at a little sprig of holly in his hand. “Tt recalls the time when many of those years were old and new, then?” he said, observing him attentively, and touching him on the shoulder. “Does it? ” . “Oh many, many!” said Philip, half awaking from his reverie. “I’m eighty-seven!” 
“Merry and happy, was it?” asked the Chemist in a low voice. “Merry and happy, old man?” “Maybe as high as that, no higher,” said the old man, holding out his hand a little way above the level of his knee, and looking retrospectively at his questioner, “when I first remember ’em! Cold, sunshiny day it was, out a-walking, when some one—it was my mother as sure as you stand there, though I don’t know what her blessed face was like, for she took ill and died that Christmas-time— told me they were food for birds. The pretty little fellow thought—that’s me, you understand—that birds? eyes were so bright, perhaps, because the: berries that they lived on in the winter were so bright. I recollect that, And I’m eighty-seven ! ? 

“Merry and happy!” mused the other, bending his dark eyes upon the stooping figure, with a smile of compassion. “Merry and happy—and remember well?” “Ay, ay, ay!” resumed the old man, catching the last words. “I yemember ’em well in my school time, year after year, and all the merry-making that used to come along with them, I was a strong chap then, Mr, Redlaw; and, if you'll believe me, hadn’t my match at football within ten mile. Where’s my son William? Hadn’t my match at football, William » Within ten mile!” _“That’s what I always say, father!” returned the son promptly, and with great respect. “You arr a Swidger, if ever. there was one of the family!” “Dear!” said the old man, shaking his head as he again looked at the holly. “His mother—my son William’s my youngest son—and I, have sat among ’em all, boys and girls, little children and babies, many a year, when the berries like these were not shining half so bright all round us, as their bright faces, Many of ’em are gone; she’s
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gone; and my son George (our eldest, who was her pride 
more than all the rest!) is fallen very low: but I can see 
them, when I look here, alive and healthy, as they used to 
be-in those days; and I can see him, thank God, in his in- 
nocence. It’s a blessed thing to me, at eighty-seven.” 

The keen look that had been fixed upon ‘him with so 
much earnestness, had gradually sought the ground. 
“When my circumstances got to be not so good as for- 

merly, through not being honestly dealt by, and I first 

come here to be custodian,” said the old man, “—which 
was upwards of fifty years ago—where’s my son William? 
More than half a century ago, William!” 

“That?s what I say, father,” replied the son, as promptly 
and dutifully as before, “that’s exactly where itis. Two 

times ought’s an ought, and twice five ten, and there’s a 

hundred of ’em.” mo, PG 

“Tt was quite a pleasure to know that one of our found- 

ers—or more correctly speaking,” said the old man, with a 

great glory in his subject and his knowledge of it, “one.of 

the learned gentlemen that helped endow us in Queen Eliza- 

beth’s time, for we were founded afore her day—left in his 

will, among the other bequests he made us, so much to buy 

holly, for garnishing the walls and windows, come Christ- 

mas. There was something homely and friendly in it. 

Being but strange here, then, and coming at Christmas 

time, we took a‘ liking for his very picter that hangs in 

what used to be, anciently, afore our ten poor gentlemen 

commuted for an annual stipend in money, our great Dinner 

Hall.—A sedate gentleman in a peaked beard, with a ruff 

round his neck, and a scroll below him, in old English let- 

ters, ‘Lord! keep my memory green!’ You know all about 

him, Mr. Redlaw? ” _ 

“T know the portrait hangs there, Philip.” 

“Yes, sure, it’s the second on the right, above the panel- 

ling. I was going to say—he has helped to keep my mem- 

ory green, I thank him; for going round the building every 

year, as ’m a doing now, and freshening up the bare rooms 

with these branches and berries, freshens up my bare old 

brain. One year brings back another, and that year an- 

other, and those others numbers! At last, it seems to me 

as if the birth-time of our Lord was the birth-time of all I 

‘have ever had affection for, or-mourned for, or delighted 

‘in,—and they’re a pretty many, for I’m eighty-seven!”
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“Merry and happy,” murmured Redlaw to himself. The room began to darken Strangely. “So you see, Sir,” pursued old Philip, whose hale wintry cheek had warmed into a ruddier glow, and whose blue eyes had brightened while he spoke, “I have plenty to keep, when I keep this present season. Now, where’s my quiet Mouse? Chattering’s the sin of my time of life, and ‘there’s half the building to do yet, if the cold don’t freeze us first, or the wind don’t blow us away, or the darkness don’t swallow us up.” 
. The quiet Mouse had brought her calm face to his side, and silently taken his arm, before he finished speaking. - “Come away, my dear,” said the old. man. “Mr. Red- law won’t settle to his dinner, otherwise, till it’s cold as the winter. I hope you’ll excuse me rambling on, Sir, and I wish you good night, and, once again, a merry ” — “Stay!” said Mr. Redlaw, resuming his Place at the table, more, it would have seemed from his manner, to re- assure the old keeper, than in any remembrance of his own appetite. « Spare me another moment, Philip. William, you were going to tell me something to your excellent wife’s honour. I¢ will not be disagreeable to her to hear you praise her. What was it?” 
“Why, that’s where it is, you see, Sir,” returned Mr. William Swidger, looking towards his wife in considerable embarrassment. “Mrs. ‘William’s got her eye upon me.” “But you’re not afraid of Mrs. William’s eye? ” “Why, no, Sir,” returned Mr. Swidger, “that’s what I Say myself. -It wasn’t made to be afraid of. It wouldn’t have been made so mild, if that was the intention. ‘But I wouldn’t like to—Milly!—him, you know. Down in the Buildings.” 

Mr. William, standing behind the table, and ruinmaging disconcertedly among the objects upon it, directed persua- Sive glances at Mrs. William, and secret jerks of his head and thumb at Mr, Redlaw, as alluring her towards him. “Him, you know, my love,” said Mr. William. “Down in the Buildings. ‘Tell, my dear! Yow’re the works: of ‘Shakespeare in comparison with myself. Down in the Buildings, you know, my love.—Student.” oo, “Student? ”. repeated Mr. Redlaw, raising his head. “That’s what I say, Sir!” cried Mr. William, in the ut- most animation of assent. . “If it wasn’t the poor student 
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down in the Buildings, why should you wish to hear it from 
Mrs. William’s lips? Mrs. William, my dear—Buildings.” 

“T didn’t know,” said Milly, with a quiet frankness, free 
from any haste or confusion, “that William had said any- 
thing about it, or I wouldn’t have come. I asked him not 
to. It’s a sick young gentleman, Sir—and very poor, Lam 
afraid—who is too ill to go home this holiday-time, and 
lives, unknown to any one, in but a common kind of lodg- 
ing for a gentleman, down in Jerusalem Buildings. That’s 
all, Sir.” oy 

_ “Why have I never heard of him?” said the Chemist, 
rising hurriedly. “Why has he not made his situation 
known to me? " Sick!—give me my hat and cloak. Poor! 
—what house?—what number?” ce oS 

“Oh, you mustn’t go there, Sir,” said Milly, leaving her 
father-in-law, and calmly confronting him ‘with her col- 
lected little face and folded hands - ; 

“Not go there? ” eo 
“Oh dear, no!” said Milly, shaking her head as at a 

most manifest and self-evident impossibility. “It couldn’t 
be thought of!” , So 
“What ‘do you mean? Why not?” 
“Why, you see, Sir,” said Mr. William Swidger, per- 

suasively and confidentially, “that’s what I say. Depend 
upon it, the young gentleman would never have made his 
Situation known to one of his own sex. Mrs. William has 
got into his confidence, but that’s quite different. They 
all confide in Mrs. William; they all trust fer. A man, 
Sir, couldn’t have got a whisper out of him; but woman, 
Sir, and Mrs. William combined——!” ; . 

_ “There is good sense and delicacy in what you say, Wil- 
liam,” returned Mr. Redlaw, observant of the gentle and 
Composed face at his shoulder. And laying his finger on 
his lip, he secretly put his purse into her hand. . 

“Oh dear no, Sir!” cried’ Milly, giving it back. again. 
“Worse and worse! Couldn’t be dreamed of!” 

Such a staid matter-of-fact housewife she was, and so 
unruffed by the momentary haste 'of this rejection, that, an 
Instant afterwards, she was tidily picking up a few leaves 
which had strayed from between her scissors and her apron, 
when she had arranged the holly. Me 

Finding, when she rose from her stooping posture, that 
Mr. Redlaw was still regarding her ‘with doubt and aston-
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ishment,:she quietly repeated—looking about, the while, 
for any.other fragments that might have escaped her ob- 
‘servation: , 

“Oh dear no, Sir! He said that of all the world he 
would not be known to you, or receive help from you—- 
though he is a student in your class. I have made.no 
terms of secrecy with you, but I trust to your honour com- 
pletely.” mo, 
‘“Why did he say so? ” 
“Indeed I can’t tell, Sir,” said Milly, after thinking a 

little, “because 1 am not at all clever, you know; and I 
wanted to be useful to him in making things neat and com- 
fortable about him, and employed myself that way. But I 
know he is poor, and lonely, and I think he is somehow 
neglected too.—How dark it is!” 

The room had darkened more and more. There was a 
very heavy gloom and shadow gathering behind the Chem- 
ist’s chair. 

“What more about him?” he asked. 
' “He is engaged to be married when he can afford it,” 

said Milly, “and is studying, I think, to qualify himself 
to earn a living. I have seen, a long time, that he has 
studied hard and denied himself much.—How very dark it 
is!” 

“Tt’s turned colder, too,” said the old man, rubbing his 
hands. “There’s a chill and dismal feeling in the room. 
Where’s my son William? William, my boy, turn the 
lamp, and rouse the fire!” 

Milly’s voice resumed, like quiet music very softly 
played: 

“He muttered in his broken sleep yesterday afternoon, 
after talking to me” (this was to herself) “about some one 
dead, and some great wrong done that could never be for- 
gotten; but whether to him or to another person, I don’t 
-know. Not dy him, I am sure.” 

“And, in short, Mrs. William, you see—which she 
wouldn’t say herself Mr. Redlaw, if she was to stop here 
till the new year after this next one—” said Mr. William, 
coming up to him to speak in his ear, “has done him 
worlds of good! Bless you, worlds of good! All at home 
just the same as ever—my father made as snug and com- 
fortable—not a crumb of litter to be found in the house, if 
you were to offer fifty pound ready money for it—Mrs.
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William apparently never out of the way—yet Mrs. Wil- liam backwards and forwards, backwards and forwards, up and down, up and down, a mother to him!” - 
The. room turned darker and colder, and the gloom and. shadow gathering behind the chair was heavier. 
“Not content with this, Sir, Mrs. William goes and finds, this very night, when she was coming home (why it’s not above a couple of hours ago), a creature more like a 

young wild beast than a young child, shivering upon a door- 
step. What does Mrs. William do, but brings it home to dry it, and feed it, and keep it till our old Bounty of food and flannel is given away, on Christmas morning! .If it 
ever felt a fire before, it’s as much as ever it did; for it’s 
sitting in the old Lodge chimney, staring at ours as if its 
ravenous eyes would never shut again. _It’s sitting there, 
at least,” said Mr. William, correcting himself, on reflec- 
tion, “unless it’s bolted!” / 
“Heaven keep her happy!” said the Chemist aloud, 

“and you too, Philip! and you, William! I must consider 
what to do in this. I may desire to see this’ student, I’ll 
not detain you longer now. Good night!” 

“T thank’ee, Sir, I thank’ee!” said the old man, “for 
Mouse, and for my son William, and for myself. Where’s 
my son William? William, you take the lantern and go 
on first, through them long dark passages, as you did last 
year and the year afore. Ha ha! JZ remember—though 
I’m eighty-seven! ‘Lord keep my memory green!’ It’s 
& very good prayer, Mr. Redlaw, that of the learned gen-- 
tleman in the peaked beard, with a ruff round his neck— 
hangs up, second on the right above the panelling, in what 
used to be, afore our ten poor gentlemen commuted, our 
gteat Dinner Hall. ‘Lord keep my memory green!” « It’s 
very good and pious, Sir. Amen! Amen!” __ 
“As they passed outand shut the heavy door, which, how- 

ever carefully withheld, fired a long train of thundering re- 
verberations when it shut at last, the room turned darker. 

As he fell a musing in his chair alone, the healthy holly 
withered on the wall, and dropped—dead branches. . 

As the gloom and shadow thickened behind him, in that 
place where it had been ‘gathering so darkly, it took, by 
slow degrees,—or out of it there came, by'some unreal, un- 
substantial process—not to be traced by any human sense, 
an awful likeness of himself! .
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Ghastly and cold, colourless in its leaden face and hands, 
but with his features, and his bright eyes, and his grizzled 
hair, and dressed in the gloomy shadow of his dress, it 

‘came into his terrible appearance of existence, motionless, 
without a sound. As he leaned his arm upon the elbow of 
his chair, ruminating before the fire, i# leaned upon the 
chair-back, close above him, with its appalling copy of his 
face looking where his face looked, and bearing the ex- 
pression his face bore. ; 

This, then, was the Something that had passed and gone 
already. This was. the dread companion of the haunted 
man! ; 
-_It took, for some moments, no more apparent heed of 
him, than he of it. The Christmas Waits were playing 
somewhere in the distance, and, through his thoughtful- 
ness, he seemed to listen tothe music. It seemed to listen 
too. 

. At length’ he spoke; without moving or lifting up his 
face. . . ; 

“Here again!” he said. . 
“Here again,” replied the Phantom. 
“TI see you in the fire,” said the haunted man; “I hear 

you in music, in the wind, in the dead stillness of the 
night.” 

The Phantom moved its head, assenting. 
“Why do you come, to haunt me thus?” 

. “T come as I am called,” replied the Ghost. 
“No. . Unbidden,” exclaimed the Chemist. 
“Unbidden be it,” said the Spectre. “Itis enough. I 

am here,” 
Hitherto the light of the fire had shone on the two faces 

—if the dread lineaments behind the chair might be called 
a face—both addressed towards it, as at first, and neither 
looking at the other. But, now, the haunted man turned, 
suddenly, and stared upon the Ghost. The Ghost, as sud- 
den in its motion, passed to before the chair, and stared on 
im. 
The living man, and the animated image of himself dead, 

might so have looked, the one upon the other. An awful 
survey, in a lonely and remote part of an empty old pile of 
building, on a winter night, with the loud wind going by 
upon its journey of mystery—whence, or whither, no man 
knowing since the world began—and the stars, in unim-
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aginable millions, glittering through it, from eternal space, 
where the world’s bulk is as a grain, and its hoary age is 
infancy. . 

“Look upon me!” said the Spectre. “Iam he, neglected 
in my youth, and miserably poor, who strove and suffered, 
and still strove and suffered, until I hewed out knowledge 
from the mine where it was buried, and made rugged steps 
thereof, for my worn feet to rest and rise on.” _ 

“T am that man,” returned the Chemist. 
“No mother’s self-denying love,” pursued the Phantom, 

“‘no father’s counsel, aided me. . A stranger came into my 
father’s place when I was but a child, and I was easily an 
alien from my mother’s heart. My parents, at the best, 
were of that sort whose care soon ends, and whose duty is 
soon done; who cast their offspring loose, early, as birds 
‘do theirs; and, if they do well, claim the merit; and, if 
ill, the pity.” po ; 

It paused, and seemed to tempt and goad him with 
its look, and with the manner of its speech, and with its 
smile, Se 

“Tam he,” pursued the Phantom, “who, in this struggle 

upward, found a friend. I made him—won him—bound 

him to me!. We-worked together, side by side. All the: 

love and confidence that in my earlier youth. had had no 

outlet, and found no expression, I bestowed on him.” 

“Not all,” said Redlaw, hoarsely.. ; > 

“No, not all,” returned the Phantom. — “Thad a sister.” 

The haunted man, with his head. resting on his: hands, 

replied “I had!” The Phantom, with an evil smile, drew 

loser to the chair, and resting its chin upon its folded 

hands, its folded hands upon the back, and looking down 

‘into his face with searching eyes, that seemed instinct with 

tire, went on: Soo 
“Snch glimpses of the light of home as I had ever 

iknown, had streamed from her. How young she was, how 

fair, how loving! I took her.to the first poor roof that I 

“was master of, and made it rich. : She came into the dark- 

mess of my life, and made it bright.—She is before me!” 
“T saw her, in the fire, but now. I hear her in music, 

‘in the wind, in the dead stillness of the night, returned 

‘the haunted man. a, , 
“ Did he love her?” said the Phantom, echoing his con- 

‘templative tone. “I think he. did, once. . I am sure he 

¢
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did. Better had she loved him less—less secretly, less dearly, from the shallower depths of a more divided heart!” “Let me forget it!” said the Chemist, with an angry motion of his hand. -“Let me blot it from my memory!” The Spectre, without stirring, and with its unwinking, cruel eyes still fixed upon his face, went on: “A dream, like hers, stole upon my own life.” “Tt did,” said Redlaw. 
“A love, as like’ hers,” pursued the Phantom, “as my inferior nature might cherish, arose in my own heart. I was too poor to bind its object to my fortune then, by any thread of promise or entreaty. I loved her far too well, to seek to do it. But, more than ever I had striven in my life, I strove to climb. Only an inch gained, brought me something nearer to the height. I toiled up! In the late pauses of -my labour at that time,—my sister (sweet com-’ panion!) still sharing with me the expiring embers and the cooling hearth,-—when day was breaking, what pictures of the future did I see!” 
“I saw them, in the fire, but now,” he murmured. “They come back to me in music, in the wind, in the dead stillness of the night, in the revolving years,” “Pictures of my own domestic life, in after-time, with her who was the inspiration of my toil. Pictures of my sister, made the wife of my dear friend, onequal terms— for he had some inheritance, we none—pictures of our so- bered age and mellowed happiness, and of the golden links, extending back so far, that should bind us, and our chil- dren, in a radiant garland,” said the Phantom. “Pictures,” said the haunted man, “that were delusions. Why is it my doom to remember them too well!” “ Delusions,” echoed the Phantom in its changeless voice,. and glaring on him with its changeless eyes. “For my- friend (in whose breast my confidence was locked -as in my: own), passing between me and the centre of the system of my hopes and struggles, won her to himself, and shattered. my frail universe, ‘My sister, doubly dear, doubly devoted, doubly cheerful in my-home, lived on’ to see me famous, and my old ambition -so rewarded when its spring was: broken, and then—_” 

: “Then died,” he interposed. “Died, - gentle as ever; happy; and with no concern but for her brother. Peace!" The Phantom: watched him silently. ©
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“Remembered!” said the haunted man, after a pause. 
“Yes. So well-remembered, that even now, when years 
have passed, and nothing is more idle or more visionary to 
me than the boyish love so long outlived, I think of it with 
‘sympathy, as if it were a younger brother’s or a son’s. 
Sometimes I even wonder when her heart first inclined ‘to 
him, and how it had been affected towards me.—Not 
lightly, once, I think.—But that is nothing.. Early unhap- 
piness, a wound from a hand I loved and trusted, and a 
loss that nothing can replace, outlive such fancies.” 

“Thus,” said:the Phantom, “I bear within me a Sorrow 
and’a Wrong. Thus I prey upon myself. Thus, memory 
is my curse; and, if I could forget my sorrow and my 
wrong, I would!” . 

“Mocker!” said the Chemist, leaping up, and making, 
with a wrathful hand, at the ‘throat of his other self. 
“Why have I always that taunt in my ears?” . 

“Forbear !” exclaimed the Spectre in an awful voice. 
“Lay a hand on Me, and die!” . 

He stopped midway, as if its words had paralysed him, 
and stood looking on it.. It had glided from him; it had: 
its arm raised high in warning; and a smile passed over 
its unearthly features, as it reared its dark figure in tri- 
umph. 

“Tf I could forget my sorrow and wrong, I would,” the 
Ghost repeated. “If I could forget’ my sorrow’ and my 

wrong, I would!” . 
“Evil spirit of myself,” returned the haunted man, ina 

low, trembling tone, “my life is darkened’ by that incessant 
whisper.” 

“It is an echo,” said the Phantom. . . 
“Tf it be an echo of my thoughts—as now, -indeed, I . 

know it is,” rejoined the haunted man, “why should I, 
therefore, be tormented? It is not a selfish thought. I 

suffer it to range beyond myself. All men and women have 

their sorrows,—most of them their. wrongs; ingratitude, 
and sordid jealousy, and. interest, besetting all degrees-of 
life. Who would not: forget their sorrows and’ their 

wrongs?” . eo 
“Who would not, truly; and be the happier and better 

for it?” said the Phantom.’ —_ a ” 
“These revolutions of years, which we commemorate,” 

proceeded Redlaw, “what do ‘they recall! Are.there ‘any .
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minds in. which they do not re-awaken some Sorrow, or some trouble? What is the remembrance of the old man who was here to-night? ' A tissue of sorrow and trouble.” “But common natures,” said the Phantom, with its evil smile upon its glassy face, “ unenlightened minds and ordinary spirits, do not feel or reason on these things like men of higher cultivation and profounder thought.” “Tempter,” answered Redlaw, “whose hollow look and voice I dread more than words can express, and from whom some dim foreshadowing of greater fear is stealing over me while I speak, I hear again an echo of my own mind.” . “Receive it asa proof that I am powerful,” returned the Ghost. “Hear what I offer! Forget the sorrow, wrong, and trouble you have known!” 
“Forget them!” he repeated. 
“T have the power to cancel their remembrance—to leave but very faint, confused traces of them, that will die out soon,” returned the Spectre. Say! Is it done? ” “Stay!” cried the haunted jan, arresting by a terrified gesture the uplifted hand. “TI tremble with distrust and doubt of you; and the dim fear you cast upon me deepens into a nameless horror I can hardly bear.—I would not de- prive myself of any kindly recollection, or any sympathy that is good for me, or others. What shall I lose, if I as- sent to this? What else will pass from my remembrance? ” “No knowledge; no result of study; nothing but the in- tertwisted chain of feelings and associations, each in its turn dependent on, and nourished by, the banished recol- lections. Those will go.” 
“Are they so many?” said the haunted man, reflecting in alarm, . 

, “They have been wont to show themselves in the fire, in music, in the wind, in the dead stillness of the night, in the revolving years,” returned the Phantom scornfully. - “Tn nothing else? ” 
The Phantom held its peace. But having stood before him, silent, for a little while, it moved towards the fire; then stopped. ‘ “Decide!” it said, “before the opportunity is lost!” .“A moment! I call Heaven to witness,” said the agi- tated man, “that I Have never been a hater of my kind, — never morose, indifferent, or hard, to anything around me. If, living here alone, I have made too much of all that was
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and might have been, and ‘too little of what is, the evil, I believe, has fallen on me, and not on others: But, if there were poison in my body, should I not, possessed of anti- dotes and knowledge how to use them, use them? If there be poison in my mind, and through this fearful shadow I can cast it out, shall I not cast it out?” 
“Say,” said the Spectre, “is it done?” ti 
“A moment longer!” he answered hurriedly. “ Z would Sorget it if Icould! Wave I thought that, alone, or has it been the thought of thousands upon thousands, generation after generation? All human memory is fraught with sor- row and trouble.. My memory is as the memory of other men, but other men have not this choice, Yes, I close the bargain. Yes! I wir forget my sorrow, wrong, and 

trouble!” ” ; 
- “Say,” said the Spectre, “is it done?” 

“Tt is!” St Se 
“Tr 1s, And take this with. you, man whom I here re- 

nounce! The gift that I have given, you shall give again, 
go where you will. Without recovering yourself the power 
that you have yielded up, you shall henceforth destroy. its 
like in all whom you approach. Your wisdom has discov- ered that the memory of sorrow, wrong, and trouble is the 
lot of all mankind, and that mankind would be the happier, in its other memories, without it. Gol! Be its benefactor! Freed from such remembrance, from this hour, earry In- voluntarily the blessing of such freedom with you. Its diffusion is inseparable and inalienable from you.’ Go! Be happy in the good you have won, and in the good you do!” 
. Lhe Phantom, which had held its bloodless hand above 
him while it spoke, as if in some unholy invocation, or some ban; and which had gradually advanced its eyes so 
close to his that he could see how they did not participate in the terrible smile upon its face, but were a fixed, unal- 
terable, steady horror; melted before him and was gone. 

As he stood rooted to the spot, possessed by fear and 
wonder, and imagining he heard repeated jn melancholy 
echoes, dying away fainter and fainter, the words, “De- 
stroy its like in all whom you approach!” a shrill cry 
reached his ears. It came, not from the passages beyond 
the door, but from.another part of the old building, and 
sounded like the cry of some one in the dark who had lost 

‘the way. :
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' He Iooked confusedly upon his hands and limbs, as if to 
be assured of his identity, and then shouted in reply, loudly 
and wildly; for there was a strangeness and terror upon him, as if he too -were lost. - 

The cry responding, and being nearer, he caught up the 
lamp, and raised a heavy curtain in the wall, by which he 
was accustomed to pass into and out of the theatre where he lectured,—which adjoined his room. Associated with youth and animation, and a’ high amphitheatre of faces 
which his entrance charmed to interest in a moment, it was 
a ghostly place when all this: life was faded out of it, and 
stared upon him like an emblem of Death. . 

“Halloa!” he cried. .“Halloa! This way! Come to the light!” When, as he held the curtain with one hand, and with the other raised the lamp and tried to pierce the 
gloom that filled the place, something rushed past him into 
the room like a wild-cat, and crouched down in a corner. 

- “What is it?” he said, hastily. © 
- He might have asked “ What it it?” even had he seen 

it well, as presently he did when he stood looking at it 
gathered up initscormer. - co 

A bundle of tatters, held together by a hand, in size and 
form almost an infant’s, but in its greedy, desperate little 
clutch, a bad old man’s. A face rounded and smoothed by 
some half-dozen years, but pinched and twisted by the ex- 
periences of a life. Bright eyes, but not youthful. Naked 
feet, beautiful in their childish delicacy, —ugly in the blood 
and dirt that cracked upon them. A baby savage, a young 
monster, a child who had never been a child, a creature 
who might live to take the outward form of man, but who, within, would live and perish a mere beast. , _ Used, already, to be worried and hunted like a beast, the 
boy crouched down as he was looked at, and looked back again, and interposed his arm to ward off the expected blow. 
“Tl bite,” he said, “if you hit me!” 

_ The time had been, and not many minutes since, when 
such a sight as this would have wrung the Chemist’s heart. He looked upon it now, coldly; but with a heavy effort to remember something—he did not know what—he asked the boy what he did there, and whence he came. ; ““Where’s the woman?” he-replied. “TI want to find the woman.” : Las ae 
“Who?” ,
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“The woman. Her that brought me here, and set me 
by the large fire. She was so long gone, that I went to 
look for her, and lost myself. Idon’t want you. I want 
the woman.” 

He made a spring, so suddenly, to get away, that the 
dull sound of his naked feet upon the -floor was near the 
curtain, when Redlaw caught him by his rags. 

“Come! you let me go!” muttered the boy, struggling, 
and clenching his teeth. “I’ve done nothing to you. Let 
me go, will you, to the woman!” 

“That is not the way. ‘There is a nearer one,” said Red- 
law, detaining him, in the same blank effort to remember 
some association that ought, of right, to bear upon this mon- 
strous object. “What is your name?” 

“Got mone.” _ Do 
“ Where do you live?” 
“Live! What's that? ” 
The boy shook his hair from his eyes to look at him for 

a moment, and then, twisting round his legs and wrestling 
with him, broke again into his repetition of “You let me 
go, will you? I want to find the woman.” 

The Chemist led him to the door.. “This way,” he said, 
looking at him still confusedly, but with repugnance and 
avoidance, growing out of his coldness. “I'll take you to 

er. 
The sharp eyes in the child’s kead, wandering round the 

room, lighted on the table where the remnants of the din- 
ner were. . 

“Give me some of that!” he said, covetously. 
“Has she not fed you?” 
“I shall be hungry again to-morrow, sha’n’t I? Ain’t 

I hungry every day?” 
_ Finding himself released, he bounded at the table ‘like 
some small animal of prey, and hugging to his breast bread. 
and meat, and his own rags, all together, said: 

“There! Now take me to the woman!” 
. As the Chemist, with a new-born dislike to touch him, 

sternly motioned him to follow, and was going out of the 
door, he trembled and stopped. ~ 

“The gift that I have given, you shall give again, go 
where you will!” 7 

The Phantom’s words were blowing in the wind, and the 
wind blew chill upon him.
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“T’ll not -go there, to-night,” he murmured faintly, “T’ll go nowhere to-night. Boy! straight down this long- arched passage, and past the great dark door into the yard, —you see the fire shining on the window there.” “The woman’s fire? ” inquired the boy. He nodded, and the naked feet had Sprung away. He came back with his lamp, locked his door hastily, and sat down in his chair, covering his face like one: who was frightened at himself, , _ For now he was, indeed, alone, - Alone, alone. 

  

CHAPTER IL - 
_ THE GIFT DIFFUSED, - 

' A sMAxLL man sat in a small parlour, partitioned off from a small shop by a small Screen, pasted all over with small Scraps of newspapers. In company with the small man, was almost any amount of small children you. may please to name—at least it seemed so; they made, in that very limited sphere of action, such an imposing effect, in point . o£ numbers, 
. -Of these small fry, two had, by some strong machinery, been got into bed in a corner, where they might have re- posed snugly enough in the sleep of innocence, but for a constitutional propensity to keep awake, and also to scufile in and out of bed: The immediate occasion of these pred- atory dashes at the waking world, was the construction of an oyster-shell wall in a corner, by two other youths of ’ tender age; on which fortification the two in bed made harassing descents (like those accursed Picts and Scots who beleaguer the early historical studies of most young Brit- ons), and then withdrew to their own territory. In addition to the stir attendant on these inroads, and the retorts of the invaded, who pursued hotly, and made lunges at the bedclothes under which the marauders took refuge, another little boy; in another little bed, contributed his mite of confusion to the family stock, by casting his boots upon the waters; in other words, by launching these and several small objects, inoffensive in themselves, though
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of a hard substance considered as missiles, at the disturbers 
of his repose,—who were not slow to return these compli- 
ments.’ oot : " 

Besides which, another little boy—the biggest there, but 
still little—was tottering to and fro, bent on one side, and 
considerably affected in his knees. by the weight of a large 
baby, which he was supposed by a fiction that obtains some- . 
times in sanguine families, to be hushing to sleep. , But oh! 
the inexhaustible regions of contemplation and watchful- 
ness into which this baby’s eyes were then only beginning to 
compose themselves to stare, over his unconscious shoulder! 

It was a very Moloch of a baby, on whose insatiate altar 
the whole existence of this particular young brother was 
offered up a daily sacrifice. Its personality may be said to 
have consisted in its never being quiet, in any one place, 
for five conse utive minutes, and never going to sleep when 
required. “ Tetterby’s baby” was as well known in the 
neighbourhood as the postman or the pot-boy. It roved 
from door-step to door-step, in the arms of little Johnny ~ 
Tetterby, and lagged heavily at the rear of troops of :juve- 
niles who folloved the Tumblers or the Monkey, and came. 
up, allon one side; a little too late for everything that was 
attractive, from Monday morning - until Saturday night. 
Wherever childhood congregated to play, there was little 
Moloch making Johnny fag and toil. “Wherever Johnny 
desired to stay, little Moloch became fractious, and would 
not remain. . Whenever Johnny wanted to go out, Moloch 
was asleep, and must be watched.-- Whenever J ohnny 
wanted to stay at home, Moloch was awake, and must be 

’ taken out. Yet Johnny was verily persuaded that it was a 
faultless baby, without its peer in the realm of England, 
and was quite content to catch meek glimpses of things in 
general from behind its skirts, or over its limp flapping 
bonnet, and to go staggering about with it like a very little 
porter with a very laree par. el, which was not directed to 
anybody, and could never b delivered anywhere. . 
- The small man who sat in the small parlour, making 
fruitless attempts to read his newspaper “peaceably in the 
midst of this disturbance, was the father of the family, and 
the chief of the firm described in the inscription over the 
little shop front, by the name and title of A. Terrerny 
Aaxp Co., Newsxen. Indeed, strictly speaking, he was 
the only personage answering to that designation, as Co.
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was a mere poetical abstraction, altogether baseless and impersonal. oo. 
Tetterby’s was the corner shop in Jerusalem Buildings. There was a good show of literature in the window, chiefly consisting of picture-newspapers out of date, and serial pirates, and footpads. Walking-sticks, likewise, and mar- bles, were included in the stock in trade. It had once ex- tended into the light confectionery line; but it would seem that those elegancies of life. were not in demand about Jerusalem Buildings, for nothing connected with that branch of commerce remained in he window, except a sort of small glass lantern containing a languishing mass of . bull’s-eyes, which had melted in the summer and congealed in the winter until all hope of ever getting them out, or of eating them without eating the lantern too, was gone for ever. Tetterby’s had tried its hand at several things. -It had once made a feeble little dart at the toy business; for, in another lantern, there was a heap of ininute wax dolls, all sticking together upside down, in the direst confusion, with their feet on one another’s heads, and a precipitate of broken arms and legs at the bottom. It had made a move in the millinery direction, which a few dry, wiry bonnet- shapes remained in a corner of the window to attest. -It had fancied that a living might lie hidden in the tobacco trade, and had stuck up a representation of a native of each of the three integral portioas of the British Empire, in the act of consuming that fragrant weed; with a poetic legend attached, importing that united in one cause they sat and joked, one chewed tobacco, one took snuff, one smoked: but nothing seemed to have come of it—except flies. Time ~ had been when it had put a forlorn trust in imitative jew- ellery, for in one pane of glass there was a card of cheap — seals, and another of pencil-cases, and a mysterious black amulet of inserutable intention, labelled ninepence. - But, to that hour Jerusalem Buildings had bought none of them. In short, Tetterby’s had tried so hard to get a livelihood out of Jerusalem Buildings in one way or other, and ap- peared to have done so indifferently in all, that the’ best position in the firm was too evidently Co.’s; Co., as a bodi- less creation, being untroubled with the vulgar inconveni- ences of hunger and thirst, being chargeable neither to the poor’s-rates nor the assessed taxes, and having no young family to provide for. _ - . vo eo,
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Tetterby himself, however, in his little parlour, as al. 
ready mentioned, having the presence. of a young family 
impressed upon his mind in a manner too clamorous to be 
disregarded, or to comport with the quiet perusal of a 
newspaper, laid down. his paper, wheeled, in his distrac- 
tion, a few times round the parlour, like an undecided car- 
rier-pigeon, made an ineffectual rush at one or two flying 
little figures in bed-gowns that skimmed past him,.:and 
then, bearing suddenly down upon the only unoffending 
member of the family, boxed the ears of little Moloch’s 
nurse. . ; ; oy 

“You bad boy!” said Mr. Tetterby, “haven’t you any 
feeling for your poor father after the fatigues and anxieties 
of a hard winter’s day, since five o’clock in the morning, 
but must you wither his rest, and corrode his latest intel- 
ligence, with your wicious tricks? Isn’t it enough, Sir, 
that your brother ’Dolphus is toiling and: moiling in the 
fog and cold, and you rolling in the lap of luxury with a— 
with a baby, and everything you can wish for,” said Mr. 
Tetterby, heaping this up as a great climax of blessings, 
“but must you make a wilderness of home, and maniacs of 
your parents? Must you, Johnny? Hey?” At each in- 
terrogation, Mr. Tetterby made a feint of boxing his ears 
again, but thought better of it, and held his hand. 

“Oh, father!” whimpered Johnny, “when I wasn’t doing 
anything, I’m sure, but taking such care of Sally, and get- 
ting her to sleep. Oh, father!” | 

“J wish my little woman would come home!” said Mr. 
Tetterby, relenting and repenting, “I only wish my little 
woman would come home!. I ain’t fit to deal with ’em. 
They make my head go’ round, and get the better of me. 
Oh, Johnny! Isn’t it enough that your dear mother has 
provided you with that sweet sister?” indicating Moloch; 
“isn’t it enough that you were seven boys before, without 
a ray of gal, and that your dear mother went through what 
she did go through, on purpose that you might all of you 
have a little sister, but must you so behave yourself as to 
make my headswim?” ; 

Softening more and more,.as-his own tender feelings and 
those of his injured son were worked on, Mr. Tetterby con- 
cluded by embracing him, and immediately breaking away 
to catch one of the real delinquents. A reasonably good 
start occurring, he succeeded, after a short but smart run,
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and some rather severe cross-country work under and over the bedsteads, and in and out among the intricacies of the chairs, in capturing this infant, whom he condignly pun- ished, and bore to bed. This example had a powerful, and apparently, mesmeric influence on him of the boots, who instantly fell into a deep sleep, though he had been, but a moment before, broad awake, and in the highest possible feather. Nor was it lost upon the two young architects, who retired to bed, in an adjoining closet, with great pri- vacy and speed. The comrade of the Intercepted One also shrinking into his nest with Similar discretion, Mr. ‘Tetter- by, when he paused for breath, found himself unexpectedly in a scene of peace. 
“My little woman herself,” said Mr. Tetterby, wiping his flushed face, “could hardly have done it better! T only wish my little woman had had it to do, I do indeed!” Mr. Tetterby sought upon his screen for a passage ap- propriate to be impressed upon his children’s minds on the occasion, and read the following. 

‘ “Tt is an undoubted fact that all remarkable men have had remarkable mothers, and have respected them in after life as their best friends.’ . Think of your own remarkable mother, my boys,” said Mr, Tetterby, “and know her value while she is still among you!” . 
__ He sat down again in his chair by the fire, and composed himself, cross-legged, over his newspaper. “Let anybody, I don’t care who it is, get out of bed again,” said Tetterby, as a general proclamation, delivered in a very soft-hearted manner, “and astonishment will be the portion of that respected contemporary! ”—which ex- pression Mr, Tetterby selected from his screen. “J. ohnny, my child, take care of your only sister, Sally;. for she’s the brightest gem that ever sparkled on your early brow.” _. Johnny sat down on a little stool, and devotedly crushed himself beneath the weight of Moloch. | “Ah, what a gift that baby is to you, Johnny!” said his father, “and how thankful you ought to be! ‘I¢ is not generally known,’ Johnny,” he was now referring to the Screen again, “‘but it is a fact ascertained, by accurate calculations, that the following immense percentage of babies never attain to two years old; that is to say’ ”. “Oh, don’t, father, please!” cried Johnny, “TI can’t bear it, when I think of Sally.”
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’ Mr. Tetterby desisting, Johnny, with a profounder sense of his trust, wiped his eyes, and hushed his sister, . - - “Your brother *Dolphus,” said: his father, poking the fire, “is late to-night, Johnny, and will come home like a lump of ice. What’s got your precious mother?” 
“Here’s mother, and ’Dolphus too, father!” exclaimed Johnny, “I think.” oe, a “You’re right!” returned’ his father, listening. “ Yes, that’s the footstep of my little woman.” - . The process of induction, by which Mr. Tetterby had come to the conclusion’ that his -wife was a little woman, was his own secret... She would have made two editions of himself, very easily... Considered as an individual, she was rather remarkable for being robust and portly; but consid- ered with reference to her husband, her dimensions became ‘magnificent. . Nor did they assume a less imposing propor- tion, when studied with reference to the size of. her seven sons, who were but diminutive: .In the case of. Sally,’ however, Mrs. Tettterby had asserted ‘herself, at last; as nobody knew better “than the victim: J ohnny, -who weighed and measured that exacting idol every hour in the 

'.Mrs. Tetterby, who had been marketing, and: carried a basket, threw back her bonnet and shawl, and sitting down,. fatigued, commanded J. ohnny to bring his sweet charge to her straightway, fora kiss. J. ohnny having complied, and gone back to his stool and again crushed himself, Master Adolphus Tetterby, who had by this time unwound. his torso out of a prismatic comforter, apparently interminable, requested the same favour. . Ji ohnny having again com- plied, and again gone back to his stool, and again crushed himself, Mr. Tetterby, struck by a sudden thought, pre-° ferred the same claim on his own parental part. The satis- faction of this third desire completely exhausted the sacri- fice, who had hardly breath enough left to get back to his stool, crush himself again, and pant at his relations, - “Whatever you do, Johnny,” said Mrs, Tetterby, shak. ing her head, “take care of her, or never look your mother in the face again.” - m 
- “Nor your brother,” said Adolphus, ~~ _ 
_ “Nor your father, Johnny,” added Mr. Tetterby. 
Johnny, much affected by this conditional renunciation of him, looked down at Moloch’s eyes to see that they were 12
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all right, so far, and skilfully patted her back (which was 
uppermost), and rocked her with his foot. 

“Are you wet, ’Dolphus, my boy?” said his father. 
“Come and take my chair, and dry yourself.” 

“No, father, thank’ee,” said Adolphus, smoothing him- 
self down with hishands. “TI an’t very wet, I don’t think. 
Does my face shine much, father?” 

- “Well, it does look waxy, my boy,” returned Mr. Tet- 
terby. ~ 

is the weather, father,” said Adolphus, polishing his 
cheeks on the worn sleeve of his jacket. “ What with rain, 
and sleet, and wind, and snow, and fog, my face gets quite 
brought out into a rash sometimes. And shines, it. does— 
oh, don’t it, though! ” ; 

Master Adolphus was also in the newspaper Jine of life, 
being employed, by a more thriving firm than his father 
and Co., to vend newspapers at a railway station, where 
his chubby little person, like a shabbily-disguised Cupid, 
and his shrill little voice (he was not much more than ten 
years old), were as well known as the hoarse panting of the 
locomotives, running in and out. His juvenility might 
have been at some loss for a harmless outlet, in this early. 
application to traffic, but for a fortunate discovery he made 
of a means of entertaining himself, and of dividing the long 
day into stages of interest, without neglecting business. 
This ingenious invention, remarkable, like many great dis- 
coveries, for its simplicity, consisted in varying the first 
vowel in the word “paper,” and substituting, in: its stead, 
at different periods of the day, all the other vowels in 
grammatical succession. Thus, before daylight in the win- ter-time, he went to and fro, in his little oilskin cap and ‘cape, and his big comforter, piercing the heavy air with 
his ery of “Morn-ing Pa-per!” which, about an hour be- 
fore noon, changed to “ Morn-ing Pep-per!” which at about 
two, changed to “ Morn-ing Pip-per!” which, in a couple of hours, changed to “Morn-ing Pop-per!” and so declined 
with the sun into “Eve-ning Pup-per!”. to the great relief 
and comfort of this young gentleman’s spirits, 

Mrs. Tetterby, his lady-mother, who had been sitting with her bonnet and shawl thrown back, as aforesaid, thoughtfully turning her. wedding-ring round and round 
upon her finger, now rose, and divesting herself of her ovt- of-door attire, began to lay the cloth for supper.
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“Ah, dear me, dear me, dear me!” gaid Mrs. Tetterby. “That’s the way the world goes!” 
“Which is the way the world goes, my dear? ”. asked Mr, Tetterby, looking round. 
“Oh, nothing,” said Mrs. Tetterby. 
Mr. Tetterby elevated his eyebrows, folded his news- paper afresh, and carried his eyes up it, and down it, and across it, but was wandering in his attention, and not read- ing it. . j 
Mrs. Tetterby, at the same time, laid the cloth, but rather as if she were punishing the table than preparing the family supper; hitting it unnecessarily hard with the knives and forks, slapping it with the plates, dinting it with the salt-cellar, and coming heayily down upon it with the loaf: “Ah, dear me, dear me, dear me!” said Mrs, Tetterby. “That’s the way the world goes!” ; ' 
“My duck,” returned her husband, looking round again, “you said that before. Which is the way the world goes? ” “Oh, nothing!” said Mrs. Tetterby. 
“Sophia!” remonstrated her husband, “you said that before, too.” 
“Well, I’ll say it again if you like,” returned Mrs, - Tetterby. “Oh nothing—theref And again if you like, oh nothing—there! And again if you like, oh nothing— now then!” . 

' My. Tetterby brought his eye to bear upon the partner of 
his bosom, and said, in mild astonishment: 
“My little woman, what has put you out?” 
““T’m sure J don’t know,” she retorted. “Don’t ask me. Who said I was put out at all? JZ never did.” 
Mr. Tetterby gave up the perusal of his newspaper as a bad job, and, taking a slow walk across the room, with his hands behind him, and his shoulders raised—his gait ac- 

cording perfectly with the resignation of his manner—ad- dressed himself to his two eldest offspring. 
“Your supper will be ready in a minute, ’Dolphus,” said Mr. Tetterby. “Your mother has Been out in the wet, to 

the cook’s shop, to buy it. It was very good of your mother ‘sotodo. You shall get some supper too, very soon, Johnny. Your mother’s pleased with you, my man, for being so at- 
tentive to your precious sister.” 

Mrs. Tetterby, without any remark, but with a decided subsidence of her animosity towards the table, finished her
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preparations, and took, from her ample basket, a substan- 
tial slab of hot pease pudding wrapped in paper, and a basin 
covered with a saucer, which, on being uncovered, sent forth an odour so agreeable, that the three pair of eyes in the two beds opened wide and fixed themselves upon the 
banquet.. Mr. Tetterby, without regarding this tacit invi- 
tation to be seated, stood repeating, slowly, “ Yes, yes, your supper will be ready in a minute, *Dolphus—your mother went out in the wet, to the cook’s shop, to buy it. It was very good of your mother so to do”—until Mrs. Teiterby, who had been exhibiting sundry tokens of contrition be- hind him, caught him round the neck, and wept. , “Oh, ’Dolphus!” said Mrs. Tetterby, “how could I go 
and behave so? ” ; 

This reconciliation: affected Adolphus the younger and Johnny to that degree, that they both, as with one accord, raised a dismal ery, which had the effect of immediately 
shutting up the round eyes in the beds, and utterly routing 
the two remaining little Tetterbys, just then stealing in 
from the adjoining closet to see what was going on in the 
eating way. 

'. “Tam sure, ’Dolphus,” sobbed Mrs. Tetterb yr, “coming 
home, I had no more idea than a child unborn ” 

Mr. Tetterby seemed to dislike this figure of speech and 
observed, “Say than the baby, my dear.” 
_“—-Had no more idea than the baby,” said Mrs. Tetter- by.—* Johnny, don’t look at me, but look at her, or she’ll 

fall out of your lap and be killed, and then you’ll die in 
agonies of a broken heart, and serve you right.—No more idea I hadn’t than that darling, of being cross when I came 
home; but somehow, ’Dolphus ” Mrs. Tetterby paused, and again turned her wedding-ring round and round upon 
her finger. : : . “T see!” said Mr, Tetterby. “I understand! My little 
woman was put out.. Hard times, and hard weather, and 
hard work, make it trying now and then. I see, bless your soul! No wonder! *Dolf, my man,” continued Mr. Tet- terby, exploring the basin with a fork, “here’s your mother been and bought, at the cook’s shop, besides pease pud- 
ding, a whole knuckle of a lovely roast leg of pork, with lots of crackling left upon it, and with seasoning gravy and mustard quite unlimited. Hand in your plate, my boy, and begin while it’s simmering.” = i 
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‘ Master Adolphus, needing no second summons, received 
his portion with eyes rendered moist by appetite, and with- 
drawing to his particular stool, fell upor his supper, tooth and nail.’ Johnny was not forgotten, but received his rations 
on bread, lest he should, in a flush of: gravy, trickle any on 
the baby.. He was required, for similar reasons, to keep 
his pudding, when not on active service, in his pocket... - 

There might have been more pork on the knucklebone,— which knucklebone the carver at the cook’s shop had as- 
suredly not forgotten in carving for ‘previous customers— but there was no stint of seasoning, and ‘that is an accessory 
dreamily suggesting pork, and pleasantly cheating the sense 
of taste. : The pease pudding, too, the gravy and mustard, 
like the Eastern rose in respect of the nightingale, if they 
were not absolutely pork, had-lived near it; so, upon the 
whole, there was the flavour of a middle-sized pig. It was 
irresistible to the Tetterbys in bed, who, though professing 
to slumber peacefully; crawled out when unseen by their 
parents, and silently appealed to their brothers for any 
gastronomic token of fraternal affection: They, not hard of 
heart, presenting scraps in return, it resulted that'a party 
of light skirmishers in night-gowns were careering about 
the parlour all through supper, which harassed Mr. Tet- 
terby exceedingly, and once or twice imposed upon him the 
necessity of a charge, before which these guerilla troops 
retired in all directions and in great confusion. ° 

Mrs. Tetterby did not enjoy her supper. There seemed 
to be something on Mrs. Tetterby’s mind. At one time 
she laughed without reason, and at another time she eried 
without reason, and at last she laughed and cried together 
in a manner so very unreasonable that her husband was coh- 
founded. 

“My little woman,” said Mr. Tetterby, “if the world 
goes that way, it appears to go the wrong’ way, and to 
choke you.” 

“Give me a drop of water,” said Mrs. Tetterby, strug- 
gling with herself, “and don’t speak to me for the present, 
or take any notice of me. Don’t doit!” . 

Mr. Tetterby having administered the water, turned sud- 
denly on the unlucky Johnny (who was full of sympathy), 
and demanded why he was wallowing there, in gluttony 
and idleness, instead of coming forward with the baby, 
that the sight of her might revive hismother. J ohnny im.
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mediately approached, borne down by its weight; but Mrs. Tetterby holding out her hand to signify that she was not in a condition to bear that trying appeal to her feelings, he was interdicted from advancing another inch,.on pain of perpetual hatred from all his dearest connections; and ac- cordingly retired to his stool again, and crushed himself as before. Se 
After a pause, Mrs. Tetterby said she was better now, and began to laugh. 
“My little woman,” said her husband, dubiously, “are you quite sure you’re better? Or are you, Sophia, about to break out in a fresh direction? ” 

- “No, ’Dolphus, no,” replied his wife. “I’m quite my- self.” - With that, settling her hair, and pressing the palms of her hands upon her eyes, she laughed again. 
“What a wicked fool I was, to think so for a moment!” said Mrs. Tetterby. “Come nearer, *Dolphus, and let me ease my mind, and tell you what I mean. Let me tell you all about it.” 
Mr. Tetterby bringing his chair closer, Mrs. Tetterby laughed again, gave him a hug, and wiped her eyes. 
“You know, ’Dolphus, my dear,” said Mrs. Tetterby, “that when I was single, I might have given myself away in several directions. At one time, four after me at once; two of them were sons of Mars.” ; “We're all sons of Ma’s, my dear,” said Mr. Tetterby, “jointly with Pa’s.” . “I don’t mean that,” replied his wife, “I mean soldiers —serjeants.” 
“Oh!” said Mr. Tetterby. 

*“Well, ’Dolphus, I’m sure I never think of such things now, to regret them; and I’m sure [’ve got as good a hus- band, and would do as much to prove that I was fond of him, as ” . 
“As any little woman in the world,” said Mr. Tetterby. “Very good. Very good.” - 
If Mr. Tetterby had been ten feet high, he could not have expressed a gentler consideration for Mrs. Tetterby’s fairy-like Stature; and if Mrs. Tetterby had been two feet high, she could not have felt it more appropriately her ue. 

  

“But you see, ’Dolphus,” said Mrs. Tetterby, “this being Christmas-time, when all people who can, make holi-
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day, and when all people who have got money, like to spend some, I did, somehow, get a little out of sorts when 1 was in the streets just now. There were so many things to be sold—such delicious things to eat, such fine things to look at, such delightful things to have—and there was so much caleulating and calculating necessary, before I durst lay out a sixpence for the commonest thing; ‘and the basket was so large, and wanted so much in it; and my stock of money was so small, and would go such a little way;—you hate me, don’t you, *Dolphus? ” 
“Not quite,” said Mr. Letterby, “as yet.” 
“Well! I'll tell you the whole truth,” pursued his wife, penitently, “and then perhaps you will. I felt all this, so much, when I was trudging about in the cold, and when I saw a lot of other calculating faces and large baskets trudging about, too, that I began to think whether I mightn’t have done better,.and been happier, if—I— 

hadn’t—” the wedding-ring went round again, and Mrs. 
Letterby shook her downcast head as she turned it. 

“T'see,” said her husband quietly; “if you hadn’t mar- 
vied at all, or if you had married somebody else? ” 

“Yes,” sobbed Mrs. Tetterby. “That's really what I 
thought.. Do you hate me now, *Dolphus? ” 
“Why no,” said Mr. Tetterby, “I don’t find that I do, 

as yet.” 
Rtrs. Tetterby gave him a thankful kiss, and went on. 
“I begin to hope you won’t, now, ?Dolphus, though I am 

' afraid I haven’t told you the worst. Ican’t think what 
came over me. I don’t know whether I was ill, or mad, or 
what I was, but I couldn’t call up anything that seemed to 
bind us to each other, or to reconcile me to my fortune. 
All the pleasures and enjoyments we had ever had—they 
seemed so poor and insignificant, I hated them. I could 
have trodden on them. And I could think of nothing else, 
except our being poor, and the number of mouths there 
were at home.” 

“Well, well, my dear,” said Mr. Tetterby, shaking her 
hand encouragingly, “that’s truth, after all.” We are poor, 
and there ave a number of mouths at home here.” 

“Ah! but, Dolf, Dolf!” cried his wife, laying her hands 
upon his neck, “my good, kind, patient fellow, when I had 
been at home a very little while—how different! Oh, Dolf, 
dear, how different it was! .I felt as if there was a rush of
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recollection on me, all at once, that softened my hard heart, and filled it up till it was bursting; All our struggles for a livelihood, all our cares and wants since we have been mar- ried, all the times of sickness, all the hours of watching, we have ever had, by one another, or by the children, seemed to speak to me, and say that they had made us one, and that I never ‘might have been, or eculd have been, or would have been, any other than the wife and motherI am. Then, the cheap enjoyments that I could have trodden on So cruelly, got to be ‘so precious to me—QOh so priceless, and dear!—that I couldn’t bear to think how much I had ‘wronged them; and I said, and say again a hundred times, how could I ever behave so, *Dolphus, how could I ever have the heart to doit!?.. - he The good woman, quite carried away by her honest ten- derness and remorse, was weeping with all her heart, when she started up with a screain, and ran behind her husband. Her ery was so terrified, that the children: started ‘from their sleep and from their beds, and clung about her. Nor did her gaze belie her voice, as she pointed to a pale man in a black cloak who had come into the room. oO, - “Look at that man! Look there!, What does he want? ” “My dear,” returned her husband, “I’llask him if you'll let me go. “What's the matter? : How you shake!” ‘I saw him in the street, when I was out just now. He looked at me, and stood near me.-: I am afraid of him.” “ Afraid of him! Why??-) .,, bes -“T don’t know ‘why—I—stop! husband!” - for he was going towards the stranger, — . cot She had one hand pressed upon her forehead, and one upon her breast; and there was a peculiar fluttering all over her, and a hurried unsteady motion of -her eyes, as if she had lost something. CS , “Are you ill, my dear?” - oo, : “What is it that is going from me again?” she muttered, in a low voice. “\Vhat as this that is going away?” ' Then she abruptly answered: “Til? No, I am quite well,” and stood looking vacantly at the floor. : Her husband, who had not been altogether free from the infection of her fear at first, and whom the present strange- ness of her manner did not tend to reassure, addressed him- self to the pale visitor in’ the black cloak, who stood still, and whose eyes were bent upon the ground. © -
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» © What may be your pleasure, Sir,” he asked, “with us?” “I fear that my coming in unperceived,” returned the visitor, “has alarmed you; but you were talking and did not hear me.” an .: aa 
“My little woman says—perhaps you heard her say it,”. 

returned Mr. Tetterby, “that it’s not the first time you 
have alarmed her to-night.” . re me, 
“Tam sorry for it. -I remember to have ‘observed. her, ‘for a few moments only, in the street. I had no intention 

of frightening her.” . . 
“ As he raised his eyes in: speaking, she raised hers. It was extraordinary to see what dread she had of him, and with what dread he observed it—and yet how narrowly and closely. Pes ve! me 
“My name,” he said,’ “is Redlaw. I come from the old. college hard by. - A young’ gentleman who is a student 

there, lodges in your house, does he not?” : 
“Myr, Denham?” said Tetterby. - 
“ Yes.” . : : . 0 a 

It was a natural action, and so slight as to be hardly'no- 
ticeable; but the little man, before speaking again, passed 
his hand across his forehead, and looked quickly round the 
room, as though’ he were sensible of ‘some change in its 
atmosphere. The Chemist,’ instantly transferring to him 
the look of dread he had directed towards the wife, stepped 
back, and his face turned paler. 5 - . 

“The gentleman’s room,” said Tetterby, “is upstairs, 
Sir. -There’s a more convenient private entrance; but as 
you have come in here, it will save your going out into the 
cold, if you’ll take this little staircase,” showing one com- 
municating directly with the parlour, “and go up-to him 
that way, if you wish to see him.” — - 

“Yes, I wish to see him,” said the Chemist. “Can you 
spare a light?” 

The watchfulness of his haggard look, and the inex- 
plicable distrust that darkened it, seemed ‘to trouble Mr. 
Tetterby. He paused; and looking fixedly at him in re- 
turn, stood for a minute or so, like a man stupefied, or fas- 
tinated. oe 7 

At length he said, “I’ll light you, Sir, if you'll follow 
me.” 

. “No,” replied the Chemist, “I don’t wish to be attended, 
or announced to him. He does not expect me.- I would 

12*
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rather go alone. Please to give me the light, if you can spare it, and I’ll find the way.” 
In the quickness of his expression of this desire, and in taking the candle from the newsman, he touched him on the. breast. Withdrawing “his. hand hastily, almost as though he had wounded him by-accident (for he did not know in what part of himself his new power resided, or how it was communicated, or how the manner of its recep- tion varied in different persons), he turned and ascended the stair. 
But when he reached the top, he stopped and looked down. The wife was standing in the same place, twisting her ring round and round upon her finger. The husband, with his head bent forward on his breast, was musing heay-. ily and sullenly. The children, still clustering about the mother, gazed timidly after the. visitor, and nestled to-. gether when they saw him looking down. - 
“Come!” said the father, roughly. “There’s enough of this. Get to bed here!” . 
“The place is inconvenient and small enough,” the mother added, “without you. Get to bed!”. 
The whole brood, seared and sad, crept away; little Johnny and the baby lagging last.. The mother, glancing contemptuously round the sordid ‘room, and tossing from. her the fragments of their meal, stopped on the threshold of her task of clearing the table, and sat down, pondering idly and dejectedly. The father betook himself to the chimney-corner, and impatiently raking the small fire to- - gether, bent over it as if he would monopolise it all.. They did not interchange a word. ., 
The Chemist, paler than before, stole upward like a thief; looking back upon the change below, and dreading equally to go on or return. " “What have I done!” he said, confusedly. “ What am going to do!” oo “To be the benefactor of mankind,” he thought he heard a voice reply. — 
He looked round, but there was nothing there; and a passage now shutting out the little parlour from his view, he went on, directing his eyes before him at the way he 

went. 
“Tt is only since last night,” he muttered gloomily, .“that I have remained shut up, and yet all things are
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strange tome. Iam strange to myself. Jam here, as in a dream. What interest have I in this place, or in any place that I can bring to my remembrance? My mind is 
going blind!” 

There was a door before him, and he knocked at it, Being invited, by a voice within, to enter, he complied. 
“Is that my kind nurse?” said the voice. “But I need 

not ask her. There is no one else to come here.” 
It spoke cheerfully, though in a languid tone, and at- 

tracted his attention to a young man lying on-a couch, 
drawn before the chimney-piece, with the back towards the 
door. A meagre scanty stove, pinched and hollowed like 
a sick man’s cheeks, and bricked into the centre of a hearth 
that it could scarcely warm, contained the fire, to which 
his face was turned. Being so near the windy house-top, 
it wasted quickly, and with a busy sound, and the burning 
ashes dropped down fast. , 

_ They chink when they shoot out here,” said the student, 
smiling, “so, according to the gossips, they are not coffins, 
but purses. I shall be well and rich yet, some day, if it 
please God, and shall live perhaps to love a daughter Milly, 
in remembrance of the kindest nature and the gentlest 
heart in the world.” 

He put up his hand as if expecting her to take it, but, 
being weakened, he lay still, with his face testing on his 
other hand, and did not turn round. 

The Chemist glanced about the room;—at the student’s 
books and papers, piled upon a table in a corner, where 
they, and his extinguished reading-lamp, now prohibited 
and put away, told of the attentive hours that had gone 
‘before this illness, and perhaps caused it;—at such signs of 
his old health and freedom, as the out-of-door attire that 
‘hung idle on the wall;—at those remembrances of other 
and less solitary scenes, the little miniatures upon the 
chimney-piece, and the drawing of home;—at that token 
of his emulation, perhaps, in some sort, of his personal at- 
tachment too, the framed engraving of himself, the looker- 
on. The time had been, only yesterday, when not one of 
these objects, in its remotest association of interest with 
the living figure before him, ‘would have been lost on Red- 
law. Now, they were but objects; or, if any gleam of such 
connexion shot upon him, it perplexed, and not enlightened 
him, as he stood looking round with a dull wonder.
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The student, recalling the thin hand which had remained so long untouched, raised himself on the couch, and turned his head.- co . “Mr. Redlaw!” he exclaimed, and started ‘Up.: Redlaw put out his arm. — 
“Don’t come nearer to me, I will sit-here. Remain you, where you are!” 
He sat down on-a chair near the door, and having glanced at the young man standing leaning with his hand upon the couch, spoke with his eyes averted towards the ground. Ds . , 
“T heard, by an accident, by what accident is no matter, that one of my class was ill and solitary. I received no other description of him, than that he lived in this street, Beginning my inquiries at the first house in it, I have found him.” an oo 
“T have been ill, Sir,” returned the student, not merely with a modest hesitation, but with a kind of awe of him, “but am greatly better. “An attack of fever—of the brain, I believe—has weakened me, but I am much better. [ cannot say I have been solitary, in my illness, or I: should forget the ministering hand that has been near me.” “You are speaking of the keeper’s wife,” said Redlaw. “Yes.” The student bent his head, as if he rendered her some silent homage. . 
The Chemist, in whom there was a cold, monotonous apathy, which rendered him more like a marble image on the tomb of the man who had started from his dinner yes- terday at the first mention of. this student’s case, than the breathing man himself, glanced again at the student lean- ing with his hand upon the couch, and looked upon the ground, and in the air, as if for light for his blinded mind: “TI remembered your name,” he said, “when it was men- tioned to me down stairs, just now; and I recollect your face.. We have held but very little personal communica- tion together? ” . . “Very little.” ve 
“You have retired and withdrawn from me, more than any of the rest, I think?” - . The student signified assent. - _ ‘ 
“And why?” said the Chemist; not with the least ex- — pression of interest, but with a moody, wayward kind of curiosity. “Why? How comes it that you have sought
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to keep especially from me, the knowledge of your remain- 
ing here, at this season, when all the rest. have dis: 
persed, and of your being ill? I want to know why this 

- The young man, who had‘ heard him with increasing 
agitation, raised his downcast eyes to his face, and clasp- 
ing his hands together, cried with sudden earnestness and 
with trembling lips: .' - - Te, L, Dos 
“Mr. Redlaw! You have discovered.me.. You know 
my secret!® |. Sy Oa 
: *Seeret?” said the,Chemist, harshly. ".“Z-know?”: 
. “Yes! Your manner, so different from the interest and 
sympathy which endear you to so many hearts, your altered 
voice, the constraint there is in everything you say, and ‘in 
your looks,” replied the student, “warn me that you know 
me. . That you would conceal it; even now, is but a proof 
to me (God knows I need none!) of your natural kindness, 
and of the bar there is between us.” ss 

A vacant and contemptuous laugh, was all his answer. 
“But, Mr. Redlaw,” said the student, “as a just man, 

and a good man, think how innocent I am, except in name 
and descent, of participation in any wrong inflicted on you, 
or in any sorrow you have borne.”: © * . - . 

“Sorrow!” said Redlaw, laughing. “Wrong! What 
are those to me? ” ne Fe 

“For Heaven’s sake,” entreated the shrinking student, 
“do not let the mere interchange of a few words with me 
change you like this, Sir!: Let me pass again from your 
knowledge and notice. Let me occupy my old reserved and 
distant place among those whom you instruct. Know me 
only by the name I have assumed, and not by that of Long- 

. ford——~” — Se 
- “Tongford!” exclaimed the other. i, 

. He clasped his head with both ‘his hands, and for a mo- 
ment turned upon the young man his own intelligent and 
thoughtful face. But the light passed from it, like the 
sunbeam of an instant, and it clouded as before. | 

“The name my mother bears, Sir,” faltered the young 
man, “the name she took, when she might, perhaps, have 
taken one more honoured. Mr. Redlaw,” hesitating, “I 
believe I know that history. Where my information halts, _ 
my guesses at what is wanting may supply something not 
remote from the truth. Iam the child of a marriage that
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has not proved itself a well-assorted or a happy one. From infancy, I have heard you spoken of with honour and re- Spect—with something that was almost reverence. I have heard of such devotion, of such fortitude and tenderness, of such rising up against the obstacles which press men down, that my ‘fancy, since I learnt my little lesson from my mother, has shed a lustre on your name. At last, a poor student myself, from whom could I learn but you?” Redlaw, unmoved, unchanged, and looking at him with a staring frown, answered by no word or sign. 4 “T cannot say,” pursued the other, “I should try in vain to say, how much it has impressed me, and affected me, to find the gracious traces of the past, in that certain power of winning gratitude and confidence which is associated among us students (among the humblest of us, most) with Mr. Redlaw’s generous name. Our-ages and positions are so different, Sir, and I am So accustomed to regard you from a distance, that I wonder at my. own presumption when I touch, however lightly, on that theme. But to one who—I may say, who felt no common interest in my mother once—it may be something to hear, now that all is past, with what indescribable feelings of affection I have, in my obscurity, regarded him; with what pain and reluctance I have kept aloof from his encouragement, when a word of .it would have made me rich; yet how I have felt it fit that I should hold my Course, content to know him, and to be unknown. Mr, Redlaw,” said the student, faintly, “what I would have said, I have said ill, for my strength is strange to me as yet; but for anything unworthy in this fraud-of mine, forgive me, and for all the rest forget me!” The staring frown remained on Redlaw’s face , and yielded to no other expression until the student, with these words, advanced towards him, as if to touch his hand, when he drew back and cried to him: 
. “Don't come nearer to me!” The young man stopped, shocked by the eagerness of his recoil, and by the sternness of his repulsion; and he passed his hand, thoughtfully, across his forehead. “The past is past,” said the Chemist. “Tt dies like the brutes. Who talks to me of its traces in my life? He Taves or lies! What have I to do with your distempered dreams? If you want money, here itis, [ came to offer it; and that is all I came for. There can be nothing else
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that brings me here,” he muttered, holding his head again, with both his hands. “There can be nothing else, and 
yet——” 

He had tossed his purse upon the table. As he fell into this dim cogitation with himself, the student took it up, 
and held it out to him. 

“Take it back, Sir,” he said proudly, though not angrily. 
“T wish you could take from me, with it, the remembrance 
of your words and offer.” ; . 

“You do?” he retorted, with a wild light in his eyes. “You do?” oO 
“T dol” . 
The Chemist went close to him, for the first time, and 

took the purse, and turned him by the arm, and looked 
-him in the face. 

“There is sorrow and trouble in sickness, is there not?” 
he demanded, with a laugh. 

The wondering student answered, “ Yes.” a 
“Tn its unrest, in its anxiety, in its suspense, in all its 

train of physical and mental miseries?” said the Chemist, 
with a wild unearthly exultation “All best forgotten, 
are they not?” ’ 

The student did not answer, but again passed his hand, 
confusedly, across his forehead. Redlaw still held him by 
the sleeve, when Milly’s voice was heard outside. 

“TI can see very well now,” she said, “thank you, Dolf. 
Don’t cry, dear. Father and mother will be comfortable 
again, to-morrow, and home will be comfortable too. A 
gentleman with him, is there!” 

Redlaw released his hold, as he listened. 
“T have feared, from the first moment,” he murmured 

to himself, “to meet her. There is a steady quality of 
goodness in her, that I dread to influence. I may be the 
murderer of what is tenderest and best within her bosom.” 

She was knocking at the door. _ 
“Shall I dismiss it as an idle foreboding, or still -avoid 

her?” he muttered, looking uneasily around. 
She was knocking at the door again. 
“Of all the visitors who could come here,” he said, ina 

hoarse alarmed voice, turning to his companion, “this is 
the one I should desire most to avoid. Hide me!” ; 

The student opened a frail door in the wall, communi- 
cating, where the garret-roof began to slope towards the
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floor, with a small inner room. Redlaw passed in hastily, and shut it after him... _ oo The student then resumed his place upon the couch, and called to her to enter, . a “Dear Mr. Edmund,” said Milly, looking round, “they - told me there was a gentleman here,” . _ “There is no one here but I. ‘ “There has been some one?” o . “Yes, yes; there has been some one.”. Lo . She put ‘her little basket on. the table, and went up to the back of the couch, as if to take the extended hand— but it was not there. A. little surprised, in her quiet way, she leaned over to look at his face; and gently touched him onthe brow. 9 i) po Q . “Are you quite as well to-night? Your head is not so Cool as in the afternoon.” a “Tut!” said the student, petulantly, “very little ails me.” gt, re ~ A little more surprise, but no reproach, was expressed in her face, as she withdrew to the other side of the table, and took a small packet of needlework from her basket. But she laid it down again, on second thoughts, and going noiselessly about the Toom, set everything ‘exactly in’ its place, and in the neatest order; even to the cushions on the couch, which she ‘touched with so light a hand, that-he hardly seemed: to know it, as he lay looking at the fire. When all this was done, and she had swept the hearth, she sat down, in her modest little bonnet, to her work, and was quietly busy on it directly, Co et “It’s the new muslin curtain for the window, Mr ‘Ed- mund,” said Milly, stitching away as she talked. © « It will look very clean and nice, though it costs very little, and will save your eyes, too, from the light. ‘My William says the room should not be too light just now, when you are Tecovering so well, or the glare might make you giddy.” _ He said nothing; but there was something so fretful and impatient in his change of position, that her quick fingers stopped, and she looked at him anxiously. ‘ “The pillows are not comfortable,” she said, laying down her work and rising. “T will soon put them right.” “They are very well,” he answered. “Leave them alone, pray. You make so much of everything.” He raised his head to say this, and ‘looked at her so
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thanklessly, that, after he had thrown himself down again, 
she stood timidly pausing. However, she resumed her 
seat, and her needle, without having directed even a mur- 
uring look towards him, and. was.:soon as busy as be- 
ore. oo . . 

“I have been thinking, Mr. Edmund, that you have been 
often thinking of late, when I-have been sitting by; how 
true the saying is, that adversity is a good teacher. Health 
will be more precious to you, after this illness, than it has 
ever been. And years hence, when this time of year comes 
round, and you remember the days when you lay here sick, 
alone, that the knowledge of your illness might not afflict 
those who are dearest to you, your home will be doubly 
dear and doubly. blest.. Now, isn’t that a. good, ‘true 
thing?” rn 

She was too intent: upon. her work, and too earnest in 
what she said, and too composed and quiet altogether, to 
be on the watch for any look: he might diréct towards her 
in reply; so the shaft of his ungrateful glance fell harm- 
less, and did not wound her. va: 

“Ah!” said Milly, with. her pretty head - inclining 
thoughtfully on one side, as she looked. down, following 
her: busy fingers with her eyes. - “Even on me—and I'am 
very different from you, Mr. Edmund, for I have no learn- 
ing, and don’t know how to think properly—this view of 
such things has made.a great impression, since you have 
been lying ill. When I have seen you so touched. by. the 
kindness and attention of.the poor people down stairs, I 
have felt that you thought even that experience some re- 
payment for the loss of. health, and.I have read’ in -your 
face, as plain as if it was a book, that but for some trouble’ 
and sorrow we should never know half the good there is 
about us.” Lo : Do, oO 

His getting up from the couch, interrupted her, or she 
was going on to say more. - . 

“We needn’t magnify the merit, Mrs. William,” he re- 
joined slightingly. “The people down stairs will be paid 
in good time I dare say, for any little extra service they 
may have rendered me; and perhaps they anticipate no 
less. Iam much obliged to you, too.” 

Her fingers stopped, and she looked at him. : 
“T can’t be made to feel the more obliged by your exag- 

gerating the case,” he said. “Iam sensible that you have
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been interested in me, and I say I am much obliged to you. What more would you have?” 
- Her work fell on her lap, as she still looked at him walking to and fro with an intolerant air, and stopping now and then. 

“Tsay again, Iam much obliged to you. Why weaken my sense of what is your due in obligation, by preferring enormous claims upon me? Trouble, sorrow, affliction, ad- versity! One might suppose I had been dying a score of deaths here!” 
“Do you believe, Mr. Edmund,” she asked, rising and going nearer to him, “that I spoke of the poor people of the house, with any reference to myself? ‘To me?” laying her hand upon her bosom with a simple and innocent smile of astonishment. 

“Oh! I think nothing about it, my good creature,” he re- turned. “Ihave had an indisposition, which your solici- tude—observe! I say solicitude—makes a great deal more of, than it merits; and it’s over, and we can’t perpetuate it.” 
. He coldly took a book, and sat down at the table. - - She watched him for a little while, until her smile was quite gone, and then, returning to where her basket vas, said gently: . 
“Mr. Edmund, would you rather be alone? ” “There is no reason why I should detain you here,” he , replied. 
exert” ‘said Milly, hesitating, and showing her work, ; 
“Oh! the curtain,” he answered, with a supercilious laugh. “'That’s not worth staying for.” 
She made up the little packet again, and put it in her basket. Then, standing before him with such an air of patient entreaty that he could not choose but look at her, she said: 

, “Tf you should want me, I will come back willingly. When you did want me, I was quite happy to come; there was no merit init. I think you must be afraid, that, now you are getting well, I may be troublesome to you; but I should not have been, indeed.. I should have come no longer than your weakness and confinement Jasted. You owe me nothing; but it is ‘right that you should deal as justly by me as if I was a lady—even the very lady
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that you love; and if you suspect me of meanly making 
much of the little I have tried to do to comfort your sick 
Toom, you do yourself more wrong than ever you can do 
me. That is why I am sorry. That is why I am very 
sorry.” 

If she had been as passionate as she was quiet, as indig- 
nant as she was calm, as angry in her look as she was gen- 
tle, as loud of tone as she was low and clear, she might 
have left no sense of her departure in the room, compared 
with that which fell upon the lonely student when she went 
away. 

He was gazing drearily upon the place where she had 
been, when Redlaw came out of his concealment, and came 
to the door. ; 
“When sickness lays its hand on you again,” he said, 

looking fiercely back at him, “—may it be soon!—Die 
here! Rot here!” an 

“What have you done?” returned the other, catching at 
his cloak. “What change have you wroughtin me? What 
curse have you brought upon me? Give me back myself!” 

“Give me back myself!” exclaimed Redlaw like a mad- 
man. “TI am infected! I am infectious! I am charged 
with poison for my own mind, and the minds of all man- 
kind. Where I felt interest, compassion, sympathy, I am 

' turning into stone. Selfishness and ingratitude spring up 
in my blighting footsteps. I am only so much less base 
than the wretches whom.I make so, that in the moment of 
their transformation I can hate them.” ; 

As he spoke—the young man still holding to his cloak— 
he cast him off, and struck him: then, wildly hurried out 
into the night air where the wind was blowing, the snow 
falling, the cloud-drift sweeping on, the moon dimly shin- 
ing; and where, blowing in the wind, falling with the 
snow, drifting with the clouds, shining in the moonlight, 
and heavily looming in the darkness, were the Phantom’s 
words, “The gift that I have given, you shall give again, 
go where you will!” 

Whither he went, he neither knew nor cared, so that 
he avoided company. ‘The change he felt within him made 
the busy streets a ‘desert, and himself a desert, and the 
multitude around him, in their manifold endurances and 
ways of life, a mighty waste of sand, which the winds 
tossed into unintelligible heaps and made a ruinous confu-
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sion of: “Those traces in his breast which the Phantom had told him would “die out soon,” were not, as yet, so far upon their way to death, but that he understood enough of 
what he was, and what he made of others, to desire to be alone. 

oe ~: This’ put it in his mind—he suddenly. bethought himself, as he was going along, of the boy who had rushed into his room. And then he recollected, that of those with whom he had communicated since the Phantom’s disappearance, that boy alone had shown no sign of being changed.: Monstrous and odious as the wild thing was to him, he determined to seek it out, and prove if this were really 80; and also to seek it with another intention, which came into his thoughts at the same time. cor 
- So, resolving with some difficulty where he was, he di- rected his steps back to the old college, and to that part of it where the general porch was, and where, alone, the pave- ment was worn by the tread of the students’ feet. 

. The keeper’s house stood just within the iron gates, form- 
ing a part of the chief quadrangle. There was a little 
cloister outside, and from that sheltered place he knew he 
could look in at the window of their ordinary room, and see 
who was within. The iron gates were shut, but his hand was familiar with the fastening, and drawing it back by thrusting in his wrist between the bars, he passed through softly, shut it again, and crept up to the window, crum- bling the thin crust of snow with his feet. 

The fire, to which’ he had directed the boy last night, shining brightly through the glass, made an illuminated place upon the ground. ‘Instinctively avoiding this, and going round it, he looked in at the window. At first, he thought that there was no one there, and that the blaze was reddening only the old beams in the ceiling and the dark walls; but peering in more narrowly he saw the object of his search coiled asleep before it on the floor. He passed quickly to the door, opened it, and went in. : _ The creature lay in such a fiery heat, that, as the Chem- ist stooped to rouse him, it scorched his head. So soon as he was touched, the boy, not half awake, clutching his rags together with the instinct of flight upon him, half rolled and half ran into a distant corner of the room, where, ppaPed. upon the ground, he struck his foot out to defend imself, St , oe
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“Get up!” said the Chemist. “You have not forgotten 
me? 

“You let me alone! ” returned ‘the boy. “This is : the 
woman’s house--not yours.” ~ 

The Chemist’s steady eye controlled him somewhat, or 
inspired him with enough submission to be raised upon ‘his 
feet, and looked at. 
‘Who washed them, and put those bandages where they 

were bruised and cracked?” asked the Chemist, pointing 
to their altered state. | J 

“The woman did.” 
“And is it she who has made you cleaner in “the face, 

too? ” . 
. “Yes, the woman.” _ . . 
Redlaw asked these questions to attract his’ eyes towards 

himself, and with the same intent now held him by the 
chin, and threw his wild. hair back, though he loathed to * 
touch him. The boy watched his eyes keenly, as if he 
thought it needful to his own defence, not knowing what 
he might do next; and Redlaw could | see well’ that no 
change came over him. ‘ 

“Where are they? ” he inquired. 
“The woman’s out.” 
“T know she is.: Where is the old man with ‘the white 

hair, and his son? ” 
“The woman’s husband, d’ye mean? ” “inguirea the boy. 
“Ay.. Where are those two?” | 
“Out. Something’s the matter, somewhere. They were 

fetched out in a hurry, and told me to stop here.” 
“Come with me,” said the Chemist, “and Pu give you 

money.” 
“Come where? and how much will you give? ” 

. “Pll give you more shillings than you ever saw, and 
bring you back soon. Do you know your way to where 

you came from? ” 
“You let me go,”. returned the boy, suddenly twisting 

out of his grasp. “I’m not a going to take you there. Let 
me be, or I’ll heave some fire at you!” . 

He was down before it, and ready, with his savage little 
hand, to pluck the burning coals out. 

What the Chemist had felt, in observing the effect of his 
charmed influence stealing over those with whom he came 
in contact, was not nearly equal to the cold vague terror
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with which he saw this baby-monster put it at defiance. Tt chilled his blood to look on the immovable impenetrable thing, in the likeness of’ a child, with its sharp malignant face turned up to his, and its almost infant hand, -ready at the bars. 
“Listen, boy!” he said - « You shall take ‘me where you please, so that you take me where the people are very miserable or very wicked. I want to do them good, and not to harm them. ‘You shall have money, as I have told you, and I will bring you back. Get.up! Come quickly!” He made a, hasty step towards the door, afraid of her re- turning. . os : 
“Will you let me walk by myself, and never hold me, nor yet touch me?” said the boy, slowly withdrawing the hand with which he threatened, and beginning to get up. “T will!” ; 

- “And let me‘go before, behind, or anyways I like?” - “OT willt? 
‘ “Give me some money first then, and I'll go ” ' The Chemist laid a few shillings, one by one, in his ex. - tended hand. To count them was beyond the boy’s knowl- edge, but he said “one,” every time, and avariciously looked at each as it was given, and at the donor. He had nowhere to put them, out of his hand, but in his mouth; and he put them there. . Redlaw then wrote with his pencil on a leaf of his pocket-book, that the boy was with him; and laying it on the table, signed to him’ to follow. Keeping his rags to- gether, as usual, the boy complied, and went out with his bare head and his naked feet into the winter night. Preferring not to depart by the iron gate by which he had entered, where they were in danger of meeting her whom he so anxiously avoided, the Chemist led the way, through some of those passages among which the boy had lost himself, and by that portion of the building where he lived, to a small door of which he had the key. When they got into the Street, he stopped to ask his guide—who instantly retreated from him—if he knew where they were. The savage thing looked here and there, and at length, nodding his head, pointed in the direction he designed to take. Redlaw going on at once, he followed, something less suspiciously; shifting his money from his mouth into his hand, and back again into his mouth, and stealthily
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rubbing it bright upon his shreds of: dress, as he went along. . 
Three times, in their. progress, they were side by side. Three times they stopped, being side by side. Three times the Chemist glanced down at his face, and shuddered as it forced upon him one reflection. | - 
The first occasion was when they were crossing an old church-yard, and Redlaw stopped among the graves, utterly. at a loss how to connect them with any tender, softening, . or consolatory thought. 
The second was, when. the breaking forth of the moon 

induced him to look up at the Heavens, where he saw her in’ 
her glory, surrounded by a host of stars he. still knew by 
the names and histories which human science has appended 
to them; but where he saw nothing else he had been wont 
to see, felt nothing he had been wont to feel, in looking up 
there, ona bright night. . oe ; a 

The third was when he stopped to listen to a plaintive 
strain of music, but could only hear a tune, made manifest 
to him by the dry mechanism of the. instruments and his 
own ears, with no address to any mystery within him, : 
without a whisper in it of the past, or of the future, power- 
less upon him as the sound. of last year’s running water, or 
the rushing of last year’s wind. . er 

At each of these three times, he saw with horror that, in 
spite of the vast intellectual distance between them, and 
their being unlike each other in all physical respects, the. 
expression on the boy’s face was the expression on his own. 

' They journeyed on for some time—now through such : 
crowded places, that he often looked over: his shoulder 
thinking he had lost his guide, but generally finding him 
within his shadow on his other side; now by ways so quiet, . 
that he could have: counted his short, quick, naked foot- 
steps coming on’ behind—until they arrived at a ruinous. 
collection of houses, and the boy touched him and stopped. . 

“In there!” he said, : pointing out one house where 
there were scattered lights-in the windows, and a dim Jan-. 
tern in the doorway, with “Lodgings. for Travellers 
ainted on it. Te 

P Redlaw looked about him; ‘from the houses, to the waste 
piece of ground on which the houses stood, or rather did 
not altogether tumble down, ‘unfenced, undrained, un- 
lighted, and bordered by a sluggish. ditch; from that, to:
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the sloping line of arches, part of some neighbouring via- duct or bridge with which it was surrounded, and which lessened, gradually, towards them, until the last but one was a mere. kennel for 
heap of bricks; from th 
ering and trembling wit 
tle foot, while he coiled 
yet staring at all these 

a dog, the last a plundered little 
at, to the child, close -to him, cow- 
h the cold, and limping on one lit- 
the other round his leg to warm it, 
things with that frightful likeness. of expression so apparent in his face, that Redlaw started from him. 

“Tn there!”. said the 
“V’ll wait.” 

boy, pointing out the house again. . 
' “Will they let me in?” asked Redlaw.. - «a 7 “Say youre a- doctor,”’ he answered with a nod. “There’s plenty ill here.”"*... -. : Looking back on his way to the house-door, Redlaw saw him trail himself upon the dust and crawl within the shel-. ter of. the smallest arch, as if he were arat. He had no pity for the thing, but ‘he was afraid of it; and when it looked out of its den at him, he hurried to the house ag a: retreat..:.:-: oe 

- “Sorrow, wrong, and 
painful effort at some m 

trouble,” said the Chemist, with a 
ore distinct remembrance, “at least: haunt this place, darkly. He can do no harm, who brings. forgetfulness of such th ings here!”. 

: With these words, he pushed the ‘yielding door, and - went in... 
. There was a woman sitting on the stairs, either asleep . or forlorn, whose head was bent down on her hands and knees. As it was not easy to pass without treading on her, » and as she was perfectly regardless of his near approach. . he stopped, and touched her on the shoulder. Looking up. she showed -him quite a’ young face, but one whose bloom and promise were all Swept away, as if the haggard winter should unnaturally kill 
With little or no sh 

moved nearer to the wa 
“What are you?” sa 

the spring. 
ow of concern on his account, she 
1] to leave him a wider passage. 
id Redlaw, pausing, with his hand upon the broken stair-rail. 

: “ What do you think Iam?” she answered, showing him her face again. . 
- He looked upon the 

made, so soon disfigure 
ruined Temple of God, so lately 

d; and something, which was not.
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compassion—-for the springs in which a true compassion for 
such miseries has its rise, were dried up in his breast—but 
which was nearer to it, for the. moment, than any feeling 
that had lately struggled into the darkening, but not yet 
wholly darkened, night of. his mind—mingled a touch of 
softness with his next words. PO 

“TI am come here to give relief, if I can,” he said. “Are 
you thinking of any wrong? ” oo : 

She frowned at him, and then laughed; and then her 
laugh prolonged itself into a shivering sigh, as she dropped 
her head again, and-hid her fingers in her hair. ; : 

“Are you thinking of a wrong?” he asked once more. 
“Tam thinking of my life,” she said, with a momentary 

look at him... . re nn 
- He had a perception that she was one of many, and that 

he saw the type of: thousands, when he saw her, drooping 
athis feet... ce eee : 
“What are your parents?” he demanded. , 
“Thad a good. home once. .My father was a gardener, ° 

far away, in the country.” .. on, a 
“Ts he dead?” Pop Ee op ae pa, 
“He’s dead to me.. All such things are dead. to me. 

You a gentleman, and not know that!” She raised her 
eyes again, and laughed at him. - .. oe ce 

“Girl!” said Redlaw, sternly, “before this death, of all 
such things, was brought about, was there no wrong done 
to you? In spite of all that you can do, does no remem- 
brance of wrong cleave to you?.. Are there not times upon 
times when it is misery to you?” . fs ; 

So little of what was womanly was left in her appear- 
ance, that now, when she burst into tears, he stood amazed. 
But he was more amazed, and much disquieted, to note 
that in her awakened recollection of this wrong, the first 
trace of her old: humanity and frozen. tenderness appeared 
‘toshow itself... 0 ee 

He drew a little off, and in doing so, observed that her 
' arms were black, her face cut, and her bosom bruised. . 

“ What brutal hand has hurt you so?” he asked. 
“My own. JI did it myself!” she answered quickly, — 
“Ttis impossible”. © 

-“T?ll swear I did! He didn’t touch me. : I did it to my- 
self in a passion, and threw myself down here. He wasn’t 
nearme. He never laid a hand upon me!
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In the white determination of her face, confronting him with this untruth, he saw enough of the last perversion and distortion of good surviving in that miserable’ breast, to be stricken with remorse that he had ever come near her. “Sorrow, wrong, and trouble!” he muttered, turning his fearful gaze away. “All that connects her with the state from which she has fallen, has those roots! In the name of God, let me go by!” 7 Afraid to look at her again, afraid to touch her, afraid to think of having sundered the last thread by which she held upon the mercy of Heaven, he gathered his cloak abcut him, and glided swiftly up the stairs, 
Opposite to him, on the landing, was a door, which stood partly open, and which, as he ascended, a man with a can- dle in his hand, came forward from within to shut. But this man, on seeing him, drew back, with much emotion in his manner, and, as if by a sudden impulse, mentioned his name aloud, 
In the surprise of such a recognition there, he stopped, endeavouring to recollect the wan and startled face. He had no time to consider it, for, to his yet greater amaze- ment, old Philip came out of the room, and took him by the hand, 
“Mr. Redlaw,” said the old man, “this is like you, this is like you, Sir! you have heard of it, and have come after us to render any help you can. Ah, too late, too ‘late! Lo 
Redlaw, with a bewildered look, submitted to be led into the room. A man lay there, on a truckle-bed, and William Swidger stood at the bedside. 
“Too late!” murmured the old man, looking wistfully into thé Chemist’s face; and the tears stole down his cheeks. 
“That’s what I say, father,” interposed his son in a low voice. “That’s where it is, exactly. To keep as quiet as ever we can while he’s'a dozing, is the only thing to do You’re right, father!” ; 7 Redlaw paused at the bedside, and looked down on the ’ figure that was stretched upon the mattress. It was that of a man, who should have been in the vigour of his life, but on whom it was not likely the sun would ever shine again. The vices of his forty or fifty years’ career had so branded him, that, in comparison with their effects upon
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his face, the heavy hand of ‘Time upon the old man’s face who watched him had been merciful and beautifying, “Who is this? ”. asked the Chemist, looking round, “My son George, Mr. Redlaw,” said the old man, wring- ing his hands. “My eldest son, George, who was more his mother’s pride than all the rest!” - Redlaw’s eyes wandered from the old man’s grey head, as he laid it down upon the bed, to the person who had recognised him, and who had kept aloof, in the remotest corner of the room. He seemed to be about his own age; and although he knew no such hopeless decay and broken man as he appeared to be, there was something in the turn of his figure, as he stood with his back towards him, and now went out at the door, that made him pass his hand un- easily across his brow. , 
“William,” he said in a gloomy whisper, “who is that man? ” 4 . 
“Why you see, Sir,” returned Mr. William, “that’s what I say, myself. ‘Why should a man ever go and gam- ble, and the like of that, and let himself down inch by inch till he can’t let himself down any lower!” ; 
“Has he done so?” asked Redlaw, glancing after him with the same uneasy action as before. oe . 
“Just exactly that, Sir,” returned William Swidger, “as I’m told. He knows a little about medicine, Sir, it seems; and having been wayfaring towards London with my un- 

happy brother that you see here,” Mz. William passed his 
coat-sleeve across his eyes, “and being lodging up stairs 
for the night—what I say, you see, is that strange com- 
panions come together here sometimes—he looked in to at- 
tend upon him, and came for us at his request, , What a 
mournful spectacle, Sir! But that’s where it is. It’s 
enough to kill my father! ” . 

Redlaw looked up, at these words, and, recalling where 
he was and with whom, and the spell he carried with him 
~—Which his surprise had obscured—retired a little, hur- 
riedly, debating with himself whether to shun the house 
that moment, or remain. so . 

Yielding to a certain sullen doggedness, which it seemed 
to be a part of his condition to struggle with, he argued 

ng. . , . Was ieasiy yesterday,” he said, “ when I observed the 
memory of this old man to be a tissue of sorrow and trou.
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ble, and shall I be afraid, to-night, to shake it?) Are such remembrances as I can drive away, so precious to.this dy- ing man that I need fear for Aim? No! J’ll stay here.” _ But he stayed, in fear and trembling none the less for these words; and, shrouded in his black cloak with his face turned from them, stood away from the bedside, list- ening to what they said, as if he felt himself a demon in the place. . So a “Father!” murmured the ‘sick man, rallying a little from hisstupor. ©... De 
“My boy! My son George!” said old Philip. “You spoke, just now, of my being mother’s favourite, long ago. It’s a dreadful thing to think now, of long ago!” . “No, no, no,” regurned the old:man. “Think of it. Don’t say it’s dreadful. It’s not dreadful to me, my son. Se 

a “Tt cuts you to the heart, father.” Tor the old man’s tears were falling on‘ him. . Soe “Yes, yes,” said Philip, “so it does; but it does me good. ¢ It’s'a heavy sorrow to think of that time, but it does me good, George. Oh, think of it too, think of it too, and. your heart will be softened more and more! Where’s my son William? William, my boy, your mother loved him dearly to the last, and with her latest breath said, ‘Tell him I forgave him, blessed him, and prayed for him.’ Those were her words tome. I have never forgot- ten them, and I’m eighty-seven!” . _ of “Father!” said the man upon the bed, “I am dying, I know. Iam so far gone, that I can hardly speak, even of what my mind most runs on. - Is there any hope for me beyond this bed?” 
“There is hope,” returned the old man, “for all who are softened and penitent. There is hope for all such. Oh!” he exclaimed, clasping his hands and looking up, “I was thankful, only yesterda , that I could remember this un- happy son when he was an innocent child. But what a comfort it is, now, to think that even God himself has that remembrance of him!” 

so Redlaw spread his hands upon his face, and shrank, ’ like a murderer, 
“Ah!” feebly moaned the man upon the bed. “The Waste since then, the waste of life since then!” . “But he was a child once,” said the old man. “He
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played with children. Before he lay down on_his bed at 
night, and fell into his guiltless rest, he said his prayers 
at his poor mother’s knee.. I have seen him do it, many a 
time; and seen her lay his head upon her breast, and kiss 

‘him. Sorrowful as it was to her and me, to think of this, 
when he went so wrong, and when our hopes and plans for 
him were all broken, this gave him still a hold tlpon us, 
that nothing else could have given. Oh, Father, so much 
better than the fathers upon earth! Oh, Father, so much 
more afflicted by the errors of Thy children! take‘this wan- 
derer back! Not as he is, but as he was then, let him ery 
to Thee, as he has so often seemed to cry to us!” 

As the old man lifted up his trembling -hands, the son, 
for whom he made the supplication, laid his sinking head 
against him for support and comfort, as if he were indeed 
the child of whom he spoke. Do 4 
When did man ever tremble, as Redlaw trembled, in the 

Silence that ensued! He knew it must come upon them, 
knew that it was coming fast. oe 
“My time is very short, my breath is shorter,” said the 

sick man, supporting himself on one arm, and with the 
other groping in the air, “and I remember there is some- 
thing on my mind concerning the man who was here just 
now. Father and William—wait!—is there really any- 
thing in black, out there?” os no 

“Yes, yes, it is real,” said his aged father. 
“Ts it a man?” ” , 
“What I say myself, George,” interposed his brother, 

bending kindly over him. ‘It’s Mr. Redlaw.” 
“T thought I had dreamed of him. Ask him to come 

here.” 
The Chemist, whiter than the dying man, appeared be- 

fore him. Obedient to the motion of his hand, he sat upon 
the bed. 

“Tt has been so ripped up, to-night, Sir,” said the sick 
man, laying his hand upon his heart, with a look in which 
the mute, imploring agony of his condition was concen- 
trated, “by. the sight of my. poor. old father, and the 
thought of all the trouble I have been the cause of, and all 
the wrong and sorrow lying at my door, that——” . 
Was it the extremity to which he had come, or was it 

the dawning of another change, that made him stop? o 

'“_ that what I caw do right with my mind running on
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so much, so fast, I’ll try todo. There was another man here. Did you see him?” 
__ Redlaw could not reply by any word; for when he saw that fatal sign he knew so well now, of the wandering hand upon the forehead, his voice died at his lips. But he made | some indication of assent. ‘ 

“He is penniless, hungry, and destitute. He is com- pletely beaten down, and has no resource at all. Look after him! Lose no time! I know he has it in his mind to kill himself,” 
It was working. It was on his face. His face was changing, hardening, deepening in all its shades, and losing all its sorrow. -- 
“Don’t you remember?’ Don’t you know him?” he pur- sued. 
He shut his face out for a moment, with the hand that again wandered over his forehead, and then it lowered on Redlaw, reckless, ruffianly, and callous, - “Why, d—n you!” he said, scowling round, “what have you been doing to me here ! L have lived bold, and I mean to die bold. To the Devil with you!” ” 
And so lay down upon his bed, and put his arms up, over his head and ears, as resolute from that time to keep out all access, and to die in his indifference. . If Redlaw had been struck by lightning, it could not have struck him from the bedside with a more tremendous shock. But the old man, who had left the bed while his Son was speaking to him, now returning, avoided it quickly likewise, and with abhorrence. : _ ‘‘Where’s my boy William?” said the old man hur- tiedly. “William, come away from here. We'll go home.” © I 7 
“Home, father!” returned William. “Are you going to leave your own son?” 
““ Where’s my own son? ” replied the old man. “Where? why, there!” 
“That’s no ‘son of mine,” said Philip, trembling with resentment. “No such wretch as that, has any elaim on me. My children are pleasant to look at, and they wait upon me, and get my meat and drink ready, and are useful tome. I’ve a right to it! I’m eighty-seven! ” “You’re old enough to be no older,” muttered William, ' looking at him grudgingly, with his hands in his pockets.
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“T don’t know what good you are, myself. We could have a deal more pleasure without you.” 
“My son, Mr. Redlaw!” said the old man. “ dfy son, too! The boy talking to me of my son! Why, what has he ever done to give me any pleasure, I should like ‘to know?” . oo 
“I don’t know what you have ever done to give me any pleasure,” said William, sulkily. ; “Let me think,” said the old man. - “For how many 

Christmas times running, have I sat in my warm place, 
and never had to come out in the cold night air; and have 
made good cheer, without being disturbed by any such un- comfortable, wretched sight as him there? Is it twenty, 
William? ” 

“Nigher forty, it seems,” he muttered. “ Why, when 
I look at my father, Sir, and come to think of it,” ad- 
dressing Redlaw, with an impatience and irritation that 
were quite new, “I’m whipped if I can see anything in 
him buta calendar of ever so many years of eating and 
drinking, and making himself comfortable, over and over 
again.” Ds . 
“I—I’m eighty-seven,” said the old man, rambling on, 

childishly and weakly, “and I don’t know as I ever was 
much put out by anything. I’m not going to. begin now, 
because of what he calls my son. He’s not my son. I’ve 
had a power of pleasant times. I recollect once—no I 
don’t—no, it’s broken. off. . It was something about a-game 
of cricket and a friend of mine, but it’s somehow broken 
off. I wonder who he was—I suppose I liked him? And 
I wonder what became of him—I suppose he died? But I 
don’t know. And I don’t care, neither; I don’t care a 
bit.” a 

In his drowsy chuckling, and the shaking of his. head, 
he put his hands into his waistcoat pockets. In one of 
them he found a bit of holly (left there, probably, last 
night), which he now took out, and looked at. . 

“Berries, eh?” said the old man. “Ah! It’s a pity 
they’re not good toeat. I recollect, when I was a little 
chap about as high as: that, and.out a walking with—let 
me see—who was I out a walking with?—no, I don’t.re- 
member how that was.. I don’t remember as I ever walked 
with any one particular, or.cared for any one, or any one 
for me. ' Berries, eh? - ‘There’s good cheer. when there’s ber-
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ries. Well;-I ought to have my share of it, and to be 
waited on, and kept warm and comfortable; for I’m eighty- seven, and a poorold man. J’m eigh-ty-seven.: . Eigh-ty- 
seven!” . \ Lo ae 

The drivelling, pitiable manner in which, as he repeated this, he nibbled at the leaves, and spat the morsels out; the cold, uninterested eye with which his youngest son (so changed) regarded him; the determined apathy with which his eldest’son lay hardened in: his sin; impressed them- selves no more on: Redlaw’s observation,—for.he. broke his way from the spot to which his feet seemed to ‘have been fixed, and ran out of the house. > vo 
-- His guide came crawling forth from his place of refuge, and was ready for him before he reached the arches. 
“Back to the woman’s? ”.. he inquired, - . pe ~ “Back, quickly!” answered Redlaw.: “ Stop nowhere 

onthe way!? 0 7 
‘ For a short distance the boy went on before; but their 
return was more like a flight than.a walk, and it was as 

' much as his-bare feet could do, to keep pace with the 
Chemist’s rapid strides. Shrinking from all who passed, 
shrouded in his cloak, and keeping it drawn closely about 
him, as though there were mortal contagion in any flutter- — 
ing touch of his garments, he made no pause until they ’ reached the door by which they had come out. . He un- 
locked it with his key, went in, accompanied by the boy, and hastened through the dark passages to his own cham- er. : Be - 

The .boy watched him as he made the door fast, and withdrew behind the table when he looked round, : “Come!” he said. - “Don’t you touch me! | You’ve not brought me here to take my money away.” 
Redlaw threw some more upon the ground... He flung his body on.it immediately, as if to hide it from him, lest the sight of it should tempt him to reclaim it; and not until he saw him seated by his lamp, with his face hidden in his hands, began furtively to pick it up.’ When he had done so, he crept near the fire, and sitting down in a great chair before it, took from his breast some broken scraps of food, and fell to munching, and to staring at the blaze, and now and then to glancing at his shillings, which he kept clenched up in a bunch, in one hand. 
“And this,” said Redlaw, gazing on him with increased
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SPRING KILLED BY HAGGARD WINTER 

There was a woman sitting on the stairs, either asleep or forlorn, whose head 
was bent down on her knees. It was not easy to pass without treading on her, 
and she was perfectly regardless of his near approach.—Haunted Man, p. 376 
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Tepugnanco and fear, “ig the only one companion I havo left on earth!” . 

How long it was before ho was aroused from his contem. plation of this creature, whom he dreaded s0—whether half-an-hour, or half the night—he knew not. But the stillness of the room was broken by the boy (whom he had seen listening) starting up, and running towards the door. “Here's the woman coming!” he exclaimed. The Chemist stopped him on hig way, at tho moment when she knocked. 
“Let mo go to her, will you?” said the boy. “Not now,” returned the Chemist.“ Stay here. .No. Y must pass in or out of the rooin now.-——-Who’s that?” “It’s I, Sir,” cried Milly. “Pray, Sir, let me in} ” “No! not for the world!” he said. 
“Mr. Redlaw, Mr. Redlaw, pray, Sir, let me in.” “What is the matter?” he said, holding the boy, “The miserable man you saw, is worse, and nothing I can say will wake him from his terrible infatuation, Wil. liam’s father has turned childish in a moment. Willian himself is changed. Tho shock has been too sudden for him; I cannot understand him; he is not like himself, Oh, Mr. Redlaw, pray advise me, help me!” 
“Nol Not No!” he answered, 
“Mr. Redlaw! Dear Sir! George has been inuttering, in his doze, about the man you saw there, who, he fears, will kill himself,” 
“ Better he should do it, than come near me!” 
“Ho says, in his wandering, that you know him; that he was your friend once, long ngo; that he ig the mined father of a student here—my mind misgives me, of the young gentleman who has been ill. What js to be done? How is he to be followed? How is hs to Le saved?) Mr, Ped. law, pray, oh, pray, advise me! Help me!” 
All this time he held the boy, who was half-mad to pass him, and let her in. 
“Phantoms! Punishers of impious thoughts!" cried Redlaw, gazing round in anguish, “ Look upon me! Frura the darkness of my mind, let the glimmering of coatrition that I know is there, shino up, and show my misery! In the mnaterial world, as I have long taught, nothing can ba spared; no step or atom in the wondrous structure could be lost, without a blank being made in the great universe. 

ty
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I know, now, that it is the same with good and evil, hap. piness and sorrow, in the memories of men. Pity ime! Relieve me!” 

There was no response, but her “ Help me, help me, let me in!” and the boy’s struggling to get to her. 
“ Shadow of myself! Spirit of my darker hours!” cried Redlaw, in distraction, “Come back, and haunt me day and night, but take this gift away! Or, if it must still rest with me, deprive me of the dreadful power of giving it to others. Undo what I have done. Leave me benighted, but restore the day to those whom I have cursed. As I have spared this woman from the first, and as I never will go forth again, but will die here, with no hand to tend me, save this creature’s who is proof against me,—hear me!” The only reply still was, the boy struggling to get to her, while he held him back; and the cry, increasing in its en- ergy, “Help! let me in. He was your friend once, how shall he be followed, how shall he be saved? They are all changed, there is no one ‘else to help me, pray, pray, let . 

mein]? | 

  

CHAPTER IIL. 
THE GIFT REVERSED. 

Nicur was still neavy in the sky. On open plains, from hill-tops, and from the decks of solitary ships at sea, a dis- tant low-lying line, that promised bye and bye to change to light, was visible in the dim horizon; but its promise was remote and doubtful, and the moon was striving with the night-clouds busily. : ‘ The shadows upon Redlaw’s mind succeeded thick and fast to one another, and obscured its light as the night- clouds hovered between the moon and earth, and kept the latter veiled in darkness. Fitful and uncertain as the shadows which the night-clouds cast, were their conceal- ments from him, and ‘imperfect revelations -to him; and, like the night-clouds still, if the clear light broke forth for 4 moment, it was only that they might sweep over it, and make the darkness deeper than before. - ' Without, there was a Profound and solemn hush upon
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the ancient pile of building, and its buttresses and angles made dark shapes of mystery upon the ground, which now seemed to retire into the smooth white snow and now seemed to come out of it, as the moon’s path was more or less beset. Within , the Chemist’s room was indistinct and inurky, by the light of the expiring lamp; a ghostly silence had succeeded to the knocking and the voice outside; nothing was audible but, now and then, a low sound among the whitened ashes of the fire, as of its yielding up its last breath. Before it on the ground the boy lay fast asleep. In his chair, the Chemist sat, as he had sat there since the calling at his door had ceased—like a man turned to stone, : ; At such a time, the Christmas music he had heard be- fore, began to play. He listened to it at first, as he had listened in the churchyard; but presently—it playing still, and being borne towards hin on the night air, in a low, . Sweet, melancholy strain—he rose, and stood Stretching his hands about him, as if there were some friend approaching within his reach, on whom his desolate touch might rest, yet donoharm. As he did this, his face became less fixed and wondering; a gentle trembling came upon him; and at last his eyes filled with tears, and he put his hands before them, and bowed down his head. 
His memory of Sorrow, wrong, and trouble, had not come back to him; he knew that it was not restored; he had no passing belief or hope that it was, But some dumb stir within him made him capable, again, of being moved by what was hidden, afar off, in the music. If it were only that it told him sorrowfully the value of what he had lost, he thanked Heaven for it with a fervent gratitude. As the last chord died upon his ear, he raised his head to listen to its lingering vibration. Beyond the boy, so that his sleeping figure lay at his feet, the Phantom stood immovable and silent, with its eyes upon him. Ghastly it was, as it had ever been, but not so cruel and relentless in its aspect—or he thought or hoped so, as he looked upon it, trembling. . It was not. alone, but in its shadowy hand it held another hand. 

And whose was that? Was the form that stood beside it indeed Milly’s, or but her shade and picture? The quiet ‘head was bent a little, as her manner was, and her eyes were looking down, as if in pity, on the sleeping child. A
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radiant light fell on her face, but did not touch the Phan- 
tom; for, though close beside her, it was dark and colour- 
less as ever. ; 

“Spectre!” said the Chemist, newly troubled as he 
looked, “I have not been stubborn or presumptuous in re- 
spect of her.. Oh, do not bring her here. Spare me that!” 

“This is but a shadow,” said the Phantom; “when the 
morning shines seek out the reality whose image I present . 
before you.” 

- “Ts it my inexorable doom to do so?” cried the Chemist. 
“Tt is,” replied the Phantom. 
“To destroy her peace, her goodness; to make her what 

Tam myself, and what I have made of others!” 
“T-have said ‘seek her out,’” returned the Phantom. 

“T have said no more.” 
“Oh, tell me,” exelaimed Redlaw, catching at the hope 

which he fancied might lie hidden in the words. “(Can I 
undo what I have done? ” 

“No,” returned the Phantom. 
“T do not ask for restoration to myself,” said Redlaw. 

“What I abandoned, I abandoned of my own free will, and 
have justly lost. But for those to whom I have transferred 
the fatal gift; who never sought it; who unknowingly re- 
ceived a curse of which they had no warning, and which 
they had no power to shun; can I do nothing? ” 

“Nothing,” said the Phantom. 
“Tf I cannot, can any one?” 
The Phantom, standing like a statue, kept his gaze upon 

hin for a while; then turned its head suddenly, and looked 
upon the shadow at its side. 
hadee! Can she?” cried Redlaw, still looking upon the 

shade: ; : 
The Phantom released the hand it had retained till now, 

and softly raised its own with a gesture of dismissal. 
Upon that, her shadow, still preserving the same attitude, 
began to move or melt away. , 

“Stay,” cried Redlaw with an earnestness to which he 
could not give enough expression.. “For a moment! AS 
an act of mercy! I know that some change fell upon me, 
when those sounds were in the air just now. ‘Tell me, 
have I lost the power of harming her? May I go near 
her without dread? Oh, let her give me any sign of ope! .
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The Phantom looked upon the shade as he did—not at him—and gave no answer, 
“At least, say this—has she, henceforth, the conscious- ness of any power to set right what Ihave done?” . “She has not,” the Phantom answered, . “Has she the power bestowed on her without the con- sciousness? ” ; ; The Phantom answered: Seek her out.” And her shadow slowly vanished. : . They were face to face again, and looking on each other, 

the gift, across the boy who still lay on the ground between them, at the Phantom’s feet. 
“Terrible instructor,” said the Chemist, sinking on his knee before it, in an attitude of supplication, “by whom I was renounced, but by whom I am revisited (in which, and in whose milder aspect, I would fain believe Thavea gleam of hope), I will obey without inquiry, praying that the cry I have sent up in the anguish of my soul has been, or will be, heard, in behalf of those whom I have injured beyond human reparation. But there is one thing ——_” “You speak to me of what js lying here,” the Phantom interposed, and pointed with its finger to the boy. “Y do,” returned the Chemist. “You know what I would ask. Why has this child alone been proof against my influence, and why, why, have I detected in its thoughts a terrible companionship with mine? ” a “This,” said the Phantom, pointing to the boy, “is the last, completest illustration of a human creature, utterly bereft of such remembrances as you have yielded up. No , softening memory of sorrow, wrong, or trouble enters here, because this wretched mortal from his birth has been aban- doned to a worse condition than the beasts, and has, within his knowledge, no one contrast, no humanising touch, to make a grain of such a memory spring up in his hardened breast. All within this desolate creature is barren wilder- ness. All within the man bereft of what you have re- signed, is the same barren wilderness. Woe to stich a man! Woe, tenfold, to the nation that shall count its monsters such as this, lying here, by hundreds and by thousands!” 

Redlaw shrank, appalled, from what he heard. “There is not,” said the Phantom, “one of these—not
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one—but sows a harvest that mankind musr reap. From every seed of evil in this boy, a field of grain is grown that shall be. gathered in, and garnered up, and sown again in many places in the world, until regions are overspread with : wickedness enough to raise the waters of another Deluge. Open and unpunished ‘murder in a city’s streets would be less guilty in its daily toleration, than one such spectacle as this.” co 
It seemed to look down upon the boy in his sleep. Red- law, too, looked -down upon him with a new emotion. . “There is not a father,” said the Phantom, “by whose side in his daily or his nightly walk, these creatures pass; there is not a mother among all the ranks of loving mothers in this land; there is no one risen from the state of child- hood, but shall be responsible in his or her degree for this enormity. There is nota country throughout the earth on which it would’ not bring a curse. There is no religion upon earth that it would not deny; there is no people upon earth it would not put to shame.” 
The Chemist clasped his hands, and looked, with trem- bling fear and pity, from the sleeping boy to the Phantom, standing above him with its finger pointing down. “Behold, I say,” pursued the Spectre, “the perfect type of what it was your choice to be. Your influence is power- less here, because from this child’s bosom you ean banish nothing. His thoughts have been in‘ terrible companion- ship’ with yourg because you have gone down to his un- natural level. He is the growth of man’s indifference; you are the growth of man’s presumption. The beneficent de- . Sign of Heaven is, in each case, overthrown, and from the two poles of the immaterial world you come together.” ‘The Chemist stooped upon the ‘ground beside the boy, and, with the same kind of compassion for him that he now felt for himself, covered him as he slept, and no longer shrank from him with abhorrence or indifference, Soon, now, the distant line on the horizon brightened, the darkness faded, the sun rose red and glorious, and the
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looked out at the’ little white wreaths eddying round and round him. Doubtless some blind groping of the morning made its way down into the forgotten crypt so cold and earthy, where the Norman arches were half buried in the ground, and stirred the dull sap in the lazy vegetation hanging to the walls, and quickened the slow principle of life within the little world of wonderful and delicate crea- tion which existed there, with some faint knowledge that the sun was up. 
The Tetterbys were up, and doing. Mr. Teiterby took down the shutters of the shop, and, strip by strip, revealed the treasures of the window to the eyes, so proof against their seductions, of Jerusalem Buildings, Adolphus had been out so long already, that he was half way on to “Morning Pepper.” Five small Tetterbys, whose ten round eyes were much inflamed: by soap and friction, were in the tortures of a cool wash in the back kitchen 3 Mrs.. Tetterby presiding. Johnny, who was pushed and hustled through his toilet with great rapidity when Moloch chanced to be in an exacting frame of mind (which was’ always the case), staggered up and down with his charge before the shop door, under greater difficulties than usual; the weight of Moloch being much increased by a complication of defences against the cold, composed of knitted worsted-work, and forming a complete suit of chain-armour, with a head-piece and blue gaiters. oo Coen, It was a peculiarity of this baby to be always cutting teeth. Whether they never came, or whether they came and went away again, is not in evidence; but it had cer- tainly cut enough, on the showing of Mrs. Tetterby, to make a handsome dental provision for the sign of the Bull and Mouth. All sorts of objects were impressed for the rubbing of its gums, notwithstanding that it always car- ried, dangling at its waist (which was immediately under its chin), a bone ring, large enough to have represented the rosary of a young nun. Knife-handles, umbrella-tops, the heads of walking-sticks selected from the stock, the fingers ' of the family in general, but especially of Johnny, nutmeg- graters, crusts, the handles of doors, and thé cool knobs on the tops of pokers, were among the commonest instruments indiscriminately applied for this baby’s relief. The amount of electricity that must have been rubbed out of it in a week, is not to be calculated. Still Mrs. Tetterby always
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said “it was coming through, and then the child would be herself;” and still it never did come through, and the child continued to be somebody else. , The tempers of the little Tetterbys had sadly changed with a few hours. Mr. and Mrs, Tetterby themselves were not more altered than their offspring. Usually they were an unselfish, good-natured, yielding little race, sharing short commons when it happened (which was pretty onen) contentedly and even generously, and taking a great dea of enjoyment out of a very little meat. But they were fighting now, not only for the Soap and water, but even for the breakfast which was yet in perspective. The hand of every little Tetterby was against the other little Tetterbys; and even Johnny’s hand—the patient, much-enduring, and devoted Johnny—rose against the baby! Yes, Mrs. Tet- terby, going to the door by mere accident, saw him viciously pick out a weak place in the suit of armour where a slap would tell, and slap that blessed child. oo _ Mrs. Tetterby had him into the parlour by the collar, in that same flash of time, and repaid him the assault with usury thereto, — Se : “You brute, you murdering little boy,” said Mrs. Tetter- by. “Had you the heart to do it?” : ; _ “Why don’t her teeth come through, then;” retorted _ Johnny, in a loud rebellious voice, “instead of bothering me? How would you like it yourself?” | “Like it, Sir!” ‘said Mrs. Tetterby, relieving him of his dishonoured load. - 7 “Yes, like it,” said Johnny. “How would you? Not atall. If you was me, you’d go for a soldier. [ will, too. There an’t no babies in the Army.” : Mr. Tetterby, who had arrived upon the scene of action, rubbed his chin thoughtfully, instead of correcting the reel and seemed rather struck by this view of a military ite, : : : _ “I wish I was in the Army myself, if the child’s in the right,” said Mrs, Tetterby, looking at her husband, “for I have no peace of my life here. I’m a slave—a Virginia . slave:” some indistinct association with their weak descent on the tobacco trade perhaps suggested this aggravated ex- Pression to Mrs, Tetterby.. “I never have a holiday, or any pleasure at all, from year’s end to year’s end! Why, Lord bless and save the child,” said Mrs. Tetterby,
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shaking the baby with an irritability hardly suited to 
so pious an aspiration, “what’s the matter with her 
now?” 

Not being able to discover, and not rendering the subject 
much clearer by shaking it, Mrs. Tetterby put the baby 
away in a cradle, and, folding her arms, sat rocking it an- 
grily with her foot. 
“How you stand there, ’Dolphus,” said Mrs. Tetterby to 

her husband. “Why don’t you do something?” - 
“Because I don’t care about doing anything,” Mr. Tet- 

terby replied. ae 
“Tam sure J don’t,” said Mrs. Tetterby. 
“V’ll take my oath J don’t,” said Mr. Tetterby. 
A diversion arose here among Johnny and his five 

younger brothers, who, in preparing the family breakfast 
table, had fallen to skirmishing for the temporary posses- 
sion of the loaf, and were buffeting one another with great 
heartiness; the smallest boy of all, with precocious discre- 
tion, hovering outside the knot of combatants, and harass- 
ing their legs. Into the midst of this fray, Mr. and Mrs. 
Tetterby both precipitated themselves with great ardour, 
as if such ground were the only ground on which they 
could now agree; and having, with no visible remains of 
their late soft-heartedness, laid about them without any 
lenity, and done much execution, resumed their former rela- 
tive positions. . . » 

“You had better read your paper than do nothing at all, 
said Mrs. Tetterby. 

“What's there to read in a paper?” returned Mr. Tet- 
terby, with excessive discontent. . 

“What?” said Mrs. Tetterby. “Police.” 
“It’s nothing to me,” said Tetterby. ‘‘ What do I care 

what people do, or are done to?” 
“Suicides,” suggested Mrs. Tetterby. 
“No business of mine,” replied her husband. . 
“Births, deaths, and marriages, are those nothing to 

ou?” said Mrs. Tetterby. : 
ee If the births were ail over for good, and all to-day; 
and the deaths were all to begin to come off to-morrow; I 
don’t see why it should interest me, till I thought it was a 
coming to my turn,” grumbled Tetterby. “As to mare 
riages, I’ve done it myself. I know quite enough abou 
them.” 

T*
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To judge from the dissatisfied expression of her face and manner, Mrs. Tetterby appeared to entertain the same opinions as her husband; but she opposed him, neverthe- less, for the gratification of quarrelling with him. 
“ “Oh, you’re a consistent man,” said Mrs, Tetterby, “an’t you? You, with the ‘screen of your own making © there, made of nothing else but bits of newspapers, which you sit and read to the children by the half-hour together!” “Say used to, if you please,” returned her husband: “You. won’t find me doing so any more. I’m wiser now.” “Bah! wiser, indeed!” said Mrs. Tetterby.. “Are you better? ” . - “ 
The question sounded some discordant note in Mr. Tet- terby’s breast. He ruminated dejectedly, and passed his hand across and across his forehead. 
“Better!” murmured Mr. Tetterby. “I don’t know as any of us are better, or happier either. Better, is it? ” 
He turned to the screen, and traced about it with his finger, until he found a certain paragraph of which he was in quest.: ; 

- “This used to be one of the family favourites, I recol- lect,” said Tetterb ; in a forlorn and stupid way, “and used to draw tears from the children, and- make ’em good, if, there was any little bickering or discontent among ’em, next to the story of the robin redbreasts in the wood, ‘Melancholy case of destitution. - Yesterday a small man, with a baby in his arms, and surrounded by half-a-dozen ragged little ones, of various ages between ten and two, the whole of whom were evidently in'a famishing condition, appeared before the worthy magistrate, and made the fol- lowing recital: ’—Ha! I don’t understand it, I’m sure,” said Tetterby; “I don’t see what it has got to do with us.” “How old and shabby he looks,” said Mrs, Tetterby, watching him. “I never saw such a change in a man. Ah! dear me, dear.me, dear me, it was a sacrifice!” “What was a sacrifice? ” her husband sourly inquired. Mrs. Tetterby shook her head; and without replying in words, raised a complete sea-storm about the baby, by her violent agitation of the cradle. ; . -“Tf you mean your ‘Marriage was a sacrifice, my good woman——” said her husband: ” 
“T do mean it,” said his wife. 
“Why, then I mean to Say,” pursued Mr, Tetterby, as
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sulkily and surlily as she, “that there are two sides to that 
affair; and that J was the sacrifice; and that I wish the 
sacrifice hadn’t been accepted.” oo, . 

“I wish it hadn’t, Tetterby, with all my heart and soul 
I do assure you,” said his wife. “You can’t wish it more 
‘than I do, Tetterby.” ; 

“TI don’t know what I saw in her,” muttered the news- 
man, “I’m sure;—certainly, if I saw anything, it’s not 
there now. I was thinking so, last night, after supper, by 
the fire. She’s fat, she’s ageing, she won’t bear compari- 
son with most other women.” . 

“He’s common-looking, he has no air with him, he’s 
small, he’s beginning to stoop, and he’s getting bald,” 
muttered Mrs. Tetterby. a 

“I must have been half out of my mind when I did it,” 
muttered Mr. Tetterby. OO 
“My senses must have forsook me. That’s the only way 

in which I can explain it to myself,” said Mrs. Tetterby, 
with elaboration. 

In this mood they sat down to breakfast. The little Tet- 
terbys were not habituated to regard that meal in the light 
of a sedentary occupation, but discussed it as a dance or 
trot; rather resembling a savage ceremony, in the occa- 
sional shrill whoops, and brandishings of bread and butter, 
with which it was accompanied, as well as in the intricate 
filings off into the street and back again, and the hoppings 
up and down the doorsteps, which were incidental to the 
performance. In the present instance, the contentions be- 
tween these Tetterby children for the milk-and-water jug, 
common to all, which stood upon the table, presented so 
lamentable an ‘instance of angry passions risen very high 
indeed, that it was an outrage on the memory of Doctor 
Watts. It was not until Mr. Tetterby had driven the whole 
herd out at the front door, that a moment’s peace was se- 
cured; and even that was broken by the discovery that 
Johnny had surreptitiously come back, and was at that in- 
stant choking in the jug like a ventriloquist, in his indecent 
and rapacious haste. . 

“These children will be the death of me at last!” said 
Mrs. Tetterby, ‘after banishing the culprit. “And the 
Sooner the better, I think.” . 

-“ Poor people,” said Mr. Tetterby, “ought not:to have 
children at all. They give ws no pleasure.”
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He was at that moment taking up the cup which Mrs, Tetterby had tudely pushed towards him, and Mrs. Tetter. by was lifting her own cup to her lips, when they were both stopped, as if they were transfixed, “Here! Mother! Father!” cried J ohnny, running into the room. “Here’s Mrs. William. coming down the street! ” 

cheerfully, Johnny was that boy, and Moloch was that baby, as they went out together! Mr. Tetterby put down his cup; Mrs. Tetterby. put down her cup. Mr, Tetterby rubbed his forehead; Mrs. Tetterby rubbed hers. “Mr, Tetterby’s face began to smooth and brighten; Mrs, Tetterby’s began to smooth and brighten. 
. “Why, Lord forgive me,” said Mr. Tetterby to himself, what evil tempers have I been giving way to? What has been the matter here? ” 

“How could I ever treat him ill again, after all T said and felt last night!” sobbed Mrs. Tetterby, with her apron tohereyes, - 
“Am La brute,” said Mr, Tetterby, “or is there any good in me at all? Sophia! My little woman ed “?Dolphus dear,” returned his wife, “I—D’ve been in a state of mind,” said Mr. Tetterby, “that I can’t abear to think of, Sophy.” — “Oh! It’s nothing to what I’ve been in, Dolf,” cried his wife in a great burst of grief, “My Sophia,” said Mr. Tetterby, “don’t take on. I never shall forgive myself. I must have nearly broke your heart, I know.” 

oo, “No, Dolf, no. Tt was me! Me!” cried Mrs, Tetterby. “My little woman,” said her husband, “don’t, You make me reproach myself dreadful, when you show such a noble spirit, Sophia, my dear, you don’t know what I thought. J showed it bad enough, no doubt; but what I thought, my little woman !”___. “Qh, dear Dolf, don’t! Don’t!” cried his wife. “Sophia,” said Mr. Tetterby, “I must reveal it. I couldn’t rest in my conscience unless I mentioned it, My little woman—_ : , .
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“Mrs. William’s very nearly here!” screamed Johnny 
at the door. . te 
“My little woman, I wondered how,” gasped Mr. Tetter- by, supporting himself by his chair, “I wondered how I had ever admired you—I forgot the precious children you 

have brought about me, and thought you didn’t look as 
slim as I could wish. I—I never gave a recollection,” said 
Mr. Tetterby, with severe self-accusation, “to the cares 
you’ve had as my wife, and along of me and mine, when 
you might have had hardly any with another man, who got 
on better and was luckier than: me (anybody might -have 
found such a man easily I am sure); and I quarrelled with 
you for having aged a little in the rough years you have 
lightened for me. Can you believe it, my little woman? 
I hardly can myself.” . 

Mrs, Tetterby, in a whirlwind of laughing and erying, 
caught his x¢e within her hands, and held it there, 

“Oh, Dolf!” she cried. “I am so happy that you 
thought so; I am so grateful that you thought so! For I 
thought that you were common-looking, Dolf; and so you 
are, my dear, and may you be the commonest of all sights 
in my eyes, till you close them with your own good hands. 
I thought that you were small; and so you are, and Ill 
make much of you because you are, and more of you be- 
cause I love my husband. I thought that you began to 
stoop; and so you do, and you shall lean on me, and I’ll do 
all I can tokeep you up. I thought there was no air about 
you; but there is, and it’s the air of home, and that’s the 
purest and the best there is, and Gop bless home once 
more, and all belonging to it, Dolf!” | . 
“Hurrah! Here’s Mrs. William!” cried Johnny. - 
So she was, and all the children with her; and as she 

came in, they kissed her, and kissed one another, and 
kissed the baby, and kissed their father and mother, and 
then ran back and flocked and danced about her, trooping 
on with her in triumph. - . . 

Mr. and Mrs. Tetterby were not a bit behindhand in the 
warmth of their reception. They were as much attracted 
to her as the children were; they ran towards her, kissed 
her hands, pressed round her, could not receive her ardently 
or enthusiastically enough. She came among them like the 
spirit of all goodness, affection, gentle consideration, love, 
and domesticity. . .
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“What! are you all so glad to see me, too, this bright Christmas morning?” said Milly, clapping her hands in a pleasant wonder. “Oh dear, how delightful this is!” More shouting from the children, more kissing, more trooping round her, nore happiness, more love; more joy, more honour, on all sides, than she could bear. “Oh dear!” said Milly, “ what delicious tears you make me shed. How can I ever hava deserved this! . What have IT done to be so loved? ”. 
“Who can help it!” cried Mr. Tetterby. _ “Who can help it!” cried Mrs. Tetterby. “Who can help it!”” echoed the children, in a joyful chorus. And they danced and trooped about her again, and clung’ to her, and laid their rosy faces against her dress, and kissed and fondled it, and could not fondle it, or her, enough, 

, “T never was so moved,” said Milly, drying her eyes, “as I have been this morning. I must tell you, as soon as Ican speak.—Mr. Redlaw came to me at sunrise, and with a tenderness in his manner, more as if I had been his ' darling daughter than myself, implored me to go with him to where William’s brother George is lying ill. We went together, and all the way along he was so kind, and so subdued, and seemed to put such trust and hope in me, that I could not help crying with pleasure. When we got to the house, we met a woman at the door (somebody had bruised and hurt her, I am afraid) who caught me by the hand, and blessed me as I passed.” , “She was right!” said Mr. Tetterby. Mrs, Tetterby said she was right. All the children cried out that she was right. “Ah, but there’s more than that,” said Milly. “When We got up stairs, into the Toom, the sick man who had lain for hours in a state from which no effort could. rouse him, Tose up in his bed, and, bursting into tears, stretched out his arms to mé, and said that he had led a mis-spent life, but that he was truly repentant now in his sorrow for the past, which was all as plain to him as a great prospect, from which a dense black cloud had cleared away, and that he entreated me to ask his poor old father for his pardon and his blessing, and to Say a prayer beside his bed. And when I did So, Mr. Redlaw joined in it so fervently, and then so thanked and thanked me, and thanked Heaven, that my heart quite overflowed, and I could have done
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nothing but sob and ery, if the sick man had not begged me to sit down by him,—which made me quiet of course. As I sat there, he held ‘my hand in his until he sank in doze; and even then, when I withdrew my hand to leave him to come here (which Mr. Redlaw was very earnest in- deed in wishing me to do), his hand felt for mine, so that Some one else was obliged to take my place and make be- lieve to give him my hand back. Oh dear, oh dear,” said 
Milly, sobbing. “How thankful and how happy I should feel, and do feel, for all this!” . / 

While she was speaking, Redlaw had come in, and after 
pausing for a moment to observe the group of which she 
was the centre, had silently ascended the stairs.. Upon 
those stairs he now appeared again; remaining there, while 
the young student passed him, and came running down. 

“Kind nurse, gentlest, best of creatures,” he said, fall- 
ing on his knee to her, and catching at her hand, “ forgive 
my cruel ingratitude!” a Sela 

“Oh dear,.oh dear!” cried Milly innocently, “here’s 
‘another of them! Oh dear, here’s somebody else who likes 
me. : What shall I ever do!” - a, mo : 

The guileless, simple way in which she said. it, and in 
which she put her hands before her eyes and wept for very 
happiness, was as touching as it was delightful. . : 

“Iwas not myself,” he said. “I don’t know what it 
was—it was some consequence of my disorder perhaps—I 
was mad. But I am sono longer. Almost as I speak, I 
am restored. I heard the children crying out your name, 
and the shade passed from me at the very sound of it. Oh 
don’t weep! Dear Milly, if you could read my heart, and 
only knew with what affection and what grateful homage it 
is glowing, you would not let me see you weep. It is such 
deep reproach.” . : 
Xo. no,” said Milly, “it’s not that. It’s not indeed. 

It’s joy. It’s wonder that you should think it necessary 
to ask me to forgive so little, and yet it’s pleasure that you 
do.” . Le ; 

“And will you come again? and will you finish the little 
curtain? ” oo 

“No,” said Milly, drying her eyes, and shaking her 
. head. “You won’t care for my needlework now.” 

“Is it forgiving me, to say that?” oo, 
She beckoned him aside, and whispered in his ear.
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“There is news from your home, Mr. Edmund.” “News? How?” an “Either your not writing when you were very ill, or the’ change in your handwriting when you began to be better, created some suspicion of the truth; however that is but you’re sure you’ll not be the worse for any news, if it’s not bad news?” - 
“Sure.” 
“Then there’s some one come!” said Milly. “My mother?” asked the student, glancing round invol- untarily towards Redlaw, who had come down from the ‘stairs, - oo 
‘Hush! No,” said Milly. 
“It can be no one else.” 
“Indeed?” said Milly, “are you sure? ” “It is not.” Before he could say more, she put her - hand upon his mouth, i, 
“Yes itis!” said Milly. “The young lady (she is very like the miniature, Mr. Edmund, but she is prettier) was too unhappy to rest without satisfying her doubts, and ‘came up, last night, with a little servant-maid. As you always dated your letters from the college, she came there; and before I saw Mr. Redlaw this morning, I saw her. She likes me too!” said Milly. “Oh dear, that’s another!” “This morning! Where is she now?” “Why, she is now,” said Milly, advancing her lips to his ear, . in my little parlour in the Lodge, and waiting to see you,” 

‘ 
‘He pressed her hand, and was darting off, but she de- ined him. oo, 
“Mr. Redlaw is much altered, and has told me this morning that his memory is impaired. Be very considerate to him, Mr. Edmund; he needs that from us all.” The young man assured her, by a look, that her caution was not ill-bestowed; and as he passed the Chemist on his way out, bent respectfully and with an obvious interest be- fore him, 
Redlaw returned the salutation courteously and even humbly, and looked after him as he passed on. “He drooped. his head upon his hand too, as trying to reawaken some- thing he had lost. But it was gone, : . The abiding change that had come upon him since the influence of the music, and the Phantom’s Teappearance, 
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was, that now he truly felt how much he had lost, and 
could compassionate his own condition, and contrast it, 
clearly, with the natural state of those who were around 
him. In this, an interest in those who were around him 
was revived, and a meek, submissive sense of his calamity 
was bred, resembling that which sometimes obtains in age, 
when its mental powers are weakened, without insensibility 
or sullenness being added to the list of its infirmities. 

He was conscious that,'as he redeemed, through Milly, 
- more and more of the evil he had done, and as he was more 

and more with her, this change ripened itself within him. 
Therefore, and because of the attachment she inspired him 
with (but without other. hope), he felt that he was quite 
dependent on her, and that she was his staff in his afflic- 
tion. - . 

So, when she asked ‘him whether they should go home 
now, to where the old man and her husband were, and he 
readily replied “yes ”—being anxious in that regard—he 
put his arm through hers, and walked beside her; not as if 
he were the wise and learned man to whom the wonders of 
Nature were an open book, and hers were the uninstructed 
tnind, but as if their two positions were reversed, and he 
knew nothing, and she all. ne 

He saw the children throng about her, and caress her, as 
he and she went away together thus, out of the house; he 
heard the ringing of their laughter, and their merry voices; 
he saw their bright faces, clustering around him like flow- 
ers; he witnessed the renewed contentment and affection of 
their parents; he breathed the simple air of their poor 
home, restored to its tranquillity; he thought of the un- 
wholesome blight he had shed upon it, and might, but for 
her, have been diffusing then; and perhaps it is no wonder 
that he walked submissively beside her, and drew her 
gentle bosom nearer to his own. , . . 
When they arrived at the Lodge, the old. man was sitting 

in his chair in the chimney-corner, with his eyes fixed on 

the ground, and his son was leaning against the opposite 
side of the fire-place, looking at him. As she came in at 
the door, both started, and turned round towards her, and 
a radiant change came upon their faces. ; 

. “Oh dear, dear, dear, they are all pleased to seo me like 
the rest!” cried Milly, clapping her hands in an ecstasy, 

_and stopping short. “ Here are two more!”
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Pleased to see her! Pleasure was no-word for it. She ran into her husband’s arms, thrown wide open to receive her, and he would have been glad to have her there, with her head lying on his shoulder, through the short winter’s day. But the old man couldn’t spare her. He had arms for her too, and he locked her in them. a “Why, where has my quiet Mouse been all this time? ” Said the old man. “She has been a Jong while away. I find that it’s impossible for me to get on without Mouse, [ —where’s my son William ?—I fancy I have been dream- ing, William.” _ oO “That’s what I Say myself, father,” returned his son. “TZ have been in an ugly sort of dream, I think.—How are you, father? Are you pretty well? ” . “Strong and brave, my boy,” returned the old man, It was quite a sight to see Mr. William shaking hands" with hig father, and patting him on the back, and rubbing - him gently down with his hand, as if he could not possibly do enough to show an interest in him. “What a wonderful man you are, father!_-How are you, father? Are you really pretty hearty, though?” said Wit. liam, shaking hands with him again, and patting him again, and rubbing him gently down again. “TI never was fresher or stouter in my life, my boy.” “What a wonderful man you are, father! But that’s exactly where it is,” said Mr, William, with enthusiasm. “When I think of all that my father’s gone through, and all the chances and changes, and sorrows. and troubles, that have happened to him in the course of his long life, and under which his head has grown grey, and years upon years have gathered on it, I feel as if we couldn’t do enough to honour the old gentleman, and make his old age easy.—How are you, father? Are you really pretty well, though? ” 4 Mr. William might never have left off repeating this inquiry, and shaking hands with him again, and patting him again, and rubbing him down again, if the old man had not espied the Chemist, whom until now he had not Seen. 
“T ask your pardon, Mr. Redlaw,” said Philip, -“ but didn’t know you were here, Sir, or should have made less free. It reminds me, Mr. Redlaw, seeing you here on a Christmas morning, of the time when you was a student
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yourself, and worked so hard that you was backwards and 
forwards in our Library even at Christmas time. Ha! ha! 
I’m old enough to remember that; and I remember it tight 
well, I do, though I’m eighty-seven. It was after you left 
here that my poor wife.died. You remember my. poor 
wife, Mr. Redlaw? ” 

The Chemist answered yes. 
“Yes,” said the old man. “She was a dear creetur.— 

I recollect you come here one Christmas morning with a 
young lady—I ask your pardon, Mr. Redlaw, but I: think 
it was a sister you was very much attached to?” 

The Chemist looked at him, and shook his head. “I 
had a sister,” he said vacantly. He knew no more. 

“One Christmas morning,” pursued the old man, “that 
you come here with her—and it began to snow, and my 
wife invited the young lady to walk in, and sit by the fire 
that is always a burning on Christmas Day in what used to 
be, before our ten poor gentlemen commuted, our great 
Dinner Hall. Iwas there; and I recollect, as I was stir- 
ting up the -blaze for the young lady to warm her pretty 
feet by, she read the scroll out loud, that is underneath 
that picter. ‘Lord, keep my memory green!’ She and 
my poor wife fell a talking about it; and it’s a strange 
thing to think of, now, that they both said (both being so 
unlike to die) that it was a good prayer, and that it was 
one they would put up very earnestly, if they were called 
away young, with reference to those who were dearest to 
them. ‘ My brother,’ says the young lady—‘ My husband, 
says my poor wife.—‘ Lord, keep his memory of me, green, 
and do not let me be forgotten! 2”: 

Tears more painful, and more bitter than he had ever 
shed in all his life, coursed down Redlaw’s face. Philip, 
fully occupied in recalling his story, had not observed him 
until now, nor Milly’s anxiety that he should not proceed. 

“Philip!” said Redlaw, laying his hand upon his arm, 
“Tam a stricken man, on whom the hand of Providence 
has fallen heavily, although deservedly. You speak to 

ine, my friend, of what 1 cannot follow; my memory 1s 
gone.” 

“Merciful Power!” cried the old man. oc > 
“T have lost my memory of sorrow, wrong, and trouble,” 

said the Chemist, “and with that I have lost all man would 
remember!” ,
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' To see old Philip’s pity for him, to see him wheel his own great chair for him to rest in, and look down upon him . with a solemn sense of his bereavement, was to know, in some degree, how precious to old age such recollections are, The boy came running in, and ran to Milly. . ; “Here’s the man,” he said, “in the other room.. I don’t want him.” . 
“What man does he mean?” asked Mr. William. “Hush!” said Milly. . 

Obedient to a sign from her, he and his old father softly withdrew. As they went out, unnoticed, Redlaw beckoned to the boy to come to him. 
es like the woman best,” he answered, holding to her skirts. 
“You are Tight,” said Redlaw, with a faint smile. “But you needn’t fear to come tome. Iam gentler than Iwas Of all the world, to you, poor child!” The boy still held back at first, but yielding little by little to her urging, he consented to approach, and even to sit down at his feet, As Redlaw laid his hand upon the 

into his face, and after Silence, said: “Mr. Redlaw, may I speak to you? ” ' “Yes,” he answered, fixing his eyes upon her. “Your voice and music are the same to me.” “May I ask you something?” | “ What you will,” 
“Do you remember what I said, when I knocked at your door last night? About one who was your friend once, and who stood on the verge of destruction? ” “Yes. I remember,” he said, with some hesitation. “Do you understand it? ” 
He smoothed the boy’s hair—looking at her fixedly the while, and shook his head. ; “This person,” said Milly, in her clear, soft voice, which her mild eyes, looking at him, made clearer and softer, “TI found soon afterwards. I went back to the house, and, with Heaven’s help, traced him. I was not too soon. A very little and I should have been too late.” He took his hand from the boy, and laying it on the back of that hand of hers, whose timid and yet earnest touch
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addressed him no less appealingly than her voice and eyes, 
_ looked more intently on her. Lo 

“He is the father of Mr. Edmund, the young gentleman 
we saw justnow. His real name is Longford.—You recol- 
lect the name? ” ; 
'- “T recollect the name.” 

“ And the man?” 
“No, not the man. Did he ever wrong me?” 
6c Yes ! ” 

“Ah! Then it’s hopeless—hopeless.” , 
He shook his head, and ‘softly beat upon the hand he 

held, as though mutely asking her commiseration. , 
“I did not go to Mr. Edmund last night,” said Milly,— 

“You will listen to me just the same as if you did re- 
member all? ” 

“To every syllable you say.” 
“Both, because I did not know, then, that this really 

was his father, and because I was fearful of -the effect of 
such intelligence upon him, after his illness, if it should 
be. Since I have known who this person is, I have not 
gone either; but that is for another reason.’ He has long 
been separated from his wife and son—has been a stranger 
to his home almost from this son’s infancy, I learn from 

- him—and has abandoned and deserted what he should have 
held most dear. In all that time he has been falling from 
the state of a gentleman, more and more, until——” she 
rose up, hastily, and going out for a moment, returned, ac- 
companied by the wreck that Redlaw had beheld last night. 

“Do you know me?” asked the Chemist. — , 
“T should be glad,” returned the other, “and that is an 

unwonted word for me to use, if I could answer no.” 
The Chemist looked at the man, standing in self-abase- 

ment and degradation before him, and would have looked 
longer, ‘in an ineffectual struggle for enlightenment, but 
that Milly resumed her late position by his side, and at- 
tracted his attentive gaze to her own face. 

“See how low he is sunk, how lost he is!” she whis- 
pered, stretching out her arm towards him, without looking 
from the Chemist’s face. “If you could remember all that 
is connected with him, do you not think it would move 
your pity to reflect that one you ever loved (do not let us 
mind how long ago, or in what belief that he has forfeited), 
should come to this?” wo
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“T hope it would,” he answered. “TI believe it would.” His eyes wandered to the figure standing near the door, but came back speedily to her, on whom he gazed intently, as if he strove to learn some. lesson from every tone of her voice, and every beam of her eyes, 
“I have no learning, and you have much,” said Milly; “T am not used to think, and you are always thinking. ' May I tell you why it seems to me a good thing for us, to remember wrong that has been done us?” ec Yes.” . 

“That we may forgive it.” 
“Pardon, me, great Heaven!” said Redlaw, lifting up his eyes, “for having thrown away thine own high at tribute!” a ; : 
“ And if,” said Milly, “if your memory should one day be restored, as we will hope and pray it may be, would it not be a blessing to you to recall at once a wrong and its forgiveness?.” 

- He looked at the figure by the door, and fastened his at- tentive eyes on her.again; a ray of clearer light appeared to him to shine into his mind, from her bright face. 
“He cannot go to his abandoned home. He does not seek to go there. He knows that he could only carry shame ‘and trouble to those he has so cruelly neglected; and that the best reparation he can make them now, is to avoid them. <A very little money: carefully bestowed, would re- move him to some distant place, where he might live and do no wrong, and make such atonement as is left within his power for the wrong he has done. . To. the unfortunate lady who is his wife, and to his son, this would be the best and kindest boon that their best friend could give them— one too that they need never know of; and to him, shat- ‘tered in reputation, mind, and body, it might be salvation.” He took her head between his hands, and kissed it, and said: “It shall be done. I trust to you to do it for me, now and secretly; and to tell him that I would forgive him, if I were so happy.as to know for what.” 
As she rose, and turned her beaming face towards the fallen man, implying that her mediation had been success- ful, he advanced a step, and without raising his eyes, ad- dressed himself to Redlaw. “You are so generous,” he said, “—you ever were—that you will try to banish your rising sense of retribution in the spectacle that is before
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you. I do not try to banish it from myself, Redlaw. If 
you can, believe me.” , 
‘The Chemist entreated Milly, by a gesture,'to come 

nearer to him; and, as he listened, looked in her face, as 
if to find in it the clue to what he heard. st 

. “Tam too decayed a wretch to make professions; I rec- 
ollect my own career too well, to array any such before 
you. But from the day on which I made my first step 
downward, in dealing falsely by you, I have gone down 
with a certain, steady, doomed progression. That, I 

say.” . oa 
Redlaw, keeping her close at his side, turned his face 

towards the speaker, and there was sorrow in it. Some- 
thing like mournful recognition too. , 

“J might have been another man, my life might have 
been another life, if I had ‘avoided that first fatal step. I 
don’t know that it would have been. I claim nothing for 
the possibility. Your sister is at rest, and better than she 
could have been with me, if I had continued even what you 
thought me: even what I once supposed myself to be.” 

’ Redlaw made a hasty motion with his hand, as if he 
would have put that subject on one side. ° 

“T speak,” the other went on, “like a man taken from 
the grave. I should have made my own grave, last night, 
had it not been for this blessed hand.” 

“Oh dear, he likes me too!” sobbed Milly, under her 
breath. “That’s another!” 

“TI could not have put myself in your way, last night, - 
even for bread. But, to-day, my recollection of what hag 
been is so strongly stirred, and is presented to me, I-don’t 
know how, so vividly, that I have dared to come at her 
suggestion, and to take your bounty, and to thank you for 
it, and to beg you, Redlaw, in your dying hour, to be 
as merciful to me in your thoughts, as you are in your 
deeds.” a . 

He turned towards the door, and stopped a moment on 
his way forth. a 

“‘T hope my son may interest you, for his mother’s sake. 
L hope he may deserve to do so. Unless my life should be 
preserved a long time, and I should know that I have not 
misused your aid, I shall never look upon him more.” 

Going out, he raised his eyes to Redlaw for the first 
time. Redlaw, whose steadfast gaze was fixed upon him,
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dreamily held out his hand. He returned and touched it —little more—with both his own; and bending down his head, went slowly out. 
In the few moments that elapsed, while Milly silently took him to the gate, the Chemist dropped into his chair, and covered his face with his hands. Seeing him thus, when she came back, accompanied by her husband and his father (who were both greatly concerned for him), she avoided disturbing him, or permitting him to be disturbed; and kneeled down near the chair to put some warm cloth- ing on the boy. 
“That’s exactiy where itis. That's what I always say, father!” exclaimed her admiring husband. “‘There’s a motherly feeling in Mrs. William’s breast that must and will have went!” ; 
“Ay, ay,” said the old man; “you’re right. My son William’s right!” . . “It happens all for the best, Milly dear, no doubt,” said Mr. William, tenderly, “that we have no children of our own; and yet I sometimes wish you had one to love and cherish. Our little dead child that you built such hopes upon, afid that never breathed the breath of life—it has made you quiet-like, Milly.” 
“I am very happy in the recollection of it, William dear,” she answered. “TI think of it every day.” 
“TI was afraid you thought of it a good deal.” “Don’t say, afraid; it is a comfort to me; it speaks to me in so many ways. The innocent thing that never lived on earth, is like an angel to me, William.” 
“You are like an angel to father and me,” said Mr. William, softly. “I know that,” 
“When I think of all those hopes I built upon it, and the many times I sat and pictured to myself the little smi!- ing face upon my bosom that never lay there, and the sweet eyes turned up to mine that never opened to the. light,” said Milly, “I ean feel'a greater tenderness, I think, for all the disappointed hopes in which there is no harm. 
en I see a beautiful child in its fond mother’s arms, I love it all the better, thinking that my child might have been like that, and might have made my heart as proud and happy.” 

Redlaw raised his head, and looked towards her. “All through life, it seems by me,” she continued, “to
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tell me something. For poor neglected children, my little 
child pleads as if it were alive, and had a voice I knew, 
with which to speak to me. When I hear of youth in suf- 
fering or shame, [ think that my child might have come to 
that, perhaps, and that God took it from me in his mercy. 
Even in age and grey hair, such as father’s, it is present: 
saying that it too might have lived to be old, long and long 
after you and I were gone, and to have needed the respect 
and love of younger people.” Lo ve 

Her quiet voice was quieter than ever, as she took her 
husband’s arm, and laid her head against it, i 

“Children love me so, that sometimes I half fancy—it’s 
a silly fancy, William—they have some way I don’t know 
of, of feeling for my little child, and me, and understand- 
ing why their love is precious tome. - If I have been quiet 
since, I have been more happy, William, in a hundred 
ways. Not least happy, dear, in this—that even when my 
little child was born and dead but a few days, and -I was 
weak and sorrowful, and could not help grieving a little, 
the thought arose, that if I tried to lead ‘a good ‘life, I 
should meet in Heaven a bright creature, who would call 
me, Mother!” a 2 
. Redlaw fell upon his knees, with a loud cry. se 

‘OQ Thou,” he said, “who through the teaching of pure 
love, hast graciously restored me to the memory which was 
the memory of Christ upon the Cross, and of all the: good 
who perished in His cause, receive’ my thanks, and bless 
her!” . pe 

Then, he folded her to his ‘heart; and Milly, sobbing 
more than ever, cried, as she laughed, “He is come back 
to himself! He likes me very much indeed, too! ‘Oh, 
dear, dear, dear me, here’s another!” se vs 
‘Then, the student entered, leading by the hand a lovely 

girl, who was afraid to come. And Redlaw so changed 
towards him, seeing in him and his youthful choice, the 
softened shadow of that chastening passage in his own life, 
to which, as to a shady tree, the dove so long imprisoned 
in his solitary ark might fly for rest. and company, fell upon 
his neck, entreating them to be his children. Foote, 

Then, as Christmas is a time in which, of all times in 
the year, the memory of every remediable sorrow, wrong, 
and-trouble in the world around us, should be active with 
us, not less than our own experiences, for all good, he laid
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-his hand upon the boy, and, silently calling Him to witness who laid His hand on children in old time, rebuking, in .the majesty of His prophetic knowledge, those who kept them from Him, vowed to protect him, teach him, and re- claim him, : 
‘Then, he gave his right hand cheerily to Philip, and said that they would that day hold. a Christmas dinner in what used to be, before the ten poor gentlemen commuted, their great Dinner Hall; and that they would bid to it as many of that Swidger famil » Who, his son had told him, were so numerous that they might join hands and make a ring round England, as could be brought together on so short 4 notice. . 
And it was that day done. There were so many Swidg- ers there, grown up and children, that an attempt to state them in round numbers might engender doubts, in the dis- trustful, of the veracity of this history. Therefore the attempt shall not be made. But there they were, by doz- ens and scores—and there was good news and good hope there, ready for them, of George, who had been visited again ‘by his father and brother, and by Milly, and again left in a quiet sleep, There, present at the dinner, too, were the Tetterbys, including young Adolphus, who arrived in_his. prismatic comforter, in good time’ for the beef. Johnny and the baby were too late, of course, and came in - all on one side, the one exhausted, the other in a supposed State of double-tooth; but that was customary, and not alarming. 

It was sad to see the child who had no name or lineage, watching the other children as they played, not knowing how to talk with them, or sport with them; and ‘more strange to the ways of childhood than a rough dog. It was sad, though in a different way, to see what an instinc- tive knowledge the youngest children there, had of his being different from all the rest, and how they made timid approaches to him with soft words and touches, and with little presents, that he might not beunhappy. But he kept by Milly, and began to love her—that was another, as she said !—and, as they all liked her dearly, they were glad of that, and when they saw him peeping at them from behind her chair, they were pleased that he was so close to it. All this, the Chemist, sitting with the student and his bride that was to be, and Philip, and the rest, saw.
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Some people have said since, that he only thought what has been herein set down; others, that he read it in the fire, one winter night about the twilight time; others, that the Ghost;was but the representation of his gloomy thoughts, and Milly the embodiment of his better wisdom. 
I say nothing. 

—Except this. That as they were assembled in the old Hall, by no other light than that of a great fire (having 
dined early), the shadows once more stole out of their hid- ing-places, and danced about the room, showing the chil- 
dren marvellous shapes and faces on the walls, and gradu- 
ally changing what was real and familiar there, to what 
was wild and magical. But that there was one thing in. 
the Hall, to which the eyes of Redlaw, and of Milly and 
her husband, and of the old man, and of the student, and 
his bride that was to be, were often turned, which the 
shadows did not obscure or change. Deepened in its gray- 
ity by the firelight, and gazing from the darkness of the 
panelled wall like life, the sedate face in the portrait, with 
the beard and ruff, looked down at them from under its 
verdant wreath of ‘holly, as they looked up at it; and, 
clear and plain below, as if a voice had uttered them, were 
the words, 

Jord, licep my Bemorp Green,
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Aurnoucn The Uncommercial Traveller is just an ingenious 

marshalling of a series of detached and unrelated papers 

under one heading, it is by no means to be regarded as a 

makeshift of a great writer to supply an exigeant public with 

something from his pen at a time when the writing of such 

miscellaneous sketches was a relief from the continuous strain 

of creative fiction. The book is of great personal interest to 

every admirer of Dickens, while it also preserves for us a lively 

and sympathetic picture of certain phases of London life long 

since vanished. . 

The novelist’s marvellous powers of graphic description, 

and particularly his genius for investing the commonest 

objects with an atmosphere of romance, whereby he turns 

some shabby old building, or a decayed churchyard perhaps; 

into a thing of dramatic significance, are nowhere seen, 

outside his great fiction, to better advantage than in these 

sketches. How freely he made use of his own personal 

experiences in The Uncommercial Traveller his biographer 

bears witness, as Forster found this series of papers invaluable 

in helping him to illustrate and enrich the story of the novelist’s 

career. 
It is thus, in a sense, a work of autobiography; and, much 

though Dickens has drawn on his own life in his novels and 

tales, there is'an even closer feeling of intimacy with the 

writer in his guise of the Uncommercial than in certain of his 
i
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personages of fiction avowedly autobiographic. For that reason alone this book is one to be read by every admirer of the master, while its own intrinsic value gives it honourable rank among his minor writings — writings to which that epithet is only applied by contrast with the supremacy of his fiction. 

It was in the issue of AU the Year Round of January 28, 1860, that the Uncommercial Traveller introduced himself to his readers, and at irregular intervals throughout that year Seventeen of these papers were printed. They were collected and published early in 1861, with a preface dated December 1860. On their periodical appearance no title other than “The Uncommercial Traveller” had been prefixed to the sketches, except in the volume indexes, and these titles, Probably not of the author's choosing, were subjected to alteration in the book. a After a time he engaged himself upon a second series of twelve sketches, which began in his weekly journal with the description of the Calais Night Mail on May 2, 1863, and” concluded on October 24 with “At Titbull’s Almshouses.” On October 10, 1868, a detached chapter on “The Ruffian” was printed, and seven more papers, described as “New Uncommercial Samples,” appeared between December 5, 1868, and June 5, 1869, 
These made up the entire stock-in-trade of The Uncom- mercial, and in 1868 a new edition of the book was published by Chapman & Hall, containing eleven papers of the second series in addition to the original seventeen. A frontispiece by the artist Pinwell was given with this edition, the last that appeared in the lifetime of the author. Two of the sketches in the second Series, together with six of the “ New Uncommercial Samples,” were not included in his collected works until the publication of the Illustrated Library Edition in 1875, when Pinwell and other artists supplied eight illustrations, 

, In the present edition, which includes both the first and Second series, with the exception of “ The Ruffian,” the second Series has been reprinted from All the ‘Year Round, and the  
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titles originally indexed there retained, with some slight 
modifications which have been deemed desirable. 

There is one long item reprinted in the present volume, 
which was written a little more than two years before the 
beginning of The Uncommercial Traveller. ‘“‘ The Lazy Tour of 
Two Idle Apprentices ” is not entirely the work of Dickens. 
It was in the autumn of 1857 that he and Wilkie Collins made 
a little journey through the Lake country with the idea of 
combining pleasure and work, a part of their scheme being to 
describe their experiences in five numbers of Household Words. 
In the narrative of the tour the work of the two authors is very 
closely interwoven, and although Forster attributes the whole 
of the fifth chapter to Collins, only to a less extent than the 
earlier chapters do we seem to find touches of his hand there. 
It was published in the five weekly issues of the periodical for 

- October 1857. ' J. A. A
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‘ 

I, 

HIS GENERAL LINE OF BUSINESS, 

  

ALLow me to introduce myself—frst negatively. 
No landlord is my friend and brother, no chambermaid 

loves me, no waiter worships me, no boots admires and en- 
vies me. No round of beef or tongue or ham is expressly 
cooked for me, no pigeon-pie is especially made for me, no 
hotel-advertisement is personally addressed to me, no hotel- 
room tapestried with greatcoats and railway wrappers is 
set apart for me, no house of public entertainment in the 
United Kingdom greatly cares for my opinion of its brandy 
or sherry. When I go upon my journeys, I am not usually 
rated ata low figure in the bill; when I come home from 
my journeys, I never get any commission. I know nothing 
about prices, and should have no idea, if I were put to it, 
how to wheedle a man into ordering something he doesn’t 
want. Asa town traveller, Iam never to be seen driving 
a vehicle externally like a young and volatile pianoforte 
van, and internally like an oven in which a number of flat 
boxes are baking in layers. As a country traveller, Iam 
rarely to be found in a gig, and am never to be encountered 
by a pleasure train, waiting on the platform of a branch 
station, quite a Druid in the midst of a light Stonehenge 
of samples. 

And yet—proceeding now, to introduce myself positively 
—I am both a town traveller and a country traveller, and 
am always on the road. Figuratively speaking, I travel 
for the great house of Human Interest Brothers, and have 
rather a large connection in the fancy goods way. _ Liter- 

Tq
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ally speaking, I am always wandering here and there from my rooms in Covent-garden, London—now about the city streets: now, about the country by-roads—seeing “many little things, and some great things, which, because they interest me, I think may interest others. 
_ These are my brief credentials as the Uncommercial Traveller. 

  

II. 

THE SHIPWRECK. 

Never had I seen a year going out, or going on, under quieter circumstances. Eighteen hundred and fifty-nine had but another day to live, and truly its, end was Peace on that sea-shore that morning. 
So settled and orderly was everything seaward, in the bright light of the sun and under the transparent shadows of the clouds, that it was hard to imagine the bay other- wise, for years past or to come, than it was that very day. The Tug-steamer lying a little off the shore, the Lighter lying still nearer to the shore, the boat alongside the Lighter, the regularly-turning windlass aboard the Lighter, the methodical figures at work, all slowly and regularly heaving up and down with the breathing of the sea, ail seemed as much a part of the nature of the place as the tide itself. The tide was on the flow, and had been for some two hours and a half; there was a slight obstruction in the sea within a few yards of my feet: as if the stump of a tree, with earth enough about it to keep it from lying horizontally on the water, had slipped a little from the land—and as I stood upon the beach and observed it dim- pling the light swell that was coming in, I cast a stone over it. 

So orderly, so quiet, so regular—the rising and falling of the Tug-steamer, the Lighter, and the boat—the ,turn- ing of the windlass—the coming in of the tide—that I myself seemed, to my own thinking, anything but new to the spot. Yet, I had never seen it in my life, a minute before, and had traversed two hundred miles to get at it. That very morning I had come bowling down, and strug- gling up, hill-country roads; looking back at snowy sum-
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mits; meeting courteous peasants well to do, driving fat pigs and cattle to market: noting the neat and thrifty 
dwellings, with their unusual quantity of clean white lnen, 
drying on the bushes; having windy weather suggested by 
every cotter’s little rick, with its thatched straw-ridged 
and extra straw-ridged into overlapping compartments like 
the back of a rhinoceros. Had I not given a lift of four- 
teen miles to the Coast-guardsman (kit and all), who was 
coming to his spell of duty there, and had‘ we not just now 
parted company? So it was; but the journey seemed to 
glide down into the placid sea, with other chafe and trouble, 
and for the moment nothing was so calmly and monoto- 
nously real under the sunlight as the gentle rising and 
falling of the water with its freight, the regular turning 
of the windlass aboard the Lighter, and the slight obstruc- 
tion so very near my feet. 

O reader, haply turning this page by the fireside at 
Home, and hearing the night wind rumble in the chimney, 
that slight obstruction was the uppermost fragment of the 
Wreck of the Royal Charter, Australian trader and pas- 
senger ship, Homeward bound, that struck here on the ter- 
rible morning of the twénty-sixth of this October, broke 
into three parts, went down with her treasure of at least 
five hundred human lives, and has never stirred since! 

From which point, or from which, she drove ashore, 
stern foremost; on which side, or on which, she passed the 
little Island in the bay, for ages henceforth to be aground 
certain yards outside: her; these are rendered bootless 
questions by the darkness of that night and the darkness 
of death. . Here she went down. 

Even as I stood on the beach with the words “Here she 
went down!” in my ears, a diver in his grotesque dress, 
dipped heavily over the side of the boat alongside the 
Lighter, and dropped to the bottom. On the shore by the 
water’s edge, was a rough tent, made of fragments of 
wreck, where other divers and workmen sheltered them- 
selves, and where they had kept Christmas-day with rum 
and roast beef, to the destruction of their frail chimney, 
Cast up among the stones and boulders of the beach, were 
great spars of the lost vessel, and masses of iron twisted 
by the fury of the sea into the strangest forms. The tim- 
ber was already bleached and iron rusted, and even these 
objects did no violence to the prevailing air the whole
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Scene wore, of having been exactly the same’ for years and years, ; 
Yet, only two short months had gone, since a man, liv- ing on the nearest hill-top overlooking the sea, being blown out of bed at about daybreak by the wind that had begun to strip his roof off, and getting upon a ladder with his nearest neighbour to construct some temporary device for 

elevation, as he looked down by chance towards the shore, some dark troubled object close in with the land. And he and the other, descending to the beach, and finding the sea mercilessly beating over a great broken ship, had clam- bered up the stony ways, like staircases without stairs, on which the wild village hangs in little clusters, as fruit hangs on boughs, and had given the alarm. And ‘so, over the hill-slopes, and past the waterfall, and down the gul- lies where the land drains off into the ocean, the scattered quarrymen and fishermen inhabiting that part’ of Wales had come running to. the dismal sight—their clergyman among them. And as they stood in the leaden ‘morning, Stricken with pity, leaning hard against the wind, their breath and vision often failing as the sleet and spray rushed’ at them from the ever forming and dissolving mountains of sea, and as. the »yool which was a part of the vessel’s cargo blew in with the salt foam and remained upon the land when the foam melted, they saw the ship’s life-boat put off from one of the heaps of wreck; and first, there were three men in her, and in a moment she capsized, and there were but two; and again, she was strack bya vast mass of water, and there was but one; and again, she was thrown bottom upward, and that one, with his arm struck through the broken planks and waving as if for the help that could never reach him, went. down into the eep. oo a, It was the clergyman himself from whom I heard this, while I stood on the shore, looking in his kind wholesome face as it turned to the spot where the boat had been. The divers were down then, and busy. They were “lifting” to- day the gold found yesterday—some five-and-twenty thou- sand pounds. Of three hundred and fifty thousand pounds’ worth of gold, three hundred thousand pounds’ worth, in round numbers, was at that time recovered. The great bulk of the remainder was surely and steadily coming up..
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Some loss of sovereigns there would be, of course; indeed, 
at first sovereigns had drifted in with the sand, and been 
scattered far and wide over the beach, like sea-shells; but 
most other golden treasure would be found. As it was 
brought up, it went aboard the Tug-steamer, where good 
account was taken of it. So tremendous had. the force of 
the sea been when it broke the'ship, that it had beaten one 
great ingot of gold, deep intoa strong and heavy piece of 
her solid iron-work: in which, also, several loose sov- 
ereigns that the ingot had swept in before it, had been 
found, as firmly embedded as though the iron had been 
liquid when they were forced there. It had been remarked 

.of such bodies come ashore, too, as had been seen by sci- 
entific men, that they had been stunned to death, and not 
suffocated. Observation, both of the internal change that 
chad been wrought in. them, and of their external expres- 
sion, showed death to have been thus. merciful and easy. 
The report was brought, while I was holding such discourse 
on the beach, that no more bodies had come ashore since 
last night. It began to be very doubtful whether many 
more would be thrown up, until the northeast winds of the 
early spring set in. . Moreover, a great number of the pas- 
sengers, and particularly the second-class women-passen- 
gers, were known to have been in the middle of the ship 
when she parted, and thus the collapsing wreck would 
have fallen upon them after yawning open, and would keep 
them down. A diver made known, even then, that he had 
come upon the body of a man, and had sought to release it 
from a great superincumbent weight; but that, finding he 
could not do so without mutilating the remains, he had left 
it where it was... . . a 

It was the kind and wholesome face I have made men- 
tion of as being then beside me, that I had purposed to 
myself to see, when I left home for Wales... I had heard 
of that clergyman, as having buried many scores of the ship- 
wrecked people; of his having opened his house and heart 
to their agonised friends; of his having used a most sweet 
and patient diligence for weeks and weeks, in the perform- 
ance of the forlornest offices that Man can render to his 
kind; of his having most tenderly and thoroughly devoted 
himself to the dead, and to those who were sorrowing for 
the dead. I had said to myself, “In the Christmas season 
of the year, I should like to see that man.” And he had
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swung the gate of his little garden in coming out to meet me, not half an hour ago. 

So cheerful of spirit and guiltless of affectation, as true practical Christianity ever is! I read more of the New Testament in the fresh frank face going up the village be- side me, in five minutes, than I have read in anathematis- ing discourses (albeit put to press with enormous flourish- ing of trumpets), in all my life. I heard more of. the Sacred Book in the cordial voice that had nothing to say about its owner, than in all the would-be celestial pairs of bellows that have ever blown conceit at me, We climbed towards the little church, at a cheery pace, among the logse Stones, the deep mud, the wet coarse grass, the outlying water, and other obstructions from which frost and snow had lately thawed. It was a mistake (my friend was glad to tell me, on the way) to suppose that the peasantry had shown any superstitious avoidance of the drowned; on the whole, they had done very well, and had assisted readily. . Ten shillings had been paid for the bringing of. each body up to the chureh, but the way Was steep, and a horse and cart (in which it was wrapped in a sheet) were necessary, and three or-four men, and, all things considered, it was not a great price. -The people were none the richer for ‘the wreck, for it was the season of the herring-shoal—and who could cast nets for fish, and find dead men and women in the draught? . He had the church keys in his hand, and opened the churchyard gate, and opened the church door;: and we went in. 
It is a little church of great antiquity; there is reason to believe that some church has occupied the spot, these thou- sand years ormore. The pulpit was gone, and other things usually belonging to the church were gone, owing to its liv- ing Congregation having deserted it for the neighbouring school-room, and yielded it up to the dead. The very Commandments had been shouldered out of their places, in the bringing. in of the dead; the black wooden tables on which they -were painted, were askew, and on the stone pavement below them, and on the stone pavement all over the church, were the marks and stains where the drowned had been laid down. The eye, with little or no aid from the imagination, could yet see how the bodies had been turned, and where the head had been and where the feet.
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Some faded traces of the wreck of the Australian ship may be discernible on the stone pavement of this little church, hundreds of years hence, when the digging for gold in Aus- tralia shall have long and long ceased out of the land. Forty-four shipwrecked men and women lay here at one time, awaiting burial. Here, with weeping and wailing in every room of this house, my companion worked alone for hours, solemnly surrounded by eyes that could not see him, and by lips that could not speak to him, patiently examin- ing the tattered clothing, cutting off buttons, hair, marks from linen, anything that might lead to subsequent iden- tification, studying faces, looking for a scar, a bent finger, a crooked toe, comparing letters sent to him with the ruin about him. “My dearest brother had bright grey eyes and a pleasant smile,” one sister wrote. O poor sister! well 
for you to be far from here, and keep that as your last re- 
membrance of him! 

The ladies of the clergyman’s family, his wife and two 
sisters-in-law, came in among the bodies often. . It grew to 
be the business of their lives to do so. Any new arrival 
of a bereaved woman would stimulate their pity to com- 
pare the description brought, with the dread realities. 
Sometimes, they would go back able to say, “I have found 
him,” or, “I think she lies there.” - Perhaps, the mourner, 
unable to bear the sight of all that lay in the church, would 
be led in blindfold. Conducted to the spot with many com- 
passionate words, and encouraged to look, she would say, 
with a piercing cry, “This is my boy!” and drop insensible 
on the insensible figure. 

He soon observed that in some cases of women, the iden- 
tification of persons, though complete, was quite at vari- 
ance with the marks upon the linen; this led him to notice 
that even the marks upon the linen were sometimes incon- 
sistent with one another; and thus he came to understand 

' that they had dressed in great haste and agitation, and 
that their clothes had become mixed together. The iden- 
tification of men by their dress, was rendered extremely 
difficult, in consequence of a large proportion of them being 
dressed alike—in clothes of one kind, that is to say, sup- 
plied by slop-sellers and outfitters, and not made by single 
garments but by hundreds. Many of the men were bring- 
ing over parrots, and had receipts upon them for the price 

- of the birds; others had bills of exchange in their pockets,
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or in belts. Some of these documents, carefully unwrin. kled and dried, were little less fresh in appearance that . day, than the present page will be under ordinary circum- stances, after having been opened three or four times, In that lonely place, it had not been easy to obtain even such common commodities in towns, as ordinary disinfect- ants. Pitch had been burnt in the church, as the readiest thing at hand, and the frying-pan in which it had bubbled over a brazier of coals was still there, with its ashes. Hard by the Communion-Table, were some boots that had been taken off the drowned and preserved—a gold-digger’s boot, cut down the leg for its removal—a trodden-down man’s ankle-boot with a buff cloth top—and others—soaked and sandy, weedy and salt. 
From the church, we passed out into the churehyard. Here, there lay, at that time, one hundred and forty-five bodies, that had come ashore from the wreck: He had ' buried thei, when not identified, in graves containing four each. He had numbered each body in a register describ- ing it, and had placed a corresponding number on each - coffin, and over each grave. Identified bodies he had buried singly, in private graves, in ‘another part of the churchyard. Several bodies had been exhumed from graves of four, as relatives had come from a distance and seen his register; and, when recognised, these have been reburied in private graves, so that the mourners might erect sepa- tate headstones over the remains. In all such cases he had performed the funeral service a second time, and the ladies of his house had attended. There had been no offence in the poor ashes when they were brought again to the light of day; the beneficent Earth had already absorbed it. The drowned were buried in their clothes. To supply the great sudden demand for coffins, he had got all the neigh- bouring people handy at tools, to work the livelong day, - and Sunday likewise. The coffins were neatly formed;—I had seen two, waiting for occupants, under the lee of the ruined walls of a stone hut on the beach, within eall of the tent where the Christmas Feast was held. Similarly, one of the graves for four was lying open and ready, here, in the churchyard. So much of the scanty space was already devoted to the wrecked people, that the villagers had be- gun to express uneasy doubts whether they themselves could lie in their own ground, with their forefathers and
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descendants, by-and-bye. The churchyard being but a step 
from the clergyman’s dwelling-house, we crossed to the 
latter; the white surplice was hanging up near the door 
ready to be put on at any time, for a funeral service. 

The cheerful earnestness of this good Christian minister - 
was as consolatory, as the circumstances out of which it 
shone were sad. I never have seen anything more delight- 
fully genuine than the calm dismissal by himself and his 
household of all they had undergone, as a simple duty that 
was quietly done and ended. In speaking of it, they spoke 
of it with great compassion for the bereaved; but laid no 
stress upon their own hard share in those weary weeks, ex- 
cept as it had attached many people to them as friends, and 
elicited many touching expressions of . gratitude. This 
clergyman’s brother—himself the clergyman of two adjoin- 
ing parishes, who had buried thirty-four of the bodies in 
his own churchyard, and who had done to them all that his 
brother had done as to. the larger number—must be under- 
stood as included in the family. He was there, with his 
neatly arranged papers, and: made no more account of his 
trouble than anybody else did. Down. to yesterday’s post 
outward, my clergyman alone had written one thousand 
and seventy-five letters to relatives and friends of the lost 
people. In the absence of self-assertion, it was only 
through my now and then delicately putting a question as 
the occasion arose, that I became informed of these things. 
It was only when I had remarked again and again, in the 
church, on the awful nature of the scene of death he had 
been required so closely to familiarise himself with for the 
soothing of the living, that he had casually said, without 
the least abatement of his cheerfulness, “indeed, it had 
rendered him unable for a time to eat or drink more than a 
little coffee now and then, and a piece of bread.” , 

In this noble modesty, in this beautiful simplicity, in 
this serene avoidance of the least attempt to “improve” an 
occasion which might be supposed to have sunk of its own 
weight into my heart, I seemed to have happily come, ina 
few steps, from the churchyard with its open grave, which 
was the type of Death, to the Christian dwelling side by 
side with it, which was the type of Resurrection. J never 
shall think of the former, without the latter. The two 
will always rest side by side in my memory. If I had lost 
any one dear to me in this unfortunate ship, if I had made 

14*
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a voyage from Australia to look at the grave in the church- yard, I should go awa , thankful to Gon. that that house was so close to it, and that its shadow by day and its do- mestic lights by night fell upon the earth in which its Mas- ter had so tenderly laid my dear one’s head. The references that naturally arose out of our conversa- tion, to the descriptions sent down of shipwrecked persons, and to the gratitude of relations and friends, made me very anxious to see some of. those. letters. I was presently Seated before a shipwreck of -papers, all bordered with black, and from them I made the following few extracts. 
A mother writes: 

REVEREND Str. Amongst the many who perished on your shore was numbered my beloved son. I was only just recovering from a severe illness, and this fearful affliction has caused a relapse, so that I am unable at present to go to identify the remains of the loved and lost. My darling Son would have been sixteen on Christmas-day next. He was a most amiable and obedient child, early taught the way of salvation. We fondly hoped that as a British sea- man he might be an ornament to his profession, but, “it is well;” I feel assured my dear hoy is now with the re- deemed. Oh, he did not wish to go this last voyage! On the fifteenth of October, I received a letter from him from Melbourne, date August twelfth; he wrote in high spirits, and in conclusion he says: “Pray fora fair breeze, dear mamma, and I’ll not forget to whistle for it! and, God permitting, I shall see you and -all my little pets again. Good bye, dear mother—good bye, dearest parents. Good. bye, dear brother.” Oh, it was indeed an eternal farewell. do not apologise for thus writing you, for oh, my heart is 80 very sorrowful. 

A husband writes: 

My pear xmyp Sir, Will you kindly inform me whether: - there are any initials upon the ring and guard you have in Possession, found, as the Standard says, last Tuesday? Believe me, my dear sir, when I -say that I cannot express my deep gratitude in words sufficiently for your kindness to me on that fearful and appalling day. ‘Will you tell. me what I can do for you, and will you write me a consol-: ing letter to prevent my mind from going astray? 
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.. A widow writes: 

Left in such a state as I-am, my friends and I thought 
it best that my dear husband should be buried where he 
lies, and, much as I should have liked to have had it other. 
wise, I must submit. I feel, from all I have heard of you, 
that you will see it done decently and in order. Little 
does it signify to us, when the soul has departed, where 
this poor body lies, but we who are left behind would do 
all we can to show how we loved them. This is denied 
me, but it is God’s hand that afflicts us, and I try to sub- 
mit. Some day I may be able to visit the spot, and see 
where he lies, and erect a simple stone to his memory. 
Oh! it will be long;: long: before I forget: that dreadful . 
night! Is there such a thing in the vicinity, or any shop 
in Bangor, to which I could send for a small picture of 
Moelfra or Llanallgo church; a spot now sacred to me? 

Another widow writes: 

I have received your letter this morning, and do thank 
you.most kindly for the interest you have taken about my 
dear husband, as well for the sentiments yours contains, 
evincing the spirit of a Christian who can sympathise with 
those who, like myself, are broken down with grief. 

May God bless and sustain you, and all in connection 
with you, in this great trial. Time may roll on and bear 
all its sons away, but your name as a disinterested person 
will stand in history, and, as successive years pass, many 
a widow will think of your noble conduct, and the tears of 
gratitude flow down many a cheek, the tribute of a thank- 
ful heart, when other things are forgotten for ever. 

A father writes: 

Iam at a loss to find words to sufficiently express my 
gratitude to you for your kindness to my son Richard upon 
the melancholy occasion of his visit to his dear brother’s 
body, and also for your ready attention in pronouncing our 
beautiful burial service over my poor unfortunate son’s re- 
mains. God grant that your prayers over him may reach 
the Mercy Seat, and that his soul may be received (through 
Christ’s intercession) into heaven! ; 

. His dear mother begs me to convey to you her heartfelt 
thanks.
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Those who were received at the clergyman’s house, write thus, after leaving it: 

Dear anp NEVER-TO-BE-FORGOTTEN F'rrenps, I arrived here yesterday morning without accident, and am about to proceed to my home by railway. 
am overpowered when I think of you and your hospi- table home. No'words could speak language suited to my. heart. Irefrain. God reward you with the same meas- ure you have meted with! 

T enumerate no names, but embrace you all. 
My BELOVED FRriEnps. This is the first day that I - have been able to leave my bedroom since I returned, which will explain the reason of my not writing sooner. If I could only have had my last melancholy hope real- ised in recovering the body of my beloved and lamented son, I should have returned home somewhat comforted, and I think I could then have been comparatively resigned. I fear now there is but little prospect, and I mourn as one without hope. 

_¢ The only consolation to my distressed mind is in having been so feelingly allowed by you to leave the matter in your hands, by whom I well know that everything will be done that can be, according to arrangements made before I left the scene of the awful catastrophe, both as to the iden- tification of my.dear son, and also his interment, I feel most anxious to hear whether anything fresh has -- 

come again. . Words cannot express the gratitude I feel I owe to you all for your benevolent aid, your kindness, and your sym- pathy. 

My prarty setovep Frienps. I arrived in safety. at my house yesterday, and a night’s rest has restored and tranquillised me. T must again repeat, that language has nO words by which I can express my sense of obligation to you. You are enshrined in my heart of hearts. I have seen him! and can now realise my misfortune more than I have hitherto been able to do. Oh, the bitter-
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ness of the cupI drink! But I bow submissive. God must 
have done right. I.do not want to feel less, but to ac- quiesce more simply.. ° 

_ There were some Jewish passengers on board the Royal 
Charter, and the gratitude of the Jewish people is feelingly 
expressed in the following letter bearing date from “the 
office of the Chief Rabbi: ” 

ReverenD Sir. I cannot refrain from expressing to you 
my heartfelt thanks on behalf of those of my flock whose 
relatives have unfortunately been among those who per- 
ished at the late wreck of the Royal Charter. You have, 
indeed, like Boaz, “not left off your kindness to the living 
and the dead.” . Te , . 
’ You have not alone acted kindly.towards the living. by 
receiving them hospitably at your house, and energetically 
assisting them in their mournful duty, but also towards the 
dead, by exerting yourself to have our co-religionists buried 
in our ground, and according to our rites. - May our heav- 
enly Father reward you for your acts of humanity and true 
philanthropy! . 

The “Old Hebrew. congregation of Liverpool” thus ex- 
press themselves through their secretary : 

Reverenp Sir. The wardens of this congregation have 
learned with great pleasure that, in addition to those in- 
defatigable exertions, at the scene of the late disaster to 
the Royal Charter, which have received universal recogni- 

. tion, you have very benevolently employed your valuable 
efforts to assist such members of our faith as have sought 
the bodies of lost friends to give them burial in our conse- 
crated grounds, with the observances and rites prescribed 
by the ordinances of our religion. 

The wardens desire me to take the earliest available op- 
portunity to offer to you, on behalf of our community, the 
expression of their warm acknowledgments and grateful 
thanks, and their sincere wishes for your continued welfare 
and prosperity. 

A Jewish gentleman writes: 

REVEREND AND DEAR Sir. I take the opportunity of 
thanking you right earnestly for the promptness you dis- 
played in answering my note with full particulars concern- 

y
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ing my much lamented ‘brother, and I also herein beg to express my sincere regard for the willingness you displayed and for the facility you afforded for getting the remains of my poor brother exhumed. It has been to us @ inost sor- rowful and painful event, but when we meet with such friends as yourself, it in a measure, somehow or other, . abates that mental anguish, and makes the suffering so much easier to be borne, Considering the circumstances connected with my poor brother’s fate, it does, indeed, ap- pear a hard one. He had been away in all seven years; he returned four years ago to see his family. He was then engaged to a very amiabie young lady. He had been very successful abroad, and was now returning to fulfil his sa- cred vow; he brought-all his property with him in gold uninsured. We heard from him when the ship stopped at Queenstown, when he was in the highest of hope, and ina few short hours afterwards all was washed away. 

Mournful in the deepest degree, but too sacred for quo- tation here, were the numerous references to those minia- tures of women worn round the necks of rough men (and found there after death), those locks of hair, those scraps of letters, those many many slight memorials of hidden tenderness. One man cast up by the sea bore about him, printed on a perforated lace eard, the following singular (and unavailing) charm: _ 

A BLESSING. 

May the blessing of God await thee. May the sun of glory shine around thy bed; and may the gates of plenty, honour, and happiness be ever open to thee. May no sor- . row distress thy days; may no grief disturb thy nights: May the pillow of peace kiss thy cheek, and the pleasures of imagination attend thy dreams; and when length of years makes thee tired of earthly joys, and the curtain of death gently closes around thy last sleep of human exist- ence, may the Angel of God attend thy bed, and take care that the expiring lamp of life shall not receive one rude blast to hasten on its extinction. . 

A sailor had these devices on his right arm. “Our Sa- viour on the Cross, the forehead of the Crucifix and the vesture stained red;-on.the lower part of the: arm, a man
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and woman; on one side of the Cross, the appearance of a half moon, with a face; on the other side, the sun; on the top of the Cross, the letters I. H. S.; on the left arm, a 
man and woman dancing, with an effort to delineate the 
female’s dress; under which, initials.” Another seaman 
“had, on the lower-part of the right arm, the device of a 
sailor and a female; the man holding the Union Jack with 
a streamer, the folds of which waved over her head, and 
the end of it was held in her hand. On the upper part of 
the arm, a device of Our Lord on the Cross, with stars sur- 

' rounding the head of the Cross, and one large star on the 
side in Indian ink. On the left arm, a flag, a true lover’s 
knot, a face, and initials.” This tattooing was found still 
plain, below the discoloured outer surface of a mutilated 
arm, when such surface was carefully scraped away witha 
knife. It is not improbable that the perpetuation of this 
marking custom among seamen, may be referred back to 
their desire to be identified, if drowned and flung ashore, 

It was some time before I could sever myself from the 
many interesting papers on the table, and then I broke 
bread and drank wine with the kind family before I left 
them. AsI brought the Coast-guard down, so I took the 
Postman back, with his leathern: wallet, walking stick, 
bugle, and terrier dog. Many a heart-broken letter had he 
brought to the Rectory House within two months; many a 
benignantly painstaking answer had he carried back. 

‘As I rode along, I thought of the many people, inhab- 
itants of this mother country, who would make pilgrimages 
to the little churchyard in the years to come; I thought of 
the many people in Australia, who would have an interest 

* in such a shipwreck, and would find their way here when 
‘they visit the Old World; I thought of the writers of all 
the wreck of letters I had left upon the table; and I re- 
solved to place this little record where it stands. Convo- 
cations, Conferences, Diocesan Epistles, and the like, will 
do a great deal for Religion, I dare say, and Heaven send 
they may! but I doubt if they will ever do their Master’s 
service half so well, in all the time they last, as the Heav- 
ens have seen it done in this bleak spot upon the rugged 
coast of Wales. 

Had I lost the friend. of my life, in the wreck of the 
Royal Charter; had I lost my betrothed, the more than 

‘friend of my life; had I lost my maiden daughter, had I
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lost my hopeful boy, had I lost my little child; I would kiss the hands that worked so busily and gently in the church, and say, “None better could have touched the form, though it had lain at home.” Icould be sure of it, I could be thankful for it: I could be content to leave the Srave near the house the good family pass in and out of every day, undisturbed, in the little churchyard where so many are so strangely brought together. Without the name of the clergyman to whom—I hope, not without carrying comfort to some heart at some time— I have referred, my reférence would be as nothing. He is the Reverend Stephen Roose Hughes, of Llanaligo, near Moelfra, Anglesey. His brother is the Reverend Hugh Robert Hughes, of Penrhos, Alligwy. 
1 

  

IIl. 

WAPPING WORKHOUSE. 

My day’s no-business beckoning me to the East end of London, I had turned my face to that point of the metro- politan compass on leaving Covent-garden, and had got past the Indian House, thinking in my idle manner of Tip- poo-Sahib and Charles Lamb, and had got past my little wooden midshipman, after affectionately patting him on one leg of ‘his knee-shorts for old acquaintance’ sake, and had got past Aldgate Pump, and had got past the Saracen’s Head (with an ignominious rash of posting bills disfiguring his swarthy countenance), and had strolled up the empty yard of his ancient neighbour the Black or Blue Boar, or Bull, who departed this life I don’t know when, and whose coaches are all gone I don’t know where; and I had come out again into the age of railways, and I had got past Whitechapel Church, and was—rather inappropriately for . an Uncommercial Traveller —in the Commercial Road. Pleasantly wallowing in the abundant mnd of that thor- oughfare, and greatly enjoying the huge piles of building belonging to the sugar refiners, the little masts and vanes in ‘small back gardens in back streets, the neighbouring canals and docks, the India vans lumbering along their stone tramway, and the pawnbrokers’ shops where hard-up
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_ Mates had pawned so many sextants and quadrants, that I 
should have bought a few cheap if I had the least notion 
how to use them, I at last began to file off to the right, 
towards Wapping.. . 

Not that I intended to take boat at Wapping Old Stairs, 
or that I was going to look at the locality, because I 'be- 
lieve (for I don’t) in the constancy of the young woman 
who told her sea-going lover, to such a beautiful old tune, 
that she had ever continued the same, since she gave him 
the ’baccer-box marked with his name; I am afraid he 
usually got the worst of those transactions, and was fright- 
fully taken in. No, I was going to Wapping, because an 
Eastern police magistrate had said, through the morning 
papers, that there was no classification at the Wapping 
workhouse for women, and that it was a disgrace and a 
shane, and divers other hard names, and because I wished 
to see how the fact really stood. For, that Eastern police 
magistates are not always the wisest men of the East, may 
be inferred from their course of procedure respecting the 
fancy-dressing and pantomime-posturing at St. George’s in 
that quarter: which is usually, to discuss the matter at 
issue, ina state of mind betokening the weakest perplex- 
ity, with all parties concerned and unconcerned, and; for a 
final expedient, to consult the complainant as to what he 
thinks ought to be done with the defendant, and take the 
defendant’s opinion as to what he would recommend to be 
done with himself. 

Long before I reached Wapping, I gave myself up as 
having lost my way, and, abandoning inyself to the narrow 
streets ina Turkish frame of mind, relied on predestina- 
tion to bring me somehow or other to the place I wanted if 
I were ever to get there. When J had ceased for an hour 
or so to take any trouble about the matter, I found myself 
on a swing-bridge looking down at some dark locks in some 
dirty water. ‘ Over against me, stood a creature remotely 
in the likeness of a young man, with‘a~puffed sallow face, 
and a figure all dirty and shiny and slimy, who may have 
been the youngest son of his filthy old father, Thames, or 
the drowned man about whom there was a placard on the 
granite post like a large thimble, that stood between us. 

I asked this apparition what it called the place? Unto 
which, it replied, with a ghastly grin and a sound like 
gurgling water in its throat: Vo
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“Mr. Baker’s trap.” 
As it is a point of great sensitiveness with me on such occasions to be equal to the intellectual pressure of the con- versation, I deeply considered the meaning of this speech, while I eyed the apparition—then engaged in hugging and sucking a horizontal iron bar at the top of the locks. In- Spiration suggested to me that Mr. Baker was the acting coroner of that neighbourhood. 
““A common place for Suicide,” said I, looking down at the locks, 
“Sue?” returned the ghost, witha stare. « Yes! And Poll. Likewise Emily. And N: ancy. And Jane;” he sucked the iron between each name; “and all the bileing. Ketches off their bonnets or shorls, takes a run, and headers down: here, they doos. “Always a headerin’ down here, they is.. Like one o’clock.” 
“And at about that hour of the morning, I suppose? ” “Ah!” said the apparition. “They an’t partickler. Two ’ull do for them. Three. All times 0’ night. On’y mind you!” Here the apparition rested his profile on the bar, and gurgled in a sarcastic manner. “There must be somebody comin’, They don’t go a headerin’ down here, - wen there an’t. no Bobby nor gen’ral Cove, fur to hear the Splash,” 
According to my interpretation of these words, I was myself a- Genera) Cove, or member of the miscellaneous public. In which modest character I remarked: “They are often taken out, are they, and restored?” dunno about restored,” said the apparition, who, for Some occult reason, very much objected to that word; “they’re carried into the werkiss and put into a ’ot bath, and brought round. But I dunno about restored,” said the apparition; “blow that/ ”_and vanished. As it had shown a desire to become offensive, I was not Sorry to find myself alone, especially as the “ werkiss” it had indicated with a twist of its matted head, was close at hand. So I left Mr. Baker’s terrible trap (baited with a Scum that was like the ‘soapy rinsing of sooty chimneys), and made bold to ring at the workhouse gate, where I was wholly unexpected and quite unknown. "A very bright and nimble little matron, with a bunch of keys in’ her hand, responded to my request to see the House.’ I began to doubt whether the police magistrate
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was quite right in his facts, when I noticed’her quick active little figure and her intelligent eyes. 
The Traveller (the matron intimated) should see the worst first. He was welcome to see everything. - Such as it was, there it all was. 
This was the only preparation for our entering “the Foul wards.” They were in an old building: squeezed away in a corner of a paved yard, quite detached from the more modern and spacious main body of the workhouse. They were in a building most monstrously behind the time ——a mere series of garrets or lofts, with every inconvenient and objectionable circumstance in their construction, and only accessible by steep and narrow staircases, infamously 

ill-adapted for the passage up-stairs of the sick or down- stairs of the dead.’ 
A-bed in these miserable rooms, here on bedsteads, there 

(for a change, as I understood it) on the floor, were women 
in every stage of distress and disease. None but those 
who have attentively observed such scenes, can conceive 
the extraordinary variety of expression still latent under 
the general monotony and uniformity of colour, attitude, 
and condition. The form a little coiled. up and. turned 
away, as though it had turned its back on this world for 
ever; the uninterested face at once lead-coloured and yel- 
low, looking passively upward from the pillow; the hag- 
gard mouth a little dropped, the hand outside the coverlet, 
so dull and indifferent, so light, and yet so heavy; these 
were on every pallet; but when I stopped beside a bed, and 
said ever so slight a word to the figure lying there, the 
ghost of the old character came into the face, and made the 
Foul ward as various as the fair world.. No one appeared 
to care to live, but no one complained; all who could speak, 
said that as much was done for them as could be done 
there, that the attendance was kind and patient, that their 
suffering was very heavy, but they had nothing to ask for. 
The wretched rooms were as clean and sweet as it is pos- 
sible for such rooms to be; they would become a pest-house 
in a single week, if they were ill-kept. 

I accompanied the brisk matron up another barbarous 
' staircase, into a better kind of loft devoted to the idiotic 
and imbecile. There was at least Light in it, whereas the 
windows in the former wards had been like sides of school- 
boys’ bird-cages. There was a strong grating over the fire
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here, and, holding a kind of state on either side of the hearth, separated by the breadth of this grating, were two ladies ina condition of feeble dignity, which was surely the very last and lowest reduction of self-complacency, to be found in this wonderful humanity of ours. They were evidently jealous of each other, and passed their whole time (as some people do, whose fires are not grated) in mentally disparaging each other, and contemptuously watching their neighbours. One of these parodies on pro- vincial gentlewomen was extremely talkative, and ex- pressed a strong desire to attend the service on Sundays, from which ‘she represented herself to have derived the greatest interest and consolation when allowed that priv- ilege. - She gossiped ‘so well, and looked altogether so cheery and harmless, that I began to think this a case for the Eastern magistrate, until I found that on the last oc casion of her attending chapel she had secreted a small . Stick, and had caused some confusion in the responses by suddenly producing it and belabouring the congregation. So, these two old ladies, separated by the breadth of the - grating—otherwise they would fly at one another’s caps—- sat all day long, suspecting one another, and contemplating a world of fits, For, everybody else in the room had fits, except the wards-woman; an elderly, able-bodied pau- peress, with a large upper lip, and an air of repressing and saving her strength, as she stood with her hands folded be- fore her, and her eyes slowly rolling, biding her time for catching or holding somebody. This civil personage (in 
honourable friend Mrs. Gamp’s family) said, “They has ’em continiwal, sir, They drops without no more notice than if they was coach-horses dropped from the moon, sir. And when one drops, another drops, and sometimes there’ll be as many as four or five on ’em at once, dear me, a roll- ing anda tearin’, bless you!—this young woman, now, has ’em dreadful bad.” - . She turned up this young woman’s face with her hand as she said it. This young woman was seated on the floor, pondering in the foreground of the afflicted.. There was nothing repellent either in her face or head. Many, ap- parently worse, varieties of epilepsy and hysteria were about her, but she was said to be the worst here. When I had spoken to her a little, she still sat with her face turned
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up, pondering, and a gleam of the mid-day sun shone in upon. her, 
—Whether this young woman, and the rest of these so sorely troubled, as they sit or lie pondering in their con- fused dull way, ever get mental glimpses among the motes in the sunlight, of healthy people and healthy things? 

Whether this young woman, brooding like this in the sum- mer season, ever thinks that somewhere there are trees and 
flowers, even mountains and the great sea? Whether, not 
to go so far, this young woman ever has any dim revelation 
of that young woman—that young woman who is not here 
and never will come here; who is courted, and caressed, 
and loved, and has a husband, and bears children, and lives 
in a home, and who never knows what it is to have this 
lashing and tearing coming upon her? And whether this 
young woman, God help her, gives herself up then and 
drops like a coach-horse from the moon? : 

I hardly knew whether the voices of infant children, 
penetrating into so hopeless a place, made a sound that was 
pleasant or painful to me. _ It was something to be re- 
minded that the weary world was not all aweary, and was 
ever renewing itself; but, this young woman was a child 
not long ago, anda child not long hence might be such‘as 
she. Howbeit, the active step and eye of the vigilant 
matron conducted me past the two provincial ‘gentlewomen 
(whose dignity was ruffled by the children), and into the 
adjacent nursery. an cS 
There were many babies here, and more than one hand- 

some young mother. There were ugly young mothers also, 
and sullen young mothers, ‘and callous young mothers, 
But, the babies had not appropriated to themselves any bad 
expression yct, and might have been, for anything that ap- 
peared to the contrary in their soft faces, Princes Imperial, 
and Princesses Royal. I had the pleasure of giving a 
poetical commission to the baker’s man to make a cake 
with all despatch and toss it into the oven for one red- 
headed’ young pauper and myself, and felé much the better 
for it. Without that refreshment, I doubt if I should 
have been in a condition for “the Refractories,” towards 
whom my quick little matron—for whose adaptation to her 
office I had by this time conceived a genuine respect—drew 
me next, and marshalled me the way that I was going. 

The Refractories were picking oakum, in a small room
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giving ona yard. They satin line on a form, with theit backs to a window; before them, a table, and their’ work. The oldest Refractory was, say twenty; youngest Refrac- tory, say _.xteen. Ihave never yet ascertained in the course of my uncommercial travels, why a Refractory-habit should affect the tonsils and uvula; but, I have always observed that Refractories of both sexes and every grade, between a Ragged’ School and the Old Bailey, have one voice, in which the tonsils and uvula gain a diseased ascendency, “Five pound indeed! I hain’t a going fur to pick five pound,” said the Chief of the Refractories, keeping time to herself with her head and chin. “More than enough to pick what we picks now, in sich a place as this, and on wot we gets here! ?? 
(This was in acknowledgment of a delicate intimation that the amount of work was likely to be increased. It certainly was not heavy then, for one -Refractory had al- ready done her day’s task—it was barely two o’clock—and was sitting behind it, with a head exactly matching it.) - “A pretty Ouse this is, matron, ain’t it?” said Refrac- tory Two, “where a pleeseman’s called in, if a gal saysa word!” 
“And wen yow’re sent to prison for nothink or less!” said the Chief, tugging at her oakum as if it were the ma- tron’s hair, “But any place is better than this 3 that’s one thing, and be thankful! ” 
A laugh of Refractories led by Oakum Head with folded arms—who originated. nothing, but who was in command of the skirmishers outside the conversation. “If any place is better than this,” said my brisk guide, in the calmest manner, “itis a pity you left a good place when you had one.” ‘ “Ho, no, I didn’t, matron,” returned the Chief, with another pull at her oakum, and a very expressive look at he enemy’s forehead. “Don’t say that, matron, cos it’s ies!” 

. Oakum Head brought up the skirmishers again} skir- mished, and retired. : 
“And I warn’t a going,” exclaimed Refractory Two, “though I was in one place for as long as four year—J Warn’t a going fur to stop in a place that warn’t fié for me —there! And where the family warn’t ’spectable char- acters—there! And where I fort’nately or hunfort’nately,
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found that the people warn’t what they pretended to make theirselves out to be—there! And where it wasn’t their faults, by chalks, if I warn’t made. bad and ruinated—. Hah!” 
During this speech, Oakum Head had again made a di- version with the skirmishers, and had again withdrawn, 
The Uncommercial Traveller ventured to remark that he 

supposed Chief Refractory and Number One, to be the two 
young women who had been taken before the magistrate? 

“Yes!” said the Chief, “we har! and the wonder is, 
that a pleeseman an’t’ad in now, and we took off agen. 
You can’t open your lips here, without a pleeseman.” 
Number Two laughed (very uvularly), and the skirmish- 

ers followed suit. 
“T’m sure I’ be thankful,” protested the Chief, looking - 

sideways at the Uncommercial, “if I could be got intoa 
place, or got abroad. I’m sick and tired of this precious 
Ouse, I am, with reason.” 

So would be, and so was, Number Two. So. would be, 
and so was, Oakum Head. So would be, and so ‘were, 
Skirmishers, 

The Uncommercial took the liberty of hinting that he 
hardly thought it probable that any lady or gentleman in 
want of a likely young domestic of retiring manners, would 
be tempted into the engagement of either of the two lead- 
ing Refractories, on her own presentation of herself as per 
sample. -. 

“Tt ain’t no. good being nothink else here,” said the 
Chief. 

The Uncommercial thought it might be worth trying. 
- “Oh no it ain’t,” said the Chief. 
“Not a bit of good,” said Number Two. 

: “And I’m sure I’d be very thankful to be got intoa 
place, or got abroad,” said the Chief. 
“And so should I,” said Number Two. “Truly thank- 

ful, I should.” . 
Oakum Head then rose, and announced as an entirely 

new idea, the mention of which profound novelty might be 
naturally expected to startle her unprepared hearers, that 

- she would be very thankful to be got into a place, or got 
abroad. And, as if she had then said, “Chorus, ladies!” 
all the skirmishers struck up to the same purpose. We 
left them, thereupon, and began a long walk among the
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women who were simply old and infirm; but whenever, in 
the course of this same walk, I looked out of any high win- 
dow that commanded the yard, I saw Oakum Head.and all 
the other Refractories looking out at their low window for 
me, and never failing to catch me, the moment I showed 
my head. ’ 

In ten minutes I had ceased to believe in such fables of 
2, golden time as youth, the prime of life, or a hale old age. 
In. ten minutes, all the lights of womankind seemed to have 
been blown out, and nothing in that way to be left this 
vault to brag of, but the flickering and expiring snuffs. 

And what was very curious, was, that these dim old 
women had one company notion which was the fashion of 
the place. Every old woman who became aware of a vis- 
itor and was not in bed hobbled over a form into her accus- 
tomed seat, and became one of a line of dim old women 
confronting another line of dim old women across a narrow 
table. There was no obligation whatever upon them to 
range themselves in this way; it was their manner of “re- 
ceiving.” ' Asa rule, they made no attempt to talk to one 
another, or to look at the visitor, or to look at anything, 
but sat silently working their mouths, like a sort of poor 
old Cows. In some of these wards, it was good to see a 
few green plants; in others, an isolated Refractory acting 
as nurse, who did well enough in that capacity, when sepa- 

_ rated from her compeers; every one of these wards, day 
room, night room, or both combined, was scrupulously 
clean and fresh. I have seen as many such places as most 
travellers in my line, and I never saw one such, better kept. 
Among the bedridden there was great patience, great re- 

liance on the books under the pillow, great faith in Gop. 
All eared for sympathy, but none much eared to be encour- 

- aged with hope of recovery; on the whole, I should say, it 
Was considered rather a distinction to have a complication 
of disorders, and to be in a worse way than the rest. From 
some of the windows, the river could be seen with all its 
life and movement; the day was bright, but I came upon 
no one who was looking out. 

In one large ward, sitting by the fire in arm-chairs of 
distinction, like the President and Vice of the good com- 
pany, were two old women, upwards of ninety years of age. The younger of the two, just turned ninety, was deaf, but not very, and could easily be made to hear. In her early
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time she had nursed a child, who.was now another old 
woman, more infirm than herself, inhabiting the very same 
chamber. She perfectly understood this when the matron 
told it, and, with sundry nods and motions of her forefin- 
Ser, pointed out the woman in question. The elder of this 
pair, ninety-three, seated before an illustrated newspaper 
(but not reading it), was a bright-eyed old soul, really not 
deaf, wonderfully preserved, and amazingly conversational. 
She had not long lost her husband, and had been in that 
place little more than a year. At Boston, in the State of 
Massachusetts, this poor creature would have been individ- 
ually addressed, would have been tended in her own room, 
and would have had her life gently assimilated to a com- 
fortable life out of doors. Would that be much to do in 
England for a woman who has kept herself out of a work- 
house more than ninety rough long years? When Britain 
first, at Heaven’s command, arose, with a great deal of al- 
legorical confusion, from out the azure main, did her guar- 
dian angels positively forbid it in the Charter which has 
been so much besung? - . | 

The object of my journey was accomplished when the 
nimble matron had no more toshow me. As I shook hands 
with her at the gate, I told her that I thought Justice had 
not used her very well, and that the wise men of the East 
were not infallible. , ; | 

Now, I reasoned with myself, as I made my journey - 
home again, concerning those Foul wards. They ought not 
to exist; no person of common decency and humanity can 
see them and doubt it. But what is this Union to do? 
The necessary alteration would cost several thousands of 
pounds; it has already to support three workhouses; its 
inhabitants work hard for their bare lives, and are already 
rated for the relief of the Poor to the utmost extent of 
reasonable endurance. One poor parish in this very Union 
is rated to the amount of Five anp si1xrence in the pound, 
at the very same time when the rich parish of Saint 
George’s, Hanover-square, is rated at about SEvENPENCcE 
in the pound, Paddington at about Fourrence, Saint 
James’s, Westminster, at about Texpence! It is only 
through the equalisation of Poor Rates that what is left un- 
done in this wise, can be done. Much more is left undone, 
or is ill-done, than I have space to suggest in these notes of 
a single uncommercial journey; but, the wise men of the
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East, before they can reasonably hold forth about it, must look to the North and South and West; let them also, any morning before taking the seat of Solomon, look into the shops and dwellings all around the Temple, and first ask themselves “how much more can these poor people—many of whom keep themselves with difficulty enough out of the workhouse—bear? ” 
- Thad yet other matter for reflection as I journeyed home, inasmuch as, before I altogether departed from the neigh- bourhood of. Mr. Baker’s trap, I had knocked at the gates of the workhouse of St, George’s-in-the-East, and had found it to be an establishment highly creditable to those parts, and thoroughly well administered ‘by a most intelli- gent master. I remarked in it, an instance of the collat- eral harm that obstinate vanity and folly can do. “This was the Hall where those old paupers, male and female, whom I had just seen, met for the Church service, was it ?” — Yes." Did they sing the Psalms to any instrument ? ” —“They would like to, very much; they would have an extraordinary interest in doing so.” And could none be got?” —“ Well, a piano could even have been got for nothing, but these unfortunate dissensions ” Ah! bet- ter, far better, my Christian friend in the beautiful gars ment, to have let the singing boys alone, and left the mul. titude to sing for themselves! You should know better than I, but I think I have read that they did so, once upon a time, and that “when they had sung an hymn,” Some one (not in a beautiful garment) went up unto the Mount of Olives. 
It made my heart ache to think of this miserable trifling, in the streets of a city where every stone seemed to call to me, as I walked along, “Turn this way, man, and see what waits to be done!” So I decoyed myself into another train of thought to ease my heart. But, I don’t know that I did it, for I was so full of paupers, that it was, after all, only a change to a single pauper, who took possession of my re- membrance instead of a thousand. 
“TI beg your pardon, sir,” he had said, in a confidential manner, on another occasion, taking me aside; “but I have Seen better days.” 

, “T am very sorry to hear it,” “Sir, I have a complaint to make against the master.” “T have no power here, assure you. And if I had——” 
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_“But allow me, sir, to mention it, as between yourself 
and a man who has seen better days, sir. The master and 
myself are both masons, sir, and J make him the sign con- 
tinually; but, because I am in this unfortunate position, 
sir, he won’t give me the countersign |” 

  

~ 

Iv. 

_ TWO VIEWS OF A. CHEAP THEATRE. 

As I shut the door of my lodging behind me, and came 
out into the streets at six on a drizzling Saturday evening 
in the last past month of January, all that neighbourhood 
of Covent-garden looked very desolate. It isso essentiallya . 
neighbourhood which has seen better days, that bad weather 
affects it sooner than another place which has not come 
down in the world. In its present reduced condition it 
bears a thaw almost worse than any place I know. It gets 
so dreadfully low-spirited when damp breaks forth. Those 
wonderful houses. about Drury-lane Theatre, which in the 
palmy days of theatres were prosperous and long-settled 
places of business, and which now-change hands every 
week, but never change their character of being divided 
and sub-divided on the ground floor into mouldy dens of 
shops where an orange and half-a-dozen nuts, or a poma- 
tum-pot, one cake of fancy soap, and a cigar box, are 
offered for sale and never sold, were most ruefully contem- 
plated that evening, by the statue of Shakespeare, with the 
rain-drops coursing one another down its innocent nose, 
Those inscrutable pigeon-hole offices, with nothing in them 
(not so much as an inkstand) but a model of .a theatre be- 
fore the curtain, where, in the Italian Opera season, tickets 
at reduced prices are kept on sale by nomadic gentlemen 
in smeary hats too tall for them, whom one occasionally 
seems to have seen on race-courses, not wholly unconnected 
with strips of cloth of various colours and a rolling ball— 
those Bedouin ‘establishments, deserted by the tribe, and 
tenantless, except when sheltering in one corner an irregu- 
Jar row of ginger-beer-bottles, which would have made one 
shudder on such a night, but for its being plain that they 
had nothing in them, shrunk from the shrill eries of the
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newsboys at their Exchange in the kennel of Catherine- street, like guilty. things upon a fearful summons. At the Ppipe-shop in Great Russell-street, the Death’s-head pipes were like theatrical memento mori, admonishing beholders of the decline of the playhouse as an Institution. I walked up Bow-street, disposed to be angry with the shops there, that were letting out theatrical secrets by exhibiting to work-a-day humanity the stuff of which diadems and robes of kings are made. - I noticed that some shops which had once been in the dramatic line, and had struggled out of it, were not getting on prosperously—like some actors I have known, who took to business and failed to make it answer. In a word, those streets looked so dull, and, considered as theatrical streets, so broken and bankrupt, that the Fouxp Dean on the black board at the police station might have announced the decease of the Drama, and the pools of wa- ter outside the fire-engine makers at the corner of Long-acre might have been occasioned by his having brought out the whole of his stock to play upon its last smouldering ashes And yet, on such 4 night. in so degenerate a time, the object of my journey was theatrical. And yet within half an hour I was in-an immense theatre, capable of holding nearly five thousand people. me , What Theatre? .Her- Majesty’s? Far better. Royal Italian Opera? . Far better. Infinitely superior to the lat- ter for hearing in; infinitely superior to both, for seeing in. Lo every part of this Theatre, spacious fire-proof ways of ingress and egress, For every part of it, convenient places of refreshment and retiring rooms. Everything to eat and drink carefully supervised as to quality, and sold atan appointed price; respectable female attendants ready for the commonest Women in the audience; a general air of consideration, decorum, and supervision, most commend- able; an unquestionably humanising influence in all the so- cial arrangements of the place, 
Surely a dear Theatre, then? Because there were in London (not very long ago) Theatres with entrance-prices up to half-a-guinea a head, whose arrangements were not half so civilised. Surely, therefore, a dear Theatre? Not very dear. A gallery at threepence, another. gallery at -fourpence, a pit at sixpence, boxes and pit-stalls at a shill- ing, and a few private-boxes at half-a-crown. My uncommercial curiosity induced me to go into every  
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nook of this great place, and among every class of the audi- ence assembled in it—amounting that evening, as I cal- culated, to about two thousand and odd: hundreds.. Mag- nificently lighted by a firmament of sparkling chandeliers, the building was ventilated to perfection. My sense of 
smell, without being particularly delicate, has been so offended in some of. the commoner places of publie resort, 
that I have often been obliged to leave thém when I have 
made an uncommercial journey expressly to look on.. The 
air of this Theatre was fresh, cool, and wholesome. To 
help towards this end, very sensible precautions had been 
used, ingeniously combining the experience of hospitals 
and railway stations. Asphalt pavements substituted for 
wooden floors, honest bare walls of glazed brick and tile— 
even atthe back of the boxes—for plaster and. paper, no 
benches stuffed, and no carpeting or baize used; a cool ma- 
terial with a light glazed surface, being the covering of the 
seats... 0: a 

These various contrivances are as well considered in the 
place in question as if it were a Fever Hospital; the result 
is, that it is sweet and healthful... It has been constructed 
from the ground to the roof, with a careful reference to 
sight and sound in every corner; the result is, that its form 
is beautiful, and that the appearance of the audience, as 
seen from the proscenium—with every face in it command- 
ing the stage, and the whole so admirably raked and turned 
to that.centre, that a. hand can scarcely move in the great 
assemblage without the movement being “seen from thence 
—is highly remarkable in its union of .vastness with com-- 
pactness. The: stage itself, and all its appurtenances of 
machinery, cellarage height and breadth,. are on a scale: 
more like the Scala at Milan, or the San Carlo at N aples,: 
or the Grand Opera. at Paris, than any notion a stranger 
would be likely to form of the. Britannia Theatre at Hox- 
ton, a mile north of St. Luke’s Hospital in the Old-street- 
road, London.. The Forty Thieves might be played here, 
and every thief ride his real horse, and the disguised cap- 
tain bring in his oil jars on a train of real camels, and .no- 
body be put.out of. the way. This really extraordinary 
lace is the achievement of one man’s enterprise, and was 

erectéd on the ruins of an inconvenient old building in less 
than five months, at_a round cost of 'five-and-twenty thou- 
sand pounds. ‘fo dismiss this part of my. subject, and
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still to render to the proprietor the credit that is strictly his due, I must add that his sense of the responsibility upon him to make the best of his audience, and to do his best for them, is a highly agreeable sign of these times. As the spectators at this theatre, for a reason I will pres- ently show, were the object of my journey, I entered on the play of the night as one of the two thousand and odd hundreds, by looking about me at-my neighbours. We were a motley assemblage of people, and we had a good many boys and young men. among us; we had also many girls and young women. To represent, however, that we did not include a very great number, and a very fair pro- portion of family groups, would be to make a gross misstate- ment. Such groups were to be seen-in all parts of the house; in the boxes and stalls particularly, they were com- posed of persons of very decent appearance, who had many children with them. Among our dresses there were most kinds of shabby and greasy wear, and much fustian and corduroy that was neither sound nor fragrant. The caps of our young men.were mostly of a limp character, and we who wore them, slouched, high-shouldered, into our places with our hands in our pockets, and occasionally twisted our cravats. about.our necks. like eels, and occasionally tied them down our breasts like links of sausages, and occasion- ally had a screw in our hair over each cheek-bone with a slight Thief-flavour. in it, Besides prowlers and idlers, we were mechanics, dock-labourers, costermongers, petty tradesmen, small clerks, milliners, stay-makers, shoe-bind- ers, slop workers, poor workers in a hundred highways and byways. Many of us—on the whole, the. majority—were not at all clean, and not at all choice in our lives or con- versation.. But we had all come together in a place where our convenience was well consulted, and where we were well looked after, to enjoy an evening’s entertainment in common. We were not going to lose any part of what we had paid for through anybody’s caprice, and as a commu- nity we had a character to lose. So, we were closely atten- tive, and kept excellent.order; and let the man or boy who did otherwise instantly get out from this place, or we would put him out with the greatest expedition. _ We began at half-past six with a pantomime—with a pantomime so long, that before it was over I felt as if I had been travelling for six weeks—going to India, say, by
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the Overland Mail. The Spirit of Liberty was the prin- cipal personage in the Introduction, and the Four Quarters of the World came out of the globe, glittering, and dis- coursed with the Spirit, who sang charmingly. We were delighted to understand that there was no liberty any- where but among ourselves, and we highly applauded the agreeable fact. In an allegorical way, which did as well as any other way, we and the Spirit of Liberty got into a kingdom of Needles and Pins, and found them at war with a potentate who called in to his aid their old arch enemy Rust, and who would - have got the better of them if the Spirit of Liberty had not in the nick of time transformed the leaders into Clown, Pantaloon, Harlequin, Columbine, Harlequina, and a whole family of Sprites, consisting of a remarkably stout father and three spineless sons. We all knew what was coming when the Spirit of Liberty ad. dressed the king with a big face, and His Majesty backed to the side-scenes and began untying himself behind, with his big face all on one side. Our excitement at that crisis was great, and our delight unbounded. After this era in ‘our existence, we went through all the incidents of @ pan- tomime; it was not by any means a Savage pantomime, in the way of burning or boiling people, or throwing them out of window, or cutting them up; was often very droll; was always liberally got up, and cleverly presented. I no- ticed-that the people who kept the shops, and who repre- sented the passengers in the thoroughfares, and so forth, had no conventionality in them, but were unusually like the real thing—from which I infer that you may take that audience in (if you wish to) concerning Knights and Ladies, Fairies, Angels, or such like, but they are not to be done ag to anything in the streets. - I noticed, also, that when two young men, dressed in exact imitation of the eel-and-sau- sage-cravated portion of the audience, were chased by po- licemen, and, finding themselves in danger of being caught, dropped so suddenly as to oblige the policemen to tumble over them, there was great rejoicing among the caps—as 

though it were a delicate reference to something they had 
heard of before. 

The Pantomime was succeeded by a Melo-Drama, Throughout the evening I was pleased to observe Virtue quite as triumphant as she usually is out of doors, and in- 
deed I thought rather more so. We all agreed (for the
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time) that honesty was the best policy, and we were as hard as iron upon Vice, and we wouldnt hear of Villainy getting on in the world—no, not on any consideration what- ever. 
Between the pieces, we almost all of us went out and refreshed. Many of us went the length of drinking beer at the bar of the neighbouring public-house, some of. us drank spirits, crowds of us had sandwiches and ginger-beer at the refreshment-bars established for us in the Theatre. Lhe sandwich—as substantial as was consistent with porta- bility, and as cheap as possible—we hailed as one of our - greatest institutions. It forced its way among us at all stages of the entertainment, and we were always delighted to see it; its adaptability to the varying moods of our na- ture was surprising; we could never weep so comfortably as when our tears fell on our sandwich;-we could never laugh so heartily as when we choked with sandwich; Vir- tue never looked so beautiful or Vice so deformed as when we paused, sandwich in hand, to consider what would come of that resolution of Wickedness in boots, to sever Inno- cence ‘in flowered ‘chintz from Honest Industry in striped stockings. When the curtain fell for the night, we still fell back upon sandwich, to help us through the rain and mire, and home to bed.: . oe 

This, as I have mentioned, was Saturday night. Being Saturday night, I had accomplished but the half of my uncommercial journey; for, its object was to compare the play on Saturday evening with the preaching in the same Theatre on Sunday evening. 
Therefore, at the same hour of half-past six on the sim- ilarly damp and muddy Sunday evening, I returned to this Theatre. I drove up to the entrance (fearful of being late, or I should have come on foot), and found myself in a large crowd of people who, I am happy to state, were put into excellent spirits by my arrival. Having nothing to look at . but the mud and the closed doors, they looked at me, and highly enjoyed the comic spectacle. My modesty inducing me to draw off, some hundreds of yards, into a dark cor- ner, they at once forgot me, and applied themselves to their former occupation of looking at the mud and looking in at the closed doors: which, being of grated ironwork, allowed the lighted passage within to be seen. - They were chiefly people of respectable appearance, odd and impulsive
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as most crowds are, and making a joke of being there as most crowds do. . 
In the dark corner. I might ‘have sat a long while, but that a very obliging passer-by informed me that the Theatre was already full, and that the people whom I saw in the street were all shut out for want of room. After that, I lost no time in worming myself into the building, and creeping to a place in a Proscenium box that had been kept for me. There must have been full four thousand people pres- ent. Carefully estimating the pit alone, I could bring it out as holding little less than fourteen hundred. Every part of the house was well filled, and I had not found it easy to make my way along the back of the boxes to where Isat. The chandeliers in the ceiling were lighted; there was no light on the stage; the orchestra was empty. The | green curtain was down,. and, packed pretty closely on chairs on the small space of stage before it, were some thirty gentlemen, and two or three ladies, In the centre of these, ina desk or pulpit covered with red baize, was the presiding minister. The kind of rostrum he occupied will be very well understood, if I liken it to a boarded-up- fireplace turned towards the audience, with a gentleman in 

a black surtout standing in the stove and leaning forward 
over the mantelpiece. ’ 

A portion of Scripture was being read when I went in, 
It was followed. by a discourse, to which the congregation 
listened with most exemplary attention and uninterrupted 
silence and: decorum. My own attention comprehended 
both the auditory and the speaker, and shall turn to both 
in this recalling of the scene, exactly as it did at the time. 

“A very difficult thing,” I thought, when the discourse 
began, “to speak appropriately to so. large an audience, 
and to speak with tact.. Without it, better not to speak 
at all. Infinitely better, to read the New Testament well, 
and to let that speak. In this congregation there is in. 
dubitably one pulse; but I doubt if any power short of 
genius can touch it as one, and make it answer as one.” 

I could not possibly say to myself as’ the discourse pro- 
ceeded, that the minister was a good speaker. I could not 
possibly say to myself that he expressed an understanding of 
the general mind and character of his audience. There was 
a supposititious working-man introduced into the homily, 
to make supposititious objections to our Christian religion 

15
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and be reasoned down, who was’ not only a very disagree- able person, but remarkably unlike life—very much more unlike it than anything I had seen in the pantomime. The native independence of character this artisan was supposed to possess, was represented by a suggestion of a dialect that I certainly never heard in my uncommercial travels, and with a coarse swing of voice and manner anything but agreeable to his feelings I should conceive, considered in the light of a portrait, and as far away from the fact as a . Chinese Tartar. There was a model pauper introduced in like manner, who appeared to me to be the most intoler- ably arrogant pauper ever relieved, and to show himself in absolute want and dire necessity of a course of Stone Yard. For, how did this pauper testify to his having received the gospel of humility? A gentleman met him in the work- house, and said (which I myself really thought good-na- tured of him), “Ah, John? Iam sorry to see you here. Tam sorry to see you so poor.” “Poor, sir!” replied that man, drawing himself up, “I am the son of a Prince! dy father is the King of Kings. My father is the Lord of Lords. fy father is the ruler of all the Princes of the Earth!” &e. And this was what all the preacher’s fellow- sinners might come to, if they would embrace this blessed book—which I must say it did some violence to my own feelings of reverence, to see held out at arm’s length at frequent intervals and soundingly slapped, like a slow lot at -a sale. Now, could I help asking myself the question, whether the mechanic before me, who must detect the preacher as being wrong about the visible manner of him- self and the like of himself, and about such a. noisy lip- server as that pauper, might not, most unhappily for the usefulness of the occasion, doubt that ‘preacher’s being right about things not visible to human senses? Again. Is it necessary or advisable to address such an audience continually as “fellow-sinners”? Is it not enough to be fellow-creatures, born yesterday, suffering and striv- ing to-day, dying to-morrow? By our common humanity, my brothers and sisters, by our common capacities for pain and pleasure, by our common laughter and our common tears, by our common aspiration to reach something better than ourselves, by our common tendency to believe in some- thing good, and’ to invest whatever we love or whatever we lose with some qualities that are superior to our own
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failings and weaknesses as we know them in our own poor hearts—by these, Hear me!—Surely, it is enough to be fellow-creatures. Surely, it includes the other designation, and some touching meanings over and above. L Again. There wasa personage introduced into the dis- course (not an absolute novelty,:to the best of my remem- brance of my reading), who had been personally known to the preacher, and had been quite a Crichton in all the ways of philosophy, but had been an infidel. Many a time had the preacher talked with him on that subject, and many a time had he failed to convince that intelligent man. But he fell ill, and died, and before he died he recorded his conversion—in words which the preacher had taken down, my fellow-sinners, and would read to you from this piece of paper. I must confess that to me, as one of an unin structed audience, they did not appear particularly edify- ing. I thought their tone extremely selfish, and I thought they had a spiritual,vanity in them which was of the be- fore-mentioned refractory pauper’s family, 
All slangs and twangs are objectionable everywhere, but the slang and twang of the conventicle—as bad in its way as that of the House of Commons, and nothing worse can be said of it—should be studiously avoided under such cir- 

cumstances as I describe... The avoidance was not complete on this occasion. Nor was it quite agreeable to see the preacher addressing his pet “points” to his backers on the 
stage, as if appealing to those disciples to show him up, 
and testify to the multitude that each of those points was 
a clincher, Sot _ But, in respect of the large Christianity of his general 
tone; of his renunciation of all priestly authority; of his 
earnest and reiterated assurance to the people that the com- 
monest among them could work out their own salvation if 
they would, by simply, lovingly, and- dutifully following 
Our Saviour, and that they needed the mediation of no 
erring man; in. these particulars, this gentleman deserved 
all praise. Nothing could be better than the spirit, or the 
plain emphatic words of his discourse in these respects. 
And it was 2 most significant and encouraging circumstance 
-that whenever he struck that chord, or whenever he de-’ 
scribed anything which Christ himself had done, the array 
of faces before him was very much more earnest, and very’ . 
much more expressive of emotion, than at any other time.
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And now, I am brought to the fact, that the lowest part 
of the audience of the previous night, was not there. There 
is no doubt about it. There was no such thing in that 
building, that. Sunday evening. I have been told since, 
that the lowest part of the audience of the Victoria Theatre 
has been attracted to its Sunday services. I have been 
very glad to hear it, but on this occasion of which I write, 
the lowest part of the usual audience of the Britannia 
Theatre, decidedly and unquestionably stayed away. When 
I first took.my seat and looked at the house, my surprise 
at the change.in its occupants was as great as my disap- 
pointment. To the most respectable class of the previous 
evening, was added a great number of respectable strangers 
attracted by curiosity, and drafts from the regular congre- 
gations of various chapels. It was impossible to fail in 
identifying the character of these last, and they were very 
numerous.. I came out in a strong, slow tide of them set- 
ting from the boxes. Indeed, while the discourse was in 
progress, the respectable character of the auditory was so 
manifest in their appearance, that when the minister ad- 
dressed a supposititious “outcast,” one really felt a little 
impatient of it, as a figure of speech not justified by any- 
thing the eye could discover. 

The time appointed for the conclusion of the proceedings 
was eight o’clock. The address having lasted until full 
that time, and it being the custom to conclude with a 
hymn, the preacher intimated in a few sensible words that 
the clock had struck the hour, and that those who desired. 
to go before the hymn was sung, could go now, without 
giving offence. No one stirred. The hymn was then sung, 
in good time and tune and unison, and its effect was very 
striking. A comprehensive benevolent prayer. dismissed 
the throng, and in seven or eight minutes there was nothing 
left in the Theatre but a light cloud of dust. 

That these Sunday meetings in Theatres are good things, 
Ido not doubt. Nor do I doubt that they will work lower 
and lower down in the social scale, if those who preside 
over them will be very careful on two heads: firstly, not 
to disparage the places in which they speak, or the intel-,’ 
ligence of their hearers; secondly, not to set themselves in ' 
antagonism to the natural inborn desire of the mass of man- 
kind to recreate themselves and to be amused. 

There is a third head, taking precedence of all others, to
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which my remarks on the discourse I heard, have tended. 
In the New Testament there is the most beautiful and af- 
fecting history conceivable by man, and there are the terse 
models for all prayer and for all preaching. As to the mod- 
els, imitate them, Sunday preachers—else why are they 
there, consider? As to the history, tell it. Some people 
cannot read, some people will not read, many people (this 
especially holds among the young and ignorant) find it hard 
to pursue the verse-form in which the book is presented to 
them, and imagine that those breaks imply gaps and want 
of continuity. Help them over that first stumbling-block, 
by setting forth the history in narrative, with no fear of 
exhausting it. You will never preach so well, you will 
never move them so profoundly, you will never send them 
away with half so much to think of. Which is the bet- 
ter interest: Christ’s choice of twelve poor men to help in 
those merciful wonders among the poor and rejected; or 
the pious bullying of a whole Union-full of paupers? What 
is your changed philosopher to wretched me, peeping in at 
the door out of the mud of the streets and of my life, when 
you have the widow’s son to tell me about, the ruler’s 
daughter, the other figure at the door when the brother of 
the two sisters was dead, and one of the two ran to the 
mourner, crying, “The Master is come and calleth for 
thee ”?—-Let the preacher who will thoroughly forget: him- 
self and remember no individuality but one, and uo elo- 
quence but one, stand up before four thousand men and 
women at the Britannia Theatre any Sunday night, re- 
counting that narrative to them as fellow-creatures, and he 
shall see a sight! 

V. 

POOR MERCANTILE JACK. 

Is the sweet little cherub who sits smiling aloft and 
keeps watch on the life of poor Jack, commissioned to take 
charge of Mercantile Jack, as well as Jack of the national 
navy? If not, who is? What is the cherub about, and 
what are we all about, when poor Mercantile Jack is hav- 
ing his brains slowly knocked out by pennyweights, aboard 
the brig Beelzebub, or the barque Bowie-knife—when he
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looks his last at that infernal craft, with the first officer’s 
iron boot-heel in his remaining eye, or with his dying body 
towed overboard in the ship’s wake, while the cruel wounds 
in it do “the multitudinous seas incarnadine ”? 

Is it unreasonable to entertain a belief that if, aboard the 
brig Beelzebub or the barque Bowie-knife, the first officer 
did half the damage to cotton that he does to men, there 
would presently arise from both sides of the Atlantic so 
vociferous an invocation of the sweet little cherub who sits 
calculating aloft, keeping watch on the markets that pay, 
that such vigilant cherub would, with a winged sword, 

‘ have that gallant officer’s organ of destructiveness out of 
his head in the space of a flash of lightning? 

If it be unreasonable, then am I the most unreasonable 
of men, for I believe it with all my soul, 

This was my thought as I walked the dock-quays at 
Liverpool, keeping watch on poor Mercantile Jack. "Alas 
for me! I have long outgrown the state of sweet little 
cherub; but there I was, and there Mercantile Jack was, 
and very busy he was, and very cold he was: the snow yet 
lying in the frozen furrows of the land, and the north-east 
winds snipping off the tops of the little waves in the Mer- 
sey, and rolling them into hailstones to pelt him with. 
Mercantile Jack was hard at it, in the hard weather: as he 
mostly is in all weathers, poor Jack. He was girded to 
ships’ masts and funnels of steamers, like a forester toa 
great oak, scraping and painting; he was lying out on 
yards, furling sails that tried to beat him off; he was dimly 
discernible up in a world of giant cobwebs, reefing and 
splicing; he was faintly audible down in holds, stowing 
and unshipping cargo; he was winding round and round at 
capstans melodious, monotonous, and drunk; he was of a 
diabolical aspect, with coaling for the Antipodes; he was 
washing decks barefoot, with the breast of his red shirt 
open to the blast, though it was sharper than the knife in 
his leathern girdle; he was looking over bulwarks, all 
eyes and hair; he was standing by at the shoot of the 

- , Cunard steamer, off to-morrow, as the stocks in trade of 
several butchers, poulterers, and fishmongers, poured down 
into the ice-house; he was coming aboard of other vessels, 
with his kit in a tarpaulin bag, attended by plunderers to 
the very last moment -of his shore-going existence. AS though his senses when released from the uproar of the
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elements, were under obligation to be confused by other 
turmoil, there was a rattling of wheels, a clattering of 
hoofs, a clashing of iron, a jolting of cotton and hides and 
casks and timber, an incessant deafening disturbance on the 
quays, that was the very madness of sound. Andas, in the 
midst of it, he stood swaying about, with his hair blown 
all manner of wild ways, rather crazedly taking leave of 
his plunderers, all the rigging in the docks was shrill in the 
wind, and every little steamer coming and going across the 
Mersey was sharp in its blowing off, and every buoy in the 
river bobbed spitefully up and down, as if there were a 
general taunting chorus of “Come along, Mercantile Jack! 
Ill-lodged, ill-fed, ill-used, hocussed, entrapped, anticipa- 
ted, cleaned out. Come along, Poor Mercantile Jack, and 
be tempest-tossed till you are drowned!” 

The uncommercial transaction, which had brought me and 
Jack together, was this:—I had entered the Liverpool po- 
lice-force, that I might have a look at the various unlaw- 
ful traps which are every night set for Jack.. As my term 
of service in that distinguished corps was short, and as my 
personal bias in the capacity of one of its members has 
ceased, no suspicion will attach to my evidence that it is 
an admirable force. _ Besides that it is composed, without 
favour, of the best men that can be picked, it is directed 
by an unusual intelligence. Its organisation against Fires, 
I take to be much better than the metropolitan system, and 
in all respects it tempers its remarkable vigilance with a 
still more remarkable discretion. 

Jack had knocked off work in the docks some hours, and 
I had taken, for purposes of identification, a photograph- 
likeness of a thief, in the portrait-room at our head police 
office (on the whole, he seemed rather complimented by 
the proceeding), and I had been on police parade, and the 
small hand of the clock was moving on to ten, when I took 
up my lantern to follow Mr. Superintendent to the traps 
that were set for Jack. In Mr. Superintendent I saw, as 
anybody might, a tall well-looking well set-up man of a 
soldierly bearing, with a cavalry air, a good chest, and a 
resolute but not by any means ungentle face. He carried 
in his hand a plain black walking-stick of hard wood; and 
whenever and wherever, at any after-time of. the night, he 
struck it on the pavement with a ringing sound, it instantly 
produced a whistle out of the darkness, and a policeman.
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To this remarkable stick, I refer an air of mystery and 
magic which pervaded the whole of my perquisition among 
the traps that were set for Jack. uo. 

We began by diving into the obscurest streets and lanes 
of the port. Suddenly pausing in a flow of ‘cheerful dis- 
course, before a dead wall, apparently some ten miles long, 
Mr. Superintendent struck upon the ground, and the wall 
opened and shot out, with military salute of hand to tem- 
ple, two policemen—not in the least surprised themselves, 
not in the least surprising Mr. Superintendent. 

“All right, Sharpeye?” - 
“Allright, sir.” . 
“Allright, Trampfoot? ” 
“ All right, sir.” oy 
“Ts Quickear there? ” 
“Here am I, sir.” 

~ “Come with us.” 
“Yes, sir? 
So Sharpeye went before, and Mr. Superintendent and I 

went next, and Trampfoot and Quickear marched as rear- 
guard. Sharpeye, I soon had occasion to remark, had a 
skilful and quite professional way of opening doors— 
touched latches delicately,-as if they were keys of musical 

_ instruments—opened every door he touched, as if he were 
perfectly confident that there was stolen property behind it 
—instantly insinuated himself, to prevent its being shut. 

Sharpeye opened several doors of traps that were set for 
Jack, but Jack did not happen tobe in any of them. They 
were all such miserable places that really, Jack, if I were 
you, I would give them a wider berth. In every trap, 
somebody was sitting over a fire, waiting for Jack. Now, 
it was a crouching old woman, like the picture of the Nor- 
wood Gipsy in the old sixpenny dream-books ; now, it was 
a crimp of the male sex, in a checked shirt and withouta 
coat, reading a newspaper; now, it was a man crimp and a 
woman crimp, who always introduced themselves as united 
in holy matrimony; now, it was Jack’s delight, his (un)- 
lovely Nan; but they were all waiting for Jack, and were 
all frightfully disappointed to see us. 

. “Who have you got up-stairs here?” says Sharpeye, 
generally. (In the Move-on tone.) 

“Nobody, surr; sure not a blessed sowl!” (Irish femi- 
nine reply.)
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“What do you mean by nobody? . Didn’t I hear a wom- 
an’s step go up-stairs when my hand was on the latch?” 

“Ah! sure thin you’re right, surr, I forgot her! ’Tis 
on’y Betsy White, surr. Ah! you know Betsy, surr. 
Come down, Betsy darlin’, and say the gintlemin.” 

Generally, Betsy looks over the banisters (the steep stair- 
case is in the room) with a forcible expression in her pro- 
testing face, of an intention to compensate herself for the 
present trial by grinding Jack finer than usual when he 
does come. Generally, Sharpeye turns to Mr. Superintend- 
ent, and says, as if the subjects of his remarks were wax- 
work: . 

‘One of the worst, sir, this house is. This woman has 
been indicted three times. This man’s a regular bad one 
likewise. His real name is Pegg. Gives himself out as 
Waterhouse.” 

“Never had sitch a name as Pegg near me back, thin, 
since I was in this house, bee the good Lard!” says the 
woman. . 

Generally, the man says nothing at all, but becomes ex- 
ceedingly round-shouldered, and pretends to read his paper 
with rapt attention. Generally, Sharpeye directs our ob- 
servation with a look, to the prints and pictures that are 
invariably numerous on the walls. Always, Trampfoot and 
Quickear are taking notice on the doorstep. In default of 
Sharpeye being acquainted with the exact individuality of 
any gentleman encountered, one of these two is sure to 
proclaim from the outer air, like a gruff spectre, that Jack- 
son is not Jackson, but knows himself to be Fogle; or that 
Canlon is Walker’s brother, against whom there was not 
sufficient evidence; or that the man who says he never was 
at sea since he was a boy, came ashore from a voyage last 
Thursday, or sails to-morrow morning. “And that is a 
bad class of man, you see,” says Mr. Superintendent, when 
he got out into the dark ‘again, “and very difficult to deal 
with, who, when he has made this place too hot to hold 
him, enters himself for a voyage as steward or cook, and 
is out of knowledge for months, and then turns up again 
worse than ever.” . 

When we had gone into many such houses, and had come 
out (always leaving everybody relapsing into waiting for 
Jack), we started off to a singing-house where Jack was 
expected to muster strong. Do 
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The vocalisation was taking place in a long low room up- 
stairs; at one end, an orchestra of two performers, and a 
small platform; across the room, a series of open pews for 
Jack, with an aisle down the middle; at the other end a 
larger pew than the rest, entitled Snug, and reserved for 
mates and similar good company. - About the room, some 
amazing coffee-coloured pictures varnished an inch deep, 
and some stuffed creatures in cases; dotted among the audi- 
ence, in Snug and out of Snug, the “ Professionals; ” among 
them, the celebrated: comic favourite Mr. -Banjo Bones, — 
looking very hideous with his blackened face and limp sugar-loaf hat; beside him, sipping rum-and-water, Mrs. 
Banjo Bones, in her natural colours—a little heightened. 

Jt was a Friday night, and Friday night was considered 
not a good night for Jack. At any rate, Jack did not show 
in very great force even here, though the house was one to which he much resorts, and where a good deal of money 
is taken. There was British Jack, a little maudlin and 
sleepy, lolling over his empty glass, as if he were trying to 
read his fortune at the bottom;‘there was Loafing Jack of 
the Stars and Stripes, rather an unpromising customer, with 
his long nose, lank cheek, high cheek-bones, and nothing 
soft about him but his cabbage-leaf hat; there was Spanish 
Jack, with curls of black. hair, rings in his ears, and a knife not far from his hand, if you got into trouble with him; there were Maltese Jack, and Jack of Sweden, and 
Jack the Finn, looming through the smoke of their pipes, 
and turning faces that looked as if they were carved out of 
dark wood, towards the young lady dancing the hornpipe: who found the platform so exceedingly small for it, that I had a nervous expectation of seeing her, in the backward steps, disappear through the window. Still, if all hands had been got together, they would not have more than half-filled the room, Observe, however, said Mr. Licensed _ Victualler, the host, that it was Friday night, and, besides, it was getting on for twelve, and Jack had gone abroad. A sharp and watchful. man, Mr. Licensed Victualler, the host, with tight lips and a complete edition of Cocker’s arithmetic in each eye. Attended to his business himself, ' he said. Always on the spot. When he heard of talent, trusted nobody’s account of it, but went off by rail to see it. If true talent, engaged it. . Pounds a week for talent— four pound—five pound. Banjo Bones was undoubted
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talent. Hear this instrument that was going to play—it 
was real talent! In truth it was very good; a kind of 
piano-accordion, played by a young girl of a delicate -pret- 
tiness of face, figure, and dress, that. made the audience 
look coarser. She sang to the instrument, too; first, a song 
about village bells, and how they chimed; ‘then a song 
about how I went to sea; winding up with an imitation of 
the bagpipes, which Mercantile Jack seemed to understand 
much the best. <A’ good girl, said Mr. Licensed Victual- 
ler. Kept herself select. Sat in Snug, not listening to 
the blandishments of Mates.. Lived with mother.. Father 
dead. Once a merchant well to do, but over-speculated 
himself. On delicate inquiry as to salary paid for item of 
talent under consideration, Mr. Victualler’s pounds dropped 

- suddenly to shillings—still it was a very comfortable thing 
for a young person like that,’ you know; she only went on 
six times a night, and was only required to be there from 
six at night to twelve. What was more conclusive was; 
Mr. Victualler’s assurance that he “never allowed any lan- 
guage, and never suffered any disturbance.” Sharpeye 
confirmed the statement, and the order that prevailed was 
the best proof of it that could have been cited. .: So, Icame * 
to the conclusion that poor Mercantile Jack might do (as I 
am afraid he does) much worse than’ trust himself to Mr. 
Victualler, and pass his evenings here. oo : 

But we had not yet looked, Mr. Superintendent—said 
Trampfoot, receiving us in the street again with military 
salute—for Dark Jack. True, Trampfoot. . Ring the won- 

,derful stick, rub the wonderful lantern,:and cause the 
spirits of the stick and lantern to convey us to the Darkies. 
‘There was no disappointment in. the matter of Dark 

Jack; he was producible, The Genii set us down in the 
little first floor of a little public-house, and ‘there, in a 
stiflingly close atmosphere, were Dark Jack, and Dark 
Jack’s delight, his white unlovely Nan, sitting against the 
wall all round the room. More than that: Dark Jack’s de- 
light was the least unlovely Nan, both morally and physi- 
cally, that I saw that night... - 

As a fiddle and tambourine band were sitting among the 
company, Quickear suggested why not strike up? “Ah, 
Ja’ads!” said a negro sitting by the door, “gib the jebblem 
adarnse. Tak’ yah pardlers, jebblem, for ’um Quap-rill.” 

This was the landlord, in a Greek cap, and a dress. half
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Greek and half English. As master of the ceremonies, he ealled all the figures, and occasionally addressed himself parenthetically—after this manner. When he was very loud, I use capitals. 
“Now den! Hoy! Onr. Right and left. (Put a steam on, gib ’um powder.) La-dies’ chail. Bat-loon say. Lemonade! Two. Apb-warnse and go back (gib ’ell a breakdown, shake it out o? yerselbs, keep a movil), Swineé-corners, Bat-loon Say, and Lemonade! (Hoy!) Turre. Gent come for’ard with a lady and go back, hop- persite come for’ard and do -what yer ‘can. . (Aeiohoy!) Bat-loon say, and leetle lemonade (Dat hair nigger by ’um fireplace "hind a? time, shake it out o’ yerselbs, gib ’ell a breakdown). Now den! Hoy! Four! Lemonade. Bat- loon say, and swing. - Four ladies meets in ’uin middle, ° FOUR gents goes round ’um ladies, Four gents passes out under ’um ladies? arms, swinc—and Lemonade till ’a moosic can’t play no more! . (Hoy, Hoy!) ” 

The male dancers were all blacks, and one was an un- usually powerful man of six feet three or four. The-sound . of their flat feet on the floor was as unlike the sound of white feet as their faces were unlike white faces. They _ toed. and heeled, shuffled, double-shuffled, double-double- shuffled, covered the buckle, and beat the time out, rarely, dancing with a great show of teeth, and with a childish good-humoured enjoyment that was very -prepossessing. They’ generally kept together, these poor fellows, said Mr. Superintendent, because they were ata disadvantage singly, and liable to slights in the neighbouring streets. But, if I were Light Jack, I should be very slow to. interfere: op- pressively with Dark J. ack, for, whenever I have had to do with him I have found him a simple and -a gentle fellow. Bearing this in mind, I asked his friendly permission to leave him restoration of beer, in wishing him good night, and thus it fell out that the last words I heard him say as I blundered down the worn stairs, were, “Jebblem’s elth! Ladies drinks fust! ” 
The night was now well on-into the morning, but, for miles and hours we explored a strange world, where no- body ever goes to bed, but everybody is eternally sitting Up, waiting for Jack. This exploration was among a laby- rinth of dismal courts and blind alleys, called Entries, kept in wonderful order by the police, and in much better
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order than by the corporation: the want of gaslight in the 

most dangerous and infamous of these places being quite 

unworthy of-so spirited a town. I need describe but two 

or three of the houses in which Jack was waited for as 

specimens of the rest. Many we attained by noisome pas- 

sages so profoundly dark that we felt our way with our 

hands. Not one of the whole number we visited, was 

without its show of prints and ornamented crockery; the 

quantity of the latter set forth on little shelves and in little 

cases, in otherwise wretched. rooms, indicating that Mer- 

cantile Jack must have an extraordinary fondness for 

. crockery, to necessitate so much of that bait in his traps. 

Among such garniture, in one front parlour in the dead . 

of the night, four women were sitting by a fire. One 

of them had a male child in her arms. On a ‘stool 

among them was a swarthy youth with a guitar, who 

had evidently stopped: playing when our footsteps were 

"heard. oo 

“Well! how do you do?” says Mr. Superintendent, looke. 

ing about him. 
“Pretty well, sir, and hope you gentlemen are going to 

treat us ladies, now you have come to see us.” 

“ Order there!”” says Sharpeye. : 

“None of that!” says Quickear. . 

Trampfoot, outside, is heard to confide to himself, “ Meg: 

gisson’s lot this is. Anda bad ’un!” - , : 

“Well!” says Mr. Superintendent, laying his hand on 

the shoulder of the swarthy youth, “and who’s this?” 

“ Antonio, sir.” . ; 

_ “And what does he do here? ” . 

“Come to give us a bit of music. No harm in that, T 

suppose? ” . 

“A young foreign sailor?.” oo 

“Yés. He’sa Spaniard. You’re a Spaniard, ain’t you,. 

Antonio? ” 
“Me Spanish.” 
“ And he don’t know a word you say, not he; not if you 

was to talk to him till doomsday.” (‘Iriumphantly, as if 

_ it redounded to the credit of the house. ). 

“Vill he play something? ” ee 

“Oh, yes, if you like. Play something, Antonio. You 

ain’t ashamed to play something; are you?” ° 

The cracked guitar raises the feeblest ghost of a tune,
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and three of the women keep time to it with their heads, and the fourth with the child. If Antonio has brought any money in with him, Iam afraid he will never take it out, and it even strikes me that his jacket and guitar may be in a bad way. But, the look of ‘the young man and the tinkling of the instrument so change the place ina moment to a leaf out of Don Quixote, that I wonder where his mule is stabled, until he leaves off, - ‘Iam bound to acknowledge (as it tends rather to my un. commercial confusion), that I occasioned a difficulty in this establishment, by having taken the child in my arms, For, 

ulated by rum, who claimed to be its mother, that unnat- ural parent put her hands ‘behind her, and declined to ae- cept it; backing into the fireplace, and very shrilly declar- ing, regardless of. remonstrance from her friends, that she knowed it to be Law, that whoever took a child from its mother of his own will, was bound to stick to it. The un- commercial sense of being in a rather ridiculous position with the poor little child beginning to be frightened, Was relieved by my worthy friend and fellow-constable, Trampfoot; who, laying hands on the article as if it were a Bottle, passed it on to the nearest woman, and bade her “take hold of that,” As we came out the Bottle was passed to the ferocious joker, and they all sat down as before, including Antonio and the guitar. It was clear that there was no such thing asa nightcap to this baby’s head, and that even he never went to bed, but was always kept up—and would grow up, kept up—waiting for Jack. , 
Later still in the night, we came (by the court “where the man was murdered,” and by the other court across the street, into which his body was dragged) to another parlour in another Entry, where several people were sitting round a fire in just the same way. Itwas a dirty and offensive place, with some ragged clothes drying in it; but there was a high shelf over the entrance-door (to be out of the reach of marauding hands, possibly) with two large white loaves on it, anda great piece of Cheshire cheese. “Well!” says Mr, Superintendent, with a comprehen- sive look all round, How do you do?” “Not much to boast of, sir.” From the curtseying woman of the house. “This is my good man, sir,”
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“You are not registered as a common Lodging House? ” 

“No, sir.” . oo 

Sharpeye (in the Move-on tone) puts in the pertinent in- 

quiry, “Then why ain’t you?” - 

“‘Ain’ got no one ‘here, Mr. Sharpeye,” rejoins the 

woman and my good man together, “but our own family.” 

“How many are you in family?” .. oe 

The woman takes time to count, under pretence of cough- 

ing, and adds, as one scant of breath, “Seven, sir.” , 

But she has missed: one, so Sharpeye, who knows all 

about it, says:. . Le . a 

. “¥ere’s a young man here makes eight, who ain’t of 

your family?” 0 . uc 

“No, Mr. Sharpeye, he’s a weekly lodger.” .. 

“What does he do fora living?” SO 

. The young man here, takes the reply upon himself, and. 

shortly answers, “ Ain’t got nothing todo.” a 

_ The young man here, is.modestly brooding behind a 

damp apron pendent from. a: clothes-line. As I glance at 

him I become—but I don’t know why—vaguely reminded 

of Woolwich, Chatham, ‘Portsmouth, and Dover. . When 

we get out, my respected fellow-constable Sharpeye ad- 

dressing Mr. Superintendent, says: cys . 

. “You noticed that young man; sir, in at Darby’s?” 

“Yes, What is he?” . co 

“Deserter, sir.” . . 

_ Mr. Sharpeye further intimates that when we have done 

with his services, he will step back and take that young 

man. Which in course of time he does: feeling at perfect 

ease about finding him, and knowing for a moral certainty 

that nobody in that region will be gone to bed. | 

Later still in the night, we came to another parlour up a 

step or two from the street, which was very cleanly, neatly, 

even tastefully, kept, and in which, set forth on a draped 

chest of drawers masking the staircase, was such a profu- 

sion of ornamental crockery, that it would have furnished 

forth a handsome sale-booth ata fair. It backed up a stout 

old lady—Hocartn drew her exact likeness more than 

once—and a boy who was carefully writing a copy in a 

copy-book. , a ao 

“Well, ma’am, how do you do?” 

Sweetly, she can assure the dear gentlemen, sweetly. 

Charmingly, charmingly. And overjoyed to see us!
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“Why, this is a strange time for this boy to be writing his copy. In the middle of the night! ” 
~ “So it is, dear gentlemen, Heaven bless your welcome faces and send ye prosperous, but he has been to the Play with a young friend for his diversion, and he combinates his improvement with entertainment, by doing his school- writing afterwards, God be good to ye!” 

_ The copy admonished. human. nature to subjugate the fire of every fierce desire. One might have thought it rec- ommended stirring’ the fire, the old lady so approved it, There she sat, rosily beaming at the copy-book and the boy, and invoking showers of blessings on our heads, when we left her in the middle of the night, waiting for Jack. _ Later still in the night, we came to a nauseous room with an earth floor, into which the refuse scum of an alley trickled. The stench of this habitation was abominable; the seeming poverty of it, diseased and dire. Yet, here again, was visitor or lodger—a man sitting before the fire, like the rest of ‘them ‘elsewhere, and apparently not dis- tasteful to the’ mistress’s niece, who was also before the 
fre. The mistress herself had the misfortune of being in 
jail. - an 

Three weird old women of transcendent ghastliness, were at needlework at a table in this room. ° Says Trampfoot to First Witch, “What are you making?” Says she, “ Money-bags.” toe 
_“ What are you making?” retorts Trampfoot, a little off his balance. - ” 
“Bags to hold: your money,” says the witch, shaking her head, and setting her teeth; “you as has got it.” 
She holds up a common cash-bag, and on the table is a heap of such bags. Witch Two laughs at us. Witch Three scowls at us. Witch sisterhood all, stitch, stitch. . First Witch has a réed circle round each eye. I fancy it like the beginning of the development of a perverted diabolical halo, and that when it spreads all round her head, she will die in the odour of devilry. : Trampfoot wishes to be informed what First: Witch has got behind the table, down by the side of her, there? Witches Two and Three croak angrily, “Show him the child!” ; 
She drags out a skinny little arm from a brown dustheap on the ground. Adjured not to disturb the child, she lets
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it drop again. Thus we find at last that there is one child in the world of Entries who goes to bed—if this be bed. 
Mr. Superintendent ‘asks how long are they going to 

work at those bags? . 
How long? First Witch repeats. Going to have supper presently. See the cups and saucers, and the plates. 
“Late? Ay! But we has to ’arn our supper afore we 

eats it!” Both the other witches repeat this after First 
Witch, and take the Uncommercial measurement with their 
eyes, as for a charmed winding-sheet.' Some grim discourse 
ensues, referring to the mistress of the cave, who will be 
released from jail to-morrow. Witches pronounce Tramp- 
foot “right there,” when he deems it a trying distance for 
the old lady to walk; she shall be fetched by niece in a 
spring-cart. . , 

As I took a parting look at First Witch in turning away, 
the red marks round her eyes seemed to have already grown 
larger, and she hungrily and thirstily looked out: beyond 
me into the dark doorway, to see if Jack were there. For, 
Jack came even here, and the. mistress had got into jail 
through deluding Jack. : . oO 

When I af last ended this night of travel and got to bed, 
I failed to keep my mind on comfortable thoughts of Sea- 
men’s Homes (not overdone with strictness), and improved 
dock regulations giving Jack greater benefit of fire and 
candle aboard ship, through my mind’s wandering among 
the vermin I had seen. Afterwards the same vermin ran 
all over my sleep. Evermore, when on a breezy day I see 
Poor Mercantile Jack running into port with a fair wind 
under all sail, I shall think of the unsleeping host of de- 
vourers who never go to bed, and are always in their set 
traps waiting for him. u 

  

VI. 

REFRESHMENTS FOR TRAVELLERS. 

In the late high winds I was blown to a great many 
places—and indeed, wind or no wind, I generally have ex- 
tensive transactions on hand in the ‘article of Air—but I 
have not been blown to any English place lately, and I
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very seldom have blown to any English place in my life, 
where I could get anything good to eat.and drink in five 
minutes, or where, if I sought it, I was received with a 
welcome. 

This is a curious thing to consider. But before (stimu- 
lated by my own experiences and the representations of 
many fellow-travellers of every. uncommercial and com- 
-mercial degree) I consider it further, I must utter a pass- 
ing word of wonder concerning high winds. 

I wonder why metropolitan gales always blow so hard at 
Walworth. I cannot imagine what Walworth has done, to 
bring such windy punishment upon itself, as I never fail 
to find recorded in the newspapers when the wind has 
blown at all hard. Brixton seems to have something on its 
conscience; Peckham suffers more than a virtuous Peckham 
might be supposed to deserve; the howling neighbourhood 
of Deptford figures largely in the accounts of the ingenious 
gentlemen who are out in every wind that blows, and to 
whom it is an ill high wind that blows no good; but, there 
can hardly be any Walworth left by this. time. It must 
surely be blown away. Ihave read of more chimney- 
stacks and house-copings coming down with terrific smashes 
at Walworth, and of more sacred edifices being nearly (not 
quite) blown out to sea from the same accursed locality, 
than I have read of practised thieves with the appearance 
and manners of gentlemen—a popular phenomenon which 
never existed on earth out of fiction and a. police report. 
Again: I wonder why people are always blown into the 
Surrey Canal, and into no other piece of water! Why do 
people get up early and go out in groups, to be blown into 
the Surrey Canal? Do they say to one another, “ Welcome 
death, so that we get into the newspapers?” Even that 
would be an insufficient explanation, because even then 
they might sometimes put themselves in the way of being 
blown into the Regent’s Canal, instead of always saddling 
Surrey for the field. Some nameless policeman, too, 15 
constantly, on the slightest provocation, getting himself 
blown into this same Surrey Canal. Will Srr RicuarD 
Mayne see to it, and restrain that weak-minded and feeble- 
bodied constable? 

To resume the consideration of the curious question of 
Refreshment. I am a Briton, and, as such, I am aware 
that I never will be a slave—and yet I have latent suspi-
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cion that there must be some slavery of wrong custom in this matter. 
J travel by railroad. I start from home at seven or eight in the morning, after breakfasting hurriedly. What with skimming over the open landscape, what with ‘mining in the damp bowels of the earth, what with banging booming and shrieking the scores of miles away, [am hungry when * I arrive at the “Refreshment” station where Tam ex- pected. Please to observe, expected. - I have said, I am hungry; perhaps I might say, with greater point and force, that I am to some extent exhausted, and that I need—in 

the expressive French sense of the word—to be restored. 
What is provided for my restoration? The apartment that 
is to restore me is a wind-trap, cunningly set to inveigle all 
the draughts in that country-side, and to communicate ‘a 
special intensity and velocity to them as they rotate in two: 
hurricanes: one, about my.wretched head: one, about my 
wretched legs. The training of the young ladies behind 
the counter who are to restore me, has been from their in- 
fancy directed to the assumption of a defiant dramatic show 
that Iam not expected. Itis in vain for me to represent 
to them by my humble and conciliatory manners, that I 
wish to be liberal. It is in vain for me to represent to my- 
self, for the encouragement of my sinkin g soul, that the 
young ladies have a pecuniary interest in my arrival. .Nei- 
ther my reason nor my feelings can make head against the 
cold glazed glare of eye with which I am assured that I am 
not expected, and not wanted. The solitary man among 
the bottles would sometimes take pity on me, if he dared,: 
but he is powerless against the rights and mights of 
Woman. (Of the page I make no account, for, he isa boy, 
and therefore the natural enemy of Creation.) Chilling: 
fast, in the deadly tornadoes to which my upper and lower 
extremities are exposed, and subdued by the moral ‘disad- 
vantage at which I stand, I turn my disconsolate eyes. on 
the refreshments that are to restore me. - I find that I must 
either scald my throat by insanely ladling into it, against 
time and for no wager, brown hot water stiffened with 
flour; or, I must make myself flaky and sick with Banbury 
cake; or, I must stuff into my delicate organisation, a cur- 
rant pincushion which I know will swell into immeasurable 
dimensions when it has got there; or, I must extort from 
an iron-bound quarry, with a fork, as if I were farming
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an inhospitable soil, some glutinous lumps of gristle and 
grease, called pork-pie. While thus forlornly occupied, I 
find that the depressing banquet on.the table is, in every 
phase of its profoundly unsatisfactory character, so like the 
banquet at the meanest and shabbiest of evening parties, 
that I begin to think I must have “brought down” to sup- 

’ per, the old lady unknown, blue with cold, who is setting 
her teeth on edge with a cool orange at my elbow—that the 
pastrycook who has compounded for the company on the 
lowest'terms per head, is a fraudulent bankrupt, redeem- 
ing his contract with the stale stock from his window— 
that, for some unexplained reason, the family giving the 
party have become my mortal foes, and have given it on 
purpose to affront me. Or,.I fancy that I am “breaking 
up” again, at the evening conversazione at school, charged 
‘two-and-sixpence in the half-year’s bill; or breaking down 
again at that celebrated evening party given at Mrs. Bogles’s 
boarding-house when I was a boarder there, on which occa- 
sion Mrs. Bogles was taken in execution by a branch of the 
legal profession who got in as the harp, and was removed 
(with the keys and subscribed capital) to a place of durance, 
half an hour prior to the commencement of the festivities. 

Take another case. 
Mr. Grazinglands, of the Midland Counties, came to 

London by railroad one morning last week, accompanied 
by the amiable and fascinating Mrs. Grazinglands. Mr. 
G. is a gentleman of a comfortable property, and hada 
little business to transact at the Bank of England, which 
required the concurrence and signature of Mrs. G. Their 
business disposed of, Mr. and Mrs. Grazinglands viewed 
the Royal Exchange, and the exterior of St. Paul’s Cathe- 
dral. The spirits of Mrs. Grazinglands then gradually be- 
ginning to flag, Mr. Grazinglands (who is the tenderest of 
husbands) remarked with sympathy, “Arabella, my dear, 
I fear you are faint.” Mrs. Grazinglands replied, “ Alex- 
ander, I am rather faint; but don’t mind me, I shall be 
better presently.” Touched by the feminine meekness of 
this answer, Mr. Grazinglands looked in at a pastrycook’s 
window, hesitating as to the expediency of lunching at that 
establishment. He: beheld nothing to eat, but butter in 
various forms, slightly charged with jam, and languidly 
frizzling over tepid water. Two ancient turtle-shells, on 
which was inscribed the legend, “Sours,” decorated 3
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glass partition within, enclosing a stuffy alcove, from which 
a ghastly mockery of a marriage-breakfast spread on a 
rickety table, warned the terrified traveller. An oblong 
box of stale and broken pastry at reduced prices, mounted 
on a stool, ornamented the doorway; and two high chairs 
that looked as if they were performing on stilts, embel- 
lished the counter. Over the whole, a young-lady pre- 
sided, whose gloomy haughtiness as she surveyed the street, 
announced a deep-seated grievance against society, and an 
implacable determination to be’ avenged.: From a beetle- 
haunted kitchen below this institution, fumes arose, sug- 
gestive of a.class of soup which'Mr. Grazinglands knew, 
from painful experience, enfeebles’the mind, distends the 
stomach, forces itself into the complexion, and tries to 
ooze out at the eyes. As he. decided against entering, 
and turned away, Mrs. Grazinglands becoming perceptibly 
weaker, repeated, “I am rather faint, Alexander, but don’t 
mind me.” Urged to new efforts by these words of resig- 
nation, Mr. Grazinglands. looked in at a cold and floury 
baker’s shop, where utilitarian buns unrelieved by a cur- 
rant, consorted. with hard biscuits, a stone filter of cold 
water, a hard pale clock, and a hard little old woman with 
flaxen hair, of an undeveloped-farinaceous aspect, as if she 
had been fed upon seeds.. He might have entered even 
here, but for: the timely remembrance: coming upon him 
that Jairing’s was but round the corner. ~~ - 

Now, Jairing’s being an hotel for families and gentle- 
men, in high repute’ among the -midland counties, Mr. 
Grazinglands plucked up a great spirit when he told Mrs. 
Grazinglands she should have a chop there. That lady, 
likewise felt that she was going to see Life.: . Arriving on 
that gay and festive scene, they found the second waiter, in 
a flabby undress, cleaning the windows of the empty coffee- _ 
room; and the first waiter, denuded of his white tie, mak- 

‘ing up-his cruets behind the Post-Office Directory. The 
latter (who took them in hand) was greatly put out by 
their patronage, and showed his mind to be troubled by a 
sense of the pressing necessity of instantly smuggling Mrs, 
Grazinglands into.the obscurest corner of the. building. 
This slighted lady (who is the pride of her division of the 
county) was. immediately conveyed, by several dark pas- 
sages, and up and down several steps, into a penitential 
apartment at the back of the house, where five invalided
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old plate-warmers leaned up against one another under a discarded old melancholy sideboard, and where the wintry Jeaves of all the dining-tables in the house lay thick. Also, a sofa, of incomprehensible form regarded from any sofane point of view, murmured “ Bed; ”:- while an air of mingled fluffiness and heeltaps, added, “Second Waiter’s.” Secreted in this dismal hold, objects of a mysterious dis- trust and suspicion,’ Mr. Grazinglands and his charming partner waited twenty minutes for the smoke (for it never ame to a fire), twenty-five minutes for the sherry, half an hour for the. tablecloth, forty minutes for the knives and forks, three-quarters of an hour for the chops, and an hour for the potatoes:. On settling the little bill—which was not much more than the day’s pay of a Lieutenant in the navy —Mr. Grazinglands took heart to remonstrate against the general quality and cost of. his reception. To whom the waiter replied, substantially, that Jairing’s made it a merit to have accepted him on any terms: “for,” added - the waiter (unmistakably coughing at Mrs. Grazinglands, the pride of her division of the county), “when indiwiduals is not. staying in the ’Ouse, their favours is not as a rule | looked upon as making it worth Mr. Jairing’s while; nor is it, indeed,,a style .of business Mr. Jairing wishes.” Finally, Mr. and Mrs. Grazinglands passed out of J: airing’s hotel for Families and Gentlemen, in a state of the greatest depression, scorned by the bar; and did not recover. their self-respect for several days. : - Or take another case. . Take your own case. 

- You are going off by railway, from any Terminus. You have twenty minutes for dinner, before you go. You want 
your dinner, and like Dr. Johnson, Sir, you like to dine. You present to your mind, a picture of the refreshment- table at that terminus. The conventional shabby evening- 
party supper—accepted as the model for all termini and all refreshment stations, because it is the last repast known to this state of existence of which any human creature 
would partake, but in the direst extremity—sickens your contemplation, and your words are these: “I cannot dine on stale sponge-cakes that turn to sand in the mouth. I cannot dine on shining brown patties, composed of un- known animals within, and offering to my. view the device of an indigestible star-fish in leaden pie-crust without. I cannot dine.on a sandwich that has long been pining under
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an exhausted receiver. I cannot dine on barley-sugar. I 
cannot dine on Toffee.” You repair to the nearest hotel, 
and arrive, agitated, in the coffee-room. 

It is a most astonishing fact that the waiter is very cold 
to you. Account for it how you may, smooth it over how 
you will, you cannot deny that he is cold to you. He is 
not glad to see you, he does not want you, he would much . 
rather you hadn’t come. - He opposes to your flushed con- 
dition, an immovable composure. As if this were not 
enough, another waiter, born, as it would seem, expressly to 
look at you in this passage of your life, stands at a little 
distance, with his napkin under his arm and his hands 
folded, looking at you with all his might. You impress on 
your waiter that you have ten minutes for dinner, and he 
proposes that you shall begin with a bit of fish which will 
be ready intwenty. That proposal declined, he suggests— 
as a neat originality—“ a weal or mutton cutlet.” You close 
with either cutlet, any cutlet, anything. He goes, leisure- 
ly, behind a door and calls down some unseen shaft. A 
ventriloquial dialogue ensues, tending finally to the effect 
that weal only, is available on the spur of the moment. 
You anxiously call out, “ Veal, then!” Your waiter hav- 
ing settled that point, returns to array your. tablecloth, 
with a table napkin folded cocked-hat-wise (slowly, for 
something out of window engages his eye), a white wine- 
glass, a green wine-glass, a -blue finger-glass, a tumbler, 
and a powerful field battery of fourteen castors with 
nothing in them; or at all events—which is enough for 
your purpose—with nothing in them that will come out. 
All this time, the other waiter looks at you—-with an air of 
mental comparison and curiosity, now, as if it had occurred 
to him that you are rather like his brother. _Half.your 
time gone, and nothing come but the jug of ale and the 
bread, you implore your waiter to “See after that. cutlet, 
waiter; pray do!” He cannot go at once, for he is carry- 
ing.in seventeen pounds of American cheese for you to 
finish with, and a small Landed Estate of celery and water- 
cresses. The other waiter changes -his leg, and takes a 
new view of you, doubtfully, now, as if he had rejected 
the resemblance to his brother, and had begun to think 
you more like his aunt or his grandmother. Again you be- 
seech your waiter with pathetic indignation, to “see after 
that cutlet!” He steps out to see after it, and by-and-
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bye, when you are going away without it, comes buck with 
it. Even then, he will not take the sham silver-cover off, without a pause for a flourish, and a look at the musty cut- let as if he were surprised to see it—which cannot possibly 
be the case, he must have seen it so often before. A sort of fur has been produced upon its surface by the cook’s art, and in a. sham silver vessel staggering on two feet in- stead of three, is a cutaneous kind of sauce, of brown pim- ples and-pickled cucumber. You order the bill, but your 
waiter cannot bring your bill. yet, because he is bringing, instead, three flinty-hearted potatoes and two grim head of brocoli, like the occasional ornaments on area railings, badly boiled. - You know that you will never come to this pass, any more than to the cheese and celery, and you impera- tively demand your bill; but, it takes time to get, even when gone for, because your waiter has to communicate 
with a lady who lives behind a sash-window in a corner, 
and who appears to have to refer to several Ledgers before 
she can make it out—as if you-had been staying there a 
year.. You become distracted to get away, and the other 
waiter, once more changing his leg, still looks at you— 
but suspiciously, now, as if you had begun to remind him’ 
of the party who took the great-coats last winter. Your 
bill at last brought and paid, at the rate of sixpence a 
mouthful, your waiter reproachfully reminds you that “at- 
tendance is not charged for a single meal,” and you have 
to search in all your pockets for sixpence more. -He has 
a worse opinion of you than ever, when you have given it 
to him, and lets you out into the street with the air of 
one saying to himself, as you cannot doubt he is, “I hope 
we shall never see you here again!” 

Or, take any other of the numerous travelling instances 
in which, with more time at your disposal, you are, have 
been, or may be, equally ill served. Take the old-estab- 
lished Bull’s Head with its oldtestablished knife-boxes on 
its old-established sideboards, its old-established flue under 
its old-established four-post bedsteads in its old-established 
airless rooms, its old-established frouziness up-stairs and 
down-stairs, its old-established cookery, and its old-estab- 
lished principles of plunder. Count up your injuries, in 
its side-dishes of ailing sweetbreads in white poultices, of 
apothecaries’ powders in rice for curry of pale stewed bits of calf ineffectually relying for an adventitious interest
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on forcemeat balls. You have had experience of the old- 
established Bull’s Head stringy fowls, with lower extremi- 
ties like wooden legs, sticking up out of the dish; of its 
cannibalic boiled mutton, gushing horribly among its capers, 
when carved; of its little dishes of pastry—roofs of sper- 
maceti ointment, erected over half an apple or four goose- 
berries. Well for you if you have‘ yet forgotten the old- 
established Bull’s Head fruity port: whose reputation was 
gained solely by the old-established price the Bull’s Head 
put upon it, and by the old-established air with which the 
Bull’s Head set the glasses and D’Oyleys on, and held that 
Liquid Gout to the three-and-sixpenny wax-candle, as if its 
old-established colour hadn’t come from the dyer’s. — . 

Or lastly, take to finish with, two cases that we all know, 
every day. Do 

We all know the new hotel near the station, where it is 
always gusty, going up the lane which is always muddy, 
where we are sure ‘to arrive at night, and where we make 
the gas start awfully when.we open the front door. We 
all know the flooring of the passages and staircases that is 
too new, and the walls that are too new, and the house 
that is haunted by the ghost of mortar. We all know the 
doors that have cracked, and the cracked shutters through 
which we get a glimpse of the disconsolate moon. We all 
know the new people, who have come to keep the new 
hotel, and who wish they had never come, and who (in- 
evitable result) wish we had never come. We all know 
how much too scant and smooth and bright the new furni- 
ture is, and how it has never settled down, and cannot fit 
itself into right places, and will get into wrong places. 
We all know how the gas, being lighted, shows maps of 

- Damp upon the walls. We all know how the ghost of 
mortar passes into our sandwich, stirs our negus, goes up 
to bed with us, ascends the pale bedroom chimney, and pre- 
vents the smoke from following. We all know how a leg 
of our chair comes off at breakfast in the morning, and how 
the dejected waiter attributes the accident to a ‘general 
greenness pervading the establishment, and informs us, in 
reply to a local inquiry, that he is thankful to say he is an 
entire stranger in that part of the country, and is going 
back to his own connection on Saturday. 

We all know, on the other hand, the great station hotel 
belonging to the company of proprietors, which has sud-
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denly sprung up in the back outskirts of any place we like to name, and where we look out of our palatial windows, _at little back yards and gardens, old summer-houses, fowl- houses, pigeon-traps, and pigsties. Weall know this hotel in which we can get anything we want, after its kind, for money; but where nobody is glad to see us, or sorry to see us, or minds (our bill paid) whether we come or 20, or how, or when, or why, or cares about us. We all know this hotel, where we have no individuality, but put our- selves into the general post, as it were, and are sorted and disposed of according -to our division. We all know that we can get on very well indeed at such a place, but still not perfectly well; and this may be, because the place is largely wholesale, and there is a lingering personal retail interest within us that asks to be satisfied. 
To sum.up. “My uncommercial travelling has not yet brought me to the conclusion that we are close to perfec- tion in these matters. And just as Ido not believe that the end of the world will ever be near at hand, so long as any of the. very. tiresome and: arrogant people who con- Stantly predict that catastrophe are left in it, so, I shall have small faith in the Hotel Millennium, while any of the uncomfortable superstitions I have glanced at remain in existence. oe 

  

VIL. 

TRAVELLING ABROAD. 
I cor into the travelling chariot—it was of German make, roomy, heavy, and unvarnished--I got into the travelling chariot, pulled up the steps after me, shut my- self in with a smart bang of the door, and gave the word, “Goon!? . 

"Immediately, all that W. and S. W. division of London began to slide away at a pace so lively, that I was over the river, and past the Old Kent Road, and out on Blackheath, and even ascending Shooter’s Hill, before I had had time to look about me in the carriage, like a collected traveller. I had two ample Imperials on the roof, other fitted stor- age for luggage in front, and other up behind; I had a net for books overhead, great pockets to all the windows, a
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leathern pouch or two hung up for odds and ends, and a 
reading lamp fixed in the back of the chariot, in case I 
should be benighted. Iwas amply provided in all respects, 
and had no idea where I was going (which was delightful), 
except that I was going abroad. Soe 

So smooth was the old high road, and so fresh were th 
horses, and so fast went I, that it was midway between 
Gravesend and Rochester, and the widening river was 
bearing the ships, white-sailed or black-smoked, out to sea, 
when I noticed by the wayside a very queer small boy. 

“Holloa!” said I, to the very queer small boy, “where 
do you live?” Lo! 

“At Chatham,” sayshe. - 
“What do you do there?” says I. 
“T go to school,” says he. co . 
I took him up in a moment, and we wenton. Presently, 

the very queer small boy says, “This is Gads-hill we are 
coming to, where Falstaff went out to rob those travellers, 
and ran away.” oo 

“You know something about Falstaff, eh?” said I. 
“ All about him,” said the very queer small boy.. “Iam 

old (I am nine), and I read all sorts of books. But do let 
us stop at the top of the hill, and look at the house there, 
if you please!” Se oe 

“You admire that house?” said I. 
“Bless you, sir,” said the very queer small boy, “when 

I was not more than half as old as nine, it used to bea 
treat for me to be brought to look atit. And now, Iam 
nine, I come by myself to look at it. And ever since I can 
recollect, my father, seeing me so fond of it, has often said 
to me, ‘If you were to be very persevering and were to 
work hard, you might some day come to live in it.’ 
Though that’s impossible!” said the very queer small boy, 
drawing a low breath, and now staring at the house out of 
window with all his might. — . To ‘ 

I was rather amazed to be told this by the very queer 
small boy; for that house happens to be my house, and I 
have reason to believe that what he said was true.  —* 

Well! I made no halt there, and I soon dropped the very 
queer small boy and went on. Over the road where the 
old Romans used to march, over the road where the old 
Canterbury pilgrims used to go, over the road where the 
travelling trains of the old imperious priests and princes used
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to jingle on horseback between the continent and this Island through the mud and water, over the road where Shakespeare hummed to himself, “Blow, blow, thou win- ter wind,” as he sat in the saddle at the gate of the inn yard noticing the carriers 3; all among the cherry orchards, apple orchards, cornfields and hop-gardens; so went I, by Canterbury to Dover. There, the sea was tumbling in, with deep sounds, after. dark, and the revolving French light on Cape Grinez was seen regularly bursting out and becoming obscured, as if the head of a gigantic light-keeper in an anxious state of mind were interposed every half minute, to look how it was burning. 
Early in the morning I was on the deck of the steam- packet, and we were aiming at the bar in the usual intoler- able manner, and the bar was aiming at us in the usual in- tolerable manner, and the bar got by far the best of it, and we got by far the worst—all in the usual intolerable man- ner.. 
But, when I was clear of the Custom House on the other side, and when I began to make the dust fly on the thirsty French roads,.and when the twigsome trees by the wayside - (which, I Suppose, never will grow leafy, for they never did) guarded here and there a dusty soldier, or field la- bourer, baking on a heap of broken stones, sound asleep in a fiction of shade, I began to recover my travelling spirits. Coming upon the breaker of the broken stones, in a hard hot shining hat, on which the ‘sun played at a distance as . on a, burning-glass, I felt that now, indeed, I was in the dear old France of my affections. I should have known it, without the well-remembered bottle of rough ordinary wine, the cold roast fowl, the loaf, and the pinch of salt, on which I lunched with unspeakable satisfaction, from one of the stuffed pockets of the chariot. : I must have fallen asleep after lunch, for when a bright face looked in at the window, I started, and said: “Good God, Louis, I dreamed you were dead!” ’ My cheerful servant laughed, and answered: “Me? Not at all, sir.” 

“How glad I am to wake! . What are we doing, Louis?” nine go to take relay of horses. Will you walk up the ill? 
“ Certainly.” - . Welcome the old French hill, with the old French luna-
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tic (not in the most distant degree related-to Sterne’s 
Maria) living ina thatched dog-kennel half way up, and 
flying out with his crutch and his big head and extended 
nighteap, to be beforehand with the old men and women 
exhibiting crippled children, and with the children exhib- 
iting old men and women, ugly and blind, who always 
seemed by resurrectionary process to be recalled out of the 
elements for the sudden peopling of the solitude! 

“Tt is well,” said I, scattering among them what small 
coin I had; “here comes Louis, and I am quite roused from 
my nap.” : ° . oo . m, 

We journeyed on again, and I welcomed every new as- 

surance that France stood where I had left it. There were 

the posting-houses, with their archways, dirty stable-yards, 

and clean post-masters’. wives, bright women of business, 

looking on at the’ putting-to of the horses; there were the 

postilions counting what money they got, into their hats, 

and never making enough of it; there were the standard 

population of grey horses of Flanders descent, invariably 

biting one another when they got a chance; there were the 

fleecy sheepskins, looped on over their uniforms by the 

postilions, like bibbed aprons when it blew and rained; 

there were their jack-boots,'and their cracking whips; 

there were the ‘cathedrals that I.got out to see, as under 

some cruel bondage, in no wise desiring to see them; ‘there 

were the little towns that appeared to have no reason for 

being towns, since most of their houses were to let and-no- 

_ body could be induced to look at them, except the people 

who couldn’t let them and had nothing else to do but look 

at them allday. I Jay a night upon the road and enjoyed 

delectable cookery of: potatoes, and some other sensible 

things, adoption of which at home would inevitably be 

shown to be fraught with ruin, somehow or other, to that 

rickety national blessing, the British farmer; and at last 

I was rattled, like a single’ pill in a box, over leagues of 

stones, until—madly cracking, plunging, and flourishing 

two grey tails about—I made my triumphal entry into Paris. 

At Paris, I took an upper apartment fora few days in 

one of the hotels of the Rue de Rivoli; my front windows 

looking into the garden of the Tuileries (where the prin- 

cipal difference between the nursemaids and the flowers 

seemed to be that the former were locomotive and the lat- 

ter not): my back windows looking at all the other back
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windows in the hotel, and deep down into a paved yard, where my German chariot had retired under a tight-fitting archway, to all appearance for life, and where bells rang all day without anybody’s minding them but certain chamber- lains with feather brooms and green baize caps, who here and there leaned out of some high window placidly looking down, and where neat waiters with ‘trays on their left shoulders passed and repassed from morning to night, Whenever I am in Paris, I am dragged by invisible force into the Morgue. I never want to go there, but am always pulled there. One Christmas Da » When I would rather have been anywhere else, I was attracted in, to see an old grey man lying all alone on his cold bed, with a tap of water turned on over his grey hair, and running, drip, drip, drip, down his wretched face until it got to the corner of his mouth, where it took a turn, and made him look sly. One New Year’s Morning (by the same token, the sun was shining outside, and there was a mountebank balancing a feather. on his nose, within a.yard of the gate), I was pulled in again to look ata flaxen-haired boy of eighteen, with a heart hanging on his breast—* from his mother,” was engraven on it—who had come into the net across the river, with a bullet wound in his fair forehead and his hands cut with a knife, but whence or how was a blank mystery. This time, I was forced into the same dread place, to see a large dark man whose disfigurement by water was in a frightful manner, comic, and whose expres- sion was that of a prizé-fighter who had closed his eyelids under a heavy blow, ‘but was going immediately to open them, shake his head, and “come up smiling.” Oh what this large dark man cost me in that bright city! ‘It was very hot weather, and he was none the better for that, and I was much the worse. Indeed, a very neat and pleasant little woman with the key of her lodging on her forefinger, who had been showing him to her little girl while she and the child ate sweetmeats, observed nsonsieur looking poorly as we came out together, and asked mon- sieur, with her wondering little eyebrows prettily raised, if there were anything the matter? . Faintly replying in the negative, monsieur crossed the road to a wine-shop, got some brandy, and resolved to freshen himself with .a dip in the great floating bath on the river. oo . . The bath was crowded in the usual airy manner, by a
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male population in striped drawers of various gay colours, 
who walked up and down arm in arm, drank coffee, smoked 
cigars, sat at little tables, conversed politely with the dam- 
sels who dispensed. the towels, and every now and then 
pitched themselves into the river head foremost, and came 
out again to repeat this social routine. I made haste to 
participate in the water part of the entertainments, and 
was in the full enjoyment of a delightful bath, when all in 
a moment I was seized with an unreasonable idea that the 
large dark body was floating straight at me. 

I was out of the river, and dressing instantly. In the 
shock I had taken some water into my mouth, and it turned 
me sick, for I fancied that the contamination of the crea- 
ture was init. I had got back to my cool darkened room 
in the hotel, and was lying on a sofa there, before I: began 
to reason with myself. 

Of. course, I knew. perfectly well that the large dark 

creature was stone dead, and that I should no more come 

upon him out of the place where I had seen him dead, than 
I should come upon the cathedral of Notre-Dame in an 

entirely new situation. What troubled me was the picture 
of the creature; and that had so curiously and strongly 
painted itself upon my brain, that I could not get rid of it 

until it was worn out. i 

I noticed the peculiarities of this possession, while it was 

a real discomfort to me. That very day, at dinner, some 

morsel on my plate looked like a piece of him, and I was 
glad to get up and go out. Later in the evening, I was 

walking along the Rue St. Honoré, when I saw a bill ata 

public room there, announcing small-sword exercise, broad- 

sword exercise, wrestling, and other such feats. I went 

in, and some of the sword-play being very skilful, re- 

mained. - A specimen of our own national sport, The Brit- 

ish Boaxe, was announced to be given at the close of the 

evening. In an evil hour, I determined to wait for this 

Boaxe, as became a Briton. It was a clumsy specimen (ex- 

ecuted by two English grooms out of place), but one of the 

combatants, receiving a straight right-hander with the 

glove between his eyes, did exactly what the large dark 

creature in the Morgue had seemed going to do—and tin- 

ished me for that night. . 

There was rather a sickly smell (not at all an unusual 

fragrance in Paris) in the little ante-room of my apartment
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atthe hotel. The large dark creature in the Morgue was by no direct experience associated with my sense of smell, 
because, when I came to the knowledge of him, he Jay be- 
hind a wall of thick plate-glass as good as a wallof steel or 
marble for that matter. Yet the whiff of the room never failed to reproduce him. .What was more curious, was the capriciousness with which: his portrait seemed to light it- self up in my mind, elsewhere. I might be walking in the Palais Royal, lazily enjoying the shop windows, and might be regaling myself with one of the ready-made clothes shops that are set out there. My eyes, wandering over im- possible-waisted dressing-gowns and luminous waistcoats, would fall upon the master, or the shopman, or even the very dummy at the door, and would suggest to me, “ Some- thing like him! ”—and instantly I was sickened again, This would happen at the theatre, in the same manner. Often it would happen in the street, when I certainly was not looking for the likeness, and when probably there was no likeness there. It was not because the creature was 
dead that I was so haunted, because I know that I might 
have been (and I know it because I have been) equally attended by the image of a living aversion. This lasted 
about a week. The picture did not fade by degrees, in the 
sense that it became a whit less forcible and distinct, but in the sense that it obtruded itself less and less frequently. The experience may be worth considering by some who have the care of children. It would be difficult to over- state the intensity and accuracy of an intelligent child’s ob- servation. . At that impressible time of life, it must some- times produce a fixed impression. If the fixed impression be of an object terrible to the child, it will be (for want of veasoning upon) inseparable from great fear. Force the child at such a time, be Spartan with it, send it into the 
dark against its will, leave it in a lonely bedroom against its will, and you had better murder it. 

On a bright morning I rattled away from Paris, in the German chariot, and left the large dark creature behind 
me for good. I ought to confess, though, that I had been 
drawn back to the Morgue, after he was put underground, to look at his clothes, and that I found them frightfully like him—particularly his boots. However, I rattled away for Switzerland, looking forward and not backward, and so 
we parted company.
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Welcome again, the long long spell of France, with the 
queer country inns, full of vases of flowers and clocks, in 
the dull little towns, and with the little population not at 
all dull on the little Boulevard in the evening, under the 
little trees! Welcome Monsieur the Curé walking alone 
in the early morning a short way out of the town, read- 
ing that eternal Breviary of yours, which surely might be 
almost read, without book, by this time! Welcome Mon- 
sieur the Curé, later in the day, jolting through the high- 
way dust (as if you had already ascended to the cloudy 
region), in a very big-headed cabriolet, with the dried mud 
of a dozen winters on it. Welcome again Monsieur the 
Curé, as we exchange salutations; you, straightening your 

* back to look at’ the German chariot, while picking in your 
little village garden a vegetable or two for the day’s soup: 
I, looking out of the German chariot window in that de- 
licious traveller’s trance which knows no cares, no yester- 
days, no to-morrows, nothing but the passing objects and 
the passing scents and sounds! And so I came, in due 
course of delight, to Strasbourg, where I passed a wet Sun- 
day evening at a ‘window, while an idle trifle of a vaude- 
ville was played for me at the opposite house. 9. 
How such a large house came to have only three people 

living in it, was its own affair. ‘There were at least a score 
of windows in its high’ roof alone; how many in its gro- 
tesque front, I soon gave up counting. ‘The owner was a 
shopkeeper, by name Straudenheim; by trade—I couldn’t 
make out what by trade, for he had forborne to -write that 
up, and his shop was shut. moe oe. 

At first, as I looked at Straudenheim’s, through the 
steadily falling rain, I set him up in business in the goose- 
liver line. . But, inspection of Straudenheim, who became 
visible at a window on the second floor, convinced me that 
there was something more precious than liver in the case. 
He wore a black velvet skull-cap, and looked usurious and 
rich. A large-lipped, pear-nosed old man, with white hair, 
and keen eyes, though near-sighted. He was writing ata 

desk, was Straudenheim, and ever and again left off writ- 
jng, put his pen in his mouth, and went through actions 
with his right hand, like a man: steadying piles of cash. 

Five-frane pieces, Straudenheim, or golden Napoleons? A 
jeweller, Straudenheim, a dealer in money, a diamond mer- 

chant, or what? , 

16
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_ Below Straudenheim, at a window on the first floor, sat 
his housekeeper—far from young, but of a comely pres- 
ence, suggestive of a well-matured foot and ankle, She 
was cheerily dressed, had a fan in her: hand, and wore 
large gold earrings and a large gold cross. She would have 
-been out holiday-making (as I settled it) but for the pesti- 
lent rain. Strasbourg had given up holiday-making for 
that once, as.a bad jon, because the rain was jerking in 
gushes out of the old roof-spouts, and running in a brook 
down the middle of the street, The housekeeper, her arms 
folded on her bosom and her fan tapping her chin, was 
bright and smiling at her. open’ window, but otherwise 
Straudenheim’s house front was very dreary. The house- ' 
keeper’s was the 6nly open window in it; Straudenheim 
kept himself close, though it was a sultry evening when 
air is pleasant, and though the rain had brought into the 
town that vague refreshing smell of grass which rain does 
bring in the summer-time, ‘ 

The dim appearance of a man at Straudenheim’s shoul- 
der, inspired me with a misgiving that somebody had come 
to murder that flourishing merchant for the wealth with 
which I had handsomely endowed him: the rather, as it 
Was an excited man, lean and long of figure, and evidently 
Stealthy of foot. But, he conferred with Straudenheim in- 
stead of doing him a mortal injury, and then they both 
softly opened the other window of that room—which was 
immediately over the housekeeper’s—and tried to see her 
by looking down. And my opinion of Straudenheim was 
much lowered when I saw that eminent citizen spit out of 
window, clearly with the hope of spitting on the honse- 
keeper. 

The unconscious housekeeper fanned herself, tossed her 
head, and laughed. Though unconscious of Straudenheim, 
she was conscious of somebody else—of me?—there was 
nobody else. , 

After leaning so far out of the window, that I confidently 
expected to see their heels tilt up, Straudenheim and the 
‘lean man drew their heads in and shut the window. Pres- 
ently, the house door secretly opened, and they slowly and 
Spitefully crept forth into the pouring rain. They were 
coming over to me (I thought) to demand satisfaction for 
my looking at the housekeeper, when they plunged intoa 
recess in the architecture under my window and dragged
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out the puniest of little soldiers, begirt with the most in- 
nocent of little swords. The tall glazed head-dress of this 
warrior, Straudenheim instantly knocked off, and out of it 
fell two sugar-sticks, and three or four large lumps of sugar. 

The warrior made no effort to recover his property or to 
pick up his shako, but looked with an expression of atten- 
tion at Straudenheim when he kicked him five times, and 
also at the lean man when he kicked him five times, and 
again at Straudenheim when he tore the breast of his (the 
warrior’s) little coat open, and shook all his ten fingers in 
his face, as if they were ten thousand. . When these out- 
rages had been committed, Straudenheim and his man went 
into the house again and: barred the door. A wonderful - 
circumstance was, that the housekeeper who saw it all (and 
who could have taken six such warriors to her buxom bosom 
at once), only fanned herself and laughed as she had 
laughed before, and seemed to have no opinion about it, 
one way orother. .. | - 

But, the chief effect: of the drama was the remarkable 
vengeance taken by the little warrior, Left alone in the 
rain, he picked up his shako; put it on, all wet and dirty 
as it was; retired into a court, of which Straudenheim’s 
house formed the corner; wheeled about; and bringing his 
two forefingers close to the top of his nose,:rubbed them - 
over one another, crosswise, in derision, defiance, and con- 
tempt of Straudenheim. Although Straudenheim could not 
possibly be supposed to be conscious of this strange’ pro- 
ceeding, it so inflated and comforted the. little warrior’s 
soul, that twice he went away, and twice came back into 
the court to repeat it, as though it must goad his enemy to 
madness. Not only that, but he afterwards came back 
with two other small warriors, and they all three did it to- 
gether. . Not only that—as I live to tell the tale!—but just 
as it was falling quite dark, the three came back, bringing 
vith them a-huge bearded Sapper, whom they moved, by . 
recital of the original.wrong, to go through the same per 
formance, with the same’ complete absence of all possible 
knowledge of. it on the part of Straudenheim, And then 
they all went away, armin arm, singing. ©: <-> -y 

- IT went away too, in the German chariot at-sunrise, and 
rattled on, day after day, like one in a sweet.dream; with 
so many Clear little bells on the harness of the horses, that 
the nursery rhyme:about Banbury Cross and the venerable
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lady who rode in state there, was always in my ears. And 
now I came to the land of wooden houses, innocent cakes, 
thin butter soup; and spotless little inn bedrooms with a 
family likeness to Dairies. And now the Swiss marksmen 
were for ever rifle-shooting at marks across gorges, so ex- 
ceedingly near my ear, that I: felt like a new Gesler in a Canton of Tells, and went in highly-deserved danger of 
my tyrannical life. The prizes at these shootings, were watches, smart handkerchiefs, hats, spoons, and (above all) tea-trays; and at these contests I came upon a more than usually accomplished and amiable countryman of my own, who had shot himself deaf in whole years of competition, and had won so many tea-trays that he went about the country with his carriage full of them, like a glorified 
Cheap-Jack. - 

In the mountain-country into which I had now travelled, a yoke of oxen were sometimes hooked on before the post- 
horses, and I went lumbering up, up, up, through mist and 
rain, with the roar of falling water for change of music. 
Of a sudden, mist and rain would clear away, and I would 
come down into picturesque little towns with gleaming 
spires and odd towers; and would stroll afoot into market. 
places in steep winding streets, where a hundred women in bodices, sold eggs and honey, butter and fruit, and suckled 
their children as they sat by their clean baskets, and had . such enormous goitres (or glandular swellings in the throat) 
that it became a science to know where the nurse ended and the child began. ‘About this time, I deserted my German 
chariot for the back of a mule (in colour and consistency so very like a dusty old hair trunk I once had at school, that I half-expected to see my initials in brass-headed nails on 
his backbone), and went up a thousand rugged ways, and looked down at a thousand woods of fir and pine, and would 
on the whole have preferred my mule’s keeping a little 

- Rearer to the inside, and not usually travelling with a hoof 
or two over the precipice—though much consoled by ex- 
planation that this was to be attributed to his great sagac- 
ity, by reason of his carrying broad loads of wood at other 
times, and not being clear but that I myself belonged to that station of life, and required as much room as they. 
He brought me safely, in his own wise way, among the passes of the Alps, and here I -enjoyed a dozen climates a day; being now (like Don Quixote on the back of the
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wooden horse) in the region of wind, now in the region of 
fire, now in the region of unmelting ice and snow. Here, 
I passed over trembling domes of ice, beneath which the 
cataract was roaring; and here was received under arches 
of icicles, of unspeakable beauty; and here the sweet airz 
was so bracing and so light, that at halting-times I rolled 
in the snow.when I saw my mule do it, thinking that he 
must know best.* At this part of the journey we would 
come, at midday, into half an hour’s thaw:: when the rough 
mountain inn would be found on an island of deep mud in 
a sea of snow, while the baiting strings of mules, and the 
carts full of casks and bales, which had ‘been in an Arctic 
condition a mile off, would steam again. -By such ways 
and means, I would come to the cluster of chalets: where I 
had to turn out of the track to see the waterfall; and then, 
uttering a howl like a young giant, on espying a traveller 

—in other words, something to eat—coming up the steep, 

the idiot lying on the wood-pile who sunned himself and 

nursed his goitre, would rouse the woman-guide within the 

hut, who would stream out hastily, throwing her child over 

one of her shoulders and her goitre over the other, as she 

came along. I slept at religious houses, and bleak refuges 

of many kinds, on this journey, and by the stove at night 

heard stories of travellers who had perished within call, in 

wreaths and drifts of snow.’ One night the stove within, 

and the cold outside, awakened childish associations long 

forgotten, and: I dreamed I was in Russia—the identical 

serf out of a picture-book I had, before I could read it for 

myself—and that I was going to be knouted by a noble 

personage in a fur cap, boots, and: earrings, who, I think, 

must have come out of some melodrama. Se, 

Commend me to the beautiful waters among these moun- 

tains! Though I was not of their mind: they, being in- 

veterately bent on getting down into the level country, and 

{ ardently desiring to linger where I was.’ What desperate 

leaps they took, what dark abysses they plunged into, what 

rocks they wore away, what echoes they invoked! In one 

part where I went, they were pressed into the service of 

carrying wood down, to be burnt next winter, 'as costly 

fuel, in Italy. But, their fierce savage nature was not to 

be easily constrained, and they fought with every limb of 

the wood; whirling it round and round, stripping its bark 

away, dashing it against pointed corners, driving it out.of
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the course, and roaring and. flying at the peasants who steered it back again from the bank with long stout poles. Alas! concurrent streams of time and water carried me down fast, and I Came; on an exquisitely clear day, to the Lausanne shore of the Lake of Geneva, where I stood look- ing at the bright blue water, the flushed white mountains opposite, and the boats at my feet with their furled Medi- terranean sails, showing like enormous magnifications of this goose-quill pen that is now inmy hand. - | —The sky became overcast without any notice; a wind very like the March east wind of England, blew across me; and a voice said, “How do you like it?. Willit do?” .° I had merely shut myself, for half a minute, in a Ger- man travelling chariot that stood for sale in the Carriage Department of the London Pantechnicon. I had a commis- sion to buy it, for a friend who was going abroad; and the look and manner of the chariot, as I tried the cushions and the springs, brought all these hints of travelling remem- brance before me, Pe a “Tt will do very well,” said I, rather sorrowfully, as I got out at the other door, and shut the carriage up. ” 

  

VIII. |: 

THE GREAT TASMANIA'S CARGO, 
I TrRaven constantly, up and down a certain line of rail- way that has a terminus in London. It is the railway for a large military depot, and for other large barracks. To the best of my serious belief, I have never. been on that railway by daylight, without seeing some handcuffed de- Serters in the train, : 
It is in the nature of things that such an institution as our English army should have many bad and troublesome characters in it, | But, this is a reason for, and not against, its being made as acceptable as possible to well-disposed men of decent behaviour. Such men are assuredly not tempted into the ranks, by the beastly inversion of natural laws, and the compulsion to live in worse than swinish foulness, Accordingly, when any such Circumlocutional embellishments of the soldier’s condition have of late been
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brought to notice, we civilians; seated in outer darkness 
cheerfully meditating on an Income Tax, have considered 
the matter as being our-business, and have shown a tend- 
ency to declare that we would-rather not have it misregu- 
lated, if such declaration may, without violence to the 
Church Catechism, be hinted to those who are put in au- 
thority over us. - nn a, 

Any animated description of a modern. battle, any pri- 
vate soldier’s letter published in the newspapers, any page 
of the records of the Victoria Cross, will show that in the 

’ ranks of the army, there exists under all disadvantages as 
fine a sense of duty as is to be found in any station on 
earth. . Who doubts that if we all did our duty as faith- 
fully as the soldier does his, this world would be.a better 
place? There may be greater difficulties in our way than 
in the soldier’s.. Not disputed. But, let us at least do 
our duty towards him. : 

I had got back again to that rich and beautiful port 
where I had looked after Mercantile Jack, and I was walk- 
ing up a hill there, on a wild March morning. My con- 
versation with my official friend Pangloss, by whom I was 
accidentally accompanied, took this direction as we took 
the up-hill direction, because the object of my uncommer- 
cial journey was to see some discharged soldiers who had 
recently come home from. India, There were men of 
Fiaverock’s among them; there were men who had been’ 
in many of the great battles of the great Indian campaign, 
among them; and I was curious to note what our dis- 
charged soldiers looked like, when they were done with. 

I was not the less interested (as I mentioned to my offi- 
cial friend Pangloss) because these men had claimed to be 
discharged, when their right to be discharged was not ad- 
mitted. They had behaved with unblemished fidelity and 
bravery; but, a change of circumstances had arisen, which, 

as they considered, put an-end to their compact and enti- 

tled them to enter on a new one. Their demand had been 

blunderingly resisted by the authorities in India; but, it 
is to be presumed that the men were not far wrong, inas- 

much as the bungle had ended in their being sent home 
discharged, in pursuance of orders from home. (There 
was an immense waste of money, of course.) 

Under these circumstances—thought I, as I walked up 

the hill, on which I accidentally encountered my official
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friend—under these circumstances of the men having sue. cessfully opposed themselves to the Pagoda Department of that great Circumlocution Office on which the sun never sets and the light of reason never rises, the Pagoda Depart- ment will have been particularly careful of the national honour. It will have shown. these men, in the serupulous good faith, not to say the generosity, of its dealing with them, that great national authorities can have no small re- taliations and revenges. It will haye made every provision for their health on the passage home, and will have landed ' them, restored from their campaigning fatigues by a sea- ° voyage, pure air, sound food, and good medicines. And I ‘pleased myself with dwelling beforehand, on the great ac- counts of their personal treatment which these men would carry into their various towns and villages, and on the in- creasing popularity of the service that would insensibly fol- low. I almost began to hope that the hitherto-never-fail- ing deserters on my railroad would by-and-bye become a phenomenon. — ~ : ‘In this agreeable frame of mind I entered the workhouse of Liverpool.—For, the cultivation of laurels in a sandy soil, had brought the soldiers in question to that abode of Glory. ‘Before going into their wards to visit. them, I inquired how they had made their triumphant entry there? They had been brought through the rain in carts, it seemed, from the landing-place to the gate, and had: then been carried up-stairs on the backs of paupers. Their groans and pains during the performance of this glorious pageant, had been So distressing, as to bring tears into the eyes of spectators but too well accustomed to scenes of suffering. The men Were so dreadfully cold, that those who could get near the fires were hard to be restrained from thrusting their feet in 
among the blazing coals, They were so horribly reduced, that they were awful to look upon. - Racked with. dysen- tery and blackened: ‘with scurvy, one hundred and forty patched soldiers had been revived with brandy and laid in ed... ee ” . 
My official friend Pangloss is lineally descended from a learned doctor of that name, who was once tutor to Can- dide, an ingenious young gentleman of some celebrity. In his personal character, he is as humane and worthy a gen- tleman as any I know; in his official capacity, he unfortu- nately preaches the doctrines of his renowned ancestor, by
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demonstrating on all occasions that we live in the best of 
all possible official worlds. a 

“In the name of Humanity,” said I, “how did the men 
fall into this deplorable state? . Was the ship well found 
in stores? ” : re a 

- .“I am not here to asseverate that I know the fact, of my 
own knowledge,” answered Pangloss, “but I have grounds 
for asserting that the. stores were the best of. all possible 
stores.” - Lo, me 

A medical officer laid before us, a handful of rotten bis- 
cuit, and a handful of split peas. The biscuit was a honey- 
combed heap of maggots, and the excrement of maggots. 
The peas were even harder than this filth. A similar hand- 
ful had been experimentally boiled six hours, and had 
shown no signs of softening. These were the stores on 
which the soldiers had been fed. a 

“The beef ——” I began, when Pangloss cut me short. 

“Was the best of all possible beef,” said he. 

But, behold, there was laid before us. certain evidence 

given at the Coroner’s Inquest, holden on some of the men 

(who had obstinately died: of their treatment), and from 
that evidence it appeared that the beef was the worst of 

possible beef! TB 
“Then I lay my hand upon’ my heart, and take my 

stand,” said Pangloss, “by the pork, which was the best 

of all possible pork.” Cotbed ae 

“But look at this food before our eyes, if one may so 

misuse the word,” said I. “Would any Inspector who did 

his duty, pass such abomination? ” . oe : 

“Tt ought not to have been: passed,” Pangloss admitted. 

“Then the authorities out there——” I began, when 

Pangloss cut me short again. ot: oe 

“There would certainly seem to have been something 

wrong somewhere,” said he; “but Iam prepared to prove 

that the authorities out there, are the best of all possible 

authorities.” 
_ 

~ I never heard of any impeached public authority in my 

life, who was not the best public authority in existence. 

“We are told of these unfortunate men being laid low 

by scurvy,” said I. . “Since lime-juice has been regularly 

stored and served out in our navy, surely that, disease, 

which used to devastate it, has almost disappeared?, Was 

‘there lime-juice aboard this transport?” 
oe 
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My official friend was beginning “the best of all possible ——” when an inconvenient medical forefinger pointed out another passage in the evidence, from which it appeared that the lime-juice had been bad too. Not to mention that the vinegar had been bad -too, the vegetables bad too, the cooking accommodation insufficient (if there had been any- ‘thing worth mentioning to cook), the water supply exceed- ingly inadequate, and the beer sour. 2. |: .“Then the men,” said Pangloss, a little irritated, “were the worst of all possible men.” 70° 
. “In what respect?” Iasked. oo - “Oh! Habitual drunkards,” said Pangloss. "But, again the same. incorrigible. medical forefinger pointed out another passage in the evidence, showing that the dead men had been examined after death, and that they, at least, could not possibly have been habitual drunk- ards, because the organs within them which must have shown traces of that habit, were perfectly sound. . “And besides,” said the three doctors ‘present, one and all, “habitual drunkards brought as low as these men have been, could not recover under care and food, as the great majority of these men are recovering. They would not have strength of constitution to do it.” co “Reckless and improvident dogs, then,” said Pangloss. “ Always are—nine times out of ten 
I turned to the master of the workhouse, and asked him whether the men had any money? ~ 
“Money?” said he. .“T. have in my iron safe, nearly four hundred pounds of theirs; the agents have nearly a hundred pounds more 3; and many of them have left money in Indian banks besides.” . ; “Hah!” said I to myself, as we went up-stairs, “this is not the best of all possible stories, Idoubt!” 
We went into a large ward, containing some twenty or five-and-twenty beds. We went into several such wards, One after another. I find it very difficult to indicate what a shocking sight I saw in them, without frightening the reader from the perusal of these lines, and defeating my object of making itknown, ... 
O the sunken eyes that turned to me as I walked between the rows of beds, or—worse still—that glazedly looked at the white ceiling, and saw nothing and cared for nothing! Here, lay the skeleton of a man. so lightly covered with
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’ a thin’ unwholesome’ skin, that not a bone in the anatomy 
was clothed, and I could clasp the arm above the elbow, in 
my finger and thumb. Here, lay a man with the black 
scurvy eating his legs away, his gums gone, and his teeth 
all gaunt and bare. This bed was empty, because gangrene 
had set in, and the patient had died but yesterday. That 
bed was a hopeless one, because its occupant was sinking 
fast, and could only be roused to turn the poor pinched 

“mask of face upon the pillow, with a feeble moan. The 
awful thinness of the fallen cheeks, the awful brightness 
of the deep set eyes, the lips of lead, the hands of ivory, 
the recumbent human images lying in the shadow of death 
with a kind of solemn twilight on them, like the sixty who 
had died aboard the ship and were lying at the bottom of 
the sea, O Pangloss, Gop forgive you! - ; , 
- In one bed, lay a man whose life had been saved (as it 
was hoped) by deep incisions in the feet and legs. While 
I was speaking to him, a nurse came up-to change the 
poultices which this operation had rendered necessary, and 
I had an instinctive feeling that it was not well to tum 
away, merely to spare myself. He was sorely wasted and 
keenly susceptible, but the efforts he made to subdue any 
expression of impatience or suffering, were quite heroic. 
It was easy to see, in the shrinking of the figure, and the 
drawing of the bed-clothes over the head, how acute the 
endurance was, and it made nie shrink too, as if J were in 
pain; but, when the new bandages were on, and the poor 
feet were composed again, he made an apology for himself 
(though he had not uttered a word), and said plaintively, 
“Tam so tender and weak, you see, sir!” Neither from 
him nor from any one sufferer of the whole ghastly num- 
ber, did I hear a complaint. Of thankfulness for present 
solicitude and care,:I heard much; of complaint, not a 
word. te Loe eo 
~ [ think I-could have recognised in the dismalest skeleton 
there, the ghost of a soldier. Something of the old air 

was still latent in the palest shadow of life I talked to. 

One emaciated creature, in the strictest literality. worn to 

the bone, lay stretched on his back, looking so like death 
that I asked one of. the doctors if he were not dying, or 
dead? A few kind. words from the doctor, in his ear, and 
he opened: his eyes, and smiled—looked, in.a moment, as 
if-he would have made.a salute, if he could.; . “We shall
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pull him through, please God;” said the Doctor. -“Plase God, surr, and thankye,” said: the patient. “You are much better to-day; are you not?” said the . Doctor. “Plase God, surr; ’tis the slape I want, ‘surr; "tis my breathin’ makes the nights solong.” “He is a careful fel- low this, you must know,” said the Doctor, cheerfully; “it was raining hard when they put him in the open eart to bring him here, and he had the presence of mind to ask to have a sovereign taken out of his pocket that he had there, and a cab engaged. Probably it saved his life.” ' The pa- ‘tient rattled out the skeleton of a laugh, and said, proud of the story, “’Deed, surr, an open cairt was a comical means 0’ bringin’ a dyin’ man here, and a clever way to kill him.” You might have sworn to him for a soldier when he said it. | One thing had perplexed me very much in going from bed to bed. “A very significant and cruel thing. I could find no young man but one. He had attracted my notice, by having got up and dressed himself in his soldier’s jacket and trousers, with the intention of sitting by the fire; but he had found himself too weak, and had crept back to his bed and laid himself down on the outside: of it. I could have pronounced him, alone, to be a young man aged by famine and sickness. As we were standing by the Irish soldier’s bed, I mentioned my perplexity to the Doctor. He took a board with an inscription on it from the head of ‘the Irishman’s bed; and asked me what age I supposed ‘that man to be? I had observed him with attention while talking to him, and answered, confidently, “Fifty.” The Doctor, with-a pitying glance at the patient, who had dropped into a stupor again, put the board back, and said, - “Twenty-four.” 
All the arrangements of the wards were excellent. They could not have been more humane, sympathising, gentle, attentive, or wholesome. The owners of the ship, too, had done all they could, liberally. There were bright fires in “every room, and the convalescent men were sitting round them, reading various papers and periodicals. I took the liberty of inviting my official friend Pangloss ‘to look at those convalescent men, and to tell me whether their faces ‘and bearing were or were not, generally, the faces and bearing of steady respectable soldiers? The master of the workhouse, overhearing me, said he had had a pretty large experience of troops, and that better conducted men than
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these, he had never had to do with. They were always 
(he added) as. we saw them. And of us visitors (I add) 
they knew nothing whatever, except that we were there. _ 

It was audacious in me, but I took another’ liberty 
with Pangloss. Prefacing it with the observation that, of 
course, I knew beforehand that there was not the faintest 
desire, anywhere, to hush up any part of this dreadful 
business, and that the Inquest was the fairest of all pos- 
sible Inquests, I besought four things of Panglosg. . First- 
ly, to observe that the Inquest was not held in that place, 
but at some distance off. Secondly, to look round upon 
those helpless spectres in their beds. Thirdly, to remem- 
ber that the witnesses produced from among them before 
that Inquest, could not have been selected because they 
were the men who had the most to tell it, but because they 
happened to be in a state admitting of their safe removal. 
Fourthly, to say whether the coroner and Jury could have 
come there, to those pillows, and taken a little evidence? 
My official friend declined to commit himself to a reply. 

There was a-sergeant, reading, in one of the fireside 
groups. As he was a man of very intelligent countenance, 
and as I have a great respect for non-commissioned officers 
as a class, I sat down on the nearest bed, to have some 
talk with him. (It was the bed of one of the grisliest of 
the poor skeletons, and he died soon afterwards.) 

“TI was glad to see, in the evidence of an officer at the 
Inquest, sergeant, that he never saw men behave better on 

board ship than these men.” mo, 

_ They did behave very well, sir.” — 
- “T was glad to see, too, that every man had a hammock.” 

The sergeant gravely shook his head. “There must.be 

some mistake, sir. The men of my own mess had no ham- 

mocks. There were not: hammocks enough on board, and 

the men of the two next messes laid hold of hammocks for 

‘themselves as soon as they got on board, and squeezed my 

men out, asI may say.” * . 
“Had the squeezed-out men none then?” a 

“None, sir. As-men died, their hammocks were used 

by other men, who wanted hammocks; . but many men had 

none at all.” : . 
“Then you don’t agree with the evidence on that point?” 

“Certainly not, sir. A man can’t, when he knows to the 

contrary.”. mo,
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' “Did any of the men sell their bedding for drink?” ' “There is some mistake on that point too, sir. Men were under the impression—I knew it for a fact at the time .-—that it was not allowed to take blankets or bedding on board, and so men who had things of that sort came to sell them purposely.” , . 
“Did any of the men sell their clothes for drink?” — ~ “They did, sir.” (I believe there never was 2 more truthful witness than the Sergeant, He had no inclination to make out a case.) . 

' “Many?” : Coo . “Some, sir” (considering the question). “ Soldier-like. They had been long marching in the rainy season, by bad toads—no roads at all, in short—and when they got to Cal- cutta, men turned to and drank, before taking a last look atit. Soldier-like,” co _ 
- “Do you see any men in this ward, for example, who sold clothes for drink at that time?” ’ 

The sergeant’s wan eye, happily just beginning to rekin- dle with health, travelled round the place and came back tome. “Certainly, sir.” . . “The marching to Calcutta in the rainy season must have been severe? ”- Cs 
~“Tt was very severe, sir.” 
“Yet what with the rest and the sea air, I should have thought that the men (even the men who got drunk) would have soon begun to recover on board ship?” . “So they might; but the bad food told upon them, and when we got into a cold latitude, it began to tell more, and the men dropped.” - . __..The sick had a general disinclination for food, I am told, sergeant? ” so “ Have you seen the food, sir?” 
“Some of it.” 
“Have you seen the state of their mouths, sir ?” 
If the sergeant, who was a man of a few orderly words, had spoken the amount of this volume, he could not have settled that question better. I believe the -sick could as soon have eaten the ship,-as the ship’s provisions. 

. I took the additional liberty with my friend Pangloss, when I had left the sergeant with good. wishes, of asking Pangloss whether he had ever heard of biscuit getting drunk and bartering its nutritious qualities for putrefac-
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tion and vermin; of peas becoming hardened in liquor; of : 
hammocks drinking themselves off the face of the earth; 
of lime-juice, vegetables, vinegar, cooking accommodation, 
water supply, and beer, all taking to drinking together and . 
going toruin? “Tf not (I asked him), what did he say in 
defence of the officers condemned by the Coroner’s Jury, | 
who, by signing the General Inspection report relative to 
the ship Great Tasmania, chartered for these ‘troops, had 
deliberately asserted all that bad and poisonous dunghill 
refuse, to be good and wholesomefood?” My official friend 
replied that it was a remarkable fact, that whereas some 
officers were only positively good, and other officers only 
comparatively better, those particular officers were super- 
latively the very best of all possible officers. 

My hand and my heart fail me, in writing my record of 
this journey. The spectacle of the soldiers in the hospital- 
beds of that Liverpool workhouse (a very good workhouse, 
indeed, be it understood), was so shocking and_so shame- 

ful, that as an Englishman I blush to remember it. It 
would have been simply unbearable at the time, but for the 
consideration and pity with which they were soothed in 
their sufferings. ae . 

No punishment that our inefficient laws provide, is 

worthy of the name when set against the guilt of this trans- 
action. But, if the memory of it die out unavenged, and 

if it do not result in the inexorable dismissal and disgrace 

of those who are responsible for it, their escape will be in- 

famous to the Government (no matter of what party) that 

so neglects its duty, and infamous to the nation that tamely 

suffers such intolerable wrong to be done in its name. 

  

Ix. 
CITY OF LONDON CHURCHES. 

Ix the confession that I have often travelled from this 
Covent Garden lodging of mine on Sundays, should give 

offence to those who never travel on Sundays, they will be 

satisfied (I hope) by my adding that the journeys in ques- 

tion were made to churches. _ Lot 

Not that I have any curiosity to hear powerful preachers.
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Time was, when I was dragged by the hair of my head, as one may say, to hear too many. On summer evenings, when every flower, and tree, and bird, might have better addressed my soft young heart, I have in my day been caught in the palm of a female hand by the crown, hare been violently scrubbed from the neck to the roots of the ~ hair as a purification for the Temple, and have then been carried off highly charged with saponaceous electricity, to be steamed like a potato in the unventilated breath of the powerful Boanerges Boiler and his congregation, until what small mind I had, was quite steamed out of me. In which pitiable plight I have been haled out of the place of meet- ing, at the conclusion‘of the exercises, and catechised re- specting Boanerges Boiler, his fifthly, his sixthly, and his seventhly, until I have regarded that reverend person in the light of a most dismal and oppressive Charade. ‘Time was, when I was carried off to platform assemblages at which no human. child, whether of wrath or grace, could possibly keep its eyes open, and when I felt the fatal sleep Stealing, stealing over me, and when I gradually heard the orator in possession, Spinning and humming like a great top, -until he rolled, collapsed, and tumbled over, and I - discovered to my burning shame and fear, that ‘as to that last stage it was not he, but I. I have sat under Boanerges when he has ‘Specifically addressed himself to us—us, the infants—and at this present writing I hear hig lumbering jocularity (which never amused us, though we basely pre- tended that it did), and I behold his big round face, and I look up the insideé of his outstretched coat-sleeve as if it were a telescope with the stopper on, and I hate him with an unwholesome hatred for two hours. Through such means did it come to pass that I knew the powerful 
preacher from beginning to end, all over and all through, while I was very young, and that I left him behind at an 
early period of life. Peace be with him! More peace than he brought to me! - 

Now, I have heard many preachers since that time—not powerful; merely Christian, unaffected, and reverential— 
and I have had many such preachers on my roll of friends. 
But, it was not to hear’ these, any more than the powerful 
class, that I made my Sunday journeys. They were jour- neys of curiosity to the numerous churches in the City of London. It came into my head one day, here had I been
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cultivating a familiarity with all the churches of Rome, 

and I knew nothing of the insides of the old churches of 

London! ‘This befell on a Sunday morning. I began my 

expeditions that very same day, and they lasted me a year. 

T never wanted to know the names of the churches to 

which I went, and to this hour I am profoundly ignorant 

in that particular of at least nine-tenths of them. . Indeed, 

saving that I know the church of old Gower’s tomb (he 

lies in effigy with his head upon his books) to be the church 

of Saint Saviour’s, Southwark; and the church of Mirron’s 

tomb to be the church of Cripplegate; and the church on 

Cornhill with the great golden keys to be the church of 

Saint Peter; I doubt if 1 could pass a competitive exami- 

nation in any of the names. No question did I ever ask of 

living creature concerning these churches, and no answer to 

any antiquarian question on the subject that I ever put to 

books, shall harass the readet’s soul. A full half of my 

pleasure in them arose out of their mystery; mysterious I 

found them; mysterious they shall remain for me. 

Where shall I begin my round of hidden and forgotten 

old churches in the City of London? 

It is twenty minuutes short of eleven on a Sunday morn- 

ing, when I stroll down one of the many narrow hilly 

streets in the City that tend due south to the Thames. It 

js my first experiment, and I have come to the region of 

Whittington in an omnibus, and we have put down a fierce- 

eyed spare old woman, whose slate-coloured gown smells 

of herbs, and who walked up Aldersgate-street to some 

chapel where she comforts herself with brimstone doctrine, 

I warrant. We have also put down a stouter and sweeter 

old lady, with a pretty large prayer-book in an unfolded 

pocket-handkerchief, who got out at a corner of a court 

near Stationers’ Hall, and who I think must go to church 

there, because she is the widow of some deceased old Com- 

pany’s Beadle. The rest of our freight were mere chance 

_ Dleasure-seekers and rural walkers, and went on to the 

Blackwall railway.. So many bells are ringing, when I 

stand undecided at a street corner, that every sheep in the 

ecclesiastical fold might be a bell-wether. The discordance 

is fearful. My state of indecision is referable to, and about 

equally divisible among, four great churches, which are all 

within sight and sound, all within the space of a few 

square yards.
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As I stand atthe street corner, I’ don’t see as many as four people at once going to church, though I see as many as four churches with their steeples clamouring for people. I choose my church, and go up the flight of steps to the great entrance in the tower. A mouldy tower within, and ike a. neglected washhouse, A rope comes through the beamed roof, and a man in the corner pulls it and clashes the bell—a whity-brown ‘man, whose clothes were once black—a man with flue on him, and cobweb. He stares at me, wondering how I come there, and I stare at him, won- dering how he comes there. Through a screen of wood and glass, I peep into the dim church. About twenty people are discernible, waiting to begin. Christening would seem to have faded out of this church long ago, for the font has the dust of desuetude thick upon it, and its wooden cover (shaped like an old-fashioned tureen-cover) looks as if it ° wouldn’t come off, upon requirement. I perceive the altar to be rickety and the Commandments damp. Entering after this survey, I jostle the clergyman in his canonicals, who is entering too from a dark lane behind a pew of state with curtains, where nobody sits. The pew is ornamented with four blue wands, once carried by four somebodys, I suppose, before somebody else, but which there is nobody now to hold or receive honour from. I open the door of a family pew, and shut myself in; if I could occupy twenty family pews at once I might have them. The clerk, a brisk young man (how does he come here?), glances at me knowingly, as who should say, “You have done it now; you must stop.” " Organ plays. Organ-loft is in a small gallery across the church; gallery congregation, two girls. I wonder within myself what will happen when we are re- quired to sing. 

There is a pale heap of books in the corner of, my pew, and while the organ, which is hoarse and sleepy, plays in such fashion that I can hear more of the rusty working of the stops than of any music, I look at the books, which are mostly bound in faded baize and stuff. . They belonged in 1754, to the Dowgate family; and who were they? Jane Comport must have married Young Dowgate, and come into the family that way; Young Dowgate was courting Jane Comport when he gave her her prayer-book, and re- corded the presentation in the fly-leaf; if Jane were fond of Young Dovwgate, why did she die and leave the book
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-here? Perhaps at the rickety altar, and before the damp 
Commandments, she, Comport, had taken him, Dowgate, 
in a flush of youthful hope and joy, and perhaps it had not 
turned out in the long run as great a success as was ex- 
pected? Li oe, . oo . 

The opening of the service recalls. my wandering 
_thoughts. I then find, to my astonishment, that I have 
been, and still am, taking a strong kind of invisible snuff, 
up.my nose, into my eyes, and down my throat. I wink, 
sneéze, and cough. The clerk sneezes; the. clergyman 
winks; the unseen organist sneezes and coughs (and prob- 
ably winks); all our little party wink, sneeze, and cough. 
The snuff seems to be made of the decay of matting, wood, 
cloth, stone, iron, earth, and something else. Is the some- 
thing else, the decay of dead citizens in the vaults below? 
As sure as Death itis! Not only in the cold damp Febru- 
ary day, do we cough and sneeze dead citizens, all through 
the service, but dead citizens have got into the very bellows 
of. the organ, and half choked the same. .We stamp our 
feet to warm them, and dead citizens arise in heavy clouds. 
Dead citizens stick upon the walls, and lie pulverised on 
the sounding-board over the clergyman’s head, and, when 
a gust of air comes, tumble down upon him. . 

In this first experience I was so nauseated by too much 
snuff, made of the ‘Dowgate family, the Comport branch, 
and other families and branches, that I gave but little 
heed to our dull manner of ambling through the service; to 
the brisk clerk’s manner of encouraging us to try a note 
or two at psalm time; to the gallery-congregation’s manner 
of enjoying a shrill duet, without a notion of time or tune; 
to the whity-brown man’s manner of shutting the minister 
into the pulpit, and being very particular with the lock of 
the door, as if he were a dangerous animal. But, I tried 

again next Sunday, and soon accustomed myself to the 

dead citizens when I found that I could not possibly get on 

without them among the City churches. : 
Another Sunday. ° , . 
After being again rung for by conflicting bells, like a leg 

of mutton or a laced hat a hundred years ago, I make se-: 

lection of a: church oddly put away in a corner among a 

pumber of lanes—a smaller church than the last, and an 

ugly: of about the date of Queen ‘Anne. AAs a congrega- _ 

tion, we are fourteen strong: not counting an exhausted
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charity school in a gallery, which has dwindled away to four boys, and two girls. In the porch, is a benefaction of loaves of bread, which there would seem to be nobody left in the exhausted congregation to claim, and which I saw an exhausted beadle, long faded out of uniform, eating with his eyes for self and family when I passed in. There is also an exhausted clerk in a brown wig, and two or three exhausted doors and windows have been bricked up, and the service books are musty, and the pulpit cushions are threadbare, and the whole of the church furniture is in a very advanced stage of exhaustion. We are three old women (habitual), two young lovers (accidental), two tradesmen, one with a wife and one alone, an aunt and nephew, again two girls (these two girls dressed out for church with everything about them limp that should be stiff, and vice versd, are an invariable experience), and three sniggering boys. The clergyman is, perhaps,. the chaplain of a civic company; he has the moist and vinous look, and eke the bulbous boots, of one acquainted with *T'wenty port, and comet vintages, 
We are so quiet in our dulness that the three sniggering boys, who have got away into a corner by. the altar-railing, give us a start, like crackers, whenever. they laugh. And this reminds me of my own village church where, during sermon-time on bright Sundays when the birds are very musical indeed, farmers? boys patter out over the stone pavement, and the elerk steps out from his desk after them, and is distinctly heard in the summer repose to pur- sue and punch them in the churchyard, and is seen to return with a meditative countenance, making believe that nothing of the sort has happened. The aunt and nephew in this City church are much ‘disturbed: by the sniggering boys. The nephew is himself a boy, and the sniggerers tempt him to secular thoughts of marbles and string, by secretly offer-’ ing such commodities to his distant contemplation. This young Saint Anthony for a while resists, but presently be- comes a backslider, and in dumb show defies the sniggerers to “heave” a marble or two in his direction. Herein he is detected by the aunt (a rigorous reduced gentlewoman who has the charge of offices), and I perceive that worthy rela- tive to poke him in the side, with the corrugated hooked handle of an ancient umbrella, The nephew revenges himself for this, by holding his breath and terrifying his
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kinswoman with the dread belief that he has made up his mind to burst. Regardless of whispers and shakes, he swells and becomes discoloured, and yet again swells ang becomes discoloured, until the aunt can bear it no longer, but leads him out, with no visible neck, and with his eyes going before him like a prawn’s. ‘This causes the snigger- ers to regard flight as an eligible move, and I know which of them will go out first, because of the over-devout atten- tion that he suddenly concentrates on the clergyman. Ina little while, this hypocrite, with an elaborate demonstra- tion of hushing his footsteps, and with a face generally ex- pressive of having until now forgotten a religious appoint- ment elsewhere, is gone. Number two gets out in the same way, but rather'quicker. Number three getting safely to the door, there turns reckless, and banging it open, flies forth with a Whoop! that vibrates to the top of the tower 
above us. oe The clergyman, who is of a prandial presence and a 
muffled voice, may be scant of hearing as well as of breath, but he only glafces up, as having an idea that somebody 
has said Amen in a wrong place, and continues his steady 
jog-trot, like a farmer’s wife going tomarket. He does all 
he has to do, in the same easy way, and gives us a concise sermon, still like the jog-trot of the farmer’s wife on a level road. Its drowsy cadence soon lulls the three old | women asleep, and the unmarried tradesman sits looking 
out at window, and the married tradesman sits looking at 
his.wife’s bonnet, and the lovers sit looking at one another, 
so superlatively happy, that I mind when I, turned of eighteen, went with my Angelica to a City church on ac- count of a shower (by this special coincidence that it was in Huggin-lane), and when I said my Angelica, “Let the - blessed event, Angelica, occur at no altar but this!” and when my Angelica consented that it should occur at no other—which it certainly never did, for it never occurred anywhere. And O, Angelica, what has become of you, this present Sunday morning when I can’t attend to the sermon; and, more difficult question than that, what has become of Me as I was when I sat by your side! 
But, we receive the signal to make that unanimous dive which, surely is a little conventional—like the strange rustlings and settlings and clearings ‘of throats and noses, which are never dispensed with, at certain points of the
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Church service, and are never held to be necessary under 
any other circumstances. In a minute more it is all over, | 
and the organ expresses itself to be as glad of it as it can be of anything in its rheumatic state, and in another minute 
we are all of us out of the church, and Whity-brown has 
locked it up. Another minute or little more, and, in the 
‘neighbouring churchyard—not the yard of that church, but 
of another—a churchyard like a great shabby old mignon- ette box, with two trées in it and one tomb—I meet Whity- brown, in his private capacity, fetching a pint of beer for 
his dinner from the public-house in the corner, where the keys of the rotting fire-ladders are kept and were never 
asked for, and where there is a ragged, white-seamed, out- at-elbowed bagatelle board on the first floor. oe In one of these City churches, and only in one, I found an individual who might have been claimed as expressly a City personage. I remember the church, by the feature 
that the clergyman couldn’t get_to his own desk without 
going through the clerk’s,’or couldn’t get to the pulpit 
without going through sthe ‘reading-desk—_I forget which, 
and it is no matter—and:by the presence of this personage: 
among the exceedingly sparse congregation. I doubt if we 
were a dozen, and we-had no exhausted charity school’ to- 
help us out. The personage was dressed in black of square: 
cut, and was stricken in years, and wore a black velvet cap,. 
and cloth shoes.- He was of 2 staid, wealthy, and dissat- 
isfied aspect. In his hand, he conducted to church a mys- 
terious child: a child of the feminine gender. - The child had a beaver hat, with a stiff drab plume that surely never 
belonged to ‘any bird of the air. - The child was further © attired in a nankeen frock and spencer, brown boxing- 
gloves, and a'veil: It had a blemish, in the nature of cur- 
rant jelly, on its chin; and was a thirsty child. Insomuch 
that the personage carried in his pocket a green bottle,. 
from which, when the first psalm was given out, the child was openly refreshed. At all other times throughout the- Service it was motionless, and stood'on the seat of the 
large. pew, closely fitted into-the corner, like a rain-water’ 
Pipe. : So . . The personage never opened his book, and never looked. 
atthe clergyman. He never sat down either, but stood 
with his arms leaning on the top of the pew, and his fore- 
head .sometimes’ shaded with his right hand, always look-
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ing at the church door: It was ‘a long church for a church of its size, and he was at. the upper end, but’ he always looked at the door. That he was anold bookkeeper, or an . old trader who had kept his own books, and that he might be seen at the Bank of England about Dividend times, no doubt. -That he had lived in the City all his life and was ‘disdainful of other localities, no doubt.’ Why he looked at the door, I never absolutely proved, but it is my belief that he lived in expectation of the time when the citizens ‘would come back to live in the City, and its ancient glories would be renewed. . He appeared. to expect that this would occur on a Sunday, and that the wanderers would first ap- pear, in the deserted churches, penitent and humbled. Hence, he looked at the door which they never darkened. Whose child the child was, whether the child of a disin- herited daughter, or some parish orphan whom the person- age had adopted, there was nothing to lead upto. It never ‘played, or skipped, or smiled. Once, the idea occurred to me that it was an automaton, and that the personage had made it; but following the strange couple out one Sunday, I heard the ‘personage say to it, “Thirteen thousand pounds; ” to which it added in a weak human voice, “Sey- ‘enteen and fourpence.” . Four Sundays I followed them out, and this is all Lever heard or saw them say. One ‘Sunday, I followed them’ home. . They lived behind a ‘pump, and the personage opened their abode with an ex- ‘ceeding large key. The one solitary inscription on their house related to a fire-plug. The house was partly under- . mined by a deserted and closed gateway; its windows were blind with dirt; and it stood with its face disconsolately turned toa wall. Five great churches and two small ones rang their Sunday bells between this house and the church ‘the couple frequented, so they must have had some special reason for going a quarter of a mile to it, The last time I saw them, was on this wise. I had been to explore an- other church at a distance, and happened to pass the church they frequented, at about two of the afternoon when that 
edifice was closed. But, a little side-door, which I had 
never observed before, stood open, and disclosed certain 
cellarous steps. Methought “ They are airing the vaults to-day,” when the personage and the child silently arrived 

‘at the steps, and silently descended. . Of course, I came to 
‘the conclusion that the personage had at last despaired of
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the looked-for return of. the penitent citizens, and that he 
and the child went down to get themselves buried. 

In the course of my pilgrimages I came upon one obscure 
church which had broken out in the melodramatic style, , 
and was got up with various tawdry decorations, much 
after the manner of the extinct London may-poles. These 
attractions had induced several young priests or deacons 
in black bibs for waistcoats, and several young ladies in- 
terested in that holy order (the proportion being, as I esti- 
mated, seventeen young ladies to a deacon), to come into 
the City as a new and odd excitement. It was wonderful 
to see how these young people played out their little play 
in the heart of the City, all among themselves, without the 
deserted: City’s knowing anything about it. It was as if 
you should take an empty counting-house on a Sunday, and 
act one of the old Mysteries there. They had impressed a 
small school (from what neighbourhood I don’t know) to 
assist in the performances, and it was pleasant to notice 
frantic garlands of inscription on the walls, especially ad- 
dressing those poor innocents in characters impossible for 
them to decipher. There was a remarkably agreeable smell’ 
of pomatum in this congregation. : 

But, in other cases, rot and mildew and dead citizens 
formed the uppermost scent, while, infused into it in a 
dreamy way not at all displeasing, was the staple character 
of the neighbourhood. In the churches about Mark-lane, 
for example, there was a dry whiff of wheat; and I acci- 
dentally struck an airy sample of barley out of an aged 
hassock in one of them. From Rood-lane to Tower-street, _ 
and thereabouts, there was often a subtle flavour of wine: 
sometimes, of tea. One church near Mincing-lane smelt 
like a druggist’s drawer. Behind the Monument the service 
had a flavour of damaged oranges, which, a little further 
down towards the river, tempered into herrings, and grad- 
ually toned into a cosmopolitan blast of fish. In one 
church, the exact counterpart of the church in the Rake’s 
Progress where the hero is being married to the horrible old 
lady, there was no speciality of atmosphere, until the organ 
shook a perfume of hides all over us from some adjacent 
warehouse. 

Be the scent what it would, however, there was no spe- 
Ciality in the people. There were never enough of them to 
represent any calling orneighbourhood. They had all gone
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elsewhere over-night, and the few stragglers in the many churches languished there inexpressively, =. Among the Uncommercial travels in which I have en- gaged, this year of Sunday travel occupies its own place, apart from all the rest. Whether I think of the church where the sails of the oyster-boats in the river. almost flapped against the windows, or of the church where the railroad made the bells hum as the train rushed by above the roof, I recall a curious experience. On summer Sun- days, in the gentle rain or tho bright sunshine—either, deepening the idleness of the idle City—I have sat, in that singular silence which belongs to resting-places usually astir, in scores of buildings at the heart of the world’s metropolis, unknown to far ‘greater numbers of people speaking the English tongue, than the ancient edifices of the Eternal City, or the Pyramids of Egypt. The dark vestries and registries into which I have peeped, and the little hemmed-in churehyards that have echoed to my feet, have left impressions on my memory as distinct and quaint as any it has in that way received. In all those dusty reg- isters that the worms are eating, there is not a line but made some hearts leap, or some tears flow, in their day. Still and dry now, still and dry! and the old tree at the window with no room for its branches, has seen them all . out. So with the tomb of the old Master of the old Com- pany, on which it drips. His son restored it and died, his daughter restored it and died, and then he had been re- membered long enough, and the tree took possession of him, and his name cracked out. . 
There are few more striking’ indications of the changes of manners and customs that two or three hundred years have brought about, than these deserted churches. Man of them are handsome and cos tly structures, several of them were designed by Wren, many of them arose from the ashes of the great fire, others of them outlived the plague and the fire’ too, to die a slow death in these later days. No one can be sure of the coming time; but it is not too much to say of it that it has no sign in its outsetting tides, of the reflux to these churches of their congregations and uses. They remain like the tombs of the old citizens who 

lie beneath them and around them, Monuments of another age. They are wortha Sunday-exploration, now and then, 
for. they yet echo, not unharmoniously, to the: time when
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the City’of London really was London; when’ the ’Pren- tices and Trained. Bands were of mark in the state; when even the Lord Mayor himself was a: Reality—not a Fiction conventionally be-puffed on one day in the year by illus- trious friends, who no less’ conventionally laugh at him ‘on the remaining three hundred and sixty-four days, * 

  

_ SHY NEIGHBOURHOODS. 

So much of my travelling is done on foot, that if I cher- ished betting propensities, I should probably be found regis- tered in sporting newspapers under some such title as the’ Elastic Novice, challenging all eleven stone mankind to competition in walking, My last special feat was turning out of bed at two, after a hard day, pedestrian and other- wise, and walking thirty miles into the country to break-: fast. The road was so lonely in the night, that I fell asleep to the monotonous sound of my own feet, doing their regular four miles an hour. Mile after mile I walked, without the slightest sense of exertion, dozing heavily and dreaming constantly. It was only. when I made a stumble like a drunken man, or struck out into’ the ‘road to avoid a horseman close upon me on the path—who had no exist- ence—that I came to myself and looked about. ‘The day broke mistily (it was autumn time), and I could not disem- barrass myself of the idea that I had to climb those heights and banks of cloud, and that there was an Alpine Convent somewhere behind the sun, where I was going to breakfast. This sleepy notion was so much stronger than such sub- stantial objects as villages and haystacks, that, after the sun was up and bright, and when I was sufficiently awake. to have a sense of pleasure in the prospect, I still occasion- ally caught myself looking about for wooden arms to point the right track up the mountain, and wondering there was no snow yet. It is a curiosity of broken sleep that I made immense quantities of verses on that pedestrian occasion (of course I never make any when I am in my right Senses), and that I spoke a certain language once pretty familiar to me, but which I have nearly forgotten from dis-.
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use, with fluency. Of doth these phenomena I have such frequent experience in the state between sleeping and wak- ing, that I sometimes argue with myself that I know I can- not be awake, for, if I were, I should not be half so ready. The readiness is not imaginary, because I often recall long strings of the verses, and many turns of the fluent speech, after I am broad awake. - . 
My-walking is of two kinds: one, straight on end toa definite goal at a round pace; one, objectiless, loitering, and purely vagabond. In the latter State, no gipsy on earth is & greater vagabond than myself; it is so natural to me, and strong with me, that I think I must be the descendant, at no great distance, of some irreclaimable tramp. . : 
One of the pleasantest things I have lately met with, in a vagabond course of shy metropolitan neighbourhoods and small shops, is the fancy of a humble artist, as exemplified in two portraits representing Mr. Thomas Sayers, of Great Britain, and Mr. John Heenan, of the United States of 

America. These illustrious men are highly coloured in 
fighting trim, and fighting attitude. To suggest the pas- 
toral and meditative nature. of their peaceful calling, Mr. Heenan is represented on emerald sward, with primroseg 
and.other modest flowers springing up under the heels of 
his half-boots; while Mr. Sayers is impelled to the admin- 
istration of his favourite blow, the Auctioneer, by the si- Jent eloquence of a village church. The humble homes of England, with their domestic virtues and honeysuckle 
porches, urge both heroes to go in and win; and the lark and other singing birds are observable in the upper air, ecstatically carolling their thanks to Heaven for a fight, 
On the whole, the associations entwined with the pugilistic art by this artist are much in the manner of Izaak Walton, 

. But, it is with the lower animals of back streets and by- 
ways that my present purpose rests. For human notes we 
may return to such neighbourhoods when leisure and oppor- 
tunity serve. oot ce 

Nothing in shy neighbourhoods perplexes,my mind more, 
than the bad company birds keep. Foreign birds often get 
into good society, but British birds are inseparable from low 
associates. There is a whole street of them in St. Giles’s; 
and I always find them in poor and immoral neighbour- 
hoods, convenient to the public-house and the pawnbroker’s, 
They seem to lead people into drinking, and even the man
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who makes their cages usually gets into a chronic state of 
black eye. Why is this? Also, they will do things for 
people in short-skirted velveteen coats with bone buttons, 
or in sleeved waistcoats and fur caps, which they cannot 
be persuaded by the respectable orders of society to under- 
take. Ina dirty court in Spitalfields, once, I found a gold- 
finch drawing his own water, and drawing as much of it 
as if he were in a consuming fever. That goldfinch lived 
at a bird-shop, and offered, in writing, to barter himself 
against old clothes, empty: bottles, or even kitchen stuff. 
Surely a low thing and. a depraved. taste in’ any finch! I 
bought that goldfinch for money. . He was sent home, and 
hung upon a nail over against my table. He lived outside 
a counterfeit dwelling-house, supposed (as I. argued) to 
be a dyer’s; otherwise it would have been impossible to 
account for his perch sticking out of the garret window. - 
From the time of his appearance in my room, either he 
left off being thirsty—which was not in the bond—or he 
could not make up his mind to hear his little bucket drop 
back into his well when he let it go: a shock which in the 
best of times had made him tremble. He drew no water 

‘but by stealth and under the cloak of night. After an 
interval of futile and at length hopeless expectation, the 
merchant who had educated him was appealed to. The 
merchant was a bow-legged character, with a flat and eush- 
iony nose, like the last new strawberry. He wore a fur 
cap, and shorts, and was of the velveteen race, velveteeny. 
He sent word that he would “look round.” He looked 
round, appeared in the doorway of the room, and slightly: 
cocked up his evil eye at the goldfinch. Instantly a raging 
thirst beset that bird; when it was appeased, he still drew 
several unnecessary buckets of water; and finally, leaped 
about his perch and sharpened his bill, as if he had been 
to the nearest wine vaults and got drunk. ; po 

Donkeys again. I know shy neighbourhoods where the 
Donkey goes in at the street door, and appears to live up- 
stairs, for I have examined the back-yard froin over the 
palings, and have been unable to make him out. Gentility, 
nobility, Royalty, would appeal to that donkey in vain to 
do what. he does for a costermonger. Feed him with oats 
at the highest price, put an infant prince and princess ina 
pair of panniers on his back, adjust his delicate trappings 
to a nicety, take him to the softest slopes at Windsor, and
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try what pace you can get out of -him.. Then, starve him, harness him anyhow to a truck with a flat tray on it, and see him bowl from Whitechapel to Bayswater. There ap- pears to be no particular private understanding between birds and donkeys, in‘a state of nature; but in the shy neighbourhood state, you shall see them always in the same hands and always developing their very best energies for the very worst company. I have known a donkey—by sight; we were not on speaking terms—who lived over on the Surrey side of London-bridge, among the fastnesses of Jacob’s Island and Dockhead. It was the habit of that ani- mal, when _ his services were not in immediate requisition, to go out alone, idling. I have met him a mile from his place of residence, loitering about the streets; and the ex- pression of his countenance at such times was’ most de- graded. He was attached to the establishment of an el- 
derly lady who sold periwinkles, and he used to stand on Saturday nights with a cartful of those delicacies outside a. 
gin-shop, pricking up his ears when a customer came to 
the cart, and too evidently deriving satisfaction from the 
knowledge that they got bad measure. - His mistress was 
sometimes overtaken by inebriety. The last time I ever saw him (about five years ago) he was in circumstances of 
difficulty, caused by this failing. Having been left alone 
with the cart of periwinkles, and forgotten, he went off idling. He prowled among his usual low haunts for some 
time, gratifying, his depraved tastes, until, not taking the 
cart into his calculations, he endeavoured to turn up a 
narrow alley, and became greatly involved.. He was taken 
into custody by the police, and, the Green Yard of the dis- 
trict being near at hand, was backed, into that place of 
durance. At that crisis, I encountered him; the stubborn 
sense he evinced of being—not to compromise the expres- 
sion—a blackguard, I never saw exceeded in the human 
subject. A flaring candle in a paper shade, stuck in among 
his periwinkles, showed him, with his ragged harness 
broken and his cart extensively shattered, twitching his 
mouth and shaking his hanging head, a picture of disgrace 
and obduracy. I have seen boys being taken to station- 
houses, who were as like him as his own brother. 

The dogs of shy neighbourhoods, I observe to avoid 
play, and to be conscious of poverty. They avoid work, 
too, if they can, of course; that is in the nature of all
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animals. I have the pleasure to know a dog in a back 
street in the neighbourhood of Walworth, who has greatly 
distinguished himself in the minor drama, and who takes 
his portrait with him when. he makes an engagement, for 
the illustration of the play-bill. His portrait (which is not 
at all like him) represents him in the act of dragging to 
the earth a recreant Indian, who is supposed to have toma- 
hawked, or essayed to tomahawk, a British officer. The 
design is pure .poetry, for there is no such Indian in the 
piece, and no such incident. He is a dog of the New- 
foundland breed, for whose honesty I would be bail to any. 
amount; but whose intellectual qualities in’ association 
with dramatic fiction, I cannot rate high. . Indeed, he is 
too honest for the profession he has entered. Being at a 
town in Yorkshire last summer, and seeing him posted in 
the bill of the night, I attended the performance. His 
first scene was eminently successful; but, as it oceupied a 
second in‘its representation (and five lines in the bill), it 
scarcely afforded ground fora cool and deliberate judgment 
of his powers. He had merely to bark, run on, and jump 
through.an inn window, after a comic fugitive. ‘The next 
scene of importance to the fable was a little marred in its 
interest by his’ ovér-anxiety; forasmuch as while his mas- 
ter (a belated soldier in a den of robbers on a tempestuous 
night) was feelingly lamenting the absence of his faithful 
dog, and laying great stress on the fact that he was thirty 
leagues away, the faithful dog was barking furiously in the 
prompter’s box, and. clearly. choking himself against his 
collar. But it was in his greatest scene of all, that his 
honesty got the better of-him. . He had to enter a dense 
and trackless forest, on the trail of the murderer, and there 
to fly at the murderer when he found -him’ Testing at the 
foot of a tree, with his victim bound: ready for. slaughter. 
It was a hot night, and he came into the forest from an al- 
together unexpected direction, in the sweetest temper, ata 
very deliberate. trot, not in the least excited 3 trotted to the 
footlights with his tongue out; and there sat down, pant- 
ing, and amiably surveying the ‘audienée, with his tai} 
beating on the boards, ‘like a Dutch: clock. Meanwhile the 
murderer, impatient to receive his doom, was audibly call- 
ing to him “Co-o-ome here!” while.the victim, struggling 
with his. bonds, assailed -him with the most injurious .ex- 
pressions... It happened through these. means, that: when
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he was in course of time persuaded to trot up and rend the murderer limb from'limb, he made it (for dramatic pur- poses) a little too obvious that he worked out that awful retribution by licking butter off his blood-stained hands, In a shy street, behind Long-acre two honest dogs live, . who perform in-Punch’s shows. I may venture to say that I am on ‘terms of intimacy with both, and that I never saw either guilty of the falsehood of failing to look down at the man inside the show, during the whole performance, The difficulty other. dogs have in satisfying their minds about these dogs, appears to be never overcome by time. The same dogs must encounter them over and over again, as they. trudge along in their off-minutes behind the legs of the show and beside the drum 3; but all dogs seem to suspect their frills and jackets, and to sniff at them as if they thought those articles of personal adornment, an eruption —a something in the nature of mange, perhaps. From this Covent-garden window of mine I noticed a country dog, only the other. day; who had come up to Covent-garden Market under a cart, and had broken. his cord, an end of which he still trailed along with him. He loitered about the corners of the four streets commanded by my, window; and bad London dogs came up, and told him lies that he didn’t believe; and worse London dogs came up, and made proposals to. him to go and steal-in the market, which his principles -rejected;: and the ways of the town confused him, and he crept aside and lay down in a doorway. . He had scarcely got a wink of .sleep, when up comes Punch with Toby. He was darting to Toby for consolation and advice, when he saw the frill, and Stopped, in the middle of the street, appalled. _ The show was pitched, Toby re- tired behind the drapery, the audience formed, the drum and pipes struck up. My country dog remained immovable, intently staring at these strange appearances, until Toby opened the drama by appearing on his ledge, and to him entered Punch, who put a tobacco-pipe into Toby’s mouth, At this spectacle, the country dog threw up his head, gave one terrible howl, and fled due west. 
We talk of. men keeping dogs, but we might often talk 

more expressively of dogs keeping men. ‘I know a bull- dog in a shy corner of Hammersmith who keeps a man, 
He keeps him up a yard, and makes him go to public- 
houses. and lay wagers on him, and obliges him to lean
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against posts and look at him, and forces him to neglect work for him, and keeps him under rigid coercion. I once knew a fancy terrier who kept _a gentleman—a gentleman who had been brought up at Oxford, too. The dog kept the gentleman entirely for his glorification, and the gentle- man never talked ‘about’ anything but the terrier. This, however, was not ina shy neighbourhood, and is a digres- sion consequently, po co - There are a’ great many dogs in shy neighbourhoods, who keep boys. .I have my eye on a mongrel in Somerstown who keeps three boys.” He feigns that he can bring down Sparrows, and unburrow rats (he can do neither), and he takes the boys out on sporting pretences into all sorts of suburban fields. He’has likewise made them believe that he possesses some mysterious knowledge of the art of fish- ing, and they consider. themselves incompletely equipped for the Hampstead ponds, with a pickle-jar and a wide- mouthed bottle, unless he is with them and barking tre- mendously. ‘There is a dog residing. in the Borough of Southwark who keeps a blind man. He may be seen, most days, in Oxford-street, haling the blind man away on ex- 
peditions wholly uncontemplated by and unintelligible to, the man: wholly of the dog’s conception and execution. Contrariwise, when the man has projects, the dog will sit down in a crowded thoroughfare and meditate. _ TL saw him yesterday, wearing the money-tray like an easy collar, in- stead of offering it to the public, taking the man against his will, on the invitation of a disreputable eur, apparently to visit a dog at Harrow—he was so intent on . that direc- tion. The north wall of Burlington House Gardens, be- tween the Arcade and the Albany, offers a shy spot for ap- pointments among blind men at about two or three o’clock in the afternoon. They sit (very uncomfortably) on a sloping stone there, and compare notes. Their dogs may always be observed at the same time, openly disparaging the men they keep, to one another, and settling where they shall respectively take their men when they begin to move again, At a small butcher’s, in a shy neighbourhood (there is no reason for suppressing the name; it is by Not- ting-hill, and gives upon the district called the Potteries), I know a shaggy black and white dog who keeps a drover. He is a dog of ‘an easy disposition, and - too frequently al- lows this drover to get drunk. On these occasions, it is the
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dog’s custom to’ sit outside the public-house, keeping his ~ eye on a few sheep, and thinking. I have seen him with six sheep, plainly casting up in his mind how many he be- gan with when he left the market, and at what places he has left the rest: I have seen him perplexed by not being able to account to himself for certain particular sheep, A light has gradually broken on him, he has remembered at what butcher’s he left them, and in a burst of grave satis- faction has caught a fly off his nose, and shown himself much relieved. IfI could at any time have doubted the 

way of taking undivided charge of the six sheep, when the drover came out besmeared with red ochre and beer, and . gave him wrong directions, which he calmly disregarded. He has taken the sheep entirely into his own hands, has merely remarked with respectful firmness, “That instruc- tion would place them under an omnibus; you had better confine your attention to yourself—you will want it all; and has driven his charge away, with an intelligence of ears and tail, and a knowledge of business, that has left his lout of a man very, very far behind. - , As the dogs of: shy. neighbourhoods usually betray a slinking consciousness of being in poor cireumstances—for the most part manifested in an aspect of anxiety, an awk- wardness in their play, and a misgiving that somebody is going to harness them to something, to pick up a living— so the cats of shy neighbourhoods exhibit a strong tend- ency to relapse into barbarism. Not only are they made selfishly ferocious by Tuminating on the surplus population around them, and on the densely crowded state of all the avenues to cat’s meat; not only is there a moral and polit- ico-economical haggardness in them, traceable to these re- flections; but they evince a physical deterioration. Their linen is not clean, and is wretchedly got up; their black turns rusty, like old mourning; they wear very indifferent * fur; and: take to the shabbiest cotton velvet, instead of silk velvet. I am on terms of recognition with severat small streets of cats, about the Obelisk in Saint George's Fields, and also in the vicinity of Clerkenwell-green, and also in the back settlements of Drury-lane. In appearance, they are very like the women among whom they live. They seem to turn out of their unwholesome beds into the street, 
17
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without any preparation. They leave their young families to stagger about the gutters, unassisted, while they frouzily quarrel and swear and scratch and spit, at street corners, In particular, I remark that’ when they are about to in- crease their families (an évent of frequent recurrence) the resemblance is strongly expressed in a certain dusty dowdi- ness, down-at-heel self-neglect, and general giving up of . things. I cannot honestly report that I have ever seen a . feline matron of this class washing her face when in an in- teresting condition. . . 
Not to prolong these notes of uncommercial travel among the lower animals: of shy neighbourhoods, by dwelling at Jength upon the exasperated moodiness of the tom-cats, and their resemblance in many respects toa man and a brother, I will come to a close with a word on the fowls of the same Localities. 
That anything born of an egg and invested with wings, should have got to the pass that it hops contentedly down a ladder into a cellar, and calls that going home, is a cir- cumstance so amazing as to leave one nothing more in this connection to wonder at. Otherwise I might wonder at the completeness with which these fowls have become sepa- rated from all the birds of the air—have taken to grovelling in bricks and mortar and mud—have forgotten all about live trees, and make roosting-places of shop-boards, barrows, oyster-tubs,. bulk-heads, and ‘door-serapers.. I wonder at . nothing concerning them, and take them as they are, I accept as products of Nature and things of course, a re- duced Bantam family of my acquaintance in the Hackney- road, who are incessantly at the pawnbroker’s. I cannot say that they enjoy themselves, for they are of a melan- choly temperament; but what enjoyment they are capable of, they derive from crowding together in the pawnbroker’s side-entry. Here, they are always to be found in a feeble flutter, as if they were newly come down in the world, and “were afraid of being identified. Iknowa low fellow, origi- nally of a good family from Dorking, who takes his whole establishment of wives, in single file, in at the door of the Jug Department of a disorderly tavern near. the Haymar- ket, manwuvres them among the company’s legs, emerges with them at the Bottle Entrance, and so‘passes his life: seldom, in the season, going to bed before two in the morn- ing. Over Waterloo-bridge, there is a shabby old speckled
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couple (they belong to the wooden French-bedstead, wash- ing-stand, and towel-horsemaking trade), who are always. trying to get in at the door of achapel. Whether the old. lady, under a delusion reminding one of Mrs, Southcott,. has an idea of entrusting an egg to that particular denom- ination, or merely understands that she has no business in. the building and ‘is consequently frantic to enter it, I can- not determine; but she igs constantly endeavouring to un- dermine the principal door: while her partner, who is in- firm upon his legs, walks up and down, encouraging her: and defying the Universe, But, the family I have been, . best acquainted with, since the removal from this trying sphere of a Chinese circle at Brentford, reside in’ the densest part of Bethnal-green. Their abstraction from the objects among which they live, or rather their conviction that those objects have all come into existence in express. subservience to fowls, has so enchanted me, that I have made them the subject of many journeys at divers hours. After careful observation of the two lords and the ten Ja. dies of whom this family consists, I have come to the con- clusion that their opinions are Tepresented by the leading lord and leading lady: the latter, as I judge, an aged per- Sonage, afflicted with a paucity of feather and visibility of quill, that gives her the appearance of a bundle of office pens. “When a railway goods van that would crush an elephant comes round the corner, tearing over these fowls, they emerge unharmed from under the horses, perfectly satisfied that the whole rush was a passing property in the air, which may have left something to eat behind it. They look upon old shoes, wrecks of kettles and saucepans, and fragments of bonnets, as a kind of meteoric discharge, for fowls to peck at. Peg-tops and hoops they account, I think, as a sort of hail; shuttlecocks, as rain, or dew. Gaslight comes quite as natural to them as any other light; and I have more than a suspicion that, in the minds of the two lords, the early public-house at the corner has super- seded the sun. TI have established it as a certain fact, that. they always begin to crow when the public-house shutters begin to be taken down, and that they salute the potboy, the instant he appears to perform that duty, as if he were Pheebus in person,
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XL 
TRAMPS. 

THE chance use of the word “Tramp” in my last paper, 
brought that numerous fraternity so vividly before my 
mind’s eye, that I had no sooner laid down my pen than a 

- compulsion was upon me. to take it up again, and make 
notes of the Tramps whom I perceived on all the summer 
roads in all directions. 
Whenever a tramp sits down: to rest ‘by the wayside, he 

sits with his legs in a dry ditch; and whenever he goes to 
sleep (which is very often indeed), he goes to sleep on 
his back. Yonder, by the high road, glaring white in 
the bright sunshine, lies, on the dusty bit of turf under the 
bramble-bush that fences the coppice from the highway, 
the tramp of the order savage, fast asleep. He lies on the 
broad of his back, with’ his face turned up to the sky, and: 
one of his ragged arms loosely thrown across his face. His 
bundle (what can be the contents of that mysterious bundle,. 
to make it worth his while to carry it about?) is thrown . 
down beside him, and the waking woman with him sits 
with her legs in the ditch, and her back to the road. She 
wears her bonnet rakishly perched on the front of her head, 
to shade her face from the sun in walking, and she ties her 
skirts round her in conventionally tight tramp-fashion 
with a sort of apron. You can seldom catch sight of her, 
resting thus, without seeing her in a. despondently defiant 
manner doing’ something to her hair or her bonnet, and 
glancing at you between her fingers. .She does not often 
go to sleep herself in the daytime, but will sit for any 
length of time beside the man. And his slumberous pro- 
pensities would. not seem to be referable to the fatigue of 
carrying the bundle, for she carries it much oftener and 
further than he. When they are afoot, you will mostly 
find him slouching on ahead, in a gruff temper, while she 
lags heavily behind with the burden. He is given to per- 
sonally correcting her, too—which phase of his character 
develops itself oftenest, on benches outside alehouse doors 
~——and she appears to become strongly attached to him for
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these reasons; it may usually be noticed that when the poor creature has a bruised face, she is the most affectionate. He has no occupation whatever, this order of tramp, and has no object whatever in. going anywhere. He will some- times call himself a brickmaker, ora sawyer, but only when he takes an imaginative flight. He generally represents himself, in a vague way, as looking out for a job of work; but he never did work, hg never does, and he never will, It is a favourite fiction with him, however (as if he were the most industrious character on earth), that you never work; and as he goes past your garden and sees you look- ing at your flowers, you will overhear him growl with a strong sense of contrast, “ You are a lucky hidle devil, you are!” 

‘ _ -The slinking tramp is of the same hopeless order, and has the same injured conviction on him that you were born to whatever you possess, and never did anything to get it: but he is of a less audacious disposition. He will stop be- fore your gate, and say to his female companion with an air of constitutional: humility and propitiation—to edify any one who may be within hearing behind a blind or a bush—* This is a sweet spot, ain’t it? A lovelly spot! And 1 wonder if they’d give two poor footsore travellers - like me and you, a drop of fresh water out of such a pretty gen-teel crib? We'd take it wery koind on ’em, wouldn’t us? Wery koind, upon my word, us would?” ‘He has a quick sense of a dog.in the vicinity, and will extend his modestly-injured propitiation to the dog chained up in your yard; remarking, as he slinks at the yard gate, “Ah! You are a foine breed o’ dog, too, and you ain’t kep for nothink! I’d take it wery koind o’ your master if he’d elp a traveller and his woife as envies no gentlefolk their good fortun, wi? a bit o’ your broken wittles. He’d never know the want of it, nor more would you. Don’t bark like that, at poor persons as never done you no arm; ‘the poor is downtrod- den and broke enough without that; O pon’r!” He gen- erally heaves a prodigious sigh in moving away, and always looks up the lane and down the lane, and up the road and 
down the road, before going on. Do 

Both of these orders of tramp are of a very robust habit; ‘ 
‘let the hard-working labourer at whose cottage-door they prowl and beg, have the ague never so badly, these tramps 
are sure to be in good health. a
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There is another kind of tramp, whom you encounter this bright summer day—say, on a road with'the sea-breeze making its dust lively, and sails of ships in the blue dis- tance beyond the slope of Down. As you walk enjoyingly ‘on, you descry in the perspective at the bottom of a steep hill up which your way lies, a figure that appears to be sit- ting airily on a gate, whistling in a cheerful and disengaged ‘Mmanner.. As you approach nearer to it, you observe the ‘figure to slide down from the gate, to desist from whistling, ‘to uncock its hat, to become tender of foot, to depress its head and elevate its shoulders, and to present all the char- acteristics of profound despondency. Arriving at the bot- stom of the hill and coming close to the figure, you observe it to be the figure of a shabby young man. He is moving painfully forward, in the direction in which you are going, and his mind is so preoccupied with his misfortunes that he is not aware of your approach until you are close upon him at the hill-foot. When he is aware of you, you dis- ‘cover him to be a remarkably well-behaved young man, and ‘a remarkably well-spoken young man. You know him to be well-behaved, by his respectful manner of touching his ‘hat: you know him to. be well-spoken, by his smooth man- ‘ner of expressing himself. He says in a flowing confiden- ‘tial voice, and without punctuation, “I ask your pardon sir. ‘but if you would excuse the liberty of being so addressed upon the public Iway by one who is almost reduced to rags ‘though it as not always been so and by no fault of his own ‘but through ill elth in his family and many unmerited suf- ferings it would be a great obligation sir to know the time.” You give the well-spoken young man the time. The well- ‘spoken young man,. keeping well up with you, resumes: “TI am aware sir that it is a liberty to intrude a further ‘question on a gentleman walking for his entertainment but might I make so bold as ask the favour of the way to Dover ‘sir and about the distance?” You inform the well-spoken young man that the way to Dover is straight on, and the ‘distance some eighteen miles. The well-spoken young man ‘becomes greatly agitated. “In the condition to which I ‘am reduced,” says he, “I could not ope to reach Dover * before dark even if my shoes were in’ a state to take me ‘there or my feet were in a state to old out over the flinty ‘road and were not on the bare ground of which any gentle- aman has the means to satisfy himself by looking ‘Sir may
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ZI take the liberty of speaking to you?” As the well-spoken. young man keeps so well up with you that you can’t pre- vent his taking the liberty of speaking to you, he goes on, with fluency: “Sir it is not begging that is my intention for I was brought up by the best of mothers and begging: 

though now ‘reduced to take the present liberty on the Iway Sir my business was- the law-stationering and I was favourably known to the Solicitor-General the Attorney- General the majority of the Judges and the ole of the legal profession but through ill elth in my family and the treach- ery of a friend for whom I became security and he no other than my own wife’s brother the brother of my own wife I was cast forth with my tender partner and three young chil- dren not to beg for I will sooner die of deprivation but to- make my way to the seaport town of Dover where I have a relative i in respect not only that will assist me but that 

when I little thought that I should ever need it excepting for my air this *—here the well-spoken young man put his. hand into his breast—“this comb! Sir I implore you in, the name of charity to purchase a, tortoiseshell comb which, is a genuine article at any price that your humanity may- put upon it and may the blessings of a ouseless family- awaiting with beating arts the return of a husband and a father from Dover upon the cold Stone seats of London- bridge ever attend you Sir may I take the liberty of speak-. ing to you implore you to buy this comb! ” By this time,. being a reasonably good walker, you will have been too much for the well-spoken young man, who will stop short and express his disgust and his want of breath, in a long: expectoration, as you leave him behind. 
Towards the end of the same walk, on the same bright: summer day, at the corner of the next little town or vil-. lage, you may find another kind of tramp, embodied in the. persons of a most exemplary couple whose only improvi- dence appears to have been, that they spent the last of: their little All on soap. They are a man and woman, spot. less to behold—John Anderson, with the frost on his short: smock-frock instead of his “pow,” attended. by Mrs, An~
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derson. John is over-ostentatious of the frost upon his raiment, and wears a curious and, you would say, an al- most unnecessary demonstration. of girdle of white linen wound about his waist—-a girdle, snowy as Mrs, Anderson’s apron. This cleanliness was the expiring effort of the re- spectable couple, and nothing then remained to Mr. Ander- son but to get chalked upon his spade in snow-white copy- . book characters, nun¢ry! and to sit down here. Yes; one thing more remained: to Mr. Anderson—his. character; Monarchs could not deprive him of his hard-earned char. acter. Accordingly, as you come up with this spectacle of virtue in distress, Mrs, Anderson Tises, and with a decent curtsey presents for your consideration a certificate from a Doctor of Divinity, the reverend the Vicar of Upper Dodg- ington, who informs his Christian friends and all whom it " Tay concern that the bearers, John Anderson and lawful wife, are persons to whom you cannot be too liberal. This benevolent pastor omitted no work of his hands to fit the good couple out, for with half an eye you can recognise his autograph on the spade. — . * Another class of tramp is a man, the most valuable part of whose stock-in-trade is a highly perplexed demeanour. He is got up like a countryman, and you will often come upon the poor fellow, while he is endeavouring to decipher the inscription on a milestone—quite a fruitless endeavour, for he cannot read. He asks your pardon, he truly does (he is very slow of speech, this tramp, and he looks in a bewildered way all round the prospect while he talks to you), but all of us shold do as we wold. be done by, and he’ll take it kind, if you'll put a power man in the right road fur to jine his eldest son as has broke his leg bad in the masoning, and is in this heere Orspit’l as is wrote down by Squire Pouncerby’s own hand as wold not tell ‘a lie fur no man. He then produces from under his dark frock (being always very slow and perplexed) a neat but worn old leathern purse, from which he takes a scrap of paper. On this scrap of paper is written, by Squire Pouncerby, of The Grove, “Please to direct the Bearer, a poor but very worthy man, to the Sussex County Hospital, near Brigh- ton”—a matter of some difficulty at the moment, seeing that the request comes suddenly upon you in the depths of Hertfordshire. The more you endeavour to indicate where Brighton is—when: you have with the greatest difficulty
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remembered—the less the devoted father can be made to comprehend, and the more obtusely he stares at the pros-_ pect; whereby, being reduced to extremity, you recommend. the faithful parent to begin by going to St. Albans, and present him with half-a-crown. It does him good, no doubt, but scarcely helps him forward, since you find him lying drunk that same evening in the wheelyright’s sawpit: under the shed where the felled trees are, opposite the. 
sign of the Three Jolly Hedgers, 

But, the most vicious, by far,-of all the idle tramps, is. 
the tramp who pretends to have been a gentleman. “Edu- 
éated,” he writes, from the village beer-shop in pale ink of 
a ferruginous complexion; “educated at Trin, Coll: Cam. 
—nursed in the lap of affluence—once in my small way the: 
pattron of the Muses,” &. &c. &c.—surely a sympathetic: 
mind will not withhold a trifle, to help him on to the mar- 
ket-town where he thinks of giving a Lecture to the Sruges: 
consumere nati, on things in general? This shameful creat- 
ure. lolling about hedge tap-rooms in his ragged clothes, 
now so far from being black that they look as if they never- 
ean have been black, is more selfish and insolent than even. 
the savage tramp. He would sponge on the poorest boy- 
for a farthing, and spurn him when he had got it; he- 
would interpose (if he could get anything by it) between. 
the baby and the mother’s breast. So much lower than the. 
company he keeps, for his maudlin assumption of being- 
higher, this pitiless rascal blights the summer road as he 
maunders on between the luxuriant hedges: where (to my- 
thinking) even the wild convolvulus and rose and sweet- 
briar, are the worse for his going by, and need time to re-- 
cover from the taint of him in the air. 

The young fellows who trudge along barefoot, five or six. 
together, their boots slung over their shoulders, their shabby- 
bundles under their arms, their sticks newly cut from some. 
roadside wood, are not eminently prepossessing, but are- 
much less objectionable. There is a tramp-fellowship. 
among them. They pick one another up at resting sta- 
tions, and go on in companies. They always go at a fast: 
swing—though they generally limp too—and there is in- 
variably one of the company who has much ado to keep up. 
with the rest. .They generally talk about horses, and any” 
other means of Jocomotion than walking: or, one of the: 
company relates some. recent experiences of the road— 

17* :
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which are always disputes and difficulties. As for example, “Soas ?ma Standing at the pump in the market, blest if there don’t come up a Beadle, and ‘he Ses, ‘ Mustn’t stand here,’ he ses.. ‘ Why not?’ Ises, ¢N, o beggars allowed in this town,’ he ses. “ Who’s a beggar?’ Ises, < You are,? he ses. ‘Who ever see me beg? Did you?? I ses, ‘Then you’re a tramp,’ he ses, ‘I'd rather be that than a Bea- ‘dle,’ I ses.” (The company express great approval.) * ¢ Would you,’ he ses to me, ‘Yes I would,’ I ses to him. ‘Well,’ he Ses, ‘anyhow, get out of this town.’ ‘ Why, blow your little town!’ I ses, ¢ who wants to be in it? Wot does your dirty little town mean by comin’? and stickin’ itself in the road to anywhere? Why don’t you get a shovel and a barrer, and clear your town out 0’ people’s way??” (The ‘company expressing the’ high- est approval and laughing aloud, they all go down the mill.) ‘ . . . Then, there are the tramp handicraft men, Are they not all over England, in this Midsummer time? Where ‘does the lark sing, the corn grow, the mill turn, the river run, and they are not among the lights and shadows, tink- ering, chair-mending, umbrella-mending, clock-mending, knife-grinding? Surely,'a pleasant thing, if we were in that condition of life, to grind our way through Kent, Sus- 

‘See the sparks we ground off, fiery bright against a back- ‘Sround of green wheat and green leaves. A little later, and the ripe harvest would pale our sparks from red to yel- low, until we got the dark-newly-turned land for a. back- ground again, and they were red once more. By that time, . we should have ground’ our way to the sea cliffs, and the whirr of our wheel Would be lost in the breaking of the Waves. Our next variety in sparks would be derived from 

Tound to the healthy lands between Reigate and Croydon, doing a prosperous stroke of business all along, we should Show like a little firework in the light frosty air, and be the next best thing to the blacksmith’s forge. Very agree- able, too, to go on a chair-mending tour. What judges we Should be of rushes, and how knowingly (with a sheaf and a bottomless chair at. our back) we should lounge on tbridges, looking over at osier-beds. “Among all the innu-
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merable occupations that cannot possibly be transacted without the assistance of lookers on, chair-mending may take a station in the first rank. When we sat down with our backs against the barn or the public-house, and began to mend, what a sense of popularity would grow upon us, When all the children came to look at us, and the tailor, and the general dealer, and the farmer who had ‘been. giv- ing a small order at the ‘little saddler’s, and the groom from the great house, and the publican, and even the two skittle-players (and here note that, howsoever busy all the rest of village human-kind may be, there will always be two people with leisure to play at skittles, wherever village skittles are), what encouragement would be on us to plait and weave! No one looks at us while we plait and weave these words. . Clock-mending again. Except for the slight inconvenience of carrying a clock under our arm, and the monotony of making the bell g0, whenever we came toa human habitation, what a pleasant privilege to give a voice . to the dumb cottage-clock, and set it talking to the cottage family again. Likewise we foresee great interest in going round by the park plantations, under the overhanging boughs (hares, rabbits, partridges, and pheasants, scudding like mad across and. across .the chequered ground before us), and so over the ‘park ladder, and through the wood, until we came to the Keeper’s lodge.. Then, would the _ Keeper be discoverable at his door, in a deep nest of leaves, smoking his pipe. Then, on our accosting him in the way. of our trade, would he call to Mrs. Keeper, Tespecting “t?ould clock” in the kitchen. Then, would Mrs. Keeper ask us into the lodge, and on due examination we should offer to make. a good: job of it for eighteenpence; which offer, being accepted, would set us tinkling and clinking among the chubby awe-struck little Keepers for an hour and more. So completely to the family’s satisfaction. would we achieve our work, that the Keeper would men- tion how that.there was something wrong with the bell of the turret stable-clock up at the Hall, and that if we. thought good of going up to the housekeeper on the chance of that job too, why he would -take us. . Then, should we, go, among the branching oaks and the deep fern, by silent ways of mystery known to the Keeper, seeing the herd glancing here and there as we went along, until we came to the old Hall, solemn and grand. Under. the Terrace.
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Flower Garden, and round by the stables, would the Keeper 
take us in; and. as we passed we should observe: how spa- . 
cious and stately the stables, and how fine the’ painting of 
the horses’ names: over their ‘stalls, and how solitary all: 
the family being in London. Then, should we' find our- 
selves presented to the housekeeper, sitting, in hushed 
state, at needlework, in a bay-window looking out upon a: 
mighty grim red-brick quadrangle, guarded by stone lions 
disrespectfully throwing somersaults over the éscutcheons 
of the noble family. Then, our services accepted and we 
insinuated with a candle into the stable-turret, we should 
find it to be a mere question of pendulum, but one that 
would hold us until dark. Then, should we fall to work, 
with a general impression of Ghosts being about, and of 
pictures indoors that of a: certainty came out of their 
frames and “walked,” if the family would only own it. 
Then, should we work and: work, until the day gradually 
turned to dusk, and even until the dusk gradually turned 
to dark. Our task at length accomplished, we should be 
takeni into an. enormous servarits’ hall, and there regaled 
with beef and bread, and powerful ale. Then, paid freely, 
we should be‘at liberty to go, and should be told by a point- 
ing helper’ to keep round over yinder by the blasted ash, 
and so straight through the woods, till we’ should see the 
town-lights right afore us. Then, feeling lonesome, should 
‘we desire’ upon the’ whole, that the’ ash had not been 
blasted, or that the helper had had the mannérs not to 
mention it... However, we should keep on, all right, till 
suddenly. the stable bell would strike ten in the dolefullest 
way, quite chilling our blood, though we liad so lately 
taught him how to'acquit himself. Then, ds we went on, 
should we recall: old stories, and dimly consider’ what it 
would be most advisable to do, in the event of « tall figure, 
all in white, with saucer eyes, coming’ up and saying, “I 
want you to come toa churchyard and mend a church clock. 
Follow me!” Then, should we make a burst to get clear 
of the trees, and should soon find ourselves in the open, 
with the town-lights bright ahead of us. So should we 
lie that‘night at the ancient sign of the Crispin and Cris- 
panus; atid rise early next morning to:be' betimes on- tramp 
again. . 

’ Bricklayers’ often tramp, in twos and threes, lying’ by 
night at their “lodges,” which are scattered all over the
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country. Bricklaying is another of the occupations that 
- can by no means be transacted in rural parts, without the 
assistance of spectators—of as many as can be convened. 
In thinly-peopled spots, I have known bricklayers on 
tramp, coming up with bricklayers at work, to be so sensi- 
ble of the indispensability of lookers-on, that they them- 
selves have set up in that capacity, and have been unable 
to subside into the acceptance of a proffered share in the 
job, for two or three days together. Sometimes, the 

: “navvy,” on tramp, with an extra pair of half-boots over 
his shoulder, a bag, a bottle, and a can, will take a similar 
part in a job of excavation, and will look at it without en- 
gaging in it, until all his money is gone. The current of 
my wncommercial pursuits caused me only last summer to 
want a little body of workmen for a certain spell of work 
in a pleasant part of the country; and I was at one time - 
honoured with the attendance of as many as seven-and- 
twenty, who were looking at six. : 

Who can be familiar with any rustic highway in sum- 
mer-time, without storing up knowledge of the many tramps 
who go from one oasis of town or village to another, to sell 
a stock in trade, apparently not worth a shilling when sold? 

- Shrimps are a favourite commodity for this kind of specu- 
lation, and so are cakes of a soft ana spongy character, 
coupled with Spanish nuts and brandy balls. The stock is 
carried on the head in a basket, and, between the head and 
the basket, are the trestles on which the stock is displayed 
at trading times. Fleet of foot, but a careworn class of 
_tramp this, mostly; with a certain stiffness of neck, occa- 
sioned by much anxious balancing of baskets; and also with 
a long Chinese sort of eye, which an overweighted forehead 
would seem to have squeezed into that form. ‘ 

On the hot dusty roads near seaport towns and great 
rivers, behold the tramping Soldier. And if you should 
happen never to have asked yourself whether his uniform 
is suited to his work, perhaps the poor fellow’s appear- 

ance as he comes distressfully towards you, with his ab- 
surdly tight jacket unbuttoned, his neck-gear in his hand, 
and his legs well chafed by his trousers of baize, may sug- 

gest the personal inquiry, how you think you would like it. 
Much better the tramping Sailor, although his cloth is 

somewhat too thick for land service. But, why the tramp- 

ing merchant-mate should put on a black velvet waist-
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coat, for a chalky country in the dog-days, is one of the great secrets of nature.that will never be discovered. 
I have my eye upon a piece of Kentish road, bordered on either sidé by a wood, and having on one hand, be- tween the road-dust: and the trees, a skirting patch of grass. Wild flowers grow in abundance on this spot, and it lies high and airy, with a distant river stealing steadily away to the ocean, like a man’s life. To gain the mile- stone here, which the moss, primroses, violets, blue-bells, and wild roses, would soon render illegible but for. peering travellers pushing them aside with their sticks, you must come up a steep hill, come which way you may. So, all the tramps with carts or caravans—the Gipsy-tramp, the Show-tramp, the Cheap Jack—find it impossible to resist the temptations of the place, and all turn the horse loose when they come to it, and boil the pot. Bless the place, I love the ashes of the vagabond fires that have scorched its grass! What tramp children do I see here, attired in a handful of rags, making a gymnasium of the shafts of the 

cart, making a feather-bed of the flints and brambles, mak- ing a toy of the hobbled old horse who is not much more like a horse than any cheap toy would be! Here, do I en- 
counter the cart of mats and brooms and baskets—with ali . thoughts of business given to the evening wind—with the stew made and being served out—with Cheap Jack and 
Dear Jill striking soft music out of the plates that are rat- tled like warlike cymbals when put up for auction at fairs and markets—their minds so influenced (no doubt) by the melody of the nightingales as they begin to sing in the woods behind them, that if I were to propose to deal, they would sell me anything at cost price. On this hallowed ground has it been my happy privilege (let me whisper it), to behold the White-haired Lady with the pink eyes, eat- ing meat-pie with the. Giant: while, by the hedgeside, on 
the box of blankets which I knew contained the snakes, were set forth the cups and saucers and the teapot. It was On an evening in August, that I chanced upon this ravish- ing spectacle, and I noticed that, whereas the Giant re- elined half concealed beneath the overhanging boughs and seemed indifferent to Nature, the white hair of the gracious 
Lady streamed free in the breath of evening, and her pink 
eyes found pleasure in the landscape. I heard only a sin- gle sentence of her uttering, yet it bespoke a talent for
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modest repartee. The ill-mannered Giant—accursed be 

his evil race!—had interrupted the Lady in some remark, 

and, as I passed that enchanted corner of the wood, she 

gently reproved him, with the words, “Now, Cobby; ”— 

Cobby! so short a name! —“ain’t one fool enough to talk 

at a time?” 
Within appropriate distance of this magic ground, though 

not so near it as that the song trolled from tap or bench at 

door, can invade its woodland silence, is a little hostelry 

which no man possessed of a penny was ever known to pass. 

in warm weather. Before its entrance, are certain pleasant 

trimmed limes; likewise, a cool well, with so musical a 

bucket-handle that its fall upon the bucket rim will make 

a horse prick up his ears and neigh, upon the droughty 

road half a mile off. This is a house of great resort for 

haymaking tramps and harvest tramps, insomuch that they 

sit within, drinking their mugs of beer, their relinquished 

scythes and reaping-hooks glare out of the open windows, 

as if the whole establishment were a family war-coach of 

‘Ancient Britons. Later in the season, the whole country- 

side, for miles and miles, will swarm with hopping tramps. 

They come in families, men, women, and children, every 

family provided with a bundle of bedding, an iron pot, a 

number of babies, and too often with some poor sick creat- 

ure quite unfit for the rough life, for whom they suppose 

the smell of the fresh hop to be a sovereign. remedy. 

Many of these hoppers are Irish, but many come from Lon- 

don. They crowd all the roads, and camp under all the 

hedges and on all the scraps of common-land, and live 

among and upon the hops until they are all picked and the 

hop gardens, so beautiful through the summer, look as if 

they had been laid waste by an invading army. Then, 

there is a vast exodus of tramps out of the county; and if 

you ride or drive round any turn of any road, at more than. 

a foot pace, you will be bewildered to find that you have. 

charged into the bosom of fifty families, and that there are 

splashing up all around you, in the utmost prodigality of 

confusion, bundles of bedding, babies, iron pots, and a 

good-humoured multitude of both sexes and all ages, equally 

divided between perspiration and intoxication.
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XII. 

DULLBOROUGH TOWN. 
Ir lately happened that I found myself rambling about 

‘the scenes among which my earliest days were passed; 
scenes from which I departed when I was a child, and 
which I did not revisit until Iwasa man. This is no un- 
‘common chance, but one that befalls some of us any day; 
perhaps it may not be quite uninteresting to compare notes 
with the reader respecting an experience so familiar and a 
journey so uncommercial. ' oo, 

T call my boyhood’s home (and I feel like a Tenor in an 
English Opera when I mention it) Dullborough. Most of 
‘us come from Dullborough who come from a country town. 

As I left Dullborough in the days when there were no 
railroads in the land, I left it in a stage-coach. Through 
all the years that have since passed, have I ever lost the 
smell of the damp straw in which I was packed—like game 
——and forwarded, carriage paid, to the Cross Keys, Wood- 
‘street, Cheapside, London? There was no other inside 
passenger, and I consumed my sandwiches in solitude and 
dreariness, and it rained hard all the way, and I thought 
life sloppier than I had expected to find it. 

With this tender remembrance upon me, I was cavalierly 
shunted back into Dullborough the other day, by train, 
My ticket had been previously collected, like my taxes, and 
my shining new portmanteau had had a great plaster stuck 
upon it, and I had been defied by Act of Parliament to 
offer an objection to anything that was done to it, or me, 
under a penalty of not less than forty shillings. or more 
than five pounds, compoundable for a term of imprison- 
ment. When I had sent my disfigured property on to the 
hotel, I began to look about me; and the first discovery I 
made, was; that the Station had swallowed up the playing- 

eld, , 
It was gone. The two beautiful hawthorn-trees, the 

hedge, the turf, and all those buttereups and daisies, had 
given place to the stoniest of jolting roads: while, beyond 
the Station, an ugly dark monster of a tunnel kept its jaws
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open, as if it had swallowed them .and were ravenous for 
more destruction. The coach that had carried me away, 
was melodiously called Timpson’s Blue-Eyed Maid, and 
belonged to Timpson, at the, coach-office up-street; the lo- 
comotive engine that had brought me back, was calléd se- 
verely No. 97, and belonged to S.E.R., and was spitting 
ashes and hot-water over the blighted ground. — 

When I had been let out of the platform-door, like a pris- 
oner whom his turnkey grudgingly released, I looked in 

_ again over the low wall, at the scene of departed glories. 
Here, in the haymaking time, had I been delivered from 
the dungéons of Seringapatam, an immense pile (of hay- 
cock), by my countrymen, the victorious British (boy next 
door and his two cousins), and had been recognised with 
ecstasy by my affianced one (Miss Green), who had come 
all the way from England (second ‘house in the terrace) 
to ransom me, and marry me. “Here, had I first heard in 
confidence, from one whose father was greatly connected, 
being under Government, of the existence of a terrible 
banditti, called “The Radicals,” whose principles were,’ 
that the Prince Regent wore stays, and that nobody had a 
right to any salary, and that the army and navy ought to 
be put down—horrors at which I trembled in my bed, after 
supplicating that the Radicals might be speedily taken and 
hanged. Here, too, had we, the small boys of Boles’s, had 
that cricket match against the small boys of Coles’s, when 
Boles and Coles had actually met upon the ground, and 
when, instead of instantly hitting out at one another with 
the utmost fury, as we had all hoped and expected, those 
sneaks had said respectively, “TI hope Mrs. Boles is well,” 
and “I hope Mrs. Coles and the baby are doing charm- 
ingly.” Could it be that, after all this, and much more, 
the Playing-field was a Station, and No. 97 expectorated 
boiling-water and tedhot cinders on it, and the whole. be- 
longed by Act of Parliament to S.E.R.? . 

As it could be, and was, I left the place with a heavy 
heart for a walk all over the town. And first of Timpson’s 
up-street. When I departed from Dullborough in the, 
strawy arms of Timpson’s Blue-Eyed Maid, Timpson’s was 
a moderate-sized coach-office (in fact, a little eoach-office), 
with an’ oval transparency in the window, which looked 
beautiful by night, representing one of Timpson’s coaches. 
in the act of passing a milestone on the London road with
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great velocity, completely full inside. and out, and all the 
passengers dressed in the first style of fashion, and enjoy- 
ing themselves tremendously. I found no such place as 
Timpson’s now—no such bricks and rafters, not to mention 
the name—no such edifice on the teeming earth. Pickford 
had come and knocked LTimpson’s down. Pickford had not 
only knocked Timpson’s down, but had knocked two or 
three houses down on each side of Timpson’s, and then had 
knocked the whole into one great establishment with a pair 
of big gates, in and out of which, his (Pickford’s) wag- 
gons are, in these days, always rattling, with their drivers 
sitting up so high, that they look in at the. second-floor 
windows of the old-fashioned houses in the High-street as 
they shake the town. I have not the honour of Pickford’s 
acquaintance, but I felt that he had done me an injury, 
not to say committed an act of boyslaughter, in running 
over my childhood in this rough manner; and if ever I 
meet Pickford driving one of his own monsters, and smok- 
ing a pipe the while (which is the custom of his men), he: 
shall know by the expression of my eye, if it catches his, 
that there is something wrong between us. 

Moreover, I felt that Pickford had no right to come rush- 
ing into Dullborough and deprive the town of a public pic- 
ture. He is not Napoleon Bonaparte. When he took down 
the transparent stage-coach, he ought to have given the 
town a transparent van. With a gloomy conviction that 

. Pickford is wholly utilitarian and unimaginative, I pro- 
ceeded on my way. 

’ Tt is a mercy I have not a red and green lamp anda 
night-bell at my door, for in my very young days I was ° 
taken to so many lyings-in that I wonder I escaped becom-. 
ing a professional martyr to them in after-life. I suppose 
I had a very sympathetic nurse, with a large circle of mar- 
ried acquaintance. However that was, as I continued my 
walk through Dullborough, I found, many houses to be 
solely associated i in my mind with this particular interest. 
At one little greengrocer’s shop, down certain steps from 
the street, I remember to have waited on a lady who had. 
had four ‘children (I am afraid to write five, though I 
fully believe it was five) at a birth. This meritorious 
woman held quite a reception in her room on the morning. 
when I was introduced there, and the sight of the house 
brought vividly to my mind how the four (five) deceased
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young people lay, side by side, on a clean cloth on a chest 
‘of drawers; reminding me by a homely association, which 

. I suspect their complexion to have assisted, of pigs’ feet 
as they are usually displayed at a neat tripe-shop. Hot 
eaudle was handed round on the occasion, and I further re- 
membered as.I stood contemplating the greengrocer’s, that 
a subscription was entered into among the company, which 
became extremely alarming to my consciousness of having 
pocket-money on my person. This fact being known to my 
-conductress, whoever she was, I was earnestly exhorted to 

_ contribute, but resolutely declined: therein disgusting the 
company, who gave me to understand that I must dismiss - 
-all expectations of going to Heaven. 

How does it happen that when all else is change wherever 
one goes, there yet seem, in every place, to be some few 
‘people who never alter? As the sight of the greengrocer’s 
‘house recalled these trivial incidents of long ago, the iden- 
tical greengrocer appeared on the steps, with his hands in 
this pockets, and leaning his shoulder against the door-post, 
as my childish eyes had seen him many a time; indeed, 
‘there was his old mark on the door-post yet, as if his 
shadow had become a fixture there. It was he himself; he 
might formerly have been an old-looking young man, or he 
‘might now be a young-looking old man, but there he was. 
In walking along the street, I had as yet looked in vain for 
-a familiar face, or even a transmitted face; here was the 
very greengrocer who had been weighing and handling 
‘baskets on the morning of the reception. As he brought 
~with him a dawning remembrance that he had had no pro- 
-prietary interest in those babies, I crossed the road, and 
:accosted him on the subject. He was notin the least ex- 
cited or gratified, or in any way roused, by the accuracy of 
‘my recollections, but said, Yes, summut out of the common 
—he didn’t remember how many it was (as if half-a-dozen 
“babes either way made no difference)—had happened toa 
Mrs. What’s-her-name, as once lodged there—but he didn’t 
call it to mind, particular. Nettled by this phlegmatic 
conduct, I informed him that I had left the town when I 
was a child. He slowly returned, quite unsoftened, and 
not without a sarcastic kind of complacency, Had I? Ah! 
And did I find it had got on tolerably well without me? 
Such is the difference (I thought, when I had left him a 
few hundred yards behind, and was by so much in a better
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temper) between going away from a place and remaining in 
it. Ihad no right, I reflected, to be angry with the green- 
grocer for his want of interest, I was nothing to him: 
whereas he was the town, the cathedral, the bridge, the 

_Xiver, my childhood, and a large slice of my life, to me. 
_ _ Of course the town had shrunk fearfully, since I was a 
child there. I had entertained the impression that the 

. High-street was at least as wide as Regent-street, London, 
. or the Italian Boulevard at Paris. I found it little better 
.thana lane. There wasa public clock in it, which I had 
supposed to be the finest clock in the world: whereas it 
now turned out to be as inexpressive, moon-faced, and 
weak a clock as ever I saw. It belonged to a Town Hall, 

. where I had seen an Indian (who I now suppose wasn’t an 
Indian) swallow a sword (which I now suppose he didn’t). 
The edifice had appeared to me in those days so glorious a 
structure, that I had set it up in my mind as the model on 
which the Genie of the Lamp built the palace for Aladdin. 
A mean little brick heap, like a demented chapel, with a 
few yawning persons in leather gaiters, and in the last ex- 
tremity for something to do, lounging at the door with 
their hands in their pockets, and calling themselves a Corn 
Exchange! 

The Theatre was in existence, I found, on asking the 
fishmonger, who had a compact show of stock in his win- 
dow, consisting of a sole and a quart of shrimps—and I re- 
solved to comfort my mind by going to look at it. Richard 
the Third, in a very uncomfortable cloak, had first appeared 
to me there, and had made my heart leap with terror by 
backing up against the stage-box in which I was posted, 
while struggling for life against the virtuous Richmond. ‘It 
was within those walls that I had learnt as from a page of 
English history, how that wicked King slept in war-time 
on a sofa much too short for him, and how fearfully his 
conscience troubled his boots. There, too, had I first seen 
the funny countryman, but countryman of noble principles, 
in a flowered waistcoat, crunch up his little hat and throw 
it on the ground, and pull off his coat, saying, “Dom thee, 
squire, coom on with thy fistes then!” Atwhich the lovely 
young woman who kept company with him (and who went 
out gleaning, in a narrow white muslin apron with five 
beautiful bars of five different coloured ribbons across it) 
was so frightened for his sake, that she fainted away.
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Many wondrous sécrets of Nature had I come tothe knowl- 
edge of in that sanctuary: of which nof the least ferrific 
were, that the witches in Macbeth bore an awful resém- 
‘lance to the Thanes and other proper inhabitants of Scot- 
Jand; and that the good King Duncan ¢ouldn’t resf in his 
grave, but was constantly coming out of it and calling him- 
self somebody else. To the Theatre, therefore, I repaired 
for consolation. But I found very little, for it was in a 
bad and declining way. A dealer'in wine and bottled: beer 
had already squeezed his trade into thé box-office, and the 
theatrical niénéy was taken—when it ciame—in a kind of 
meat-safe in tle passage. The dealer in winé and bottled 
beer must have insinuated himsélf undér the stage tod; for 
he announced that he had various descriptiotis 6f alcoholic: 
drinks “in the wood,” and there was no possible stowage’ 
for the wood anywhere else. Evidently, he was by degrees 
eating the establishment away to the core, and would soon 
have:sole possession of it. It was To Let, aud hopelessly’ 

. so, for its old purposes; and there had been no entértain- 
ment- within its walls fora long time éxcept'a Panorama; 

‘and even that had: béen announced as “ pleasingly instruc- 
tive,” and I know too' well the fatal meaning and the léaden- 
import of those terrible expressions. No, there was ‘no 
comfort in the Theatre. It was mysteriously gone, like 
my own youth. Unlike niy own youth, it might be coming 
‘back some day; but there was little promise of it. . 

' As the town was placarded with reférences to thé Dull- 
‘borough Mechanics’ Institution, I thought I would go and 
‘look at that éstablishment next. There had beéni no such 

. thing in the town, in my young’ day, and _it occurred to me 
‘that its extreme prosperity might have brought adversity 
upon the Drama. I found the Institution with some difi- . 
culty, and should scarcely have known that I had found it 
if Ihhad judged from its external appearance only; but this 

was attributable to its never having been finished, and hav- 
: ing no front: consequently, it led a modest and retired ex- 

‘istence up a stable-yard. It was (as I learnt, on inquiry) 

‘ a most flourishing Institution, and of the highest benefit to 

the town: two triumphs which I.was glad to understand 
were not at all impaired by the seeming drawbacks that no 
‘mechanics belonged to'it, and that it was steeped in debt 

to the chimney-pots. ‘It had a large room, which was 

approached by an infirm step-ladder: -the builder having
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declined to construct. the intended staircase, without a 
present payment in cash, which Dullborough (though pro- 
foundly appreciative of the Institution) seemed unaccount- 
ably bashful about subscribing. The large room had cost 
—or would, when paid for—five hundred pounds; and it. 
had more mortar in it and more echoes, than one might 
have expected to get for the money. Itwas fitted up with 
2 platform, and the usual lecturing tools, including a large 
black board of a menacing appearance. . On referring to. 
lists of the courses of lectures that had been given in this 
thriving Hall, I fancied I detected a shyness in admitting 
that human nature when at leisure has any desire whatever 
to be relieved and diverted; and a furtive sliding in of any 
poor make-weight piece of amusement, shamefacedly and 
edgewise.. Thus, 1 observed that it was necessary for the 
members to be knocked on the head with Gas, Air, Water, 
Food, the Solar System, the Geological periods, Criticism 
on Milton, the Steam-engine, John Bunyan, and Arrow- 
Haaded Inscriptions, before they might be tickled by. those. 
unaccountable choristers, the negro singers in the court cos- 
tume of the reign of George the Second. Likewise, that. 
they must be stunned by a weighty inquiry whether there. 
was internal evidence in Shakespeare’s works, to prove 
that his uncle by the mother’s side lived for some years at. 
Stoke Newington, before they were brought-to by a Mis- 
-cellaneous Concert. But, indeed the masking of entertain- 
ment, and pretending it was something else—as people 
mask, bedsteads when they are obliged to have them in 
sitting-rooms, and make believe that they are book-cases, 
sofas, chests of drawers, anything rather than bedsteads— 
was manifest even in the pretence of dreariness that the 
unfortunate entertainers themselves felt obliged in decency 
to put forth when they came here. One very agreeable pro- 
fessional singer who travelled with two professional ladies, 
knew better than to introduce either of those ladies to sing. 
the ballad “ Comin’ through the Rye” without prefacing it 
himself, with some general remarks on wheat and clover; 
and even then, he dared not for his life call the song a song,. 
but disguised it in the bill as an “Illustration.” In the. 
library, also—fitted with shelves for three thousand books, 
and containing upwards of one hundred and seventy (pre- 
sented copies mostly), scething their edges in damp plaster. 
—there was such a painfully apologetic return of 62 offen-.
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‘ders who had read Travels, Popular Biography, and mere 
‘Fiction descriptive of the aspirations of the hearts and souls 
of mere human creatures like themselves; and such an 
elaborate parade of 2 bright examples who had had down 
Euclid after the day’s:- occupation and confinement; and 3 
‘who had had down Metaphysics after ditto; and 1 who had 
had down ‘Theology after ditto; and 4 who had worried 
Grammar, Political Economy, Botany, and Logarithms all 
-at once after ditto; that I suspected the boasted class to be 
one man, who had been hired to do it. Se 

Emerging from the Mechanics’ Institution and continuing 
‘my walk about the town, I still ‘noticed everywhere the 
prevalence, to an extraordinary degree, of this custom of 
putting the natural demand for amusement out of sight, as 
some untidy housekeepers put dust, and pretending that it 
was swept away. And yet it was ministered to, in a dull 
and abortive manner, by all who made this feint. Look- 
ing in at what is called in Dullborough “the serious book- 
seller’s,” where, in my childhood, I had studied the faces 
of numbers of gentlemen depicted in rostrums with a gas- 
light on each side of them, and casting my eyes over the 
open pages of certain printed discourses there, I found a 
vast deal of aiming at jocosity and dramatic effect, even in 
them—yes, verily, even on the part of one very wrathful 
expounder who bitterly anathematised a poor little Circus. 
Similarly, in the reading provided for the young people en- 
rolled in the Lasso of Love, and other excellent unions, I 
found the writers generally under a distressing sense that 
they must start (at all events) like story-tellers, and de- 
lude the young persons into the belief that they were going 
to be interesting. As I looked inat this window for twenty 
minutes by the clock, I am in a position to offer a friendly 
remonstrance—not bearing on this particular point—to the 
designers and engravers of the pictures in those publica- 

tions. _ Have they considered the awful consequence likely 

to flow from their representations of Virtue? Have they 

asked themselves the question, whether the terrific pros- 

pect of acquiring that fearful chubbiness of head, unwieldi- 

ness of arm, feeble dislocation of leg, crispiness of hair, 

and enormity of shirt-collar, which they represent as in- 

separable from Goodness, may not tend to. confirm sensitive 

waverers, in Evil? A most impressive example (if I had 

believed: it) of what a Dustman and a Saiicr may come to,
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when they mend their ways, was presented to me in this 
same shop-window.:. When they were leaning (they were 
intimate friends) against a post, drunk and reckless, with 
surpassingly bad hats on, and their hair over their fore- 
heads, they were rather picturesque, and looked as if they 
might be agreeable men, if they would not be beasts. But, 
when they had got over their bad propensities, and when, 

‘as a consequence, their heads had swelled alarmingly, their 
hair had got so curly that it lifted their blown-out cheeks 
up, their coat-cuffs were so long that they never could do 
any work, and their eyes were so wide open that they never 
could do any sleep, they presented a spectacle calculated to- 
plunge a timid nature into the depths of Infamy. 

. But, the clock that had so degenerated since I saw it. 
last, admonished me that I had stayed here long enough; ~ 
and I resumed my walk, 

I had not gone fifty. paces along the street when I was 
suddenly brought up by the sight of a man who got out of 
a little phaeton at the doctor’s door, and went into the doc- 

. tor’s house. Immediately, the air was filled with the scent. 
of trodden grass, and the perspective of years opened, and 
at the end of it was a little likeness of this man keeping a 
wicket, and I said, “God bless my soul! Joe Specks!” 

Through many changes and much work, I had preserved. 
a tenderness for the memory of Joe, forasmuch as we had. 
madg the acquaintance of Roderick Random -together, and. 
had believed him to be no ruffian, but an ingenuous and 
engaging hero. Scorning to ask the boy left in the phae- 
ton whether it was really Joc, and scorning even to read 
the brass plate on the door-—so sure was I—I rang the bell 
and informed the servant maid that a stranger sought audi- 
ence of Mr. Specks, Into aroom, half surgery, half study, 
I was shown to await his coming, and I found it, by a 
series of elaborate accidents, bestrewn with testimonies to 
Joe. Portrait of Mr. Specks, bust of Mr. Specks, silver 
cup from grateful patient to Mr. Specks, presentation ser- 
mon from local clergyman, dedication poem from local 
poet, dinner-card from local nobleman, tract on balance of 
power from local refugee, inscribed Hommage de Vauteur & 
Specks. . 

_ When my old schoolfellow came in, and I informed him 
with a smile that I was not a patient, he seemed rather at 
a loss to perceive any reason for smiling in connection with
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that fact, and inquired to what was he to attribute the 

honour? I asked him, with another smile, could he re- 

‘member me at all? He had not (he said) that pleasure. 

I was beginning to have but a poor opinion of Mr. Specks,. 

when he said reflectively, “And yet there’s a something 

too.” -Upon that, I saw a boyish light in hig eyes that 

looked well, and I asked him if he could inform me, as a: 

stranger who desired to know and had not the means of. 

reference at hand, what the name of the young lady was, 

syho married Mr. Random? Upon that, he said “Nar- 

cissa,” and, after staring for a moment, called me by my 

name, shook me by the hand, and melted into a roar of 

laughter. “Why, of course, you’ ll remember Lucy Green,” 

he said, after we had talked a little. ‘Of course,” said I. 

“Whom do you think she married? ” said he. “You?” I 

hazarded. “Me,” said Specks, “and you shall see her.” 

So I saw her, and she was fat, and if allthe hay in the 

world had been heaped upon her, it could scarcely have al- 

tered her face more than Time had altered it from my re- 

amembrance of the face that had once looked down upon me 

into the fragrant dungeons of Seringapatam. But when 

her youngest child came in after dinner (for I dined with 

them, and we had no other company than Specks, Junior, 

Barrister-at-law, who went away as soon as the cloth was 

removed, to look after the young lady to whom he was go- 

ing to be married next week), I saw again, in that little 

daughter, the little face of the hayfield, unchanged, and it 

quite touched my foolish heart.. We talked immensely, 

Specks and Mrs. Specks, and I, and we spoke of our old 

selves as though our old selves were dead and gone, and 

indeed indeed they were—dead and gone as the playing- 

Geld that had become a wilderness of rusty iron, and the 

property of S.E.R. a 

Specks, however, illuminated Dullborough with the rays 

of interest that TI wanted and should otherwise have missed 

in it, and linked its present to its past, with a highly 

agreeable chain. And in Speck’s society I had new occa- 

sion to observe what I had before noticed in similar com- 

munications among other men. | All the schoolfellows and: 

others of old, whom I inquired about, had either done su- 

perlatively well or superlatively ill—had either become un- 

certificated bankrupts, or been felonious and got themselves 

transported; or had made great hits in life, and done won- 

‘
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ders. And this is so commonly the case, that I never can 
imagine what becomes of all the mediocre people of peo- 
ple’s youth—especially considering that we find no lack of 
the species in our maturity. But, I did not propound this 
difficulty to Specks, for no pause in the conversation gave 
me an occasion. Nor, could I discover one single flaw in 
the good doctor—when he reads this, he will receive in a 
friendly spirit the pleasantly meant record—except that he 
had forgotten his Roderick Random, and that he con- 
founded Strap with Lieutenant Hatchway; who never knew 
Random, howsoever intimate with Pickle. oO 
When I went alone to the Railway to catch my train at 

night (Specks had meant to go with me, but was inoppor- 
tunely called out), I was in a more charitable mood with 
Dullborough than I had been all day; and yet in my heart 
I had loved it all day too. Ah! who was I that I should 
quarrel with the town for being changed to me, when I 
myself had come back, so changed, to it! All my early 
‘readings and early imaginations dated from this place, and 
I took them away so full of innocent construction and guile- 
less belief, and I brought them back so worn and torn, so 
much the wiser and so much the worse! 

  

XITI. 

NIGHT WALKS. 
Some years ago, a temporary inability to sleep, refer- 

able to a distressing impression, caused me to walk about 
the streets all night, for a series of several nights. The 
disorder might have taken a long time to conquer, if it had 
been faintly experimented on in bed; but, it was soon de- 
feated by the brisk treatment of getting up directly after 
lying down, and going out, and coming home tired at sun- 
rise. 
_In the course of those nights, I finished my education in 

a fair amateur experience of houselessness. My principal 
object being to get through the night, the pursuit of it 
brought me into sympathetic relations with people who 
bave no other object every night in the year. 

The month was March, and the weather damp, cloudy,
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and cold. The sun not rising before half-past five, the 
night perspective looked sutficiently Jong at half-past 
twelve: which was about my time for confronting it. 

The restlessness of a great city, and the way in which 
it tumbles and tosses before it can get to sleep, formed one 
of the first entertainments offered to the contemplation of 

- us houseless people. It lasted about two hours. We lost 
a great deal of, companionship when the late public-houses 
turned their lamps out, and when the potman thrust the 
last brawling drunkards into the street; but stray vehicles 
and stray people were left us, after that. If we were very 

lucky, a policeman’s rattle sprang and a fray turned up; 

but, in general, surprisingly little of this diversion was 

provided. Except in the Haymarket, which is the worst 

kept part of London, and about Kent-street in the Borough, 

and along a portion of the line of the Old Kent-road, the 

peace was seldom violently broken. But, it was always the 

case that London, as if in imitation of individual citizens 

belonging to it, had expiring fits and starts of restlessness. 

After all seemed quiet, if one cab rattled by, half-a-dozen 

would surely follow; and Houselessness even observed that 

intoxicated people appeared to be magnetically attracted 

towards each other; so that we knew when we saw one 

drunken object staggering against the shutters of a shop, 
that another drunken object would stagger up before five 

minutes were out, to fraternise or fight with it. When we 

made a divergence from the regular species of drunkard, 

the thin-armed, puff-faced, leaden-lipped gin-drinker, and 

encountered a rarer specimen of a more decent appearance, 

- fifty to one but that specimen was dressed in soiled mourning. 
As the street experience in the night, so the street experience 

in the day; the common folk who come unexpectedly into 

‘a little property, come unexpectedly into a deal of liquor. 
At length these flickering sparks would die away, worn 

- out—the last veritable sparks of waking life trailed from 

some late pieman or hot-potato man—and London would 

sink to rest. And then the yearning of the houseless mind 

would be for any sign of company, any lighted place, any 

movement, anything suggestive of any one being up—nay, 

even so much as awake, for the houseless eye looked out 

for lights in windows. Oo 

' ‘Walking the streets under the pattering rain, Houseless-. 

ness would walk and walk and walk, seeing nothing but
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the interminable tangle of streets, save at a corner, here 
and there, two policemen in conversation, or the sergeant 
or inspector looking after his men. Now and then in the 
night—but rarely—-Houselessness would become aware of 
a furtive head peering out of a doorway a few yards before 
him, and, coming up with the head, would find a man 

- standing bolt upright to keep within the doorway’s shadow, 
and evidently intent upon no particular service to society. 
Under a kind of fascination, and in a ghostly silence suit- 
able to the time, Houselessness and this gentleman would 
eye one another from: head to foot, and so, without ex- 
change of speech, part, mutually suspicious. Drip, drip, 
drip, from ledge and coping, splash from.pipes and. water- 
spouts, and by-and-bye the houseless shadow would fall 
-upon the stones that pave the way to Waterloo-bridge; it 
being in the houseless mind to have a halfpenny worth of 
excuse for saying “Good-night” to the toll-keeper, and 
catehing a glimpse of his fire. A good fire and a good 
-great-coat and’ a good woollen neck-shawl, were comfort- 
able things to see in conjunction with the toll-keeper; also 
his brisk wakefulness was excellent company when he rat- 
tled the change of halfpence down upon that metal table 
of his, like a man who defied the night, with all its -sor- 
rowful thoughts, and didn’t care for the coming of dawn. 
There was need of encouragement on the threshold of the 

‘bridge, for the bridge was dreary. The chopped-up mur- 
dered man, had not:been lowered with a rope over the par- 

. apet when those nights were; he was alive, and slept then 
quietly enough most likely, and undisturbed by any dream 
of where he was tocome. ' But the river had an awful look, 
the buildings on the banks were muffled in black shrouds, 
and the reflected: lights seemed to originate deep in the - 
water, as if the spectres of suicides were holding them to 
show where they went down. The wild moon and clouds 
were as restless as an evil conscience in a tumbled bed, and 
the very shadow of the immensity of London seemed to lie 
oppressively upon the river. Oo . 

Between the bridge and the two great theatres, there 
was but the distance of a few hundred paces, so the thea- 
tres came next. Grim and black within, at night, those 
great dry Wells, and lonesome to imagine, with the rows 
of faces faded out, the lights extinguished, and the seats 
all empty. One would think that nothing in them knew
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itself at such a time but Yorick’s skull. In one of my night 
walks, as the church steeples were shaking the March winds 

and rain with the strokes of Four, I passed the outer 

boundary of one of these great deserts, and entered it. 

With a dim lantern in my hand, I groped my well-known 

way to the stage and looked over the orchestra—which.was 

like a great grave dug for a time of pestilence—into the 

void beyond. A dismal cavern of an immense aspect, with 

the chandelier gone dead like everything else, and nothing 

visible through mist and fog and space, but tiers of wind- 

ing-sheets. The ground at my feet where, when last 

there, I had seen the peasantry of Naples dancing among 

the vines, reckless of the burning mountain which threat- 

ened to overwhelm them, was now in possession of a strong 

serpent of engine-hose, watchfully lying in wait for the 

serpent Fire, and ready to fly at itif it showed its forked 

tongue. A ghost of a watchman, carrying a faint corpse 

candle, haunted: the distant upper gallery and flitted away. 

Retiring within the proscenium, and holding my light above 

my head towards the rolled-up curtain—green no'more, but 

black as ebony—my sight lost itself in a gloomy vault,: 

showing faint indications in it of a shipwreck of canvas and 

cordage. Methought I felt much as a diver might, at the 

bottom of the sea. .. . 

In those small hours when there was no movement in the 

streets, it afforded matter for reflection to take Newgate in 

the way, and, touching its rough stone, to think of the 

prisoners in their sleep, and then to glance in at the lodge 

over the spiked wicket, and see the fire and light of the 

- watching turnkeys, on the white wall, Not an inappropri-: 

ate time either, to linger by that. wicked little Debtors’ 

Door—shutting tighter than any other door one ever saw— 

which has been Death’s Door to somany. In the days of 

the uttering of forged one-pound notes by people tempted 

up from the: country, how many hundreds of wretched 

creatures-of both sexes—many quite innocent—swung out 

of a pitiless and inconsistent world, with the tower of yon- 

der Christian church of Saint Sepulchre monstrously before 

their eyes! Is there any haunting. of the Bank Parlour, 

by the: remorseful souls-of, old directors,:in the nights of. 

these later days, I: wonder, or is it as quiet as this degen- 

erate Aceldama of an Old Bailey?. |. 7” Co 

To walk on to: the Bank, lamenting the.good old. times
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and bemoaning the present evil period, would be an easp 
next step, so I would take it, and would make my house- 
less circuit of the Bank, and give a thought to the treasure 
within; likewise to the guard of soldiers passing the night 
there, and nodding over the fire. N ext, I went to Billings- 
gate, in some hope of market-people, but it proving as yet 
too early, crossed London-bridge and got down by the 
water-side on the Surrey shore among the buildings of the 
great brewery. There was plenty going on at the brewery; 
and the reek, and the smell of grains, and the rattling of 
the plump dray horses at their mangers, were capital com- 
pany. Quite refreshed by having mingled with this good 
society, I made a new start with a new heart, setting the 
old King’s Bench prison before me for my next object, and 
resolving, when I should come to the wall, to think of poor 
Horace Kinch, and the Dry Rot in men. 

A very curious disease the Dry Rot in men, and difficult 
to detect the beginning of. It had carried Horace Kinch 
inside the wall of the old King’s Bench prison, and it had 
carried him out with his feet foremost. He was a likely 
man to look at, in the prime of life, well to do, as clever 
as he needed to be, and popular among many friends. 
He was suitably married, and had healthy and pretty chil- 
dren. But, like some fair-looking houses or fair-looking 
ships, he took the Dry Rot. The first strong external rev- 
elation of the Dry Rot in men, is a tendency to lurk and 
lounge; to be at street-corners without intelligible reason; 
to be going anywhere when met; tobe about many places 
rather than at any; to do nothing tangible, but to have an 
intention of performing a variety of intangible duties to- 
morrow or the day after. When this manifestation of the 
disease is observed, the observer will usually connect it 
with a vague impression once fornfed or received, that the 
patient was living a little too hard. He will scarcely have: 
had leisure to turn it over in his mind and form the terri- 
ble suspicion “Dry Rot,” when he will notice a change for 
the worse in the patient’s appearance: a certain slovenli- 
ness and deterioration, which is not poverty, nor dirt, nor 
intoxication, nor ill-health, but simply Dry Rot. To this, 
suceeeds a smell ag of strong waters, in the morning; to. 
that, a looseness respecting ‘money; to that a stronger 
smell as of strong waters, at all times; to that, a looseness. 
respecting everything; to that, a trembling of the limbs,
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somnolency, misery, and crumbling to pieces. As itis in 
wood, soitisin men. Dry Rot advances at a compound 
usury quite incaleulable. A plank is found infected with 
it, and the whole structure is devoted. Thus it had been 
with the unhappy Horace Kinch, lately buried by a small 
‘subscription. Those who knew him had not nigh done say- 
ing, “So well off, so comfortably established, with such 
hope before him—and yet, it is feared, with a slight touch 
of Dry Rot!” when lo! the man was all Dry Rot and 
dust. , . 

From the dead wall associated on those houseless nights 
‘with this too common story, I chose next to wander by 
Bethlehem Hospital; partly, because it lay on my road 
xound to Westminster; partly, because I had a night fancy 
in my head which could be best pursued within sight of its 
walls and dome. And the fancy was this: Are not the 
sane and the insane equal at night as the sane lie a dream- 
ing? Are not all of us outside this hospital, who dream, 
more or less in the condition of those inside it, every night 
of our lives? Are we not nightly persuaded, as they daily 
are, that we associate preposterously with kings and queens, 
emperors and empresses, and notabilities of all sorts? Do 
we not nightly jumble events and personages and times and 
places, as these do daily? Are we not sometimes troubled 
by our own sleeping inconsistencies, and do we not vexedly 
try.to account for them or excuse them, just as these do 
sometimes in respect of their waking delusions? Said an 
-afflicted man to me, when I was last in a hospital like this, 
“Sir, I can frequently fy.” Iwas half ashamed to reflect 
that so could I—by night. Said a woman to me on the 
same occasion, “Queen Victoria frequently comes to dine 
swith me, and her Majesty and I dine off peaches and mac- 
-earoni in our night-gowns, and his Royal Highness the 
Prince Consort does us the honour to make a third on horse- 

ack in a Field-Marshal’s uniform.” Could I refrain from 

xeddening with consciousness when I remembered the amaz- 

ing royal parties I myself had given (at night), the unac- 
countable viands I had put on table, and my extraordinary 

manner of conducting myself on those distinguished occa- 

sions? I wonder that the great master who knew every- 

thing, when he called Sleep the death of each day’s life, 

did not call Dreams the insanity of each day’s sanity. 

.. By this time L had left the Hospital behind me, and was
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again setting towards the river; and in a short breathing 
space I was on Westminster-bridge, regaling my houseless 
eyes with the external walls of the British Parliament—the 
perfection of a stupendous institution, I know, and the ad- 
miration of all surrounding nations and succeeding ages, 
I do not doubt, but perhaps a little the better now and. 
then for being pricked up to its work.. Turning off into: 
Old Palace-yard the Courts of Law kept me company for a 
quarter of an hour; hinting in low whispers what numbers. 
of people they were keeping awake, and how intensely 
wretched and horrible they were rendering the small hours. 
to unfortunate suitors. Westminster Abbey was fine 
gloomy society for another quarter of an hour; suggesting 
a wonderful procession of its dead among the dark arches. 
and pillars, each century more amazed by the century fol- 
lowing it than by all the centuries going before. And in- 
deed in those houseless nightwalks—-which even included 
cemeteries where watchmen went round among the graves. 
at stated times, and moved the telltale handle of an index 
which recorded that they had touched it at such an hour— 
it was a solemn consideration what enormous hosts of dead 
belong to one old great city, and how, if they were raised. 
while the living slept, there would not be the space of a. 
pin’s point in all the streets and ways for the living to. 
come out into. Not only that, but the vast armies of dead. 
would overflow the hills and valleys beyond the city, and. 
would stretch away all round it, God knows how far. 

When a church clock strikes, on houseless ears in the: 
dead of the night, it may be at first mistaken for company 
and hailed as such. But, as the spreading circles of vibra- 
tion, which you may perceive at such a time with great. 
clearness, go opening out, for ever and ever afterwards 
widening perhaps (as the philosopher has suggested) in 
eternal space, .the mistake is rectified and the sense of 
loneliness is profounder. Once—it was after leaving the 
Abbey and turning my face north—-I came to the great. 
steps of St. Martin’s church as the clock was striking 
Three. Suddenly, a thing that in a moment more I should 
have trodden upon without seeing, rose up at my feet with 
a ery of loneliness and houselessness, struck out of it by the 
bell, the like of which I never heard. We then stood face 
to face looking at one another, frightened by one another. 
The creature was like a beetle-browed hair-lipped youth of.
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. twenty, and it had a loose bundle of rags on, which it held 
' together with one of its hands.. It shivered from hedd ‘to 

. foot, and its teeth chattered, and as it stared at me—perse- 
cutor, devil, ghost, whatever it thought me—it made with 
its whining mouth as if it were snapping at me, like a wor- 
ried dog... Intending to give this ugly object, money, I put. 
out my hand to stay it—for it recoiled as it whined and 
snapped—and laid my hand upon its shoulder. - Instantly, 
it twisted out of its garment, like’ the young man in the 
New Testament, and left me standing alone with its rags in 
my hand. See ta mots 

Covent-garden Market, when it’ was market morning, 
was wonderful company. . The great waggons of cabbages, 
with growers, men and boys lying asleep under them, and 
with sharp dogs from market-garden neighbourhoods look-. 
ing after the whole, were as good’as a party. ‘But one of 
the worst night sights I know in London, ‘is to be found in 
the children who prowl] about this: place; who sleep in the 
baskets, fight for the offal, dart at any object they think 
they can lay their thieving hands ‘on, dive under the carts 
and barrows, dodge the constables, and are’ perpetually 
making a blunt pattering on the pavement of the Piazza 
with the rain of their naked feet. ‘A painful and unnat- 
ural result Gomes of the comparison one is forced to insti- 
tute between the growth of corruption as displayed in the 
so much improved and cared for fruits of the earth, and 
the growth of corruption as displayed in these all uncared 
for (except inasmuch as ever-hunted) savages. © 7°" 
. There was early coffee to be got about Covent-garden 
Market, and that was more company—warm company, too, 
which was better. Toast of a very substantial quality, was 
likewise procurable: though the towzled-headed man who 
made it, in an inner chamber within the coffee-room, hadn’t 
got his coat on yet, and was so heavy with sleep that in 
every interval of toast and coffee he went off anew behind 
the partition into complicated cross-roads of choke and 
snore, and lost his way directly. Into one of these estab- 
lishments' (among the earliest) near Bow-street, there 
came one morning as I sat over my houseless cup, ponder- 
ing where to go next,'a man in a high and long snuff-col- 

oured coat, and shoes, and, to the best of my belief, nothing 
else but a hat, who took out of his hat a large cold meat 
pudding; a meat pudding so large that it was a very tight 

18
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fit, and brought the lining of the hat out with it. This 
mysterious man was known by his pudding, for on his 
entering, the man of sleep brought him a pint of hot tea, a 
small loaf, and a large knife and fork and plate. Left to 

' himself in his box, he stood the pudding on the bare table, 
and, instead of eutting it, stabbed it, over-hand, with the 
knife, like a mortal enemy; then took the knife out, wiped 
it on his sleeve, tore the pudding asunder with his fingers, 
and ate itallup. The remembrance of this man with the 
pudding remains with me as the remembrance of the most 
spectral person my houselessness encountered. Twice only 
was I in that establishment, and twice I saw him stalk in 
(as I should say, just out of bed, and presently going back 
to bed), take out his pudding, stab his pudding, wipe the 
Aagger, and eat his pudding all up. He was a man whose 
figure promised cadaverousness, but who had an excessively 
red face, though shaped like a horse’s. On the second 
occasion of my seeing him, he said, huskily to the man of 
sleep, “Am I red- to-night?” “You are,” he uncompro- 
misingly answered. “My mother,” said the spectre, “was 
a red-faced woman that liked drink, and I looked at her 
hard when she laid in her coffin, and I took the com- 
plexion.” Somehow, the pudding seemed an unwholesome 
pudding after that, and I put myself in its way no more. 

When there was no market, or when I wanted variety, a 
railway terminus with the morning mails coming in, was 
remunerative company. But like most of the company to 
be had in this world, it lasted only a very short time. 
The station lamps would burst out ablaze, the porters would 
emerge from: places of concealment, the cabs and trucks 
would rattle to their: places (the post-office carts were al- 
ready in theirs), and, finally, the bell would strike up, and 
the train would come banging in. But there were few pas- 
sengers and little luggage, and everything scuttled away 
with the greatest expedition. . The locomotive post-offices, 
with their great nets—as if they had been dragging the 
country for bodies—would fly open-as to their doors, and 
would disgorge a smell of lamp, an exhausted clerk, a 
guard in a red coat, and their bags of letters; the engine 
would blow and heave and perspire, like an engine wiping 
its forehead and saying what a run it had had; and within 
ten minutes the lamps were out, and I was houseless and 
alone again.
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But now, there were driven cattle on the high road near, 
wanting (as cattle always do) to turn into the midst of 
stone walls, and squeeze themselves through six inches’ 
width of iron railing, and getting their heads down (also 
as cattle always do) for tossing-purchase at quite imaginary 
dogs, and giving themselves and every devoted creature as- 
sociated with them a most extraordinary amount of unnec- 
essary trouble. Now, too, the conscious gas began to grow 
pale with the knowledge that daylight was coming, and 
straggling workpeople were already in the streets, and, as 
waking life had become extinguished with the last pie- 
man’s sparks, so it began to be rekindled with the fires of 
the first street corner breakfast-sellers. And so by faster 
and faster degrees, until the last degrees were very fast, 
the day came, and I was tired and could sleep. And it is 
not, as I used to think, going home at such times, the least 
wonderful thing in London, that in-the real desert region 

of the night, the houseless wanderer is alone there. I 

knew well enough where to find Vice and Misfortune of all 

kinds, if I had chosen; but they were put out of sight, and 

my houselessness had many miles upon miles of streets in 

which it could, and did, have its own solitary way. 

  

— XIV. 
CHAMBERS. 

Havrxe occasion to transact some business with a solici- 

tor who occupies a highly suicidal set of chambers in 

Gray’s Inn, I afterwards took a turn in the large square of 

that stronghold of Melancholy, reviewing, with congenial 

surroundings, my experiences of Chambers. . 

_.I began, as was natural, with the Chambers I had just 

left. They were an upper set on a rotten staircase, with a 

mysterious bunk or bulkhead on the landing outside them, | 

of a rather nautical and Screw Collier-like appearance than 

otherwise, and painted’ an. intense black. Many dusty 

years. have passed since the appropriation of this Davy 

‘Tones’s locker to any purpose, and during the whole period 

within the memory of living man, it has been hasped and
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padlocked. I cannot quite satisfy my mind whether it was 
originally meant for the reception of coals, or bodies, or as 
a place of temporary security for the plunder “looted” by 
daundresses; but I incline to the last opinion.. It is about 
breast high, and usually serves as a bulk for defendants in 
reduced circumstances to lean against and ponder at, when 
they come on the hopeful errand of trying to make an ar- 
rangement without money—under which auspicious circum- 
stances it mostly happens that the legal gentleman they 
want to see, is much engaged, and they pervade the stair- 
case for a considerable period. Against this opposing bulk, 
in the absurdest’ manner, the.tomb-like outer door of the 
solicitor’s chambers (which is also of an intense black) 
stands in dark ambush, half open, and half shut, all day. 
The solicitor’s apartments are three in number; consisting 
of a slice, a cell, anda wedge. The slice is assigned to. the 
two clerks, the cell is occupied by the principal, and the 
wedge is devoted to stray papers, old game baskets from 
the country, a. washing-stand, and a model of a patent 
Ship’s Caboose which was exhibited in Chancery at the 
commencement of the present century on an application for 
an injunction to restrain infringement. At about half-past 
nine on every: week-day morning, the younger of the two 
clerks (who, I have reason to believe, leads the fashion at 
Pentonville in the articles of pipes and shirts) may be 
found knocking the dust out of his official door-key on the 
bunk or locker before mentioned; and so exceedingly sub- 

' ject to dust is his key, and so very retentive of that super- 
fluity, that in exceptional summer weather when a ray of 
sunlight has fallen on the locker in my presence, I have 
noticed its inexpressive countenance to be deeply marked by a kind of Bramah erysipelas or small-pox, +) °° 

This set of chambers (as I-have gradually discovered, 
when [ havé had restless. occasion’‘to make ‘inquiries or 
leave messages, after office hours) is under the charge of a 
lady named Sweeney, in figure extremely like an old fam- 
ily-umbrella : whose dwelling confronts:a dead wall in a 
court off Gray’s Inn-lane, and who is usually fetched into 
the passage of that bower, when wanted, from some'neigh- 
bouring ‘home of industry, which: has the curious ‘property: 
of imparting an inflammatory ‘appearance to her visage.. 
Mrs. Sweeney is one of the race of professed laundresses, 
and is the compiler of a remarkable manuscript volume en-
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titled “Mrs. Sweeney’s Book,” from which much curious 
statistical information may be gathered respecting the high 
prices and small uses of soda, soap, sand, firewood, and 
other such articles. I have created a legend in my mind— 
and consequently I believe it with the utmost pertinacity 
—that the late Mr. Sweeney was a‘ticket-porter under the 
Honourable Society of Gray’s Inn, and ‘that, in considera- 
‘tion of his long and valuable services, Mrs. Sweeney was 
‘appointed to her present post. For, though devoid of per-- 
‘sonal charms, I have observed this lady to exercise’ a. fas- 
‘eination over the elderly ticket-porter mind (particularly 
under the gateway, and in corners and entries), which I 
can only refer to her being one of the fraternity, yet not 
competing with it. ‘All that need -be said concerning this 
set of chambers, is said, when I have added that it is ina 
large double house in Gray’s Inn-square, very much out of 
‘repair, and that the outer portal is ornamented ina hideous 
manner with certain stone remains, which have the appear- - 

ance of the dismembered bust, torso, and limbs of a petri- 

fied bencher..) ° i" Fone 
Indeed, I look upon Gray’s Inn generally as one of the 

most depressing institutions in brick and mortar, known to 

the children of men. . Can anything: be more dreary than 

its arid Square,’ Saharah Desert of the law, with the ugly 

old tiled-topped tenements, the dirty windows, the bills To 

‘Let To Let, the ‘door=posts inscribed like gravestones, the 

crazy gateway‘giving. upon the filthy Lane, the scowling 

iron-barred prison-like’ passage into Verulam-buildings, the 

mouldy red-nosed ticket-porters with little coffin plates and 

why with aprons, the dry hard atumy-like appearance of the 

_ whole dust-heap? *When my uncommercial travels tend to 

this dismal spot, my comfort is its rickety state. Imagina- 

tion gloats over the fulness of time when the staircases 

shall have quite tumbled down—they are daily wearing 

into an ill-savoured powder, but have not quite tumbled 

‘down yet—when the last old prolix bencher all of the olden 

time, shall have been got out of an upper window by means: 

of a Fire Ladder, and carried off to the: Holborn Union; 

when the:last clerk shall have engrossed the last parch- 

ment behind the last splash on the last of the mud-stained 

windows, which, all through the miry year, are ‘pilloried 

out of recognition’ in Gray’s Inn-lane. Then, ‘shall a 

squalid little trench, with rank grass and a pump in it, ly-
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ing between the coffee-house and South-square, be wholly 
given up to cats and rats, and not, as now, have its empire 
divided between those animals and a few briefless bipeds— 
surely called to the Bar by voices of deceiving spirits, see- 
ing that they are wanted there by no mortal—who glance 
down, with eyes better glazed than their casements, from 
their dreary and lack-lustre rooms. Then shall the way 
Nor’ Westward, now lying under a short grim colonnade 

- where in summer time pounce flies from law stationering 
windows into the eyes of laymen, be choked with rubbish 
and happily become impassable. Then shall the gardens 
where turf, trees, and gravel wear a legal livery of black, 
tun rank, and pilgrims go to Gorhambury to see Bacon’s 
effigy as he sat, and not come here (which in truth they 
seldom do) to see where he walked. Then, in a word, 
shall the old-established vendor of periodicals sit alone in 
his little crib of a shop behind the Holborn Gate, like that 
lumbering Marius among the ruins of Carthage, who has 
sat heavy on a thousand million of similes, 

At one period of my uncommercial career I much fre- 
quented another set of chambers in Gray’s Inn-square. 
They were what is familiarly called “a top set,” and all 
the eatables and drinkables introduced into them acquired 
a flavour of Cockloft. I have known an unopened Stras- 
bourg paté fresh from Fortnum and Mason’s, to draw in 
this cockloft tone through its crockery dish, and become 
penetrated with cockloft to the core of its inmost truffle 
in three-quarters of an hour. This, however, was not the 
most curious feature of those chambers; that, consisted in 
the profound conviction entertained by my esteemed friend 
Parkle (their tenant) that they were clean. Whether it 
was an inborn hallucination, or whether it was imparted to 
him by Mrs. Miggot the laundress, I never could ascertain. 
But, I believe he would have gone to the stake upon the 
question. Now, they were so dirty that I could take off 
the distinctest impression of my figure on any article of 
furniture by merely lounging upon it for a few moments; ° 
and it used to be a private amusement of mine to print my- 
self off—if I may use the expression—all over the rooms. 
It was the first large circulation I had. At other times I 
have accidentally shaken a window curtain while in ani- 
mated conversation with Parkle, and struggling insects 
which were certainly red, and were certainly not ladybirds,
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have dropped on the back of my hand. Yet Parkle lived 
in that top set years, bound body and soul to the supersti- 
tion that they were clean. He used to say, when congrat- . 
ulated upon them, “Well, they are not like chambers in 
one respect, you know; they are clean.” | Concurrently, he 
had an idea which he could never explain, that Mrs. Mig- 
got was in. some way connected with the Church. When 
he was in particularly good spirits, he used to believe that 
a deceased uncle of hers had been a Dean; when he was. 
poorly and low, he believed that her brother had been a 
Curate. I and Mrs. Miggot (she was a genteel woman) 
were on confidential terms, but I never knew her to commit 
herself to any distinct assertion on the subject; she merely 
claimed a proprietorship in the Church, by looking when it 

was mentioned, as if the reference awakened the slumber- 

ing Past, and were personal.: It may have been his amia- 

ble confidence in’ Mrs. Miggot’s better days that inspired 

my friend with his delusion respecting the chambers, ‘but 

he never. wavered in his fidelity to it for a moment, though 

he wallowed in dirt seven years. ot 

Tyo of the windows of these chambers looked down into 

the garden; and we have sat up there together many a 

summer evening, saying how pleasant it was, and talking 

of many things. To my intimacy with that top set, Iam - 

indebted for three of my liveliest personal impressions of 

the loneliness of life in chambers. ‘They shall follow here, 

in order; first, second, and third. - - ; 

First. My Gray’s Inn friend, on a time, hurt one of his 

legs, and it became seriously inflamed. Not knowing of 

his indisposition, I was on my way to visit him as usual, 

one summer evening, when I was much surprised by meet- 

ing a lively leech in Field-court, Gray’s Inn, seemingly on 

his way to the West-End of London. ' As the leech was 

alone, and was of course unable to explain his position, 

even if he had been inclined to do so (which he had not 

the appearance of being), I passed him and went on. 

Turning the corner of Gray’s Inn-square, I was beyond 

expression amazed. by meeting another Jeech—also entirely 

alone, and. also proceeding in a westerly direction, though 

with less decision of purpose. Ruminating on this ex- 

traordinary circumstance, and endeavouring to remember 

whether I had ever read, in the Philosophical Transactions 

or any work on Natural History, of a migration of Leeches,
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I ascended: to the top set, past the dreary series of closed Outer doors of offices and an empty set or two, which inter- . vened between that lofty region and the surface. Entering my friend’s rooms, I found him stretched upon his back, like Prometheus Bound, with a perfectly demented ticket- ‘porter in attendance on him instead of the Vulture: which helpless individual, who was feeble and frightened, and had (my friend explained to me, in great choler) been en- ‘deavouring for some hours to apply leeches to his leg, and as yet had only got on two out of twenty. . To this Unfor- ‘tunate’s distraction between a damp cloth on which he had placed the leeches to freshen them, and'the wrathful ad- jurations of my friend to “Stick ’em on, sir!” I referred the phenomenon I had encountered :' the rather as: two fine ‘specimens were at that moment going out at the door, while a general insurrection of the rest was in progress on the table. After a while our united efforts prevailed, and, when the leeches came off-and had recovered their spirits, we carefully tied them up ina decanter.’ But I never heard more of them than that they were all gone next morning, and that the Out-of-door young man of Bickle Bush and Bodger, on the ground floor, had been bitten and blooded by some creature not identified. ' They never “took” on Mrs. Miggot, the laundress;, but, I have always preserved ‘fresh, the belief that she’ unconsciously carried “several about her, until they gradually found openings in life.’ . ” Second. On the same staircase with my friend: Parkle, “and on the same floor, there lived :a man of ‘law who pur- sued his business elsewhere, and used: those chambers as his place of residence. For three or four years, Parkle rarther knew of him than knew him, but after that—for Englishmen—short pause of consideration, they began to speak. Parkle exchanged words with him in his - private ‘character only, and knew nothing of his business ways, or means. He was a mana good deal about town, but always alone. We used to remark to one another, that although we often encountered him in theatres, concert-rooms, and Similar public places, he was always alone. Yet he was not a gloomy man, and was of a decidedly conversational 
turn; insomuch that he would sometimes of an evening lounge with a cigar in his mouth, half.in and half out of Parkle’s rooms, and discuss the topics of the day by the hour. He used to hint on these occasions that he had four
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‘faults to find with life; firstly, that it obliged a man to be 
-always winding up his-watch; secondly, that London was 
‘too small; thirdly, that it therefore wanted variety; fourth- 
ly that there was too much dust in it.. ‘There was so much 
dust in his own faded chambers, certainly,’ that they re- 
‘minded me of a sepulchre, furnished in prophetic anticipa- 
tion of the present time, which had newly been brought to 
-light, after having remained buried a few thousand years. 
‘One dry hot autumn evening at twilight, this man, being 
‘then five years turned of fifty, looked in upon Parkle in his 
-usual lounging way, with his cigar in his: mouth as usual, 
and said, “Iam going out of town.” As he never went 
out of town, Parkle said, “Oh indeed! - At last?” . “Yes,” 
says he, “at last. For what is a man to do? - London is so 
small! If you go West, you come to Hounslow. If you 
-go East, you come-to Bow. “If you go South, there’s Brix- 

‘ton or Norwood. - If ‘you go North, you can’t get rid of 

‘Barnet. Then, the“monotony of all the streets,’ streets, 
‘streets—and of all the roads, roads, roads—and the dust, 

-dust, dust!” - When he had said this, he wished Parkle a 
good evening, but came back again and said, with his watch 

in his hand, “Oh, I really cannot go on winding up this 

watch over and over again; I wish you would take care of 
it.” So, Parkle laughed and consented, and the man went 
out of town. The man remained out of town so long, that 

his letter-box became choked, and no more letters could 

_ be got into it, and they began to be left at the lodge and to 

accumulate there. . At last the head-porter decided, on con- 

ference with the steward, to use his master-key and look 

into the chambers, and give them the benefit of a whiff of 

air. Then,'it was found that he had hanged himself to his 

bedstead, and had left this written memorandum: “TI 

should prefer to be cut down by my neighbour and friend 

‘(if he will allow me to call him so), H. Parkle, Esq.” 

This was an end of Parkle’s occupancy of chambers. ' He 

went into lodgings immediately. tea! - 

Third. While Parkle lived in Gray’s Inn, and I myself 

qwas uncommercially preparing for the Bar—which is done, 

as everybody knows, by having a frayed old gown put on 

‘in a pantry by an old woman in a chronic state of Saint 

Anthony’s fire and dropsy, and, so decorated, bolting a bad 

dinner in a party of four, whereof each individual mistrusts 

the other three—I say, while these things were, there was 

18*. 
,
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a certain elderly gentleman who lived in .a court of the 
Temple, and was a great judge and lover of: port wine. 
Every day he dined at his club and drank his bottle or two 
-of port wine, and every night came home to the Temple 
and went to bed in his lonely chambers. This had gone on 
-Iaany years without variation, when one night he. had a fit 
on coming home, and fell and cut his head deep, but partly 
recovered and groped about in .the dark to find the door. 
When he was afterwards discovered, dead, it was clearly 
‘established by the marks of his hands about the room that 
.he must have done so. Now, this chanced on the night of 
Christmas Eve, and over him lived a young fellow who had 
sisters and young country-friends, and who gave them a 
little party that night, in the course of which they played 

‘at. Blindman’s. Buff.. They played that game, for their 
greater sport, by the light of the fire only; and once, when 
they were all quietly rustling and stealing about, and the 
blindman was trying to pick out the prettiest sister (for 
‘which I am far from blaming him), somebody cried, Hark! 
.The man below must be playing Blindman’s Buff by him- 
Self to-night! They listened, and they heard sounds of 
some one falling about and stumbling against furniture, 
and they all laughed at the conceit, and went on with their 
play, more lighthearted and merry than ever. Thus, those 
two so different games of life and death were played out 
together, blindfolded, in the two sets of chambers. 

Such are the occurrences, which, coming to'my knowl- 
edge, imbued me long ago with a strong sense of the loneli- 
ness of chambers. There was a fantastic illustration to 
much the same purpose implicitly believed by a strange sort 

.of man now dead, whom I knew when I had not quite ar- 
tived at legal years of discretion, though I was already in 
the uncommercial line. .° 

This was a man who, though not more than thirty, had 
seen the world in divers irreconcilable capacities—had been 
an officer in a South American regiment among other odd 
things—but had not achieved much in any way of life, and 
was in debt, and in hiding. He occupied chambers of the 
‘dreariest nature in Lyons Inn; his name, however, was not 
.up on the door, or door-post, but in lieu- of it stood the 
name of a friend who had died in the chambers, and had 

given him the furniture. The story arose out of the furni- 
‘ture, and vras to this effect:—Let the former holder of the. 

.
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chambers, whose name was still upon the door and door- 
post, be Mr. Testator. : 

Mr. Testator took a set of chambers in Lyons Inn whe 
he had but very scanty furniture for his bedroom, and none 
for his sitting room. He had lived some wintry months in 
this condition, and had found it very bare and cold. One 
night, past midnight, when he sat writing and still had 
writing to do that must be done before he went to bed, he 
found himself out of coals. He had coals down-stairs, but 
had never been to his cellar; however, the cellar-key was 
on his mantelshelf, and if he went down and opened the 
cellar it fitted, he might fairly assume the coals in that 
cellar to be his.’ As to his laundress, she lived among 
the coal-waggons and Thames watermen—for there were 
Thames watermen at that time—in some unknown rat-hole 
by the river, down Janes and alleys on the other side of the 
Strand. As to any other person to meet him or obstruct 

him, Lyons Inn was dreaming, drunk, maudlin, moody, 

betting, brooding over bill-discounting or renewing—asleep 

or awake, minding its own affairs. Mr. Testator took his 

coal-scuttle in one hand, his candle and key in the other, 
and descended to the dismalest underground dens of Lyons 

Inn, where the late vehicles in the streets became thunder- 
ous, and all the water-pipes in the neighbourhood seemed 

to have Macbeth’s Amen sticking in their throats, and to 

be trying to get. it-out. , After groping here and there 

among low doors to no purpose, Mr. Testator at length 

came to a door with a rusty padlock which his key fitted. 

Getting. the door open with much trouble, and looking 

in, he found,. no coals, but a confused pile of furniture. . 

‘Alarmed by this intrusion on another man’s property, he 

locked the door again, found his own cellar, filled his scut- 

tle, and returned up-stairs. Coe, 
- But the furniture he had seen, ran on castors across and 

across Mr. Testator’s mind incessantly, when, in the chill 

hour of five in the morning, he got to bed. He particularly 

svanted a table to write at, and a table expressly made to 

be written at, had been the piece of furniture in the fore- 

ground of the heap. When his laundress emerged from her 

burrow in the morning to make his kettle boil, he artfully 

led up to the subject of cellars and furniture; but the two 

ideas had evidently no connection in her mind. When 

she left him, and he sat-at his breakfast, thinking about
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the furniture, he recalled the rusty state of the padlock, 
and inferred that the furniture must. have been stored in 
the cellars fora long time—was perhaps forgotten—owner 
dead, perhaps? After thinking it over, a few days,-in the 
course of which he could: pump nothing out: of Lyons Inn 
about the furniture, he became desperate, and resolved to 
borrow that table. He did so, that night. He had not had 
the table long, when: he ‘determined to borrow: an ‘easy- 
chair;‘he -had not had-that-long, when’ he made-up his 
mind to borrow a’ bookcase;- then, a couch; then,:a’ carpet 
and rug.’ By. that time, he felt he was'“in furniture 
stepped in so'far,” ‘as that it could be no worse to borrow 
it all.: Consequently, he’ borrowed it all; and locked up 
the cellar for good. He had always locked it, after every 
visit. He-had carried up every separate article in the dead 
of the night, and, at.the best, had felt as-wicked.as'a Res- 
urrection’ Man.- Every article was blue and: furry when 
brought into his’ rooms, and-he had‘had, in a murderous 
and guilty sort of way, to polish it up while London slept. 

- Mr. Testator:lived in his furnished: chambers two or 
three years, or more, ‘and gradually lulled himself into the 
opinion that the furniture was his own. -This was his con- 
venient state of mind when, late one night, a step came up 
the stairs, and a hand passed over his door feeling for his 
knocker, and then one deep and solemn. rap was rapped 
that might have been a spring in Mr. Testator’s easy-chair 
to shoot him out of it; so promptly was it attended with 
that effect. vs OD 
“With a candle’ in his hand, Mr. Testator went to the 

door, and found there, a very pale and very tall man;.a 
man who stooped; a men with very high shoulders, a very. 
narrow chest, and a very-red nose; a shabby-genteel man. 
He was wrapped in a long threadbare black coat, fastened 
up the front with more pins than buttons, and under his 
‘arm he squeezed’ an. umbrella without a handle, as if he 
were playing bagpipes. He said, “I ask your pardon, but 
can you. tell me——” and stopped; his eyes resting on some 
object within the chambers. ~ pS 

- “Can I tell you' what?” asked Mr. Testator, noting his 
stoppage with quick alarm..© Choe s 
' “J ask’ your pardon,” said -the stranger, “but—this is 
not the inquiry I was going to make—do I'see in there, any 
small article of property belonging to me?” : 05° 1... :
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Mr: Testator was beginning to stammer that he was not - 
-aware—when the visitor. slipped past him, into the cham- 
-bers.' : There, in a goblin way which froze Mr. Testator to 
-the marrow, he examined, first, the writing-table, and said, 
_“Mine;”- then, the éasy-chair, and said, “Mine;” then, 

the bookcase; and said; “Mine; ” then, turned up a corner 

of the carpet,:and said, “Mine!” in a word, inspected 

every item of: furniture from the cellar, in succession, and 

‘said, “Mine!” . Towards.the end of this investigation, 

Mr. Testator perceived that he was sodden with liquor, and 

that the liquor was gin: He-was not.unsteady with gin, 

either in his speech or carriage; but he was stiff with gin 

in both particulars. . we . 

Mr. Testator was in a’ dreadful state, for (according to 
his making out of ‘the story) the possible consequences of 

‘what he had'done:in recklessness and hardihood, flashed 

-upon him in their fulness for the first time. When they 

had stood gazing at one another for a little while, he trem- 

ulously began: © 
“Sir, I am conscious that the fullest explanation, com- 

pensation, and restitution, aré your due. ‘They shall -be 

yours. Allow me to entreat that, without temper, with- 

‘out even natural irritation on. your part, we may have a 

little-—" BO, 7 on 
“Drop of. something to drink,” interposed the stranger. 

(Tam agreeable.” po 

Mr. Testator had intended to say, “a little. quiet con- 

yersation,”: but: with great relief of mind adopted the 

amendment. ‘He produced a decanter.of gin, and was. bus- 

tling about for. hot water and sugar, when he ‘found that. 

his visitor had already drunk half of the! decanter’s con-- 

‘tents. . With hot water and sugar the visitor drank the re- 

mainder before he had been.‘an‘ hour in: the chambers by 

“the chimes of the church of St. Mary in the Strand; and 
during the process: he. frequently whispered ‘to himself, 

OMine!?™ 0 oh eb De Bee 

The gin gone, and Mr. Testator. wondering what .was to 

follow it, the visitor rose and'said, with increased stiffness, 

. At what hour of the morning, sir, will it be convenient? ” 

_ Mr. Testator hazarded, “At ten?” '.“ Sir,” said the visi- 

tor, “at ten, to the moment, I shall be. here.” : He then 

contemplated .Mr. Testator somewhat at leisure, and said, 

“God bless you! How is your wife?” Mr. Testator (who
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never had a wife) replied with much feeling, “ Deeply anx- 
ious, poor soul, but otherwise well.” The visitor there- 
upon turned and went away, and fell twice in going down- 
-stairs. From that hour he was never heard of. Whether 
-he was a ghost, or a spectral illusion of conscience, or a 
drunken man who had no business there, or the drunken 
rightful owner of the furniture, with a transitory gleam of 
‘memory; whether he got safe home, or had no home to get 
-to; whether he died of liquor on the way, or lived in liquor 
ever afterwards; he never was heard of more. This was 
-the story, received with the furniture and held to be as 
substantial, by its second possessor in an upper set of 
chambers in grim Lyons Inn. 

It is to be remarked of chambers in general, that they 
must have been built for chambers, to have the tight ‘kind 

_of loneliness. You may make a great dwelling-house very 
lonely, by isolating suites of rooms and calling them cham- 
bers, but you cannot make the true kind of loneliness, In 
‘welling-houses, there have been family festivals; children 
“have grown in them, girls have bloomed into women in 
‘them, courtships and marriages have taken place in them. 
“True chambers never were young, childish, maidenly; 
never had dolls in them, or rocking-horses, or christenings, 
or betrothals, or little coffins. Let Gray’s Inn identify the 
child who first touched hands and hearts with Robinson 
‘Crusoe, in any one of its many “sets,” and that child’s lit- 
‘tle statue, in white marble with a golden inscription, shall 
be at its service, at my cost and charge, as a drinking foun- 
tain for the spirit, to freshen its thirsty square. Let Lin- 
foln’s produce from all its houses, a twentieth of the pro- 
‘cession derivable from any dwelling-house one-twentieth of 
its age, of fair young brides who married for love and hope, 

" not settlements, and all the Vice-Chancellors shall thence- 
forward be kept in nosegays for nothing, on application to 
‘the writer hereof. It is not denied that on the terrace of 
the Adelphi, or in any of the streets of that subterranean- . 
‘stable-haunted spot, or about Bedford-row, or James-street 
of that ilk (a grewsome place), or anywhere among the 
neighbourhoods that have done flowering and have run to 
seed, you may find Chambers replete with the accommoda- 
-tions of Solitude, Closeness, and Darkness, where you may 
“he as low-spirited as in the genuine article, and might be 
as easily murdered, with the placid reputation of having
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merely gone down to the sea-side. But, the many waters 
of life did run musical in those dry channels once;—among 
the Inns, never. The only popular legend known in rela-’ 
tion to any one of the dull family of Inns, is a dark Old 
Bailey whisper: concerning Clement’s, and importing how 
the black creature who.holds the sun-dial there, was a 
negro who slew his master.and built the dismal pile out of 
the contents of his strong box—for which architectural 
offence alone he ought to have been condemned to live in 
it. But, what populace would waste fancy upon such a 

place, or on New Inn, Staple Inn, Barnard’s Inn, or any 

of the shabby crew? pO 7 

The genuine Jaundress, too; is an institution not to be had 

in its entirety out of and away from the genuine Cham- 

bers. Again, it is not denied that you may be robbed else- 

where. Elsewhere you may have—for money—dishonesty, 

drunkenness, dirt, laziness, and profound incapacity. - But 

the veritable shining-red-faced shameless laundress; the 

true Mrs. Sweeney—in figure, colour, texture, and smell, 

like the old damp family umbrella; the tip-top complicated 

abomination of stockings, spirits, bonnet, limpness, loose- 

ness, and larceny; is only to be drawn at the fountain- 

head. Mrs. Sweeney is beyond the reach of individual 

art. It requires the united efforts of several men to ensure 

that great result, and it is only developed in perfection 

under an Honourable Society and in an Inn of Court. 

  

XV. 
| NURSE'S STORIES, — | 

_ THERE are not many places that I find it more agreeable 

to revisit when I am in an idle mood, than some places to. 

which I have never been. For, my acquaintance with’ 

those spots is of such long standing, and has ripened into 

an intimacy of so affectionate a nature, that I take a par- 

ticular interest in assuring myself that they are unchanged. 

I never was in Robinson Crusoe’s Island, yet I fre- 

quently return there. The colony he established on itsoon - 

faded away, and it is uninhabited by any descendants of,
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the grave and courteous Spaniards, or of Will Atkins and the other mutineers, and has relapsed into its original con- ‘dition. Nota twig of its wicker houses remains, its goats have long run wild again, its screaming parrots would darken the sun with a ‘cloud of many flaming colours if a gun were fired there, no face is ever reflected in the waters of the little creek which Friday swam across when pursued by his two brother cannibals -with sharpened . stomachs, " After comparing. notes: with - other travellers who have similarly revisited the Island ‘and conscientiously inspected it, I have satisfied myself that it contains no vestige of Mr. Atkins’s domesticity or theology, though his track on the memorable evening of his landing to set his captain ashore, when he was decoyed about and round about until it was dark, and. his boat was stove, and his stréngth and spirits failed him, is yet plainly to be traced. Sois the hill-top on which Robinson was struck dumb with: joy when the rein- stated’ captain’ pointed to the ship, riding within half a mile of the shore, that was to bear him away, in the nine- and-twentieth year of ‘his seclusion in that lonely place. ‘So is the sandy beach on which the mémorable footstep was impressed, and where the savages hauled up their canoes when they came ashore for those dreadful public dinners, which Jed to a dancing worse than speech-making. So is the cave where.the flaring eyes of the old goat made sucha’ goblin.appearance in the dark. So is the site of the hut where Robinson lived with the dog and the parrot and the cat, and where he endured those first agonies of solitude, which—strange to say—never involved any ghostly fancies; a circumstance so very remarkable, that perhaps he left out something in writing his record? Round hundreds of such objects, hidden in the dense tropical foliage, the tropical sea breaks evermore; and over them the tropical sky, sav- ing in the short rainy season, shines bright and cloudless. Neither, was I ever belated among wolves, on the borders of France and Spain; nor, did I ever, when night was clos- 
ing in and the ground was covered with snow, draw up my little company among some felled trees which served as a 
breastwork, and there fire a train of gunpowder so dexter- 
ously that. suddenly we. had three or. four score blazing 
wolves illuminating the darkness around us. N everthe- 
less; I occasionally go back to that dismal region and per- form the feat again; when indeed to smell the singeing and
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the frying of the wolves afire, and to see them setting one 
another alight as they rush and tumble, and to behold them 
rolling in the snow vainly attempting to put themselves 
out, and to hear their howlings taken up by all the echoes 
as well as: by all the unseen wolves within the woods, 
makes me tremble. ane 

_ Iwas never in the robbers’ cave, where Gil Blas lived, 
but I often’ go back there and find the trap-door just as 
heavy:to raise as it used to be, while that wicked old dis- 
abled: Black lies everlastingly cursing in bed. I was never 
in Don Quixote’s study, where he read his books of chivalry. 
until he rose’ and hacked at imaginary giants and then 
refreshed’ himself with great draughts of water, yet you 
couldn’t move a book in it without my knowledge, or with’ 

my consent. I was never (thank Heaven) in company with 
the little old woman who hobbled out of the chest and told 

the merchant Abudah to go in search of the Talisman of 

Oromanes, yet I make it my business to know that she is 

well preserved and as intolerable as ever, ‘I was never at 

the school where the boy Horatio Nelson: got out of bed.to 

steal the pears: not because he wanted any, but because 

every other boy was afraid: yet I have several times been 

back to this Academy, to see him let down out of window 

svith a sheet. So with Damascus, and Bagdad, and Brob-. 

ingnag (which has the curious fate of: being usually mis- 

spelt when written), and Lilliput, and Laputa, and the 

Nile, and Abyssinia, and the Ganges, and the North Pole, 

and many hundreds of places—I was never at them, yet it 

is an affair of my life to keep them intact, and I am always 

going back to them.: poe noes To ee 

But, when I was in Dullborough one day, revisiting the 

associations of my childhood as recorded in previous pages 

of these notes, my.experience in this wise was made quite 

inconsiderable and of no account, by the quantity of places 

and people—utterly impossible places and people, but none 

the less alarmingly real—that I found I had been intro-. 

duced to by my nurse before I was six years old, and used 

to be forced to go back to at night without at all wanting 

to go. | If we all knew our own minds (in a more enlarged 

sense than the popular acceptation of that phrase), I sus- 

pect’ we should find our nurses responsible for most of 

the- dark corners we are forced to go back to, against our 

wills. pt Se
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The first diabolical character who intruded himself on 
my peaceful youth (as I called to mind that day at Dull- 
borough), was a certain Captain Murderer. This wretch 
must have been an offshoot of the Blue Beard family, but I 
had no suspicion of the consanguinity in those times. His 
warning name would seem to have awakened no general 
prejudice against him, for he was admitted into the best 
society and possessed immense wealth. . Captain Murder- 
er’s mission was matrimony, and the gratification of a can- 
nibal appetite with tender brides.’ On his marriage morn-' 
ing, he always caused both sides of the way to church to 
be planted with curious flowers; and when his bride said, 
“Dear Captain Murderer, I never saw: flowers like these 
before: what are they called?” he answered, “They are 
ealled Garnish for house-lamb,” and laughed at his fero- 
cious ‘practical joke in a’ horrid manner, disquieting the 
minds of the noble bridal company, with a very sharp show. 
of teeth, then displayed for the first time. He made love 
in a coach and six, and married in a coach and twelve, and 
all his horses were milk-white horses with one red spot on: 
the back which he caused to be hidden by the harness.. 
For, the spot would come there, though every horse was 
milk-white when Captain Murderer bought him. And the 
spot was young bride’s blood. (To this terrific point Iam 
indebted for my first personal experience of a shudder and 
cold beads on the forehead.) When Captain Murderer had 
made an end of feasting and revelry, and had dismissed 
the noble guests, and was alone with his wife on the day 
month after their. marriage, it was his whimsical custom 
to produce a golden rolling-pin and a silver pie-board. 
Now, there was this special feature in the Captain’s court- 
ships, that he always asked if the young Jady could make 
pie-crust; and if she couldn’t by nature or education, she 
was taught. Well. When the bride saw Captain Mur- 
derer produce the golden rolling-pin and silver pie-board, 
she remembered this, and turned up her laced-silk sleeves 
to make a pie. The Captain brought out a silver pie-dish 
of immense capacity, and the Captain brought out flour and 
butter and eggs and all things needful, except the inside 
of the pie; of materials for the staple of the pie itself, the’ 
Captain brought out none. Then said the -lovely bride,’ 
“Dear Captain Murderer, what pie is this to be?” He re=: 
plied, “A meat pie.” Then said the lovely bride, “Dear
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Captain Murderer, I see’ no: meat.” - The Captain humor- 
ously retorted, “Look in the glass.” _ She looked in the 
glass, but still she saw’ no meat, and then the Captain 
roared with laughter, and suddenly frowning and drawing 
‘his sword, bade her roll out the crust. So she rolled out 

the crust, dropping large tears upon it all the time because 

he was so cross, and when she had lined the dish with crust 

and had cut the crust all ready to fit the top, the Captain 

called out, “I see the meat in the glass!” And the bride 

looked up at the glass, just in time to see the Captain cut- 

+ing her head off; and he chopped her in pieces, and pep-. 

pered her, and salted her, and put her in the pie, and sent 

_ it to the baker’s, and ate it all, and picked the bones. 

Captain Murderer went:on in this way, prospering ex- 

ceedingly, until he came to choose a bride from two twin 

sisters, and at first didn’t know which to choose. For, 

though one was fair and the other dark, they were both 

equally beautiful. But the fair twin loved him, and the 

dark twin hated him, so he chose the fair one. The dark 

twin would have prevented the marriage if she could, but 

she couldn’t; however, on the night before it, much sus- . 

pecting Captain Murderer, she stole out and climbed his 

garden wall, and looked in at his window through a chink 

in the shutter, and saw him having his teeth filed sharp. 

Next day she listened :all-day, and heard him make his 

joke about the house-lamb: And that day month, he had 

the paste rolled out, and cut the fair twin’s head off, and 

chopped her in pieces, and peppered: her, and salted her, 

and put her in the pie, and sent it to the baker’s, and ate 

ig all, and picked the bones. © i, 

Now, the dark twin had had her’ suspicions much in- 

creased by the filing of the Captain’s ‘teeth, and again by 

the house-lamb joke. Putting all things together when he 

gave out that her sister was dead, she divined the truth, 

‘and determined to be revenged. So, she went up to Cap- 

¢ain Murderer’s house, and knocked at the knocker and 

pulled at the bell, and when the Captain came to the door, 

said: “Dear Captain Murderer, marry me next, for I al- 

sways loved you and was jealous of my sister.” .The Cap- 

tain took it as a compliment, and made’ a polite answer, 

and the marriage was quickly arranged. On the night be- 

fore it, the bride again climbed to his window, and again 

saw him having his teeth filed sharp. At this sight she
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laughed such a terrible laugh’ at the chink in the shutter, 
that the Captain’s blood. curdled, and he said: “I hope 
nothing has disagreed with me!” At that, she ‘laughed 
again, a still more terrible laugh,: and the ‘shutter was 
opened and search -made, but: she was nimbly gone, and 
there was no-one. Next day they went to church in a 
coach and twelve, and were. married. And - that day 
month, she rolled the pie-crust out,.and Captain Murderer 
cut her head off, and chopped “her in pieces, and. peppered 
her, and salted her, and put her in the pie, and sent it to 

- the baker’s, and ate it all, and picked the bones. . 
But before she began to roll out the paste she had taken 

a deadly poison of a most awful character, distilled from 
toads’ eyes and spiders’ knees; and Captain Murderer had 
hardly picked her last bone, when he began to swell, and 

_ to turn blue, and to be all over spots, and to scream. And 
he went on swelling and turning bluer, and being more all 
over spots and screaming, until he reached froin floor to ceil- 
ing and from wall to wall; and then, at one o’clock in the 
morning, he blew up with a loud explosion. At the sound 

. of it, all the milk-white ‘horses in the stables broke their 
. halters and went mad, and then, they galloped over every- 

body in Captain. Murderer’s’ house (beginning with the 
family blacksmith who had filed his teeth) until the whole 
were dead, and then they galloped:away. - 

- Hundreds of times did I hear this legend of Captain Mur- 
derer, in my early youth, and added hundreds of times was 
there a mental compulsion upon me. in bed, to peep in at 
his window as the ‘dark’ twin peeped, and to revisit his 
horrible house, and look at him in his blue and spotty and 
screaming stage, as he reached from floor to ceiling and 
from wall to wall. ‘The young, woman who brought me ac- 
quainted with Captain Murderer had a fiendish enjoyment 
of my terrors, and used to begin, I remember—as a sort of . 
introductory overture—by clawing the air with both hands, 
and uttering a long low hollow groan. So acutely did I 
suffer from this ceremony in combination with this infernal 
Captain, that I sometimes. used to plead I thought I was 
hardly strong enough and old enough’ to hear’ the’ story 
again just yet. .: But, she never spared. me one word of it, 
and indeed commended the awful chalice to my lips as the 
only :preservative. known to science against “The. Black 
Cat”—-a weird and glaring-eyed supernatural ‘Tom, who
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‘was reputed to prowl about the world by night, sucking the 
breath of infancy, and who was endowed, with a special 
thirst (as I was given to understand) for mine. 

This female bard—may she have been repaid my, debt of 
obligation to her in the matter of nightmares and perspira- 
tion!—reappears in my memory as the daughter of a ship- 
wright.; Her name was Mercy, though she had none on 

me. .There was something of a shipbuilding flavour in the 

following story.-, As it always recurs to me in a vague as- 

sociation with calomel pills, I believe 1t to have been re- 

served for dull nights when I was low with-medicine. 

_ ‘There was once a shipwright, and he wrought in a Gov- 

ernment Yard, and his name was Chips: ., And his father’s 

name. before him was Chips, and his father’s name before 

him was Chips, and they were all Chipses.. And Chips the 

father had sold himself to the Devil for an:iron pot and a 

bushel of tenpenny nails and half a ton of copper and a rat 

‘that could speak; and Chips the grandfather had sold him- 

.self to the Devil for an iron pot and a ‘bushel of ,tenpenny 

mails and half a ton of copper and a:rat-that could speak; 

and Chips the great-grandfather had disposed of ‘himself 

in the same direction on the same terms; and the. bargain 

had run ‘in the family for a long long time. So, one day, 

‘when young Chips was at work in the Dock Slip all alone, 

‘down in .the dark hold of an old Seventy-four that .was 

‘haled up: for repairs, the Devil presented himself, and re- 

-marked::-. 5 RE 
Pt “A Lemonhas pips, , : 

.. And a-Yard bas ships, ~ 
: ; “+. > ‘And Pll have Chipst”. : 

(I don’t know why, but this fact of the Devil's expressing 

himself in rhyme‘ was peculiarly trying to ‘me.) Chips 

looked up when he heard the words, and there he saw the 

Devil with .saucer eyes: that squinted ona terrible great 

scale, and that struck out sparks. of, blue fire continually. 

And whenever he winked his eyes, showers of blue: sparks 

came’out, and his eyelashes made a clattering like flints 

‘and. steels striking lights. And hanging over one of his 

arms’, by the handle was an iron; poty and ‘under that arm 

wwas a. bushel of tenpenny nails, and under: his.other arm 

was half ,a ton of, copper, and sitting on one of,.his shoul- 

‘ders. was..a/-rat' that could speak., .:So, :the . Devil . said 

again: flo lie ee ye Pp eh es
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“A Lemon has pips, — 
And a Yard has ships, 

.. And J’lt have Chips!” - 

(The invariable effect of this alarming tautology on the 
. part of the Evil Spirit was to deprive me of my senses for 

some moments.) So, Chips answered never a word, but 
went on with his work. “What are you doing, Chips?” 
said the rat ‘that could speak. . “I am-putting in new 
planks where you and your gang have eaten old away,” 
said Chips. “But we'll eat them too,” said the rat that 
could speak; “and we’ll let in the water.and drown the 
crew, and we’ll eat them too.” Chips, being only a ship- 
wright, and not a Man-of-war’s man, said, “ You are wel- 
come to it.” But he couldn’t keep his eyes off the half a 
ton of copper or the bushel of tenpenny nails; for nails and 
copper are a shipwright’s sweethearts, and shipwrights will 
‘Tun away with them whenever they can. So, the Devil 
said, “I see what you are looking at, Chips. You had bet- 
ter strike the bargain. You know the terms. ‘Your father 
before you was well acquainted with them, and so were 
your grandfather and great-grandfather before him.” Says 
Chips, “TI like the copper, and I like the nails, and I don’t 
mind the pot, but I don’t like the rat.” Says the Devil, 
fiercely, “ You can’t have the metal without him—and he’s 
acuriosity. I’m going.” Chips, afraid of losing the half 
a ton of: copper and the bushel of nails, then-said, “Give 
us hold!” So, he got the copper and the nails and the pot 
and the rat that could speak, and the Devil vanished. 
Chips sold the copper, and he sold the nails, and he would 
have sold the pot; but whenever he offered it for sale, the 
rat was in it, and the dealers dropped ‘it, and would have 
nothing to say to the bargain. So, Chips resolved to kill 
the ‘rat, and, being at work in the Yard one day with a 
great kettle of hot pitch on one side of ‘him and the iron 
pot with the rat in it on the other, he turned the scalding 
pitch into the pot, and filled it full: Then, he kept his 
eye upon it till it cooled and hardened, and then he let it 
stand for twenty days, and then he heated the pitch again ~ 
and turned it back into the kettle, and then he sank the 
pot in water for twenty days more, and then he got the 
smelters to put it in the furnace for twenty days more, and 
then they gave it him out, red hot, and looking like red- 
hot glass instead of iron—yet there was the rat in it, just
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the same as ever! And the moment it caught his’ eye, it 
said with a jeer: 

“A Lemon has pips, 
And a Yard has ships, 
And J’ll have Chips!” — 

(For this Refrain I had waited since its last appearance, 
with inexpressible horror, which now culminated.) Chips 
now felt certain in his own mind that the rat would stick 
to him; the rat, answering his thought, said, “I will—like 
pitch!” oo 

Now, as the rat leaped out of the pot when it had 
spoken, and made off, Chips began to hope that it wouldn’t 
keep its word.. But, a terrible thing happened next day. 
For, when dinner-time came, and the Dock-bell rang to 
strike work, he put his rule into the long pocket at the side 
of his trousers, and. there he found a rat—not that rat, but 
another rat. And in his hat, he found another; and in his 
pocket-handkerchief, another; and in the sleeves of his 

coat, when he pulled it on to go to dinner, two more.’ And 
from that time he found himself ‘so frightfully intimate 
with all the rats in the Yard, that they climbed up his legs 
when he was at work, and sat on his tools while he used 

them. And they could all speak to one another, and he 

understood what they said. And they got into his lodging, 

and into his bed, and into his teapot, and. into his beer, 

and into his boots. And he was going to be married toa 

corn-chandler’s daughter; and when he gave’ her a work- 

box he had himself made for her, a rat jumped ont of it; 

and when he put his arm round her waist, a rat clung about 
her; so the marriage was broken off, ‘though the banns 

were already twice put up—which the parish clerk well re- 

members, for, as he handed the book to the clergyman for 

the second time of asking, a large fat rat ran over the leaf: 

By this time a special cascade of rats .was rolling down 

my back, and the whole of my‘small listening. person was 

overrun with them: At intervals ever since, I have been 

morbidly afraid of my own pocket, lest my exploring hand 

_ should find a specimen or two of those vermin in it.) -— 

.. You may believe that all this was very terrible to Chips; 

but even all this was not the worst. He knew besides, 

what the rats were doing, wherever they were. So, some- 

times he would ery aloud, when he was at his club at night, 

“Oh! Keep the rats out of the convicts’ burying ground!
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Don’t let them do that!” Or, “There’s one of them at the 
cheese down-stairs!” Or, “There’s two of them smelling 
at the baby in the garret!” Or, other things of that sort. 
At last, he was voted mad, and lost his work in the Yard, 
and could get no other work. But, King George wanted 
men, so before very long he got pressed for a sailor. ‘And 
so he was taken off in a boat one evening to his ship, lying 
at Spithead, ready to sail. “And so the first thing he made 
out in her as he got near her, was the figure-head of the old 
Seventy-four, where he had seen the Devil. She was called 
the Argonaut, and they rowed right under the bowsprit 
where the figure-head of the Argonaut, with a sheepskin in 
his hand and a blue gown on, was looking out to sea; and 
sitting staring on his forehead was the rat who could speak, 

and his exact words were these: “Chips ahoy! Old boy! 
We’ve pretty well eat them too, and we’ll drown the crew; 
and will eat them too!” (Here I always became exceed: 
ingly faint, and would have asked for water, but that I was 
speechless.) 9. se : 

The ship was bound for the Indies; and if you don’t 
know where that is, you ought to it, and angels will never 
love you. (Here I felt myself an outcast from-a future 
state.) .The ship set sail that very night, and she sailed, 
and sailed, and sailed. Chips’s feelings were dreadful. 
Nothing ever equalled his terrors. No wonder. At last, 
one day he asked leave to speak to the Admiral. The 
Admiral giv’ leave. | Chips went down on his knees in the 
Great State Cabin. . “Your Honour, unless your Honour, 
without a moment’s loss of time makes sail for the nearest 
shore, this is a doomed ship, and her name is the Coffin!” 
“Young man, your words are a madman’s words.” “Your 
Honour, no; they are nibbling us away.” “They?” 
“Your honour, them dreadful rats.. Dust and hollowness 
where solid oak ought to be! Rats nibbling a grave for 
every man on board! Oh! Does your Honour love your 
Lady and your pretty children?” ‘Yes, my man, to be 
sure.” “Then, for God’s sake, make for the nearest shore, 
for at this present moment the rats are all stopping in their 
work, and are all looking straight towards you with bare 
teeth, and are all saying to one another that. you shall 
never, never, never, never, see your Lady and your children 
more.” “My poor fellow, you are’a case for the doctor. 
Sentry, take care of this man!”
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. So, he was bled ‘and he was blistered, and he was this 
and that, for six whole days and nights. So, then he 
again asked leave to speak to the Admiral. The Admiral 
giv’ leave. He went down on his knees in the Great State 
Cabin. “Now, Admiral, you must die! You took no 
warning; you must die!: The rats are never wrong in their 
calculations, and they make out that they’ll be through, at 

twelve to-night. _ So, you must die!—-With me and all the 

rest!” . And so at twelve o’clock there was a great leak 
reported in the ship, and a torrent of water rushed in and 
nothing could stop it, and they all went down, every living 

soul. : And what the rats—being water-rats—left of Chips, 
at last floated to shore, and sitting on him was an immense 

overgrown rat, laughing, that dived when the corpse touched 

the beach and never came up. And there was a deal of 

seaweed on the remains. . And if.you get thirteen bits of 

seaweed, and dry them and burn them in the fire, they 

will go off like in these thirteen words as plain as plain 

can be:.° ae be. Ce 

eo “A Lemon has pips, ° ne 
And a Yard has ships, oo 
And Pve got Chipst” —~ * Loe 

The same female bard—descended, possibly, from those 

terrible old Scalds who seem to have existed for the ex- 

press purpose of addling the brains of mankind when they 

begin to investigate languages—made a standing pretence 

which greatly assisted in forcing me back to a number of 

hideous places that I would by all means have avoided. 

This pretence was, that all her ghost stories had occurred 

to her own relations. Politeness towards a meritorious 

family, therefore, forbade my doubting them, and they ac- 

quired an air of authentication that impaired my digestive 

-powers for life. .There was a narrative concerning an un- 

earthly animal foreboding death, which appeared in the 

open street to a parlour-maid who “went to fetch the beer” 

for supper: first (as I now recall it) assuming the likeness 

of a black dog, and gradually rising on its hind-legs and 

swelling into the semblance of some quadruped greatly sur- 

passing a hippopotamus: which apparition—not because J 

deemed it in the least improbable, but because I felt it to 

be really too large to bear—I feebly endeavoured to explain 

away. But, on Mercy’s retorting with wounded dignity 

that the parlour-maid was her own: sister-in-law, I per-
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ceived there was no hope, and resigned myself to this zo- 
ological phenomenon as one of my many pursuers. There 
was another narrative describing the apparition of a young 
woman who came out of a glass-case and haunted another 
young woman until the other young woman questioned it and 
elicited that its bones (Lord!: To think of its being so par- 
ticular about its’ bones!) were buried’ under the glass-case, 
whereas she required them to be interred, with every Un- 
dertaking solemnity up to twenty-four pound ten, in another 
particular place. -This narrative I considered I had a per- 
sonal interest in disproving; because we' had glass-cases at 
home, and how, otherwise, was I to be guaranteed from 
the intrusion of young women requiring me to: bury them 
up to twenty-four pound ten; when I had only twopence a 
week? But my remorseless nurse’ cut the ground from 
under my tender feet, by informing me that She was the 
other -young. woman; and:I couldn’t say.“T don’t believe 
you; ”. it was not possible. 

Such are a few of the uncommercial journeys that I was. 
forced to make, against my will, when I was very young 
and unreasoning. And really, as to the latter part of 
them, it is not so very long ago—now I come to think of it 
—that I was-asked to undertake them once again, witha 
steady countenance. 

a, XVIL 
ARCADIAN LONDON. 

Berna in a humour for complete solitude and uninter- 
Tupted meditation this autumn, I have taken a lodging for 
six weeks in the most unfrequented part of England—in a 
word, in London, | 

The retreat into which I have withdrawn myself, is Bond- 
street. From this lonely spot I make pilgrimages into the 
surrounding wilderness, and traverse extensive tracts of 
the Great Desert. The first solemn feeling of isolation 
overcome, the first oppressive consciousness of profound re- 
tirement conquered, I enjoy that sense of freedom, and feel 
reviving within me that latent wildness of the original 
savage, which has been (upon the-whole somewhat fre- 
quently) noticed by Travellers. — :
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_ My lodgings are at a hatter’s—my.own hatter’s. After 
exhibiting no articles in his window for some weeks, but 
sea-side wide-awakes, shooting-caps, and a choice of rough 
waterproof head-gear for the moors and mountains, he has 
put upon the heads of his family as much of this stock 
as they could carry, and has taken them off to the Isle 
of Thanet. His young man alone remains—and remains 

alone—in the shop. — The young man has let out the fire at 

which the irons are heated, and, saving his strong sense of 

duty, I see no reason why he should take the shutters 
own. . 

Happily for himself and for his country, the young man 

is a Volunteer; most happily for himself, or I think he 

would become the prey of a settled melancholy. For, to 

live surrounded by human hats, and alienated from human 

heads to fit them on, is surely a great endurance. But, the 

young man, sustained by practising his exercise, and by 

constantly furbishing up his regulation plume (it is unnec- 

essary to observe that, as a hatter, he is in a cock’s-feather 

corps), is resigned, and uncomplaining. On a Saturday, 

shen he closes early and gets his Knickerbockers on, he is 

even cheerful. Jam gratefully particular in this reference 

to him, because he is my companion through many peace- 

ful hours. My hatter has a desk up certain steps behind 

his counter, enclosed like the clerk’s desk at Church. I 

shut myself into this place of seclusion, after breakfast, 

and meditate. At such times, I observe the young man 

loading an imaginary rifle with the greatest precision, and 

maintaining a most galling and destructive fire upon the 

national enemy. I thank him publicly for his companion- 

ship and his patriotism. te 

The simple character of my life, and the calm nature of 

the scenes by which I am surrounded, occasion me to rise 

early. I go forth in my slippers, and promenade the pave- 

ment. It is pastoral to feel the freshness of the air in the 

uninhabited town, and to appreciate the shepherdess char- 

acter of the few milkwomen who purvey so little milk that it 

wvould be worth nobody’s while to adulterate it, if anybody 

were left to undertake the task. On the crowded sea- 

shore, the great demand for milk, combined with the strong 

local temptation of chalk, would betray itself in the lowered 

quality. of the article. In Arcadian ‘London I derive it 

from the cow... ca ' ct
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The Arcadian ‘simplicity of the imetropolis altogether, 
and the primitive ways into which it has fallen in this au- 
tumnal Golden Age, make it entirely new tome. Within 
a few hundred yards of my retreat, is the house of a friend 
who maintains a‘most sumptuous butler. I never, until 
yesterday, saw that butler out of superfine black’ broad- 
cloth.” -Until yesterday; I: never saw him off. duty, never 
saw him (he is the best of: butlers) with the appearance of 
having any mind for anything‘ but the glory of his master 
and his master’s friends.- “Yesterday morning, walking in 
my slippers near the house of which he is the prop and or- 
nament—a house now a waste of ‘shutters—I encountered 
that butler, also in his slippers, and in’a shooting suit of 
one colour, and ‘in a Jow-crowned straw-hat, smoking an 
early cigar. He felt that we had formerly met in another 
state of existence, and that we were translated into a new 
sphere.’ . Wisely and well, he passed me without recogni- 
tion. Under his arm he carried the morning paper, and 
shortly afterwards I saw him sitting on a rail in the pleas- 
ant open landscape of Regent-street, perusing it at his ease 
under the ripening sun. © ae 

' My landlord having taken his whole establishment to be 
salted down, I am waited on by an elderly woman labour- 
ing under a chronic sniff, who, at the shadowy hour of half- 
past nine o’clock of every evening, gives admittance at the 
street door to a meagre and mouldy old man whom I have 
never yet seen detached from a flat pint of beer in a pew- 
ter pot. The meagre and mouldy old man is her husband, 
and the pair have a dejected consciousness that they are not 
justified in appearing on the surface of the earth. "They 
come out of some hole when London empties itself, and go 
in again when ‘it fills. -I saw them arrive on the evening 
when I myself took possession, and they arrived with the 
flat pint of beer, and their bed in a bundle. -The old man 
is a weak old man, and appeared to me to get the bed down 
the kitchen stairs by tumbling down with. and upon it. 
They make their bed in the lowest and remotest corner of 
the basement, and they smell’ of bed, and have no posses- 
sion but bed: unless it be (which I rather ‘infer from‘an 
under-current of flavour in them) cheese. I -know- their 
name, through the chance of having called the wife’s atten- 
tion, at half-past nine on‘ the second evening of our ac- 
quaintance, to the circumstance of there being some one at
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the house door;. when she apologetically explained, “It’s 
only Mr. Klem.” ; What becomes of Mr. Kiem all day, or 
when he goes out, or why, is a mystery I cannot penetrate; 
but at half-past nine .he never fails to turn up on the door- 
step with the flat pint of beer.: And the pint'of beer, flat 

- as it is, is so much. more important than himself, that it 
always seems to my fancy as if it had found him drivelling 
in the street and had humanely brought him‘home. In 
making his way. below, Mr. Klem never goes down .the 
middle of. the passage, like another Christian, but shuffles 
against the: wall as if entreating me to take notice that he 
is occupying.as; little space as possible in the house; ‘and 
whenever I come upon him face to face, he-backs from me 
in fascinated..confusion... The most extraordinary circum- 
stance I have tracéd .in connection with this aged couple, 
is, that there is.a Miss :Klem, their daughter, apparently 
ten years older then either of them, who has alsoa bed and 
smells. of it, and carries it about.the earth at dusk and 
hides it-in deserted houses. . I came ‘into this piece of 

knowledge through Mrs. Klem’s beseeching. me to sanction 

the sheltering of Miss Klem under. that roof for a single 
night, “between: her, takin’. care of: the upper part in Pall 

Mall which the family,of his back,‘and .a’’ouse in Ser- 

jameses-street, which the family: of leaves towng ter-mor- 

rer.” I gave my gracious consent (having nothing that I 

know of to do, with it), and’ in the shadowy. hours Miss 

Klem became perceptible ‘on the door-step, wrestling with 

a bed in a bundle. . Where she made it up for the night I 

cannot positively state,-but, I think, in:a sink. I.know 

that, with the instinct of a reptile or an insect, she stowed 

jtand herself away in deep obscurity. : ;In the Klem family, 

I have noticed another remarkable gift of: nature, ‘and that 

is a power they possess of converting everything into flue. 

Such broken victuals as they take by stealth, appear (what- 

ever the nature of. the viands) invariably to generate flue; 
‘and even the nightly pint of. beer,:instead of assimilating 

‘naturally, strikes me as breaking out in that form, equally 

on the shabby gown of Mrs. Klem, and. the threadbare coat 

of her husband..7. 0 06 Ue ee 

Mrs.-Klem has no idea of my. name—as to Mr. Klem-he 

has no idea of fanything—and only,knows me as her good 

gentleman. »;Thus, if doubtful whether I am in my room 

or no, Mrs. Klem taps at the door and says, “Ts my good
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gentleman here?” Or, if a messenger desiring to see me 
were consistent with my solitude, she would show him in 
with “Here is my good gentleman.” I find this to bea 
generic custom. . For, I meant to have observed before now, 
that in its Arcadian time all my part of London is indis- 
tinctly pervaded. by the Klem species. They creep about ° 
with beds, and go to bed in miles of deserted houses. They 
hold.no companionship except that sometimes, after dark, 
two.of them will emerge from opposite houses, and meet in 
the middle of the road as on neutral ground, or will peep 
from adjoining houses over an interposing barrier of area 
railings, and compare a few reserved mistrustful notes re- 
specting their good ladies or good gentlemen. This I have 
discovered in the course of various solitary rambles I have 
taken Northward from my retirement, along the awful per- 
spectives of Wimpole-street, Harley-street, and similar 
frowning regions. Their effect would be scarcely distin- 
guishable from that of the primeval forests, but for the 
Klem stragglers; these may be dimly observed, when the 
heavy shadows fall, flitting to and fro, putting up the door- 
chain, taking in the pint of beer, lowering like phantoms 
at the dark parlour windows, or secretly consorting under- 
ground with the dust-bin and the water-cistern. 

In the Burlington Arcade, I observe, with peculiar pleas- 
ure, a primitive state of manners to have superseded the 
baneful. influences of ultra civilisation. Nothing can sur- 
pass the innocence of the ladies’ shoe-shops, the artificial- 
flower repositories, and the head-dress depéts. They are 
in strange hands at this time of year—hands of unaccus- 
tomed persons, who are imperfectly acquainted with the 
prices of the goods, and contemplate them with unsophisti- 
cated delight and wonder. The children of these virtuous 
people exchange familiarities in the Arcade, and temper 
the asperity of the two tall beadles. Their youthful prattle 
blends in-an unwonted: manner with the harmonious shade 
of the scene, and the general effect is, as of the voices of 
birds in a grove. In this happy restoration of the golden 
time, it has been my privilege even to see the bigger bea- 
dle’s wife. She brought him his dinner in a basin, and he 

_ ate it in his arm-chair, and afterwards fell asleep like a 
satiated child. At Mr. Truefitt’s, the excellent hairdress- 
er’s, they are learning French to beguile the time; and 
even the few solitaries-left on guard-at Mr. Atkinson’s,
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‘the perfumer’s round the corner (generally the most inex- 
orable gentleman in London, and the most scornful of three- 
and-sixpence), condescend a little,.as they drowsily bide 
or recall their turn for chasing the ebbing Neptune on the 
ribbed sea-sand. From Messrs. Hunt and Roskell’s, the 
jewellers’, all things are absent but the precious stones, 
and the gold and silver, and ‘the soldierly pensioner at the 
door with his decorated breast. I ,might stand night and 
day for a month to come, in Saville-row, with my tongue 
out, yet not find a doctor to look at it for love or money. 
‘The dentists’ instruments are rusting in their drawers, and 
their horrible cool parlours, where people pretend to read 
the Every-Day Book and not to be afraid, are doing penance 
for. their grimness in white sheets. The light-weight of 
shrewd appearance, with one eye always shut up, as if. he 
were eating a sharp gooseberry in all seasons, who usually 
stands at the gateway of the livery-stables on very little 
legs under a very large waistcoat, has gone to Doncaster. 
Of such undesigning aspect is his guileless yard now, with 

its gravel and scarlet beans, and the yellow Brake housed 

under a glass roof in a corner, that I almost believe I could 

not be taken in there, if I tried. In the places of business 

of the great tailors, the cheval-glasses are dim and dusty 
for lack of .being..looked into... Ranges of brown. paper 

coat and waistcoat bodies look as funereal as if they were 

the hatchments.of the customers with whose names they 

are inscribed;. the measuring tapes hang idle on the wall; 

the order-taker, left on the hopeless chance of some one 

looking in, yawns in the last extremity over the book of 

‘patterns, as if. he were trying to read that entertaining li- 

brary.. The hotels. in Brook-street have no one in them, 

‘and the staffs of servants stare disconsolately for next sea- 

son out of all the windows.. The very man who goes about 

like an erect Turtle, between.two boards recommendatory 

of the Sixteen Shilling Trousers, is aware of himself as a 

hollow mockery, and eats filberts while he leans his hinder 

shell against a.wall.. Po 3 

‘Among these tranquillising objects, it is my delight to 

swalk and meditate. , Soothed, by the repose around me, 

I wander insensibly to considerable distances, and guide 

anyself back by the stars. ,. Thus, I enjoy the contrast of a 

few still partially inhabited and busy spots where all the 

lights are not. fled, where all: the garlands are not dead,
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. whence all but I have not departed.’ Then, does it appear 
to me that in this age three things are clamorously required 
of Man in the miscellaneous thoroughfares of the metropo- 
lis. Firstly, that he have his boots cleaned. Secondly, 
that he eat a penny ice. Thirdly, that he get himself pho- 
tographed.. Then do I speculate, What have those seam- 
worn artists’ been who stand at the photograph doors in 
Greek ‘caps, sample in hand, and -mysteriously salute the 
public—the female public with a pressing tenderness—to 
come in’and ‘he “took”:? What did’ they do with ‘their 
greasy blandishments, before the era of cheap, photogra- 
phy? ‘Of what class were their previous victims, and: how 
victimised? '’And-how did they get, and how did they pay 
for, that large collection of: likenesses, all purporting: to 
have been taken ‘inside, ‘with the taking’ of none of which 
had that establishment any more to do than with the tak- 
ing of Delhi? a Poet ts 

- But, these are small oases, and I am soon back again in 
metropolitan Arcadia. It is‘my impression that much of 
its serene and peaceful character is ‘attributable to the ab- 
sence of customary Talk. How do I know but there may 
be subtle influences in’ Talk, to'vex the souls of ‘men who 
don’t hear it? How do I know but that Talk, five, ten, 
twenty miles off, may get-into, the air and disagree with 
me? If I rise from my bed; vaguely troubled and wearied 
and sick of my life, in the session of Parliament, who shall 
say that my noble friend, my right reverend friend, my 
right honourable friend, my honourable friend; my hon- 
ourable and Jearned friend, or my honourable and gallant 
friend, may not be responsible for that effect: upon my 
nervous system? ‘ Too much Ozone in: the air, I am I- 
formed and fully believe (though I have no idea what it 
is), would affect ‘me’ in'a marvellously disagreeable way; 
why may not too much Talk? I don’t see or hear the 
Ozone; I don’t see or hear the Talk: And there is so 
much Talk; so much too much; such loud ery, and such 
scant supply of wool; such a deal of fleecing, and so little 
fleece! Hence, in the Arcadian season, I find it a delicious 
triumph to walk down to deserted Westminster, and see 
the Courts shut up; to walk a little further and see the 
Two Houses shut up; to stand in the Abbey Yard, like the 
New Zealander of the grand: English History (concerning 
which unfortunate man, a whole rookery of mares’ nests is
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generally being discovered), and gloat upon the ruins of 
Talk. Returning to my primitive solitude and lying down 
to sleep, my. grateful heart expands. with a consciousness 
that there is no adjourned Debate, no ministerial explana: 
tion, nobody to give notice of intention to ask:the noble 
Lord at the head-of her Majesty’s -Government five-and- 
twenty bootless questions in one, no term time with legal 
argument, no Nisi Prius with eloquent appeal ‘to; British 
Jury; that the air will to-morrow, and to-morrow, and to- 

. morrow, remain untroubled by this superabundant genera- 
ting of Talk. . In a minor degree it is a delicious triumph 
to me to go into the club, and see the carpets up, and the 
Bores and: the other dust dispersed to the four winds. 
Again New Zealander-like, I stand on the cold hearth, and 
say in the solitude, ‘Here I watched Bore A 1, with voice 
always mysteriously low and head ‘always mysteriously 
drooped, whispering political secrets into the ears ‘of 
Adam’s confiding children. ‘Accursed be his memory for 
everandaday!” 2 0 re ; - 

But, I have all this time been coming to the point, that 

the happy nature of my retirement is most sweetly ex- 

pressed in its being the abode of Love.’ It is, as it were, 
an inexpensive Agapemone: nobody’s speculation: every- 

body’s profit. ‘The one great result: of the resumption of 

primitive habits, and (convertible terms) the not having 

much to do, is, the abounding of Love. oat oo 

The Klem species are incapable of the softer emotions; 

probably, in that low nomadic race, the softer emotions 

have all degenerated into flue. But, with this exception, 

all the sharers of my retreat make love. 

Lhave mentioned Saville-row. We all know the Doc- 

tor’s servant. We all know what a respectable man he is, 

what a hard dry man, what a firm man, what a confiden- 

tial man: how he lets us into the waiting-room, like a man 

who knows minutely what is the matter with us, but from 

whom the rack should not wring the secret. In the pro- 

saic “season,” he has distinctly the appearance of a. man 

conscious of money in the savings. bank, and taking his 

stand on his respectability with both feet. At that time it 

is as impossible to associate him with relaxation, or any 

human weakness, as it is to meet his eye without feeling 

guilty of indisposition. In the blest Arcadian. time, how 

‘changed! JI have seen him, ina pepper-and-salt jacket— 

19
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jacket—and drab trousers, with his arm round the waist of 
a bootmaker’s housemaid, smiling in open day. I-have 
seen him at the pump by the Albany, unsolicitedly pump- 
ing for two fair young creatures, whose figures as they bent 
over their cans, were—if I may be allowed an original ex- 
pression—a model for the sculptor.. I have seen him try- 
ing the piano in the Doctor’s drawing-room with his fore- 
finger, and have heard him humming tunes in praise of 
lovely woman. I have seen him seated on a fire-engine, 
rand going (obviously in search of excitement) toa fire. I 
‘saw him, one moonlight evening when the peace and purity 
of our Arcadian west were at their height, polk with the 
lovely daughter of a cleaner of gloves, from the door-steps 
of his own residence, across Saville-row, round by Clifford- 
street and Old Burlington-street, back to Burlington-gar- 
‘dens. Is this the Golden Age revived, or Iron London? 
The Dentist’s servant. Is that man no mystery to us, 
no type of invisible power? The tremendous individual 
knows (rho else does?) what is done with the extracted 
teeth; he knows what goes on in the little room where 
‘something is always being washed or filed; he knows what 
warm spicy, infusion is put into the comfortable tumbler 
from which we rinse our wounded mouth, with a gap in it 
that feels a foot wide; he knows whether the thing we spit 
into is a fixture communicating with the Thames, or could 
be cleared away for a dance; he sees the horrible parlour 
when there are no patients in it, and he could reveal, if he 
would, what becomes of the Every-Day Book then. ‘The 
‘conviction of my coward conscience when I see that man in 
4 professional light, is, that he knows all the statistics of 
my teeth and gums; my double teeth, my single teeth, my 
Stopped teeth, and my sound. . In this Arcadian rest, I am 
fearless of him as of a harmless, powerless creature in a 
Scotch cap, who adores a young lady in‘a voluminous 
crinoline, at a neighbouring billiard-room, and whose pas- 
sion would be uninfluenced if every one of her teeth were 
false.: They may be. He takes them all on ‘trust. 

- In secluded corners of the place of my seclusion, there 
‘are little shops withdrawn from public curiosity, and never 
two together, where servants’ perquisites are bought. The 
‘cook may dispose of ‘grease at these modest and convenient 
marts; the butler, of bottles; the valet and Jady’s maid, 
of clothes; most servants, indeed, of most things they may
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happen to lay hold of.. I have been told that in sterner 
times loving correspondence, otherwise interdicted, may be 
maintained by letter through the agency of some of these 
useful establishments. In the Arcadian autumn, no such 
device is necessary. Everybody loves, and openly, and 
blamelessly loves. ‘ My:landlord’s young man loves the 
whole of one side of the way of Old Bond-street, and is be- 
loved:several doors up New Bond-street besides.. I never 
look out of window but I see kissing of hands going on all 
around me. Itis the morning custom to glide from shop 
to shop and exchange tender sentiments; it is the evening 
custom for couples to stand hand in hand at house doors, 
or roam, linked in that flowery manner, through the unpeo- 
pled streets. -There is nothing else to do but love; and 
what there is to do, isdone.: SS 

In unison with this pursuit, a chaste simplicity obtains 
in the domestic habits of Arcadia. Its few scattered 
people dine early, live moderately, sup socially, and sleep 
soundly. Itis rumoured that the Beadles of the Arcade, 
from being the mortal enemies of boys, have signed with 
tears an address to Lord Shaftesbury, and subscribed toa 
ragged school. _No wonder! . For, they might ‘turn their 
heavy maces into crooks and tend sheep in the Arcade, to 
the purling of the water-carts as they give the thirsty 
streets much more to drink than they can carry. ™ 

A happy Golden Age, and a serene tranquillity. Charm- 
ing picture, but it will fade.'. The iron age will return, 
London will come back to town, if I show my tongue then 

in Saville-row for half a minute I shall be prescribed for, 
the Doctor’s man and the Dentist’s man will then pretend . 
that these days of unprofessional innocence never existed. 
Where Mr. and ‘Mrs. Klem and their bed -will be at that 
time, passes: human knowledge; but my hatter hermitage 

will then know them no more, nor will it then know me. 

The desk at which I have written these meditations will 

retributively assist at the making out of my account, and 

the wheels of: gorgeous ‘carriages'and the hoofs of high- 

stepping horses will crush the silence out of Bond-street— 

will grind Arcadia away, and give it to the elements in 

granite powder, 4 i ie 

a.
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t re bh ‘XVIL. : 

. THE ITALIAN PRISONER: 

Tux rising of the Italian people from under their unut- 
terable wrongs, and the tardy burst of day upon them after 
the long long night of oppression that; has darkened their - 
beautiful country, have naturally caused my mind to dwell 
often of late on my own small wanderings in Italy. . Con- 
nected with them, is a curious little drama, in. which the 
character I, myself. sustained was so very subordinate that 
I may relate its story without any fear of being suspected 
of self-display. . It is strictly a true story. - 7 

. Lam newly arrived one summer evening, in a certain 
small town on the Mediterranean.: I have had my dinner 

' at the inn, and I-and the mosquitoes are coming out into 
the streets together. It is far from Naples; but a bright 
brown plump little woman-servant at the inn, is a Neapoli- 
tan, and is so vivaciously expert in pantomimic action, that 
in the single moment of answering my request to havea 
pair of shoes cleaned: which I have left up-stairs, she plies - 
imaginary brushes, and goes completely through the mo- 
tions of polishing: the shoes up, and ‘laying them at my 
feet... I smile at the brisk little woman in perfect satisfac- 
tion with her briskness; and the brisk little woman, amia- 
bly. pleased with:me because I am pleased with-her, claps 
her hands and laughs delightfully.. We-are in the inn 
yard.. As the little woman’s bright’ eyes sparkle on the 
cigarette I am smoking I make bold to offer her one; she 
accepts it none the less merrily, because I touch a most 
eharming little dimple in her fat cheek, -with its light pa- 
perend. Glancing up at the many green lattices to assure 
herself that the mistress is not looking on, the little woman 
then puts her two little dimpled arms a-kimbo, and stands 
on tiptoe to light her cigarette at mine. “And now, dear 
little sir,” says she, puffing out.smoke in a most innocent 
and cherubic manner, “keep quite straight on, take the 
first to the right, and probably you will see him standing 
at his door.” 

I have a commission to “him,” and I have been inquir-
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ing about him. I have‘carried the commission about Italy 
several months. . Before I left England, there came to me 
one night a certain generous and gentle English nobleman 
(he is dead in these days when I relate the story, and ex- — 
iles have lost their best British friend), with this request: 
“ Whenever you come to such a town, will you seek out one 
Giovanni Carlavero, who keeps a ‘little wine-shop ‘ there, 
mention my name to him suddenly, and’ observe how it 
affects him?” -I accepted the trust, and am on my way to 
discharge it. ” - 

The sirocco has been blowing all day, and it is a hot un- 
wholesome evening with no cool sea-breeze. Mosquitoes — 
and fire-flies are lively enough, but most other creatures are 
faint. The coquettish airs of: pretty young women in the 
tiniest and wickedest of dolls’ straw-hats, who lean out at 
open. lattice blinds, are almost the only airs stirring. Very 
ugly and haggard old women with distaffs, and with a grey 
tow upon them that looks as if they were spinning out their 
own hair (I suppose they were once pretty, too,' but itis 
very difficult to believe so), sit on the footway leaning 
against house walls. Everybody who has come for water 
to the fountain, stays. there, and-seems incapable of any 
such energetic idea.as going ‘home. ‘Vespers are’ over; 
though not so long but that I can smell the heavy resinous 
incense as I pass the church:. No man seems to be at work, 
save the coppersmith. .In an Italian town he is always at 
work, and always thumping in the deadliest manner. 

I keep straight on, and come in due time to the first on 
the right: a narrow dull street, where I see a well-favoured. 
man of good stature and military bearing, in a great cloak, 
standing at a‘door.. Drawing nearer to this threshold, I 
see it is the threshold of a small wine-shop; and I can just 
make out, in the dim light, the inscription that it is kept 
by Giovanni Carlavero. ° ee oo 

I touch my hat to the figure in the cloak, and pass in, 
and draw a stool to a little table. The lamp (just such 
another as:they dig out of Pompeii) is lighted, but the 
place is empty. The figure in the cloak has followed me 
in, and stands before me. Soe ee 

“The master? ” _ 
“At your service, sir.” CO 
“Please to give me a glass of the wine of the country.” 
He turns to a little counter, to get it. As his striking
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face is pale, and his action is evidently that of an enfeebled 
man, I remark that I fear he has been ill. . It is not much, 
he courteously and gravely answers, though bad ‘while it 

’ lasts: the fever. - ne ‘ so 
; As he sets the wine on the little table, to his manifest 
surprise I lay my hand on the back of his, look him in the 
face, and say in a.low voice: “I aman Englishman, and 
you are acquainted with a friend of mine. -:Do you recol- 
lect——-?”, and I mentioned the. name of ‘my generous 
countryman. oe 
. Instantly, he utters,a loud cry, bursts into tears, and 
falls on his knees at my feet, clasping my legs in both his 
arms and bowing his head to the ground;. . 
. Some years ago, this man at my feet, whose over-fraught 
heart is heaving as if it would burst from his breast, and 
whose tears are wet upon the dress I- wear, was a galley- 
slave in the North of Italy. He was a political offender, 
having been concerned in the then last rising, and was sen- 
tenced to imprisonment for.life. That he would have died 
in his chains, is certain, but for. the circumstance that the 
Englishman happened to visit his prison. So 

It was one of the vile old prisons of Italy, and a part of 
it was below the waters of the harbour. The place of his 
confinement was an arched under-ground and under-water 
gallery, with a grill-gate at the. entrance, through which it 
received such light and air as it got. Its condition was in- 
sufferably foul, and a stranger could hardly breathe in it, 
or see in it with the aid of a torch. At the upper end of 
this dungeon, and consequently in the worst position, as 
being the furthest removed from light and air, the Eng- 
lishman first beheld. him, sitting on an iron bedstead to 
which he was chained by a heavy chain. -His countenance 
impressed the Englishman as having nothing in common 
with the faces of the malefactors with whom he was asso- 
ciated, and he talked with him, and Jearnt how he came to 
tbe there. > oe . 

‘When the Englishman emerged from the dreadful den 
into the light of day, he asked his conductor, the governot 
of the jail, why Giovanni Carlavero was put into the worst 
place? 

“Because he is particularly recommended,” was the 
stringent answer... ey 

- “Recommended, that is to say, for death? ”
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- “Excuse me; particularly recommended,” was again the answer. Te wo eee 
“He has a bad tumour in: his neck, no doubt occasioned 

by the hardship of his miserable life. ' If he continues to 
be neglected, and he remains where he is, it will kill him.” 

- “Excuse me, I can-do nothing. He is particularly rec- 
ommended.” a, 

- The Englishman was staying in-that town, and he went 
to his home there; but the figure of this man chained to 
the bedstead made it no‘ home, and’ destroyed his rest and’ 
peace. He was an Englishman: of an extraordinarily ten- 
der heart, and he could: not-bear ‘the picture. He went. 
back to the prison grate; went back ‘again and again, and 
talked to the man and cheered him. He used his utmost 
influence to get the man unchained from the bedstead, were 
it only forever so short a time in the day, and permitted: 
to come to the grate. ‘It took‘a long ‘time, but the Eng- 
lishman’s station, personal: character, and ‘steadiness of 
purpose, wore out opposition so far, and that grace was at 
last accorded. Through the bars, when he could thus get 
light upon the tumour, the Englishman lanced it, and it 
did well, and healed.‘ His strong interest in the prisoner 
had greatly increased by this time, and he formed the des- 
perate resolution that he would exert his utmost self- 
devotion and use his utmost efforts, to get Carlavero par-’ 
doned. ns ae ne 

If the prisoner had been a brigand and a murderer, if he 
had ‘committed every non-political-crime in the Newgate 
Calendar and out of it, nothing would have been easier than: 
for a man of ‘any court or priestly influence ‘to obtain his- 
release. © As it was, nothing could have been more difficult. ' 
Italian authorities, and English authorities who had interest: 
with them, alike assured the Englishman that his object was 
hopeless." He met with nothing but evasion, refusal, and 
ridicule. . His political prisoner became a joke in the place. 
It was especially observable that’ English Circumlocution, 
and English Society on its travels, were as humorous on 
the subject as Circumlocution and Society may be on any 
subject without loss of caste. But, the Englishman pos-. 
sessed (and proved it well-in his life) a courage very un 
common among us: he had not the least fear of being con- 
sidered a bore, in a good humane cause. So he went on 
persistently trying, and trying, and trying, to get Giovann?
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Carlavero out. That prisoner had been rigorously re- 
chained, after the-tumour operation, and it was not likely 
that his miserable life could last very long. ° . 

_ One day, when all the town knew about the Englishman 
and. his political prisoner, there came to the Englishman, a 
certain sprightly Italian Advocate of whom he had some 
knowledge; and he made this strange proposal. “Give 
me a hundred pounds to obtain Carlavero’s release. I 
think I can get him a pardon, with that. money. But I 
cannot tell you what I am going to do with the money, nor 
must you ever ask me the question if I. succeed, nor-must 
you ever ask me. for an account. of the money if I fail.” 
The Englishman decided to hazard the hundred pounds. 
He did so, and heard not another word of the matter. For 
half a year and ‘more, the Advocate made no sign, and 
never once:“ took on” in any way, to have the subject on 
his mind.” The Englishman was then obliged to change his 
residence to another and more famous town in the North of 
Italy.. He parted from the poor prisoner with a sorrowful 
heart, as from a doomed man for whom there was no re- 
lease but Death. toes os 

- The Englishman lived in his new place of abode another 
half-year and more, and had no tidings of the wretched 
prisoner. At length, one day, he received from the Advo- 
cate a cool concise mysterious note, to this effect. . “If you 
still wish to bestow that benefit upon the man in whom 
you were once interested, send me fifty pounds more, and I 
think it can be ensured.”... Now, the Englishman had long 
settled in his mind:that the Advocate was. a heartless 
sharper, who had preyed upon his credulity and his inter- 
est in an unfortunate sufferer. So, he sat down and wrote 
a dry answer, giving the Advocate to understand that he 
was wiser now than he had been formerly, and that no 
more money was extractable from his pocket.. 

He lived outside the city. gates, some mile or two from 
the post-office, and was accustomed to walk into the city 
with his letters and post them himself. - On a lovely spring 
day, when the sky was exquisitely blue, and the sea Di-. 
vinely beautiful, he took his usual walk, carrying this let- 
ter to the Advocate in his ‘pocket. As he went along, his 
gentle heart was much moved by the loveliness of the pros- 

pect, and by the thought of the slowly-dying prisoner 
chained to the bedstead, for whom the universe had no de-
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lights. As he drew nearer and nearer to the city where he 
was to post the letter, he became very uneasy in his mind. 
He debated with himself, was it remotely possible, after 
all, that this sum of fifty pounds could restore the fellow- 
creature whom. he pitied so:much and for. whom he had 
striven so hard, to. liberty? He was not a conventionally 
rich Englishman—very far from that—but, he had a spare 
fifty. pounds at’ the , banker’s..; He resolved: to risk it. 
Without doubt, Gop-has recompensed him !for the resolu- 
tion... Ltn S 

. He went to the banker’s, and got a bill for the amount, 
and enclosed it in a letter to the Advocate that I wish I 
could have seen. He simply told the:Advocate that he 
was quite a poor man, and that he was sensible it might be 
a great weakness, in him to. part.with.so much money on 
the faith of so vague a communication; but, that there it 
was, and that he. prayed the Advocate .to: make a good use 
of it. If he did otherwise no. good could ever come of it, 
and it would lie heavy on his souloneday. . 

Within a week, the Englishman was sitting at his break- 
fast, when he heard some suppressed sounds of agitation 
on the staircase, and Giovanni Carlavero leaped into the 
room and fell upon his breast, a free man! . 
‘Conscious of having wronged the Advocate in his own 

thoughts, the Englishman wrote him an earnest and grate- 
ful letter, avowing the fact, and -entreating him to confide 
by what means and through what agency he had succeeded. 
so well. - The Advocate returned for answer through the 
post. “There are many things, as you know, in this Italy 
of ours, that are ‘safest and best not even spoken of—far 
less written of... We may meet some day, and then I may 

tell you what you want to know; not here, and now.” 
But, the two never did meet again. The Advocate was. 
dead when the Englishman gave me my trust; and how the 
man had been set free, remained as. great a mystery to the 
Englishman, and to the man himself, as it was to me. 

But, I knew this:—here was the man, this sultry night, 
on his knees at my feet, because I was the Englishman’s 
friend; here were his tears upon my dress; here were his. 

sobs.choking his utterance; here were his kisses on my 

hands, because they had touched the hands that had worked. 

out his release.. He had no need to tell me it would be 

-happiness to him to die for his benefactor; I doubt if I 
19*
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ever saw real, sterling, fervent gratitude of soul, before or 
since, . . 
He was much. watched and suspected, he said, and had 

had enough to do to keep himself out of trouble. This, 
and his not having prospered in his worldly affairs, had led 
to his having failed in his: usual communications to the 
Englishman for—as I now remember the period—some two 
or three years. But, his prospects were brighter, and his 

. wife who had been very ill had recovered, and his fever 
had left him, and he had bought a little vineyard, and 
would I carry to his benefactor the first of its wine? Ay, 
that I would (I told him with enthusiasm), and not a drop 
of it should be spilled or lost! oo 

He had cautiously closed the.door before speaking of 
himself, and had talked with such excess of emotion, and’ 
in a provincial Italian so difficult to understand, that I had 
more than once been obliged to stop him, and beg him to 
have compassion on me and be slower and calmer. By de- 
grees he became so, and tranquilly. walked back with me 
to the hotel. There, I sat down before I went to bed and 
wrote a faithful account of him to the Englishman: which 
I concluded by saying that I would bring the wine home,: 
against any difficulties, every drop. oo 

Early next morning, when I came: out at the hotel door 
to pursue my journey, I found my friend waiting with one 
of those immense bottles in which the Italian peasants store 
their: wine—a’ bottle holding. some half-dozen gallons— 
bound round with basket-work for greater safety on the 
journey. .I'see him now, in the bright sunlight, tears of 
gratitude in his eyes, proudly inviting my attention to this 
corpulent bottle... (At the street-corner hard by; two high- 
flavoured able-bodied monks—pretending to talk together, 
but keeping their four evil eyes upon us.) 
How the bottle had been got there, did not appear; but 

the difficulty of. getting it into the ramshackle vetturino 
carriage in which I:was departing, was so great, and it 
took up so much room when it was got in, that I elected to 
sit outside. The last I saw. of Giovanni Carlavero was his 
running through the-town by the side of. the jingling 
wheels, clasping my hand as I:stretched it down from the 
box, charging me with’ a thousand last Joving and dutiful 
messages to his dear -patron, and finally looking in at the 
bottle as it reposed inside, with an admiration of its hon- -
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ourable way of travelling that was beyond measure de- 
lightful. ae . 

And now, what disquiet of mind this dearly-beloved and 
-highly-treasured Bottle began to cost me, no man knows. 
-It was. my precious charge through a long tour, and, for 

hundreds of miles, I never had it off my mind by day or by 

night. Over bad roads—and they were many—lI clung to 
it with affectionate desperation. Up mountains, I looked 

in at it and saw it helplessly tilting over on its back, with 

terror. At innumerable inn doors when the weather was 

bad, I was obliged to be put into my vehicle before the Bot- 

tle could be got in, and was obliged to have the Bottle lifted 

out before human aid could come near me. The Imp of 

‘the same name, except that'his associations were all evil 

and these associations were all good, would have been 

a less troublesome travelling companion. I might have 

-served Mr. Cruikshank as a subject for a new illustration 

of the miseries of the Bottle. The National Temperance 

Society might have made a powerful Tract of me.. 

The suspicions that attached to this innocent Bottle, 

greatly aggravated my difficulties. It was like the apple- 

-pie in the child’s book. Parma pouted at it, Modena 

mocked it, Tuscany tackled it, Naples nibbled it, Rome 

refused it, Austria accused it, Soldiers suspected it, Jesuits 

jobbed it. . I composed a neat Oration, developing my in- 

offensive intentions in connection with this Bottle, and de- 

livered it in an-infinity of guard-houses, at a multitude of 

town gates, and on every drawbridge angle, and rampart, of 

-a complete system of fortifications. Fifty times a day, I 

got down to harangue an infuriated soldiery about the Bot- 

tle. ‘Through the filthy degradation of the abject and vile 

Roman States, I had as much difficulty in working my way 

with the Bottle, as if it had bottled up a complete system 

of heretical theology. In the Neapolitan country, where 

everybody was a spy, a soldier, a priest, or a lazzarone, 

the shameless beggars of all four denominations incessantly 

pounced on the Bottle and made it a pretext for extorting 

money - from me.- Quires—quires do I say?. Reams—of 

forms ‘illegibly printed on whity-brown paper were filled 

up about the Bottle, and it was the subject of more stamp- 

ing and sanding than I had ever seen before.’ In conse- 

quence -of which haze of sand, perhaps, it was always. 

irregular, and always latent with dismal penalties of going
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back or not going forward, which’ were only to be abated 
by the silver crossing of a base hand, poked shirtless out 
of a ragged uniform sleeve. Under all discouragements, 
however, I stuck to my Bottle, and held firm to my reso- 
lution that every drop of its contents should reach the Bot- 
tle’s destination. . = °° . -. mo 

. The latter refinement cost me a separate heap of troubles 
‘on its own ‘separate. account.. What corkscrews did I see 
the military power bring out against that Bottle; what 
gimlets, spikes, divining rods, gauges, and unknown tests 
and instruments! At some places, they persisted in de- 
claring that the wine must not be passed, without being 
‘opened and tasted; I, pleading to the contrary, used then 
‘to argue the question seated on the Bottle lest they should 
‘open it in spite of me. In the southern parts of Italy more 
‘violent shrieking, face-making, and gesticulating, greater 
‘vehemence of speech and countenance and action, went on 
‘about that Bottle, than would attend fifty murders in a 
northern latitude. It raised important functionaries out of 
their beds, in the dead of night. I have known half-a- 
‘dozen military lanterns to disperse themselves at all points 
of a great sleeping Piazza, each lantern summoning some 
official creature to get up, put on his cocked-hat instantly, 
and come and stop the Bottle. It was characteristic that 
while this innocent Bottle had such immense difficulty in 
getting from little town to town, Signor Mazzini and the 
‘fiery cross were traversing Italy from'end ‘to end. 

Still, I stuck to my Bottle, like any fine old English 
gentleman all of the olden time: The more the Bottle was 
‘interfered with, the stauncher I became (if possible) in my 
first determination that my countryman should have it de- 
livered to him intact, as the man whom he had so nobly re- 
stored to life and liberty had delivered it tome. If everI 
had been obstinate in my days—and I may have been, say, 
once or twice—I was obstinate about the Bottle.. But, I 
made it a rule always to keep a pocket full of small coin 
at its service, and never to be out of temper in its cause. 
‘Thus, I and the Bottle made our way... Once we had a 
break-down; rather a bad break-down, on a steep high 
place with the sea below us, on a tempestuous evening 
when it blew great guns. We were driving four wild 

. horses abreast, Southern fashion, and there was some little 
‘difficulty in stopping them. I was outside, and not thrown
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off; but no words can describe my feelings when I saw the 
Bottle—travelling inside, as usual—burst the door open, 
and roll obesely out into the road. A blessed Bottle with - 
a charmed existence, he took no hurt, and we repaired dam- 
age, and went on triumphant. 

- A thousand representations were made to me that the 
Bottle must be left at this place, or that, and called for 
again. J never yielded to one of them, and never parted 
from the Bottle, on any pretence, consideration, threat, or 
entreaty. I had no faith in any official receipt for the Bot- 
tle, and nothing would induce me-to accept one. These 
unmanageable politics at last brought me and the Bottle, 
still triumphant, to Genoa. - There, I took a tender and re-_ 
Juctant leave of him fora few weeks, and consigned him 

to a trusty English captain, to be conveyed to the Port of 
London by sea. . se 

While the Bottle was on ‘his voyage to England, I read 

the Shipping Intelligence as anxiously as if I had been an. 

underwriter. There was some stormy weather after I my- 

self had got to England by way of Switzerland and France, 

and my mind greatly misgave me that the Bottle might be 

wrecked. At last to my great joy, I received notice of his 

safe arrival, and immediately went down to Saint Katha- 

rine’s Docks, and found him in a state of honourable cap- 

tivity in the Custom House. : 

The wine was mere vinegar when I set it down before 

the generous Englishman—probably it had been something 

like vinegar when I took it up from Giovanni Carlavero— 
but not a drop of it was spilled or gone. And the English- 

man told me, with much emotion in his face and voice, that’ 

he had never tasted wine that seemed to him so sweet and 

sound. And long afterwards, the Bottle graced his table. 

And the last time I saw him in this world that misses him, 

he took me aside in a crowd, to say, with his amiable smile: | 

“We were talking of you only to-day. at dinner, and I 

wished you had. been there, for I had some Claret up in 

Carlavero’s Bottle.” : :
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‘ XVIILI.- - 

FROM DOVER TO CALAIS. 

Ir is an unsettled question with me whether I shall leave 
Calais something handsome in my will, or whether I shall 
leave it my malediction. I hate it so much, and yet I am. 
always so very glad to see it, that I am in a state of con- 
stant indecision on this subject. 
When I first made acquaintance with Calais, it was as a 

maundering young wretch in a clammy perspiration and 
dripping saline particles, who was conscious of no extremi- 
ties but the one great extremity, sea-sickness—who was a, 
mere bilious torso, with a mislaid headache somewhere in 
its stomach—who had been put into a horrible swing in 
Dover Harbour, and had tumbled giddily out of it on the 

- French coast, or the Isle Man, or anywhere. Times have 
changed, and now I enter Calais self-reliant and rational. 
I know, where it is beforehand, I keep a lookout for it, I 
recognise its landmarks when I see any of them, I am ac- 
quainted with its ways, and I know—and I can bear—its 
worst behaviour. bos 

Malignant Calais! Low-lying alligator, evading the eye- 
sight and discouraging hope! . Dodging flat streak, now on 
this bow, now on that, now anywhere, now everywhere, 
now nowhere! In vain Cape Grinez, coming frankly forth 
into the sea, exhorts the failing to be stout of heart and 
stomach: sneaking Calais, prone behind. its bar, invites 
emetically to despair. Even when it can no longer quite 
conceal itself in its muddy dock, it has an evil way of fall- 
ing off, has Calais, which is more hopeless than its invisi- 
bility. The pier is all but on the bowsprit, and you think 
you are there—roll, roar, wash!—Calais has retired miles 
inland, and Dover has burst out to look for it. It hasa 
last dip and slide in its character, has Calais, to be espe- 
cially commended to the infernal gods. Thrice accursed be 
that garrison-town, when it dives under the boat's keel, 
and comes up a league or two to the right, with the packet 
shivering and spluttering and staring about for it!
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Not but what I have my animosities towards Dover. I 
particularly detest Dover for the self-complacency with 
which it goes to bed.. It always goes to bed (when Iam 
going to Calais) with a more brilliant display of lamp and 

candle than anyother town. Mr. and Mrs. Birmingham, 

host and hostess of the Lord Warden Hotel, are my much 

esteemed friends, but they are too conceited about the com- 

forts of that establishment when the Night -Mail is start- 

ing. I know it is a good house to stay at, and I don’t 

want the fact insisted upon in all its warm bright windows 

at such an hour.- I know the Warden ‘is a stationary edi- 

‘fice that never rolls or. pitches, and I object to its big out- 

line seeming to insist upon that circumstance, and, as it 

were, to come over me with it, when Iam reeling on the 

deck of the boat.. Beshrew the Warden likewise, for ob- 

structing that corner, and making the wind so angry as it 

-yushes round. ‘Shall-I not know that it’ blows quite soon 

enough, without the officious Warden’s interference?. 

- Ag I wait here on board the night packet, for the South 

Eastern Train to come down with the Mail, Dover appears 

to me to be illuminated for some intensely aggravating fes- 

. tivity in my personal dishonour. All its noises smack of 

taunting praises of the land, and dispraises of the gloomy 

“sea, and of me: for going on it. The: drums upon the 

heights have gone to bed, or I know they would rattle 

taunts against me for having my unsteady footing on this 

slippery deck. The many gas eyes of the Marine Parade 

twinkle in an offensive manner, as if with derision. ‘The 

distant dogs of Dover bark at_me in my misshapen wrap- 

pers, as if I were Richard the Third.’ st 

A screech, a bell, and two red eyes come gliding down 

the Admiralty Pier with a smoothness of motion rendered 

more smooth by the heaving of the boat. - The sea makes 

noises against the pier, as if several hippopotami were lap- 

ping at it, and were prevented by circumstances over which 

they had-no control from drinking peaceably.. We, the 

boat, become violently agitated—rumble, hum, scream, 

roar, and establish an immense family washing-day at each 

paddle-box. Bright patches break out in the train as the 

doors of the post-office vans are opened, and instantly stoop- 

‘ing figures with sacks upon their backs begin to be beheld 

among the piles, descending as it would seem in ghostly 

procession to Davy Jones’s Locker. The passengers come
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on board;..a few shadowy Frenchmen, with hatboxes shaped 
like the stoppers of gigantic case-bottles; a few shadowy 
Germans in immense fur coats and boots; a few shadowy 
Englishmen prepared, for the worst and pretending not to 
expect it. I cannot disguise from: my uncommercial mind 
‘the miserable fact that we are a body of outcasts; that the 
attendants on ‘us are as scant in number as may serve to 
get rid of us with the least possible delay; that there are 
no ‘night-loungers interested in us; that the unwilling 
lamps shiver and shudder at'us; that the sole object is to 
commit us to the deep and abandon us. . Lo, the two red 
eyes glaring in increasing distance, and then the very train 
itself has’gone to bed before we are off!: vo 

What ‘is the moral support'derived by some sea-going 
amateurs’ from an umbrella?) Why do certain voyagers 
across the Channel always put up that article, and hold it 
up with a grim and fierce tenacity?. A fellow-creature 
‘near me—whom I only know to be a fellow-creature, because 
of his umbrella: without which he might be a dark bit of 
‘cliff, pier, or bulkhead—clutches that instrument with a 
‘desperate grasp, that will not relax until he Jands at Calais. 
Is there any analogy, in certain constitutions, between 
keeping an’. umbrella up, and keeping the spirits up? A 
hawser thrown on board with a flop replies “Stand by!” 
“Stand by, below.” -“Half a turn a head!” “Half’a 
‘turn a head!”. ‘“ Half speed!” “Half speed!” “ Port!” 
“Port!” “Steady!”. “Steady!” “Goon!” “Go on!” 
. A stout’wooden wedge driven in at my right temple and 
out at my left, a floating deposit of lukewarm oil in my 
throat, and a compression of’ the bridge of my nose ina 
blunt pair of pincers,—these are the personal sensations by 
which I know we are off, and by which I shall continue to 
know it until Iam on the soil of France. My symptoms 
have scarcely established themselves confortably, when 
two or three skating shadows that have been trying to walk 
or stand, get flung together, and other two or three shad- 
ows in tarpauling slide with them into corners and cover 
them up.’ Then the South Foreland lights begin'to hiccup 
at us in a way that bodes no good. Se . 

It is‘at about this period that my detestation of Calais 
knows no bounds. Inwardly I resolve afresh that Inever 
will forgive that hated town. I have done so before, many 
times, but that is past. Let me register a vow.’ Impla-
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cable animosity to Calais everm. that was an awkward 

sea, and the funnel seems of my opinion, for it gives a 

complaining roar. oO 

- The wind blows stiffly from the Nor’-East, the sea runs 

high, we ship a deai of water, the night is dark and cold, 

and the shapeless passengers lie. about in melancholy bun- 

dles, as if they were sorted out for the laundress; but for 

my own uncommercial part I cannot pretend that 1 am 

much inconvenienced by any of these things. A general 

howling whistling flopping gurgling and scooping, I am 

aware of, and a general knocking about of Nature; but the 

  

impressions I receive are very vague. In a sweet faint. 

temper, something like the smell of damaged oranges, I 

think I should feel languidly-benevolent if I had time. I 

have not time, because I am under a curious compulsion to 

occupy myself with the. Irish melodies. “Rich and rare 

sere the gems she wore,” is-the particular melody to which 

I find myself devoted. : I sing it-to myself in the most 

‘charming manner and with the greatest expression. Now 

and then, I raise my head (Iam sitting on the hardest of 

wet seats, in the most uncomfortable of wet attitudes, but 

I don’t mind it,) and notice that I am a whirling shuttle- 

cock between a fiery battledore of a lighthouse on the 

French coast and a fiery battledore of a lighthouse on the 

English coast; but I don’t notice it particularly, except to 

feel envenomed in my hatred of Calais. Then I go on 

again, “ Rich and rare were the ge-ems she-e-e-e wore, And 

a bright gold ring on her wa-and she ‘bo-ore, But O her 

beauty was fa-a-a-a-r beyon »__J am particularly proud of 

my execution: here,’ when I become aware of another awk- 

ayard shock from the sea, and another protest from the fun- 

nel, and a fellow-creature . at the paddle-box more audibly 

indisposed than I think.he need be—“ Her sparkling gems, 

or snow-white wand, But O- her: beauty was . fa-a-a-a-a-r 

beyond ”—another ‘awkward. one here, and the fellow- 

creature with: the umbrella: down and picked up, “Her 

spa-a-rkling ge-ems, or her Port! port! steady! steady! 

snow-white fellow-creature at the paddle-box very selfishly 

audible, bump roar wash white wand.” _ 

- Ags my execution of the Jrish melodies partakes of my 

imperfect perceptions of what is going on around me, so 

what is going on around me becomes something else than 

what it is. . The stokers open the furnace doors below, to 

fm
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feed the fires, and I am again on the box of the old Exeter Telegraph fast coach, and that is the light of the for ever extinguished coach-lamps, and the gleam on the hatches and paddle-boxes is heir gleam on cottages ‘and haystacks, -and the monotonous noise of the engines is the steady jin- -gle of the splendid ‘team. Anon, the intermittent funnel “roar of :protest at every violent roll, becomes the regular blast of a high pressure engine, and I recognise the ex- ceedingly explosive steamer in which I ascended the Mis- ‘sissippi when the: American civil war was not, and when ‘only its causes were. A fragment of mast on which the _ light of a lantern falls, an end of rope, and a jerking block or so, become suggestive of Franconi’s Circus at Paris where -Ishall be this very night mayhap (for it must be morning now), and they dance to the self-same time and tune as the ‘trained steed, Black Raven. What may be the speciality ‘of these. waves as they come. rushing on, I cannot desert the pressing demands made upon me by the gems she wore, to inquire, but they are charged with something about Robinson Crusoe, and' I think it was in-Yarmouth Roads that he first went a sea faring and was near foundering ‘(what a terrific sound that word had for me when I was 2 -boy!) in his first gale of wind. Still, through all this, I ‘must ask: her (who was she I wonder!) for the fiftieth time, and without ever stopping, Does she not fear to stray, So lone and lovely through this bleak way, And are Erin’s 
Sons.so good or so cold, As not to be tempted by more ‘fellow-creatures at the paddle-box or gold? -Sir Knight I feel not the least alarm, No son of Erin will offer me harm, -For though they. love fellow-creature with umbrella down 
again and golden store, Sir Knight they what a tremendous one love honour and virtue more: For -though they love Stewards with a bull’s eye bright, they’ll trouble you for 
‘your ticket, sir—rough passage to-night! 

I freely admit it to be a miserable piece of human weak- ness and inconsistency, but I no sooner become conscious of 
those last words from the steward than I begin to soften 
‘towards Calais.. Whereas I have been vindictively wish- ing that those Calais burghers who came out of their town 
by a short cut into’ the History of England, with those fatal ropes round their necks by which they have since been towed into so many cartoons, had all been hanged on the spot, I now begin to regard them as highly respectable
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and virtuous tradesmen.. Looking about me, I see the 

light of Cape Grinez well astern of the boat on the davits 

to leeward, and the light of Calais Harbour undeniably at’ 

its old tricks, but still ahead and shining. Sentiments of 

forgiveness of. Calais, not to say of attachment to Calais, 

begin to expand my bosom. I have weak notions that 1: 

will stay there a day or two on my way back. A faded : 

and recumbent stranger pausing in a profound reverie over: 

the rim of a basin, asks me what kind of place Calais is? 

I tell him (Heaven forgive me!) a very agreeable place in- - 

deed—rather hilly than otherwise. ° So 

So strangely goes the time, and on the whole so quickly- 

—though still I seem to have been on board a week—that: 

Iam bumped rolled gurgled washed and pitched into Calais 

Harbour before her maiden smile has: finally lighted her 

through the Green Isle, When blest for ever is she who re- 

lied, On entering Calais at the top of the tide. For we. 

have not to land to-night down among those slimy timbers 

—covered with green hair as if it were the mermaids’ fa- 

yourite combing-place—where one crawls to the surface of 

the jetty, like a stranded shrimp, but we go steaming up - 

the harbour to the Railway Station Quay. :And as we go, 

the sea washes in and out among piles and planks, with 

dead heavy beats and in quite a furious manner (whereof 

we are proud), and the lamps shake in the wind, and the 

bells of Calais striking One seem to send their vibrations 

struggling against troubled air, as we have come struggling © 

against troubled water. And now, in the sudden relief 

and wiping of faces, everybody on board seems to have 

had a prodigious double-tooth. out,’ and to be this very» 

instant free: of the Dentist’s hands. And now we all 

know for the first time how wet and cold we are, and 

how. salt we are; and now IT love Calais with my heart of 

hearts! 
“FTStel Dessin!” (but in this one case it is not a vocal 

ery; itis but a bright lustre in the eyes of the cheery rep- 

resentative of that best of inns). “ Hotel Meurice!” “ H6- 

tel de France!” “Hotel de Calais!” “The Royal Hotel, 

Sir, Angaishe ouse!” “You going to Parry, Sir?” 

“Your baggage, registair froo, Sir? »~ Bless ye, my Tout- 

ers, bless ye, MY commissionaires, bless ye, my hungry- 

eyed mysteries in caps of a military form, who are always 

here, day or night, fair feather or foul, seeking inscrutable
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jobs which I never see you get! Bless ye, my Custom House officers in green and grey; permit me to grasp the welcome hands that descend into my travelling-bag, one on each side, and meet at the bottom to give my change of linen a peculiar shake up, as if it were a measure of chaff or grain! I have nothing ‘to declare, Monsieur le Doua- nier, except that when I cease to breathe, Calais will be - found written on my heart: Noarticle liable to local duty have I with me, Monsieur ) Officer de |’ Octroi, unless the overflowing of a breast devoted to your charming town should be in that wise chargeable. . Ah! see at the gang- way by the twinkling lantern, my dearest brother and friend, he once of the Passport Office, he who collects the names! May he:be for ever changeless in his buttoned black surtout, with his note-book in his hand, and his tall black hat, surmounting his round smiling patient facet Let us embrace, my dearest brother. I am yours 4 tout jamais—for the whole of ever, 
Calais up and doing at the railway station, and Calais down and dreaming in its bed; Calais with something of “an ancient and fish-like smell” about it, and Calais blown: and sea-washed pure; Calais represented at the Buffet by savoury roast fowls, hot coffee, cognac, and Bordeaux; and: Calais represented everywhere by flitting persons with a monomania for changing money—though I never shall be able to understand in my present state of existence how they live by it, but I suppose I should, if I understood the currency question—Calais en gros, and Calais en détail, for- give one who has deeply wronged you.—I was not fally aware of it on the other side, but I meant Dover. Ding, ding! To the carriages, gentlemen the travellers. Ascend then, gentlemen the travellers, for Hazebroucke, Lille, Douai, Bruxelles, Arras, Amiens, and Paris! I, hum- ble representative of the uncommercial interest, ascend with the rest. The train is light to-night, and I share my compartment with but two fellow-travellers; one, a compa- triot in an obsolete cravat, who thinks it a quite unaccount- able thing that they don’t’ keep “London time” on 2 French railway, and who is-made angry by my modestly suggesting the possibility of Paris time being more in their way; the other, a young priest, with a very small bird in a very small cage, who feeds the small bird with a quill, and then puts him up in the network above his head, where
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he advances twittering, to his front wires, and seems to ad. 
dress me in an electioneering. manner.: The compatriot 
(who crossed in the boat, and whom I judge to be some 
person ,of distinction, as he was shut up, -like a stately 
species of rabbit, in a private hutch on deck) and the young 

riest (who joined us at Calais) are soon asleep, and then 
the bird and I have it all to ourselves: 2 0.0 

- A stormy night still; a night that sweeps the wires of 

the electric telegraph with a wild and fitful hand; a night 

so very stormy, with the added storm of the train-progress 

through it, that when the Guard comes clambering round 

to mark the tickets while we are at full speed (a really 
horrible performance in an express train, though he holas 
on to the open window by his elbows in the most deliberate - 

manner), he stands in such a whirlwind that I grip him fast 

by the collar, and feel it next to manslaughter to let him 

go. Still, when he is gone, the small small bird remains 

at his front wires feebly twittering to me—twittering and 

twittering, until, leaning back in my place and looking at 

him in drowsy fascination, I find that he seems to jog my 

“memory as we rush along. — 

Uncommercial travels (thus the small bird) have lain in 

their idle thriftless way through all this range of swamp 

and dyke, as through many other odd places; and about 

here, as you very well know, are the queer old stone farm- 

houses, 2pproached by. ,drawbridges, and the windmills 

that you get at by boats. Here, are the lands where the 

svomen hoe and dig, paddling canoe-wise from field to field, 

and here are the cabarets and, other peasant-houses where . 

the stone dove-cotes in the littered yards are as strong as 

warders’ towers in old.castles.:: Here, are the long monoto- 

nous miles of canal, with the. great Dutch-built barges 

garishly painted, and the towing girls, sometimes harnessed. 

by the forehead, sometimes by the. girdle and the shoul- 

ders, not a pleasant sight to see. » Scattered through this 

country are. mighty works ‘of Vauspayn, whom you know 

about, and regiments of such corporals as you heard of once 

upon a time, and many a blue-eyed Bebelle. . Through 

these flat districts, in the shining summer days, walk those 

“Jong grotesque files of. young novices In enormous shovel 

hats; whom you remember blackening the ground checkered 

the avenues of leafy trees. . And now that Hazebroucke 

slumbers certain kilometres ahead, recall the‘summer even- 

>
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ing when your dusty feet strolling up from the station 

tended hap-hazard to a Fair there, where the oldest inhabi- 

‘tants were circling round and round a barrel-organ on 

-hobby-horses, with the greatest gravity, and where the 

principal show in the Fair was a Religious Richardson’s— 

-literally, on its own announcement in great letters, THEA- 

rE Rexiereux. In which improving Temple, the dra- 

-matic representation was of “all the interesting events in 

the life of our Lord, from the Manger to the Tomb;” the 

principal female character, without any reservation or ex- 

‘ception, being at the moment of your arrival, engaged in 

-trimming the external Moderators (as it was growing dusk), 

while the next principal female character took the money, 

and the Young Saint John disported himself upside down 

-on the platform. pa. 
.. Looking up at this point to confirm the small small bird 

-in every particular he has mentioned, I find he has ceased 

‘to twitter, and has put-his head under his wing. There- 

fore, in my different way I follow the good example. - 

  

+ KIX, 

THE MORGUE. 

Iuap parted from the small bird at somewhere about 

-four.o’clock in the morning, when he had got out at Arras, 

-and had been received by two shovel hats in waiting at the 

-station, who presented an appropriately ornithological and 

crow-like appearance. My compatriot and I had gone on 

to Paris; my compatriot enlightening me occasionally with 

-a long list of: the enormous grievances of French railway 

travelling: every one of which, as I am a sinner, was per” 

fectly new to me, though I have as much experience of 

French railways as most uncommercials. I had left him 
at the terminus (through his conviction, against all expla- 
‘nation and remonstrance, that his baggage-ticket was his 

-passenger-ticket), insisting in a very high temper to the 

functionary on duty, that in his own personal identity he 
was four packages weighing ‘so many kilogrammes—as if 

-he had been Cassim Baba! I had bathed and breakfasted,
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and was strolling on the bright quays. The subject of my 
meditations was the question whether it is positively in the 
essence and nature of things, as a certain school of Britons 
would seem to think it, that a Capital must be ensnared 
and enslaved before it can be made beautiful: when I lifted 
up my eyes and found that my feet, straying like my mind, 
had brought me to Notre-Dame. sO 

That is to say, Notre-Dame was before me, but there 
was a large open space between us. A very little while 

gone, I had left that space covered with buildings densely 

crowded; and now it was cleared for some new wonder in 

the way of public Street, Place, Garden, Fountain, or all 

four.. Only the obscene little Morgue, slinking on the brink 

of the river and soon to come down, was left there, locking 

mortally ashamed of itself, and supremely wicked. I had 

but glanced at this old acquaintance, when I beheld an airy . 

procession coming round in front of Notre-Dame, past the 

great hospital. It had something of a Masaniello look, with 

fluttering striped curtains in the midst of it, and it came 

dancing round the cathedral in the liveliest manner. 

‘I was speculating on a marriage in Blouse-life, or. a: 

Christening, or some other domestic festivity which I would: 

see out, when I found, from the talk of a quick rush of 

Blouses past me, that it was a Body coming to the Morgue. 

Having never before chanced upon this initiation, I consti- 

tuted myself a Blouse likewise, and ran into the Morgue. 

with the rest. It was a very muddy day, and we took in 

a quantity of mire with us, and the procession coming in. 

upon our heels brought a quantity more. ‘The procession 

was in the highest spirits, and consisted of idlers who had. 

come with the curtained Jitter from .its starting-place, and 

of all the reinforcements it had picked up by the way. It 

set the litter. down in the midst of: the Morgue, and then 

two Custodians. proclaimed aloud that.we were all “in- 

vited”? to go out. This invitation was. rendered the more 

pressing, if not the more flattering, by.our being shoved 

out, and the folding-gates being barred upon us... 

‘Those who have never seen the ‘Morgue,-may see it per- 

fectly, by presenting to themselves an indifferently. paved’ 

coach-house accessible from the street by a pair of folding- 

gates; on the left of the coach-house, occupying its width, ' 

any large. London tailor’s or linen-draper’s plateglass: 

window reaching to the ground; within the window, on
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two rows of inclined. planes, what the coach-house has to 
show; hanging above, like irregular stalactites from the 
roof of a cave, a quantity of. clothes-—the clothes of the 
dead and buried shows of the coach-house. , 

_ We had been excited in the highest degree by seeing the 
Custodians pull off their coats and: tuck up their shirt- 
sleeves, as the procession came along. “ It looked so inter- 
estingly like business. Shut out in the muddy street, we 
now became quite ravenous to know all aboutit. Was it 
tiver, pistol, knife, love, gambling, robbery, hatred, how 
many. stabs, how many bullets, fresh or decomposed, sui- 
cide or murder? Al wedged together, and all. staring at 
one another with our heads thrust forward, we propounded 
these inquiries and a hundred more such. Imperceptibly, 
it came to be known that Monsieur the tall and sallow ma- 
son yonder, was acquainted with the facts. . Would Mon- 
sieur the tall and. sallow mason, surged at by a new wave 
of us, have the goodness to impart? It was but a poor old 
man, passing along the’ street under one of the new build- 
ings, on whom a stone had fallen, and who had tumbled 
dead. , His age? Another wave surged up against the tall 
and sallow mason, and. our wave swept on and broke, and 

_ he was any age from sixty-five to ninety. 
. An old man was not much: moreover, we could have 

wished he. had been killed by human agency—his own, or 
somebody else’s: the latter, preferable—but our comfort 
was, that he had nothing about him to lead to his identifi- 
cation, and that his people must seek him here. Perhaps 
they were waiting dinner forhimevennow? We liked that. 
Such of us as had pocket-handkerchiefs took a slow intense 
protracted wipe at our noses, and then crammed our hand- 
kerchiefs into the breast of our blouses. Others of us who 
had no handkerchiefs administered a similar relief to our 
overwrought minds, by means of prolonged smears or wipes 
of our mouths on our sleeves. One man with a gloomy 
malformation of brow—a homicidal worker in white-lead, 
to judge from his blue tone of colour, and a certain flavour 
of paralysis pervading him—got his coat-collar between his 
teeth, and bit at it with an appetite. Several decent 
‘women arrived upon the outskirts of the crowd, and pre- 
pared. to launch themselves into the dismal coach-house 
when opportunity should come; among them, a pretty 
young mother, pretending to bite the forefinger of her baby-
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‘boy, kept it between her rosy lips thatit might be handy for 

guiding to point at the show. . Meantime, all faces were 

turned towards the building, and we men ‘waited with a 

fixed and stern resolution:—for the most part with folded 

arms. Surely, it was the only public ‘French. sight these 

uncommercial eyes had seen, at which the expectant people 

did not form en queue. But there was no such order of 

arrangement here; nothing but a general determination to 

make a rush for it, and a disposition to object to some -boys 

who had mounted .on the two stone posts by the hinges of 

the gates, with the design of swooping in when the hinges 

should turn.) 26 foo od re 

Now, they turned, and we rushed! . Great pressure, and 

ascream or two-from the:front. Then a laugh or two, 

some expressions of disappointment,:and a slackening of 

the pressure and. subsidence of the struggle.—Old man not 

there. et ee dye pee ee me 

“But what would you have?” the Custodian reasonably 

argues, as he looks out at his little door. ' “ Patience, pa- 

tience! We make his toilette, gentlemen. He will be ex- 

‘posed, presently. It is necessary to proceed according to | 

Zule. His toilette is not made all ata blow. He will be 

exposed in- good time, gentlemen, in good time.” And so 

retires, smoking, with a wave of his.sleeveless arm towards 

the window, importing, “Entertain yourselves in the mean- 

while with the other curiosities. : Fortunately the Museum 

is not empty to-day.”-: 0? ° oo 

” ‘Who would have thought of public fickleness even at the 

Morgue? But there it was, on that occasion. : Three lately 

popular articles that had: been attracting greatly when the 

jitter was first descried coming dancing round the corner 

‘by the great cathedral, were so completely deposed now, 

that nobody save two little. girls (one showing them to a 

doll) would. look at them.’ Yet the chief of the three, the 

article in the front: row, had received jagged injury of 

the left temple; and the other two in the back row, the 

drowned two lying: side by side with ‘their heads very 

slightly turned towards each other, seemed to be compar- 

ing, notes. about it. . Indeed, those two of the back row 

were so furtive of appearance, and so (in their puffed way) 

assassinatingly knowing as to the one of the front, that it 

was hard to think the three had never come together in 

their lives, and were only chance companions after death.
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Whether or no this was the. general, as it was the uncom- mercial, fancy, it is not to be disputed that the group had drawn exceedingly within ten minutes. ‘Yet now, the in- constant public turned its back upon them, and even leaned its elbows carelessly against the bar outside the window and shook off the mud from jits shoes, and also lent and borrowed fire for pipes... ot Custodian re-enters from his door, “ Again once, gentle: men, you are invited——” No further: invitation neces- sary. . Ready dash into the street. Toilette finished. Old man coming out. , This time, the interest was grown too hot.to admit of toleration of the. boys on the stone posts.” The homicidal white-lead worker. made a pounce upon one boy who was hoisting himself up,:and brought him to earth amidst gen- eral commendation. Closely stowed as we were, we yet formed into Stoups—groups of conversation, without sepa- ration from the mass—to discuss the old man. ' Rivals of the tall and sallow mason sprang into being, and here again was popular. inconstancy. .These ‘rivals attracted audi- 
ences, and were greedily listened to;' and whereas they had derived their information ‘solely from the tall and sallow one, officious members of the crowd now sought to enlighten him on their authority. Changed by this social experience into an iron-visaged and inveterate misanthrope, the mason glared at mankind, and evidently cherished in his breast the wish that the whole of the present company could change places with the deceased old man. And now lis- teners became inattentive, and people made a start forward at a slight sound, and an unholy fire kindled in the public eye, and those next the gates beat at them impatiently, as if they were of the cannibal species and hungry. Again the hinges creaked, and we rushed. Disorderly pressure for some time ensued before the uncommercial unit got figured into the front row of the sum, It was strange to see so much heat and uproar seething about one poor spare white-haired old: man, quiet for evermore, He was calm of feature and undisfigured, as he lay on his back— having been struck upon the hinder ‘part of the head, and thrown forward—and something like a tear or two had started from the closed eyes, and lay wet upon the face. The uncommercial interest, sated at a glance, directed it- self upon the striving crowd on either side and behind: 
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wondering whether one might have guessed, from the ex- 

pression of those faces merely, what kind of sight the 
: : t 81g y 

were looking at... The. differences of expression. were not 

many. - There -was 2, little pity, but not much, and that 

mostly with a selfish touch in it—as who would say, “Shall 

I, poor I, look like that; when the time comes!” There’ 

was more of a secretly brooding contemplation and curi- 

osity, as “That man ‘I don’t like,-and have the grudge 

against; would such be his appearance, if- some one—not 

to mention , names—by any chance gave him an. ugly. 

knock?” . There was a wolfish stare at the object, in which 

the homicidal white-lead worker: shone conspicuous. ~ And 

there was a much more general, purposeless, vacant staring 

at it—like looking at waxwork, without a catalogue, and 

not knowing what to make of it. :. But all these expres-" 

sions concurred. in possessing the one underlying expression 

of looking at something that could not return a look. ‘The 

uncommercial notice had established this as very remark-: 

able, when a new pressure all at once coming up from the 

street pinioned him ignominiously, and: hurried him into 

the arms (now sleeved again) of the Custodian ‘smoking at 

his‘ door, and answering questions, : between-puffs, with a 

certain placid meritorious air of not being proud, though 

high in office. . And mentioning pride, it may be observed, 

by the way, that one could not well help investing the 

original sole occupant of the front row with an air deprecia-’ 

tory of the legitimate attraction of the poor old man: while 

the two in the second row seemed to exult at his superseded 

popularity.. owe be Pe Pet 

Pacing presently round the garden of the Tower of St.- 

Jacques de la Boucherie, and presently again in front of 

the Hotel de Ville, Tcalled to mind a certain desolate open-. 

air Morgue that I “happened to light upon in London, one: 

day in the hard winter of 1861, and which seemed as 

strange to me, at the time of seeing it, as if T had found it 

in China. Towards that hour of a winter’s afternoon when 

the lamplighters are beginning to light the lamps -in the: 

streets a little before they are wanted, because the dark-. 

ness thickens fast.and soon, I was walking in from the 

country on the northern side of the, Regent’s Park—hard 

frozen and deserted—when I saw an empty Hansom cab 

drive up to the lodge at Gloucester-gate, and the driver 

with great, agitation call to, the man there: who quickly
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reached a long pole from a tree, and, deftly collared by the driver, jumped to the step of his little seat, and so the Hansom rattled out at the gate, galloping over the iron- bound road. I followed running, ‘though not so fast but that when I came to the right-hand: Canal Bridge, near the cross-path. to Chalk Farm, the Hansom was stationary, the horse was smoking hot, the long pole was idle on the ground, and the driver and the park-keeper were looking over the bridge parapet. Looking over too, I saw, lying on the towing-path with. her face turned up towards us, a woman, dead a day or two, and under thirty, as I guessed, poorly dressed in black. The feet were lightly crossed at the ankles, and the dark hair, all pushed back from the face, as though that had been the Jast action of. her des- perate hands, ‘streamed over the ground. Dabbled all about her, was the water and the broken ice that had dropped from her dress, and had splashed as she was got out. The policeman who had just got her out, and the’ passing costermonger who had helped him, were standing” near the body; the latter with that stare at it which I have likened to being at a waxwork exhibition without a cata- logue; the former, looking over his stock, with profes- sional stiffness and coolness, in the direction in which the’ bearers he had sent for were expected. So dreadfully for- lorn, so dreadfully sad, so dreadfully mysterious, this spec- tacle of our dear sister here departed! A barge came up, breaking the. floating ice and the Silence, and a woman steered it. The man with the horse that towed it, cared so little for the body, that the stumbling hoofs had been among the hair, and the tow-rope had caught and turned the head, before our ery of horror took him to the bridle. At which sound the Steering woman looked up at us on the bridge, with contempt unutterable, and then looking down at the body with a similar expression—as if it were made in another likeness from herself, had been informed with other passions, had been lost by other chances, had had another nature dragged down to perdition—steered a spurn- ing streak of mud at it, and passed on. - . A better experience, but also of ‘the Morgue kind, in which chance happily made me useful in a slight degree, arose to my remembrance as I took my way by the Boule- vard de Sébastopol to the brightest scenes of Paris, The thing happened, say five-and-twenty years ago. I
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was a modest young uncommercial ‘then, and timid and in- 
experienced. Many suns and winds have browned me in 
the line, but those were my pale days. Having newly 

taken the lease of a house in a certain distinguished metro- 

. politan parish—a house which then appeared to me to be a 
frightfully first-class Family Mansion, involving awful re- 

sponsibilities—I became the prey of a Beadle. I think the 

‘Beadle’ must have seen me going in or. coming-out, and 

must have observed that I tottered under the weight of my 

grandeur. Or he may have been in hiding under straw 

when I bought my first horse (in the desirable stable-yard 

_attached to the first-class Family Mansion), and when the 

vendor remarked to me, in an original manner, on bringing 

him for approval, taking his cloth off and smacking him, 

“There Sir! TZhere’s a Orse!” And when I.said gal- 

lantly, “How much do you want for him? ” and when the 

vendor said, “No more than sixty guineas, from-you,” and 

when I said smartly, “Why not more than sixty from 

‘me?”., And when he said crushingly, “ Because upon my 

_soul and body he’d be considered cheap at seventy, by one 

awho understood the subject—but you don’t.”-—I say, the 

Beadle may have been in hiding under straw, when this dis- 

grace befell me, or he may have noted that I was too raw 

and young an Atlas to carry the first-class Family Mansion 

jn a knowing manner. Be this as it’ may, the Beadle did 

what Melancholy did to the youth in Gray’s. Elegy—he 

marked me for his own. .And the way in-which the Beadle 

did. it, was this: he summoned me as & Juryman on his 

Coroner’s Inquests.. . Po 

In. my first feverish alarm I repaired “for safety and for 

succour”—-like those sagacious Northern shepherds who, 

having had no previous reason whatever to believe in young 

Norval, very prudently did not originate the hazardous idea 

of believing in him—to a deep householder. This pro- 

found man informed me that the ‘beadle counted on my 

buying him off; on my bribing. him not to summon me; 

and that if I. would attend an Inquest: with a cheerful 

countenance, and profess alacrity in that branch of. my 

country’s service, the ‘Beadle would be.disheartened, and 

ive up the game. 7 ee re ee, 

won eed cay energies, -and the next. time the wily 

Beadle summoned me, I went... The Beadle was the blank- 

est Beadle I have ever looked on when I answered to my
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name; and his discomfiture gave me courage to go through 
with it. . 

We were impannelled to inquire concerning the death of 
a very little mite of a child. It was the old. miserable 
story. Whether the mother had committed the minor 
offence of concealing the birth, or whether she had com- 
mitted the major offence of killing the child, was the ques- 
tion on which we were wanted. We must commit her on 
one of the two issues. 

The Inquest came off in the parish workhouse, and I 
have yet a lively impression that I was unanimously re- 
‘ceived by my brother Jurymen‘as a brother of the utmost 
conceivable insignificance. Also, that before we began, a 
broker who had lately cheated me fearfully in the matter 
of a pair of card-tables, was for the utmost rigour of the 
law. I remember that we sat in a sort of board-room, on 
such very large square horse-hair chairs that I wondered 
what race of Patagonians they were made for; and further, 
that an undertaker gave me his card when we were in the 
full moral freshness of having just been sworn, as “an in- 
habitant that was newly come into the parish, and was 
likely to have a young family.” The case was then stated 
to us by the Coroner, and then we went down-stairs—led 
‘by the plotting Beadle—to view the body. From that day 
‘to this, the poor little figure, on which that sounding legal 
‘appellation was bestowed, has Jain in the same place and 
with the same surroundings, to my thinking. In a kind of 
crypt devoted to the warehousing of the parochial cofiins, 
and in the midst of a perfect Panorama of coffins of all 
sizes, it was stretched on a box; the mother had put it in 
her box—this box—almost as soon as it was born, and it 
had been presently found there. ‘It had been opened, and 
neatly sewn up, and regarded from that point of view, it 
looked like a stuffed creature. “It rested on a clean white 
cloth, with a surgical instrument or so’ at hand, and re 
garded from that point of view, it looked as if the cloth 
were “laid,” and the Giant were coming to dinner. There 
was nothing repellant about the poor piece of innocence, 
and it demanded a mere form of looking at. « So, we looked 
at an old pauper who was going about among the coffins 
with a foot rule, as if he were a case of Self-Measurement; 
and we looked at one another; and we said the place was 
well whitewashed anyhow; and then our conversationa)
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powers as 4 British Jury flagged, and the foreman said, 
* Allright, gentlemen? Back again, Mr. Beadle!” . 

- The miserable young creature who had given birth to this 

child within a very few days, and who had cleaned the cold 

-wet door-steps immediately afterwards, was brought before 

us when we resumed our horse-hair chairs, and was present 

‘during the proceedings. She. had a horse-hair chair her- 

self, being very weak and ill; and I remember how she 

turned to the unsympathetic nurse who attended her, and 

who might have been the figure-head of a pauper-ship, and 

how she hid her face and sobs and tears upon that wooden 

shoulder. -I remember, too, how hard her mistress was 

upon her (she was a servant-of-all-work), and with what a 

eruel pertinacity that piece. of Virtue spun her thread of 

evidence double, by intertwisting it with the sternest thread 

of construction. . Smitten hard by the terrible low wail 

from the utterly friendless orphan girl, which never ceased 

during the whole inquiry, I took heart to ask this witness 

a question or two, -which, hopefully admitted of an answer 

that might give a favourable turn to the case. She made 

the turn as little favourable as it could be, but it did some 

good, and the Coroner, who was nobly patient and humane 

(he was the late Mr. Wakley), cast a look of strong encour- 

agement in my direction. :. Then, we had the doctor who 

had ‘made the examination,’ and the usual tests as to 

avhether. the child was born alive;. but he was a timid 

muddle-headed doctor, and got confused and contradictory, 

and wouldn’t say this, and couldn’t answer for that, and. 

+he immaculate broker was too. much for him, and our side 

slid back-again. . ‘However, I tried again, and the Coroner 

packed me again, for which I ever afterwards felt grateful 

to him as I do now to his memory; and. we got another 

favourable turn, out of some other witness, some member of 

the family with a strong prepossession against the sinner; 

and I think we had the doctor back again; and I know that 

+he Coroner summed up for our side, and that I and my 

British brothers turned round to discuss our verdict, and 

et ourselves into great difficulties with our large chairs 

and the broker. At that stage of the case I tried hard 

again, being convinced that I had cause for it; and at. last 

sve found for the minor offence of only concealing the birth; 

and the poor desolate creature, who had been. taken out 

during our deliberation, being. brought in again to be told
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of the verdict, then dropped upon her knees before us, with 
‘protestations that-we vere right—protestations among the 
most affecting that I have ever heard in my life—and was. 
carried away insensibles 60 0 

(In private conversation after this was all over, the Cor- 
oner showed me his reasons as a trained surgeon, for per- 
ceiving it to be impossible that the child could, under the 
most favourable circumstances, have drawn many breaths, 
in the very doubtful case of its having ever breathed ‘at all; 
this, owing to the discovery. of some ‘foreign matter in the 
windpipe, quite irreconcilable with many moments of life.) 

When the agonised ‘girl had made those final protesta- 
tions, [had seen -her face, and it was in unison with her 
distracted heart-broken voice, and it was very moving. It. 
certainly did. not impress me by any beauty that it had, 
and if I ever see it again in another world I shall only 
know it by the help of some new sense or intelligence. . But- 
it came to me in my sleep that night, and I selfishly dis- 
missed it in the most efficient way I could think of. I 
caused some extra care to be taken of her in the prison, 
and counsel to be retained for her defence when she was. 
tried at the Old Bailey; and her sentence was lenient, and 
her history and conduct proved that it was right. In doing 
the little I did for her; I remember to have had the kind. 
help of some gentle-hearted functionary to whom I ad- 
dressed myself—but what functionary I have long forgot- 
ten—who I suppose was officially present at the Inquest. 
_L regard this as a very notable uncommercial experience, 

because this good came of a Beadle. And to the best of 
my knowledge, information, and belief, it is the only good 
that ever did come of a Beadle since the first Beadle put. 
on his cocked-hat. : : 

  

XK. 

" BIRTHDAYS: 

Ir came into my mind that I would recall in these notes: 
a few of the many hostelries I have rested at in the course 
of my journeys; and, indeed, I had taken up my pen for 

‘ the purpose, when I was baffled by an accidental circum- 

7
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stance. It was the having to leave off, to wish the owner 

of a certain bright face that looked in at my door, “many 

happy returns of the day.”.-Thereupon a new thought 

came into my mind, driving its predecessor out, and I be- 

gan to recall—instead of Inns—the birthdays that I have 

put up at, on my way to this present sheet of paper. 

Tecan very well remember being taken out to visit some 

peach-faced creature in a blue sash, and shoes to corre- 

spond, whose life I supposed to consist entirely of birth- 

days. Upon seed-cake, sweet wine, and shining presents, 

that glorified young person seemed to me to be exclusively 

reared. At so early astage of my travels did I assist at 

the anniversary of her nativity (and become enamoured of 

her), that I had not yet acquired the recondite knowledge 

that a birthday is the common property of all who are born, 

but supposed it to be a special gift bestowed by the favour- 

ing Heavens on that one distinguished infant. ‘There was | 

-no other company, and we sat in a shady bower—under a 

table, as my better (or worse) knowledge leads me to be- 

lieve-—-and were regaled with saccharine substances and 

liquids, until it was time to part. A-bitter powder was 

administered .to me next morning, and I was wretched.: 

On the whole, a pretty accurate foreshadowing of my more 

mature experiences in such wise! os 

Then came the time when, inseparable from one’s own 

birthday, was a certain sense of merit, 2 consciousness of 

well-earned distinction.. When I regarded my birthday as 

a graceful achievement of my own, a monument of my 

perseverance, independence, and good sense, redounding. 

greatly to my honour. This was at about the period when 

Olympia Squires became involved - in the anniversary. 

Olympia was most beautiful (of course), and T loved her to 

that degree, that I used to be obliged to get out of ny lit- 

tle bed in the night, expressly to exclaim to Solitude, “O, 

Olympia Squires!” Visions of Olympia, clothed entirely 

in sage-green, from which I infer a defectively educated 

taste on the part of her respected parents, who were neces- 

sarily unacquainted with the South Kensington Museum, 

still arise before me. Truth is sacred, and the visions are 

crowned by a shining white beaver bonnet, impossibly sug- 

estive of a little feminine postboy. My memory presents 

a birthday when Olympia and I were taken by an unfeeling 

relative—some cruel uncle, or the like—to a slow torture 

20
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called an Orrery. The terrible instrument was set up at 
the local Theatre, and I had expressed a profane wish in 
the morning that it was a Play: for which a serious aunt 
had probed my conscience deep, and my pocket deeper, by 
reclaiming a bestowed half-crown. It was a venerable and 
a shabby. Orrery, at least one-thousand stars and twenty- 
five comets behind the age. . Nevertheless, it was awful. 
When the low-spirited gentleman with a wand said, “La- 
dies and gentlemen” (meaning particularly Olympia and 
me), “the lights are about to be put out, but there is not 
the slightest cause for alarm,” it was very alarming. Then 
the planets and stars began. Sometimes they wouldn’t 
come on, sometimes they wouldn’t go off, sometimes they 
had holes in them, and mostly they didn’t seem to be good 
likenesses, ‘ All this time the gentleman with the wand 
was going on in the dark (tapping away at the heavenly 
bodies between whiles, like a wearisome woodpecker), 
about a sphere revolving on its own axis eight hundred and 
ninety-seven thousand millions of times—or miles—in two 
hundred and sixty-three thousand five hundred and twenty- 
four millions of something elses, until I thought if this was 
a birthday it were better never to have been born. Olym- 
pia, also, became much depressed, and we both slumbered 
and woke cross, and still the gentleman was going on in the 
dark—whether up in’ the stars, or down on the stage, it 
would have been hard to make out, if it had been worth try- 
ing—cyphering away about planes of orbits, to such an in- 
famous extent that Olympia,-stung to madness, actually 
kicked. me. <A pretty birthday spectacle, when the lights 
were turned up again, and all the schools in the town (in- 
cluding the National, who had come in for nothing, and 
serve them right, for they were always throwing stones) 
were discovered with exhausted countenances, screwing 
their knuckles into their eyes, or clutching their heads of 
hair. <A pretty birthday speech when Dr. Sleek of the 
City-Free bobbed up his powdered head in the stage-bos, 
and said that before this assembly dispersed he really must 
beg to express his entire approval of a lecture as improv- 
Ing, as informing, as devoid of anything that could calla 
blush into the cheek of youth, as any it had ever been his 
lot to hear delivered. A pretty birthday altogether, when 
Astronomy couldn’t leave poor Small Olympia Squires and 
me alene, but must put an end to our loves! For, we never
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got over it; the threadbare Orrery outwore. our mutual ten- 

derness; the man with the wand was too much for the boy 

“with the bow. 
When shall I disconnect the combined smells of oranges, 

brown paper, and straw, from those other birthdays at 

school, when the coming hamper casts its shadow before, 

and when a week of social harmony—shall I add of admir- 

ing and affectionate popularity—led up to that Institution? 

What noble sentiments were expressed to me in the days 

before the hamper, what vows of friendship were sworn to 

me, what exceedingly old knives were given me, what gen- 

erous avowals of having been in the wrong emanated from 

else obstinate spirits once enrolled among my enemies! 

The birthday of the potted game and guava, jelly, is still 

made special to me by the noble conduct of Bully Globson. 

Letters from home had mysteriously inquired whether I 

should be much surprised and disappointed if among the 

treasures in the coming hamper I discovered potted game, 

and guava jelly from the Western Indies. I had men- 

tioned those hints in confidence to a few friends, and had 

promised to give away, as LT now see reason to believe, a 

handsome covey of partridges potted, and about a hundred 

weight of guava jelly. It was now that Globson, Bully no 

more, sought me out in the playground. He was a big fat 

boy, with a big fat head and a big fat fist, and at the be- 

ginning of that Half had raised such a bump on my fore- 

head that I couldn’t get my hat of state on, to go to church. 

He said that after an interval of cool reflection (four 

months) he now felt this blow to have been an error of 

judgment, and that he wished to apologise for the same. 

Not only that, but holding down his big head between his 

two big hands in order that I might reach it conveniently, 

he requested me, as an act of justice which would appease 

his awakened conscience, to raise a retributive bump upon 

it, in the presence of witnesses. ‘This handsome proposal 

I modestly declined, and he then embraced me, and we 

walked away conversing. We conversed respecting the 

West India islands, and, in the pursuit of knowledge he 

asked me with much interest whether in the course of my 

reading I had met with any reliable description of the 

mode of manufacturing guava jelly; or whether I had ever 

happened to taste that conserve, which he had been given 

to understand was of rare excellence.
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Seventeen, eighteen, nineteen, twenty; and then with 
the wandering months came an ever augmenting sense of 
the dignity of twenty-one. Heaven knows I had nothing 
to “come into,” save the bare birthday, and yet I esteemed 
it as a great posséssion. I now and then paved the way to 
my state of dignity, by beginning a proposition with the 
casual words, “say that a man of twenty-one,” or by the 
incidental assumption of a fact that could not sanely be 
disputed, as, “for when a fellow comes to be a man of 
twenty-one.” I gave a party on the occasion. She was 
there. It is unnecessary to name Her, more particularly; 
She was older than I, and had pervaded every chink and 
crevice of my mind for three or four years. JI had held 
volumes of Imaginary Conversations with’ her mother on 
the subject of our union, and I had written letters more in 
number than Horace Walpole’s, to that discreet woman, 
soliciting her daughter’s hand in marriage. I had never 
had the remotest intention of sending any of those letters; 
but to write them, and after a few days tear them up, had 
been a sublime occupation. Sometimes, I had begun 
“Honoured Madam. I think that a lady gifted with those 
powers of observation which I know you to possess, and 
endowed with those womanly sympathies with the young 
and ardent which it were more than heresy to doubt, can 
scarcely have failed to discover that I love your adorable 
daughter, deeply, devotedly.” In less buoyant states of 
mind I had begun, “ Bear with me, Dear Madam, bear with 

- a daring wretch who is about to make a surprising confes- 
— sion to you, wholly unanticipated by yourself, and which 

he beseeches you to commit to the. flames as soon as you 
have become aware to what a towering height his mad am- 
bition soars.” . At other times—periods of profound mental 
depression, when She had gone out to balls where I was 
not—the draft took the affecting form of a paper to be left 
on my table after my departure to the confines of the globe. 
As thus: “For Mrs, Onowenever, these lines when the 
hand that traces them shall be far away. I could not bear 
the daily torture of hopelessly loving the dear one whom I 
will not name. roiling on the coast of Africa, or congeal- 
ing on the shores of Greenland, I am far far better there 
than here.” (In this sentiment my cooler judgment per- 
ceives that the family of the beloved object would have 
most completely concurred.) “If I ever emerge from ob-
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security, and my name is ever heralded by Fame, it will be 

for her dear sake. If I ever amass Gold, it will be to pour 

it at her feet. Should I on the other hand become the prey 

of Ravens » TY doubt if I ever quite made up my 

mind what was to be done in that affecting case; I tried 

“then it is better so;” but not feeling convinced. that it 

would be better so, I vacillated between leaving all else 

blank, which looked expressive and bleak, ‘or winding up 

with “Farewell!” 
/ 

This fictitious correspondence of mine is to blame for 

the foregoing digression. I was about to pursue the state- 

ment that on my twenty-first birthday I gave a party, and 

She was there. It was a beautiful party. There was not 

a single animate or inanimate object connected with it (ex- 

cept the company and myself) that I had ever seen before. 

Everything was hired, and the mercenaries in attendance 

were profound strangers to me. Behind a door, in the 

erumby part of the night when wine-glasses were to be 

found in unexpected spots, I spoke to Her—spoke out to 

Her. What passed, I cannot as a man of honour reveal. 

She was all angelical gentleness, but a word was mentioned 

—-a short and dreadful word of three letters, beginning 

with a B—which, as I remarked at the moment, “scorched 

my brain.” She went a-vay soon afterwards, and when the 

hollow throng (though to be sure it was no fault of theirs) 

dispersed, I issued forth, with a dissipated scorner, and, as 

I mentioned expressly‘ to him, “sought oblivion.” It was 

found, with a dreadful headache in it, but it didn’t last ; 

for, in the shaming light of next day’s noon, T raised my 

heavy head in bed, looking back to the birthdays behind 

me, and tracking the circle by which I had got round, after 

all, to the bitter powder and the wretchedness again. 

This reactionary powder (taken so largely by the human 

race that I am inelined to regard it as the Universal Medi- 

gine once sought for in Laboratories) is capable of being 

made up in another form for ‘birthday use. Anybody’s 

long-lost brother sill do ill to turn up on & birthday. IfI 

had a long-lost brother I should: know beforehand that he 

would prove a tremendous fraternal failure if he appointed 

to rush into my arms on my birthday. The first Magic 

Lantern I ever saw, was secretly and elaborately planned 

to be the great effect of a very juvenile birthday; but it 

wouldn’é act, and its images were dim. My experience 
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of adult birthday Magic Lanterns may possibly have bee: 
unfortunate, but has certainly been similar. I have an 
illustrative birthday in my eye: a birthday of my friend 

Flipfield, whose birthdays had long been remarkable as 
social successes. There had been nothing set or formal 
about them; Flipfield having been accustomed merely to 
say, two or three days before, “Don’t forget to come and 
dine, old boy, according to custom; ”—I don’t know what 

he said to the ladies he invited, but I may safely assume 
it not to have been “old girl.” Those were delightful 
gatherings, and were enjoyed by all_participators. In an 
evil hour, a long-lost brother of Flipfield’s came to light in 

foreign parts. Where he had been hidden, or what he had 
been doing; I don’t know, for Flipfield vaguely informed 

me that he had turned up “on the banks of the Ganges” 

—speaking of him as if he had been washed ashore. The 

Long-lost was coming home, and Flipfield made an unfortu- 

nate calculation, based on the well-known regularity of the 

P, and O. Steamers, that matters might be so contrived as 

that the Long-lost should appear in the nick of time on his 

(Flipfield’s) birthday. Delicacy commanded that I should 

repress the gloomy anticipations with which my soul be- 

came fraught when I heard of this plan. The fatal day 

arrived, and we assembled in force. Mrs. Flipfield senior 

formed an interesting feature in the group, with a, blue- 
veined miniature of the late Mr. Flipfield round her neck, 

in an oval, resembling a tart from.the pastrycook’s: his 

hair powdered, and the bright buttons on his coat, evi- 

dently very like. She was accompanied by Miss Flipfield, 

the eldest of her numerous family, who held her pocket- 

handkerchief to her bosom in a majestic manner, and spoke 
to all of us (none of'us had ever seen her before), in pious 
and condoning tones, of all the quarrels that had taken 

place in the family, from her infancy—which must have 

been a long time ago—down to that hour. The Long-lost 

did not appear. Dinner, half an hour later than usual, 

was announced, and still no Long-lost. We sat down to 

table. The knife and fork of the Long-lost made a vacuum 

in Nature, and when the champagne came round for the 
first time, Flipfield gave him up for the day, and had them 
removed. It was then that the Long-lost gained the height 
of his popularity with the company; for my own part, 1 
felt convinced that I loved him dearly. Flipfield’s dinners
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are perfect, and he is the easiest and. best of entertainers. 

Dinner went on brilliantly, and the more the Long-lost 

didn’t come, the more comfortable we grew, and the more 

highly we thought of him. Flipfield’s own man (who has 

a regard for me) was in the act of struggling with an igno- 

rant stipendiary, to wrest from him the wooden leg of a 

Guinea-fowl which he was pressing on my acceptance, and 

to substitute a slice of the breast, when a ringing at the 

door-bell suspended the strife. I looked round me, and 

perceived the sudden pallor which I knew my own visage 

revealed, reflected in the faces of the company. Flipfield 

hurriedly excused himself, went out, was absent for about 

a, minute or two, and then re-entered with the Long-lost. 

LI beg to say distinctly that if the stranger had brought 

Mont Blane with him, or had come attended by a retinue 

of eternal snows, he could not have chilled the circle to 

the marrow in a more efficient manner. ~ Embodied Failure 

sat enthroned upon the Long-lost’s brow, and pervaded him 

to his Long-lost boots. In vain Mrs. Flipfield senior, 

opening her arms, exclaimed, “My Tom!” and pressed his 

nose against the counterfeit presentment of his other par- 

ent. In vain Miss Flipfeld, in the first transports of this 

reunion, showed him a dint upon her maidenly cheek, and 

asked him if he remembered when he did that with the 

_ pellows? We, the bystanders, were overcome, but over- 

come by the palpable, undisguisable, utter, and total break- 

down of the Long-lost. Nothing he could have done would 

have set him right with us but his instant return to the 

Ganges. In the very same moments it became established 

that the feeling was reciprocal, and that the Long-lost de- 

tested us. When a friend of the family (not myself, upon 

my honour), wishing to set things going again, asked him, 

while he partook of soup—asked him with an amiability of 

intention beyond all praise, but with a weakness of execu- 

tion open to defeat—what kind of river he considered the 

Ganges, the Long-lost, scowling at the friend of the family 

over his spoon, as one of an abhorrent race, replied, “ Why 

a river of water, I suppose,” and spooned his soup into 

himself with a malignancy of hand and eye that blighted 

the amiable questioner. Not an opinion could be elicited. 

from the Long-lost, in unison with the sentiments of any 

individual present. He contradicted Flipfield dead, before 

he had eaten his salmon. He had no idea—or affected to
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have no idea—that it was his brother’s birthday, and on the communication of that interesting fact to him, merely wanted to make him out four years older than he was. He was an antipathetical being, with a peculiar power and gift of treading on everybody’s tenderest place. They talk in America of a man’s “Platform.” I should describe the Platform of the Long-lost as a Platform composed of other peopie’s corns, on which he had stumped his way, with all his might and main, to his present position. It is need- less to add that Flipfield’s great birthday went by the board, and that he was a wreck when-I pretended at part- ing to wish him many happy returns of it, 
There is another class of birthdays at which I have so frequently assisted, that I may assume such birthdays to be pretty well known to the human race. My friend May- day’s birthday is an example. The guests have no knowl- edge of one another except on that one day in the year, and are annually terrified for a week by the prospect of meeting one another again. There isa fiction among us that we have uncommon reasons for bein g& particularly lively 

and spirited on the occasion, whereas deep despondency is no phrase for the expression of our feelings. But the won- derful feature of the case is, that we are in tacit accordance to avoid the subject—to keep it as far off as possible, as long as possible—and to talk. about anything else, rather . than the joyful event. I may even go so far as to assert that there is a dumb compact among us that we will pretend that it is nor Mayday’s birthday. A mysterious and gloomy Being, who is said to have gone to school with Mayday, and who is so lank and lean that he seriously im- pugns the Dietary of the establishment at which they were jointly educated, always leads us, as I may say, to the block, by laying his grisly hand on a decanter and begging us to fill our glasses. The devices and pretences that I have seen put in practice to defer the fatal moment, and to interpose between this man and his purpose, are innumera- ble. Ihave known desperate guests, when they saw the grisly hand approaching the decanter, wildly to begin, without any antecedent whatsoever, “That reminds me ———” and to plunge into long stories. When at last.the hand and the decanter come together, a shudder, a palpable perceptible shudder, goes round the table. We receive the reminder that it is Rayday’s birthday, as if it were the
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anniversary of some profound disgrace he had undergone, 
and we sought to comfort him. And when we have drunk 
.Mayday’s health, and wished him many happy returns, we 
are seized for some moments with a ghastly blitheness, an 
unnatural levity, as if we were in the first flushed reaction 
of having undergone a surgical operation. 

Birthdays of this species have a public as well as a pri- 
vate phase. My “boyhood’s home,” Dullborough, pre- 
sents a casein point. An Immortal Somebody was wanted 
in Dullborough, to dimple for a day the stagnant face of 
the waters; he was rather wanted by Dullborough gener-- 
ally, and much wanted by the principal hotel-keeper. The 
County history was looked up for a locally Immortal Some- 
body, but the registered Dullborough worthies were all 
Nobodies. In this state of things, itis hardly necessary 
to record that Dullborough did what every man does when 
he wants to write a book or deliver a lecture, and is pro- 
vided with all the materials except a subject. It fell back 
upon Shakespeare. .. 

No sooner was it resolved to celebrate Shakespeare’s 
birthday in Dullborough, than the popularity of the im- 
mortal bard became surprising. . You might have supposed 
the first edition of his works to have been published last 

week, and enthusiastic Dullborough to have got half _ 
through them. (I doubt, by the way, whether it had ever 

done half that, but this is a private opinion.) A young 
gentleman with a sonnet, the retention. of which for two 

years had enfeebled his mind and undermined his knees, 

got the sonnet into the Dullborough Warden, and gained 

flesh. Portraits of Shakespeare broke out in the bookshop 
' windows, and our principal artist painted a large original 

portrait in oils for the decoration of the dining-room. It 

was not in the least like any of the other portraits, and 

was exceedingly admired, the head being much swollen. 

At the Institution, the Debating Society discussed the new 

.question, Was there sufficient ground for supposing that 

the Immortal Shakespeare ever stole deer? This was in- 

dignantly decided by an overwhelming majority in the 

negative; indeed, there was but one vote on the Poaching 

side, and that was the vote of the orator who had under- 

taken to advocate it, and who became quite an obnoxious 

character—particularly to the Dullborough “roughs,” who 

were about as well informed on the matter as most other 
. 20%
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people. Distinguished speakers were invited down, and 
very nearly came (but not quite). Subscriptions were 
opened, and committees sat, and it would have been far 
from a popular measure in the height of the excitement, to 
have told Dullborough that it wasn’t Stratford-upon-Avon. 
Yet, after all these preparations, when the great festivity 
took place, and the portrait, elevated aloft, surveyed the 
company as if it were in danger of springing a mine of in- 
tellect and blowing itself up, it did undoubtedly happen, 
according to the inscrutable mysteries of things, that no- 
body could be induced, not to say to touch upon Shake- 
speare, but to come within a mile of him, until the crack 
speaker of Dullborough rose to propose the immortal mem- 
ory.-Whichihe did with the perplexing and astonishing 
result that before he had repeated the great name half-a- 
dozen times, or had been upon his legs as many minutes, © 
he was assailed with a general shout of “Question.” 

X XI. 

AMONG THE SHORT-TIMERS. 

“WitHtx so many yards of this Covent-garden lodging 
of mine, as within so many yards of Westminster Abbey, 
Saint Paul’s Cathedral, the Houses of Parliament, the 
Prisons, the Courts of Justice, all the Institutions that 

. govern the land, I can find—musé find, whether I will or 
no—in the open streets, shameful instances of neglect of 
children, intolerable toleration of the engenderment of 
paupers, idlers, thieves, races of wretched and destructive 
cripples both in body and mind, a misery to themselves, 2 
misery to the community, a disgrace to civilisation, and an 
outrage on Christianity. I know it to be a fact as easy of 
demonstration as any sum in any of the elementary rules 
of arithmetic, that if the State would begin its work and 
duty at the beginning, and would with the strong hand take 
those children out of the streets, while they are yet chil- 
dren, and wisely train them, it would make them a part of 
England’s glory, not its shame—of England’s strength, not 
its weakness—would raise good soldiers and sailors, and
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good citizens, and many great men, out of the seeds of its 
eriminal population. Yet I go on bearing with the enormity 
as if it were nothing, and I go on reading the Parliamen- 
tary Debates as if they were something, and I concern 
myself far more about one railway-bridge across a public 
thoroughfare, than about a dozen generations of scrofula, 
ignorance, wickedness, prostitution, poverty, and felony. I 
can slip out at my door, in the small hours after any mid- 

night, and, in one circuit of the purlieus of Covent-garden 

Market, can behold a state of infancy and youth, as vile as 

if a Bourbon sat upon the English throne; a great police 

force looking on with authority to do no more than worry 

and hunt the dreadful vermin into corners, and there leave 

them.’ Within the length of a few streets I can find a 

workhouse, mismanaged with that dull short-sighted obsti- 

nacy that its greatest opportunities as to the children it re- 

ceives are lost, and yet not a farthing saved to any one. 

But the wheel goes round, and round, and round; and be- 

cause it goes round—so I am told by the politest authori- 

ties—it goes well.” : 

Thus I reflected, one day in the Whitsun week last past, 

as I floated down the Thames among the bridges, looking 

—not inappropriately—at the drags that were hanging up 

at certain dirty stairs to hook the drowned out, and at the 

numerous conveniences provided to facilitate their tumbling 

in. My object in that uncommercial journey called up 

another train of thought, and it ran as follows: 

“When I was at school, one of seventy boys, I wonder 

by what secret understanding our attention began to wan- 

der when we had pored over our books for some hours. I 

wonder by what ingenuity we brought on that confused 

state of mind when sense became nonsense, when figures 

wvouldn’t work, when dead languages wouldn’t construe, 

when live languages wouldn’t be spoken, when memory 

wouldn’t come, when dulness and vacancy wouldn’t go. I 

cannot remember that we ever conspired to be sleepy after 

dinner, or that we ever particularly wanted to be stupid, 

and to have flushed faces and hot beating heads, or to find 

blank hopelessness and obscurity this afternoon in what - 

vould become perfectly clear and bright in the freshness 

- of to-morrow morning. We suffered for these things, and 

they made us miserable enough. Neither do I remember 

that we ever bound ourselves by any secret oath or other
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solemn obligation, to find the seats getting too hard to be 
sat upon after a certain time; or to have intolerable 
twitches in our legs, rendering us aggressive and malicious 
with those members; or to be troubled with a similar un- 
easiness in our elbows, attended with fistic consequences 
to our neighbours; or to carry two pounds of lead in the 
chest, four pounds in the head, and several active blue- 
bottles in each ear. Yet, for certain, we suffered under 
those distresses, and were always charged at for labouring 
under them, as if we had brought them on, of our own de- 
liberate act and deed. As to the mental portion of them 
being my own fault in my own case—I should like to ask 

’ any well-trained and experienced teacher, not to say psy- 
chologist. . And as to the physical portion—I should like 

. to ask Proressor Owen.” 
It happened that I had a small bundle of papers with 

me, on what is called “The Half-Time System” in schools. 
Referring to one of those papers I found that the indefati- 
gable Mr. Cuapwick had been beforehand with me, and 
had already asked Professor Owen: who had handsomely 
replied that I was not to blame, but that, being troubled 
with a skeleton, and having been constituted according to _ 
certain natural laws, I and my skeleton were unfortunately 

bound by those laws—even in school—and had comported 
ourselves accordingly. Much comforted by the good Pro- 
fessor’s being on my side, I read on to discover whether _ 
the indefatigable Mr. Chadwick had taken up the mental 
part of my afflictions. I found that he had, and that he 
had gained on my behalf, Srr Bexsamiy Bropre, Sir 
Davin Wixir, Sir Waiter Scort, and the common 
sense of mankind. For which I beg Mr. Chadwick, if this 

should meet his eye, to accept my warm acknowledgments. 
Up to that time I had retained a misgiving that the 

seventy unfortunates of whom I was one, must have been, 
without knowing it, leagued together by the spirit of evil 
in a sort of perpetual Guy Fawkes Plot, to grope about in 
vaults with dark lanterns after a certain period of continu- 
ous study. But now the misgiving vanished, and I floated 

“on with a quieted mind to see the Half-Time System in 
action. For that was the purpose of my journey, both by 
steamboat on the Thames, and by very dirty railway on . 
the shore. To which last institution, I beg to recominend 
the legal use of coke as engine-fuel, rather than the illegal
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use of coal; the recommendation is quite disinterested, for 
Iwas most liberally supplied with small coal on the jour- 
ney, for which no charge was made. I had not only my 
eyes, nose, and ears filled, but my hat, and all my pockets, 
and my pocket-book, and my watch. 

The V.D.S.C.R.C. (or Very Dirty and Small Coal Rail- 
way Company) delivered me close to my destination, and 
I soon found the Half-Time System established in spacious 
premises, and freely placed at my convenience and dis- 
posal. ; 

What would I see first of the Half-Time System? I 
chose Military Drill. “Atten—tion!” Instantly a hun- 
dred boys stood forth in the paved yard as one boy; bright, 
quick, eager, steady, watchful for the look of command, 
instant and ready for the word. Not only was there com- 
plete precision—complete accord to the eye and to the ear 
-~but an alertness in the doing of the thing which deprived 
it, curiously, of its monotonous or mechanical character. 
There was perfect uniformity, and yet an individual spirit - 
and emulation. No spectator could doubt that the boys 
liked it. With non-commissioned officers varying from a 
yard toa yard anda half high, the result could not possi- 
bly have been attained otherwise. They marched, and 
counter-marched, and formed in line and square, and coin- 
pany, and single file and double file, and performed a va- 
riety of evolutions; all most admirably. In respect of an 
air of enjoyable understanding of what they were about, 
which seems to be forbidden to English soldiers, the boys 
might have been small. French troops. When they were 
dismissed and the broadsword exercise, limited to a much: 
smaller number, succeeded, the boys who had no part in 
that new drill, either looked on attentively, or disported 

‘themselves in a gymnasium hard by. The steadiness of 
the broadsword boys on their short legs, and the firmness 
with which they sustained the different positions, was truly 
remarkable. 

The broadsword exercise over, suddenly there was great 
excitement and arush. Naval Drill! 

In the corner of the ground stood a decked mimic ship, 
with real masts, yards, and sails—mainmast seventy feet ~ 
high. At the word of command from the Skipper of this 
ship—a mahogany-faced Old Salt, with the indispensable 
quid in his cheek, the true nautical roll, and all wonder-
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fully complete—the rigging was covered with a swarm of 
boys: one, the first to spring into the shrouds, outstripping 
all the others, and resting on the truck of the main-topmast 
in no time. 

And now we stood out to sea, in a most amazing man- 
ner; the Skipper himself, the whole crew, the Uncommer- 
cial, and all hands present, implicitly believing that there 
was not a moment to lose, that the wind had that instant 
chopped round and sprung up fair, and that we were away 
on a voyage round the world. Getallsailuponher! With 
a will, my lads! Lay out upon the main-yard there! 
Look alive at the weather earring! Cheery, my boys! Let 
go the sheet, now! Stand by at the braces, you! Witha 
will, aloft there! Belay, starboard watch! Fifer! Come 
aft, fifer, and give’em a tune! Forthwith, springs up 
fifer, fife in hand—smallest boy ever seen—big lump on 
temple, having lately fallen down on a paving-stone—gives 

em a tune with all his might and main. Hooroar, fifer! 
With a will, my lads! Tip ’em a livelier one, fifer! Fifer 
tips ’em a livelier one, and excitement increases. Shake 
7em out, my lads! Well done! There you have her! 
Pretty, pretty! Every rag upon her she can carry, wind 
right astarn, and ship cutting through the water fifteen 
knots an hour! . 

At this favourable moment of her voyage, I gave the 
alarm “A man overboard!” (on the gravel), but he was 

immediately ‘recovered, none the worse. Presently, I ob- 

served the Skipper overboard, but forebore to mention it, 

as he seemed in no wise disconcerted by the accident. In- 

deed, I soon came to regard the Skipper as an amphibious 
creature, for he was so perpetually plunging overboard to 

look up at the hands aloft, that he was oftener in the 

bosom of the ocean than on deck. His pride in his crew 

on those occasions was delightful, and the conventional 
unintelligibility of his orders in the ears of uncommercial 
landlubbers and loblolly boys, though they were always in- 
telligible to the crew, was hardly less pleasant. But we 

couldn’t expect to go on in this way for ever; dirty weather 
came on, and then worse weather, and when we least ex- 

pected it we got into tremendous difficulties. Screw loose 
in the chart perhaps—something certainly wrong some- 
where—but here we were with breakers ahead, my lads, 
driving head on, slap on a lee shore! The Skipper
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broached this terrific announcement in such great agitation, 
that the small fifer, not fifing now, but standing looking on 
near the wheel with his fife under his arm, seemed for the 
moment quite unboyed, though he speedily recovered his 
presence of mind. In the trying circumstances that en- 
sued, the Skipper and the crew proved worthy of one 
another. The Skipper got dreadfully hoarse, but other- 
wise was master of the situation. The man at the wheel 
did wonders; all hands, (except the fifer) were turned up 
to wear ship; and I observed the fifer, when we were at 
our greatest extremity, to refer to some document in his 
waistcoat-pocket, which I conceived to be-his will. I think 
she struck. Iwas not myself conscious of any collision, 
but I saw the Skipper so very often washed overboard and 
back again, that I could only impute it to the beating of 
the ship. Iam not enough of a seaman to describe the 
manceuvres by which we were saved, but they made the 
Skipper very hot (French polishing his mahogany face) and 
the crew very nimble, and succeeded to a marvel; for, 

within a few minutes of the first alarm, we had wore ship 

and got her off, and were all a-tauto—which I felt very 

grateful for: not that I knew what it was, but that I per- 

ceived that we had not been all a-tauto lately. Land now 

appeared on our weather-bow, and we shaped our course for 

it, having the wind abeam,-and frequently changing the 

man at the helm, in order that every man might have 

his spell. We worked into harbour under prosperous cir- 

cumstances, and furled our sails, and squared our yards, 

and made all ship-shape and handsome, and so our voyage 

ended. When I complimented the Skipper at parting on 

his exertions and those of his gallant crew, he informed 

me that the latter were provided for the worse, all hands 

being taught to swim and dive; and he added that the able 

seaman at the main-topmast truck especially, could dive 

as deep as he could go high. . . 

The next adventure that befell me in my visit to the. 

Short-Timers, was the sudden apparition of a military 

band. J had been inspecting the hammocks of the good 

ship, when I saw with astonishment that several musical 

instruments, brazen and of great size, appeared to have 

suddenly developed two legs each, and to be trotting about 

ayard. And my astonishment was heightened when I ob- 

served a large drum, that had previously been leaning help-
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less against a wall, taking up a stout position on four legs. 
Approaching this drum and looking over it, I found two 
boys behind it (it was too much for one), and then I found 
that each of the brazen instruments had brought out a boy, 
and was going to discourse sweet sounds. The boys—not 
omitting the fifer, now playing a new instrument—were 
dressed in neat uniform, and stood up in a cirele at their 
music-stands, like any other Military Band. They played 
a march or two, and then we had Cheer boys, Cheer, and 
then we had Yankee Doodle, and we finished, as in loyal 
duty bound, with God Save the Queen. The band’s profi- 
ciency was perfectly wonderful, and it was not at all won- 
derful that the whole body ‘corporate of Short-Timers lis- 
tened with faces of the liveliest interest and pleasure. 
What happened next among the Short-Timers ? As if 

the band had blown me into a great class-room out of their 

brazen tubes, in a great class-room, I found myself now, 

with the whole choral force of Short-Timers singing ‘the 

praises of a summer’s day to the harmonium, and my small 

but highly-respected friend the fifer blazing away vocally, 

as if he had been saving up his wind for the last twelve- 

month; also the whole crew of the good ship Nameless 
swarming up and down the scale as if they had never 

swarmed up and down the rigging. This done, we threw 

our whole power into God bless the Prince of Wales, and. 

blessed His Royal Highness to such an extent that, for my | 

own Uncommercial part, I gasped again when it was over. 

The moment this was done, we formed, with surpassing 

freshness, into hollow squares, and fell to work at oral les- 

sons, as if we never did, and had never thought of doing, 

anything else. | . 
Let a veil be drawn over the self-committals into which 

the Uncommercial Traveller would have been betrayed but 

for a discreet reticence, coupled with an air of absolute 

wisdom on the part of that artful personage. Take the 

square of five, multiply it by fifteen, divide it by three, 

‘deduct eight from. it, add four dozen to it, give me the re- 

sult in pence, and tell me how many eggs I could get for 
it at three farthings apiece: The problem is hardly stated, 
when a dozen small boys pour out answers. Some wide, 
some very nearly right, some worked as far as they go with 
such accuracy, as at once to show what: link of the chain 
has been dropped in the hurry. For the moment, none are
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quite right; but behold a labouring spirit beating the but- 
tons on its corporeal waistcoat, in a process of internal cal- 
culation, and knitting an accidental bump on its corporeal 
forehead in a concentration of mental arithmetic! It is 
my honourable friend (if he will allow me to call him so) 
the fifer, With right arm eagerly extended in token of 
being inspired with an answer, and with right leg foremost, 
the fifer solves the mystery: then recalls both arm and leg, 
and with bump in ambush awaits the next poser. Take 
the square of three, multiply it by seven, divide it by four, 
add fifty to it, take thirteen from it, multiply it by two, 
double it, give me the result in pence, and say how many 
half-pence. Wise as a serpent is the four feet of per- 
former on the nearest approach to that instrament, whose 
right arm instantly appears, and quenches this arithmetical 
fire. Tell me something about Great Britain, tell me some- 
thing about its principal productions, tell me something 
about its ports, tell me something about its seas and rivers, 
tell me something about coal, iron, cotton, timber, tin, and 
turpentine. ‘The hollow square bristles with extended right 

‘arms; but ever faithful to fact is the fifer, ever wise as the 
serpent is the performer on that instrument, ever prom)- 

nently buoyant and brilliant are all members of the band. 
L observe the player of the cymbals to dash at a sounding 
answer now and then rather than not cut in at all; but I 

take that to be in the way of his instrument. All these 
questions, and many such, are put on the spur of the mo- 

ment, and by one who has never examined these boys. 

The Uncommercial, invited to add another, falteringly de- 

mands how many birthdays a man born the twenty-ninth 
of February will have had on completing his fiftieth year? 

A general perception of trap and pitfall instantly arises, and 

the fifer is seen to retire behind the corduroys of his next 

neighbours, as perceiving special necessity for collecting 

himself and communing with his mind. Meanwhile, the 

wisdom of the serpent suggests that the man will have had 

only one birthday in all that time, for how can any man 

have more than one, seeing that he is born once and dies 

once? The blushing Uncommercial stands correeted, and 

amends the formula. Pondering ensues, two or three 

wrong answers are offered, and Cymbals strikes up “Six 1” 

but doesn’t-know why. Then modestly emerging from his 

‘Academic Grove of corduroys appears the fifer, right arm
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extended, right leg foremost, bump irradiated. “Twelve, 
and two over!” 

The feminine Short-Timers passed a similar examination, 
and very creditably too. Would have done better perhaps, 
with a little more geniality on the part of their pupil- 
teacher; for a cold eye, my young friend, and a hard 
abrupt manner, are not by atiy means the powerful engines 
that your innocence supposes them to be. Both girls and 
boys wrote excellently, from copy and dictation; both 
could cook; both could mend their own clothes; both could 
clean up everything about them in an orderly and skilful 
way, the girls having womanly household knowledge super- 
added. Order and method began in the songs of the In- 
fant School which I visited likewise, and they were even 
in their dwarf degree to be found in the Nursery, where 
the Uncommercial walking-stick was carried off with accla- 
mations, and where “the Doctor”—a medical gentleman of 
two, who took his degree on the night when he was found 
at an apothecary’s door—did the honours of the establish- 
ment with great urbanity and gaiety. 

These have long been excellent schools; long before the 
days of the Short-Time. I first saw them, twelve or fif- 
teen years ago. But since the introduction of the Short- 
Time system it has been proved here that eighteen hours a 
week of book-learning are more profitable than thirty-six, 
and that the pupils are far quicker and brighter than of 
yore. The good influences of music on the whole body of 
children have likewise been surprisingly proved. Obviously 
another of the immense advantages of the Short-Time 
system to the cause of good education is the great diminu- 
tion of its cost, and of the period of time over which it ex- 
tends. ‘The last is a most important consideration, as poor 
parents are always impatient to profit by their children’s 
labour. 

It will be objected: Firstly, that this is all very well, 
but special local advantages and special selection of chil- 
dren must be necessary to such success. Secondly, that 
this is all very well, but must be very expensive. ‘Thirdly, 
that this is all very well, but we have no proof of the re- 
sults, sir, no proof. ; 

On the first head of local advantages and special selec- 
tion. Would Limehouse Hole be picked out. for the site 
of a Children’s Paradise? Or would the legitimate and
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illegitimate pauper children of the long-shore population 
of such a riverside district, be regarded as unusually fa- 
vourable specimens to work with? Yet these schools are 
at Limehouse, and are the Pauper Schools of the Stepney 
Pauper Union. 

On the second head of expense. Would sixpence a week 
be considered a very large cost for the education of each 
pupil, including all salaries of teachers and rations of teach- 
ers? But supposing the cost were not sixpence a week, 
not fivepence? It is FOURPENCE-HALFPENNY. 

On the third head of no proof, sir, no proof. Is there 
any proof in the facts that Pupil Teachers more in number, 
and more highly qualified, have been produced here under 
the Short-Time system than under the Long-Time system? 
That the Short-Timers, in a writing competition, beat the 
Long-Timers of a first-class National School? That the 
sailor-boys are in such demand for merchant ships, that 
whereas, before they were trained, 10/. premium used to 
be given with each boy—too often to some greedy brute of 
a drunken skipper, who disappeared before the term of ap- 
prenticeship was out, if the ill-used boy didn’t-—captains 

of the best character now take these boys more than will- 

ingly, with no premium at all? That they are also much 
esteemed in the Royal Navy, which they prefer, “because 
everything is so neat and clean and orderly ”? Or, is there 

any proof in Naval captains writing, “Your little fellows 

are all that I can desire”? Or, is there any proof in such 

testimony as this: “The owner of a vessel called at the 

school, and said that as his ship was going down Channel 

on her last voyage, with one of the boys from the school 

on board, the pilot said, ‘It would be as well if the royal 

were owered; I wish-it were down.’ Without waiting for 

any orders, and unobserved by the pilot, the lad, whom 

they had taken on board from the school, instantly mounted 

the mast and lowered the royal, and at the next glance of 

thé pilot to the masthead, he perceived that the sail had 

been let down. He exclaimed, ‘Who’s done that job?’ 

The owner, who was on board, said, ‘That was the little 

fellow whom I put on board two days ago.’ The pilot im- 
mediately said, ‘ Why, where could he have been brought 

up?’ That boy had never seen the sea or been on 2 real 

ship before” ? Or, is there any proof in these boys being 

in greater demand for Regimental Bands than the Union
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can meet? Or, in ninety-eight of them having gone into 
Regimental Bands in three years? Or, in twelve of them 
being in the band of one regiment? Or, in the colonel of 
that regiment writing, “ We want six more boys; they are 
excellent lads”? Or, in one of the boys having risen to 
be band-corporal in the same regiment? Or, in employers 
of all kinds chorusing, “Give us drilled boys, for they are 
prompt, obedient, and punctual”? Other proofs I have 
myself beheld with these Uncommercial eyes, though I do 
not regard myself as having a right to relate in what social 
positions they have seen respected men and women who 
were once pauper children of the Stepney Union, 

Into what admirable soldiers other of these boys have 
the capabilities for being turned, I need not- point out, 
Many of them are always ambitious of military service; 
and once upon a time when an old boy came back to see 
the old place, a cavalry soldier all complete, with his spurs 
on, such a yearning broke out to get into cavalry regiments 
and wear those sublime appendages, that it was one of the 
greatest excitements ever known in the school. The girls 
make excellent domestic servants, and at certain periods. 
tome back, a score or two at a time, to see the old build- 
ing, and to take tea with the old teachers, and to hear the 
old band, and to see the old ship with her masts towering 
up above the neighbouring roofs and chimneys. As to the 
physical health of these schools, it is so exceptionally re- 
markable (simply because the sanitary regulatiéns are a3 
good as the other educational arrangements), that when 
My. Turnent, the Inspector, first stated it in a report, he 
was supposed, in spite of his high character, to have been 
betrayed into some extraordinary mistake or exaggeration. 
In the moral health of these schools,—where corporal pun- 
-ishment is unknown—Truthfulness stands high. When 
the ship was first erected, the boys were forbidden to go 
aloft, until the nets, which are now always there, were 
stretched as a precaution against accidents. Certain boys, 
in their eagerness, disobeyed the ‘injunction, got out of 
window in the early daylight, and climbed to the mast- 
head. One boy unfortunately fell, and was killed. There 

"was no clue to the others; butall the boys were assembled, 
and the chairman of the Board addressed them. “I prom- 
ise nothing; you see what a dreadful thing has happened; 
you know what a grave offence it is that has led to sucha
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consequence; I cannot say what will be done with the 
offenders; but, boys, you have been trained here, above 
all things, to respect the truth. LI want the truth. Who 
are the delinquents?” Instantly, the whole number of 
boys concerned, separated from the rest, and stood out. 

Now, the head and heart of that gentleman (it is need- 
less to say, a good head and a good heart) have been deeply 
interested in these schools for many years, and are so still; 
and the establishment is very fortunate in a most admira- 
ble master, and moreover the schools of the Stepney Union 
cannot have got to be what they are, without the Stepney 
Board of Guardians having been earnest and humane men, 
strongly imbued with a sense of their responsibility. But 
what one set of men can do in this wise, another set of 
men can do; and this isa noble example to all other Bodies 
and Unions, and a noble example to the State. Followed, . 
and enlarged upon by its enforcement on bad parents, it 
would clear London streets of the most terrible objects they 
smite the sight with—myriads of little children who aw- 
fully reverse Our Saviour’s words, and are not of the King- 
dom of Heaven, but of the Kingdom of Hell... . 

Clear the public streets of such shame, and the public 
conscience of such reproach? Ah! Almost prophetic, 
surely, the child’s jingle: 

When will that be, 
Say the bells of Step-ney? 

XXIT 

THE MORMON EMIGRANT SHIP." 

BEnoip me on my way to an Emigrant Ship, on a hot 
morning early in June. My road lies through that part of 
London generally known to the initiated as “Down by the 
Docks.” Down by the Docks, is home to a good many 
people—to too many, if I may judge from the overflow of 
local population in the streets—but my nose insinuates 
that the number to whom it is Sweet Home might he easily 
counted. Down by the Docks, is a region I would choose
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as my point of embarkation aboard ship if I were an emi. 
grant. It would present my intention tome in such a sen- 
sible light; it would show me so many things to be run 
away from. 

Down by the Docks, they eat the largest oysters and 
scatter the roughest oyster shells, known to the descend- 
ants of Saint George and the Dragon. Down by the Docks, 
they consume the slimiest of shell-fish, which seem to have 
been scraped off the copper bottoms of ships. Down by the 
Docks, the vegetables at green-grocers’ doors acquire a 
saline and a sealy look, as if they had been crossed with 
fish and seaweed. Down by the Docks, they “ board sea- 
men” at the eating-houses, the public-houses, the slop- 
shops, the coffee-shops, the tally-shops, all kinds of shops 
mentionable and unmentionable—board them, as it were, 
in the piratical sense, making them bleed terribly, and giv- 
ing no quarter. Down by the Docks, the seamen roam in 
mid-street and mid-day, their pockets inside-out, and their 
heads no better. Down by the Docks, the daughters of 
wave-ruling Britannia also rove, clad in silken attire, with 
uncovered tresses streaming in the breeze, bandanna ker- 
chiefs floating from their shoulders, and crinoline not waut- 
ing. Down by the Docks, you may hear the Incomparable 
Joe Jackson sing the Standard of England, with a hornpipe, 
any night; or any day may see at the waxwork, for a 
penny and no waiting, him as killed the policeman at Ac- 
ton and suffered for it. Down by the Docks, you may - 
buy polonies, saveloys, and sausage preparations various, 
if you are not particular what they are made of besides sea- 
soning. Down by the Docks, the children of Israel creep 
into any gloomy cribs and entries they can hire, and hang 
slops there—pewter watches, sou’-wester hats, waterproof 
overalls—* firtht rate articleth, Thjack.” Down by the 
Docks, such dealers exhibiting on a frame a complete nau- 
tical suit without the refinement of a waxen-visage in the 
hat, present the imaginary wearer as drooping at the yard- 
arm, with his seafaring and earthfaring troubles over. 
Down by the Docks, the placards in the shops apostrophise 
the customer, knowing him familiarly beforehand, as, 
“Look here, Ji.ck!” “Here’s your sort, my lad!” “Try 
our sea-going mixed, at two and nine!” “The right kit 
for the British tar!” “Ship ahoy!” “Splice the main- 
brace, brother!” “Come, cheer up, my lads. We've the 

.
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best liquors here, And you'll find something new In our 
wonderful Beer!” Down by the Docks, the pawnbroker 
lends money on Union-Jack pocket-handkerchiefs, on 
watches with little ships pitching fore and aft on the dial, 
on telescopes, nautical instruments in cases, and such-like. 
Down by the Docks, the apothecary sets up in business on 
the wretchedest scale—chiefly on lint and plaster for the 
strapping of wounds—and with no bright bottles, and with 
no little drawers. Down by the Docks, the shabby under- 
taker’s shop will bury you for next to nothing, after the 
Malay or Chinaman has stabbed you for nothing at all: so 
you can hardly hope to make a cheaper end. Down by the 
Docks, anybody drunk will quarrel with anybody drunk or 
sober, and everybody else will have a hand in it, and on 
the shortest notice you may revolve in a whirlpool of red 
shirts, shaggy beards, wild heads of hair, bare tattooed 
arms, Britannia’s daughters, malice, mud, maundering, and 
madness... Down by the Docks, scraping fiddles go in the 
public-houses all day long, and, shrill above their din and 

all the din, rises the screeching of innumerable parrots 
brought from foreign parts, who appear to be very much 

astonished by what they find on these native shores of ours. 
Possibly the parrots don’t know; possibly they do, that 
down by the Docks is-the road to the Pacific Ocean, with 
its lovely islands, where the savage girls plait flowers, and - 

the savage boys carve cocoanut shells, and the grim blind 
idols muse in their shady groves to exactly the same pur- 
pose as the priests and chiefs. And possibly the parrots 
don’t know, possibly they do, that the noble savage is a 

wearisome impostor wherever he is, and ‘has five hundred 
thousand volumes of indifferent rhyme, and no reason, to 
answer for. . . 

Shadwell church! Pleasant whispers of there being a 
fresher air down the river than down by the Docks, go pur- 

suing one another, playfully, in and out of the openings in 

its spire. Gigantic in the basin just beyond the church, 

looms my Emigrant Ship: her name, the Amazon. Her 

figure-head is not disfigured as those beauteous founders of 

the race of strong-minded women are fabled to have been, 

for the convenience of drawing the bow; but I sympathise 

with the carver: 

A flattering carver who made it his care 

To carve busts as they ought to be—not as they were.
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My Emigrant Ship lies broadside-on to the wharf. Two 
great gangways made of spars and planks connect her with 
the wharf; and up and down these gangways, perpetually 
crowding to and fro and in and out, like ants, are the Emi- 
grants who are going to sail in my Emigrant Ship. Some 
with cabbages, some with loaves of bread, some with cheese 
and butter, some with milk and beer, some with boxes beds 
and bundles, some with babies—nearly all with children— 
nearly all with bran-new tin cans for their daily allowance 
of water, uncomfortably suggestive of a tin flavour in the 
drink, To and fro, wp and down, aboard and ashore, 
swarming here and there and everywhere, my Emigrants. 
And still as the Dock-Gate swings upon its hinges, cabs 
appear, and carts appear, and vans appear, bringing more 
of my Emigrants, with more cabbages, more loaves, more 
cheese and butter, more milk and beer, more. boxes beds 
and. bundles, more tin cans, and on those shipping invest- 
ments accumulated compound interest of children. 

-I go aboard my Emigrant Ship. I go first to the great 
cabin, and find it in the usual condition of a Cabin at that 
pass.. Perspiring landsmen, with loose papers, and with 
pens and inkstands, pervade it; and the general appear- 
ance of things is as if the late Mr. Amazon’s funeral had 
just come home from the cemetery, and the disconsolate 
Mrs. Amazon’s trustees found the affairs in great disorder, 
and were looking high and low for the will. I go out on 
the poop-deck, for air, and surveying the emigrants on the 
deck below (indeed they are crowded all about me, up there 
too), find more pens and inkstands in action, and more pa- 
pers, and interminable complication respecting accounts 
with individuals for tin cans and what not. But nobody 
is in an ill-temper, nobody is the worse for drink, nobody 
swears an oath or uses a coarse word, nobody appears de- 
pressed, nobody is weeping, and down upon the deck in 
every corner where it is possible to find a few square feet 
to kneel, crouch, or lie in, people, in every unsuitable atti- 
tude for writing, are writing letters. 

Now, Ihave seen emigrant ships before this day in June. 
And these people are so strikingly different from all other 
people in like circumstances whom I have ever seen, that I 
wonder aloud, “What would a stranger suppose these em!- 
grants to be!” 4 . 

The vigilant bright face of the weather-browned captain
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of the Amazon is at my shoulder, and he says, ‘‘ What, in- 
“deed! The most of these came aboard yesterday evening. 
They came from various parts of England in small parties 
that had never seen one another before. Yet they had not 
been a couple of hours on board, when they established 
their own police, made’ their own regulations, and set 
their own watches at all the hatchways. Before nine 
o'clock, the ship was as orderly and as quiet as a man-of- 
war.” Loe 

I looked about me again, and saw the letter-writing going 
on with the most curious composure. Perfectly abstracted 
in the midst of the crowd; while great casks were swing- 
ing aloft, and being lowered into the hold; while hot agents 
were hurrying up and down, adjusting the interminable ac- 
counts; while two hundred strangers were searching every- 
where for two hundred other strangers, and were asking 
questions about them of two hundred more; while the 
children played up and down all the steps, and in and out 

‘"among all the people’s legs, and were beheld, to the gen- 
eral dismay, toppling over all the dangerous places; the 
letter-writers wrote on calmly. On-the starboard side of 
the ship, a grizzled man dictated a long letter to another 
grizzled man in an immense fur cap: which letter was of 
so profound a quality, that it became necessary for the 
amanuensis at intervals to take off his fur cap in both his 
hands, for the ventilation of his brain, and stare at him 
who dictated, as a man of many mysteries who was worth 
looking at.. On the larboard side, a woman had covered a 
belaying-pin with a white cloth to make a neat desk of it, 
and was sitting on a little box, writing with the delibera- 
tion of a bookkeeper. Down upon her breast on the planks 
of the deck at this woman’s feet, with her head diving in 
under 2 beam of the bulwarks on that side, as an eligible 
place of refuge for her sheet of paper, a neat: and pretty 
girl wrote for a good hour (she fainted at last), only rising 
to the surface occasionally for a dip of ink. Alongside the 
‘boat, close to me on the poop-deck, another girl, a fresh 
-well-grown country girl, was writing another letter on the 
bare deck. Later in the day, when this self-same boat was 
filled with a choir who sang glees and catches for a long 
time, one of the singers, a girl, sang her part mechanically 
all the while, and wrote a letter in the bottom of the boat 
while doing so..° ‘ 4 Lo .
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“A stranger would be puzzled to guess the right name 
for these people, Mr. Uncommercial,” says the captain. + 

“Indeed he would.” 
“Tf. you hadn’t known, could you ever have sup- 

posed. 2” 
“How could I! I should have said they were in their 

degree, the pick and flower of England.” 
’“So should I,” says the captain. 
“How many are they?” 
“Hight hundred in round numbers.” 
I went between-decks, where the families with children 

swarmed in the dark, where unavoidable confusion had 
been caused by the last arrivals, and where the confusion 
was increased by the little preparations for dinner that were 
going on in each group. A few women here and there, 
had got lost, and were laughing at it, and asking their 
way to their own people, or out on deck again. <A few 
of the poor children were crying; but otherwise the uni- 
versal cheerfulness was amazing. “We shall shake down’ 
by to-morrow.” “We shall come all right in a day or so.” 
“We shall have more light at sea.” Such phrases I 
heard everywhere, as I groped my way among chests and 
barrels and beams and unstowed cargo and ring-bolts and 
Emigrants, down to the lower-deck and thence up to the 
light of day again, and to my former station. 

Surely, an extraordinary people in their power of self- 
abstraction! All the former letter-writers were still writ- 
ing calmly, and many more letter-writers had broken out 
in my absence. A boy with a bag of books in his hand and 
a slate under his arm, emerged from below, concentrated 
himself in my neighbourhood (espying a convenient sky- 
light for his purpose), and went to work at a sum as if he 
were stone deaf. A father and mother and several young 
children, on the main deck below me, had formed a family 
circle close to the foot of the crowded restless gangway; 
where the children made a nest for themselves in a coil of 
rope, and the father and mother, she suckling the youngest, 
discussed family affairs as peaceably as if they were in per- 
fect retirement. I think the most noticeable characteristic 
in the eight hundred as a mass, was their exemption from 
hurry. 

Eight hundred what? “Geese, villain?” ErenT HUN- 
DRED Mormons. I, Uncommercial Traveller for the firm 
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of Human Interest Brothers, had come aboard this Emi- 
grant Ship to see what Eight hundred Latter-Day Saints 
were like, and I found them (to the rout and overthrow of 
all my expectations) like what I now describe with scrupu- 
lous exactness. 

The Mormon Agent who had been active in getting them 
together, and in making the contract with my friends the 
owners of the ship to take them as far as New York on 
their way to the Great Salt Lake, was pointed out to me. 
A compactly-made handsome man in black, rather short, 
with rich-brown hair and beard, and clear bright eyes. 
From his speech, I should set him down as American. 
Probably, a man who had “knocked about the world” 
pretty much. A man with a frank open manner, and un- 
shrinking look; withal a man of great quickness. I be- 
lieve he was wholly ignorant of my Uncommercial indi- 
viduality, and consequently of my immense Uncommercial 
importance. 

UncomumeErciaL. These are a very fine set of people 
you have brought together here. 

Morsion Acent. Yes, sir, they are a very fine set of 
people. 
UxcommerctaL (looking about). Indeed, I think it 

would be difficult to find Eight hundred people together 
anywhere else, and find so much beauty and so much 
strength and capacity for work among them. | 
Mormon AGENT (not looking about, but looking steadily 

at Uncommercial). I think so.—We sent out about a 
thousand more, yes’day, from Liverpool. 
UncomMMERCIAL. You are not going with these emi- 

grants? 
Morsuon AcEent. No, sir. I remain. 
UncommeErctaL. But you have been in the Mormon 

Territory? ; 
Mormon Acent. Yes; I left Utah about three years 

ago. 
 UscommtencraL. It is surprising -to me that these peo- 

ple are all so cheery, and make so little of the immense 
distance before them. - 

Morzsron AcenT. Well, you see; many of ’em have 

‘ 

friends out at Utah, and many of *em look forward to meet- | 
ing friends on the way. . 

Uncommerciat. On the way?
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Mormon Acent. This way ’tis. This ship lands ’em 
in New York City. Then they go on by rail right away - 
beyond St. Louis, to that part of the Banks of the Missouri 
where they strike the Plains. ‘Chere, waggons from the 
settlement meet ’em to bear ’em company on their journey 
*eross—twelve hundred miles about. Industrious people 
who come out to the settlement soon get waggons of their 
own, and so the friends of some of these will come down 
in their own waggons to meet em. They look forward to 
that, greqtly. , 

Uxcommenrcian. On their long journey across the Des- 
ert, do youarm them? — : 
Mormon AcEnt. Mostly you would find they have arms 

of some kind or another already with them. Such as had 
not arms we should arm across the Plato, for the general 
protection and defence. 

Uncomuerciat. Will these waggons bring down any 
produce to the Missouri? 

. Mormon Acer. Well, since the war broke out, we’ve 
taken to growing cotton, and they’ll likely bring down cot- 
ton to be exchanged for machinery. We want machinery. 
Also we have taken to growing indigo, which is a fine com- 
modity for profit. It has been found that the climate on 
the further side of the Great Salt Lake suits well for rais- 
ing indigo. 

Uxcosrmmerciat. Iam told that these people now on 
board are principally from the South of England? 
.Mormox Acenr. And from Wales. That’s true. 
Uxcommerctat. Do you get many Scotch? - 
Mormon Acext. Not many. 
Uxcommercitat. Highlanders, for instance? ft 
Mormon Acent. No, not Highlanders. They ain’t in- 

terested enough in universal brotherhood and peace and 
good will. . 
Uncommerciat. The old fighting blood is strong in 

them? . 
Morsox Acent. Well, yes. And besides; they’ve no 

faith.. ‘ 
Unxcomumerctat (who has been burning to get at the 

Prophet Joe Smith, and seems to discover an opening). 
Faith in- ! . 
Mormon Acenr (far too many for Uncommercial) 

Well.—In anything! 
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Similarly on this same head, the Uncommercial under- 
went discomfiture from a Wiltshire labourer: a simple 
fresh-coloured farm labourer, of eight-and-thirty, who at 
one time stood beside him, looking on at new arrivals, and 
with whom he held this dialogue: 
Uncomuerctan., Would you mind my asking you what 

part of the country you come from? 
Wittsume. Not a bit. Theer! (exultingly) I’ve 

worked all my life o’ Salisbury Plain, right under the 
shadder o’ Stonehenge. You mightn’t think it, but I haive. 
Uncommercrat. And a pleasant country too. . 
Wiutsumre. Ah! ’Tis a pleasant country. 
Uxcommerrcitan. Have you any family on board? 
Wittsurre. Two children, boy and gal. Iam a wid- 

_derer, Jam, and I’m going out alonger my boy and gal. 
That’s my gal, and she’s a fine gal o’ sixteen (pointing out 
the girl who is writing by the boat). I’ll go and fetch my 
boy. I'd like to show you my boy. (Here Wiltshire dis- 
appears, and presently comes back with a big shy boy of 
twelve, in a superabundance of boots, who is not at all glad 
to be presented.) He is a fine boy too, and a boy fur to 
work! (Boy having undutifully bolted, Wiltshire drops 
him. . 

Udcosrstenctat, It must cost you a great deal of money 
‘to go so far, three strong. 

Wixtsuine. <A power of money. Theer! Eight shil- 
len a week, eight shillen a week, eight shillen a week, put 
by out of the week’s wages for ever so long. 

UncomMMERCIAL. I wonder how you did it. 
WIxtsuine (recognising in this a kindred spirit). See 

theer now! J wonder how I done it! But what witha 
bit o’ subscription heer, and what with a bit o’ help theer, 
it were done at last, though I don’t hardly know how. 
Then it were unfort’net for us, you see, as we got kep’ in 
Bristol so long—nigh a fortnight, it were—on accounts of 
a mistake wi’ Brother Halliday. Swaller’d up money, it 
did, when we might have come straight on. 
Uxcommercian (delicately approaching Joe Smith). 

You are of the Mormon religion, of course? 
Wittsuire (confidently). O yes, Z’m a Mormon. 

(Then reflectively.) I’m a Mormon. (Then, looking 
round the ship, feigns to descry a particular friend in an 
empty spot, and evades the Uncommercial for evermore.)
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After a noontide pause for dinner, during which my Emi- 
grants were nearly all between-decks, and the Amazon 
looked deserted, a general muster took place. The muster 
was for the ceremony of passing the Government Inspector 
and the Doctor. Those authorities held their temporary 
state amidships, by a cask or two; and, knowing that the 
whole Eight hundred emigrants must come face to face 
with them, I took my station behind the two. They knew 
nothing whatever of me, I believe, and my testimony to 
the unpretending gentleness and good nature with which 
they discharged their duty, may be of the greater worth. 
There was not the slightest flavour of the Circumlocution 
Office about their proceedings. 

The emigrants were now allondeck. They were densely 
crowded aft, and swarmed upon the poop-deck like bees. . 
Two or three Mormon agents stood ready to hand them on 
to the Inspector, and to hand them forward when they had 
passed. By what successful means, a special aptitude for 
organisation had been infused into these people, I am, of 
course, unable to report. But I know that, even now, there 
was no disorder, hurry, or difficulty. 

All being ready, the first group are handed on. That 
member of the party who is entrusted with the passenger- 
ticket for the whole, has been warned by one of the agents 
to have it ready, and here it is in his hand. In every in- 
stance through the whole eight hundred, without an excep- 
tion, this paper is always ready. 

Inspector (reading the ticket). Jessie Jobson, So- 
phronia Jobson, Jessie Jobson again, Matilda Jobson, Will- 
iam Jobson, Jane Jobson, Matilda Jobson again, Brigham 
Jobson, Leonardo Jobson, and Orson Jobson. Are you 
all here? (glancing at the party, over his spectacles). 

JEssiz Josson Numer Two. All here, sir. 
This group is composed of an old grandfather and grand- 

mother, their married son and his wife, and their family 
of children. Orson Jobson is a little child asleep in his 
mother’s arms. The Doctor, with a kind word or so, lifts 
up the corner of the mother’s shawl, looks at the child’s face, 
and touches the little clenched hand. If we were allas well 
as Orson Jobson, doctoring would be a poor profession. 

Inspector. Quite right, Jessie Jobson. Take your 
ticket, Jessie, and pass on. , 

And away they go. Mormon agent, skilful and quiet,
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hands them on. Mormon agent, skilful and quiet, hands 
next party up. 

Inspector (reading ticket again). Susannah Cleverly - 
and William Cleverly. Brother and sister, eh? 
y SISTER (young woman of business, hustling slow brother). 

es, sir. 
Insrector. Very good, Susannah Cleverly. Take your 

ticket, Susannah, and take care of it. 
"And away they go. 

Inspector (taking ticket again). Sampson Dibble and 
Dorothy Dibble (surveying a very old couple over his spec- 

-tacles, with some surprise). Your husband quite blind, 
Mrs. Dibble? 

Mrs. Dissre. Yes, sir, he be stone-blind. 
Mr. Dinauxe (addressing the mast). Yes, sir, I be stone- 

lind. 
Insrecror. That’sa bad job. Take your ticket, Mrs. 

Dibble, and don’t lose it, and pass on. 
Doctor taps Mr. Dibble on the eyebrow with his fore- 

finger, and away they go. 
Insrector (taking ticket again). Anastatia Weedle. 
ANASTATIA (a pretty girl, in a bright Garibaldi, this 

morning elected. by universal suffrage. the Beauty of. the 
Ship). That is me, sir. GS 

Ixsrector. Going alone, Anastatia? . 
Awastatia (shaking her curls).- Iam with Mrs. Job- 

son, sir, but I’ve got separated for the moment. 
‘Inspector. Oh! ‘You are with the Jobsons? _ Quite 

right. That’ll do, Miss Weedle. Don’t lose your ticket. 
Away she goes, and joins the Jobsons who are waiting 

for her, and stoops and kisses Brigham Jobson—who ap- 
pears to be considered too young for the purpose, by several . 
Mormons rising twenty, who are looking on. Before her 
extensive skirts have departed from’ the casks, a decent 
widow stands there with four children, and so the roll goes. 

The faces of some of the Welsh people, among whom 
there were many old persons, were certainly the least intel- 
figent. Some of these emigrants would have bungled 
sorely, but for the directing hand that-was always ready. 
The intelligence here was unquestionably of a low order, 
and the heads were of a poor type. Generally the case 
was the reverse. There were many worn faces bearing 
traces of patient poverty and hard work, and there was
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great steadiness of purpose and much undemonstative self- 
respect among this class. A few young men were going 

‘singly. Several girls were going, two or three together. 
These latter I found it very difficult to refer back, in my 
mind, to their relinquished homes and pursuits. Perhaps 
they were more like country milliners, and pupil teachers 
rather tawdrily dressed, than any other classes of young 
women. I noticed, among many little ornaments worn, 
more than one photograph-brooch of the Princess of Wales, ° 
and also of the late Prince Consort. Some single women 
of from thirty to forty, whom one might suppose to be em- 
broiderers, or: straw-bonnet-makers, were obviously going 
out in quest of husbands, as finer ladies go to India. ‘That 
they had any distinct notions of a plurality of husbands or 
wives, I do not believe. To suppose the family groups of 
whom the majority of emigrants were composed, polygami- 
cally possessed, would be to suppose an absurdity, mani- 
fest to any one who saw the fathers and mothers. 

‘I should say (I had no means of ascertaining the fact) 
that most familiar kinds of handicraft trades were repre- 
sented here. ‘ Farm-labourers, shepherds, and the like, had 
their full share of representation, but I doubt if they pre- 
ponderated. It was interesting to.see how the leading 
Spirit in the family circle never failed to show itself, even 
in the simple process of answering to the names as they 
were called, and checking off the owners of the names. 
Sometimes it was the father, much oftener the mother, 
sometimes a quick little girl second or third in order of 
seniority. It seemed to occur for the first time to some 
heavy fathers, what large families they had; and their 
eyes rolled about, during the calling of the list, as if they 
half-misdoubted some other family to have been smuggled 
into their own. Among all the fine handsome children, I 
ebserved but two with marks upon their necks that were 
probably serofulous.. Out of the whole number of emi- 
grants, but one old woman was temporarily set aside by 
the doctor, on'suspicion of fever; but even she afterwards 
obtained a clean bill of health. 
When all had “passed,” and the afternoon began to 

wear on, a black box became visible on deck, which box 
was in charge of certain personages also in black, of whom 
only one had the conventional air of an itinerant preacher. 
This bex cuntained a supply of hymn-books, neatly printed
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and got up, published at Liverpool, and also in London at 
the “ Latter-Day Saints’ Book Depdt, 30, Florence-street.”. 
Some copies were handsomely bound; the plainer were the 
more in request, and many were bought. The title ran: 
“Sacred Hymns and Spiritual Songs for the Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints.” The Preface, dated 
Manchester, 1840, ran thus:—‘ The Saints in this country 
have been very desirous for a Hymn Book adapted to their 
faith and worship, that they might sing the truth with an 
understanding heart, and express their praise joy and grati- 
tude in songs adapted to the New and Everlasting Cove- 
nant. Jn accordance with their wishes, we have selected 
the following volume, which we hope will prove acceptable 
until a greater variety can be.added. With sentiments of 
high consideration and esteem, we subscribe ourselves your 
brethren in the New and Everlasting Covenant, Brienam 
Youne, Partey P. Pratt, Joun Taytor.” From this 
book—by no means explanatory to myself of the New and 
Everlasting Covenant, and not at all making my heart an 
understanding one on the subject of that mystery—a hymn 
was sung, which did not attract any great amount of atten. 
tion, and was supported by a rather select circle. But the 
choir in the boat was very popular and pleasant; and there 
was to have been a Band, only the Cornet was late in com- 
ing on board. In the-course of the afternoon, a mother 
appeared from shore, in search of her daughter, “who had 
run away with the.Mormons.” She received every assist- 
auce from the Inspector, but her daughter was not found 
to be on board. The saints did not seem to me, particu- 
larly interested in finding her. - , " 

Towards five o’clock, the galley became full of tea- 
kettles, and an agreeable fragrance of tea pervaded the 
ship. There was no scrambling or jostling for the hot 
water, no ill humour, no quarrelling. As the Amazon was 
to sail with the next tide, and as it would not be high 
water before two o’clock in the morning, I left her with 

her tea in full action, and her idle Steam Tug lying by, 
deputing steam and smoke for the time being to the Tea- 
kettles. . 
‘I afterwards learned that a Despatch was sent home by 

the captain before he struck out into the wide Atlantic, 
highly extolling the behaviour of these Emigrants, and the 
perfect order and propriety of all their social arrangements. 

2) .
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What is in store for the poor people on the shores of the 
Great Salt Lake, what happy delusions they are labouring 
under now, on what miserable blindness their eyes may be 
opened then, I do not pretend tosay. But I wenton board 
their ship to bear testimony against them if they deserved 
it, as I fully believed they would; to my great astonish- 
ment they did not deserve it; and my predispositions and 
tendencies must not affect me as an honest witness. I 
went over the Amazon’s side, feeling it impossible to deny 
that, so far, some remarkable influence had produced a re- 

' markable result, which better known influences have often 
missed. 

  

XXIII. 

CITY CHURCHYARDS. 

Wuen I think I deserve particularly well of myself, and 
have earned the right to enjoy a little treat, I stroll from 
Covent-garden into the City of London, after business- 
hours there, on a Saturday, or—better yet—on a Sunday, 
and roam about its deserted nooks and corners. Itis neces- 
sary to the full enjoyment of these journeys that they 
should be made in summer-time, for then the retired spots 
that I love to haunt, are at their. idlest and dullest. A 
gentle fall of rain is not objectionable, and a warm mist 
sets off my favourite retreats to decided advantage. 
Among these, City Churchyards hold a high place. Such 

strange churchyards hide in the City of London; church- 
yards sometimes so entirely detached from churches, always 
So pressed upon by houses; so small, so rank, so silent, so 

1 After this Uncommercial Journey was printed, I happened to 
mention the experience it describes to Mr. Monckton Milnes, M.P. 
That gentleman then showed me an article of his writing, in The 
Edinburgh Review for J anuary, 1862, which is highly remarkable for 
its philosophical and literary research concerning these Latter-Day 
Saints. TI find in it the following sentences:—*The Select Con- 
mittee of the House of Commons on emigrant ships for 1854 summoned 
the Mormon agent and passenger-broker before it, and came to the 
conclusion that no ships under the provisions of the Passengers Act 
could be depended upon for comfort and security in the same degree 
as those under his administration. The Mormon ship is a Family 
under strong and accepted discipline, with every provision for com- 
fort, decorum, and internal peace.”
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forgotten, except by the few people who ever look down 
into them from their smoky windows. As I stand peeping 
in through the iron gates and rails, I can peel the rusty 
metal off, like bark from an old tree. The illegible tomb- 
stones are all lop-sided, the grave-mounds lost their shape 
in the rains of a hundred years ago, the Lombardy Poplar 
or Plane-Tree that was once a drysalter’s daughter and 
several common-councilmen, has withered like those wor- 
thies, and its departed leaves are dust beneath it. Con- 
tagion of slow ruin overhangs the place. The discoloured 
tiled roofs of the environing buildings stand so awry, that 
they can hardly be proof against any stress of weather. 
Old crazy stacks of chimneys seem to look down as they 
overhang, dubiously calculating how far they will have to 
fall. In an angle of the walls, what was once the tool- 
house of the grave-digger rots away, encrusted with toad- 
stools. Pipes and spouts for carrying off the rain from the 

* encompassing gables, broken or feloniously cut for old lead 
long ago, now let the rain drip and splash as it list, upon 
the weedy earth. Sometimes there is a rusty pump some- 
where near, and, as I look in at the rails and meditate, I 
hear it working under an unknown hand with a creaking 
protest: as though the departed in the churchyard urged, 
“Let us lie here in peace; don’t suck us up and drink us!” 

One of my best beloved churchyards, I call the church- 
yard of Saint Ghastly Grim; touching what men in general 
call it, I have no information. It lies at the heart of the 
City, and the Blackwall Railway shrieks at it daily. It is 
a small small churchyard, with a ferocious strong spiked 
iron gate, like a jail. This gate is ornamented with skulls 
‘and cross-bones, larger than the life, wrought in stone; but 
it likewise came into the mind of Saint Ghastly Grim, that 
to stick iron spikes a-top of the stone skulls, as though they 
were impaled, would be a pleasant device. Therefore the 
skulls grin aloft horribly, thrust through and through with 
iron spears. Hence, there is attraction of repulsion for 
me in Saint Ghastly Grim, and, having often _contem- 
plated it in the daylight and the dark, I once felt drawn 
towards it in a thunderstorm at midnight. “Why not?” I 
said, in self-excuse. “I have been to see the Colosseum 
by the light of the moon; is it worse to go to see Saint 
Ghastly Grim by the light of the lightning?” T repaired 
to the Saint in a hackney cab, and found the skulls most
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effective, having the air of a public execution, and seem- 
ing, as the lightning flashed, to wink and grin with the 
pain of the spikes. Having no other person to whom to 
impart my satisfaction, I communicated it to the driver. 
So far from being responsive, he surveyed me—he was 
naturally a bottled-nosed red-faced man—with a blanched 
‘countenance. And as he drove me back, he ever and again 
glanced in over his shoulder through the little front win- 
dow of his carriage, as mistrusting that I was a fare origi- 
nally froma grave in the churchyard of Saint Ghastly Grim, 
who might have flitted home again without paying. 

Sometimes, the queer Hall of some queer Company gives 
upon a churchyard such as this, and, when the Livery dine, 
‘you may hear them (if you are looking in through the iron 
‘rails, which you never are when I am) toasting their own 
Worshipful prosperity. Sometimes, a wholesale house of 
business, requiring much room for stowage, will occupy 
one or two or even all three sides of the enclosing space, 
and the backs of bales of goods will lumber up the windows, 
‘as if ‘they were holding some crowded trade-meeting of 
‘themselves within. Sometimes, the commanding windows 
are all blank, and show no-more sign of life than the 
-graves below—not so much, for ¢hey tell of what once upon 
a time was life undoubtedly. Such was the surrounding 
of one City churchyard that I saw last summer, on a Vol- 
-unteering Saturday evening towards eight of the clock, 
when with astonishment I beheld an old old man and an 
old old woman in it, making hay. Yes, of all occupations 
in this world, making hay! It was a very confined patch — 

‘of churchyard lying between Gracechurch-street and the 
Tower, capable of yielding, say an apronful of hay. By 
what means the old old man and woman had got into it, 
with an almost toothless hay-making rake, I could not 
‘fathom. No open window was within view; no window 
at all was within view, sufficiently near the ground to have 
‘enabled their old legs to descend from it; the rusty church- 
yard-gate was locked, the mouldy church was locked. 
Gravely among the graves, they made hay, all alone by 
themselves. They looked like Time and his wife. There 
was but the one rake between them, and they both had hold 
of it in a pastorally-loving manner, and there was hay on the 
‘old woman’s black bonnet, as if the old map had recently 
been playful. The old man was quite an obsolete old man,
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in knee-breeches and coarse grey stockings, and the old 
woman wore mittens like unto his stockings in texture and 
in colour. They took no heed of me as I looked on, unable 
to account for them. The old woman was much too bright 
for a pew-opener, the old man much too meek for a beadle.' 
On an old tombstone in the foreground between me and 
them, were two cherubim; but for those celestial embel- 
lishments being represented as having no possible use for 
knee-breeches, stockings, or mittens, I should have com- 
pared them with the hay-makers, and sought a likeness. I 
coughed and awoke the echoes, but the hay-makers never . 
looked at me. They used the rake with a measured action, 
drawing the scanty crop towards them; and so I was fain 
to leave them under three yards and a half of darkening 
sky, gravely making hay among the graves, all alone by 
themselves. Perhaps they were Spectres, and I wanted a 
Medium. ae 

In another City churchyard of similar cramped dimen- 
sions, I saw, that self-same summer, two comfortable 
charity children. They were making love—tremendous 
proof of the vigour of that immortal article, for they were 
in the graceful uniform under which English Charity de- 
lights to hide herself--and they were overgrown, and their 
legs (his legs at least, for I am modestly incompetent to 
speak of hers) were as much in the wrong as mere passive 
weakness of character can render legs. O it was a leaden 
churchyard, but no doubt a golden ground to those young 
persons! I first saw.them on a Saturday evening, and, 
perceiving from their occupation that Saturday evening 
was their trysting-time, I returned that evening se’nnight, 
and renewed the contemplation of them, They came there 
to shake the bits of matting which were spread in the 
church aisles, and they afterwards rolled them up, he roll- 
ing his end, she rolling hers, until they met, and over the 
two once divided now united rolls—sweet emblem !—gave 
and received a chaste salute. It was so refreshing to find 
one of my faded churchyards blooming into flower thus, 
that I returned a second time, and a third, and ultimately 
this befell:—They had left the church door open, in their 

- dusting and arranging. . Walking in to look at the church, ; 
* [ became aware, by the dim light, of him in the pulpit, of 

her in the reading-desk, of him looking down, of her look- : 
ing up, exchanging tender discourse.. Immediately both
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dived, and became as it were non-existent on this sphere. 
With an assumption of innocence I turned to leave the 
sacred edifice, when an obese form stood in the portal, 
puffily demanding Joseph, or in default of Joseph, Celia. 
Taking this monster by the sleeve, and luring him forth on 
pretence of showing him whom he sought, I gave time for 
the emergence of Joseph and Celia, who presently came 
towards us in the churchyard, bending under dusty mat- 
ting, a picture of thriving and unconscious industry. It 
would be superfluous to hint that I have ever since deemed 

_ this the proudest passage in my life. 
. But such instances, or any tokens of vitality, are rare in- 
deed in my City. churchyards. A few sparrows occasion- 
ally try to raise a lively chirrup in their solitary tree—per- 
haps, as taking a different view of worms from that enter- 
tained by humanity—but they are flat and hoarse of voice, 
like the clerk, the organ, the bell, the clergyman, and all 
the rest of the Church-works when they are wound up for 
Sunday. Caged larks, thrushes, or blackbirds, hanging in 
neighbouring courts, pour forth their strains passionately, 
as scenting the tree, trying to break out, and see leaves 
again before they die, but their song is Willow, Willow—of 
a churchyard cast. So little light lives inside the churches 
of my churehyards, when the two are co-existent, that it is- 
often only by an accident and after long acquaintance that 
I discover their having stained glass in some odd window. 
The westering sun slants into the churchyard by some un- 
wouted entry, a few prismatic tears drop on an old tomb- 
stone, and a window that I thought was only dirty, is for 
the moment all bejewelled. Then the light passes and the 
colours die. Though’even then, if there be room enough 
for me to fall back so far as that I can gaze up to the top 
of the Church Tower, I see the rusty vane new burnished, 
and seeming to look out with a joyful flash over the sea of 
smoke at the distant shore of country. 

Blinking old men who are let out of workhouses by the 
hour, have a tendency to sit on bits of coping stone in 
these churchyards, leaning with both hands on their sticks 
and asthmatically gasping. The more depressed class of 
beggars too, bring hither broken meats, and munch. Jam 
on nodding terms with a meditative turnecock who lingers 
in one of them, and whom I suspect of a turn for poetry; 
the rather, as he looks out of temper when he gives the
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fire-plug a disparaging wrench with that large tuning-fork 
of his which would wear out the shoulder of his coat, but 
for a precautionary piece of inlaid leather. Fire-ladders, 
which I am satisfied nobody knows anything about, and the 
keys of which were lost in ancient times, moulder away in 
the larger churchyards, under eaves like wooden eyebrows; 
and.so removed are those corners from the haunts of men 
and boys, that once on a fifth of November I found a 
“Guy” trusted to take care of himself there, while his pro- 
prietors had gone to dinner. Of the expression of his face 
TI cannot report, because it was turned to the wall; but his 
shrugged shoulders and his ten extended fingers, appeared 
to denote that he had moralised in his little straw chair 
on the mystery of mortality until he gave it up as a bad 
job. 

You do not come upon these churchyards violently; there 
are shades of transition in the neighbourhood. An anti- 
quated news shop, or barber’s shop, apparently bereft of 
customers in the earlier days of George the Third, would 
warn me to look out for one, if any discoveries in this 
respect were left for me to make. A very quiet court, in 
combination with an unaccountable dyer’s and scourer’s, 
would prepare me for a churchyard. An exceedingly 
retiring public-house, with a bagatelle-board shadily visible 
in a sawdusty parlour shaped like an omnibus, and with a 
shelf of punch-bowls in the bar, would apprise me that I 
stood near consecrated ground. <A “Dairy,” exhibiting in 
its modest window one very little milk-can and three eggs, 
would suggest to me the certainty of finding the poultry 
hard by, pecking at my forefathers. I first inferred the 
vicinity of Saint Ghastly Grim, from a certain air of extra 
repose and gloom pervading a vast stack of warehouses. 

From the hush of these places, it is congenial to pass 
into the hushed resorts of business. Down the lanes I like 
to see the carts and waggons huddled together in repose, 
the cranes idle, and the warehouses shut. Pausing in the 
alleys behind the closed Banks of mighty Lombard-street, 
it gives one as good as a rich feeling to think of the broad 
counters with a rim along the edge, made for telling money 
out on, the scales for weighing precious metals, the pon- 
derous ledgers, and, above all, the bright copper shovels 
for shovelling gold. When I draw money, it never seems 
so much money as when it is shovelled at me out of a
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bright copper shovel. I like to say, “In gold,” and to see 
- seven pounds musically pouring out of the shovel, like 

seventy; the Bank appearing to remark to me—I italicise 
appearing—‘if you want more of this yellow earth, we 
keep it in barrows at your service.” To think of the 
banker’s clerk with his deft finger turning the crisp edges 
of the Hundred-Pound Notes he has taken in a fat roll out 
of a drawer, is again’ to hear the rustling of that delicious 
south-cash wind. . “ How will you have it?” I once heard 
this usual question asked at a Bank Counter of an elderly 
female, habited in mourning and steeped in simplicity, who 
answered, open-eyed, crook-fingered, Jaughing with expec- 
tation, “Anyhow!” Calling these things to-mind as I 
stroll among the Banks, I wonder whether the other solitary 
Sunday man I pass, has designs upon the Banks. For the 
interest and mystery of the matter, I almost hope he may 

- have, and that his confederate may be at this moment tak- 
ing impressions of the keys of the iron closets in wax, and 
that a.delightful robbery may be in course of transaction. 
About College-hill,- Mark-lane, and so on towards the 
‘Tower, and Dockward, the deserted wine-merchants’ cel- 
lars are- fine subjects for consideration; but the deserted 
money-cellars of the Bankers, and their plate cellars, and 
their jewel-cellars, what subterranean regions of the Won- 
derful Lamp are these! And again: possibly some shoe- 
less boy in rags, passed through this street yesterday, for 
whom it is reserved to be a Banker in the fulness of time, 
and to be surpassing rich.: Such reverses have been, since 
the days of Whittington; and were, long before. I want 
to know whether'the boy has any foreglittering of that 
glittering fortune now, when he treads these stones, hun- 
gry. Much as I also want to know whether the next man 
to be hanged at Newgate yonder, had any suspicion upon 
him that he was moving steadily towards that fate, when 
he talked so much about the last man who paid the same 
great debt at the same small Debtors’ Door. — 

Where are all the people who on busy working-days per- 
vade these scenes? ‘The locomotive. banker’s clerk, who 
carries a black portfolio chained to him by achain of steel, 
where is he? Does he go to bed with his chain on—to 
church with his chain on—or does he lay it by? And if he 
lays it by, what becomes of his portfolio when he is un- 
chained for. a holiday? ‘The wastepaper baskets of these
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closed counting-houses would let me into many hints of 
business matters if I had the exploration of them; and 
what secrets of the heart should I discover on the “ pads” 
of the young clerks—the sheets of cartridge-paper and 
blotting-paper interposed between their writing and their 
desks! Pads are taken into confidence on the tenderest 
occasions, and oftentimes when I have made a business 
visit, and have sent in my name from the outer office, have 
Thad it forced on my discursive notice that the officiating 
young gentleman has over and over again inseribed AMELIA,’ 
in ink of various dates, on corners of his pad. Indeed, the 
pad may be regarded as the legitimate modern successor of 
the old forest-tree: whereon these young knights (having 
no attainable forest nearer than Epping) engrave the names 
of their mistresses. After all, it is a more satisfactory 
process than carving, and can be oftener repeated. So 
these courts in their Sunday rest are courts of Love Om- 
nipotent (I rejoice to bethink myself), dry as they look. 
And here is Garraway’s, bolted and shuttered hard and 
fast! Itis possible to imagine the man who cuts the sand- 
wiches, on his back in a hayfield; it is possible to imagine 
his desk, like the desk of a clerk at church, without him; 
but imagination is unable to pursue the men who wait at 
Garraway’s all the week for the men who never come. 
When they are forcibly put out of Garraway’s on Saturday 
night—which they must be, for they never would go out of 
their own accord—where do they vanish until Monday 
morning? On the first Sunday that I ever strayed here, T 
expected to find them hovering about these Janes, like rest- 
less ghosts, and trying to peep into Garraway’s through 
chinks in the shutters, if not endeavouring to turn the lock 
of the door with false keys, picks, and screw-drivers. But 
the wonder is, that they go cleanaway! And now I think 
of it, the wonder is, that every working-day pervader of 
these scenes goes clean away. The man who sells the 
dogs’ collars and the little toy coal-scuttles, feels under as 
great an obligation to go afar off, as Glyn and Co., or 
Smith, Payne, and Smith. There is an old monastery- 
erypt under Garraway’s (I have been in it among the port 
wine), and perhaps Garraway’s, taking pity on the mouldy 
men who wait in its public-room all their lives, gives them 
cool house-room down there over Sundays; but the cata- 
combs of Paris would not be large enough to hold the rest. 

21*
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of the missing. This characteristic of London City greatly 
helps its being the quaint place it is in the weekly pause of 
business, and greatly helps my Sunday sensation in it of 
being the Last Man. In my solitude, the ticket-porters 
being all gone with the rest, I venture to breathe to the 
quiet bricks and stones my confidential wonderment why a 
ticket-porter, who never does any work with his hands, is 
bound to wear a white apron, and why a great Ecclesiasti- 
cal Dignitary, who never does any work with his hands 
either, is equally bound to wear a black one. 

XXIV. 

AT THE SIGN OF THE DOLPHIN’S HEAD. 

_ Berore the waitress had shut the door, I had forgotten 
how many stage-coaches she said used to change horses in 
the town every day. But it was of little moment; any 
high number would do as well as another. It had been a 
great stage-coaching town in the great stage-coaching times, 
and the ruthless railways had killed and buried it. 

The sign of the house was the. Dolphin’s Head. Why 
only head, I don’t know; for the Dolphin’s effigy at full 
length, and upside down—as a Dolphin is always bound to 
be when artistically treated, though I suppose he is some- 
times right side upward in his natural condition—graced 
the sign-board. The sign-board chafed its rusty hooks out- 
side the bow-window of my room, and was a shabby work. 
No visitor could have denied that the Dolphin was dying 
by inches, but he showed no bright colours. He had once 
served another master; there was a newer streak of paint 
below him, displaying with inconsistent freshness the 
legend, By J. Metrows .- 

My door opened again, and J. Mellows’s representative 
came back. I had asked her what I could have for dinner, 
and she now returned with the counter question, what 
would I like? As the Dolphin stood possessed of nothing 
that I do like, I was fain to yield to the suggestion of a 
duck, which I don’t like. J. Mellows’s representative 
was a mournful young woman, with one eye susceptible of 
guidance, and one uncontrollable eye; which latter, seem
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ing to wander in quest of stage-coaches, deepened the mel- 
- ancholy in which the Dolphin was steeped. 

This'young woman had but shut the door on retiring 
again when I bethought me of adding to my order, the 
words, “with nice vegetables.” Looking out at the door 
to give them emphatic utterance, I found her already ina 
state of pensive catalepsy in the deserted gallery, picking 
her teeth with a pin. 

At the Railway Station seven miles off, I had been the 
subject of wonder when I ordered a fly in which to come 
here. And when I gave the direction “To the Dolphin’s 
Head,” I had observed an ominous stare on the countenance 
of the strong young man in velveteen, who was the plat- 
form servant of the Company. . He had also called to my 
driver at parting, “ All ri-ight! Don’t hang yourself when 
you get there, Geo-o-rge!” in a sarcastic tone, for which I 
had entertained some transitory thoughts of reporting him 
to the General Manager. 

I had no business in the town—I never have any busi- 
ness in any town—but I had been caught by the fancy that 
I would come and look at it in its degeneracy. My pur- 
pose was fitly inaugurated by the Dolphin’s Head, which 
everywhere expressed past coachfulness and present coach- 
lessness. Coloured prints of coaches, starting, arriving, 
changing horses, coaches in the sunshine, coaches in the 
snow, coaches in the wind, coaches in the mist and rain, 
coaches on the King’s birthday, coaches in all circumstances 
compatible with their triumph and victory, but never in the 
act of breaking down or overturning, pervaded the house. 
Of these works of art, some, framed and not glazed, had 
holes in them; the varnish of others had become so brown 
and cracked, that they looked like overdone pie-crust; the 
designs of others were almost obliterated by the flies of 
‘many summers. Broken glasses, damaged frames, lop- 
sided hanging, and consignment of incurable cripples to 
places of refuge in dark corners, attested the desolation of, 
the rest. The old room on the ground floor where the pas- 

* sengers of the Highflyer used to dine, had nothing in it but 
a wretched show of twigs and flower-pots in the broad win- 
dow to hide the nakedness of the Jand, and in a corner little 
Mellows’s perambulator, with even its parasol-head turned 

- despondently to the wall. The other room, where post- 
horse company used to wait while relays were getting ready
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down the yard, still held its ground, but was as airless as 
I conceive a hearse to be: insomuch that Mr. Pitt, hanging’ 
high against the partition (with spots on him like port 
wine, though it is mysterious how port wine ever got 
squirted up there), had good reason for perking his nose 
and sniffing. - The stopperless cruets on the spindle-shanked 
sideboard were in a miserably dejected state: the anchovy 
sauce having turned blue some years ago, and the cayenne 
pepper (with a scoop in it like a small model of a wooden 

‘leg) having turned solid. The old fraudulent candles 
which were always being paid for and never used, were 
burnt out at last; but their tall stilts of candlesticks still 
lingered, and still outraged the human intellect by pretend- 
ing to be silver. The mouldy old unreformed Borough 
-Member, with his right hand buttoned up in the breast of 
his coat, and his back characteristically turned on bales of 
petitions from his constituents, was there too; and the poker 
which never had been among the fire-irons, lest post-horse 
company should overstir the fire, was not there, as of old. 

Pursuing my researches in the Dolphin’s Head, I found 
-it sorely shrunken. When J. Mellows came into posses- 
‘sion, he had walled off half the.bar, which was now a 
tobacco-shop with its own entrance in the yard—the once 
glorious yard where the post-boys, whip in hand and always 
‘buttoning their waistcoats at the last moment, used to come 
running forth to mount and away. A “Scientific Shoeing- 
Smith and Veterinary Surgeon,” had further encroached 
‘upon the yard; and a grimly satirical Jobber, who an- 
nounced himself as having to Let “A neat one-horse fly, 
and a one-horse cart,” had established his business, him- 
self, and his family, in a part of the extensive stables. 
Another part was lopped clean off from the Dolphin’s Head, 
and now comprised a chapel, a wheelwright’s, and a Young 
Men’s Mutual Improvement and Discussion Society (in a 
loft): the whole forming a back lane. . No audacious hand 

_had plucked down the vane’ from the central cupola of. 
the stables, but it had grown rusty and stuck at N — Nil: 
while the score or two of pigeons that remained true to 
their ancestral traditions and the place, had collected in a 
row on the roof-ridge of the only out-house retained by the 
Dolphin, where all the inside pigeons tried to push the out- 
side pigeon off. This I accepted as emblematical of the 
struggle for post and place in railway times. .
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Sauntering forth into the town, by way of the covered 
and pillared entrance to the Dolphin’s Yard, once redolent 
of soup and stable-litter, now redolent of musty disuse, I 
paced the street. It was a hot day, and the little sun- 
blinds of the shops were all drawn down, and the more 
enterprising tradesmen had caused their ’Prentices to 
trickle water on the pavement appertaining to their front- 
age. It looked as if they had been shedding tears for the 
stage-coaches, and drying their. ineffectual pocket-hand- 
kerchiefs. Such weakness would have been excusable;: for 
business was—as one dejected porkman who kept a shop 
which refused to reciprocate the compliment by keeping 
him, informed me—“ bitter bad.” Most of the hamess- 
makers and corn-dealers were gone the way of the coaches, 
but it was a pleasant recognition of the eternal procession 
of Children down that old original steep Incline, the Valley 
of the Shadow, that those tradesmen were mostly succeeded 
by vendors of sweetmeats and cheap toys. The opposition 
house to the Dolphin, once famous as the New White Hart, 
had long collapsed. In a fit of abject depression, it had 
east whitewash on its windows, and boarded up its front 
door, and reduced itself to a side entrance; but even that 
had proved a world too wide for the Literary Institution 
which had been its last phase; for the Institution had col- 
lapsed too, and of the ambitious letters of its inscription 
on the White Hart’s front, all had fallen off but these: 

L Y INS T 

—suggestive of Lamentably Insolvent. As to the neigh- 
bouring market-place, it seemed to have wholly relinquished 
marketing, to the dealer in crockery whose pots and pans 
straggled half across it, and to the Cheap Jack. who sat 
with folded arms on the shafts of his cart, superciliously 
gazing around; his velveteen waistcoat, evidently harbour- 
ing grave doubts whether it was worth his while to stay a 
night in such a place. CO, a 

The church bells began to ring as I left this spot, but 
they by no means improved the case, for they said, ina 
petulant way, and speaking with some difficulty in their 
irritation, _“ Wxat’s-be-come-of-tHE-coach-Es?”. ° Nor 
would they (I found on listening) ever vary their.empha- 
sis, save in respect of growing more sharp and vexed, but — 
invariably went on, “ Waar’s-be come-of-THE-coach-Es 1!”
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—always beginning the inquiry with an unpolite abrupt 
ness. Perhaps from their elevation they saw the railway, 
and it aggravated them. 

- Coming upon a coachmaker’s workshop, I began to look 
about me with a revived spirit, thinking that perchance I 
might behold there some remains of the old times of the 
town’s greatness. There was only one man at work—a 
dry man, grizzled, and far advanced in years, but tall and 
upright, who, becoming aware of. me looking on, straight- 
ened his back, pushed up his spectacles against his brown 
paper cap, and appeared inclined to defy me. To whom] 
pacifically said: 

“Good day, sir!” 
“What?” said he. 
“Good day, sir.” 

_ He seemed to consider about that, and not to agree with 
me.— Was you a looking for anything?” he then asked, 
in a pointed manner. 

“I was wondering whether there happened to be any 
fragment of an old stage-coach here,” 

“Ts that all?” oo 
. “That’s all.” 

- “No, there ain’t.” 
It was now my turn to say “Oh!” and I said it. Not 

another word did the dry and grizzled man say, but bent 
to his work again. In the coach-making days, the coach- 

' painters had tried their brushes on a post beside him; and 
quite a Calendar of departed glories was to be read upon 
it, in blue and yellow and red and green, some inches thick. 
Presently he looked up again. 

“You seem to have a deal of time on your hands,” was 
his querulous remark. 

I admitted the fact. 
- “T think it’s a pity you was not brought up to some- 
thing,” said he. ee 

I said I thought so too. 
Appearing to be informed with an idea, he laid down | 

his plane (for it was a plane he was at work with), pushed 
up his spectacles again, and came to the door. 

“Would a po-shay do for you?” he asked. 
“TI am not sure that I understand what you mean.” 

.“ Would 4 po-shay,” said the coachmaker, standing close 
before me, and folding his arms in the manner of a cross
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examining counsel“ would a po-shay meet the views you 
have expressed? Yes, or no?” 

“ Yes. ” 

“Then you keep straight along down there till you see 
one. You'll see one if you go fur enough.” 

With that, he turned me by the shoulder in the direction 
I was to take, and went in and resumed his work against a 
background of leaves and grapes. For, although he was a 
soured man and a discontented, his workshop was that 
agreeable mixture of town and country, street and garden, 
which is often to be seen in a small English town. 

I went the way he had turned me, and I came to the 
Beer-shop with the sign of The First and Last, and was 
out of the town on the old London road. I came to the 
Turnpike, and I found it, in its silent way, eloquent re- 
specting the change that "had fallen on the road. The 
Turnpike-house was all overgrown with ivy; and the Turn- 
pike-keeper, unable to get a living out of the tolls, plied 
the trade of a cobbler. Not only that, but his wife sold 
ginger-beer, and, in the very window of espial through 
which the Toll-takers of old times used with awe to behold 
the grand London coaches coming on at a gallop, exhib- 
ited for sale little barber’ s-poles of sweetstuff in a sticky 
lantern. 

The political economy of the master of the turnpike thus 
expressed itself. 
“How goes turnpike business, master? ” said I to him, 

as he sat in his little porch, repairing a shoe. 
“Tt don’t go at all, master,” said he ‘to me. “ ‘It's 

stopped.” 
“That’s bad,” said I. 
“Bad?” he repeated. .And he pointed to one of his sun- 

burnt dusty children who was climbing the turnpike-gate, 
and said, extending his open right hand in remonstrance 
with Universal Nature, “Five on ’em!” 

“But how to improve Turnpike business? ” said I. 
“There’s a way, master,” said he, with the air of one 

who had thought deeply on the subject. 
“T should like to know it.” 
“Tay a toll on everything as comes through; lay : a toll 

on walkers. Lay another toll on everything as don’t come 
through; lay a toll on them as stops at home.” 

* Would the last remedy be fair? ”
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_ “Fair? Them as stops at home, could come through if 
they liked; couldn’t they? ” 

“Say they could.” 
“Toll’em. If they don’t come through, it’s their look 

out. Anyways,—Toll ’em!” ; 
‘Finding it was as impossible to argue with this financial 

genius as if he had been Chancellor of the Exchequer, and 
consequently the right man in the right place, 1 passed on 
‘meekly. 

My mind now began to misgive me that the disappointed 
coachmaker had sent me on a wild-goose errand, and that 
there was no post-chaise in those parts. But coming within 
view of certain allotment-gardens by the roadside,-I re- 
‘tracted the suspicion, and confessed that I had done him 
an injustice. For, there I saw, surely, the poorest super- 
annuated post-chaise left on earth. 

It was a post-chaise taken off its axletree and wheels, 
and plumped down. on the clayey soil among a ragged 
growth of vegetables. It was a post-chaise not even set 
straight upon the ground, but tilted over, as if it had fallen 
‘out of a balloon. It was-a post-chaise that had been a 
long time in those decayed circumstances, and against 
‘which scarlet beans were trained. It.was a’ post-chaise 
patched and mended with old teatrays, or with scraps of 
iron that looked like them, and boarded up as to the win- 
dows, but having a KNOcKER on the off-side door. . Whether 
it was a post-chaise used: as tool-house, summer-house, or 
dwelling-house, I:could not discover, for there was nobody 
at-home at the post-chaise when I knocked; but it was cer- - 
tainly used for something, and locked up. In the wonder 
of this discovery, I walked round and round the post-chaise 
many. times, and sat down by the post-chaise, waiting for 
further elucidation. .Nonecame. At last, mademy way 
back to the old London road by the further end of the allot- 
ment-gardens, and consequently at a point beyond that from 
which I had diverged...’ I had to scramble through a hedge 
and down a steep bank, and I nearly came down a-top of 
a. tittle spare man who sat breaking stones by the road- 
side. - 

He stayed his hammer, and said, regarding me mysteri- 
ously through his dark goggles of wire: 

“Are you aware, sir, that you’ve been trespassing? ” 
“I turned out of the way,” said I, in explanation, “to
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look at that odd post-chaise. Do you happen to know any- 
thing about it? ” 

“I know it was many a year upon the road,” said he. 
“So I supposed. Do you know to whom it belongs?” - 
The stone-breaker bent his brows and goggles over his 

heap of stones, as if he were considering whether he should 
answer the question or not. Then, raising his barred eyes 
to my features as before, he said: . 
“Tome” , 
Being quite unprepared for the reply, I received it with 

a sufficiently awkward “Indeed! Dear me!” Presently I 
added, “Do you ” I was going to say “live there,” 
but it seemed so absurd a question, that I substituted “live 
near here?” . 

The stone-breaker, who had not broken a fragment since 
we began to converse, then did as follows. He raised him- 
self by poising his figure on his hammer, and took his coat, 
on which he had been seated, over his arm. He then 
backed to an easier part of the bank than that by which I 
had come down, keeping his dark goggles silently upon me 
all the time, and then shouldered his hammer, suddenly 
turned, ascended, and was gone. His face was so small, 
and his goggles were so large, that he left me wholly unin- 
formed as to his countenance; but he left me a profound 
impression that the curved legs I had seen from behind as 
he vanished, were the legs of an old postboy. It was not 
until then that I noticed he had been working by a grass- 
grown milestone, which looked like: a tombstone erected 
over the grave of the London road. 

My dinner-hour being close at hand, I had no leisure to 
pursue the goggles or the subject then, but made my way 
back to the Dolphin’s Head. In the gateway I found J. 
Mellows, looking at nothing, and apparently experiencing 
that it failed to raise his spirits. 

“J don’t care for the town,” said J. Mellows, when I 
complimented him on the’sanitary advantages it’ may ot 

" may not possess; '“I wish I had never seen the town!” - 
“You don’t belong to it, Mr. Mellows? ” 
“Belong to it!” repeated Mellows. “If I didn’t belong 

to a better style of town than this, I'd take and drown my- 
self in a pail.” It then occurred to me that Mellows, hay- 
ing so little to do, was habitually thrown back on his inter. 
nal resources-—by which I mean the Dolphin’s cellar. 
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“What we want,” said Mellows, pulling off his hat, and 
making as if he emptied it of the last load of Disgust that 
had exuded from his brain, before he put it on again for 
another load; “what we want, isa Branch. The Petition 
‘for the Branch Bill is in the coffee-room. Would you put 
your name to it? Every little helps.” 

. I found the document in question stretched out flat on 
the coffee-room table by the aid of certain weights from the 
kitchen, and I gave it the additional weight of my uncom- 
mercial signature. To the best of my belief, I bound my- 
self to the modest statement that universal traffic, happi- 
ness, prosperity,‘and civilisation, together with unbounded 
national triumph in competition with the foreigner, would 
infallibly flow from the Branch. 

Having achieved this constitutional feat, I asked Mr. 
Mellows if he could grace my dinner with a pint of good 
wine? Mr. Mellows thus replied: - 

. “T£ TI couldn’t give you a pint of good wine, I’d—there! 
—Id take and drown myself in a pail. But I was de- 
ceived when I bought this business, and the stock was 
higgledy-piggledy, and I haven’t yet tasted my way quite 
through it with a view to sorting it. Therefore, if you 
order one kind and get another, change till it comes right. 
For what,” said Mellows, unloading his hat as before, 
“what would you or any gentleman do, if you ordered one 
kind of wine and was required to drink another? _ Why, 
you’d (and naturally and properly, having the feelings of 
a gentleman), you’d take and drown yourself in a pail!” 

XXV. 

A DINNER FOR FOURPENCE-HA’PENNY. 

THE shabbiness of our English capital, as compared with 
Paris, Bordeaux, Frankfort, Milan, Geneva—almost any 
important town on the continent of Europe—I find very 
striking after an absence of any duration in foreign parts. 
London is shabby in contrast with Edinburgh, with Aber- 
deen, with Exeter, with -Liverpool, with a. bright little 
town like Bury St. Edmunds. London is shabby in con- 
trast with New York, with Boston, with Philadelphia, In
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detail, one would say it can rarely fail to be a disappoint- 
ing piece of shabbiness, to a stranger from any of those 
places. There is nothing shabbier than Drury-lane, in 
Rome itself. The meanness of Regent-street, set against 
the great line of Boulevarts in Paris, is as striking as the- 
abortive ugliness of Trafalgar-square, set against the gal- 
lant beauty of the Place de la Concorde. ‘London is shabby 
by daylight, and shabbier by gaslight. No Englishman 
knows what gaslight is, until he sees the Rue de Rivoli 
and the Palais Royal after dark. 

The mass of London people are shabby. The absence 
of distinctive dress has, no doubt, something to do with it. 
The porters of the Vintners’ Company, the draymen, and 
the butchers, are about the only people who wear distine- 
tive dresses; and even these do not wear them on holidays. 
We have nothing which for cheapness, cleanliness, con- 
venience, or picturesqueness, can compare with the belted 
blouse. As to our women;—next Easter or Whitsuntide, 
look at the bonnets at the British Museum or the National 
Gallery, and think of the pretty white French cap, the 
Spanish mantilla, or the Genoese mezzero. 

Probably there are not more second-hand clothes sold in 
London than in Paris, and yet the mass of the London 
population have a second-hand look which is not to be de- 
tected on the mass of the Parisian population. I think 
this is mainly because a Parisian workman does not in the 

: least trouble himself about what is worn by a Parisian 
‘idler, but dresses in the way of: his own class, and for his 

’ own comfort. In London, on the contrary, the fashions 
descend; and you never fully know how inconvenient or 
ridiculous a fashion is, until you see it in its last descent. 
It was but the other day, on a race-course, that I observed 
four people in a barouche deriving great entertainment 
from the contemplation of four people on foot. The four 
people on foot were two young men and two young women; - 
the four people in the ‘barouche were two young men and’ 
two young women. The four young women were dressed 
in exactly the same style; the four young men were dressed 
in exactly the same style. Yet the two couples on wheels 
were as much amused by the two couples on foot, as if 
they were quite unconscious of having themselves set those 
fashions, or of being at that very moment engaged in the 
display of them. an
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- Is it only in the matter of clothes that fashion descends 
here in London—and consequently in England—and thence 
shabbiness arises? Let us think a little, and be just. The 
“Black Country” round about Birmingham, is a very black 
country; but is it quite as. black as it has been lately 
painted? An appalling accident happened at the People’s 
Park near Birmingham, this last July, when it was crowded 
with people from the Black Country—an appalling accident 
consequent on a shamefully dangerous exhibition. Did the 
shamefully dangerous exhibition originate in the moral 
blackness of the Black Country, and in the Black People’s 
peculiar love of the excitement attendant on great personal 
hazard, which they looked on at, but in which they did not 
participate? Light is much wanted in the Black Country. 
O we are all agreed on that. But, we must not quite for- 
get the crowds of gentlefolks who set the shamefully dan- 
gerous fashion, either. We must not quite forget the 
enterprising Directors of an Institution vaunting mighty 
educational pretences, who made the low sensation as strong 
as they possibly could make it, by hanging the Blondin 
rope as high as they possibly could hang it. All this must 
not be eclipsed in the Blackness. of the Black Country. 
The reserved seats high up by the rope, the cleared space 
below it, so that no one should be smashed but the per- 
former, the pretence of slipping and falling off, the baskets 

_ for the feet and the sack for the head, the photographs 
everywhere, and the virtuous indignation nowhere—all this 
must not be wholly swallowed up in the blackness of the 
jet-black country. 

Whatsoever fashion is set in England, is certain to de- 
scend. This is a text for a perpetual sermon on care in 
setting fashions. When you find a fashion low down, look 
back for the time (it will never be far off) when it was the 
fashion high up. . This is the text for a perpetual sermon 
on social justice.. From imitations of Ethiopian Serenaders, 
to imitations of Prince’s coats and waistcoats, you will 
find the original model in St. James’s Parish. When the 
Serenaders become tiresome, trace them beyond the Black 
Country; when the coats and waistcoats become insupport- 
able, refer them to their source in the Upper Toady Regions. 

Gentlemen’s clubs were once maintained for purposes of 
Savage party warfare; working men’s clubs of the same 
day assumed the same character. Gentlemen’s clubs be-
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came places of quiet inoffensive recreation; working men’s 
clubs began to follow suit. If working men have seemed 
rather slow to appreciate advantages of combination which 
have saved the pockets of gentlemen, and enhanced their 
comforts, it is because working men could scatcely, for 
want of capital, originate such combinations without help; 
and because help has not been separable from that great 
impertinence, Patronage. The instinctive revolt of his 
spirit against patronage, is a quality much to be respected 
in the English working man. It is the base of the base of 
his best qualities. Nor is it surprising that he should be 
unduly suspicious of patronage, and sometimes resentful of 
it even where it is not, seeing what a flood of washy talk 
has been let loose on his devoted head, or with what com- - 
placent condescension the same devoted head has been 
smoothed and patted. It is a proof to me of his self- 
control that he never strikes out pugilistically, right and 
left, when addressed as one of “ My friends,” or “ My as- 
sembled friends; ” that he does not become inappeasable, 
and run amuck like a Malay, whenever he sees a biped in 
broadcloth getting on a platform to talk to him; that any 
pretence of improving his mind, does not instantly drive 
him out of his mind, and cause him to toss his obliging 
patron like a mad bull. So 

For, how often have I heard the unfortunate working 
man lectured, as if he were a little charity-child, humid 
as to his nasal development, strictly literal as to his Cate- 
chism, and called by Providence to walk all his days ina 
station in life represented on festive occasions by a mug of 
warm milk-and-water and a bun! What popguns of jokes | 
have these ears tingled to hear let off at him, what asinine 
sentiments, what impotent conclusions, what spelling-book 
moralities, what adaptations of the orator’s insufferable 
tediousness to the assumed level of his understanding! If 
his sledge-hammers, his spades and pick-axes, his saws 
and chisels, his paint-pots and brushes, his forges, fur- 
naces, and engines, the horses that he drove at his work, 
and the machines that drove him at his work, were all toys 
in one little paper box, and he the baby who played with 
them, he could not have been discoursed to, more imperti- 
nently and absurdly than I have heard him discoursed to 
times innumerable. Consequently, not being a fool ora 
fawner, he has come to acknowledge his patronage by virtu-
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ally saying: “Let me alone. If you understand me no 
better than that, sir and madam, let me alone. You mean 
very. well, I dare say, but I don’t like it, and I won’t come 
here again to have any more of it.” 

. Whatever is done for the comfort and advancement of 
the working man must be so far done by himself as that it 
is maintained by himself. And there must be in it no 
touch of condescension, no shadow of patronage. In the 
great working districts, this truth is studied and under- 
stood. When the American civil war rendered it necessary, 
first in Glasgow, and afterwards in Manchester, that the 

. working people should be shown how to avail themselves 
of the advantages derivable from system, and from the 
combination of numbers, in the purchase and the cooking 

.of their food, this truth was above all things borne in mind. 
-The quick consequence was, that suspicion and reluctance 

..Were vanquished, and that the effort resulted in an aston- 
ishing and a complete success. 

Such thoughts passed through my mind on a July morn- 
ing of this summer, as I walked towards Commercial-street 
(not: Uncommercial-street), Whitechapel.. The Glasgow 
and Manchester system had been lately set a going there, 
by certain gentlemen who felt an interest in its diffusion, 

. and I had been attracted by the following hand-bill printed 
- on rose-coloured paper: 

SELF-SUPPORTING 

COOKING DEPOT 

FOR THE WORKING CLASSES, 

mo, Commercial-street, Whitechapel, . 

Where Accommodation is provided for Dining comfortably 300 
: Persons at a time. 

Open from 7 a.3r. till 7 P.ar. - 

PRICES. 

"All Articles of the Besr Quauiry.. 
. Cup of Tea or Coffee, . . . - « One Penny 

. Bread and Butter, . . . . . One Penny 
Bread and Cheese, . ° . . . One Penny 

- Slice of Bread, . ° . One half-penny or One Penny 
Boiled Egg, . oe . . . One Penny 
Ginger Beer, _. One Penny 

The above Articles always ready.
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Besides the above may be had, from 12 to 8 o’clock, 

Bowl of Scotch Broth, . . . . . One Penny 
Bowl of Soup, . . + «+  . OQne Penny 
Plate of Potatoes, . . . . - One Penny 
Plate cf Minced Beef, . . . ° . Twopence 
Plate of Cold Beef, .. . . . »  Twopence 
Plate of Cold Ham, . . . . . Twopence 
Plate of Plum Pudding or Rice, . . - One Penny 

As the Economy of Cooking depends greatly. upon the 
simplicity of the arrangements with which a great number 
of persons can be served at one time, the Upper Room of 
this Establishment will be especially set apart for a 

Poniic DINNER Every Day | 

From 12 till 8 o’clock, 

Consisting of the following Dishes: 

Bowl of Broth, or Soup, ~ 
Plate of Cold Beef or Ham, 

- Plate of Potatoes, 
Plum Pudding, or Rice, 

FIXED CHARGE 43d. 

THE DAILY PAPERS PROVIDED. 

N.B.-~-This Establishment is conducted on the strictest 
business principles, with the full intention of making it 
self-supporting, so that every one may frequent it with a 
feeling of perfect independence. , 

The assistance of all frequenting the Depot is confidently 
expected in checking anything interfering with the com- 
fort, quiet, and regularity of the establishment. 

Please do not destroy this Hand Bill, but hand it to 
some other person whom it may interest. 

This Self-Supporting Cooking Depot (mot a very good 
name, and one would rather give it an English one) had 
hired a newly-built warehouse that it found to let; there- 
fore it was not established in’ premises specially designed 
for the purpose. But,-at a small cost they were exceed- 
ingly well adapted to the purpose: being light, well venti- 
lated, clean, and cheerful. They consisted of three large 
rooms. ‘That on the basement story was the kitchen; that 
on the ground floor was the general dining-room; that on 
the floor above was the Upper Room -referred to-in the 
hand-bill where the Public Dinner at fourpence-halfpenny
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a head was provided every day. The cooking was done, 
with much economy of space and fuel, by American cooking- 
stoves, and by young women not previously brought up as 
cooks; the walls and pillars of the two dining-rooms were 
agreeably brightened with ornamental colours; the tables 
“were capable of accommodating six or eight persons each; 
the attendants were all young women, becomingly and 
neatly dressed, and dressed alike. I think the whole staff 
was female, with the exception of the steward or manager. 

My first inquiries were directed to the wages of this 
staff; because, if an yestablishment claiming to be self- 
supporting, live upon the spoliation of anybody or any- 
thing, or eke out a feeble existence by poor mouths and 
beggarly resources (as too many so-called Mechanics’ Insti- 
tutions do), I make bold to express my Uncommercial 
opinion that it has no business to live, and had better die. 
It was made clear to me: by the account books, that every . 
person employed was properly paid. My next inquiries 
were directed to the quality of the provisions purchased, 
and to the terms on which they were bought. It was made 
equally clear to me that the quality was the very best, and 
that all bills were paid weekly. My next inquiries were 
directed to the balance-sheet for the last two weeks—only 
the third and fourth of the establishment’s career. It was 
made equally clear to me, that after everything bought 
was paid for, and after each week was charged with its full 
share of wages, rent and taxes, depreciation of plant in 
use, and interest on capital at the rate of four per cent per 
annum, the last week had yielded a profit of (in round 
numbers) one pound ten; and the previous week a profit of 
six pounds ten. By this time I felt that I had a healthy 
appetite for the dinners. 

It had just struck twelve, and a quick succession of faces 
had already begun to appear at a little window in the wall 
of the partitioned space where I sat looking over the books. 
Within this little window, like a pay-box at a theatre, a 
neat and brisk young woman presided to take money and 
issue tickets. Every one coming in must take a ticket. 
Either the fourpence-halfpenny ticket for the upper room 
(the most popular ticket, I think), or a penny ticket for a 
bowl of soup, or as many penny tickets as he or she chose 
to buy. For three penny tickets one had quite a wide 
range of choice. A plate of cold boiled beef and potatoes;
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or a plate of cold ham. and potatoes; ora plate of hot 
minced beef. and potatoes; or a bowl of soup, bread and 
cheese, and a plate of plum-pudding. Touching what they 
should have, some customers on taking their seats fell into 
a reverie—became mildly. distracted—postponed decision, 
and said in bewilderment, they would think of it. One old 
man I noticed when I sat among the tables in the lower 
room, who was startled by. the bill of fare, and sat contem- 
plating it as if it were something of a ghostly nature. The 
decision of the boys was as rapid as their execution, and 
always included pudding. . _:; mo, ; 

There were several women among the diners, and several 
clerks and shopmen.' There were carpenters and painters 
from the neighbouring buildings under repair, and there 
were nautical men, and there were, as one diner observed 
to me, “some of most sorts.” Some were solitary, some 
came two together, some dined in parties of three or four, 
or six, The latter talked together, but assuredly no: one 
was louder than at my club in’Pall-Mall.. One young fel- 
low whistled in rather a shrill manner while he waited fox 
his dinner, but I was gratified to observe that he did so in 
evident defiance of my Uncommercial individuality. Quite 
agreeing with him, on consideration, that I had no business 
to be there, unless I dined like the rest, I “ went in,” as 
the phrase is, for fourpence-halfpenny. oo . 

The room of the fourpence-halfpenny banquet had, like 
the lower room, a counter in it, on which were ranged a 
great number of cold portions ready for distribution. Be- 
hind this counter, the fragrant soup was steaming in deep 
cans, and the best-cooked of potatoes were fished out of 
similar receptacles.. Nothing to eat was touched with the 
hand. Every waitress had her own tables to attend to. 
As soon as she saw a new customer seat himself at one of 
her tables, she took from the counter all his dinner—his 
soup, potatoes, meat, and pudding—piled it up dexterously 
in her two hands, set it before him, and. took his ticket, 
This serving of the whole dinner at once, had been found 
greatly to simplify the business of attendance, and was 
also popular with the customers: who were thus enabled 
to vary the meal by. varying. the routine of dishes: begin- 
ning with soup to-day, putting soup in the middle to. 
morrow, putting soup at the end the day after to-morrow, 
and ringing similar changes.on meat and pudding. . The
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rapidity with which every new eomer got served, was re- 
. markable; and the dexterity with which the waitresses 
"(quite new to the art a month before) discharged their 
‘duty, was as agreeable to see, as the neat smartness 
with which they wore their dress and had dressed their 

. hair, 
‘If I seldom saw better waiting, so.I certainly never ate 

- better meat, potatoes, or pudding. And th.- soup was an 
honest and stout soup, with rice and barley in it, and “lit- 
tle matters for the teeth to touch,” as had been observed to 
me by my friend below stairs already quoted. The dinner- 
service, too, was neither conspicuously hideous for High 
Art nor for Low Art, but was of a pleasant and pure ap- 
pearance. Concerning the viands and their cookery, one 
last remark. J dined at my club in Pall-Mall aforesaid, a 
few days afterwards, for exactly twelve times the money, 
and not half as well. _ , 

The company thickened after one o’clock struck, and: 
changed pretty quickly. Although experience of the place 
had been so recently attainable, and although there was 
Still considerable curiosity out in the street and about the 
entrance, the general tone was as good «as could be, and the 
customers fell easily into the ways of the place. It was 
clear. to me, however, that they were there to have what 
they paid for, and to be on an independent footing. To 
the best of my judgment, they might be patronised out of 
the building ina month. With judicious visiting, and by 
dint of being questioned, read to, and talked at, they might 
even be got rid of (for the next quarter of a century) in. 
half the time. oO 

This disinterested and wise movement is fraught with so 
many wholesome changes in the lives of the working people, 
and with so much good in the way of overcoming that 
suspicion which our own unconscious impertinence has en- 
gendered, that it is scarcely’ gracious to criticise details as 
yet; the rather, because it is indisputable that the mana- 
gers of the Whitechapel establishment most thoroughly feel 
that they are upon their honour.with the customers, as to 
the minutest points of administration. But, although the American stoves cannot roast, they can surely boil one kind 
of meat as well as another, and need not always circum- 
scribe their boiling talents within the limits of ham and 
beef. The most enthusiastic admirer of those substantials,
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would probably not object to occasional inconstancy in re- 
spect of pork and mutton: or, especially in cold weather, 
to a little innocent trifling with Irish stews, meat pies, and 
toads in holes. Another drawback on the Whitechapel 
establishment, is the absence of beer. Regarded merely 
as a question of policy, it is very impolitic, as having a 
tendency to send the working men to the public-house, 
where gin is reported to be sold. But, there is a much 
higher ground on which this absence of beer is objection- 
able. It expresses distrust of the working man. Itisa 
fragment of that old mantle of patronage in which so many 
estimable Thugs, so darkly wandering up and down the 
moral world, are sworn to muffle him. Good beer is a 
good thing for him, he says, and he likes it; the Depot could 
give it him good, and he now gets it bad. Why does the 
Depot not give it him good? Because he would get drunk. 
Why does the Depot not let him have a pint with his din- 
ner, which would not make him drunk? Because. he might 
have had another pint, or another two pints, before he 
came. Now, this distrust is an affront, is exceedingly 
inconsistent with the confidence thema nagers express in 
their hand-bills, and is a timid stopping-short upon the 
straight highway. It is unjust and unreasonable, also. It 
is unjust, because it punishes the sober man for the vice of 
the drunken man. It.is unreasonable, because any one at _ 
all experienced in such things knows that the drunken 
workman does not get drunk where he goes to eat and 
drink, but where he goes to drink—expresslyto drink. To 
suppose that the working man cannot state this question to 
himself quite as plainly as I state it here, is to suppose that 
he is a baby, and is again to tell him in the old wearisome 
condescending patronising way that he must be goody- 
poody, and do as he is toldy-poldy, and not be a manny- 
panny or a voter-poter, but fold his handy-pandys, and be 
achildy-pildy. | 

I found from the accounts of the Whitechapel Self- . 
Supporting Cooking Depot, that every article sold in it, 
even at the prices I have quoted, yields a certain small 
profit! Individual speculators.are of course already in the 
field, and are of course already appropriating the name. 
The classes for whose benefit the real depots are designed, ; 
will distinguish between the two kinds of enterprise. .
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-- AT A DOCKYARD. 

. THERE are some small out-of-the-way landing-places on 
the Thames and the Medway, where I do much of my 
summer idling. Running water is favourable to day- 
dreams, and a strong tidal river is the best of running 
water for mine. I like to watch the great ships standing 
out to sea or coming home richly laden, the active little 
steam-tugs confidently puffing with them to and from the 
sea-horizon, the fleet of barges that seem to have plucked 
their brown and russet sails from the ripe trees in the land- 
scape, the heavy old colliers, ight in ballast, floundering 
down before the tide, the light screw barks and schooners 
imperiously holding a straight course while the others pa- 
tiently tack and go about, the yachts with their tiny hulls 
and great white sheets of canvas, the little sailing-boats 
bobbing to and fro on their errands of pleasure or business, 
and—as it is the nature of little people to do—making a 
prodigious fuss about their small affairs. Watching these 
objects, I still am under no obligation to think about them, 
or even so much as to see them, unless it perfectly suits 
my humour. As little am I obliged to hear the plash and 
flop of the tide, the ripple at my feet, the clinking wind- 
lass afar off, or the humming steam-ship paddles further 
away yet. These, with the creaking little jetty on which 
Isit, and the gaunt high-water marks and low-water marks 
in the mud, and the broken causeway, and the broken bank, 
aud the broken stakes and piles leaning forward as if they 
were vain of their personal appearance and looking for their 
reflection in the water, will melt into any train of fancy. 
Equally adaptable to any purpose or to none, are the pas- 
turing sheep and kine upon the marshes, the gulls that 
wheel and dip around me, the crows (well out of gunshot) 
going home from the rich harvest-fields, the heron that has 
been out a fishing and looks as melancholy, up there in the 
sky, as if it hadn’t agreed with him. Everything within 
the range of the senses will, by the aid of the running
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water, lend itself to everything beyond that range, and 
work into a drowsy whole, not unlike a kind of tune, but 
for which there is no exact definition. 

One of these landing-places is near an old fort (Ican | 
see the Nore Light from it with my pocket-glass), from 
which fort mysteriously emerges a boy, to whom I am 
much indebted for additions to my scanty stock of know]l- 
edge. Heis a young boy, with an intelligent face burnt 
to a dust colour by the summer sun, and with crisp hair of 
the same hue. He is a boy in whom I have perceived 
nothing incompatible with habits of studious inquiry and 
meditation, unless an evanescent black eye (I was delicate 
of inquiring how occasioned) should be so considered. . To 
him am I indebted for ability to identify a Custom-house 
boat at any distance, and for acquaintance with all the 
forms and ceremonies observed by a homeward bound In- 
diaman coming up the river, when the Custom-house officers 
go aboard her. But for him, I might never have heard of 
“the dumb-ague,” respecting which malady I am now 
learned. Had I never sat at his feet, I might have finished 
my mortal career and never known that when I see a white . 
horse on a barge’s sail, that. barge is a lime barge. For 
precious secrets in reference to beer, am I likewise beholden 
to him, involving warning against the beer of a certain 
establishment, by reason of its having turned sour through 
failure in point of demand; though my young sage is not 
of opinion that similar deterioration has befallen the ale. 
He has also enlightened me touching the mushrooms of the 
marshes, and has gently reproved my ignorance in having 
supposed them to be impregnated with salt. His manner 
of imparting information, is thoughtful, and appropriate to 
the scene. As he reclines beside me, he pitches into the 
river, a little stone or piece of grit, and then delivers him- 
self oracularly, as though he spoke out of the centre of the 
spreading circle that it makes in the water. He never im-" 
proves my mind without observing this formula. ; 

With the wise boy—whom I know by no other name 
than the Spirit of the Fort—I ‘recently consorted on a 
breezy day when the river leaped about us and was full of 
life. I had seen the sheaved corn carrying in the golden 
fields as I came down to the river; and the rosy farmer, 
watching his labouring-men in the saddle on his cob, had 

. told me how he had reaped his two hundred and sixty acres
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of. long-strawed corn last week, and how a better week’s 
work he had never done in all his days. Peace and abun- 
dance were on the country-side in’ beautiful forms and 
beautiful colours, and the harvest seemed even to be sail- 
ing out to grace the never-reaped sea in the yellow-laden 
barges that mellowed the distance. . 

It was on this occasion that the Spirit of the Fort, direct- 
ing his remarks to a certain floating iron battery lately 
lying in that reach of the river, enriched my mind with his 
opinions on naval architecture, and informed me that he 
would like to be an engineer. ‘I found him up to every- 
thing that is done in the contracting line by Messrs. Peto 
and Brassey—cunning in the article of concrete—mellow 
in the matter of iron—great on the subject of gunnery. 
When he spoke of pile-driving and sluice-making, he left 
me not a leg to stand on, and I can never sufficiently 
acknowledge his forbearance with me in my disabled state. 
While ‘he thus discoursed, he several times directed his 
eyes to one distant quarter of the landscape, and spoke 
with vague mysterious awe of “the Yard.” Pondering his 
lessons after we had parted, I bethought me that the Yard 
was one of our large public Dockyards, and that it lay hid- 
den among the crops down in the dip behind the windmills, 
as if it modestly kept itself out of view in peaceful times, 
and sought to trouble no man. ‘Taken with this modesty 
on the part of the Yard, I resolved to improve the Yard’s 
acquaintance. : 
'- My good opinion of the Yard’s retiring character was not 
dashed by nearer approach. It  resounded with the noise 
of hammers beating upon iron; and the great sheds or slips 
under which the mighty men-of-war are built, loomed busi- 
ness-like when contemplated from the opposite side of the 
river. For all that, however, the Yard made no display, 
but kept itself snug under hill-sides of corn-fields, hop- 
gardens, and orchards; its great chimneys smoking with 
a quiet—almost a Jazy—air, like giants smoking tobacco; 
and the great Shears moored off it, looking meekly and in- 
offensively out of proportion, like the Giraffe of the machin- 
ery creation, The store of cannon on the neighbouring 
gun-wharf, had an innocent toy-like appearance, and the 
one red-coated sentry on duty over them was a mere toy 
figure, with a clock-work movement. As the hot sunlight 
sparkled on him he might have passed for the identical
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little man who had the little gun, and whose bullets they 
were made of lead, lead, lead. 

Crossing the river and landing at the Stairs, where a 
drift of chips and weed had been trying to land before me 
and had not succeeded, but had got into a corner instead, I 
found the very street posts to be cannon, and the architect- 
ural-ornaments to be shells. And so I came to the Yard, 
which was shut up tight and strong with great folded gates, 
fike an enormous patent safe. These gates devouring me, 
I became digested into the Yard; and it had, at first, a 
clean-swept holiday air, as if it had given over work until 
next war-time. Though indeed a quantity of hemp for 
rope was tumbling out of store-houses, even there, which 
would hardly be lying like so much hay on the white stones 
if the Yard were as placid as it pretended. - 

Ding, Clash, Dong, Bane, Boom, Rattle, Clash, Bana,’ 
Clink, Bane, Dong, Bane, Clatter, Banc, nanc, BANG! 
What on earth is this! This is, or soon will be, the Achil- 
les, iron armour-plated ship. Twelve hundred men are 
working at her now; twelve hundred men working on stages 
over her sides, over her bows, over her stern, under her 
keel, between her decks, down in her hold, within her and 
without, crawling and creeping into the finest curves of 
her lines wherever it is possible for men to twist. Twelve 
hundred hammerers, measurers, caulkers, armourers, forg- 
ers, smiths, shipwrights; twelve hundred dingers, clashers, 
dongers, rattlers, clinkers, bangers bangers bangers! Yet — 
all this stupendous uproar around the rising Achilles is as 
nothing to the reverberations with which the perfected 
Achilles shall resound upon the dreadful day when the full 
work is in hand for which this is but note of preparation— 
the day when the scuppers that are now fitting like great 
dry thirsty conduit-pipes, shall run red. All these busy 
figures between decks, dimly seen bending at their work in 
smoke and fire, are as nothing to the figures that shall do 
work here of another kind in smoke and fire, that day. 
These .steam-worked engines alongside, helping the ship 
by travelling to and fro, and wafting tons of iron plates 
about, as though they were so many leaves of trees, would 
be rent limb from limb if they stood by her for a minute 
then. To think that this Achilles, monstrous compound of 
iron tank and oaken chest, can ever swimorroll! ‘fo think 
that any force of wind and wave could ever break her! To
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think that wherever I see a glowing red-hot iron point 
thrust out of her side from within—as I do now, there, 
and there, and there!—and two watching men ona stage 
without, with bared arms and sledge-hammers, strike at it 
fiercely, and repeat their blows until it is black and flat, I 
see a rivet being driven Home, of which there are many in 
every iron plate, and thousands upon thousands in the ship! 
To think that the difficulty I experience in appreciating the 
ship’s size when Tam on board, arises from her being a 
series of iron tanks and oaken chests, so that internally she 
is ever finishing and ever beginning, and half of her might 
be smashed, and yet the remaining half suffice and be 
sound. . ‘Then, to go over the side again and down among 
the ooze and wet to the bottom of the dock, in the depths 
of the subterranean forest of dog-shores and stays that hold 
her up, and to see the immense mass bulging out against 
the upper light, and tapering down’ towards me, is, with 
great pains‘and much clambering, to arrive at an impossi- 
bility of realising that this is a ship at all, and to become 
possessed by the fancy that it’is an enormous immovable 
edifice set up in an ancient amphitheatre (say, that at Ve- 

, Yona), and almost filling it! Yet what would even these 
things be, without the tributary workshops and the me- 
chanical powers for piercing the iron plates—four inches 
and a half thick—for rivets, shaping them under hydraulic 

” pressure to the finest tapering turns of the ship’s lines, 
and paring them away, with knives shaped like the beaks 
of strong and cruel birds, to the nicest requirements of the 
design! These machines of tremendous force, so easily 
directed by one attentive face and presiding hand, seem to 
me to have in them something of the retiring character of 
the Yard. " “Obedient monster, please to bite this mass of 
iron through and through, at equal distances, where these 
regular chalk-marks are, all round.” Monster looks at its 
work, and lifting its ponderous head, replies, “I don’t par- 
ticularly want to do it; butif it must be done———!” ‘The 
solid metal wriggles out, hot from the monster’s crunch- 
ing tooth, and it?s done. “Dutiful monster, observe this 
other mass of iron. It is required to be pared away, ac- 
cording to this delicately lessening and arbitrary line, which 
please to look at.” Monster (who has been in a reverie) 
brings down its blunt head, and, much in the manner of 
‘Doctor Johnson, closely looks along the line—very closely,
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being somewhat near-sighted.. “I don’t particularly want 
todo it; but if it must be done——!” Monster takes 
another near-sighted look, takes aim, and the tortured piece 
writhes off, and falls, a hot tight-twisted snake, among 
the ashes. The making of the rivets is merely a pretty 
round game, played by a man and a boy, who put red-hot 
barley sugar in a Pope Joan board, and immediately rivets 
fall out of window; but the tone of the great machines is 
the tone of the great Yard and the great country: “We don’t 
particularly want to do it; but if it must be done 1? 

How such a prodigious mass as the Achilles can ever be 
held by such comparatively little anchors as those intended 
for her and lying near her here, is a mystery of seamanship 
which I will refer to the wise boy. For my own part, I 
should as soon have thought of tethering an elephant toa 
tent-peg, or the larger hippopotamus in the Zoological Gar- 
dens to my shirt-pin. Yonder in the river, alongside a 
hulk, lie two of this ship’s hollow iron masts. They are 
large enough for the eye, I find, and so are all her other 
‘appliances. I wonder why only her anchors look small. . - 

1 have no present time to think about it, for I am going 
to see the workshops where they make all the oars used in 
the British Navy. A pretty large pile of building, I opine, 
and a pretty long job! As to the building, I am soon dis-. 
appointed, because the work is all done in one loft. And 
as to a long job—what is this? ‘Two rather large mangles 
with a swarm of butterflies hovering over them? What 
can there be in the mangles that attracts butterflies? 

Drawing nearer, I discern that these are not mangles, 
but intricate machines, set with knives and saws and planes, 
which cut smooth and straight here, and slantwise there, 
and now cut such a depth, and now miss cutting altogether, 
according to the predestined requirements of the pieces of 
wood that are pushed on below them: each of which pieces 
is to be an oar, and is roughly adapted to that purpose be- 
fore it takes its final leave of far-off forests, and sails for 
England. Likewise I discern that the butterflies are not 
true butterflies, but wooden shavings, which, being spirted 
up from the wood by the violence of the machinery, and 
kept in rapid and not equal movement by the impulse of 
its rotation on the air, flutter and play, and rise and fall, 
and conduct themselves as like butterflies as heart could 
wish. Suddenly the noise and motion cease, and the but- 

22 
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terflies drop dead. An oar has been made since I came in, 
wanting the shaped handle. As quickly as I can follow it 
with my eye and thought, the same oar is carried to a tum- 
ing lathe. A whirl and a Nick! Handle made. Oar 
finished. 

The exquisite beauty and efficiency of this machinery 
need no illustration, but happen to have a pointed illus- 
tration to-day. A pair of oars of unusual size chance to 
be wanted for a special purpose, and they have to be 
made by hand. Side by side with the subtle and facile 
machine, and side by side with the fast-growing pile of 

. oars on the floor, a man shapes out these special oars with 
‘ an axe. Attended by no butterflies, and chipping and 

dinting, by comparison as leisurely as if he were a Jabour- 
ing Pagan getting them ready against his decease at three- 
score and ten, to take with him asa present to Charon for 
his boat, the man (aged about thirty) plies his task. The 

’ machine would make a regulation oar while the man wipes 
his forehead. The man might be buried in a mound made 
of the strips of thin broad wooden ribbon torn from the 
wood whirled into oars as the minutes fall from the clock, 
before he had done a forenoon’s work with his axe. 

Passing from this wonderful sight to the Ships again— 
for my heart, as to the Yard, is where the ships are—I no- 
tice certain unfinished wooden walls left seasoning on the 
stocks, pending the solution of the merits of the wood and 
iron question, and having an air of biding their time with 
surly confidence. The names of these worthies are set up 
beside them, together with their capacity in guns—a cus- 
tom highly conducive to ease and satisfaction in social in- 
tercourse, if it could. be adapted to mankind. By a plank 
more gracefully pendulous than substantial, I make bold 
to go aboard a transport ship (iron screw) just sent in from 
the contractor’s yard to be inspected and passed. She is 
a very gratifying experience, in the simplicity and hu- 
manity of her arrangements for troops, in her provision for 
light and air and cleanliness, and in her care for women 
and children. It occurs to me, as I explore her, that I 
would require a handsome sum of money to go aboard her, 
at midnight by the Dockyard bell, and stay aboard alone 
till morning; for surely she must be haunted by a crowd of 
ghosts of obstinate old martinets, mournfully flapping their 
cherubic epaulettes over the changed times. Though still
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we may learn from the astounding ways and means in our 
Yards now, more highly than ever to respect the forefathers 
who got to sea, and fought the sea, and held the sea, with- 
out them. This remembrance putting me in the best of 
tempers with an old hulk, very green as to her copper, and 
generally dim and patched, I pull off my hat to her. 
Which salutation a callow and downy-faced young officer 
of Engineers, going by at the moment, perceiving, appro- 
priates—and to which he is most heartily welcome, I am 
sure. 

Having been torn to pieces (in imagination) by the steam 
circular saws, perpendicular saws, horizontal saws, and 
saws of eccentric action, I come to the sauntering part of 
‘my expedition, and consequently to the core of my Uncom- 
mercial pursuits. ; 

Everywhere, as I saunter up and down the Yard, I meet 
with tokens of its quiet and retiring character. There isa 
gravity upon its red brick offices and houses, a staid pre- 
tence of having nothing worth mentioning to do, an avoid- 

ance of display, which I never saw out of England. The 

white stones of the pavement present no other trace of 

Achilles and his twelve hundred banging men (not one of 
whom strikes an attitude) than a few occasional echoes. 
But for a whisper in the air suggestive of sawdust and 
shavings, the oar-making and the saws of many movements 

might be milesaway. Down below here, is the great reser- 

voir of water where timber is steeped in various tempera- 
tures, as-a part of its seasoning process. Above it, on a 

tramroad supported by pillars, is a Chinese Enchanter’s 
Car, which fishes the logs up, when sufficiently steeped, 
and rolls smoothly away with them to stack them. When 
I was a child (the Yard being then familiar to me) I used 

to think that I should like to play at Chinese Enchanter, 
and to have that apparatus placed at my disposal for the 

purpose by a beneficent country. I still think that I should 
rather like to try the effect of writing a book in it. Its re- 

tirement is complete, and to go gliding to and fro among 

the stacks of timber would be a convenient kind of travel- 

ling in foreign countries—among the forests’ of North 

America, the sodden Honduras swamps, the dark pine 

’ woods, the Norwegian frosts, and the tropical heats, rainy 

seasons, and thunder-storms. ‘The costly store of timber 

is stacked and stowed away in sequestered places, with the
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pervading avoidance of flourish or effect. It makes as lit- 
tle of itself as possible, and calls to no one “Come and look 
atme!” And yet it is picked out from the trees of. the 
world; picked out for length, picked out for breadth, 
picked out for straightness, picked out for crookedness, 
chosen with an eye to every need of ship and boat. 
Strangely twisted pieces lie about, precious in the sight of 
shipwrights. Sauntering through these groves, I come 
upon an open glade where workmen are examining some 
timber recently delivered. Quite a pastoral scene, with a 
background of river and windmill! and no more like War 
than the American States are at present like an Union. 

Sauntering among the ropemaking, I am spun into a 
state of blissful indolence, wherein my rope of life seems 
to be so untwisted by the process as that I can see back to 
very early days indeed, when my bad dreams—they were 
frightful, though my more mature understanding has never 
made out why—were of an interminable sort of ropemak- 
ing, with long minute filaments for strands, which, when 
they were spun home together close to my eyes, occasioned 
screaming. Next, I walk among the quiet lofts of stores 
—of sails, spars, rigging, ships’ boats—determined to be- 
lieve that somebody in authority wears a girdle and bends 
beneath the weight of a massive bunch of keys, and that, 
when: such a thing is. wanted, he comes telling his keys 
like Blue Beard, and opens such a door. . Impassive as the 
long lofts look, let the electric battery send down the word, 
and the shutters and doors shall fly open, and such a fleet 
of armed ships, under steam and under sail, shall burst 
forth as will charge the old Medway—where the merry 
Stuart let the Dutch come, while his not so merry sailors 
starved in the streets—with something worth looking at to 
carry to the sea. Thus I idle round to the Medway again, 
where it is now flood tide; and I find the river evincing @ 
strong solicitude to force a way into the dry dock where 
Achilles is waited on by the twelve hundred bangers, with 

‘intent to bear the whole away before they are ready- 
To the last, the Yard puts a quiet face upon it; forl 

make my way to the gates through a little quiet grove of 
trees, shading the quaintest of Dutch landing-places, where 
the leaf-speckled shadow of a shipwright just passing away 
at the further end might be the shadow of Russian Peter 
himself. So, the doors of the great patent safe at last
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close upon me, and I take boat again: somehow, thinking 
as the oars dip, of braggart Pistol and his brood, and of 
the quiet monsters of the Yard, with their “We don’t 
particularly want to doit; but if it must be done——!” 
Scrunch, . 

X XVII. 

ON FRENCH-FLEMISH LIFE. 

“Tris neither a bold nor a diversified country,” said I 
to myself, “this country which is three-quarters Flemish, 
and a quarter French; yet it has its attractions too. 
Though great lines of railway traverse it, the trains leave 
it behind, and go puffing off to Paris and the South, to Bel- 
gium and Germany, to'the Northern Sea-Coast of France, 
and to England, and merely smoke it a little in passing. 
Then I don’t know it, and that is a good reason for being 
here; and I can’t pronounce half the long queer names I 
see inscribed over.the shops, and that is another good 
reason for being here, since I surely ought to learn how.” 
In short, I was “here,” and I wanted an excuse for not 
going away from here, and I made it to my satisfaction, 
and stayed here. ; 

What part in my decision was borne by Monsieur P. 
Saley, is of no moment, though I own to encountering that 
gentleman’s name on a red bill on the wall, before I made: 
up my mind. Monsieur P. Salcy, “par permission de M. 
le Maire,” had established his theatre in the whitewashed 
Hotel de Ville, on the steps of which illustrious edifice I 
stood. And Monsieur P. Saley, privileged director of such 
theatre, situate in “the first theatrical arrondissement of 
the department of the North,” invited French-Flemish 
mankind to come and partake of the intellectual banquet 
provided by his family of dramatic artists, fifteen subjects 
in’ number. “La Famille P. Saucy, composée d’artistes 
dramatiques, au nombre de 15 sujets.” 

Neither a bold nor a diversified country, 1 say again, and 
withal an untidy country, but pleasant enough to ride in, 
when the paved roads over the flats and through the hol- 
lows, are not toodeep in black mud. A country so sparely 
inhabited, that I wonder where the peasants who till and
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sow and reap the ground, can possibly dwell, and also by 
what invisible balloons they are conveyed from their dis- 
tant homes into the fields at sunrise and back again at sun- 
set. The occasional few poor cottages and farms in this 
region, surely cannot afford shelter to the numbers neces- 
sary to the cultivation, albeit the work is done so very de- 
liberately, that on one long harvest day I have seen, in 
twelve miles, about twice as many men and women (all 
told) reaping and binding. Yet have I seen more cattle, 
more sheep, more pigs, and all in better case, than where 
there is purer French spoken, and also better ricks—round 
swelling peg-top ricks, well thatched: not a shapeless 
brown heap, like the toast of a Giant’s toast-and-water, 
pinned to the earth with one of the skewers out of his 
kitchen. A good custom they have’ about here, likewise, 
of prolonging the sloping tiled roof of farm or cottage, so 
that it overhangs three or four feet, carrying off the wet, 
and making a good drying place wherein to hang up herbs, 
or implements, or what not. A better custom than the 
popular one of keeping the refuse-heap ‘and puddle close 
before the house door: which, although I paint my dwelling 
never so brightly blue (and it cannot be too blue for me, 
hereabouts), will bring fever inside my door. Wonderful 
poultry of the French-Flemish country, why take the trouble 
to be poultry? Why not stop short at eggs in the rising 
generation, and die out and have done with it? Parents 
of chickens have I seen this day, followed by their wretched 
young families, scratching nothing out of the mud with an 
air—tottering about on legs so scraggy and weak, that the 
valiant word drumsticks becomes a mockery when applied 
to them, and the crow of the lord and master has been a 
mere dejected case of croup. Carts have I seen, and other 
agricultural instruments, unwieldy, dislocated, monstrous. 
Poplar-trees by the thousand fringe the fields and fringe 
the end of the flat landscape, so that I feel, looking straight 
on before me, as if, when I pass the extremest fringe on 
the low horizon, I shall stumble over into space. Little 
white-washed black holes of chapels, with barred doors 
and Flemish inscriptions, abound at roadside corners, and 

often they are garnished with a sheaf of wooden crosses, 
like children’s swords; or, in their default, some hollow 
old tree with a saint roosting in it, is similarly decorated, 
or a pole with a very diminutive saint enshrined aloft in a
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sort of sacred pigeon-house. Not that we are deficient in 
such decoration in the town here, for, over at the church 
yonder, outside the building, is a scenic representation of 
the Crucifixion, built up with old bricks and stones, and 
made out with painted canvas and wooden figures: the ° 
whole surmounting the dusty skull of some holy personage 
(perhaps), shut up behind a little ashy iron grate, as if it 
were originally put there to be cooked, and the fire had 
long gone out. A windmilly country this, though the 
windmills are so damp and rickety, that they nearly knock 
themselves off their legs at every turn of their sails, and 
creak in loud complaint.- A weaving country, too, for in 
the wayside cottages the loom goes wearily—rattle and 
click, rattle and click—and, looking in, I see the poor 
weaving peasant, man or woman, bending at the work, 
while the child, working too, turns a little handwheel put 
upon the ground to suit its height. An unconscionable 
monster, the loom in a small dwelling, asserting himself 
ungenerously as the bread-winner, straddling over the chil- 
dren’s straw beds, cramping the family in space and air, 
and making himself generally objectionable and tyrannical. 
He is tributary, too, to ugly mills and factories and 
bleaching-grounds, rising out of the sluiced fields in an 
abrupt bare way, disdaining, like himself, to be ornamental 
oraccommodating. Surrounded by these things, here I stood 
on the steps of the Hétel de Ville, persuaded to remain by 
the P. Saley Family, fifteen dramatic subjects strong. 

There was a Fair besides. The double persuasion being 
irresistible, and my sponge being left behind at the last 
Hotel, I made the tour of the little town to buy another. 
In the small sunny shops—mercers, opticians, and druggist- 
grocers, with here and there an emporium of religious 
images—the gravest of old spectacled Flemish husbands 
and wives sat contemplating one another across bare count- 
ers, while the wasps, who seemed to have taken military 
possession of the town, and to have placed it under wasp- 
martial law, executed warlike manceuvres in the windows. 
Other shops the wasps had entirely to themselves, and no- 
body cared and nobody came when I beat with a five-franc 
piece upon the board of custom. WhatI sought was no 
more to be found than if I had sought a nugget of Califor- 
nian gold: so I went, spongeless, to pass the evening with 
the Family P. Saley.
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The members of the Family P. Salcy were so fat and so 
like one another—fathers, mothers, sisters, brothers, uncles, 
and aunts—that I think the local audience were much con- 
fused about the plot of the piece under representation, 
and to the last expected that everybody must turn out to 
be the long-lost relative of everybody else. The Theatre 
was established on the top story of the Hétel de Ville, and 
was approached by a long bare staircase, whereon, in an 
airy situation, one of the P. Saley Family—a stout gentle- 
man imperfectly repressed by a belt—took the money. 
This occasioned the greatest excitement of the evening; 
for, no sooner did the curtain-rise on the introductory 
Vaudeville, and reveal in the person of the young lover 
(singing a very short song with his eyebrows) apparently 
the very same identical stout gentleman imperfectly re- 
pressed by a belt, than everybody rushed out to the paying- 
place, to ascertain whether he could possibly have put on 
that dress-coat, that clear complexion, and those arched 
black vocal eyebrows, in so short a space of time. It then 
became manifest that this was another stout gentleman im- 
perfectly repressed by a belt: to whom, before the specta- 
tors had recovered their presence of mind, entered a third 
stout gentleman imperfectly repressed by a belt, exactly 
like him. These two “subjects,” making with the money- 
taker three of the announced fifteen, fell into conversation 
touching a charming young widow: who, presently appear- 
ing, proved to be a stout lady altogether irrepressible by any 
means—quite a parallel case to the American Negro—fourth 
of the fifteen subjects, and'sister of the fifth who presided 
over the check department. In good time the whole of the 
fifteen subjects were dramatically presented, and we had 
the inevitable Ma Mére, Ma Mére! and also the inevitable 
‘Mmalédiction d’un pére, and likewise the inevitable Marquis, 
and also the inevitable provincial young man, weak-minded 
but faithful, who followed Julie to Paris, and cried and 
laughed and choked all at once. Thestory was wrought out 
with the help of a virtuous spinning-wheel in the beginning, 
a vicious set of diamonds in the middle, and a rheumatic 
blessing (which arrived by post) from Ma Mére towards 
the end; the whole resulting in a small sword in the body 
of one of the stout gentlemen imperfectly repressed by a 
belt, fifty thousand frances per annum and a decoration to 
the other stout gentleman imperfectly repressed by a belt,
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and an assurance from everybody to the provincial young 
man that if he were not supremely happy—which he seemed 
to have no reason whatever for being—he ought to be. 
This afforded him a final opportunity of erying and laugh- 
ing and choking all at once, and sent the audience home 
sentimentally delighted. Audience more attentive or bet- 
ter behaved there could not possibly be, though the places 
of second rank in the Theatre of the Family P. Salcy were 
sixpence each in English money, and the places of first’ rank 
a shilling. How the fifteen subjects ever got so fat upon 
it, the kind Heavens know. 

What gorgeous china figures of knights and ladies, gilded 
till they gleamed again, I might have bought at the Fair for 
the garniture of my home, if I had been a French-Flemish 
peasant, and had had the money! What shining coffee- 
cups and saucers I might have won at the turntables, if I 
had had the luck! Ravishing perfumery also, and sweet- 
meats, I might have speculated in, or I might have fired 
for prizes at a multitude of little dolls in niches, and might 
have hit the doll of dolls, and won frances and fame. Or, 
being 2 French-Flemish youth, I might have been drawn 
in a hand-cart by my compeers, to tilt for municipal re- 
wards at the water-quintain; which, unless I sent my lance’ 
clean through the ring, emptied a full bucket over me;. to 
fend off which, the competitors wore grotesque old scare- 
crow hats. Or, being French-Flemish man or woman, boy 
or girl, I might have circled all night on my hobby-horse 
in a stately cavalcade of hobby-horses four abreast, inter- 
spersed with triumphal cars, going round and round and 
round and round, we the goodly company singing a cease- 
less chorus to the music of the barrel-organ, drum, and 
cymbals. On the whole, not more monotonous than the 
Ring in Hyde Park, London, and much merrier; for when 
do the circling company sing chorus, there, to the barrel- 
organ, when do the ladies embrace their horses round the 
neck with both arms, when do the gentlemen fan the ladies 
with the tails of their gallant steeds? On all these revolv- 
ing delights, and on their own especial lamps and Chinese 
lanterns revolving with them, the thoughtful weaver-face 
brightens, and the Hitel de Ville sheds an illuminated line 
of gaslight: while above it, the Eagle of France, gas- 
outlined and apparently afflicted with the prevailing infirmi- 
ties that have lighted on the poultry, is in a very undecided 

22*
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state of policy, and as a bird moulting. Flags flutter all 
around. Such is the prevailing gaiety that the keeper of 
the prison sits on the stone steps outside the prison-door, to 
have a look at the world that is not locked up; while that 
agreeable retreat, the wine-shop opposite to the prison in 
the prison-alley (its sign La Tranquillité, because of its 
charming situation), resounds with the voices of the shep- 
herds and shepherdesses who resort there this festive night. 
And it reminds me that only this afternoon, I saw a shep- 
herd in trouble, tending this way, over the jagged stones 
of a neighbouring street. A magnificent sight it was, to 
behold him in his blouse, a feeble little jog-trot rustic, 
swept along by the wind of two immense gendarmes, in 
cocked-hats for which the street was hardly wide enough, 
each carrying a bundle of stolen property that would not 
have held his shoulder-knot, and clanking a sabre that 
dwarfed the prisoner. 

“‘Messieurs et Mesdames, I present to you at this Fair, 
as a mark of my confidence in the people of this so- 
renowned town, and as an act of homage to their good 
sense and fine taste, the Ventriloquist, the Ventriloquist! 
Further, Messieurs et Mesdames, I present to you the Face- 
Maker, the Physiognomist, the great Changer of Counte- 
nances, who transforms the features that Heaven has be- 
stowed upon him into an endless succession of surprising 
and extraordinary visages, comprehending, Messieurs et 
Mesdames, all the contortions, energetic and expressive, of 
which the human face is capable, and all the passions of 
the human heart, as Love, Jealousy, Revenge, Hatred, 
Avarice, Despair! Hi hi, Ho ho, Lu lu, Come in!” To 
this effect, with an occasional smite upon a sonorous kind 
of tambourine—bestowed with a will, as if it represented 
the people who won’t come in—holds forth a man of lofty 
and severe demeanour; a man in stately uniform, gloomy 
with the knowledge he possesses of the inner secrets of the 
booth. “Come in, come in! Your opportunity presents 
itself to-night; to-morrow it will be gone for ever. To- 
morrow morning by the Express Train the railroad will 
reclaim the Ventriloquist and the Face-Maker! Algeria 
will reclaim the Ventriloquist and the Face-Maker! Yes! 
For the honour of their country they have accepted propo- 
sitions of a magnitude incredible, to appear in Algeria. 
See them for the last time before their departure! We go
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to commence on the instant. Hi. hil Ho ho! Lu lu! 
Come in! Take the money that now ascends, Madame; 
but after that, no more, for we commence! Come in!” 

Nevertheless, the eyes both of the gloomy Speaker and 
of Madame receiving sous in a muslin bower, survey the 
crowd pretty sharply after the ascending money has as- 
cended, to detect any lingering sous at the turning-point. 
“Come in, comein! Is there any more money, Madame, 
on the point of ascending? If so, we wait for it. If not, 
we commence!” ‘The orator looks back over his shoulder 
to say.it, lashing the spectators with the conviction that 
he beholds through the folds of the drapery into which he 
is about to-plunge, the Ventriloquist and the Face-Maker. 
Several sous burst out of pockets, andascend. “Comeup, __ 
then, Messieurs!” exclaims Madame in a shrill voice, and -. 
beckoning with a bejewelled finger. “Come up! This 
presses. Monsieur has commanded that they commence!” 
Monsieur dives into his Interior, and the last half-dozen of 
us follow. His Interior is comparatively severe; his Ex- 
terior also. A true Temple of Art needs nothing but seats, 
drapery, a small table with two moderator lamps hanging 
over it, and an ornamental looking-glass let into the wall. 
Monsieur in uniform gets behind the table and surveys us 
with disdain, his forehead becoming diabolically intellect- 
ual under the moderators. ‘“ Messieurs et Mesdames, I 
present to you the Ventriloquist. He will commence with 
the celebrated Experience of the bee in the window. The 
bee, apparently the veritable bee of Nature, will hover in 
the window, and about the room. He will be’ with diffi- 
culty caught in the hand of Monsieur the Ventriloquist— 
he will escape—he will again hover—at length he will be 
recaptured by Monsieur the Ventriloquist, and will be with 
difficulty put into a bottle. Achieve then, Monsieur!” 
Here. the proprietor is replaced behind the table by the 
Ventriloquist, who is thin and sallow, and of a weakly 
aspect. While the bee is in progress, Monsieur the Pro- 
prietor sits apart on a stool, immersed in dark and remote 
thought. The moment the bee is bottled, he stalks forward, 
eyes us gloomily as we applaud, and then announces, 
sternly waving his hand: “The magnificent Experience 
of the child with the whooping-cough!” The child dis- 
posed of, he starts up as before. “The superb and extraor- 
dinary Experience of the dialogue between Monsieur Ta-
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tambour in his dining-room, and his domestic, Jerome, in 
the cellar; concluding with the songsters of the grove, and 
the Concert of. domestic Farm-yard animals.” All this 
done, and well done, Monsieur the Ventriloquist with- 
draws, and Monsieur the Face-Maker bursts in, as if his 
retiring-room were a mile long instead of a yard. A cor- 
pulent little man in a large white waistcoat, with a comic 
countenance, and with a wig in his hand. Irreverent dis- 
position to laugh, instantly checked by the tremendous 
gravity of the Face-Maker, who intimates in his bow that 
if we expect that sort.of thing we are mistaken. <A very 
little shaving-glass with a leg behind it is handed in, and 
placed on the table before the Face-Maker. “ Messieurs 
et Mesdames, with no other assistance than this mirror and 
this wig, I shall have the honour of showing you a thou- 
sand characters.” : As a preparation, the Face-Maker with 
both hands gouges himself, and turns his mouth inside out. 
He then becomes frightfully grave again, and says to the 
Proprietor, “Iam ready!” Proprietor stalks forth from 
baleful reverie, and announces “The Young Conscript!” 
Face-Maker claps his wig on, hind side before, looks in the 
glass, and appears above it as a conscript so very imbecile, 
and squinting so extremely hard, that I should think the 
State would never get any good of him. Thunders of ap- 
plause. Face-Maker dips behind the looking-glass, brings 
his own hair forward, is himself again, is awfully grave. 
“A distinguished inhabitant of the Faubourg St. Germain.” 
Face-Maker dips, rises, is supposed to be aged, blear-eyed, 
toothless, slightly palsied, supernaturally polite, evidently 
of noble birth. “The oldest member of the Corps of In- 
valides on the féte-day of his master.” Face-Maker dips, 
rises, wears the wig on one side, has become the feeblest 
military bore in existence, and (it is clear) would lie fright- 
fully about his past achievements, if he were not confined 
to pantomime. “The Miser!” Face-Maker dips, rises, 
clutches a bag, and every hair of the wig is on end to ex- 
press that he lives in continual dread of thieves. ‘The 
Genius of France!” - Face-Maker dips, rises, wig pushed 
back and smoothed flat, little cocked-hat (artfully con- 
cealed till now) put a-top of it, Face-Maker’s white waist- 
coat much advanced, Face-Maker’s left hand in bosom of 
white waistcoat, Face-Maker’s right hand behind his back. 
Thunders. This is the first of three positions of the Genius
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of France. In the second position, the Face-Maker takes 
snuff; in the third, rolls up his right hand, and surveys 
illimitable armies through that pocket-glass. The Face- 
Maker then, by putting out his tongue, and wearing the 
wig nohow in particular, becomes the Village Idiot. The 
most remarkable feature in the whole of his ingenious per- 
formance, is, that whatever he does to disguise himself, 
has the effect of rendering him rather more like himself 
than he was at first. 

There were peep-shows in this Fair, and I had the pleas- 
ure of recognising several fields of glory with which I be- 
came well acquainted a year or two ago as Crimean battles, 
now doing duty as Mexican victories. The change was 
neatly effected by some extra smoking of the Russians, and 
by permitting the camp followers free range in the fore- 
ground to despoil the enemy of their uniforms. As no 
British troops had ever happened to be within sight when 
the artist took his original sketches, it followed fortunately 
that none were in the way now. - 

The Fair wound up with a ball. Respecting the par- 

ticular night of the week on which the ball took place, I 

decline to commit myself; merely mentioning that it was 

held in a stable-yard so very close to the railway, that it is 

a mercy the locomotive did not set fire toit. (In Scotland, 
I suppose it would have done so.) There, in a tent prettily 

decorated with looking-glasses and a myriad of toy flags, 

the people danced all night. It was not an expensive rec- 

reation, the price of a double ticket for a cavalier and lady 

being one and threepence in English money, and even of 

that small sum fivepence was reclaimable for “consomma- 
tion; ? which word I venture to translate into refreshments 
of no greater strength, at the strongest, than ordinary wine 

made hot, with sugar and lemon init. It was a ball of 
great good humour and of great enjoyment, though very 

many of the dancers must have been as poor as the fifteen 
subjects of the P. Saley Family. 

In short, not having taken my own pet national pint pot 
with me to this Fair, I was very well satisfied with the 
measure of simple enjoyment that it poured into the dull 

French-Flemish country life. How dull that is, I had an 
opportunity of considering when the Fair was over—when 
the tri-coloured flags were withdrawn from the windows of 

the houses on the Place where the Fair was held—when
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the windows were close shut, apparently until next Fair 
time—when the Hotel de Ville had cut off its gas and put 
away its eagle—when the two paviours, whom I take to 
form the entire paving population of the town, were ram- 
ming down the stones which had been pulled up for the 
erection of decorative poles—when the jailer had slammed 
his gate, and sulkily locked himself in with his charges. 
But then, as I paced the ring which marked the track of 
the departed hobby-horses on the market-place, pondering in 
my mind how long some hobby-horses do leave their tracks 
in public ways, and how difficult they are to erase, my 
eyes were greeted with a goodly sight. I beheld four male 
personages thoughtfully pacing the Place together, in the 
sunlight, evidently not belonging to the town, and having 
upon them a certain loose cosmopolitan air of not belonging 
to any town. One was clad in a suit of white canvas, 
another in a cap and blouse, the third in an old military 
frock, the fourth in a shapeless dress that looked as if it 
had been made out of old umbrellas, All wore dust- 
coloured shoes. My heart beat high; for, in those four 
male personages, although complexionless and eyebrowless, 
I beheld four subjects of the Family P. Saley. Blue- 
bearded though they were, and bereft of the youthful 
smoothness of cheek which is imparted by what is termed 
in Albion a “White-chapel shave” (and which is, in fact, 
whitening, judiciously applied to the jaws with the palm 
of the hand), I recognised them. As I stood admiring, 
there emerged from the yard of a lowly Cabaret, the excel- 
lent Ma Mére, Ma Mére, with the words, “The soup 18 
served; ” words which so elated the subject in the canvas 
suit, that when they all ran in to partake, he went last, 
dancing with his hands stuck angularly into the pockets of 
his canvas trousers, after the Pierrot manner. Glancing 
down the Yard, the last I saw of him was, that he looked 
in through a window (at the soup, no doubt) on one leg. 

Full of this pleasure, I shortly afterwards departed from 
the town, little dreaming of an addition to my good fortune. 
But more was in reserve. I went by a train which was 
heavy with third-class carriages, full of young fellows 
(well guarded) who had drawn unlucky numbers in the last 
conscription, and were on their way to a famous French 
garrison town where much of the raw military material is 
worked up into soldiery. A‘ the station they had been sit-
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‘ting about, in their threadbare homespun blue garments, 
with their poor little bundles under their arms, covered 
with dust and clay, and the various soils of France; sad 
enough at heart, most of them, but putting a good face 

upon it, and slapping their breasts and singing choruses on 

the smallest provocation; the gayer spirits shouldering half 
loaves of black bread speared upon their walking-sticks. As 

we went along, they were audible at every station, chorus- 

img wildly out of tune, and feigning the highest hilarity. 

After a while, however, they began to leave off singing, 

and to laugh naturally, while at intervals there mingled 

with their laughter the barking of adog. Now, I had to 

alight short of their destination, and, as that stoppage of 

the train was attended with a quantity of horn blowing, 

bell ringing, and proclamation of what Messieurs les Voy- 

ageurs were to do, and were not to do, in order to reach 

their respective destinations, I had ample leisure to go for- 

ward on the platform to take a parting look at my recruits, 

whose heads were all out at window, and who were laugh- 

ing like delighted children.: ‘Then I perceived that a large 

poodle with a pink nose, who had been their travelling 

companion and the cause of their-mirth, stood on his hind- 

legs presenting arms on the extreme verge of the platform, 

ready to salute them as the, train went off. This poodle 

wore a military shako (it is unnecessary to add, very much 

on one side over one eye), 2 little military coat, and the 

regulation white gaiters. He was armed with a little mus- 

ket and a little sword-bayonet, and he stood presenting 

arms in perfect attitude, with his unobsceured eye on his 

master or superior officer, who stood by him. So admira- 

ble was his discipline, that, when the train moved, and he 

was greeted with the parting cheers of the recruits, and 

also with a shower of centimes, several of which struck his 

shako, and had a tendency to discompose him, he remained 

staunch on his post, until the train was gone. He then 

resigned his arms to his officer, took off his shako by rub- 

bing his paw over it, dropped on four legs, bringing his 

uniform coat into the absurdest relations with the overarch- 

ing skies, and ran about the platform in his white gaiters, . 

wagging his tail to an exceeding great extent. It struck 

me that there was more waggery than this in the poodle, 

and that he knew that the recrnits would neither get 

‘through their exercises, nor get rid of their uniforms, as 
°
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easily as he; revolving which in my thoughts, and seeking 
in my pockets some small money to bestow upon him, I 
casually directed my eyes to the face of his superior officer, 
and in him beheld the Face-Maker! Though it was not 
the way to Algeria, but quite the reverse, the military poo- 
dle’s Colonel was the Face-Maker in a dark blouse, witha 
small bundle dangling over his shoulder at the end of an 
umbrella, and taking a pipe from his breast to smoke as 
he and the poodle went their mysterious way. 

XXVIII. 

“MEDICINE MEN.” 

My voyages (in paper boats) among savages often yield 
me matter for reflection at home. Itis curious to trace the 
savage in the civilised man, and to detect the hold of some 
savage customs on conditions of: society rather boastful of 
being high above them. ' 

I wonder, is the Medicine Man of the North American 
Indians never to be got rid of, out of the North American 
country? He comes into my Wigwam on all manner of 
occasions, and with the absurdest “Medicine.” I always. 

‘find it extremely difficult, and I often find it simply im- 
possible, to keep him out of my Wigwam. For his legal 
“Medicine” he sticks upon his head the hair of quadru- 
peds, and plasters the same with fat, and dirty white pow- 
der, and talks a gibberish quite unknown to the men and 
squaws of histribe. For his religious “ Medicine” he puts 
on puffy white sleeves, little black aprons, large black 
waistcoats of a peculiar cut, collarless coats with Medicine 
button-holes, Medicine stockings and gaiters and shoes, 
and tops the whole with a highly grotesque Medicinal hat. 
In one respect, to be sure, I am quite free from him. On 
occasions when the Medicine Men in general, together with 
a large number of the miscellaneous inhabitants of his vil- 

. lage, both male and female, are presented to the principal 
Chief, his native “Medicine” is a comical mixture of old 
odds and ends (hired of traders) and new things in anti- 
quated shapes, and pieces of red cloth (of which he is par- 
ticularly fond), and white and red and blue paint for the
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face The irrationality of this particular Medicine cul- 
minates in a mock battle-rush, from which many of the 
squaws are borne out, much dilapidated. I need not ob- 
serve how unlike this is to a Drawing Room at St. James’s 
Palace. 

The African magician I find it very difficult to exclude 
from my Wigwam too. ‘This creature takes cases of death 
and mourning under his supervision, and will frequently 
impoverish a whole family by his preposterous enchant- 
ments. He isa great cater and drinker, and always con- 
ceals a rejoicing stomach under a grieving exterior. His 
charms consist of an infinite quantity of worthless scraps, 
for which he charges very high. He impresses on the 
poor bereaved natives, that the more of his followers they 
pay to exhibit such scraps on their persons for an hour or 

two (though they never saw the deceased in their lives, 
- and are put in high spirits by his decease), the more hon- 

ourably and piously they grieve for the dead. The poor 

people, submitting themselves to this conjuror, an expen- 

sive procession is formed, in which bits of stick, feathers 
of birds, and a quantity of other unmeaning objects be- 
smeared with black paint, are carried in a certain ghastly 

order of which no one understands the meaning, if it ever 
had any, to the brink of the grave, and are then brought 
back again. mo , 

In the Tonga Islands everything is supposed to have a 

soul, so that when a hatchet is irreparably broken, they. 

say, “His immortal part has departed; he is gone to the 

happy hunting-plains.” This belief leads to the logical 
sequence that when a man is buried, some ‘of his eating 

and drinking vessels, and some of his warlike implements, 

must be broken and buried with him. Superstitious and 

wrong, but surely a more respectable superstition than 

the hire of antic scraps for a show that has no meaning 
based on any sincere belief. 

Let me halt on my Uncommercial road, to throw a pass- 

ing glance on some funeral solemnities that I have seen 

where North American Indians, African Magicians, and 

Tonga Islanders, are supposed not to be. - o 

Once, I dwelt in an Italian city, where there dwelt with 

me for a while, an Englishman of an amiable nature, great 

enthusiasm, and no discretion. This friend discovered a. 

desolate stranger, mourning over the unexpected death of
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one very dear to him, in a solitary cottage among the vine- 
yards of an outlying village. The circumstances of the 
bereavement were unusually distressing; and the survivor, 
new to the peasants and the country, sorely needed help, 
being alone with the remains. With some difficulty, but 
with the strong influence of a purpose at once gentle, disin- 
terested, and determined, my friend—Mr. Kindheart—ob- 
tained access to the mourner, and undertook to arrange the ~ 
burial. 

There was a small Protestant cemetery near the city 
walls, and as Mr. Kindheart came back to me, he tumed 
into it and chose the spot. He ivas always highly flushed 
when rendering a service unaided, and I knew that to make 
him happy I must keep aloof from his ministration. But 
when at dinner he warmed with the good action of the day, 
and conceived the brilliant idea of comforting the mourner 
with “an English funeral,” I ventured to intimate that I 
thought that institution, which was not absolutely sublime 
at home, might prove a failure in Italian hands. However, 
Mr. Kindheart was so enraptured with his conception, that 
he presently wrote down into the town requesting the at- 
tendance with to-morrow’s earliest light of a certain little 
upholsterer. This upholsterer was famous for speaking 
the unintelligible local dialect (his own) in a far more un- 
intelligible manner than any other man alive. 

When from my bath next morning I overheard Mr. Kind- 
heart and the upholsterer in conference on the top of an 
echoing staircase; and when I overheard Mr. Kindheart 
rendering English Undertaking phrases into very choice 
Italian, and ths upholsterer replying in the unknown 
Tongues; and when I furthermore remembered that the 
local funerals had no resemblance to English funerals; I 
became in my secret bosom apprehensive. But Mr. Kind- 
heart informed me at breakfast that measures had been 
taken to ensure a signal success. , 

As the funeral was to take place at sunset, and as I 
knew to which of the city gates it must tend, I went out at 
that gate as the sun descended, and walked along the 
dusty, dusty road. I had not walked far, when I encoun- 
tered this procession: . 
hon - Mr. Kindheart, much abashed, on an immense grey 

se. 
2. A bright yellow coach and pair, driven by a coach:
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man in bright red velvet knee-breeches and waistcoat. 
(This was the established local idea of State.) Both coach 
doors kept open by the coffin, which was on its side within, 
and sticking out at each. 

3. Behind the coach, the mourner, for whom the coach 
was intended, following in the dust. 

4, Concealed behind a roadside well for. the irrigation 
of a garden, the unintelligible Upholsterer, admiring. 

It matters little now. Coaches of all colours are alike to 
poor Kindheart, and he rests far North of the little ceme- 
tery with the cypress-trees, by the city walls where the 
Mediterranean is so beautiful. 

My first funeral, a fair representative funeral after its 
kind, was that of the husband of a married servant, once 
my nurse. She married for money. Sally Flanders, after 
a year or two of matrimony, became the relict of Flanders, 
a small master builder; and either she or Flanders had 
done me the honour to express a desire that I should “ fol- 

_low.” I may have been seven or eight years old;—young 
enough, certainly, to feel rather alarmed by the expression, 
as not knowing where the invitation was held to terminate, 
and how far I was expected to follow the deceased Flan- 
ders. Consent being given by the heads of houses, I was 
jobbed up into what was pronounced at home decent mourn- 
ing (comprehending somebody else’s shirt, unless my mem- 
ory deceives me), and was admonished that if, when the 
funeral was in action, I put my hands in my pockets, or 
took my eyes out of my pocket-handkerchief, I was per- 
sonally lost, and my family disgraced. On the eventful 
day, having tried to get myself into a disastrous frame of 
mind, and having formed a very poor opinion of myself be- 
cause I couldn’t ery, I repaired to Sally’s. Sally was an 
excellent creature, and had been a good wife to old Flan- 
ders, but the moment I saw her I knew that she was not in 
her own real natural-state. She formed a sort of Coat of 
Arms, grouped with a smelling-bottle, a handkerchief, an 
orange, a bottle of vinegar, Flanders’s sister, her own sister, 
Flanders’s brother’s wife, and two neighbouring gossips— 
all in mourning, and all ready to hold her whenever she 
fainted. At sight of poor little me she became much agi- 
tated (agitating me much more), and having exclaimed, “OQ 
here’s dear Master Uncommercial!” became hysterical, and 
swooned as if I had been the death of her. An affecting
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scene followed, during which I was handed about and 
poked at her by various people, as if I were the bottle of 
salts. Reviving a little, she embraced me, said, “ You 
knew him well, dear Master Uncommercial, and he knew 
you!” and fainted again: which, as the rest of the Coat 
of Arms soothingly said, “done her credit.” . Now, I knew 
that she needn’t have fainted unless she liked, and that 
she wouldn’t have fainted unless it had been expected of 
her, quite as well as I know it at this day. It made me 
feel uncomfortable and hypocritical besides. I was not 
‘sure but that it might be manners in me to faint next, and 
I resolved to keep my eye on Flanders’s uncle, and if I saw 
any signs of his going in that direction, to go too, politely. 
But Flanders’s uncle (who was a weak little old retail 
grocer) had only one idea, which was that we all wanted 
tea; and he handed us cups of tea all round, incessantly, 
whether we refused or not. There was a young nephew of 
Flanders’s present, to whom Flanders, it was rumoured, 
had left nineteen guineas. He drank all the tea that was 
offered him, this nephew—amounting, I should say, to 
several quarts—and ate as much plum-cake as he could 
possibly come by; but he felt it to be decent'mourning that 
he should now and then stop in the midst of a lump of 
cake, and appear to forget that his mouth was full, in the 
contemplation of his uncle’s memory. I felt all this to be 
the fault of the undertaker, who was handing us gloves on 
a tea-tray as if they were muffins, and tying us into cloaks 
(mine had to be pinned up all round, it was so long for 
me), because I knew that he was making game. So, when 
we got out into the streets, and I constantly disarranged the 
procession by tumbling on the people before me because 
my handkerchief blinded my eyes, and tripping up the peo- 
ple-behind me because my cloak’ was so long, I felt that 
we were all making game. I was truly sorry for Flanders, 
but I knew that it was no reason why we should be trying 
(the women with their heads in hoods like coal-scuttles 
with the black side outward) to keep step with a man ina 
scarf, carrying a thing like a mourning spy-glass, which he 
was going to open presently and sweep the horizon with. 
I knew that we should not all have been speaking in one 
particular key-note struck by the undertaker, if we had not 
been making game. Even in our faces ‘we were every one 
of us as like the undertaker as if we had been his own fam-
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ily, and I perceived that this could not have happened unless 
we had been making game. When we returned to Sally’s, 
it was all of a piece. The continued: impossibility of get- 
ting on without plum-cake; the ceremonious apparition of 
a pair of decanters containing port and sherry and cork; 
Sally’s sister at the tea-table, clinking the best crockery 
and shaking her head mournfully every time she looked 
down into the teapot, as if it were the tomb; the Coat of 
Arms again, and Sally as before; lastly; the words of con- 
solation administered to Sally when it was considered right 
that she should “come round nicely:” which were, that 
the deceased had had “as com-for-ta-ble a fu-ne-ral as 
comfortable could be!” — . 

Other funerals have I seen with grown-up eyes, since 
that day, of which the burden has been the same childish 
burden. Making game. Real affliction, real grief and 
solemnity, have been outraged, and the funeral has been 

’ “performed.” The waste for which the funeral customs 
of many tribes of savages are conspicuous, has attended 
these civilised obsequies; -and once, and twice, have I 
wished in my soul that if the waste must be, they would 
let the undertaker bury the money, and let me bury the 
friend. . : ‘ 

In France, upon the whole, these ceremonies are’ more 
sensibly regulated, because they are upon the whole less 
expensively regulated. I cannot say that I have ever been _ 
much edified by the custom of tying a bib and.apron on 
the front of the house of mourning, or that I would myself 
particularly care to be driven to my grave in a nodding 
and bobbing car, like an infirm four-post bedstead, by an 
inky fellow-creature in a cocked-hat. ‘But it may be that 
Tam constitutionally insensible to the virtues of a cocked- 
hat. In provincial France, the solemnities are sufficiently 
hideous, but are few and cheap. The friends and towns- 

- men of the departed, in their own dresses and not. mas- 
querading under the auspices of the African Conjuror, 
surround the hand-bier, and often carry it. It is not 
considered indispensable to stifle the bearers, or even to 
elevate the burden on their shoulders; consequently it is 
easily taken up, and easily set down, and is carried through 
the streets without the distressing floundering and shuffling 
that we see at home. A dirty priest or two, and a dirtier 
acolyte or two, do not lend any especial grace to the pro-
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ceedings; and I regard with personal animosity the bas- 
soon, which is blown at intervals: by the big legged priest 
(it is always a big legged priest who blows the bassoon), 
when his fellows combine in a lugubrious stalwart drawl. 
But there is far less of the Conjuror and the Medicine Man 
in the business than under like circumstances here. The 
grim coaches that we reserve expressly for such shows, are 
non-existent; if the cemetery be far out of the town, the 
coaches that are hired for other purposes of life are hired 
for this purpose; and although the honest vehicles make 
no pretence of being overcome, I have never noticed that 
the people in them were the worse for it. In Italy, the 
hooded Members of Confraternities who attend on funerals, 
are dismal and ugly to look upon; but the services they 
render are at least voluntarily rendered, and impoverish no 
one, and cost nothing. Why should high civilisation and 
low savagery ever come together on the point of making 
them a wantonly wasteful and contemptible set of forms? 

Once I lost a friend by death, who had’ been troubled in 
his time by the Medicine Man and the Conjuror, and upon 
whose limited resources there were abundant claims. The 
Conjuror assured me that I must positively “follow,” and 
both he and the Medicine Man entertained no doubt that I 
must go in a black carriage, and must wear “ fittings.” I 
objected to fittings as having nothing to do with my friend- 
ship, and I objected to the black carriage as being in more 
senses than one a job. So, it came into my mind to try 
what would happen if I: quietly walked, in my own way, 
from my own house to my friend’s burial-place, and stood 
beside his open grave in my own dress and person, rever- 
ently listening to the best of Services. It satisfied my 
mind, I found, quite as well as if I had been disguised in 
a hired hatband and scarf both trailing to my very heels, 
and as if I had cost the orphan children, in their greatest 
need, ten guineas. 

Can any one who ever beheld the stupendous absurdities 
attendant on “A message from the Lords” in the House 
of Commons, turn upon the Medicine Man of the poor In- 
dians? Has he any “Medicine” in that dried skin pouch 
of his, so supremely ludicrous as the two Masters in Chan- 
cery holding up their black petticoats and butting their 
tidiculous wigs at Mr. Speaker? Yet there are authorities 
innumerable to tell me—as there are authorities innumera-
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ble among the Indians to tell them—that the nonsense is 
indispensable, and that its abrogation would involve most 
awful consequences. What would any rational creature 
who had never heard of judicial and forensic “ fittings,” 
think of the Court of ‘Common Pleas on the first day of 
Term? Or with what an awakened sense of humour would 
LivincsTonE’s account of a similar scene be perused, if 
the fur and red cloth and goats’ hair and horse hair and 
powdered chalk and black patches on the top of the head, 
were all at Tala Mungongo instead of Westminster? That 
model missionary and good brave man found at least one 
tribe of blacks with a very strong sense of the ridiculous, 
insomuch that although an amiable and docile people, they 
never could see the Missionaries dispose of their legs in the 
attitude of kneeling, or hear them begin a hymn in chorus, 
without bursting into roars of irrepressible laughter. It 
is much to be hoped that no member of this facetious tribe 
may ever find his way to England and get committed for 
contempt of Court. . 

Yn the Tonga Island already mentioned, there are a set 
of personages called Mataboos—or some such name—who 
are the masters of all the public ceremonies, and who know 
the exact place in which every chief must sit down when a 
solemn public meeting takes place: a meeting which bears 
a family resemblance to our own Public Dinner, in respect 
of its being a main part of the proceedings that every gen- 
tleman present is required to drink something nasty. 
These Mataboos are a privileged order, so important is their 

avocation, and they make the most of their high functions. 
A long way out of the Tonga Islands, indeed, rather near 
the British Islands, was there no calling in of the Mataboos 
the other day to settle an earth-convulsing question of pre- 
cedence; and was there no weighty opinion delivered on 

the part of the Mataboos which, being interpreted to that 

unlucky tribe of blacks with the sense of the ridiculous, 
would infallibly set the whole population screaming with 
laughter? mo — 

My sense of justice demands the admission, however, 
that this is not quite a one-sided question. If we submit 
ourselves meekly to the Medicine Man ard the Conjuror, 
and are not exalted by it, the savages may retort upon us 
that we act more unwisely than they in other matters 

wherein we fail to imitate them. It is a widely diffused
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custom among savage tribes, when they meet to discuss 
any affair of public importance, to sit up all night making 
a horrible noise, dancing, blowing shells, and (in cases 
where they are familiar with fire-arms) flying out into open 
places and letting off guns. Itis questionable whether our 
legislative assemblies might not take a hint from this. A 
shell is not a melodious wind-instrument, and it is monoto- 
nous; but it is as musical as, and not more monotonous 
than, my Honourable friend’s own trumpet, or the trumpet 
that he blows so hard for the Minister. “The uselessness 
of arguing with any supporter of a Government or of an 
Opposition, is well known. Try dancing. It is a better 
exercise, and has the unspeakable recommendation that it 
couldn’t be.reported. The honourable and savage member 
who has a loaded gun, and has grown impatient of debate, 
plunges out of doors, fires in the air, and returns calm and 

‘ silent to the Palaver. Let the honourable and civilised 
member similarly charged with a speech, dart into the 
cloisters of Westminster Abbey in the silence of night, let 
his speech off, and come back harmless. It is not at first 
sight a very rational custom to paint a broad blue stripe 
across one’s nose and both cheeks, and a broad red stripe 
from the forehead to the chin, to attach a few pounds of 
wood to one’s under lip, to stick fish-bones in one’s ears 
and a brass curtain-ring in one’s nose, and to rub one’s 
body all over with rancid oil, as a preliminary to entering 
on business. But this is a question of taste and ceremony, 
and so is the Windsor Uniform. The manner of entering 
on the business itself is another question. A council of six 
hundred savage gentlemen entirely independent of tailors, 
sitting on their hams in a ring, smoking, and occasionally 
grunting, seem to me, according to the experience I have 
gathered in my voyages and travels, somehow to do what 
they come together for; whereas that is not at all the gen- 
eral experience of a council of six hundred civilised gentle- 
men very dependent on tailors’ and sitting on mechanical 
contrivances. It is better that an Assembly should do its 
utmost to envelop itself in smoke, than that it should direct 
its endeavours to enveloping the public in smoke; and I 
would rather it buried half a hundred hatchets than buried 
one subject demanding attention.. :
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XXIX., 

AT TITBULL’S ALMS-HOUSES. 

By the side of most railways out of London, one may see 
Alms-Houses and Retreats (generally with a Wing or a 
Centre wanting, and ambitious of being much bigger than 
they are), some of which are newly-founded Institutions, 
and some old establishments transplanted. There is a ten- 
dency in these pieces of architecture to shoot upward unex- 
pectedly, like Jack’s bean-stalk, and to be ornate in spires 
of Chapels and lanterns of Halls, which might lead to the 
embellishment of the air with many castles of questionable 
beauty but for the restraining consideration of expense. 
However, the managers, being always of a sanguine tem- 
perament, comfort themselves with plans and elevations of 
Loomings in the future, and are influenced in the present . 
by philanthropy towards the railway passengers. For, the 
question how prosperous and promising the buildings can 
be made to look in their eyes, usually supersedes the lesser 
question how they can be turned to the best account for the 
iminates, ‘ 

Why none of the people who reside in these places ever 
look out of window, or take an airing in the piece of ground 
which is going to be a garden by-and-bye, is one of the 
wonders I have added to my always-lengthening list of the 
wonders of the world. I have got it into my mind that 
they live in a state of chronic injury and resentment, and 
on that account refuse to decorate the building with a 
human interest.. As I have known legatees deeply injured 
by a bequest of five hundred pounds because it was not five 
thousand, and as I was once acquainted with a pensioner 
on the Public to the extent of two hundred a year, who 
perpetually anathematised his Country because he was not 

‘in the receipt of four, having no claim whatever to six- 
pence: so perhaps it usually happens, within certain linits, 
that to get a little help is to get a notion of being defrauded 
of more. “How do they pass their lives in this beautiful 
and peaceful place!” was the subject-of my speculation 
with a visitor who once accompanied me to a charming
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rustic retreat for old men and women: a quaint ancient 
foundation in a pleasant English county, behind a pictu- 
resque church and among rich old convent gardens, There 
were but some dozen or so of houses, and we agreed that 
we would talk with the inhabitants, as they sat in their 
groined rooms between the light of their fires and the light 
shining in at their latticed windows, and would find out. 
They passed their lives in considering themselves mulcted 
of certain ounces of tea by a deaf old steward who lived 
among them in the quadrangle. There was no reason to 
suppose that any such ounces of tea had ever been in exist- 
ence, or that the old steward so much as knew what was 
the matter;—he passed Ais life in considering himself 
periodically defrauded of a birch-broom by the beadle. 

But it is neither to old Alms-Houses in the country, 
nor to new Alms-Houses by the railroad, that these pres- 
ent Uncommercial notes relate. They refer back to jour- 
neys made among those common-place smoky-fronted Lon- 
don Alms-Houses, with a little paved court-yard in front 
enclosed by iron railings, which have got snowed up, as it 
were, by bricks and mortar; which were once in a suburb, 
but are now in the densely populated town; gaps in the 
busy life around them, parentheses in the close and blotted 
texts of the streets. 

Sometimes, these Alms-Houses belong to a Company or 
Society. “Sometimes, they were established by individuals, 
and are maintained out of private funds bequeathed in 
perpetuity long ago. My favourite among them is Tit 
bull’s, which establishment is a picture of many. Of Tit- 
bull I know, no more’ than that he deceased in 1723, that 
his Christian name was Sampson, and his social designa- 
tion Esquire, and that he founded these Alms-Houses as 
Dwellings for Nine Poor Women and Six Poor Men by his 
Will and Testament. I should not know even this much, 
but for its being inscribed on a grim stone very difficult to 
read, let into the front of the centre house of Titbull’s 
Alms-Houses, and which stone is ornamented a-top witha 
piece of sculptured drapery resembling the effigy of Tit- 
bull’s bath-towel. 

Titbull’s Alms-Houses are in the east of London, ina 
great highway, in a poor busy and thronged neighbourhood. 
Old iron and fried fish, cough drops and artificial flowers, 
boiled pigs’-feet and household furniture that looks as if 

N
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it were polished up with lip-salve, umbrellas full of vocal 
literature and saucers full of shell-fish in a green juice 
which I hope is natural to them when their health is good, 
garnish the paved sideways as you go to Titbull’s. I take 
the ground to have risen in those parts since Titbull’s time, 
and you drop into his domain by three stone steps. So did 
I first drop into it, very nearly striking my brows against 
Titbull’s pump, which stands with its back to the thorough- 
fare just inside the gate, and has a conceited air of review- 
ing Titbull’s pensioners. 

“And a worse one,” said a virulent old man with a 
pitcher, “there isn’t nowhere. A harder one to work, nor 
a grudginer one to yield, there isn’t nowhere!” This old 
man wore a long coat, such as we see Hogarth’s Chairmen 
represented with, and it was of that peculiar green-pea hue 
without the green, which seems to come of poverty. It 
had also that peculiar smell of cupboard which seems to 
come of poverty. 

“The pump is rusty, perhaps,” said I. 
' “Not it,” said the old man, regarding it with undiluted 

virulence in his watery eye. “It never were fit to be 

termed a pump. That’s what’s the matter with 7.” 

“Whose fault is that?” said I. 
The old man, who had a working mouth which seemed 

to be trying to masticate his anger and to find that it was 

too hard and there was too much of it, replied, “Them 

gentlemen.” 
“What gentlemen? ” 

“Maybe you’re one of ’em?” said the old man, suspi- 

ciously. 
“The trustees?” 
“J wouldn’t trust ’em myself,” said the virulent old man. 

“If you mean the gentlemen who administer this place, 

no, I am not one of them; nor have I ever so much as 

heard of them.” 
“T wish Z never heard of them,” gasped the old man: 

“at my time of life—with the rheumatics—drawing water 

—from that thing!” Not to be deluded into calling it a 

Pump, the old man gave it another virulent look, took up 

his pitcher, and carried it into a corner dwelling-house, 

shutting the door after him. oe 

Looking around and seeing that each little house was a 

house of two little rooms; and seeing that the little oblong
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court-yard in front was like a graveyard for the inhabi- 
tants, saving that no word was engraven on its flat dry 
stones; and seeing that the currents of life and noise ran 
to and fro outside, having no more to do.with the place 
than if it were a sort of low-water mark on a lively beach; 
I say, seeing this and nothing else, I was going out at the 
gate when one of the doors opened. . 

“Was you looking for anything, sir?” asked a tidy well- 
favoured woman. 

Really, no; I couldn’t say I was. 
“Not wanting any one, sir?” 
“No—at least I—pray what is the name of the elderly 

gentleman who lives in the corner there? ” . 
The tidy woman stepped out to be sure of the door I in- 

dicated, and she and the pump and I stood all three ina 
row with our backs to the thoroughfare. 

“Oh! His name is Mr. Battens,” said the tidy woman, 
dropping her voice. 

“T have just been talking with him.” 
“Indeed?” said the tidy woman. “Ho! I wonder Mr. 

Battens talked!” 
“Ts he usually so silent?” -~ 
“Well, Mr. Battens is the oldest here—that is to say, 

the oldest of the old gentlemen—in point of residence.” 
She had a way of passing her hands over and under one 

another as she spoke, that was not only tidy but propitia- 
tory; so Tasked her if I might look at her little sitting- 
room? She willingly replied Yes, and we went into it 
together: she leaving the door open, with an eye as I u- 
derstood to the social proprieties. The door opening at once 
into the room without any intervening entry, even scandal 
must have been silenced by the precaution. 

It was a gloomy little chamber, but clean, and with a 
mug of wallflower in the window. On the chimney-piece 
“were two peacock’s feathers, a carved ship, a few shells, 
and a black profile with one eyelash; whether this portrait 
purported to be male or female passed my comprehension, 
“until my hostess informed me that it was her only son, and 
“quite a'speaking one.” 

“ He is alive, I hope? ” : 
“No, sir,” said the widow, “he were cast away in China.” 

This was said with a modest sense of its reflecting a certain 
geographical distinction on his mother. ,
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“Tf the old gentlemen here are not given to talking,” 
said I, “I hope the old ladies are?—not that you are one.” - 

She shook her head. ‘“ You see they get so cross.” 
“How is that?” . . 
“Well, whether the gentlemen really do deprive us of 

any little matters which ought to be ours by rights, I can- 
not say for certain; but the opinion of the old ones is they 
do. And Mr. Battens he do even go so far as to doubt 
whether credit is due to the Founder. For Mr. Battens he 
do say, anyhow he got his name up by it and he done it 
cheap.” mo mo 
“Tam afraid the pump has soured Mr. Battens.” | 
“Tt may be so,” returned the tidy widow, “but the 

handle does go very hard. Still, what I say to myself is, 
the gentleman may not pocket the difference between a 
good pump and a bad one, and I would wish to think well 
of them. And the dwellings,” said my hostess, glancing 
round her room; “ perhaps they were convenient dwellings 
in the Founder’s time, considered as his time, and there- 
fore he should not be blamed: But Mrs. Saggers is very 
hard upon them.” Hoe . 

' “Mrs. Saggers is the oldest here? ” Lo 
“The oldest but one. Mrs. Quinch being the oldest, and 

have totally lost her head.” . a o 
“And you?” - , 
“Tam the youngest in residence, and consequently am. 

not looked up to. But when Mrs. Quinch makes a happy 
release, there will be one below me. Nor is it to be ex- 
‘pected that Mrs. Saggers will prove herself immortal.” 

“True. Nor Mr. Battens.” . ; 

“Regarding the old gentlemen,” said my widow slight- 
ingly, “they count among themselves. They do not count 
among us. Mr. Battens is that exceptional that he have 
written to the gentlemen many times and have worked 
the case against them. ‘Therefore he have took a higher 
ground. But we do not, as a rule, greatly reckon the old 
gentlemen.” . .. 

Pursuing the subject, I found it to be traditionally set- 
tled among the poor ladies that the poor gentlemen, what- 
-ever their ages, were all very old indeed, and in a state of 
dotage. I also discovered that the juniors and new comers 
preserved, for a time, a waning disposition to believe in 
Titbull and his trustees, but that as they gained social
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standing they lost this faith, and disparaged Titbull and 
all his works, . 

Improving my acquaintance subsequently with this re- 
spected lady, whose name was Mrs. Mitts, and occasionally 
dropping in upon her with a little offering of sound Family 
Hyson in my pocket, I gradually became familiar with the 
inner politics and ways of Titbull’s Alms-Houses. ButI 
never could find out who the trustees were, or where they 
were: it being one of the fixed ideas of the place that those 
authorities must be vaguely and mysteriously mentioned as 
“the gentlemen” only. The secretary of “the gentlemen” 
was once pointed out to me, evidently engaged in cham- 
pioning the obnoxious pump against the attacks of the dis- 
contented Mr. Battens; but I am not in a condition to re- 
port further of him than that he had the sprightly bearing 
of a lawyer’s clerk. I had it from Mrs. Mitts’s lips in a 
very confidential moment, that Mr. Battens was once “had 
up before the gentlemen ” to stand or fall by his accusations, 
and that an old shoe was thrown after him on his depart- 
ure from the building on this dread errand;—not ineffectu- 
ally, for, the interview resulting in a plumber, was con- 
sidered to have encircled the temples of Mr. Battens with 
the wreath of victory. 

In Titbull’s Alms-Houses, the local society is not re- 
garded as good society. A gentleman or lady receiving vis- 
itors from without, or going out to tea, counts, as it were, 
accordingly; but visitings or tea-drinkings interchanged 
among Titbullians do not score. Such interchanges, how- 
ever, are rare, in consequence of internal dissensions occa- 
sioned by Mrs. Saggers’s pail: which household article 
has split Titbull’s into almost as many parties as there are 
dwellings in that precinct. The extremely complicated 
nature of the conflicting articles of belief on the subject 
prevents my stating them here with my usual perspicuity, 
but I think they have all branched off from the root-and- 
trunk question, Has Mrs. Saggers any right to stand her 
pail outside her dwelling? The question has been much 
refined upon, but roughly stated may be stated in those 
terms, ; 

There are two old men in Titbull’s Alms-Houses who, I 
have been given to understand, knew each other in the 
world beyond its pump and iron railings, when they were 
both “in trade.” They make the best of their reverses,
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and are looked upon with great contempt. They are little 
stooping blear-eyed old men of cheerful countenance, and 
they hobble up and down the courtyard wagging their chins 
and talking together quite gaily. This has given offence, 
and has, moreover, raised. the question whether they are 
justified in passing any other windows than their own. 
Mr. Battens, however, permitting them to pass his win- 
dows, on the disdainful ground that their imbecility almost 
amounts to irresponsibility, they are allowed to take their 
walk in peace. They live next door to‘one another, and 
take it by turns to read the newspaper aloud (that is to 
say, the newest newspaper they can get), and they play 
cribbage at night. On warm and sunny days they have 
been known to go so far as to bring out two chairs and sit 
by the iron railings, looking forth, but this low conduct, 
being much remarked upon throughout Titbull’s, they were 
deterred by an outraged public opinion from repeating it. 
There is a rumour—but it may be malicious—that they 
hold the memory of Titbull in some weak sort of venera- 
tion, and that they once set off together on a pilgrimage to 
the parish churchyard to find his tomb. To this, perhaps, 
might be traced a general suspicion that they are spies of 
“the gentlemen:” to which they were supposed to have 
given colour in my own presence on the occasion of the 
weak attempt at justification of the pump by the gentle- 
men’s clerk; when they emerged bare-headed from the 
doors of their dwellings, as if their dwellings and them- 
selves constituted an old-fashioned weather-glass of double 
action with two figures of old ladies inside, and deferen- 
tially bowed to him at intervals until he took his departure. 
They are understood to be perfectly friendless and rela- 
tionless. Unquestionably the two poor fellows make the 
very best of their lives in Titbull’s Alms-Houses, and un- 

questionably they are (as before mentioned) the subjects 
of unmitigated contempt there. . . 

On Saturday nights, when there is a greater stir than 
usual outside, and when itinerant vendors of miscellaneous 
wares even take their stations and light up their smoky 
lamps before the iron railings, Titbull’s | becomes flurried.: 
Mrs. Saggers has her celebrated palpitations of the heart, 
for the most part on Saturday nights. But Titbull’s is 
unfit to strive with the uproar of the streets in any. of its 
phases, It is religiously believed at Titbull’s that people
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push more than they used, and likewise that the foremost 
object of the population of England and Wales is to get 
you down and trample on you. Even of railroads they 
‘know, at Titbull’s, little more than the shriek (which Mrs. 
Saggers says goes through her, and ought to be taken up 
by Government); and the penny postage may even yet be 
unknown there, for I have never seen a letter delivered to 
any inhabitant. But there is a tall straight sallow lady 
resident in Number Seven, Titbull’s, who never speaks to 
anybody, who is surrounded by a superstitious halo of lost 
wealth, who does her household work in housemaid’s 
gloves, and who is secretly much deferred to, though openly 
cavilled at; and it has obscurely leaked out that this old 
lady has a son, grandson, nephew, or other relative, who is 
“a Contractor,” and who would think it nothing of a job 
to knock down Titbull’s, pack it off into Cornwall, and 
knock it together again. An immense sensation was made 
by a gipsy-party calling in a spring-van, to take this old 
lady up to go for a day’s pleasure into Epping Forest, and 
notes were compared as to which of the company was the 
son, grandson, nephew, or other relative, the Contractor. 
A thick-set personage with a white hat and a cigar in his 
mouth, was the favourite: though as Titbull’s had no other 
reason to believe that the Contractor was there at all, than 
that this man was supposed to eye the chimney stacks as 
if he would like to knock them down and cart them off, 
the general mind was much unsettled in arriving at a con- 
clusion. As a way out of this difficulty, it concentrated 
itself on the acknowledged Beauty of party, every stitch in 
whose dress was verbally unripped by the old ladies then 
and there, and whose “goings on” with another and 4 
thinner personage in a white hat might have suffused the 
pump (where they were principally discussed) with blushes, 
for months afterwards. Herein Titbull’s was to Titbull’s 
true, for ithas a constitutional dislikeof all strangers. As 
concerning innovations and improvements, it is always of 
opinion that what it does not want itself, nobody ought to 
want. But I think I have met with’ this opinion outside 
Titbull’s, . a 
- Of the humble treasures of furniture brought into Tit- 
bull’s by the inmates when they establish themselves in 
that place of contemplation for the rest of their days, by 
far the greater and more valuable part belongs to the ladies.
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I may claim the honour of having either crossed the thresh- 
old, or looked in at the door, of every one of the nine 
ladies, and I have noticed ‘that they are all particular in 
the article of bedsteads, and maintain favourite and long- 
established bedsteads and bedding as a regular part of their 
rest.’ Generally an antiquated chest of drawers is among 
their cherished possessions; a tea-tray alwaysis. I know 
of at least two rooms in which a little tea-kettle of genuine 
burnished copper, vies with the cat in winking at the fire; 
and one old lady bas a tea-urn set forth in state on the top 
of her chest of drawers, which urn is used as her library, 
and contains four duodecimo volumes, and a black-bordered. 
newspaper giving an account’ of the funeral of Her Royal 
Highness the Princess Charlotte. . Among the poor. old 
gentlemen there are no such niceties. ‘Their. furniture has 
the air of being contributed, like some obsolete. Literary 
Miscellany, “by. several hands; ”° their few. chairs never 
match; old patchwork coverlets linger among them; and they 
have an untidy habit of keeping their wardrobes in hat- 
boxes. When I recall one old gentleman who is rather choice 
in his shoe-brushes and blacking-bottle, I have summed up 
the domestic elegances of that side of the building. *, 

_ On the oceurrence.of a death in Titbull’s, it is invariably 

agreed among the survivors—and it is the only subject on 
which they do agree—that: the departed. did something 

“to bring it on.” Judging by -Titbull’s, I should say the 
human race need never. die, if they took care. . But they 

don’t take care, and they, do die, and when they die in Tit- 

bull’s they are buried at the cost of the Foundation. "Some. 

‘provision has been made for the purpose, in virtue of which 

(I record this on the strength of having seen the funeral of 

Mrs. Quinch) a lively neighbouring undertaker dresses up 

four of the old men, and four of the old women, hustles. 

them into a procession ‘of four couples, and leads off with 
a large black’ bow at'the back of his hat, looking over his 

shoulder at them airily from, time to time ‘to’ see that no 

member of the party has got-lost, or has tumbled down; 

as if they. were a company of dim old dolls. ro 

Resignation of a dwelling ‘is of very rare occurrence in 

Titbull’s... A story does obtain there, how an old lady’s 

son once drew .a prize of Thirty Thousand - Pounds in the 

Lottery, and presently drove to the gate in. his own car- 

riage, with French Horns playing up behind, and whisked 

23
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his mother away, and left ten guineas fora Feast. But 
have been unable to substantiate it by any evidence, and 
regard it as an Alms-House Fairy Tale. It is curious that 
the only proved case of resignation happened within my 
knowledge. — 
It happened on this wise. There is a sharp competition 
among the ladies respecting the gentility of their visitors, 
cand I have so often observed visitors to be dressed as fora 
holiday occasion, that I suppose the ladies to have be- 
sought them to make all possible display when they come. 
In these circumstances much excitement was one day occa- 
‘sioned by Mrs. Mitts receiving a visit from a Greenwich 
Pensioner. He was a Pensioner of a bluff and warlike 
appearance, with an empty coat-sleeve, and he was got up 
‘with unusual care; his coat-buttons were extremely bright, 
he wore his empty coat-sleeve in a graceful festoon, and he 
had a walking-stick in his hand that must have cost money. 
When, with the head of his walking-stick, he knocked 
at Mrs. Mitts’s door—there are no knockers in Titbull’s— 
Mrs. Mitts was overheard by a next-door neighbour to utter 
a cry of surprise expressing much agitation; and the same 
neighbour did afterwards solemnly affirm that when he 
was admitted into Mrs. Mitts’s room, she heard a smack. 
Heard a smack which was not a blow. 

There was an air about this Greenwich Pensioner when 
he took his departure, which imbued all Titbull’s with the 
conviction that he was coming again. He was eagerly 
looked for, and Mrs. Mitts was closely watched. In the 
meantime, if anything could have placed the unfortunate 
six old gentlemen at a greater disadvantage than that at 
which they chronically stood, it would have been the ap- 
parition of this Greenwich Pensioner. They were well 
shrunken already, but they shrunk to nothing in compari- son with the Pensioner. Even the poor old gentlemen 
themselves seemed conscious of their inferiority, and to 
‘know submissively that they could never hope to hold their 
own against the Pensioner with his warlike and maritime 
experience in the past, and his tobacco money in the pres- 
ent: his chequered career of blue water, black gunpowder, 
and red bloodshed for England home and beauty. 
' Before three weeks were out the Pensioner reappeared. 
‘Again he knocked at Mrs.: Mitts’s door with the handle 
‘of his stick, and again was he admitted. But not again
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did he depart alone; for Mrs. Mitts, in a bonnet identi--. 
fied as having been re-embellished, went out walking with. 
him, and stayed out till the ten o’clock beer, Greenwich: 
time. 

There was now a truce, even as to the troubled waters. 
. of Mrs. Saggers’s pail; nothing was spoken of among the. 

ladies but the conduct of Mrs. Mitts and its blighting in- 
fluence on the reputation of Titbull’s. It was agreed that. 
Mr. Battens “ought to take it up,” and Mr. Battens was. 
communicated with on the subject. That unsatisfactory 
individual replied “that he didn’t see his way yet,” and it. 
was unanimously voted by the ladies that aggravation was. 
in his nature. , 
How it came to pass, with some appearance of inconsist-. 

ency, that Mrs. Mitts was cut by all the ladies and the. 
Pensioner admired by all the ladies, matters not. Before: 
another week was out, Titbull’s was startled by another 
phenomenon. At ten o’clock in the forenoon appeared a 
cab, containing not only the Greenwich Pensioner with one- 
arm, but, to boot, a Chelsea Pensioner withoneleg. Both 
dismounting to assist Mrs. Mitts into the cab, the Green- 
wich Pensioner bore her company inside, and the Chelsea 
Pensioner mounted the box by the driver: his wooden leg: 
sticking out after the manner of a bowsprit, as if in jocular 
homage to his friend’s seagoing career. Thus the equi- 
page drove away. No Mrs. Mitts returned that night. 
What Mr. Battens might have done in the matter of tak- 

ing it up, goaded by the infuriated state of public feeling 
next morning, was anticipated by another phenomenon. 
A Truck, propelled by the Greenwich Pensioner and the 
Chelsea Pensioner, each placidly smoking a pipe, and push- 
ing his warrior breast against the handle. — . 

The display on the part of the Greenwich Pensioner of 
his “marriage-lines,” and his announcement that himself 
and friend had looked in for the furniture of Mrs. G. Pen- 
sioner, late Mitts, by no means reconciled the ladies to. 
the conduct of their sister; on the contrary, it is said that. 
they appeared more than ever exasperated. Nevertheless, 
my stray visits to Titbull’s since the date of this occur- 
rence, have confirmed me in an impression that it was a 
wholesome fillip. The nine ladies are smarter, both in 
mind and dress, than they used to be, though it must be 
admitted that they despise the six gentlemen to the last
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extent. They have a much greater interest in the exter- 
nal thoroughfare too, than they had when I first knew Tit- 
bull’s. And whenever I chance. to be leaning my back 
against the pump or the iron railings, and to be talking to 
one of the junior ladies, and to see that a flush has passed 
over. her face, I immediately know without looking round 
that a Greenwich Pensioner has gone past. -
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‘THE LAZY TOUR OF TWO 
' IDLE APPRENTICES. 

  

CHAPTER I. 

In the autumn month of September, eighteen hundred 
and fifty-seven, wherein these presents bear date, two idle 
apprentices, exhausted by the long, hot summer, and ‘the. 
long, hot work it had brought with it, ran away from their: 
employer. They were bound to a highly meritorious lady 
(named Literature), of fair credit and repute, though, it 
must be acknowledged, not quite so highly esteemed in the- 
City as she might be. This is the more remarkable, as. 
there is nothing against the respectable lady in that quar- 
ter, but quite the. contrary; her family having rendered. 
eminent service to many famous citizens of London. It. 
may be sufficient to name Sir William Walworth, Lord. 
Mayor under King Richard II., at the time of Wat Tyler’s 
insurrection, and Sir Richard Whittington: which latter- 
distinguished man and magistrate was doubtless indebted 
to the lady’s family for the gift of his celebrated cat. 
There is also strong reason to suppose that they rang the 
Highgate bells for him with their own hands. 

The misguided young. men who thus shirked their duty 
to the mistress from whom they had received many favours, 
were actuated by the low idea of making a perfectly idle 
trip, in any direction. They had no intention of going any~ 
where in particular; they: wanted to see nothing, they- 
wanted to knoi nothing, they wanted to learn nothing, 
they wanted to do nothing. They wanted only to be idle. 
They took to themselves (after HocarrH), the names of: | 
Mr. Thomas Idle and Mr. Francis Goodchild; but there 
was not a moral pin to choose between them, and they were: 
both idle in the last degree. eo ce 

Between Francis and Thomas, however, there was this
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difference of character: Goodchild was laboriously idle, 
and would take upon himself any amount of pains and la 
bour to assure himself that he was idle; in short, had no 
better idea of idleness than that it was useless industry 
Thomas .Idle, on the other hand, was an idler of the un- 
mixed Irish or Neapolitan type; a passive idler, a borm- 
and-bred idler, a consistent idler, who practised what he 
would have preached if hé had not been too idle to preach; 
a one entire and perfect chrysolite of idleness. 

The two idle apprentices found themselves, within a few 
hours of their escape, walking down into the North of Eng- 
land, that is to say,-Thomas was lying in a meadow, look- 
ing at the railway trains as they passed over a distant via- 
duct—which was his idea of walking down into the North; 
while Francis was walking a mile due South against time 
—which was his idea of walking down into the North. In 
the meantime the day waned, and the mile-stones remained 
unconqtered. oo, 

~ “Tom,” said Goodchild, “the sun is getting low. Up, 
and let us go forward!” — . 

“Nay,” quoth Thomas Idle, “I have not done with Annie 
Laurie yet.” And he proceeded with that idle but popular 
ballad, to the effect that for the bonnie young person of 
that name he would “lay him doon ‘and dee ”—equivalent, 
in prose, to lay him down and die. . 

“What an ass that fellow was!” cried Goodchild, with. 
the bitter emphasis of contempt. 

' “Which fellow? ” asked Thomas Idle. 
- “The fellow in your song. Lay him doon and dee! 

Finely he’d show off before the girl by doing that. A 
puiveller 1 Why couldn’t he get up, and punch somebody’s 
ead! Co 

- “Whose?” asked Thomas Idle. - ‘ 
“Anybody’s. Everybody’s would be better than no- 

body’s! If I fell into that state of mind about a girl, do 
you think I’d lay me doon and dee? No, sir,” proceeded 
Goodchild, with a disparaging assumption of tho Scottish 
accent, “I’d get me oop and peetch into somebody. 
Wouldn’t you?” sO 

“I>wouldn’t have anything to do with her,” -yawned 
Thomas Idle. .“ Why should I take the trouble?” 

“It’s no trouble, “Tom, to fall in love,” said Goodchild, 
shaking his heads)... 0 nD ho.
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“Tt’s trouble enough to fall out of it, once you’re in it,’” 
retorted Tom. “SoI keep out of it altogether. It would 
be better for you, if you did the same.” 

Mr. Goodchild, who is always in love with somebody, 
and not unfrequently with several objects at once, made no 
reply. He heaved a sigh of the kind which is termed by 
the lower orders “a bellowser,” and then, heaving Mr. Idle 
on his feet (who was not half so heavy as the sigh), urged 
him northward. a 

These two had sent their personal baggage on by train: 
only retaining each a knapsack. Idle now applied himself 
to constantly regretting the train, to tracking it through 
the intricacies of Bradshaw’s Guide, and finding out where’ 
it is now—and where now—and where now—and to asking’ 
what was the use of walking, when you could ride at such- 
apace as that. Was it to see the country? ' If that was 
the object, look at it out of. the carriage-windows. ‘There 
was a great deal more of it to be seen there than here.: 
Besides, who wanted to see the country? Nobody. And 

again, whoever did walk? Nobody. Fellows set off to 
walk, but they never did it. They came back and said they. 
did, but they didn’t. Then why should he walk? He 

wouldn’t walk. He swore it by this milestone! : 

It was the fifth from London, so far had they penetrated. 

into the North. | Submitting to the powerful chain of argu- 

ment, Goodchild proposed a return to the Metropolis, and a. 

falling back upon Euston Square Terminus. Thomas as- 

sented with alacrity, and so they walked down into the 

North by the next morning’s express, and carried their 

knapsacks in the luggage-van. ; ; 

It was like all other expresses, as every express 18 and. 

must be. It bore through the harvest country a smell like 

a large washing-day, and a sharp issue of steam as from 2. 

huge brazen tea-urn. The greatest power in nature and art. 

combined, it yet glided over dangerous heights in the sight. 

of people looking up from fields and roads, as smoothly and. 

unreally as a light miniature plaything. Now, the engine 

shrieked in hysterics of such intensity, thatitseemed desir- 

able that the men who had her in charge should hold her 

feet, slap her hands, and bring her to; now, burrowed into 

tunnels with astubborn and undemonstrative energy So con- 

fusing. that the train seemed to be flying back into leagues 

of darkness. Here, were station after station, swallowed up 

23*
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by the express without stopping; here, stations where it 
fired itself in like a volley of cannon-balls, swooped away 
four country-people with nosegays, and three men of busi- 
ness with portmanteaus, and fired itself off again, bang, 
bang, bang! At long intervals were uncomfortable refresh- 
ment-rooms, made more uncomfortable by the scorn of 
Beauty towards Beast, the public (but to whom she never re- 
lented, as Beauty did in the story, towards the other Beast), 
and where sensitive stomachs were fed, with a contemptuous 
sharpness oceasioning indigestion. Here, again, were sta- 
‘tions with nothing going but a bell, and wonderful wooden 
razors set aloft on great posts, shaving the air. In these 
fields, the horses, sheep, and. cattle were well used to the 
thundering meteor, and didn’t mind; in those, they were 
all set scampering together, and a herd of pigs scoured 
‘after them. The pastoral country darkened, became coaly, 
became smoky, became infernal, got better, got worse, im- 
proved again, grew rugged, turned romantic; was a wood, 
a stream, a chain of hills, a. gorge, a moor, a cathedral 
town, a fortified place, a waste. Now, miserable black 
dwellings, a black canal, and sick black towers of chim- 
neys; now, a trim garden, where the flowers were bright 
and fair; now, a wilderness of hideous altars all a-blaze; 
now, the water meadows with their fairy rings; now, the 
mangy patch of unlet building ground outside the stagnant 
town, with the larger ring where the Circus was last week. 
‘The temperature changed, the dialect changed, the people 
‘changed, faces. got sharper, manner got shorter, eyes got 
shrewder and harder; yet all so quickly, that the spruce 
guard in the London uniform and silver lace, had not yet 
rumpled his shirt collar, delivered half the despatches in 
his shiny little pouch, or read his newspaper. 
Carlisle! Idle and Goodchild had got to Carlisle. It © 
looked congenially and delightfully idle. Something in 
‘the way of public amusement had happened last month, 
and something else was going to happen before Christmas; 
and, in the meantime there was a lecture on India for those 
who liked it—which Idle and Goodchild did not. Like- 
wise, by those who liked them, there were impressions to 
be bought of all the vapid prints, going and gone, and of 
nearly all the vapid books. ‘For those who wanted to put 
anything in missionary boxes, here were the boxes. For 
those who wanted the Reverend Mr. Podgers (artist’s
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proofs, thirty shillings), here. was Mr. Podgers to any 
amount. Not less gracious and abundant, Mr. Codgers 
also of the vineyard, but opposed to Mr. Podgers, brotherly 
tooth and nail. Here, were guide-books to the neighbour- 
ing antiquities, and eke the Lake country, in several dry 
and husky sorts; here, many physically and morally im- 
possible heads of both sexes, for. young ladies to copy, in 
the exercise of the art of drawing; here, further, a large 
impression of Mr. SpurGeon, solid as to the flesh, not to 
say even something gross. -The working young men of 
Carlisle were drawn up, with their hands in their pockets, 
across the pavements, four and six abreast, and appeared 
(much to the satisfaction of Mr. Idle) to have nothing else 
todo. The working and growing young women of Car- 
lisle, from the age of twelve upwards, promenaded the 
streets in the cool of the evening, and rallied the said 
young men. Sometimes the young men rallied the young 
women, as in the case of a group gathered round an ac- . 
cordion-player, from among whom a young man advanced 
behind a young woman for whom he appeared to have a 
tenderness, and hinted to her that he was there and play- 
ful, by giving her (he wore clogs) a kick. 

On market morning, Carlisle woke up amazingly, and be- 

came (to the Two Idle Apprentices) disagreeably and re- 

proachfully busy, There were its cattle market, its sheep 
market, and its pig market down by.the river, with raw- 

boned and shock-headed Rob Roys hiding their Lowland. 

dresses beneath heavy plaids, prowling in and out among 

the animals, and flavouring the air with fumes of whiskey. 
There was its corn market down the main street, with hum 

of chaffering over open sacks. There was its general mar- 

ket in the street too, with heather brooms on which the 

purple flower still flourished, and heather baskets primitive. 

and fresh to behold. ‘With women trying on clogs and 

caps at open stalls, and “Bible stalls” adjoining. With 

“Doctor Mantle’s Dispensary for the cure of all Human 

Maladies and no charge for advice,” and with Doctor Man-. 

tle’s “ Laboratory of Medical, Chemical, and Botanical Sci- 

ence ?—both healing institutions established on one pair of 

trestles, one board, and one sun-blind. With the renowned. 

phrenologist from London, begging to be favoured (at six- 

pence each) with the company of clients of both sexes, to 

whom, on examination of their heads, he would make rey-
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elations “enabling «him or’ her to know themselves.” 
Through all these bargains and blessings, the recruiting- 
serjeant watchfully elbowed his way, a thread of War in 
the peaceful skein. Likewise on the walls were printed 
hints that the Oxford Blues might not be indisposed to 
hear of a few fine active young men; and that whereas the 
Standard‘ of that distinguished corps is full six feet, 
“ growing lads of five feet eleven” need not absolutely de- 
spair of being accepted. , 

- Scenting the morning air more pleasantly than the buried 
majesty of Denmark did, Messrs, Idle and Goodchild rode 
away from Carlisle at eight o’clock. one forenoon, bound 
for the village of Heske, Newmarket, some fourteen miles 
distant. Goodchild (who had already begun to doubt 
whether he was idle: as-his way always is when he has 
nothing to do), had read of a certain black old Cumberland 
hill or mountain, called Carrock, or Carrock Fell; and had 
arrived at the conclusion that it would be the culminating 
triumph of Idleness to ascend the same. Thomas Idle, 
dwelling on the pains inseparable from that achievement, 
had expressed the strongest doubts of the expediency, and 
even of the sanity, of the enterprise; but Goodchild had 
éarried his point, and they rode away. 

’ Up hill and down hill, and twisting to the right, and 
twisting to the left, and with old Skiddaw (who has vaunted 
himself a great deal more than his merits deserve; but that 
is rather the way of the Lake country), dodging the ap- 
prentices in a picturesque and pleasant manner. Good, 
weather-proof, warm, pleasant houses, well white-limed, 
Scantily dotting the road. Clean children coming out to 
look, carrying other clean children as big as themselves. 
Harvest still lying out and much rained upon; here and 
there, harvest still unreaped. -Well-cultivated gardens at- 
tached to the cottages, with plenty of produce forced out 
of their hard soil. Lonely nooks, and wild; but people 
ean be born, and married, and buried in such nooks, and 
can live and love, and be loved, there as elsewhere, thank 
God! (Mr. Goodchild’s remark.) _ By-and-bye, the village. 
Black, coarse-stoned, rough-windowéd: houses; some with 
outer staircases, like Swiss houses; a sinuous and stony gut- 
ter winding up hill and round the corner, by way of street. 
All the children running out directly: Women’ pausing in 
washing, to peep from doorways and very little windows. 

-
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Such were the observations of Messrs. Idle and Goodchild, 
as their conveyance stopped at the village shoemaker’s. 
Old Carrock gloomed down upon it all in a very ill-tempered 
state; and rain was beginning. —_ . 

The village shoemaker declined to have anything to do 
with Carrock. No visitors went up Carrock. No visitors 
came there at all. Aa’ the world ganged awa’ yon. The 
driver appealed to the Innkeeper. The Innkeeper had two 
men working in the fields, and one of them should be called 
in, to go up Carrock as guide. Messrs. Idle and Good- 
child, highly approving, entered the Innkeeper’s house, to 
drink whiskey and eat oateake. : 

The Innkeeper was not idle enough—was not idle at all, 
which was a great fault in him—but was a fine specimen 
of a north-country man, or any kind of man, He had a 
ruddy cheek, a bright eye, a well-knit frame, an immense 
hand, a cheery out-speaking voice, and a straight, bright, 
broad look. He had a drawing-room, too, up-stairs, which 
was worth a visit to the Cumberland Fells. (This was Mr. 
Francis .Goodchild’s opinion, in which Mr, Thomas Idle 
did not concur.) mo 

The ceiling of this drawing-room was so crossed and re- 

crossed by beams of unequal lengths, radiating from a cen- 

tre, in a corner, that it looked like a broken star-fish. 
The room was comfortably and solidly furnished with good 

mahogany and horsehair. It had a snug fire-side, and a 

couple of: well-curtained windows, looking out upon the 

wild country behind the house. What it most developed 

was, an unexpected taste for little ornaments and nick- 

nacks, of which it contained a most surprising number, 

They were not very various, consisting in great part of 

waxen babies with their limbs more or less mutilated, ap~ 

pealing on one leg to the parental affections from under lit~ 

tle cupping glasses; but, Uncle Tom was there, in crock- 

ery, receiving theological instructions from Miss Eva, who 

grew out of his side like a wen, Jn an_ exceedingly rough 

state of profile propagandism. Engravings of Mr. Hunt’s 
country boy, before and after his pie, were on the wall, di- 

vided by a highly-coloured nautical piece, the subject of 
which had all her colours (and more) flying, and was mak- 
ing great way through a sea of a regular, pattern, like a 
lady’s collar. A benevolent,’ elderly gentleman of the last . 

century, with a powdered head, kept guard, in oil and var-
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nish, over a most perplexing piece of furniture on a table; 
in appearance between a driving seat and an angular knife- 
box, but, when opened, a musical instrument of tinkling 
wires, exactly like David’s harp packed for travelling. 
Everything became a nicknack in this curious room. The 
copper tea-kettle, burnished up to the highest point of 
glory, took his station on a stand of his own at the greatest 
possible distance from the fire-place, and said: “ By your 
leave, not a kittle, but a bijou.” The Staffordshire-ware 
butter-dish with the cover on got upon a little round occa- 
sional table in a window, with a worked top, and an- 
nounced itself to the two chairs accidentally placed there, 
as an aid to polite conversation, a graceful trifle in china to 
be chatted over by callers, as they airily trifled away the 
visiting moments of a butterfly existence, in that rugged 
old village on the Cumberland Fells. The very footstool 
could not keep the floor, but got upon a sofa, and there- 
from proclaimed itself, in high relief of white and liver- 
coloured wool, a favourite spaniel coiled up for repose. 
‘Though, truly, in spite of its bright glass eyes, the spaniel 
was the least successful assumption in the collection: being 
perfectly flat, and dismally suggestive of a recent mistake 
in sitting down on the part of some corpulent member of 
the family. - . 

: There were books, too, in this room; books on the table, 
books on'the chimney-piece, books in an open press in the 
corner. Fielding was there, and Smollett was’ there, and 
Steele and Addison were there, in dispersed volumes; and 
there were tales of those who go down to the sea in ships, 
for windy nights; and there was really a choice of good 
books for rainy days or fine. It was so very pleasant to 
see these things in’ such a lonesome by-place—so very 
agreeable to find these evidences of a taste, however home- 
ly, that went beyond the beautiful cleanliness and trimness 
“of the house—so fanciful to imagine what a wonder such 2 
room must be to the little children born in the gloomy village 
—what grand impressions of it those of them who became 
‘wanderers over the earth would carry away; and how, at 

distant ends of the world, some old voyagers would die, 
cherishing the belief that the finest apartment known to 
men was once in the Heske-Newmarket Inn, in rare old 

' Cumberland—it was such a charmingly lazy pursuit to en- 
tertain these rambling thoughts over the choice oatcake and
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the genial whiskey, that Mr. Idle and Mr. Goodchild never 
asked themselves how it came to pass that the men in the 
fields were never heard of more, how the stalwart landlord 
replaced them without explanation, how his dog-cart came 
to be waiting at the door, and how everything was arranged. 
without the least arrangement for climbing to old Carrock’s 
shoulders, and standing on his head. mo 

Without a word of inquiry, therefore, the Two Idle Ap-~ 
prentices drifted out resignedly into a fine, soft, close, 
drowsy, penetrating rain; got into the landlord’s light dog- 
cart, and rattled off through the village for the foot of Car- 
rock. The journey at the outset was not remarkable. The 
Cumberland road went up and down like all other roads; 
the Cumberland curs burst out from backs of cottages and 
barked like other curs,’ and the Cumberland peasantry 
stared after the dog-cart amazedly, as long as it was in. 
sight, like the rest of their race. The approach to the foot 
of the mountain resembled the approaches to the feet of 
most other mountains all over the world. . The cultivation 
gradually ceased, the trees grew gradually rare, the road 
became gradually rougher, and the sides of the mountain 
looked gradually more and more lofty, and more and more 
difficult to get up. . The dog-cart was left at a lonely farm- 
house. The Jandlord borrowed a large umbrella, and, as- 
suming in an instant the character of the most cheerful and 
adventurous of guides, led the way to the ascent. Mr. 
Goodchild looked eagerly at the top of the mountain, and, 
feeling apparently that he was now going to be very lazy 

indeed, shone all over wonderfully to the eye, under the 
influence of the contentment within and the moisture with- 

out. Only in the bosom of Mr. Thomas Idle did Despond- 

ency now hold her gloomy state. He kept it a secret; but 

he would have given a very handsome sum, when the ascent 

began, to have been back again at the inn. The sides of 

Carrock looked fearfully steep, and the top of Carrock was. 
hidden in mist. The rain was falling faster and faster. 

The knees of Mr. Idle—always weak on walking excursions 

—shivered and shook with fear and damp. The wet was 

already penetrating through the young man’s outer coat to 

a brand-new shooting-jacket, for which he had reluctantly 

paid the large sum of two guineas on leaving town; he had 

no stimulating refreshment about him but a small packet 

of clammy gingerbread nuts; he had nobody to give hima
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an arm, nobody to push him gently behind, nobody to pull 
him up tenderly in front, nobody to speak to who really felt 
the difficulties of the ascent, the dampness of the rain, the 
-denseness of the mist, and the unutterable folly of climb- 
ing, undriven, up any steep place in the world, when there 
is level ground within reach to walk on instead. Was it 
for this that Thomas -had left London? London, where 
there are nice short walks in level public gardens, with 
benches of repose set up at convenient distances for weary 
‘travellers—London, where rugged stone is humanely 
pounded into little lumps for the road, and intelligently 
shaped into smooth slabs for the pavement! No! it was 
not for the laborious ascent of the crags of Carrock that 
Idle had left his native city, and travelled to Cumberland. 
‘Never did he feel more disastrously convinced that he had 
committed’ a very grave error in judgment than when he 
‘found himself standing in the rain at the bottom of a steep 
mountain, and knew that the responsibility rested on his 
weak shoulders of actually getting to the top of it. 

The honest landlord went first, the beaming Goodchild 
followed, the mournful Idle brought up the rear. From 
time to time, the two foremost members of the expedition 
«changed places in the order of march; -but the rearguard 
never altered his position. Up the mountain or down the 
‘mountain, in the water or out of it, over the rocks, through 

‘the bogs, skirting the heather, Mr. Thomas Idle was al- 
ways the last, and was always the man who had to be 
looked after and waited for. At first the ascent was de- 
lusively easy, the sides of the mountain sloped gradually, 
and the material of which they were composed was a soft 
spongy turf, very tender and pleasant to walk upon. After 
a hundred yards or so, however, the verdant scene and the 
easy slope disappeared, and the rocks began. Not noble, 
massive rocks, standing upright, keeping a certain regu- 
larity in their positions, and possessing, now and then, flat 
tops to sit upon, but little, irritating, comfortless rocks, 
littered about anyhow by Nature; treacherous, dishearten- 
ing rocks of all sorts of small shapes and small sizes, 
‘bruisers of tender toes and trippers-up of wavering feet. 
When these impediments were passed, heather and slough 
followed. Here the steepness of the ascent was ‘slightly 
mitigated; and here the exploring party of three turned 
round to look at the view below them. ‘The scene of the
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moorland and the fields was like a feeble water-colour 
drawing half sponged out. The mist was darkening, the 
rain was thickening, the trees were dotted about like spots 
of faint shadow, the division-lines which mapped out the 
fields were all: getting blurred together, and the lonely 
farm-house where the dog-cart had been left, loomed spec- 
tral in the grey light like the last human dwelling at the 
end of the habitable world. . Was this a sight worth climb- 
ing to see? Surely—surely not! - a , 

Up again—for the top.of Carrock is not reached yet. 
The landlord, just as good-tempered and obliging as he 
was at the bottom of the mountain. Mr. Goodchild brighter 
in the eyes and rosier in the face than ever; full of cheer- 
ful remarks and apt quotations; and walking with a spring- 
iness of step wonderful to behold. ‘Mr. Idle, farther and 
farther in the rear, with the water squeaking in the toes of 
his boots, with his two-guinea’ shooting-jacket . clinging 
damply to his aching sides, with his overcoat so full of 
rain, and standing out so pyramidically stiff, in conse- 
quence, from his shoulders downwards, that he felt as if 
he was walking in a gigantic extinguisher—the despairing 
spirit within him representing but too aptly the candle that 
had just been put out. Up and up and up again, till a 
ridge is reached and the outer edge of the mist on the sum- 
mit of Carrock is darkly and drizzlingly near. Is this the 

top? No, nothing like the top. It. is an aggravating pe- 

culiarity of all mountains, that, although they have only 

one top when they are seen (as they ought always to be 

seen) from below, they turn out to have a perfect eruption 

of false tops whenever the traveller is sufficiently ill-ad- 

vised to go out of his way for the purpose of ascending 

them. Carrock is but a trumpery little mountain of fifteen 

hundred feet, and it presumes to have false tops, and even 

precipices, as if it were Mont Blane. No matter; Good- 

child enjoys it, and will go on; and Idle, who is afraid of 

being left behind by himself, must follow. On entering 

the edge of the mist, the landlord stops, and says he hopes 

that it will not get any thicker. It is twenty years since 

he last ascended Carrock, and it is barely possible, if the 

mist increases, that the party may be lost on the mountain. 

Goodchild hears this dreadful intimation, and is not in the 

least impressed by it. ‘He marches for the top that is 

never to be found, as if he was the Wandering Jew, bound
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to go on for ever, in defiance of everything. The landlord. 
faithfully accompanies him. The two, to the dim eye of 
Idle, far below, look in the exaggerative mist, like a pair 
of friendly giants, mounting the steps of some invisible. 
castle together. Up and up, and then down a little, and 
then up, and then along a strip of level ground, and then 
up again. The wind, a wind unknown in the happy val- 
ley, blows keen and strong; the rain-mist gets impenetra- 
ble; a dreary little cairn of stones appears. The landlord 
adds one to the heap, first walking all round the cairn as if 
he were about to perform an incantation, then dropping the 
stone on to the top of the heap with the gesture of a ma- 
gician adding an ingredient to a cauldron in full bubble. 
Goodchild sits down by the cairn as if it was his study- 
table at home; Idle, drenched and panting, stands up with 
his back to the wind, ascertains distinctly that this is the 
top at last, looks round with all the little curiosity that is 
left in him, and gets, in return, a magnificent view of— 
Nothing! ~ 

- The effect of this sublime spectacle on the minds of the 
exploring party is a little injured by the nature of the di- 
rect conclusion to which the sight of it points—the said 
conclusion being that the mountain mist has actually gath- 
ered round them, as the landlord feared it would, It now 
becomes imperatively necessary to settle the exact situation 
of the farm-house in the valley at which the dog-cart has 
been left, before the travellers attempt to descend. While 
the landlord is endéavouring to make this discovery in his 
own way, Mr. Goodchild plunges his hand under his wet 
coat, draws out a little red morocco-case, opens it, and dis- 
plays to the view of his companions a neat pocket-com- 
ass. The north is found, the point at which the farm- 
ouse is situated is settled, and the descent begins. After 

a little downward walking, Idle (behind as usual) sees his 
fellow-travellers turn aside sharply—tries to follow them— 
loses them in the mist—is shouted after, waited for, recov- 
ered—and then finds that a halt has been ordered, partly 
on his account, partly for the purpose of again consulting 
the compass. . . 

' The point in debate is settled as before between Good- 
child and the landlord, and the expedition moves on, not 
down the mountain, but marching straight forward round 
the slope of it. The difficulty of following this new route
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is acutely felt by Thomas Idle. Ho finds the hardship of 
walking at all greatly increased by the fatigue of moving 
his feet straight forward along the side of a slope, when 
their natural tendency, at every step, is to turn off at a 
Tight angle, and go straight down the declivity. _ Let the 
reader imagine himself to be walking along the roof of a 
barn, instead of up or down it, and he will have an exact 
idea of the pedestrian difficulty in which the travellers had 
now involved themselves. In ten minutes more Idle was 
lost in the distance again, was shouted for, waited for, re- 
covered as before; found Goodchild repeating his observa- 
tion of the compass, and remonstrated warmly against the 
sideway route that his companions persisted in following. 
It appeared to the uninstructed mind of Thomas that when 
three men want to get to the bottom of a mountain, their 
business is to walk down it; and he put this view of the 
case, not only with emphasis, but even with some irritabil- 
ity. He was answered from the scientific eminence of the 
compass on which his companions were mounted, that there 

was a frightful chasm somewhere near the foot of Carrock, 
called The Black Arches, into which the’ travellers were 
sure to march in the mist, if they risked ‘continuing the 

descent from the place where they had now halted. Idle 
received this answer with the silent respect which was due 

to the commanders of the expedition, and followed along 

the roof of the barn, or rather the side of the mountain, re- 

flecting upon the assurance which he received on starting 

again, that the object of the party was only to gain “a 

certain point,” and, this haven attained, to continue the 

descent afterwards until the foot of Carrock was reached. 

Though quite unexceptionable as an abstract form of ex- 

pression, the phrase “a certain point ” has the disadvantage 

of sounding rather vaguely when it is pronounced on 

unknown ground, under a canopy of mist much thicker 

than a London fog. Nevertheless, after the compass, 

this phrase was all the clue the party had to hold by, 

and Idle clung to the extreme end of it as hopefully as he 

could, : 
More sideway walking, thicker and thicker mist, all sorts 

- of points reached except the “certain point; ” third loss of 

Idle, third shouts for him, third recovery of him, third 

consultation of compass. Mr. Goodchild draws it tenderly 

from his pocket, and vrepares to adjust it on a stone.
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Something falls on the turf-—itis the glass. Something 

else drops immediately after—it is the needle. .The com- 
pass is broken, and the exploring party is lost! 

It is the practice of the English portion of the human 

race to receive all great disasters in dead silence. Mr. 

Goodchild restored the useless compass to his pocket with- 
out saying a word, Mr. Idle looked at the landlord, and 

the landlord looked at Mr. Idle. There was nothing for it 

now but to go on blindfold, and trust to the chapter of 
chances. Accordingly, the lost travellers moved forward, 
still walking round the slope of the mountain, still desper- 
ately resolved to avoid the Black Arches, and to succeed in 
reaching the “certain point.” ~* . 

A quarter of an hour brought them to the brink of a 
ravine, at the bottom of which there flowed a muddy little 

stream. Here another halt was called, and another con- 
sultation took place. The landlord, still clinging perti- 

naciously to the idea of reaching the “point,” voted for 
crossing the ravine, and going on round the slope of the 
mountain. Mr. Goodchild, tothe great relief of his fellow- 
traveller, took another view of the case, and backed Mr. 
Idle’s proposal to descend Carrock at once, at any hazard 
—the rather as the running stream was a sure guide to 
follow from the mountain to the valley. Accordingly, the 
party descended to the rugged and stony banks of the 
stream; and here again Thomas lost ground sadly, and fell 
far behind his: travelling companions. Not much more 
than six weeks had elapsed since he had sprained one of 

his ankles, and he began to feel this same ankle getting 
rather weak when he found himself among the stones that 
were strewn about the running water. Goodchild and the 
landlord were getting farther and farther ahead of him. 
He saw them cross the.stream and disappear round a pro- 
jection on its banks. He heard them shout the moment 
-after as a signal that they had halted and were waiting for 
him. Answering the shout, he. mended his pace, crossed 
the stream where they had crossed it, and was within one 
step of the opposite bank, when his foot slipped on a wet 
stone, his weak ankle gave a twist outwards, a: hot, rend- 
ing, tearing pain ran through it at the same moment, and 
down fell the idlest of the Two Idle Apprentices, crippled 
in an instant. / Lo 
_ ‘The situation was now, in plain terms, one of absolute
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danger. There lay Mr. Idle writhing with pain, theré was 
the mist as thick as ever, there was the landlord as com- 
pletely lost as the strangers whom he was conducting, 
and there was the compass broken in Goodchild’s pocket. 
To leave the wretched Thomas on unknown ground was 
plainly impossible; and to get him to walk with a-badly 
sprained ankle scemed equally out of the question. How- 
ever, Goodchild (brought back by his cry for help) bandaged, 
the ankle with a pocket-handkerchief, and assisted by the 
Jandlord, raised the crippled Apprentice to his legs, offered 
him a shoulder to lean on, and exhorted him for the sake 
of the whole party to try if he could walk. Thomas, ‘as- 
sisted by the shoulder on ‘one side, and a stick on the 
other, did try, with what pain and difficulty those only can 
imagine who have sprained an ankle and have had to'tread 
on it afterwards. ‘Ata pace adapted to the feeble hobbling 
of a newly lamed nan, the lost party moved on, perfectly 
ignorant whether they were on'the right side of the moun- 
tain or the wrong, and equally uncertain how long Idle 
would be able to contend with the pain in his ankle, before 
he gave in altogether and fell down again, unable to stir 
another step. pe , 

Slowly and more slowly, as the clog of crippled: Thomas 
weighed heavily and more heavily on the march of the ex- 
Ppedition, the lost travellers followed the windings of the 
stream, till they came to a faintly marked cart-track, 
branching off nearly at right angles, tothe left. After a 
little consultation it was resolved to follow this dim vestige 
of aroad in the hope that it might ledd_ to some farm or 
cottage, at which Idle could be left in safety. It was now 
getting on towards the afternoon, and it was fast becoming 
‘more than doubtful whether the party, delayed’ in their 
‘progress as they now were, might not be overtaken by the 
darkness before the right route was found, and be con- 
demned to pass the night ‘on the mounfain, without bit or _ 
‘drop to conifort them, in their wet clothes. Se 
- The eart-track grew fainter’ and fainter, until it was 
‘washed out altogether by another little stream; dark; tur- 

bulent, and rapid.’ The landlord suggested, judgitig by the 
colour of the water, that it must be flowing from one of the 
lead mires in the neighbourhood: of Carrock; and the trav- 
ellers accordingly kept by the. stream for a little while, in 

the hope of: possibly-wandering towards help in that way.
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After walking forward about two hundred yards, they came . 
upon a mine indeed, but a mine exhausted and abandoned; 
a dismal, ruinous place, with nothing but the wreck of its 
works and buildings left to speak for it. Here, there were 
afew sheep feeding. The landlord looked at them ear- 
nestly, thought he recognised the marks on them—then 
thought he did not—finally gave up the sheep in despair— 
and walked on just as ignorant of the whereabouts of the 
party asever, 

The march in the dark, literally as well as metaphori- 
cally in the dark, had now been continued for three-quarters 
of an hour from the time when the crippled Apprentice had 
met with his accident. Mfr. Idle, with all the will to con- 
quer the pain in his ankle, and to hobble on, found the 
power rapidly failing him, and felt that another ten min- 
utes at most would find him at the end of his last physical 
resources. He had just made up his mind on this point, 
and was about to communicate the dismal result of his re- 
flections to his companions, when the mist suddenly bright- 
ened, and begun to lift straight ahead. In another minute, 
the landlord, who was in advance, proclaimed that he saw 
atree, Before long, other trees appeared—then a cottage 
—then a house beyond the cottage, and a familiar line of 
road rising behind it. Last of all, Carrock itself loomed 
darkly into view, far away to the right hand. The party 
had not only got down the mountain without knowing how, 
but had wandered away from it in the mist, without know- 
ing why—away, far down on the very moor by which they 
had approached the base of Carrock that morning. 

The happy lifting of the mist, and the still happier dis- 
covery that the travellers had groped their way, though by 
a very roundabout direction, to within a mile or so of the 
part of the valley in which the farm-house was situated, 
restored Mr. Idle’s sinking spirits and reanimated his fail- 
ing strength. While the landlord ran off to get the dog- 

_ eart, Thomas was assisted by Goodchild to the cottage 
which had been the first building seen when the darkness 
brightened, and was propped up against the garden wall, 
like an artist’s lay figure: waiting to be forwarded, until 
the dog-cart should arrive fram the farm-house below. In 
due time—and_a.very long time it seemed to Mr. Idle—the 
rattle of wheels was heard, and the crippled Apprentice 
was lifted into the seat. As the dog-cart.was driven back
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to the inn, the landlord related an anecdote which he had 
just heard at the farm-house, of an unhappy man who had 
been lost, like his two guests and himself, on Carrock; 
who had passed the night there alone; who had been found 
the next morning, “scared and starved;? and who never 
went out afterwards, except on his way to the grave. Mr. 
Idle heard this sad story, and derived at least one useful 
impression from it. Bad as the pain in his ankle was, he 
contrived to bear it patiently, for he felt grateful that 
a worse accident had not befallen him in the wilds of 
Carrock. . ol 

CHAPTER II. 
Tne dog-cart, with Mr. Thomas Idle and his ankle on 

the hanging seat behind, Mr. Francis Goodchild and the 
Innkeeper in front, and the rain in spouts and splashes 
everywhere, made the best of its way back to the little inn; 
the broken moor country looking like miles upon miles of 
Pre-Adamite sop, or the ruins of some enormous jorum of 
antediluvian toast-and-water. The trees dripped; the 

eaves of the scattered cottages dripped; the barren stone 

~walls dividing the land, dripped; the yelping dogs dripped; 

carts and waggons under ill-roofed penthouses, dripped; 

melancholy cocks and hens perching on their shafts, or 

seeking shelter underneath them, dripped; Mr. Goodchild 

dripped; Thomas Idle dripped; the Innkeeper dripped; 

the mare dripped; the vast curtains of mist and cloud 

passed ‘before the shadowy forms of the hills, streamed 

. water as they were drawn across the landscape. Down 

such'steep pitches that the mare seemed to be trotting on 

her head, and up such steep pitches that she seemed to 

have a supplementary Jeg in her tail, the dog-cart jolted 

and tilted back to the village. It was too wet for the 

women to look out, it was too wet even for the children to 

look out; all the doors and windows were closed, and the 

only sign of life or motion was in the rain-punctured pud- 

dles. , 

. Whiskey and oil to Thomas Idle’s ankle, and whiskey 

without oil to Francis Goodchild’s stomach, produced an 

agreeable change in the systems of both; soothing Mr.
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Idle’s pain," which was sharp’ before, and sweetening Mr: 
Goodchild’s temper, which was sweet before. Portman- 
teaus being then opened and clothes changed, Mr. Good- 
child, through having no change of outer garments but 
broadcloth and velvet, suddenly became a magnificent por- 
tent in the Innkeeper’s house, a shining frontispiece to the 
fashions for the month, and a frightful anomaly in the 
Cumberland village. 

' Greatly ashamed of -his splendid appearance, the con- 
scious Goodchild quenched it as much as possible, in the 
shadow of Thomas Idle’s ankle, and in a corner of the lit- 
tle covered carriage that started with them for Wigton—a 
most desirable carriage for any country, except for its hav- 
ing a flat roof and no sides; which caused the plumps of 
rain accumulating on the roof to play vigorous games of 
bagatelle into the interior all the way, and to score im- 
mensely. It was comfortable to see how the people com- 
ing back in open carts from Wigton market made no more 
of the rain than if it were sunshine; how the Wigton po- 
liceman taking a country walk of half-a-dozen miles (ap- 

_ parently for pleasure), in resplendent uniform, accepted 
saturation as his normal state; how clerks and schoolmas- 
ters in black loitered along the road without umbrellas, 
getting varnished at every step; how the Cumberland girls, 
coming out to look after the Cumberland cows, shook the 
rain from their eyelashes and laughed it away; and how: 
the rain continued to fall upon all, as it only does fall in 
hill countries. - 

:. Wigton market was over, and its bare booths were smok- 
ing with rain all down the street. Mr. Thomas Idle, melo- 
dramatically carried to the inn’s first-floor, and laid upom 
three chairs (he should have had the sofa, if there had 
been one), Mr. Goodchild went to the window to také an 
observation of Wigton, and report what he saw to his dis- 
abled’companion. . oo 
« “Brother Francis, brother Francis,” cried Thomas Idle.. 
“What do you see from the turret ? ” 
~“T see,” said Brother Francis, “what I hope and believe: 

to be one of the most dismal places ever seen by eyes. 
see the houses with their roofs of dull black, their stained 
fronts, and their dark-rimmed windows, looking as if they 
were allin mourning. As every little puff of wind comes 
down the street, I see a perfect train of rain let off along,
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the wooden stalls in the market-place and exploded against 
me. I see a very big gas lamp in the centre which I know, 
by a secret instinct, will not be lighted to-night. .I see a 
pump, with a trivet underneath its spout whereon to stand 
the vessels that are brought to be filled with water. .I see 
aman come to pump, and he pumps very hard, but no water 
follows, and he strolls empty away.” . 

“Brother Francis, brother Francis,” cried Thomas Idle, 
“what more do you see from the turret, besides the man 
and the pump, and the trivet and the houses all in mourn- 
ing and the rain?”. «© St oo 

“TI see,” said Brother Francis, “one, two, three, four, 
five, linen-drapers’ shops in front of me, I see a linen- 
‘draper’s shop next door to the right--and there are five 
more linen-drapers’ shops down the corner to the left. 
Eleven homicidal linen-drapers’ shops within a short stone’s 
throw, each with its hands at the throats of all the rest! 
‘Over the small first-floor of one of these linen-drapers’ 
shops appears the wonderful inscription, Banx.” — ; 

“Brother Francis, brother Francis,” cried Thomas Idle, 

‘what more do you see from the turret, besides the eleven 
homicidal linen-drapers’ shops, and the wonderful inscrip- 
tion, ‘Bank? on the small first-floor, and the man and the 

pump and the trivet and-the houses all in mourning and 
the rain?” Se _- . 

“T see,” said Brother Francis, “the depository for Chris- 
tian Knowledge, andthrough the dark vapour I. think I 

again make out Mr. Spurgeon looming. heavily... Her Maj- 

esty the Queen, God bless her, printed in colours, I am 

sure I see. I see the Illustrated London News of several 

years ago, and I sce a sweetmeat shop—which the propri- 

Rtor calls a ‘Salt Warehouse ’—with one small female child , 
in a cotton bonnet looking in on tip-toe, oblivious of rain. 

And I see a watchmaker’s with only three great pale 

watches of a dull metal hanging in his window, each in a 

separate pane.” : os a epa Brother Francis, brother Francis,” cried Thomas Idle, 

“what more do you see of Wigton, besides these objects, 

and the man and the pump and the trivet and the houses 

i i nd the rain? ’ . a 

ner see nothing more,” said Brother Francis, “ and there 

is nothing more to see, except the curlpaper, bil of. the 
theatre, which was opened and shut last. week (the man-
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ager’s family played all. the parts), and the short, square, 
chinky omnibus that goes to the railway, and-leads too rat- 
tling a life over the stones to hold together long. O yes! 
Now, I see two men with their hands in their pockets and 
their backs towards me.” 

“ Brother Francis, brother Francis,” cried Thomas Idle, 
“what do you make out from the turret, of the expression 
of the two men with their hands in their pockets and their 
backs towards you?” i 

- “They are mysterious men,” said Brother Francis, “with 
inscrutable backs. They keep their backs towards me with 
persistency. If one turns an inch in any direction, the 
other turns an inch in the. same direction, and no more. 
They turn very stiffly, on a very little pivot, in the middle 
of the market-place.: Their appearance is partly of a min- 
ing, partly of a ploughing, partly of a stable, character. 
They are looking at nothing—very hard. Their backs are 
slouched, and their legs are curved with much standing 
about. Their pockets are loose and dog’s-eared, on account 
of their hands being always in them. They stand tobe 
rained upon, without any movement of impatience or dis- 
satisfaction, and they keep so close together that an elbow 
of each jostles an elbow of the other, but they never speak. 
They spit at times, but speak not. I see it growing darker 
and darker, and still I see them, sole visible population of 
the place, standing to be rained upon with their backs tow- 
ards me, and looking at nothing very hard.” 

“Brother Francis, brother Francis,” cried Thomas Idle, 
“before you draw down the blind of the turret and come in 
to have your head scorched by the hot gas, see if you can, 
and impart to me, something of the expression of those two 
amazing men.” oo 
- “The murky shadows,” said. Francis Goodchild, “are 
gathering fast; and the wings of evening, and the wings 
of coal, are folding over Wigton. Still, they look at noth- 
ing very hard, with their backs towards me. Ah! Now, 
they turn, and I see Po - 

- “Brother Francis, brother Francis,” cried Thomas Idle, 
“tell me quickly what you see of the two men of Wigton!” 

“T see,” said Francis Goodchild, “that they have no ex- 
pression at all. And now the town goes to sleep, undaz- 
zled by the large unlighted lamp in the market-place; and 
let no man wake it.” - BO 
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At the close of the next day’s journey, Mr. Thomas 
Idle’s ankle became much swollen and inflamed. . There 
are reasons which will presently explain themselves for not 
publicly indicating the exact direction in which that jour- 
ney lay, or the place in which it ended. It was a long 
day’s shaking of Thomas Idle over the rough roads, and a 
long day’s getting out and going on before the horses, and 
fagging up hills, and scouring down hills, on the part of 
Mr. Goodchild, who in the fatigues of such. labours con. 
gratulated himself on attaining a high point of idleness. ° 
It was at a little town, still in Cumberland, that they 
halted for the night—a very little town, with the purple 
and brown moor close upon its one street; a curious little 
ancient market-cross set up in the midst of it; and the 
town itself looking much as if it were a collection of great 
stones piled on end by the Druids long ago, which a few 
recluse people had since hollowed out for habitations. 

“Is there a doctor here? ”. asked Mr. Goodchild, on his 
knee, of the motherly landlady of the little Inn: stopping 
in his examination of Mr. Idle’s ankle, with the aid of a 
candle. L Ce, 

“Ey, my word!” said the landlady, glancing doubtfully 
at the ankle for herself; “there’s Doctor Speddie.” 

“Ts he a good Doctor?” . 
“Ey!” said the landlady, “I ca’ him so. A’ cooms 

efther nae doctor that I ken. Mair nor which, a’s just THE 

doctor heer.” , 
“Do you think he is at home?” . oy 

Her reply was, “Gang awa’, J ock, and bring him.” _ 

Jock, a white-headed boy, who, under pretence of stir- 

ting up some bay salt in a basin of water for the laving of 
this unfortunate ankle, had greatly enjoyed himself for the 

last ten minutes in splashing the carpet, set off promptly. 

A very few minutes had elapsed when he showed the Doc- 

tor in, by tumbling against the door before him and burst- 
ing it open with his head. . i 

- “Gently, Jock, gently,” said the Doctor as he advanced 

with a quiet step. “Gentlemen, a good evening. J am 

sorry that my presence is required here. A slight accident, 

Ihope? Aslip and a fall? Yes, yes, yes. Carrock, in- 

deed? Hah! Does that pain you, sir? No doubt, it does. 
It is the great connecting ligament here, you see, that has 

been badly strained. ‘Time’and rest, sir! They are often
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the recipe in greater cases,” with a slight sigh, “and often 
the recipe in small. I can send a lotion to relieve you, but 
we must leave the cure to time and rest.” 

This he said, holding Idle’s foot on his knee between his 
two hands, as he sat over against him. He had touched it 
tenderly and skilfully in explanation of what he said, and, 
when his careful examination was completed, softly re- 
turned it to its former horizontal position on a chair. 
'. He spoke with a little irresolution whenever he began, 
but afterwards fluently. -He was a tall, thin, large-boned, 
old gentleman, with an appearance at first sight of being 
hard-featured; but, at a second glance, the mild expression 
of his face and some particular touches of sweetness and 
patience about his mouth corrected this impression and as- 
signed his long professional rides, by day and night, in the 
bleak hill-weather, as the true cause of that appearance. 
He stooped very little, though past seventy and very grey. 
His dress was more like that of a clergyman than a coun- 
try doctor, being a plain black suit, and a plain white 
neck-kerchief tied behind like a band. . His black was the 
worse for wear, and there were darns in his coat, and his 
linen was a little frayed at the hems and edges. He might 
have been poor—it was likely enough in that out-of-the- 
way spot—or he might have been a little self-forgetful and 
eccentric. Any one could have seen directly, that he had 
neither wife. nor child at home. He had a scholarly air 
with him, and that kind of considerate humanity towards 
others which claimed a gentle ‘consideration for himself. 
Mr. Goodchild made this study of him while he was ex- 
amining the limb, and as he laid it down. Mr. Goodchild 
wishes to add that he considers it a very good likeness. 

It came out in the course.of a littlé conversation, that 
Doctor Speddie. was acquainted with some friends of 
Thomas Idle’s, and had, when a young man, passed some 
years in Thomas Idle’s birthplace on the other side of Eng- 
land. Certain idle labours, the fruit of Mr. Goodchild’s 
apprenticeship, also happened to be well known to him. 
The lazy travellers were thus placed on a more intimate 
footing with the Doctor than the casual circumstances of 
the meeting would of themselves have established; and 
when Doctor Speddie rose to go home, remarking that he 
would send his assistant with the Jotion, Francis Goodchild 
said that was unnecessary, for, by the Doctor’s leave, he
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would accompany him, and bring it back. (Having done 
nothing to fatigue himself for a full quarter of an hour, 
Francis began to fear that he was not in.a state of idle- 
ness, ea a Lo 

Dentor Speddie politely assented to the proposition of 
Francis Goodchild, “as it would give him the pleasure of 
enjoying a few more minutes of Mr. Goodchild’s society 
than he could otherwise have hoped for,” and. they. went 
out together into the village street. The rain had nearly 
ceased, the clouds: had’ broken before:a cool wind from 
the north-east, and stars were shining from the ‘peaceful 
heights beyond them. . tos 

Doctor Speddie’s house was the last house in the place. 
Beyond it, lay the moor, all dark and lonesome. The 
wind moaned -in a low, dull, shivering manner. round the 
little garden, like a houseless creature that knew the win- 
ter was coming. It was exceedingly wild and _ solitary. 
“Roses,” said the Doctor, when Goodchild touched some 
wet leaves overhanging the stone porch; “but they get cut 
to pieces.” 7 

The Doctor opened the door with a key he carried, and 
led the way into a low but pretty ample hall. with rooms 
on either side. The door of one of these stood open, and 

the Doctor entered it, with a word of welcome to his guest. 

It, too, was a low room, half surgery and half parlour, 
with shelves of books and bottles against the walls, which 

were of a very dark hue. There was a fire in the grate, 

the night being damp and chill. Leaning against the chim- 

ney-piece looking down into it, stood the Doctor s Assist- 

ant. a : : 

Aman of a most remarkable appearance. Much older 

than Mr. Goodchild had expected, for he was at least two- 

and-fifty; but, that was nothing. What was startling in 

‘him was his remarkable paleness. His large black eyes, 

his sunken cheeks, his long and heavy iron-grey hair, his 

wasted hands, and even the attenuation of his figure, were 

at first forgotten in his extraordinary pallor. There was 

no vestige of colour in the man. When he turned his face, 

Francis Goodchild started as if a stone figure had looked 

Youn im. : 
° ste Lom,” said the Doctor. “Mr. Goodchild.” 

The Assistant, in a distraught: way—as if he had forgot- 

ten something—as if he had forgotten everything, even to
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his own name and himself—acknowledged the visitor's 
presence, and stepped further back into the shadow of the 
wall behind him. But, he was so pale that his face stood 
out in relief against the dark wall, and really could not be 
hidden so. . ce 
. “Mr. Goodchild’s friend has met with an accident, 
Lorn,” said Doctor Speddie. “We want the lotion fora 
bad sprain.” 
A pause. Lo 

. “My dear fellow, you are more than usually absent to- 
night. The lotion for a bad sprain.” . 

“Ah! yes! Directly.” 
He was evidently relieved to turn away, and to take his 

white face and his wild eyes toa table in a recess among 
the bottles.- But, though he stood there, compounding the 
lotion with his back towards them, Goodchild could not, 
for many moments, withdraw his gaze from the man. 
When he at length did so, he found the Doctor observing 
him, with some trouble in his face. “He is absent,” ex- 
plained the Doctor, in a low voice. “Always absent. 
Very absent.” ae ; . 

“Ts he ill? ” 
”. “No, not ill.” 
. “Unhappy?” 
. “T have my suspicions that he was,” assented the Doe- 

tor, “once.” = Ss 
. Francis Goodchild could not but observe that the Doctor 
accompanied these words with a benignant and protecting 
glance at their subject, in which there was much of the ex- 
pression with which an attached father might have looked 
at a heavily afflicted. son. - Yet, that. they were not 
father and son must have been plain to most eyes. The 
Assistant, on the other hand, turning presently to ask 
the Doctor some question, looked at him with a wan 
Fmile as if he were his whole reliance and sustainment in: 
ife. | oo . woe, . 

- It was in vain for the Doctor in his easy-chair, to try to 
lead the mind of Mr. Goodchild in the opposite easy-chair, 
away from what was before him. Let Mr. Goodchild do 
what he would to follow the Doctor, his eyes and thoughts. 
reverted. to the Assistant. The Doctor soon perceived it, 
ang after falling silent, and musing in a little perplexity, 

: wives
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: “Torn!” : 
“My dear Doctor.” : . 
“Would you go to the Inn, and apply that lotion? You 

will show the best way of applying it, far better than Mr. 
Goodchild can.” 

“With pleasure.” . a 
The Assistant took his hat, and passed like a shadow to 

the door. 
“Lorn!” said the Doctor, calling after him. 
He returned. 
“Mr. Goodchild will keep me company till you come 

home. Don’t hurry. Excuse my calling you back.” 
“Tt is not,” said the Assistant, with his former smile, 

“the first time you have called me back, dear Doctor.” 
With those words he went away. 
“Mr. Goodchild,” said Doctor Speddie, in a low voice, 

and with his former troubled expression of face, “I have 
seen that your attention has been concentrated on my 
friend.” | 7 

“He fascinates me. I must apologise to you, but he has 
quite bewildered and mastered me.” . . 

“T find that a lonely existence and a long secret,” said 
the Doctor, drawing his chair a little nearer to Mr. Good- 
child’s, “become in the course of time very heavy. I will 
tell you something. You may make what use you will of 
it, under fictitious names. I know I may trust you. I am 
the more inclined to confidence to-night, through having 
been unexpectedly led back, by the current of our conversa- 
tion at the Inn, to scenes in my early life. Will you please 
to draw a little nearer? ” 

Mr. Goodchild drew a little nearer, and the Doctor went 
on thus: speaking, for the most part, in so cautious a voice, 

that the wind, though it was far from high, occasionaily 
got the better of him. se 

When this present nineteenth century was younger by a 

good many years than it is now, a certain friend of mine, 

named Arthur Holliday, happened to arrive in the town of 

Doncaster, exactly in the middle ofa race-week, or,’ in 

other words, in the middle of the month of September. 

He was one of those reckless, rattle-pated, open-hearted, 

and open-mouthed young gentlemen, who possess the gift 

of familiarity in its highest perfection, and who scramble
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carelessly along the journey of life making friends, as the 
phrase is, wherever they go. His father was a rich manu- 
facturer, and had bought landed property enough in one of 
the midland counties to make all the born squires in his 
neighbourhood thoroughly envious of him. Arthur was his 
only son, possessor in prospect of the great estate and the 
great business after his father’s death; well supplied with 
money, and not too rigidly looked after, during his father’s 
lifetime. Report, or scandal, whichever you. please, said 
that the old gentleman had been rather wild in his youth- 
ful days, and that, unlike most parents, he was not disposed. 
to be violently indignant when he found that his son took. 
after him. This may be true ornot. I myself only knew 
the elder Mr. Holliday when he was getting on in years; 
and then he was as quiet and as respectable a gentleman as 
ever met with: - ee . 

-Well, one September, as I told you, young Arthur comes. 
to Doneaster, having decided all. of a sudden, in his hare- 
brained way, that he would go tothe races. He did not 
reach the town till towards the close of the evening, and he 
went at once to see about his dinner and bed at the princi- 
pal hotel. Dinner they: were ready enough to-give him; 
but as for'a bed, they laughed when he mentioned it, In 
the race-week at Doncaster, it is no uncommon thing for 
visitors. who have not: bespoken: apartments, to pass the 
night in their carriages at the inn.doors. As for the lower 
sort of strangers, I myself have often: seen’ them, at that 
full time, sleeping out on the doorsteps for want of a cov- 
ered’ place to creep under. . Rich as he was, Arthur’s 
chance of getting a night’s lodging (seeing that he had not 
written beforehand to secure one) was more than doubtful. 
He tried the second hotel, and the third hotel, and two of 
the inferior inns after that; and was met: everywhere by 
the same form of answer. No accommodation for the night 
of any sort was left. All the bright golden sovereigns in 
his poeket would not buy him a bed at Doncaster in the 
race-week, © oo, Ds : 
» To a young fellow of Arthur’s temperament, the novelty 
of being turned away into the street, like a penniless vaga- 
bond, at every house. where he’ asked for a’ lodging, pre- 
sented itself in the light of a new. and highly amusing 
piece of experience. He went on, with his. carpet-bag 
his hand, applying for a bed at every place of entertain-
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ment for travellers that he could find in Doncaster, until 
he wandered into the outskirts of the town. By this time, 
the last glimmer of twilight had faded out, the moon was 
rising dimly in'a mist, the wind- was getting cold, the 
clouds were gathering heavily, and -there was every pros- 
pect that it was soon going torain. = =. 

The look of the night had rather a lowering effect on 
young Holliday’s good spirits. He began to contemplate 
the houseless: situation in which he was placed, from the 
serious rather than the humorous point of view; and he 
looked about him, for another public-house to inquire. at, 
with something very like downright anxiety,in his mind on 
the subject of a lodging for the night. The suburban part. 
of the town towards which he had now strayed was hardly 
lighted at all, and he could see nothing of the houses as he 
passed them, except that they got progressively smaller 
and dirtier, the farther he went. Down the winding road 
before him shone the dull gleam of an oil lamp, the one 
faint, lonely light that struggled ineffectually with the 
foggy darkness all round him. He resolved to go on as 

far as this lamp, arid then, if it showed him nothing in the 
shape of an Inn, to return to the central part of the town 

and to try if he could not at least secure a chair to sit down 

on, through the night, at one of the principal Hotels. . ; 
As he got near the lamp, he heard. voices; and, walking 

close under it, found that it lighted the; entrance to a, nar- 

row court, on the wall of which was painted along hand in 

faded flesh-colour, pointing with a lean fore-finger, to this 

inscription :— ee Calor most 

, THE TWO ROBINS. 

‘Arthur turned into the court without: hesitation, to see 

what The Two Robins could do for him. Four or five men 

were standing together round the door of the house which 

was at the bottom of the court, facing the. entrance from. 

the street. ‘The men. were all listening to one other man, 

better dressed than the rest, who was telling. his audience 

something, in a low voice, in which they were apparently 

very much interested. © Pre So Ne 

On entering the passage, Arthur was passed. by 2 

stranger with a knapsack in ‘his ‘hand, who was evi lentil ‘vy 

leaving the house. rns 
No, ” said. the traveller with the knapsack, turning 

24
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round and addressing himself cheerfully to a fat, sly-look- 
ing, bald-headed man, with a dirty white apron on, who 
had followed him down the passage. “No, Mr. Landlord,I 
am not easily scared by trifles; but, I don’t mind confess- 
ing that I can’t quite stand that.” 

It occurred to young Holliday, the moment he heard these 
words, that the stranger had been asked an exorbitant price 
for a bed at The Two Robins; and that he was unable or 
unwilling to pay it. The moment his back was tumed, 
Arthur, comfortably conscious of his own well-filled pock- 
ets, addressed himself in a great hurry, for fear any other 
benighted traveller should slip in and forestall him, to the 
sly-looking landlord with the dirty apron and the bald 
ead. 
“Tf you have got a bed to let,” he said, “and if that 

gentleman who has just gone out won’t pay your price for 
it, Iwill.” 4 

The sly landlord looked hard at Arthur. 
“Will you, sir?” he asked, in a meditative, doubtful 

way. co 
“Name your price,” said young Holliday, thinking that 

the landlord’s hesitation sprang from some boorish distrust 
of him, “Name your price, and I’ll- give you the money 
at once if you like.” oo 

“Are you game for five shillings?” inquired the land- 
lord, rubbing his stubbly double chin, and looking up 
thoughtfully at the ceiling above him. 

Arthur nearly laughed in the man’s face; but thinking 
it prudent to control himself, offered the five shillings as 
seriously as he could. The sly landlord held out his hand, 
then suddenly drew it back again. . 

“You're acting all fair and above-board by me,” he said: 
“and, before I take your money, I’ll do the same by you. 
Look here, this is how it stands. You can have a bed all 
‘to yourself for five shillings; but you can’t have more than 
a half-share of the room it stands in. Do you see what I 
mean, young gentleman?” . a 
‘“Of course I do,” returned Arthur, a little irritably. 

“You mean that tt is a double-bedded room, and that one 
of the beds is oceupied?”'. - 

The landlord nodded his head, and rubbed his double 
chin harder thanever. Arthur hesitated, and mechanically 
moved back a step or two towards the door. The idea of
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sleeping in the same room with a total stranger, did not 
present an attractive prospect to him. He felt more than 
half-inclined to drop his five shillings into his pocket, and 
to go out into the street once more. . 

“Ts it yes, orno?” asked the landlord. “Settle it as 
quick as you can, because there’s lots of people wanting a 
bed at Doncaster to-night, besides you.” 7 

Arthur looked towards the court, and heard the rain fall- | 
ing heavily in the’ street outside. He thought he would 
ask a question or two before he rashly decided on leaving 
the shelter of The Two Robins. . ; 
“What sort of a man is it who has got the other bed?” 

he inquired. “Is he a gentleman? I mean, is he a quiet, 
well-behaved person? ” ; - 

“The quietest man I ever came across,” said the Jand- 
lord, rubbing his fat hands stealthily one over the other. 
“As sober as a judge, and as regular as clock-work in his 
habits. It hasn’t struck nine, not ten minutes ago, and 
he’s in his bed already. I don’t know whether that comes 
up to your notion of a quiet man: it goes a long way ahead 
of mire, I can tell you.” vo ; re 

“Ts he asleep, do you think?” asked Arthur.: 
“T know he’s asleep,” returned:the landlord... “And 

what’s more, he’s gone off so fast, that I’ll warrant you 
don’t wake him. This way, sir,” said the landlord, speak- 
ing over young Holliday’s shoulder, as if he was address- 
ing some new guest who was approaching the house. - 

“Here you are,” said Arthur, determined to be before- 
hand with the stranger, whoever he might be.’ “T’ll take 
the bed.” And he handed the five shillings to the land- 
lord, who nodded, dropped the money carelessly into his 
waistcoat-pocket, and lighted the candle. |. 

“Come up and see the room,” said the host of The, Two 
Robins, leading the way to the staircase quite briskly, con- 
sidering how fat he was. ~ : DO 
They mounted to the second-floor. of the house. : The 

landlord half opened a-door, fronting the landing,’ then 
stopped, and turned round to Arthur. | Wl a: a 

“It’s a fair bargain, mind, on my side as well as‘on 

yours,” he said. “You give me five shillings, I give you 
in return a clean, comfortable bed; and I warrant, Uefore- 

hand, that you won’t be interfered with, or annoyed In any 

way, by the man who. sleeps in the same room as you.
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Saying those words, he looked hard, for a moment, in young 
Holliday’s face, and.then led the way into the room. 

- It was larger and cleaner than Arthur had expected it 
would be. The two beds stood parallel with each other— 
a space of about six. feet intervening between them. They 
were both of the same medium size, and both had the same 
plain white curtains, made to draw, if necessary, all round 
them. The occupied bed was the bed nearest the window. 
The curtains were all drawn’ round this, except the half 
curtain at the bottom, on the side of the bed farthest from 
the window. Arthur saw.the feet of the sleeping man 
raising the scanty clothes into a sharp little eminence, 23 
if he was lying flat on his back. He took the candle, and 
advanced softly to draw the curtain—stopped half way, 
and listened for a moment—then turned to the landlord. 

. “ He’s a very quiet sleeper,” said Arthur. 
“Yes,” said the landlord, “very quiet.” ‘ 
Young Holliday advanced with the candle, and looked 

in at the man cautiously. . 
“How pale he is!” said Arthur. 
“Yes,” returned the landlord, “pale enough, isn’t he?” 
Arthur looked closer at the man. The bed-clothes were 

drawn up to his chin, and they lay perfectly still over the 
region of his chest.. Surprised and vaguely startled, as he 
noticed this, Arthur stooped down closer over the stranger; 
looked at his ashy, parted lips; listened breathlessly for an 
‘instant; looked again at the strangely still face, and the 
motionless lips and chest; and turned round suddenly on 
the landlord, with his own cheeks as pale for the moment 
as the hollow cheeks of the man on the bed. 

“Come here,” he whispered, under his breath. “Come 
here, for God’s sake! The man’s not asleep—he is dead!” 
“You have found that out sooner than I thought you 

would,” said the landlord composedly. “Yes, he’s dead, 
sure enough. He died at five o’clock to-day.” 
- “How did he’ die? “Who is he?” asked Arthur, stag- 
gered, for a moment, by the audacious coolness of the an- 
Swer, oa 
~ “As to who is he,” rejoined the landlord, “I know no 
more about him than you do. There are his books and let 
ters and things, all sealed up in that brown-paper parcel, 
for the Coroner’s inquest to open to-morrow or next day. 
He’s been here a week, paying his way fairly enough, and
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stopping in-doors, for the most part, as if he was ailing. 
My girl brought him up his tea at five to-day; and as he 
was pouring of it out, he fell down in a faint, ora fit, ora 
compound of both, for anything I know. ‘We could not 
bring him to—and I said he was dead. And the doctor 
couldn’t bring him tos-and. the doctor said he was dead. 
And there he is. And the Coroner’s inquest’s coming as 
soon asitean, And that’s as much as I know about it.” 

Arthur held the candle close to the man’s lips. The 
flame still burnt straight up, as steadily as before. ‘There 
was a moment of silence; and the rain pattered drearily 
through it against the panes of the window. - oo, 

“Tf you haven’t got nothing more to say to me,” continued 
the landlord, “I suppose I may go. You don’t expect 
your five shillings back, do you? There’s the bed I prom- 
ised you, clean and comfortable. There’s the man I war- 
ranted not to disturb you, quiet in this world for ever. If 
you’re frightened to stop alone with him, that’s not my 
look-out. I’ve kept my part of the bargain, and I mean to 
keep the money. I’m. not Yorkshire, myself, young gen- 
tleman; but I’ve lived long enough in these parts. to have 
my wits sharpened; and I shouldn’t wonder if you found 
out the way to brighten up yours, next time you come 
amongst us.” With these words, the. landlord ‘turned 
towards the door, and Jaughed to himself softly, in high 
satisfaction at. his own sharpness. | ae 

Startled and shocked as he was, Arthur had by this time 
sufficiently recovered himself to feel indignant at the trick 
that had been played on him, and at the insolent manner 
in which the landlord exulted init. ©. : . 

. “Don’t laugh,” he said sharply, “till you are quite sure 
you have got the laugh against: me... You shan t have 
the five shillings for nothing, my man. ‘TH keep the 

bed.” So Moors —_ 
“Will you?” said the landlord.’ “Then I wish you a 

good night’s rest.” With that brief farewell, he went out, 

and shut the door after him. . ot ; 
A good night's rest! The words had hardly been spoken, 

the door had hardly been closed, . before Arthur, half re- 

pented the hasty words that had just escaped him. Though 

not naturally over-sensitive, and not wanting In courage c 

the moral as well as the physical sort, the presence of the 

dead man had an instantaneously chilling effect on his
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mind when he found himself alone in the room—alone, and 
bound by his own rash words to stay there till the next 
morning. An older man would have thought nothing of 
those words, and would have acted, without reference to 
them, as his calmer sense suggested. But Arthur was too 
young to treat the ridicule, even of his inferiors, with con- 
tempt—too young not to fear the momentary humiliation 
of falsifying his own foolish boast, more than he feared the 
trial of watching out the long night in the same chamber 
with the dead. : 

_ “It is but a few hours,” he thought to himself, “and I 
can get away the first thing in the morning.” 

' He was looking towards the occupied bed as that idea 
passed through his mind, and the sharp angular eminence 
made in the clothes by the dead man’s upturned feet again 
caught his eye. He advanced and drew the curtains, pur- 

' posely abstaining, as he did so, from looking at the face of 
the corpse, lest he might unnerve himself at the outset by 
fastening some ghastly impression of it on his mind. He 
drew the curtain very gently, and sighed involuntarily as 
he closed it. “Poor fellow,” he said, almost as sadly asif 
he had known the man. “Ah, poor fellow!” 

He went next to the window. The night was black, and 
he could see nothing from it. The rain still pattered heav- 
ily against the glass. He inferred, from hearing it, that 
the window was at the back of the house; remembering 
that the front was sheltered from the weather by the court 
and the buildings over it. , 

While he was still standing at the window—for even the 
dreary rain was a relief, because of the sound it made; a 
relief, also, because it moved, and had some faint sugges- 
tion, in ‘consequence, of life and companionship in it—while 
he was standing at the window, and looking vacantly into 
the black darkness outside, he heard a distant church-clock 
strike ten. Only ten!. How was he to pass the time till 
the house was astir the next morning? 

Under any other circumstances, he would have. gone 
down to the public-house parlour, would have called for 
his grog, and would have laughed and talked with the com- 
pany. assembled as familiarly as if he had known them all 
his life. But the very thought of whiling ‘away the time 
in this manner was distasteful to him. The new situation 
in which he was placed seemed to have altered him to him-
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self already. Thus far, his life had been the common, 
trifling, prosaic, surface-life of a prosperous young man, 
with no troubles to conquer, and no trials toface. He had 
lost no relation whom he loved, no friend whom he treas- 
ured. ‘Till this night, what share he had of the immortal 
inheritance that is divided amongst us all, had lain dormant 
within him, . Till this night, Death and he had not once 
met, even in thought. . 

He took a few turns up and down the room—then 
stopped. The noise made by his boots on the poorly car- 
peted floor, jarred on his ear. He hesitated a little, and 

- ended by taking the boots off, and walking backwards and 
forwards noiselessly. All desire to sleep or to rest had 
left him. - The bare thought of lying down on the unoccu- 
pied bed instantly drew the picture on his mind of a dread- 
ful mimicry of the position of the dead man. Who was he? 
What was tho,story of his past life? Poor he must have 
been, or he would not have stopped at such a place as The 
Two Robins Inn—and weakened, probably, by long illness, 
or he could hardly have died in the manner in which the 
landlord had described. Poor, ill, lonely, —dead in a 
strange place; dead, with nobody but a stranger to pity 

him. A sad story: truly, on the mere face of it, a very 
sad story. i ae 

While these thoughts were passing through his mind, he 

had stopped insensibly at the window, close to which stood 

the foot of the bed with the closed curtains. At first he 

looked at it absently;.then he became conscious that his 

eyes were fixed on it; and then, a perverse desire took pos- 

session of him to do the very thing which he had resolved 

not to do, up to this time—to look at the dead man. - 

He stretched out his hand towards the curtains; -but 

checked himself in the very act of undrawing them, turned 

his back sharply on the bed, and walked towards the chim- 

ney-piece, to see what things were placed on it, and to try 
if he could keep the dead man out of his mind in that way. 

There was 2 pewter inkstand on the chimney-piece, 
with some mildewed remains of ink in the bottle. There 

were two coarse china ornaments of the commonest kind; 

and there wasa square of embossed card, dirty and fly- 

blown, with a collection of wretched riddles printed on it, . 

in all sorts of zig-zag directions, and in variously coloures 

inks. He took the card, and went away, to read it, to the
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table on which the candle was placed; sitting down, with 
his back resolutely turned to the curtained bed. 

He read the first riddle, the second, the third, all in one 
corner of the card—then turned it round impatiently to 
look at another. Before he could begin reading the riddles 
printed here, the sound of the church-clock stopped him. 
Eleven. He had got through an hour of the time, in the 
room with the dead man. 

- Once more he looked at the card. It was not easy to 
make out the letters printed on it, in consequence of the 
dimness of the light which the landlord had left him—a 
common tallow candle, furnished with a pair-of heavy old- 
fashioned steel snuffers. Up to this time, his mind had 
been too much occupied to think of the light. He had left 
the wick of the candle unsnuffed, till it had risen higher 
than the flame, and had burnt into an odd penthouse shape 
at the top, from which morsels of the charred cotton fell 
off, from time to time, in little flakes. He took up the 
snuffers now, and trimmed the wick. The light brightened 
directly, and the room became less dismal. 

Again he turned to the riddles; reading them doggedly 
and resolutely, now in one comer of the card, now in an- 
other. All his efforts, however, could not fix his attention 
on them. He pursued his occupation mechanically, deriv- 
ing no sort of impression from what he was reading. It 
was as if a shadow from the curtained bed had got between 
his mind and the gaily printed letters—a shadow that 
nothing could dispel. At last, he gave up the struggle, and 
threw the card from him impatiently, and took to walking 
softly up and down the room again. ; 

The dead man, the dead man, the hidden dead man on 
the bed! There was the one persistent idea still haunting 
lim. Hidden? Was it only the body being there, or was 
it the body being there, concealed, that was preying on his 
mind? He stopped at the window, with that doubt in 
him; once more listening to the pattering rain, once more 
looking out into the black darkness. 

Still the dead man! The darkness forced his mind back 
upon itself, and set his memory at work, reviving, with @ 
painfully vivid distinctness the momentary impression it 
had received from: the first sight of the corpse. Before 

' long the face seemed to be hovering out in the middle of 
the darkness, confronting him through the window, with
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the paleness whiter, with the dreadful dull line of light 
between the imperfectly closed eyelids broader than he had 
seen it—with the parted lips slowly dropping farther and 
farther away from each other—with the features grow- 
ing larger and moving closer, till they seemed to fill the 
window and to silence the rain, and to shut out the 
night. . se a 

The sound of a voice, shouting below-stairs, woke him - 
suddenly from the dream of his own distempered fancy. 
He recognised it as the voice of the landlord. “Shut up at 
twelve, Ben,” he heard it say. “I’m off to bed.” 

He wiped away the damp that had gathered on his fore- 
head, reasoned with himself for a little while, and resolved 
to shake his mind free of the ghastly counterfeit which still 
clung to it, by forcing himself to confront, if it was only 
for a moment, the solemn reality. Without allowing him- 
self an instant to hesitate, he parted the curtains at the 
foot of the bed, and looked through. ° . 
“There was a sad, peaceful, white face, with the awful 

mystery of stillness on it, laid back upon the pillow. No 
stir, no change there! He only looked at it for a moment 
before he closed the curtains again—but that moment 
steadied him, calmed him, restored him—mind and body 
—to himself. . Lo 

He returned to his old occupation of walking up and 
down the room; persevering in it, this time, till the clock 
struck again. Twelve. ; - 

As the sound of the clock-bell died away, it was suc- 
ceeded by the confused noise, down-stairs, of the drinkers 

in the tap-room leaving the house. The next sound, after 
an interval of silénce, was caused by the barring of the 

door, and the closing of the shutters, at the back of the 
Inn. Then the silence followed again, and was disturbed 
no more. . . 

He was alone now—absolutely, utterly, alone with the 
dead man, till the next morning.- . 

The wick of the candle wanted trimming again. He took 

up the snuffers—but paused suddenly on the very point o 
using them, and looked attentively at the candle—then 

back, over his shoulder, at the curtained bed—thep “ea 
at the candle. ‘It had been lighted, for the first time, to 

- show him the way up-stairs, and three parts of it, at ban Hi 
were already consumed. In another hour it would be burn 

24*
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out. In another hour—unless he called at once to the man 
who had shut up the Inn, for a fresh candle—he would be 
left in the dark. 

Strongly as his mind had been affected since he had en- 
tered the room, his unreasonable dread of encountering rid- 
icule, and of exposing his courage to suspicion, had not al- 
together lost its influence over him, even yet. He lingered 

‘ irresolutely by the table, waiting till he could prevail on 
himself to open the door, and call, from the landing, to the 
man who had shut up the Inn. In his present hesitating 
frame of mind, it was a kind of relief to gain a few mo- 
ments only by engaging in the trifling occupation of snuffing 
the candle. His hand trembled a little, and the snuffers 
were heavy and awkward touse. When heclosed them on 
the wick, he closed them a hair’s breadth too low. Inan 
instant the candle was out, and the room was plunged in 
pitch darkness. . 

The one impression which the absence of light immedi- 
ately produced on his mind, was distrust of the curtained 
bed—distrust which shaped itself into no distinct idea, but 
which was powerful enough, in its very vagueness, to bind 
him down to his chair, to make his heart beat fast, and to 
set him listening intently. No sound stirred in the room 
but the familiar sound of the rain against the window, 
louder and sharper now than he had heard it yet. 

Still the vague distrust, the inexpressible dread possessed 
him, and kept him to his chair. He had pit his carpet-bag_ 
on the table, when he first entered the room; and he now. 
took the key from his pocket, reached out his hand softly, 
opened the bag, and groped in it for his travelling writing- 
case, in which he knew that there was a small store of 
matches. When he had got one of the matches, he waited 
before he struck it on the coarse wooden table, and listened 
intently again, without knowing why. Still there was no «: 
sound in the room but the steady, ceaseless, rattling sound! : 
of the rain. . 

He lighted the candle again, without another moment of 
delay; and, on the instant of its burning up, the first ob- 
ject in the room that his eyes sought for was the curtained 
ed. os 
Just before the light had been put out, he had looked in 

that direction, and had seen no change, no disarrangement 
of any sort, in the folds of the closely drawn curtains.
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When he looked at the bed, now, he saw, hanging over 
the side of it, a long white hand. - : ; a 

It lay perfectly motionless, midway on the side of the 
bed, where the curtain at the head and the curtain at the 
foot met. Nothing more was visible. The clinging cur- 
tains hid everything but the long white hand. : ; 

He stood looking at it unable to stir, unable to call outs. 
feeling nothing, knowing nothing, every faculty he pos. 
sessed gathered up and lost in the one seeing faculty. 
How long that first panic held him he never could tell 
afterwards. It might have been only for a moment; it 
might have been for many minutes together. How he got 
to the bed—whether he ran to it headlong, or whether he 
approached it slowly—how he wrought himself up to un- 
close the curtains and look in, he never has remembered, 
and never will remember to his dying day. Itis enough 
that he did go to the bed, and that he did look inside the ~ 
curtains. vs So . 

The man had moved. One of his arms was outside the 
clothes; his face was turned a little on the pillow; his eye- 
lids were wide open. Changed as to position, and’ as to 
one of the features, the face was, otherwise, fearfully and 
wonderfully unaltered.. The dead paleness and the dead 
quiet were on it still. Ce Boe ’ ae 

One glance showed Arthur this—one glance, before he 
flew breathlessly to the door, and alarmed the house... -, 

The man whom the landlord called “Ben,” was the first 

to appear on the stairs. In three words, Arthur’ told him 

what had happened, and sent him for the nearest doctor. 
I, who tell you this story, was then staying with a med- 

ical friend of imine, in practice at Doncaster, taking care of 
his patients for him, during his absence in London; and I, 

for the time being, was the nearest doctor. They had sent 

for me from the Inn, when the stranger was taken ill in the 

afternoon; but I was not at home, and medical assistance 

was sought for elsewhere. When the man from The Two 

Robins rang the night-bell, I was just thinking of going to 

bed. Naturally enough, I did not believe a word of his 

story about “a dead man who had come to life again. 
However, I put on my hat, armed myself with one or two 

bottles of restorative medicine, and ran to the Inn, expect 

ing to find nothing more remarkable, when I got there, 

than a patientina fit’ 0... moat ls
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’ My surprise at finding that the man had spoken the lit- 
eral truth was almost, if not quite, equalled by my aston- 
ishment at finding myself face to face with Arthur Holli- 
day as soon as I entered the bedroom. It was no time then 
for giving or seeking explanations. We just shook hands 
amazedly; and then I ordered everybody but Arthur out of 
the room, aud hurried to the man on the bed. 

The kitchen fire had not been long out. There was 
plenty of hot water in the boiler, and plenty of flannel to 
be had. With these, with my medicines, and with such 
help as Arthur could render under my direction, I dragged 
the man, literally, out of the jaws of death. In less than 
an hour from the time when I had been called in, he was 
alive and talking in the bed on which he had been laid out 

to wait for the Coroner’s inquest. 
- You will naturally ask me, what had been the matter 
with him; and I might treat you, in reply, to a long 
theory, plentifully sprinkled with, what the children call, 
hard words. I prefer telling you that, in. this case, cause 
and effect could not be satisfactorily joined together by any 
theory whatever. ‘There are mysteries in life, and the con- 

dition of it, which human science has not fathomed yet; 

and I candidly confess to you, that, in bringing that man 

back to existence, I was, morally speaking, groping hap- 
hazard in the dark. I know (from the testimony of the 
doctor who attended him in the afternoon) that the vital 
machinery, so far as its action is appreciable by our senses, 
had, in this case, unquestionably stopped; and Iam equally 
certain (seeing that I recovered him) that the vital princi 
ple was not extinct. When TI add, that he had suffered 
from a long-and complicated illness, and that his whole 
nervous system was utterly deranged, I have told you alll 
really know of the physical condition of my dead-alive pa- 
tient at The Two Robins Inn. i . 

‘When he “came to,” as the phrase goes, he was a star- 
tling object to look at, with his colourless face, his sunken 

cheeks, his wild black eyes, and his long black hair. The 
first question he asked me about himself, when he could 
speak, made me suspect that T had been called in to a mal 
in my own profession. I mentioned to him my surmise; 
and he told me that I was right. 

He said he had come last from Paris, where he had been 
attached to a hospital. That he had lately returned t¢
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England, on his way to Edinburgh, to continue his studies; 
that he had been taken ill on the journey; and that he had 
stopped to rest and recover himself at Doncaster. He did 
not add 2 word about his name, or who he was: and, of 
course, I did not question him on the subject. All I in- 
quired, when he ceased speaking, was what branch of the 
profession he intended to follow. - 

“ Any branch,” he said, bitterly, “which will put bread 
into the mouth of a poor man.” , , 

At this, Arthur, who had been hitherto watching him in 
' silent curiosity, burst out impetuously in his usual good- 
humoured way :— 
“My dear fellow!” (everybody was “my dear fellow ” 

with Arthur) “now you have come to life again, don’t be- 

gin by being downhearted about your prospects. Pll an- 

swer for it, I can help you-to some capital thing in the 

medical line—or, if I can’t, I know my father can.” 

The medical student looked at him steadily. . 

“Thank you,” he said, coldly. Then added, “May I 

ask who your father is?” - - oo, . 
“He’s well enough known all about this part of the 

country,” replied Arthur. “He is a great manufacturer, 

and his name is Holliday.” . Co a: 

My hand was on the man’s wrist during this brief con- 

yersation. The instant the name of Holliday was pro- 

nounced I felt the pulse under my fingers flutter, stop, go 

on suddenly with a bound, and beat afterwards, for a min- 

ute or t the fever rate. ' -s 

.« How Gia you come here?” asked the stranger, quickly, 

excitably, passionately almost. . 

o ‘Arthur related briefly what bad | happened from the time - 
:0f his king the bed at the Inn. . 

1, “1 et bed to Mr. Holliday’s son then for the help 

that has saved my life,” said the medical student, speak- 

ing to himself, with a singular sarcasm in his voice. 

“Come here!” . -t 

He ‘held out, as he spoke, his long, white, bony, right 

ath all my heart,” said Arthur, taking the hand cor- 

i i inued, laughing. 
dially. “I may confess it now,” he continued, 

“ Upon my honour, you almost frightened me out of my 

wit ” 

. ‘ . . 

The stranger did not seem to listen. His wild black
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eyes were fixed with a look of eager interest on Arthur's 
face, and his long bony fingers kept tight hold of Arthur’s 
hand. Young Holliday, on his side, returned the gaze, 
amazed and puzzled by the medical student’s odd language 
and manners. The two faces were close together; I looked 
at them; and, to my amazement, I was suddenly impressed 
by the sense of a likeness between them—not in features, 
or complexion, but solely in expression. It must have been 
a. strong likeness, or I should certainly not have found it 
out, for J am naturally slow at. detecting resemblances be- 
tween faces. Oo 

“You have saved my life,” said the strange man, still 
looking hard in Arthur’s face, still holding tightly by his 
hand. “If you had been my own brother, you could not 
have done more for me than that.” _- 

He laid a singularly strong emphasis on those three 
words “my own brother,” and a change passed over his 
face as he pronounced them,—a change that no language 
of mine is competent to describe. 

“T hope I have not done being of service to you yet,” 
said Arthur. “I'll speak to my father, as soon as I get 
home.” ; , , 

. “You seem to be fond and proud of your father,” said 
the medical student. “I suppose, in return, he is fond and 
proud of you?” 
__-“OFf course, he is!” answered Arthur, laughing. “Is 
there anything wonderful in that? Isn’t your father 
fond——” ‘ 

The stranger suddenly dropped young Holliday’s hand, 
and turned his face away. 

' “T beg your pardon,” said Arthur. “I hopo I. have not 
unintentionally pained you. I hope you have not lost your 
father.” ; 

“T can’t well lose what I have never had,” retorted the 
medical student, with a harsh, mocking laugh. 

“What you have never had!” . 
The strange man suddenly caught Arthur’s hand again, 

suddenly looked once more hard in his face. 
“Yes,” he said, with a repetition of the bitter laugh. 

“You have brought a poor devil back into the world, who 
has no business there. DoT astonish you? Well! I have 
a fancy of my own for telling you what men in my situa- 
tion generally keep a secret. I have nonameand no father.
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The merciful law of Society tells me Iam Nobody’s Son! 
Ask your father if he will be my father too, and help me 
on in life with the family name.” ; 

Arthur looked at me, more puzzled than ever. I signed 
to him to say nothing, and then laid my fingers again on 
the man’s wrist. No! In spite of the extraordinary speech 
that he had just made, he was not, as I had been disposed 
to suspect, beginning to get light-headed. His pulse, by 
this time, had fallen back to a quiet, slow beat, and his 
skin was moist and cool.. Not a symptom of fever or agi- 
tation about him. 

Finding that neither of us answered him, he turned to 
me, and began talking of the extraordinary nature of his 
case, and asking my advice about the future course of med- 
ical treatment to which he ought to subject himself. Isaid 
the matter required careful thinking over, and suggested 
that I should submit certain prescriptions to him the next 
morning. He told me to write them at once, as he would, 
most likely, be leaving Doncaster, in the morning, before 
Iwas up. It was quite useless to represent to him the 
folly and danger of such a proceeding as this. He heard 
me politely and patiently, but held to his resolution, with- 
out offering any reasons or any explanations, and repeated 
to me, that if I wished to give him a chance of seeing my 

prescription, I must write it atonce. Hearing this, Arthur 

volunteered the loan of a travelling writing-case, which, he 

said, he had with him; and, bringing it to the bed, shook 

the note-paper out of the pocket of the case forthwith 

in his usual careless way. With the paper, there fell 

out on the counterpane of the bed a small packet of stick- 

ing-plaster, and a little water-colour drawing of a land- 

scape. my : 
The medical student took up the drawing and looked at 

it. His eye fell on some initials neatly written, in cypher, 

in one corner. He started and trembled; his pale face 

grew whiter than ever; his wild black eyes turned on 

Arthur, and looked through and through him. . 

“A pretty drawing,” he said in a remarkably quiet tone 

of voice. : . 
“Ah! and done by such a pretty girl,” said Arthur. 

“Oh, such a pretty girl! I wish it was nota landsecape— 

I wish it was a portrait of her!” 
“You admire her very much?”
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Arthur, half in jest, half in earnest, kissed his hand for 
answer. 

“Love at first sight!” he said, putting the drawing away 
again. “But the course of it doesn’t run smooth. It’s 
the old story. She’s monopolised as usual. Trammelled 
by arash engagement to some poor man who is never likely 
to get money enough to marry her. It was lucky I heard 
of it in time, or I should certainly have risked a declara- 
tion when she gave me that drawing. Here, doctor! Here 
is.pen, ink, and paper all ready for you.” 

“When she gave you that drawing? Gaveit. Gaveit.” 
He repeated the words slowly to himself, and suddenly 
closed his eyes. A momentary distortion passed across his 
face, and I saw one of his hands clutch up the bed-clothes 
and squeeze them hard. 1 thought he was going to be ill 
again, and begged that there might be no more talking. 
He opened his eyes when I spoke, fixed them once more 
searchingly on Arthur, and said, slowly and distinctly, 
“You like her, and she likes you.. The poor man may die 
out of your way. Who can tell that she may not give you 
herself as well as her drawing, after all?” 

_ Before young Holliday could answer, he turned to me, 
and said in a whisper, “Now for the prescription.” From 
that time, though he spoke to Arthur again, he never looked 
at him more. _ , 
_ When I had written the prescription, he examined it, 
approved of it, and then astonished us both by abruptly 
wishing us good night. I offered to sit up with him, and 
he shook his head.’ Arthur offered to sit up with him, and 
he said, shortly, with his face turned away, “No.” Lin- 
sisted on having somebody left to watch him. He gare 
way when he found I was determined, and said he would 
accept the services of the waiter at the Inn. 

“Thank you, both,” he said, as we rose to go. “TI have 
one last favour to ask—not of you, doctor, for I leave you 
to exercise your professional discretion—but of Mr. Holli- 

- day.” His eyes, while he spoke, still rested steadily on 
me, and never once turned towards Arthur. “I beg that 
Mr. Holliday will not mention to any one—least of all to 
his father—the events that have occurred, and the words 
that have passed, in this room. I entreat him to bury 
me in his memory, as, but for him, I might have been 
buried in my grave. I cannot give my reasons for mak-
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ing this strange request. I can only implore him to grant 
it. 

’ His voice faltered for the first time, and he hid his face 
on the pillow. Arthur, completely bewildered, gave the 
required pledge. I took young Holliday away with me, 
immediately afterwards, to the house of my friend; deter- 
mining to go back to the Inn, and to see the medical stu- 
dent again before he had left in the morning. 
_ Treturned to the Inn at eight o’clock, purposely abstain- 
ing from waking Arthur, who was sleeping off the past 
night’s excitement on one of my friend’s sofas. <A suspi- 
cion had occurred to me as soon as I was alone in my bed- 
room, which made me resolve that Holliday and the 
stranger whose life he had saved should not meet again, if 
Teould prevent it. I have already alluded to certain re- 
ports, or scandals, which I knew of, relating to the early 
life of Arthur’s father. While I was thinking, in my bed, ~ 

of what had passed at the Inn—of the change in the stu- 
dent’s pulse when he heard the name of Holliday; of the 

resemblance of expression that I had discovered between 
his faceand Arthur’s; of the emphasis he had laid on those - 

three words, “my own brother; ” and of his incomprehen- 
sible acknowledgment of his own illegitimacy—while I was 

thinking of these things, the reports I have mentioned sud- 

denly flew into my mind, and linked themselves fast to the 

chain of my previous reflections. Something within me 

whispered, “It is best that those two young men should 

not meet again.” I felt it before I slept; I felt it when I 

woke; and I went, as I told you, alone to the Inn the next 

morning. _. . 
Thad missed my only opportunity of seeing my nameless 

patient again. He had been gone nearly ap hour when I 
inquired for him. 

I have now told you everything that I know for certain, 

in relation to the man whom I brought back to life in the - 

double-bedded room of the Inn at Doncaster. What I have 

next to add is matter for inference and surmise, and is not, 

strictly speaking, matter of fact. . a 

I have to tell you, first, that the medical student turned 

out to be strangely and unaccountably right in assuming it 

as more than probable that Arthur Holliday would marry 

the young lady who had given him the water-colour drawing
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of the landscape. That marriage took place a little more 
than a year after the events occurred which I have just 
been relating. The young couple came to live in the neigh- 
bourhood in which I was then established in practice. I 
was ,present at the wedding, and was rather surprised to 
find that Arthur was singularly reserved with me, both be- 
fore and after his marriage, on the subject of the young 
lady’s prior engagement. He only referred to it once, 
when we were alone, merely telling me, on that occasion, 
that his wife had done all that honour and duty required 
of her in the matter, and that the engagement had been 
broken off with the full approval of her parents. I never 
heard more from him than this. For three years he and 
his wife lived together happily. At the expiration of that 
time, the symptoms of a serious illness first declared them- 
selves in Mrs. Arthur Holliday. It turned out to bea 
long, lingering, hopeless malady. I attended her through- 
out. We had been great friends when she was well, and 
we became more attached to each other than ever when she 
was ill, I had many long and interesting conversations 
with her in the intervals when she suffered least. The re- 

. sult of one of these conversations I may briefly relate, leav- 
ing you to draw any inferences from it that you please. 

- The interview to which I refer, occurred shortly before 
her death. . I called one evening, as usual, and found her 
alone, with a look in her eyes which told me that she had 
been crying. She only informed me at first, that she had 

‘been depressed in spirits; but, by little and little, she be- 
came more communicative, and confessed to me that she 
had been looking over some old letters, which had been ad- 
dressed to her, before she had seen Arthur, by a man to 
whom she had been engaged to be married. I asked her 
how the engagement came to be broken off. She replied 
that it had not been broken off, but that it had died out in 
a very mysterious way. The person to whom she was en- 
gaged—her first love, she called him—was very poor, and 
there was no immediate prospect of their. being married. 
He followed my profession, and went abroad to study. 
They had corresponded regularly, until the time when, as 
she believed, he had returned to England. From that 
period she heard no more of him. He was of a fretful, 
sensitive temperament; and she feared that she might have 
inadvertently done or said something that offended him.
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However that might be, he had never written to her again; 
and, after waiting a year, she had married Arthur. I asked 
when the first estrangement had begun, and found that the 
time at which she ceased to hear anything of her first lover 

_exactly corresponded with the time at which I had been 
called in to my mysterious patient at The Two Robins Inn. 

A fortnight after that conversation, she died. In course 
of time, Arthur married again. Of late years, he has 
lived principally in London, and I have seen little or 
nothing of him. 

Ihave many years to pass over before I can approach to 
anything like a conclusion of this fragmentary narrative. 
And even when that later period is reached, the little that 
I have to say will not occupy your attention for more than 
afew minutes. Between six and seven years ago, the gen- 
tleman to whom-I introduced you in this room, came to 
me, with good professional recommendations, to fill the po- 
sition of my assistant. We met, not like strangers, but 
like friends—the only difference between us being, that I 
was very much surprised to see him, and that he did not 
appear to be at all surprised to see me. If he was my son, 
or my brother, I believe he could not be fonder of me than 
he is; but he has never volunteered any confidence since 
he has been here, on the subject of his past life. I saw 
something that was familiar to me in his face when we first 
met; and yet it was also something that suggested the idea 
of change. I had a notion once that my patient at the Inn 
might be a natural son of Mr. Holliday’s; I had another 
idea that he might also have been the man who was en- 
gaged to Arthur’s first wife; and I have a third idea, still 
clinging to me, that Mr. Lorn is the only man in England 
who could really enlighten me, if he chose, on both those 
doubtful points. His hair is not black, now, and his eyes 

are dimmer than the piercing eyes that I remember, but, 
for all that, he is very like the nameless medical student 
of my young days—very like him. And, sometimes, when 

I come home late at night, and find him asleep, and wake 
him, he looks, in coming to, wonderfully like the stranger 

at Doncaster, as he raised himself in the bed on that mem- 

orable night! 

The Doctor paused. Mr. Goodchild who had been fol- 

lowing every word that fell-from his lips, up to this time,
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leaned forward eagerly to ask a question. Before he could 
say a word, the latch of the door was raised, without any 
warning sound of footsteps in the passage outside. A long, 
white, bony hand appeared through the opening, gently 
pushing the door, which was prevented from working freely 
on its hinges by a fold in the carpet under it. 

“That hand! Look at that hand, Doctor!” said Mr. 
Goodchild, touching him. 

At the same moment, the Doctor looked at Mr. Good- 
child, and whispered to him, significantly: 

“Hush! he has come back.” . 

CHAPTER III. 
Tus Cumberland Doctor’s mention of Doncaster Races, 

inspired Mr. Francis Goodchild with the idea of going down 
to Doncaster to see the races. Doncaster being a good way 
off, and quite out of the way of the Idle Apprentices (if 
anything could be out of their way, who had no way), it 
necessarily followed that Francis perceived Doncaster in the 
race-week to be, of all possible idlenesses, the particular 
idleness that would completely. satisfy him. 

Thomas, with an enforced idleness grafted on the natural 
and voluntary power of his disposition, was not of this mind; 
objecting that a man compelled to lie on his back on a 
floor, a sofa, a table, a line of chairs, or anything he could 
get to lie upon, was not in racing condition, and that he 
desired nothing better than to lie where he was, enjoying 
himself in looking at the flies on the ceiling. But, Francis 
Goodchild, who had been walking round his companion in 
a circuit of twelve miles for two days, and had begun to 
doubt whether it was reserved for him ever to be idle in his 
life,-not only overpowered this objection, but even con- 
verted Thomas Idle to a scheme he formed (another idle 
inspiration), of conveying the said Thomas to the sea- 
coast, and putting his injured leg under a stream of salt- 

water. : 
Plunging into this happy conception headforemost, Mr. 

Goodchild immediately referred to the county-map, and 
ardently discovered that the most delicious piece of sea-
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coast to be found within the limits of England, Ireland, 
Scotland, Wales, the Isle of Man, and the Channel Islands, 
all sammed up together, was Allonby on the coast of Cum- 
berland. There was the coast of Scotland opposite to 
Allonby, said Mr. Goodchild with enthusiasm; there was 
a fine Scottish mountain on that Scottish coast; there were 
Scottish lights to be seen shining across the glorious Chan- 
nel, and at Allonby itself there was every idle luxury (no 
doubt), that a watering-place could offer to the heart of 
idle man. Moreover, said Mr. Goodchild, with his finger 
on the map, this exquisite retreat was approached’ by a 
eoach-road, from a railway-station called Aspatria—a 
name, in a manner, suggestive of the departed glories of 
Greece, associated with one of the most engaging and most 
famous of Greek women. On this point, Mr. Goodchild 
continued at intervals to breathe a vein of classic fancy and 
eloquence exceedingly irksome to Mr. Idle, until it ap- 
peared that the honest English pronunciation of that Cum- 
berland country shortened Aspatria into “Spatter.” After 
this supplementary discovery, Mr. Goodchild said no more 
about it. 

By way of Spatter, the crippled Idle was carried, hoisted, 
pushed, poked, and packed, into and out of carriages, into 
and out of beds, into and out of tavern resting-places, until 

he was broughtat length within sniff of the sea. And now, 

behold the apprentices gallantly riding into Allonby in a 

one-horse fly, bent upon staying in that peaceful marine 
valley until the turbulent Doncaster time shall come round 

upon the wheel, in its turn among what are in sporting 

registers called the “Fixtures” for the month. 

- “Do you see Allonby?” asked Thomas Idle. . 

“J don’t see it yet,” said Francis looking out of window. 

“Tt must be there,” said Thomas Idle. ° 

“T don’t see it,” returned Francis. 

“Tt must be there,” repeated Thomas Idle, fretfully. ; 

' Qord bless me!” exclaimed Francis, drawing in his 

“ this is it!” ot . 

nek watering place,” retorted Thomas Idle, with the par- 

donable sharpness of an invalid, “can’t be five gentlemen 
in straw-hats, on a form on one side of a door, and four 

ladies in hats and falls, on a form on another side of a 
door, and three geese in a dirty little brook before them, 
and a boy’s legs hanging over a bridge (with a boy’s body
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I suppose on the other side of the parapet), and a donkey 
running away. What are you talking about?” 

“ Allonby, gentlemen,” said the most comfortable of 
landladies, as she opened one door of the carriage; 
“‘Allonby, gentlemen,” said the most attentive of land- 
lords, as he opened the other. . 

Thomas Idle yielded his arm to the ready Goodchild, and 
descended from the vehicle. Thomas, now just able to 
grope his way along, ina doubled-up condition, with the 
aid of two thick sticks, was no bad embodiment of Com- 
modore Trunnion, or of one of those many gallant Admirals 

- of the stage, who have all ample fortunes, gout, thick- 
sticks, tempers, wards, and nephews. With this distin- 

_ guished naval appearance upon him, Thomas made a crab- 
like progress up a clean little bulk-headed staircase, into a 
clean little: bulk-headed room, where he slowly deposited 
himself on a sofa, with a stick on either hand of him, look- 
ing exceedingly grim. 

“Francis,” said. Thomas Idle, “what do you think of 

this place?” se 
“T think,” returned Mr. Goodchild, in a glowing way, 

“itis everything we expected.” 
“Hah!” said ThomasIdle © 

_ “here is the sea,” cried Mr. Goodchild, pointing out of 
window; “and here,” pointing to the lunch on the table, 
“are shrimps. Let us——” here Mr. Goodchild looked 
out of window, as if in search of something, and looked in 
again,—“let us eat ’em.” .. 

The shrimps eaten.and the dinner ordered, Mr. Good- 
child went out to survey the watering-place. As Chorus 
of the Drama, without whom Thomas could make nothing : 
of the scenery, he by-and-bye returned, to have the follow- - 
ing report screwed out of him. - ot a | 

In brief, it was the most delightful place ever seen. .. 
“But,” Thomas Idle asked, “where is it?”- a 
“It’s what: you may call generally up and down the 

beach, here and there,” said: Mr. Goodchild, with a twist 
ofhishand. .- . --- 

“Proceed,” said Thomas Idle. - - 
_ It was, Mr. Goodchild went on to say, in cross-examina- 

tion, what you might call a primitive place. Large? No, 
it was not large.’ Who ever expected it would be large? 
Shape? . What a question to ask! Noshape. ‘What sort 
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of a street? Why, no street. Shops? Yes, of course 
(quite indignant). How many? Who ever went into a 
place to count the shops? Ever so many. Six? Perhaps. 
A library? Why, of course (indignant again). Good col- 
lection of books? Most likely—couldn’t say—had seen 
nothing in it but a pair of scales. Any reading-room? Of: 
course, there was a reading-room. Where? Where! why, 
over there. Where was over there? Why, there/ Let 
Mr. Idle carry his eye to that bit of waste-ground above 
high water-mark, where the rank grass and loose stones 
were most in a litter; and he would see a sort of a long 
ruinous brick loft, next door to a ruinous brick outhouse, 
which loft had a ladder outside, to get up by. That was 
the reading-room, and if Mr. Idle didn’t like the idea of a 
weaver’s shuttle throbbing under a reading-room, that was 
his look-out. He was not to dictate, Mr. Goodchild sup- 
posed (indignant again), tothe company. — 

“By the bye,” Thomas Idle observed; “the company?” 
Well! (Mr. Goodchild went on to report) very nice com- 

pany. here were they? Why, there they were. Mr. 
Idle could see the tops of their hats, he supposed. What? 
Those nine straw-hats again, five gentlemen’s and four 
ladies’? Yes, to be sure. Mr. Goodchild hoped the com- 
pany were not to be expected to wear helmets, to please 
Mr. Idle. . . . 

Beginning to recover his temper at about this point, Mr. 
Goodchild voluntarily reported that if you wanted to be 
primitive, you could be primitive here, and that if you 

wanted to be idle, you could be idle here. In the course of 

some days, he added, that there were three fishing-boats, 

but no rigging, and that there were plenty of fishermen 

who never fished. That they got their living entirely by 

looking at the ocean. What nourishment they looked out 

of it to support their strength, he couldn’t say; but, he 

. supposed it was some sort of Iodine. The place was full 

of their children, who were always upside down on the 
public buildings (two small bridges over the brook), and 

always hurting themselves or one another, so that: their 

wailings made more continual noise in the air than could 

have been got ina busy place. The houses people lodged 

in, were nowhere in particular, and were in capital ac- 

cordance with the beach; being all more or less cracked 

and damaged as its shells were, and all empty—as its shells
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were. Among them, was an edifice of destitute appearance, 
with a number of wall-eyed windows in it, looking desper- 
ately out to Scotland as if for help, which said it was a 
Bazaar (and it ought to know), and where you might buy 
anything you wanted—supposing what you wanted, was a 

‘little camp-stool or a child’s wheelbarrow. The brook 
crawled or stopped between the houses and the sea, and the 
donkey was always running away, and when he got into 
the brook he was pelted out with stones, which never hit 
him, and which always hit some of the children who were 
upside down on the public buildings, and made their lam- 
entations louder. This donkey was the public excitement 
of Allonby, and was probably supported at the public ex- 
pense. — 

The foregoing descriptions, delivered in separate items, 
on separate days of adventurous discovery, Mr. Goodchild 
severally wound up, by looking out of window, looking in 
again, and saying, “But there is the sea, and here are the 
shrimps—let us eat ’em.” . 

There were fine sunsets at Allonby when the low flat 
beach, with its pools of water and its dry patches, changed 
into long bars of silver and gold in various states of bur- 
nishing, and there were fine views—on fine days—of the 
Scottish coast. But, when it rained at Allonby, Allonby 
thrown back upon its ragged self, became a kind of place 
which the donkey seemed to have found out, and to have 
his highly sagacious reasons for wishing to bolt from. 
Thomas Idle observed, too, that Mr. Goodchild, with a 
noble show of disinterestedness, became every day more 
ready to walk to Maryport and back, for letters; and sus- 
Ppicions began to harbour in the mind of Thomas, that his 
fuend deceived him, and that Maryport was a preferable 
place. Se 

Therefore, Thomas said to Francis on a day when they 
had looked at the sea and eaten the shrimps, “My mind 
misgives me, Goodchild, that you go to Maryport, like the 
boy in the story-book, to ask it to be idle with you.” 

“Judge, then,” returned Francis, adopting the style of 
the story-book, “with what success. I go to a region 
which is a bit of water-side Bristol, with a slice of Wap- 
ing, a seasoning of Wolverhampton, and a garnish of 
ortsmouth, and I say, ‘ Will you come and be idle with 

me?” And it answers, ‘No; for I am a great deal too va-
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porous, and a great deal too rusty, and a great deal too 
muddy, and a great deal too dirty altogether; and I have 
ships to load, and pitch and tar to boil, and iron to ham- 
mer, and steam to get up, and smoke to make, and stone to 
quarry, and fifty other disagreeable things to do, and I 
can’t be idle with you.’ Then I go into jagged up-hill 
and down-hill streets, where I am in the pastrycook’s shop 
at one moment, and next moment in savage fastnesses of 
moor and morass, beyond the confines of civilisation, and I 
say to those murky and black-dusky streets, ‘ Will you 
come and be idle with me?’ To which they reply, ‘No, 
we can’t, indeed, for we haven’t the spirits, and we are 
startled by the echo of your feet on the sharp pavement, 
and we have so many goods in our shop-windows which no- 
body wants, and we have so much to do fora limited public 
which never comes to us to be done for, that we are alto- 
gether out of sorts and can’t enjoy ourselves with any one.’ 
So I go to the Post-office, and knock at the shutter, and I 
say to the Post-master, ‘ Will you come and be idle with 
me?? To which he rejoins, ‘ No, I really can’t, for I live, 
as you may see, in such a very little Post-office, and pass 
my life behind such a very little shutter, that my hand, 
when I put it out, is as the hand of a giant crammed 
through the window of a dwarf’s house at a fair, and Iam 
amere Post-office anchorite in a cell much too small for 
him, and I can’t get out, and I can’t get in, and I have 
no space to be idle in, even if I would.’ So, the boy,” 
said Mr. Goodchild, concluding the tale, “comes back 
with the letters after all, and lives happy never after- 
wards.” ” Co . 

But it may, not unreasonably, be asked—while Francis 
Goodchild was wandering hither and thither, storing his 
mind with perpetual observation of men and things, and 
sincerely believing himself to be the laziest creature in ex-. 
istence all the time-—-how did Thomas Idle, crippled and 
confined to the house, contrive to get through the hours of 
the day? ' : 

Prone on the sofa, Thomas made no attempt to get 
through the hours, but passively allowed the hours to get 

through him... Where other men in his situation would 
have read books and improved their minds, Thomas slept 
and rested his body. Where other men would have pon- 

dered anxiously over their future prospects, Thomas
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dreamed lazily of his past life. The'one solitary thing he 
did, which most other people would have done in his place, 
was to resolve on making certain alterations and improve- 
ments in his mode of existence, as soon as the effects of the 
misfortune that had overtaken him had all passed away, 
Remembering that the current of his life had hitherto 
oozed along in one smooth stream of laziness, occasionally 
troubled on the surface by a slight passing ripple of indus. 
try, his present ideas on the subject of self-reform, inclined 
him—not as the reader may be disposed to imagine, to pro 
ject schemes for a new existence of enterprise and exertion 
—but, on the contrary, to resolve that he would never, if he. 
could possibly help it, be active or industrious again, 
throughout the whole of his future career. 

- It is due to Mr. Idle to relate that his mind sauntered 
towards this peculiar conclusion on distinct and logically 
producible grounds. After reviewing, quite at his ease, 
and with many needful intervals of repose, the generally 
placid spectacle of his past existence, he arrived at the dis- 
covery that all the great disasters which had tried his pa- 
tience and equanimity in early life, had been caused by his 
having allowed himself to be deluded into imitating some 
pernicious example of activity and industry that had been 
set him by others. The trials to which he here alludes 
were three in number, and may be thus reckoned up: First, 
the disaster of being an unpopular and a thrashed boy at 
school; secondly, the disaster of falling seriously ill; 
thirdly, the disaster of becoming acquainted with a great 
ore, oo 
The first disaster occurred after Thomas had been an idle 

and a popular boy at school, for some happy years. One 
- Christmas-time, he was stimulated by the evil example of 
a-companion, whom he had always trusted and liked, to be 
untrue to himself, and to try for a prize at the ensuing 
half-yearly examination. He did try, and he got a prize— 
how, he did not distinctly know at the moment, and cannot 
remember now. No sooner, however, had the book—Moral 
Hints to the Young on the Value of Time—been placed in 
his hands, than the first troubles of his life began. ‘The 
idle boys deserted him, as a traitor to their cause. The 
industrious boys avoided him, as a dangerous interloper; 
one of their number, who had always won the prize .on 
previous octasions, expressing just resentment at the inva-
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sion of his privileges by calling Thomas into the play- 
ground, and then and there administering to him the first 
sound and genuine thrashing that he had ever received in 
his life. Unpopular from that moment, as a beaten boy, 
who belonged to no side and was rejected by all parties, 
young Idle soon lost. caste with his masters, as he had 
previously lost caste with his school-fellows. He had for- 
feited the comfortable reputation of being the one lazy 
member of the youthful community whom it was quite 
hopeless to punish. Never again did he hear the head- 
master say reproachfully to an industrious boy who had 
committed a fault, “I might have expected this in Thomas 
Idle, but it is inexcusable, sir, in you, who know better.” 
Never more, after winning that fatal prize, did he escape 
the retributive imposition, or the avenging birch. From 
that time, the masters made him work, and the boys would 
not let him play. From that time his social position stead- 
ily declined, and his life at school became a perpetual bur- 
den to him. nr : Loo 

__ So, again, with the second disaster. While Thomas was 
lazy, he was a model of health. His first attempt at active © 
exertion and his first suffering from severe ‘illness are con- 

nected together by the intimate relations of cause and 
effect. Shortly after leaving school, he accompanied a party 
of friends to a cricket-field, in his natural and appropriate 
character of spectator only. On the ground it was discov- 

ered that the players fell short of the required number, and 

facile Thomas was persuaded to assist in making up the — 

complement. Ata certain appointed time, ‘he was roused 

from peaceful slumber in a dry ditch, and placed before 

three wickets with a bat in his hand. Opposite to him, be- 

hind three more wickets, stood one of his bosom friends, 

filling the situation (as he was informed) of bowler. No 

words can describe Mr. Idle’s horror and amazement, when 

he saw this young man—on ordinary occasions, the meekest 

and mildest of human beings—suddenly ‘contract his eye- 

brows, compress his lips, assume the aspect of an infuri- 

ated savage, run back a few steps, then .run forward, and, 

without the slightest previous provocation, hurl a detest- 

ably hard ball with all his might straight at Thomas’s legs. 

Stimulated to preternatural activity of body and sharpness 

of eye by the instinct of self-preservation, Mr. Idle cons 

trived, by jumping deftly aside at the right-moment, an
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by using his bat (ridiculously narrow as it was for the pur- 
pose) as a shield, to preserve his life and limbs from the 
dastardly attack that had been made on both, to leave the 
full force of the deadly missile to strike his wicket instead 
of his leg; and to end the innings, so far as his side was 
concerned, by being immediately bowled out. . Grateful for 
his escape he was about to return to the dry ditch, when he 
was peremptorily stopped, and told that the other side was 
“ going in,” and that he was expected to “field.” His con- 

ception of the whole art and mystery of “fielding,” may be 
summed up in the three words of serious advice which he 
privately administered to himself on that trying occasion— 
avoid the ball. Fortified by this sound and salutary prin- 
ciple, he took his own course, impervious alike to ridicule 
and abuse. . Whenever the ball came near him, he thought 
of his shins, and got out of the way.immediately. “Catch 
it!” -“Stop it!” “Pitch it up!” were cries that passed 
by him like the idle wind that he regarded not.. He ducked 
under it, he jumped over it, he whisked himself away from 
it on either side. Never once, through the whole innings 
did. he and the ball come together on anything approaching 
to intimate terms.. The unnatural activity of body which 
was necessarily called forth for the accomplishment of this 
result threw Thomas Idle, for the first time in his life, into 
a perspiration. ‘The perspiration, in consequence of his 
want of practice in the management of that particular re- 
sult of bodily activity, was suddenly checked; the inevi- 

_ table chill succeeded; and that, in its turn, was followed by 
afever. For the first tine since his birth, Mr. Idle found 
himself confined to his bed for many weeks together, wasted 
and worn by a long illness, of which his own disastrous 
muscular exertion had been the sole first cause. 

“The third oceasion on which Thomas found reason to re~ 
proach himself bitterly for the mistake of having attempted 
to be industrious, was connected with his choice of a call- 
ing in life. Having no interest in the Church, he appro- 
priately selected the next best profession for a lazy man in 
England—the Bar. Although the Benchers of the Inns of 
Court have lately abandoned their good old principles, and 
oblige their students to make some show of studying, in 
Mr. Idle’s time no such innovation as this existed. Young 
men who aspired to the honourable title of barrister were, 

very properly, not asked to learn anything of the law, but
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were merely required to eat a certain number of. dinners at 
the table of their Hall, and to pay a certain sum of money; 
and were called to the Bar as soon as they could prove that 
they had sufficiently complied with these extremely sensi- 
ble regulations. Never did’ Thomas move more harmoni- 
ously in concert with his elders and betters than when he 
was qualifying himself for admission among *he barristers 
of his native country. Never did he feel more deeply what 
real laziness was in all the serene majesty of its nature, 
than on the memorable day when he was called to the bar, 
after having carefully abstained from opening his law-books 
during his period of probation, except to fall asleep over 

them. How he could ever again have become. industrious, 

even for the shortest period, after that great reward con- 

ferred upon his idleness, quite passes his comprehension. 
The kind benchers did everything they could to show him 

the folly of exerting himself. . They wrote out his proba- 

tionary exercise for him, and never expected him even to 

take the trouble of reading it through when it was written. 

They invited him, with seven other choice spirits as lazy 

as himself, to come and be called to the bar, while they 

were sitting over their wine and fruit after dinner. They 

put his oaths of allegiance, and his dreadful official denun- 

ciations of the Pope and the Pretender so gently into his 

mouth, that he hardly knew how the words got there. 

They wheeled all their chairs softly round from the table, 

and sat surveying the young barristers with their backs to 

their bottles, rather than stand up, or adjourn to hear the 

exercises read. And when Mr. Idle and the seven unla- 

bouring neophytes, ranged in order, as a class, with their 

backs considerately placed against a screen, had begun, in 

rotation, to read the exercises which they had not written, 

even then, each Bencher, true to the great lazy principle of 

the whole proceeding, stopped each neophyte before he had 

stammered through his first line, and bowed to him, and 

told him politely that he was a barrister from that moment. 

This was all the ceremony. It was followed by a social 

“supper, and by the presentation, in accordance with ancient 

custom, of a pound of sweetmeats and a bottle of Madeira, 

offered in the way of needful refreshment, by each grateful 

neophyte to each beneficent Bencher. It may seem incon- 

ceivable that Thomas should ever have forgotten the great 

do-nothing principle instilled by such a ceremony as this;
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but it is, nevertheless, true, that certain designing students 
of industrious habits found him out, took advantage of his 
easy humour, persuaded him that it was discreditable to be 
a barrister and to know nothing whatever about the law, 
and lured him, by the, force of their own evil.example, into 
a conveyancer’s chambers, to make up for Jost time, and to 
qualify himself for practice at the Bar. After a fortnight 
of self-delusion, the curtain fell from his eyes; he resumed 
his natural character, and shut up his books. But the retri- 
bution which had hitherto always followed his little casual 
errors of industry followed them still. He could get away 
from the conveyancer’s chambers, but: he could not get 
away from one of the pupils, who had taken a fancy to 
him,—a, tall, serious, raw-boned, hard-working, disputa- 
tious pupil, with ideas of his own about reforming the Law 
of Real Property, who has been the scourge of Mr. Idle’s 
existence ever since the fatal day when he fell into the 
mistake of attempting to study the law. Before that time 
his friends were all sociable idlers like himself. Sigce 
that time the burden of bearing with a hard-working young 
man has become part of his lot in life. Go where he will 
now, he can never feel certain that the raw-boned pupil is 
not affectionately waiting for him round a corner, to tell 
him a little more about the Law of Real Property. Suffer 
as he may under the infliction, he can never complain, for 
‘he must always remember, with unavailing regret, that he 
‘has his own thoughtless industry to thank for first expos- 
ing him to the great social calamity of knowing a bore. 

_ These events of his past life, with the significant results 
that they brought. about, pass drowsily through Thomas 
Idle’s memory, while he lies alone on the sofa at Allonby 
and elsewhere, dreaming away the time which his fellow- 
apprentice gets through so actively out of doors. Remem- 
bering the lesson of laziness which his past disasters teach, 
and bearing in mind also the fact that he is crippled in one 
leg because he exerted himself. to go up a mountain, when 
‘he ought to have known that his proper course of conduct 
“was to stop at the bottom of it, he holds now, and will for 
‘the future firmly continue to hold; by his new resolution 
never to be industrious again, on any pretence whatever, 
“for the rest of his life. The physical results of his acci- 
dent have been related in a previous chapter. The moral 
results now stand on record; and, with the enumeration of
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these, that part of the present narrative which is occu- 
pied by the Episode of The Sprained Ankle may now per- 
naps be considered, in all its aspects, as finished and com- 
plete. 
“How do you propose that we get through this present 

afternoon and evening?” demanded Thomas Idle, after 
two or three hours of the foregoing reflections at Allonby. 

Mr. Goodchild faltered, looked out of window, looked in 
again, and said, as he had so often said before, “There is 
the sea, and here are the shrimps;—let us eat ’em!” 

But, the wise donkey was at that moment in the act of 
bolting: not with the irresolution of his previous efforts 
which had been wanting in sustained force of character, but 
with real vigour of purpose: shaking the dust off his mane 
and hind-feet at Allonby, and tearing away from it, as if 
he had nobly made up his mind that he never would be 
taken alive. At sight of this inspiring spectacle, which 
was visible from his sofa, Thomas Idle stretched his neck 
and dwelt upon it rapturously. © a 

“Francis Goodchild,” he then said, turning to his com- 

panion with a solemn air, “this is a delightful little Inn, 

excellently kept by the most comfortable of. landladies 
and the most attentive of landlords, buat——the donkey’s 
right!” : 
‘The words, “There is the sea, and here are the——,, 

again trembled on the lips of Goodchild, unaccompanied 

however by any sound. ccs 
“Let us instantly pack the portmanteaus, said Thomas 

Idle, “pay the bill, and order a fly out, with instructions 

to the driver to follow the donkey!” 

Mr. Goodchild, who had only wanted encouragement to 

disclose the real state of his, feelings, and who had been 

pining beneath his weary secret, now burst into tears, and 

confessed that he thought another day in the place would 

be the death of him. — . 
So, the two idle apprentices followed the donkey until 

the night was far advanced. Whether he was recapi. 
by the town-council, or is bolting at this hour phroug an . 

United Kingdom, they know not. They hope he may s 

be bolting; if so, their best wishes are with him. Cumb 

It entered Mr. Idle’s head, on the borders of Cum ere . 

land, that there could be no idler place to stay at, excep 

by snatches of a few minutes each, than a railway station.. 

” 
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“An intermediate station on a line—a junction—anything 
of that sort,” Thomas suggested. Mr. Goodchild approved 
of the idea as eccentric, and they journeyed on and on, un- 
til they came to such a station where there was an Inn. _ 

“Here,” said Thomas, “we may be luxuriously lazy; 
other people will travel-for us, as it were, and we shall 

. laugh at their folly.” - wo 
It was a Junction-Station, where the wooden razors be- 

fore mentioned shaved the air very often, and where the 
sharp electric-telegraph bell was in a very restless condi- 
tion... All manner of cross-lines of rails came zig-zagging 
into it, like a Congress of iron vipers; and, a little way out 
of it, a pointsman in an elevated signal-box was constantly 
going through the motions of drawing immense quantities 
of beer ata public-house bar. In one direction, confused 
perspectives of embankments and arches were to be seen 
from the platform; in the other, the rails soon disentangled 
themselves into two tracks, and shot away under a bridge, 
and curved round a comer. . Sidings were there, in which 
empty luggage-vans and cattle-boxes often butted against 
each other as if they couldn’t agree; and warehouses were 
there, in which great quantities of goods seemed to have 
taken the veil (of the consistency of tarpaulin), and to 
have retired from the world without any hope of getting 
back to it. Refreshment-rooms were there; one, for the 
hungry and thirsty Iron Locomotives where their coke and 
water were ready, and of good quality, for they were dan- 
gerous to play tricks with; the other, for the hungry and 
thirsty human. Locomotives, who might take what they 
could get, and whose chief consolation was provided in the 
form of three terrific urns or vases of white metal, contain- 
ing nothing, each forming a breast-work for a defiant and 
apparently much-injured woman. 

Established at this Station, Mr. Thomas Idle and Mr. 
Francis Goodchild resolved to enjoy it. But, its contrasts 
were very violent, and there was also an infection in it. 
-’ First, as to its contrasts. They were only two, but they 
were Lethargy and Madness. The Station was either 
totally unconscious, or wildly raving. By day, in its u2- 
conscious state, it looked as if no life could come to it,—a 

_if it were all rust, dust, and ashes—as if the last train for 
ever had gone without issuing any Return-Tickets—as } 
the last Engine had uttered its last shriek and burst. Oze
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awkward shave of the air from the wooden razor, and 
everything changed. Tight office-doors flew open, panels 
yielded, books, newspapers, travelling-caps and -wrappers 
broke out of brick walls, money chinked, conveyances op- 
pressed by nightmares of luggage came careering into the 
yard, porters started up from seerct places, ditto the much- 
injured women, the shining bell, who lived in a little tray 
on stilts by himself, flew into a man’s hand and clamoured 
violently. The pointsman.aloft in the signal-box made 
the motions of drawing, with some difficulty, hogsheads of 
beer. Down Train! More beer. Up Train! More beer. 
Cross Junction Train! More beer. Cattle Train! More 
beer. Goods Train! Simmering, whistling, trembling, 
rumbling, thundering. Trains on the whole confusion of 
intersecting rails, crossing one another, bumping one an- 
other, hissing one another, backing to go forward, tearing 
into distance to come close. People frantic. Exiles seek- 
ing restoration to their native carriages, and banished to 
remoter climes. More beer and more bell. Then, in a 
minute, the Station relapsed into stupor as the stoker of 
the Cattle Train, the last to depart, went gliding out of it, 

wiping the long nose of his oil-can with a dirty pocket- 
handkerchief. . 

By night, in its unconscious state, the station was not 
so much as visible. Something in the air, like an enter- 

prising chemist’s established in business on one of the 

boughs of Jack’s beanstalk, was all that could be discerned 

of it under the stars. In a moment it would break out, 

a constellation of gas.’ In another moment, twenty rival 

chemists, on twenty rival beanstalks, came into existence. 

Then, the Furies would be seen, waving their lurid torches 

upand down the confused perspectives of embankments and 

arches—would be heard, too, wailing and shrieking. Then, 

the Station would be full of palpitating trains, as in the 

day; with the heightening difference that they were not so 

clearly seen as in the day, whereas the station walls, start- 

ing forward under the gas, like a hippopotamus’s eyes, 
dazzled the human locomotives with the sauce-bottle, the 

cheap music, the bedstead, the distorted range of buildings 

where the patent safes are made, the gentleman in the rain 

with the registered umbrella, the lady returning from. the 

ball with the registered respirator, and all their other em- 

bellishments. And now, the human locomotives, creased 

25
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as to their countenances and purblind as to their eyes, 
would swarm forth in a heap, addressing themselves to the 
mysterious urns and the much-injured women; while the 
iron locomotives, dripping fire and water, shed their steam 
about plentifully, making the dull oxen in their cages, with 
heads depressed, and foam hanging from their mouths as 
their red looks glanced fearfully at the surrounding terrors, 
seem as though they had been drinking at half-frozen wa- 
ters and were hung with icicles. Through the same steam 
would be caught glimpses of their fellow-travellers, the 
sheep, getting their white kid faces together, away from 
the bars, and ‘stuffing the interstices with trembling wool. 
Also, down among the wheels, of the man with the sledge- 
hammer, ringing the axles of the fast night-train; against 
whom the oxen have a misgiving that he is the man with 
the pole-axe who is to come by-and-bye, and so the nearest 
of them try to get back, and get.a purchase for a thrust at 
him through the bars. Suddenly, the bell would ring, the 
steam would stop with one hiss and a yell, the chemists on 
the beanstalks would be busy, the avenging Furies would 
bestir themselves, the fast night-train would melt from 
eye and ear, the other trains going their ways more slowly 
would be heard faintly rattling in the distance like old- 
fashioned watches running down, the sauce-bottle and 
cheap music retired from view, even the bedstead went to 
bed, and there was no such visible thing as the Station to 
vex the cool wind in its blowing, or perhaps the autumn 
lightning, as it found out the iron rails. co 

The infection of the Station was this:—When it was 10 
its raving state, the Apprentices found it impossible to be 
there, without labouring under the delusion that they were 
in a hurry. To Mr. Goodchild, whose ideas of idleness 
were so imperfect, this was no unpleasant hallucination, 
and accordingly that gentleman went through great exer- 
tions in yielding to it, and running up and down the plat- 
form, jostling everybody, under the impression that he had 
a highly important mission somewhere, and had not a mo- 
ment to lose. But, to Thomas Idle, this contagion was 50 
very unacceptable an incident of the situation, that be 
struck on the fourth day, and requested to be moved.. 

_ “This place fills me: with a dreadful sensation,”. sa 
Thomas, “of having something todo. Remove me, Frat 
cis,
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“Where would you like to go next?” was the question 
of the ever-engaging Goodchild. - 

“I have heard there is a good old Inn at Lancaster, 
established in a fine old house: an Inn where they give 
you Bride-cake every day after dinner,” said Thomas Idle. 
“Let us eat Bride-cake without the trouble of being mar- 
ried, or of knowing anybody in that ridiculous dilemma.” 

Mr. Goodchild, with a lover’s sigh, assented. They de- 
parted from the Station in a violent hurry (for which, it is 
unnecessary to observe, there was not the least occasion), 
and were delivered at the fine old house at Lancaster, on 
the same night. 

It is Mr. Goodchild’s opinion, that if a visitor on his ar- 
rival at Lancaster could be accommodated with a pole 
which would push the opposite side of the street some 
yards farther off, it would be better for all parties. Pro- 
testing against being required to live in a trench, and 
obliged to speculate all day upon what the people can pos- 
sibly be doing within a mysterious opposite window, which 
is a shop-window to look at, but not a shop-window in re- : 
spect of its offering nothing for sale and declining to give 
any account -whatever of itself, Mr. Goodchild concedes 
Lancaster to be a pleasant place: A place dropped in the 
midst of a charming landscape, a place with a fine ancient 
fragment of castle, a place of lovely walks, a place possess- 
ing staid old houses richly fitted with old Honduras ma- 
hogany, which has grown so dark with time that it seems 
to have got something of a restrospective mirror-quality 
into itself, and to show the visitor, in the depth of its 
grain, through all its polish, the hue of the wretched slaves 
who groaned long ago under old Lancaster merchants. 
And Mr. Goodchild adds that the stones of Lancaster do 
sometimes whisper, even yet, of rich men passed away— 
upon whose great prosperity some of. these old doorways 
frowned sullen in the brightest weather-—that their slave- 
gain turned to curses, as the Arabian Wizard’s money 
turned to leaves, and that no good ever came of it, even — 
unto the third and fourth generations, until it was wasted 
and gone. - oS . 

It was a gallant sight to behold, the Sunday procession 
of the Lancaster elders to Church—all in black, and look- 
ing fearfully like a funeral without the Body—under the 
escort of Three Beadles. .
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“Think,” said Francis, as he stood at the Inn window, 
admiring, “of being taken to the sacred edifice by three 
Beadles! I have, in my early time, been taken out of it 
by one Beadle; but, to be taken into it by three, O Thomas, 
is a distinction I shall never enjoy!” —- 

CHAPTER IV. 

Wnuen Mr. Goodchild had looked out of the Lancaster 
Inn window for two hours on end, with great perseverance, 
he began to entertain a misgiving that he was growing in- 
dustrious. He therefore set himself next, to explore the 
country from the tops of all the steep hills in the neigh- 
bourhood. ; . _ 

He came back at dinner-time, red and glowing, to tell 
Thomas Idle what he had seen. Thomas, on his back read- 
ing, listened with great composure, and asked him whether 
he really had gone up those hills, and bothered himself 
with those views, and walked all those miles? 

“Because I want to know,” added Thomas, “what you 
would say of it, if you were obliged to do it?” 

“Tt would be different, then,” said Francis. “It would 
“be work, then; now, it’s play.” ~ 

. “Play!” replied Thomas Idle, utterly repudiating the 
reply. “Play! Here is a man goes systematically tearing 
himself to pieces, and putting himself through an inces- 
sant course of training as if he were always under articles 
to fight a. match for the champion’s belt, and he calls it 
Play! Play!” exclaimed Thomas Idle, scornfully contem- 
plating his one boot in the air. “You can’t play. You _. 
don’t know what it is. You make work of everything.” ..” 

The bright Goodchild amiably smiled. a“ 
'. “So youdo,” said Thomas. “I mean it. ‘To me‘you are 
an absolutely terrible fellow. You do nothing like another 
man. Where another fellow would fall into a footbath of 
action or emotion, you fall intoa mine. Where any other 
fellow would be a painted butterfly, you are a fiery dragon. 
‘Where another man would stake a sixpence, you stake your 
existence. _-If you were to go up in a balloon, you would 
make for Heaven ; and if you were to dive into the depths
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of the earth, nothing short of the other place would con. 
tent you. Whata fellow you are, Francis!” 

The cheerful Goodchild laughed. . 
“Tt’s all very well to laugh, but I wonder you don’t feel 

it to be serious,” said Idle. “A man who can do nothing 
by halves appears to me to be a fearful man.” 

“Tom, Tom,” returned Goodchild, “if I can do nothing 
by halves, and be nothing by halves, it’s pretty clear that 
you must take me as a whole, and make the best of me.” 

With this philosophical rejoinder, the airy Goodchild 
clapped Mr. Idle on the shoulder in a final manner, and 
they sat down to dinner. so, 

“By the bye,” said Goodchild, “I have been over a 
lunatic asylum too, since I have been out.” 

“He has been,” exclaimed Thomas Idle, casting up his 
eyes, “over a lunatic asylum! Not content with being as 
great an Ass as Captain Barclay in the pedestrian way, he 
makes a Lunacy Commissioner of himself—for nothing!” 

“ An immense place,” said Goodchild, “admirable offices, 
very good arrangements, very good attendants; altogether - 
a remarkable place.” 

“And what did you see there?” asked Mr. Idle, adapt- 
ing Hamlet’s advice to the occasion, and assuming the vir- 
tue of interest, though he had it not. os, . 

“The usual thing,” said Francis Goodchild, with a sigh. 
“Long groves of blighted men-and-women-trees; inter- 
minable avenues of hopeless faces; numbers, without the 
slightest power of really combining for any earthly purpose; 

a society of human creatures who have nothing in common 

but that they have all lost the power of being humanly so- 

cial with one another.” | » gta m 
“Take a glass of wine with me,” said Thomas Idle, 

“and let ws be social.” . .. 
“In one gallery, Tom,” pursued Wrancis Goodchild, 

“which looked to me about the length of the Long Walk 

at Windsor, more or less ” . . 
“Probably less,” observed Thomas Idle. tients 

“Tn one gallery, which was otherwise clear of patien 

(for they were all out), there was a poor little dark-chinned, 

meagre man, with a perplexed brow and a pensive face, 

stooping low over the matting on the floor, anc ae n eer 
with his thumb and forefinger the course of its fibres. ° 

afternoon sun was slanting in at the large end-window, an 
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there were cross patches of light and shade all down the 
vista, made by the unseen windows and the open doors of 
the little sleeping cells on either side. In about the centre 
of the perspective, under an arch, regardless of the pleas- 
ant weather, regardless of the solitude, regardless of ap- 
proaching footsteps was the poor little dark-chinned, 
meagre man, poring over the matting. ‘What are you 
doing there?’ said my conductor, when we came to him. 
He looked up, and pointed to the matting. ‘I wouldn’t 
do that, I think,’ said my conductor, kindly; ‘if I were 
you, I would go and read, or I would lie down if I felt 

' tired; but I wouldn’t do that.? The patient considered a 
moment, and vacantly answered, ‘No, sir, I won’t; I’ll— 
I’ll go and read,’ and so he lamely shuffled away into one 
of the little rooms. I turned my head before we had gone 
many paces. He had already come out again, and was 
again poring over the matting, and tracking out its fibres 
with his thumb and forefinger. I stopped to look at him, . 
and it came into my mind, that probably the course of 
‘those fibres as they plaited in and out, over and under, was 
the only course of things in the whole wide world that it 
was left to him to understand—that his darkening intel- 
lect had narrowed down to the small cleft of light which 
showed him, ‘This piece was twisted this way, went in 
here, passed under, came out there, was carried on away 
here to the right where I now put my finger on it, and in 
this progress of events, the thing was made and came to 
be here.’ - Then, I wondered whether he looked into the 
matting, next, to see if it could show him anything of the 
process through which he came to be there, so strangely 
poring over it. Then, I thought how all of-us, Gop help 
us! in our different ways are poring over our bits of mat- 
ting, blindly enough, and what confusions and mysteries 
we make in the pattern. I had a sadder fellow-feeling 
with the little dark-chinned, meagre man,’ by that time, 
and I came away.” 

Mr. Idle diverting the: conversation to grouse, custards, 
and bride-cake, Mr. Goodchild followed in the same direc- 
tion. ' The bride-cake was as bilious and indigestible as if 
a real Bride had cut it, and the dinner it completed was an 
admirable performance. 

The house was a genuine old house of a very quaint de- 
scription, teeming with old carvings, and beams, and panels,
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and having an excellent old staircase, with a gallery or up- 
per staircase, cut off from it by a curious fence-work of old 
oak, or of the old Honduras Mahogany wood. It was, and 
is, and will be, for many a long year to come, a remarkably 
picturesque house; and a certain grave mystery lurking in 
the depth of the old mahogany panels, as if they were so 
many deep pools of dark water—such, indeed, as they had 
been much among when they were trees—gave it a very 
mysterious character after nightfall. 

When Mr. Goodchild and Mr. Idle had first alighted at 
the door, and stepped into the sombre handsome old _hall, 
they had been received by half-a-dozen noiseless old men 
in black, all dressed exactly alike, who glided up the stairs 
with the obliging landlord and waiter—but without appear- 
ing to get into their way, or to mind whether they did or 

‘no—and who had filed off to the right and left on the old 

staircase, as the guests entered their sitting-room. It was 

then broad, bright day. But, Mr. Goodchild had said, 

when their door was shut, “Who on earth are those old 

men?” And afterwards, both on going out and coming in, 

he had noticed that there were no old men to be seen. _ 

Neither, had the old men, or any one of the old men, re- 

appeared since. ‘The two friends had passed a night in the 

house, but had seen nothing more of the old men. Mr. 

Goodchild, in rambling about it, had looked along passages, 

and glanced in at doorways, but had encountered no old 

men; neither did it appear that any old men were, by any 

member of the establishment, missed or expected. . 

Another odd circumstance impressed itself on their at- 

tention. It was, that the door of their sitting-room was 

never left uutouched for a quarter of an hour. It was 

opened with hesitation, opened with confidence, opened a 

little way, opened a good way,—always clapped-to again . 

without a word of explanation. They were readin;', they 

were W ritin t hey were eatin the were drinking. they 

g 
8» y 2 

W i y W dozin the door W as al wa y 8 . 

ere talking, the ere £5 

opened at an unexpected moment, an 

it and it was clapped-to again, and nobody was to be seen 

When this had happened fifty times or SO, Mr. Goodes il 

had said to his companion, jestingly : I begin to ink, 

Tom, there was something wrong with those six ol men. 

Night had come again, and. they had been writing.tor 

_ two or three hours: writing, in short, a portion of the lazy
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notes from which these lazy sheets are taken. They had 
left off writing, and glasses were on the table between 
them. The house was closed and quiet. Around the head 
of Thomas Idle, as he lay upon his sofa, hovered light 
wreaths of fragrant smoke. The temples of Francis Good- 
child, as he leaned back in his chair, with his two hands 
clasped behind his head, and his legs crossed, were sim- 
ilarly decorated. 

They had been discussing several idle subjects of specu- 
lation, not omitting the strange old men, and were still so 
occupied, when Mr. Goodchild abruptly changed his atti- 
tude to wind up his watch. They were just becoming 
drowsy enough to be stopped in their talk by any such 
slight check. Thomas Idle, who was speaking at the mo- 
ment, paused and said, “ How goes it? ” 

“One,” said Goodchild. 
' As if he had ordered One old man, and thé order were 
promptly executed (truly, all orders were so, in that excel- 
lent hotel), the door opened, and One old man stood there. 

He did not'come in, but stoud with the door in his hand. 
“One. of the six, Tom, at last!” said Myr. Goodchild, in 

a surprised whisper.—“ Sir, your pleasure? ” , 
“Sir, your pleasure?” said the One old man. 
“JT didn’t ring.” > 
“The bell did,” said the One old man. 

_ He said Brut, in a ‘deep strong way, that would have 
expressed the church Bell. 

“TY had the pleasure, I believe, of seeing you, yester- 
day?” said Goodchild. . 

“T cannot undertake to say for certain,” was the grim 
reply of the One old man. fo. 

“T think you saw me. ‘Did you not?” 
“Saw you?” said the old man. “O yes, I saw you. 

But, I see many who never.see me.” 
_A chilled, slow, earthy, fixed old man. A cadaverous 
old man of measured speech. An old man who seemed as 
unable to wink, asif his eyelids had been nailed to his fore- 
head. An old man whose eyes—two spots of fire—had no 
more motion than if they had been connected with the back 
of his skull by screws driven through it, and riveted and 
bolted outside, among his grey hair. 

, The night had turned so cold, to Mr. Goodchild’s sensa- 
tions, that he shivered. “He remarked lightly, and half .
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apologetically, “I think somebody is walking over. my 
grave.” Oo ae 

“No,” said the weird old man, “there is no one there.” | - 
Mr, Goodchild looked at Idle, but Idle lay with his. 

head enwreathed in smoke. - So, 
“No one there?” said Goodchild. . ao 
“There is no one at your grave, I assure you,” said the 

old man. oo CO - _ 
He had come in and shut the door, and he now sat down... 

He did not bend himself to sit, as other people do, but 
seemed to sink bolt upright, as if in water, until the chair 
stopped him. _€ oo 

“My friend, Mr. Idle,” said Goodchild, extremely anxious 
to introduce a third person into the conversation. . 
“Tam,” said the old man, without looking at him, “at 

Mr. Idle’s service.” = 2 ; : 
“Tf you are an old inhabitant of this place,” Francis, 

Goodchild resumed: ‘ Se 
“Yes.” Se, oO 
“Perhaps you can decide'a point. my friend and I were 

in doubt upon, this morning. They hang condemned crim- 

inals at the Castle, I believe? ” sO ma 

“ T believe so,” said the old man. ” 
“ Are their faces turned towards that noble prospect?.” 
“Your face is turned,” replied the old man, “to the 

Castle wall. - When you are tied up, you see its stones ex- 

panding and contracting violently, and a similar expansion 

and contraction seem to take place in your own head and 

breast. Then, there is a rush of fire and an. earthquake, - 

and the Castle springs into the air, and you tumble down a 

recipice.” Cy me 
r His cravat appeared to trouble him. ‘He put his hand 

to his throat, and moved his neck from side to side. He 

was an old man of a swollen character of face, and his nose 

was immovably hitched up on one side, as if by a little 

hook inserted in that nostril. Mr..Goodchild felt exceed- 

ingly uncomfortable, and began to think the night was hot, . 

and not cold. oo 7 
“A strong description, sen ooo sived . 
“c J eo 4 eo. 

Agun “Me ‘Gootenild looked to Mr. Thomas Idle; but 

Thomas lay on his back with his face attentively turned 

towards the One old man, and made no sign. At this time 

25*
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Mr. Goodchild believed that he saw threads of fire stretch 
from the old man’s eyes to his own, and there attach them- 

-selves. (Mr. Goodchild writes the present account of his 
experience, and, with the utmost solemnity, protests that 
he had the strongest sensation upon him of being forced to 
look at the old man along those two fiery films, from that 
moment.) 

“T must tell it to you,” said the old man, with a ghastly 
and a stony stare. 

“What?” asked Francis Goodchild. 
“You know where it took place. Yonder!” 
Whether he pointed to the room above, or to the room 

below, or to any room in that old house, or to a room in 
some other old house in that old town, Mr. Goodchild was 
not, nor is, nor ever can be, sure. He was confused by the 
circumstance that the right forefinger of the One old man 
seemed to dip itself in one of the threads of fire, light it- 
self, and make a fiery start in the air, as it pointed some- 
where. Having pointed somewhere, it went out. 

“You know she was a Bride,” said the old man. . 
“T know they still send up Bride-cake,” Mr. Goodchild 

faltered. “This is a very oppressive air.” : 
“She was a Bride,” said the old man. “She was a fair, 

flaxen-haired, large-eyed girl, who had no character, no 
purpose. A weak, credulous, incapable, helpless nothing. 
Not like her mother. No, no. It was her father whose - 
character she reflected. 

“Her mother had taken care to secure everything to her- 
self, for her own life, when the father of this girl (a child 
at that time) died—of sheer helplessness; no other disorder 
—and then He renewed the acquaintance that had once 
subsisted between the mother and Him. He had been put 
aside for the flaxen-haired, large-eyed man (or nonentity) 
with Money. He could overlook that for Money. He 
wanted compensation in Money. 

“So, he returned to the side of that woman the mother, 
made love to her again, danced attendance on her, and sub- 
mitted himself to her whims. She wreaked upon him ev- 
ery whim she had, or could invent. He bore it, And the 
more he bore, the more he wanted compensation in Money, 
and the more he was resolved to have it. 

“But, lo! Before he got it, she cheated him. In one 
of her imperious states, she froze, and never thawed again. 

}
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She put her hands to her head one night, uttered a ery, 
stiffened, lay in that attitude certain hours, and died. 
And he had got no compensation from her in Money, yet. 
Blight and Murrain on her! Nota penny. 

“He had hated her throughout that second pursuit, and 
had longed for retaliation on her. He now counterfeited 
her signature toan instrument, leaving all she had to leave, 
to her daughter—ten years old then—to whom the property 
passed absolutely, and appointing himself the daughter’s 
Guardian. When He slid it under the pillow of the bed on 
which she lay, He bent down in the deaf ear of Death, and 
whispered: ‘Mistress Pride, I have determined a long time 
that, dead or alive, you must make me compensation in_ 
Money.’ so, 

“So, now there were only two left. Which two were, 
He, and the fair flaxen-haired, large-eyed foolish daughter, 

who afterwards became the Bride. Lo 

“He put her to school. In a secret, dark, oppressive, 

ancient house, he put her to school with a watchful and 

unscrupulous woman. ‘My worthy lady,’ he said, ‘ here 

is a mind to be formed; will you help me to form it?’ 

She accepted the trust. For which she, too, wanted com- 

pensation in Money, and had it. | . : 

“The girl was formed in the fear of him, and in the con- 

viction, that there was no escape from him. She was 

taught, from the first, to regard him as her future husband 

_the man who must marry her—the destiny that over- 

shadowed her—the appointed certainty that could never be 

evaded. The poor fool was soft white wax in their hands, 

and took the impression that they put upon her. It hard- 

ened with time. It became a part of herself. Inseparable . 

from herself, and only to be torn away from ‘her, by tear- 

ing life away from her. Ds ; ee 

te Bleven years she had lived in the dark house and its 

gloomy garden. He was jealous of the very light an ee 

getting to her, and they kept her close. He s oppe 

wide chimneys, shaded the little windows, left the strong. 

stemmed ivy to wander where it would over t 2 nse 

front, the moss to accumulate on the untrimmed fruit - Tees 

in the red-walled garden, the weeds to over-run 4 S$ green 
ded her with images of sor- 

and yellow walks. . He surroun sh fears 

row and desolation. “He caused her to be filled wi 1 fears 

of the place and of the stories that were told of it, an
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on pretext of correcting them, to be left in it in solitude, 
or made to shrink about it in the dark. When her mind 
was most depressed and fullest of terrors, then, he would 
come out of one of the hiding-places from which he over- 
looked her, and present himself as her sole resource. 

“Thus, by being from her childhood the one embodiment 
her life presented to her of power to coéree and power to 
relieve,’ power to bind and power to loose, the ascendency 
over her weakness was secured. She was twenty-one years 
and twenty-one days old, when he brought her home to the 
gloomy house, his half-witted, frightened, and submissive 
Bride of three weeks, St 

' “He had dismissed the governess by that time—what he 
had left to do, he could best do alone—and they came back, 
upon a rainy night, to the scene of her long preparation. 
She turned to-him upon the threshold, as the rain was 
dripping from the porch, and said: - 

“*O sir, it is the Death-watch ticking for me!* 
““ Welll’ he answered. ‘ And if it were?’ 
'“*Q sir!? she returned to him, ‘look kindly on me, and 

be merciful tome! I beg your pardon. I will do anything 
you wish, if you will only forgive me!’ 

“That had become the poor fool’s constant song: ‘I beg 
your pardon,’ and ‘ Forgive me!’ 

“She was not worth hating; he ‘felt nothing but con- 
tempt for her. But, she had long been in the way, and he 
had long been weary, and the work was near its end, and 
had to be worked out. , 

““ You fool,’ he said. ‘Go up the stairs!” 
“She obeyed very quickly, murmuring, ‘I will do any- 

‘thing you wish!’ When he came into the Bride’s Chami- 
ber, having been a little retarded by the heavy fastenings 
of the great door (for they were alone in the house, and he 
had arranged that the people who attended on them should 
come and go in the day), he found her withdrawn to the 
furthest corner, and there standing pressed against the 
panelling as if she would have shrunk through it: her 
flaxen hair all wild about her face, and her large eyes star- 
ing at him in vague terror.. — eo ; 
“What are you afraid of? Come and sit down by me. 
“¢T will do anything you wish. I beg your pardon, sit- 

Forgive me!’ Her monotonous tune as usual. 
“*Ellen, here is a writing that you must write out to-
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morrow, in yourown hand. You may as well be seen by 
others, busily engaged upon it. When you have written 
it all fairly, and corrected all mistakes, call in any two 
people there may be about the house, and sign your name to 
it before them. Then, put it in your bosom to keep it safe, 
and when I sit here again to-morrow night, give it to me.’ 

“¢T will do it all, with the greatest care. I will do any- 
thing you wish.’ me, 

“* Don’t shake and tremble, then.’ 
“*J will try my utmost not todo it—if you will only 

forgive me!’ oe 
“Next day, she sat down at her desk, and did as she 

had been told. He often passed in and out of the room, to 
observe her, and always saw her slowly and laboriously 
writing: repeating to herself the words she copied, in ap- 
pearance quite mechanically, and without caring or en- 
deavouring to comprehend them, so that she did her task. 
He saw her follow the directions she had received, in all 
particulars; and at night, when they were alone again in 
the same Bride’s Chamber, and he drew his chair to the 
hearth, she timidly approached him from her distant seat, 
took the paper from her bosom, and gave it into his hand. 

“Tt secured all her possessions to him, in the event of 
her death. He put her before him, face to face, that he 
might look at her steadily; and he asked her, in so many 
plain words, neither fewer nor more, did she know that? 

“There were spots of ink upon the bosom of her white 
dress, and they made her face look whiter and her eyes 
look larger as she nodded her head. There were spots of 
ink upon the hand with which she stood before him, ner- 
vously plaiting and folding her white skirts. . : 

“He took her by the arm, and looked her, yet more 

‘closely and steadily, in the face..'‘Now, die! I have 
done with you.’ . 

“She shrunk, and uttered'a low, suppressed cry. 

“¢T am not going to kill you. . I will not endanger my 

life for yours, Die!’ ve co 
“He bat before her in the gloomy Bride’s Chamber, day 

after day, night after night, looking the word at her when 

he did not utter it. As often as her large unmeaning eyes 

were raised from the hands in-which she rocked her head, 

to the stern figure, sitting with crossed arms and knitted 

forehead, in the chair, they read in it, ‘Die!’ . ‘When she
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dropped asleep in exhaustion, she was called back to shud- 
dering consciousness, by the whisper, ‘Die!’ When she 
fell upon her old entreaty to be pardoned, she was an- 
swered, ‘Die!’ When she had out-watched and out-suf- 
fered the long night, and the rising sun flamed into the 
sombre room, she heard it hailed with, ‘ Another day and 
not dead?—Die!? 

“Shut up in the deserted mansion, aloof from all man- 
kind, and engaged alone in such a struggle without any 
respite, itcame to this—that either he must die, or she. 
He knew it very well, and concentrated his strength 
against her feebleness. “Hours upon hours he held her by 
the arm when her arm was black where he held it, and 
bade her Die! 

“Tt was done, upon a windy morning, before sunrise. He 
computed the time to be half-past four; but, his forgotten 
watch had run down, and he could not be sure. She had 
broken away from him in the night, with loud and sudden 
cries—the first of that kind to which she had given vent— 
and he had had to put his hands over her mouth. Since 
then, she had been quiet in the corner of the panelling 
where she had sunk down; and he had left her, and had 
gone back with his folded arms and his knitted forehead to 
his chair. 

‘‘Paler in the pale light, more colourless than ever in the 
leaden dawn, he saw her coming, trailing herself along the 
floor towards him—a white wreck of hair, and dress, and 
paid eyes, pushing itself on by an irresolute and bending 
and. 
“*O, forgive me! I will do anything. 0, sir, pray tell 

me I may live!’ 
666 Die! 3 

-“* Axe you so resolved? Is there no hope for me?’ 
“ee Die ! 3 

“Her large eyes strained themselves with wonder and 
fear; wonder and fear changed to reproach; reproach to 
blank nothing. It was done. He was not at first so sure 
it was done, but that the morning sun was hanging jewels 
in her hair—he saw the diamond, emerald, and ruby, glit- 
tering among it in little points, as he stood looking down 
at her—when he lifted her and laid her on her bed. 

“She was soon laid in the ground. And now they were 
all gone, and he had compensated himself well.
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“He had a mind to travel. Not that he meant to waste 
his Money, for he was a pinching man and liked his Money 
dearly (like nothing else, indeed), but, that he had grown 

tired of the desolate house and wished to turn his back 
upon it and have done with it. But, the house was worth 

Money, and Money must not be thrown away. He deter- 
mined to sell it before he went. That it might look the 

less wretched and bring a better price, he hired some la- 

bourers to work in the overgrown garden; to cut out the 

dead wood, trim the ivy that drooped in heavy masses over 

the windows and gables, and clear the walks in which the 
weeds were growing mid-leg high. 

“He worked, himself, along with them. He worked 

later than they did, and, one evening at dusk, was left 

working alone, with his bill-hook in his hand. One au- 

tumn evening, when the Bride was five weeks dead. 

“¢Tt grows too dark to work longer,’ he said to himself, 

‘I must give over for the night.’ © . 

“He detested the house, and was loath to enter it. He 

looked at the dark porch waiting for him like a. tomb, and — 

felt that it was an accursed house. Near to the porch, and 

near to where he stood, was a tree whose branches waved 

before the old bay-window of the Bride’s Chamber, where 

it had been done, The tree swung suddenly, and made 

him start. Itswung again, although the night was still. 

Looking up into it, he saw a figure among the branches. 

“Tt was the figure of a young man. The face looked 

down, as his looked up; the branches cracked and swayed; 

the figure rapidly descended, and slid upon its feet before 

chim. A slender youth of about her age, with long light 

brown hair. to as a 

“What thief are you?’ he said, seizing the youth by 
the collar. 

“The young man, in shaking himself free, swung him a 

blow with his arm across the face and throat. - They 

closed, but the young man got from him and stepped bac : 

crying, with great eagerness and_horror,: ‘Don t touch 

me! 1 would as lieve be touched by the Devill : 

“He stood still, with his bill-hook in his hand, looking 

at the young man. For, the young man s look was the 

counterpart of her last look, and he had not expected ever 

to see that again. 

“‘Tam no thief, Even if I were, I would not have a
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coin of your wealth, if it would buy me the Indies. You 
murderer! ? . 

“¢ What!? 
“*T climbed it,’ said the young man, pointing up into 

the tree, ‘for the first time, nigh four yearsago. I climbed 
it, to look at her. I saw her. I spoke to her.. I have 
climbed it, many a time, to watch and listen for her. I 
was a boy, hidden among its leaves, when from that bay- 
window she gave me this!’ . 

“He showed a tress of flaxen hair, tied with a mourning 
_ ribbon. 

. “*Her life,’ said the young man, ‘ was a life of mourn- 
ing. ' She gave me this, as a token of it, and a sign that 
she was dead to every one but you. If I had been older, 
if I had seen her sooner, I might have saved her from you. 
But, she was fast in the web when I first climbed the tree, 
and what could I do then to break it!? 

“Jn saying these words, he burst into a fit of sobbing 
and crying: weakly at first, then passionately. 

_ “Murderer! I climbed the tree on the night when you 
brought'her back. I heard her, from the tree, speak of the 
Death-watch at the door. Iwas three times in the tree 
while you were shut up with her, slowly killing her. I 
saw her, from the tree, lie dead upon her bed. J have 
watched you, from the tree, for proofs and traces of your 
guilt. The manner of it, is a mystery to me yet, but I 
will pursue you until you have rendered up your life to 
the hangman. You shall never, until then, be rid of me. 
I loved her! I can know no relenting towards you. 
Murderer, I loved her!? 

“The youth was bare-headed, his hat having fluttered 
away in his descent from the tree.. He moved towards the 
gate. He had to pass—Him—to get to it. There was 
breadth for two old-fashioned carriages abreast; and the 
youth’s abhorrence, openly expressed in every feature of 
his face and limb of his body, and very hard to bear, had 
verge enough to keep itself at a distance in. He (by which 
I mean the other) had not stirred hand or foot, since he 
had stood still to look at the boy. He faced round, now, 
to follow him with his eyes. As the back of the bare light 
brown head was turned to him,-he saw a red curve stretch 
from his hand to it. He knew, before he threw the bill- 
hook, where it had alighted—I say, had alighted, and not,
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would alight; for, to his clear perception the thing was 
done before he did it. It cleft the head, and it remained 
there, and the boy lay on his face. 

- “He buried the body in the night, at the foot of the tree. 
As soon as it was light in the morning, he worked at turn- 
ing up all the ground near the tree, and hacking and hew- 
ing at the neighbouring bushes and undergrowth. When 
the labourers came, there’ was nothing suspicious, and 
nothing suspected. 

“But, he had, ina moment, defeated all his precautions, 
and destroyed the triumph of the scheme he had so long 
concerted, and so successfully worked out. He had got 
rid of the Bride, and had acquired her fortune without en- 
dangering his life; but now, for a death by which he had 
gained nothing, he had evermore to live with a rope around 
his neck. 

“Beyond this, he was chained to the house of gloom and 
horror, which he could not endure. Being afraid to sell it 

or to quit it, lest discovery should be made, he was forced 

to live in it. He hired two old people, man and wife, for 

his servants; and dwelt in it, and dreaded it. His great 
difficulty, for a long time, was the garden. Whether he 

should keep it trim, whether he should suffer it to fall into 

its former state of neglect, what would be the least likely 

way of attracting attention to it? ” . . - 

“Be took the middle course of gardening, himself, in 

his evening leisure, and of then calling the old serving-man 

to help him; but, of never letting him work there alone. 

And he made himself an arbour over against the tree, 

where he could sit and see that it was safe. a 

“ Ag the seasons changed, and the tree changed, his mind 

perceived dangers that were always changing. In the 

leafy time, he perceived that the upper boughs were grow- 

ing into the form of the young man—that they made the 

shape of him exactly, sitting in a forked branch swinging 

in the wind. In the time of the falling leaves, he per- 

ceived that they came down from the tree, forming tell-tale 

letters on the path, or that’ they had a tendency to heap 

themselves into a churchyard-mound above the grave. In 

the winter, when the tree was bare, he perceived that the 

boughs swung at him the ghost of the blow the young man 

had given, and that they threatened him openly " In ihe 

spring, when the sap was mounting in the trunk, he aske
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himself, were the dried-up particles of blood mounting 
with it: to make out more obviously this year than last, 
the leaf-sereened figure of the young man, swinging in the 
wind? , : 

“However, he turned his Money over and over, 
and still over. He was in the dark trade, the gold-dust 
trade, and mest secret trades that yielded great returns. 
In ten years, he had turned: his Money over, so many 
times, that the traders and shippers who had dealings with 
him, absolutely did not lie—for once—when they declared 
that he had increased his fortune, Twelve Hundred Per 

ent. 
“He possessed his riches one hundred years ago, when 

people could be lost easily. He had heard who the youth 
was, from hearing of the search that was made after him; 
but, it died away, and the youth was forgotten. 

“The annual round of changes in the tree had been re- 
peated ten times since the night of the burial at its foot, 
when there was a great thunder-storm over this place. It 
broke at midnight, and raged until morning. The first in- 
telligence he heard from his old serving-man that morning, 
was, that the tree had been struck by Lightning. . 

“Tt had been driven down the stem, in a very surprising 
manner, and the stem lay in two blighted shafts: one rest- 
ing against the house, and one against a portion of the old 
red garden-wall in which its fall had made a gap. The 
fissure went down the tree to a little above the earth, and 
there stopped. There was great curiosity to see the tree, 
and, with most of his former fears revived, he sat in his 
arbour—grown quite an old man—watching the people who 
came to see it. 

“They quickly began to come, in such dangerous num- 
bers, that he closed his garden-gate and refused to admit 
any more. But, there were certain men of science who 
travelled from a distance to examine the tree, and, in an 
evil hour, he let them in—Blight and Murrain on them, 
let them in! 

“They wanted to dig up the ruin by the roots, and 
closely examine it, and the earth about it. Never, while 
he lived! They offered money for it. They! Men of 
science, whom he could have bought by the gross, with 4 
scratch of his pen!’ He showed them the garden-gate 
again, and locked and barred it.
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“But they were bent on doing what they wanted to do, 
and they bribed the old serving-man—a thankless wretch 
who regularly complained when he received his wages, of 
being underpaid—and they stole into the garden by night 
with their lanterns, picks, and shovels, and fell to at the 
tree. He was‘lying in a turret-room on the other'side of 
the house (the Bride’s Chamber had been unoccupied ever 
since), but he soon dreamed of picks and shovels, and got 
up. 

“He came to an upper window on that side, whence he 
could see their lanterns, and them, and the loose earth in 
a heap which he’had himself disturbed and put back, when 
it was last turned tothe air. It wasfound! They had 
that minute lighted on it. They were all bending over it. 
One of them said, ‘The skull is fractured;’ and another, 
“See here the bones;’? and another, ‘ See here the clothes;’ 
and then the first struck in again, and said, ‘ A rusty bill- - 

hook!? Lo 
“He became sensible, next day, that he was already put - 

under a strict watch, and that he could go nowhere with- 

out being followed. Before a week was out, he was taken 

and laid in hold. ‘The circumstances were gradually pieced 

together against him, with a desperate malignity, and an 

appalling ingenuity. But, see the justice of men, and how 

it was extended to him! He was further accused of hav- 

ing poisoned that girl in the Bride’s Chamber. He, who 

had carefully and expressly avoided imperilling a hair of 

his head for her, and who had seen her die of her own in- 

capacity! . 
“There was doubt for which of the two murders he 

should be first tried; but, the real one was chosen, and he 

was found Guilty, and cast for Death. Bloodthirsty 

wretches! They would have made him Guilty of any- 

thing, so set they were upon having his life. 

“His money could do nothing to save him, and he was 

hanged.. Zam He, and I was hanged at Lancaster Castle 

with my face to the wall, a hundred years ago! 

his terrific announcement, Mr. Goodchild tried to 

rise and ory. out. But, the two fiery lines extending from 

the old man’s eyes to his own, kept him down, and he 

could not utter a sound. His sense of hearing, however, 

was acute, and he could hear the clock strike Two. No
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sooner had he heard the clock strike Two, than he saw be. 
fore him Two old men! 

Two. - 
The eyes of: each, connected with his eyes by tio films 

of fire: each, exactly like the other: each, addressing him 
at precisely one and the same instant: each, gnashing the 
same teeth in the same head, with the same twitched nos- 
tril above them, and the same suffused expression: around 
it. Twoold men. Differing in nothing, equally distinct 
to the sight, the copy no fainter than the original, the sec- 
ond as real as the first. 

“At what time,” said the Two old men, “did you ar- 
rive at the door below? ” 

“At Six.” 
“And there were Six old men upon the stairs!” 

Mr. Goodchild having wiped the perspiration from his 
brow, or tried to do it, the Two old men proceeded in one 
voice, and in the singular number: 

“T had been anatomised, but had not yet had my skele- 
ton put together and rehung on an iron hook, when it be- 
gan to be whispered that the Bride’s Chamber was haunted. | 
It was haunted, and I was there. . 

“ We were there. She and I were there. I, in the chair 
upon the hearth; she, a white wreck again, trailing itself 
towards me on the floor. | But. I was the speaker no more, 
and the one word that she said to me from midnight until 
dawn was, ‘Live!? | ! 

“The youth was there, likewise. In the tree outside the 
window. Coming and going in the moonlight, as the tree 
bent and gave. He has, ever since, been there, peeping 
in at me in my torment; revealing to me by snatches, in 
the pale lights and slaty shadows where he comes and goes, 
bare-headed—a bill-hook, standing edgewise in his hair. 

“In the Bride’s Chamber, every night from midnight 
until dawn—one month in the year excepted, as Iam going 
to tell you—he hides in the tree, and she comes towards 
me on the floor; always approaching; never coming nearer 
always visible as if by moonlight, whether the moon shines 
or no; always saying, from midnight until dawn, her 00¢ 
word, ‘Live! . . 
_““But, in the month wherein I was forced out of this 

life—this present month of thirty days—the Bride’s Cham
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ber is empty and quiet. Notso my old dungeon. Not so . 
the rooms where I was restless and afraid, ten years. Both 
are fitfully haunted then. At One in the morning, I am 

. what you saw me when the clock struck that hour-——One 
old man. At Two in the morning, I am Two old men. 
At Three, lam Three. By Twelve at noon, I am Twelve 
old men, One for every hundred per cent. of old gain. 
Every one of the Twelve, with Twelve times my old power 
of suffering and agony. From that hour until Twelve at 
night, I, Twelve old men in anguish and fearful forebod- 
ing, wait for the coming of the executioner. At Twelve at 
night, I, Twelve old men turned off, swing invisible outside 
Lancaster Castle, with Twelve faces to the wall! 
“When the Bride’s Chamber was first haunted, it was. 

known to ine that this punishment would never cease, until 
I could make its nature, and my story, known to two liv- 

ing men together. I waited for the coming of two living 
men together into the Bride’s Chamber, years upon years. 
It was infused into my knowledge (of the means I am ig- 

norant) that if two living men, with their eyes open, could 

be in the Bride’s Chamber at One in the morning, they. 

would see me sitting in my chair. . 

“ At length, the whispers that the room was spiritually 

troubled, brought two men to try the adventure. I was 

scarcely struck upon the hearth at midnight (I came there 

as if the Lightning blasted me into being), when IT heard 

them ascending the stairs. . Next, I saw them enter. One 

of them was a bold, gay, active man, in the prime of life, 

some five and forty years of age; the other, a dozen years 

younger. They brought provisions with them ina basket, 

and bottles. A young woman accompanied them, with 

wood and coals for the lighting of the fire. When she had 

lighted it, the bold, gay, active man accompanied her along 

the gallery outside the room, to see her safely down the 

staircase, and came back laughing. —— : 

He locked the door, examined he chamber, put out the 

contents of the basket on the table before the fire—little 

recking of me, in my appointed station on the hearth, close 

to him—and filled the glasses, and ate and drank. His 

companion did the same, and was as cheerful and confident 

as he: though he was the leader. When they had suppe ; 

they laid pistols on the table, turned to the fire, and began 

to smoke their pipes of foreign make. . -
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“They. had travelled. together, and had been. much to- 
gether, and had an abundance of subjects in common. In 
the midst of their talking and laughing, the younger man 
made a reference to the leader’s being always ready for any 
adventure; that one, or any other. He replied in these 
words: 

_ Not quite so, Dick; if Iam afraid of nothing else, I 
am afraid of myself.’ 

“His companion seeming to grow a little dull, asked 
him, in what sense? How? 

“¢ Why, thus,’ he returned. ‘ Here is a Ghost to be dis- 
proved. Well! I cannot answer for what my fancy might 
do if I were alone here, or what tricks my senses might 

‘play with me if they had me to themselves. But, in com- 
pany with another man, and especially with you, Dick, I 
would consent to outface all the Ghosts that were ever told 
of in the universe.’ . 

“¢T had not the vanity to suppose that I was of so much 
importance to-night,’ said the other. 
“¢Of so much,’ rejoined the leader, more seriously than 

he had spoken yet, ‘that I would, for the reason I have 
given, on no account have undertaken to pass the night 

_ here alone.’ 
“It was within a few minutes of One. The head of the 

. younger man had drooped when he made his last remark, 
and it drooped lower now. : 

“¢Keep awake, Dick!’ said the leader, gaily. ‘The 
small hours are the worst.’ ; 

“He tried, but his head drooped again. 
“¢TDick!? urged the leader. ‘Keep awake!’ © - 
“¢T can’t,’ he indistinctly muttered. ‘I don’t know 

what strange influence is stealing over me. Icaun’t.’ . 
- “His companion looked at him with a sudden horror, 
and I, in my. different way, felt a new horror also; for, it. 
was on the stroke of One, and I felt that the second 

- watcher was yielding to me, and that the curse was upon 
me that I must send him to sleep. 

“Get up and walk, Dick!’ cried the leader. ‘Try!’ 
- “Tt was in vain.to go behind the slumberer’s chair an 

shake him. One o’clock sounded, and I was present tothe 
'. elder man, and he stood transfixed before me. 

' “To him alone, Iwas obliged to relate my story, swith- 
out hope of benefit. .To him alone, I was an awful phan-
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tom making a quite useless confession. I foresee it will 
ever be thesame. The two living men together will never 
come to release me. When I appear, the senses of one of 
the two will be locked in sleep; he will neither see nor hear 
me; my communication will ever be made to a solitary lis- 
tener, and willever be unserviceable. Woe! Woe! Woe!” 

As the Two old men, with these words, wrung: their 
hands, it shot into Mr. Goodchild’s mind that he was ‘in 
the terrible situation of being virtually alone with the spec- 
tre, and that Mr. Idle’s immovability was explained by his 
having been charmed asleep at One o’clock. .In the terror 
of this sudden discovery which produced an indescribable 
dread, he struggled so hard to get free from the four fiery 
threads, that he snapped them, after he had: pulled them 
out to a great width. Being then out of bonds, he caught 
up Mr. Idle from the sofa and rushed down-stairs with him. 

“What are you about, Francis?” demanded Mr. Idle. 
“My bedroom is not down here. What the deuce are you 

_ carrying me at all for? I can walk with a stick now. I 
don’t want to be carried. Put me down.” 

Mr. Goodchild put him down in the old hall, and looked 
about him wildly. . . 
“What are you doing? Idiotically plunging at your own 

sex, and rescuing them or perishing in the attempt?” asked 
Mr. Idle, in a highly petulant state. ; j 

“The One old man!” cried Mr. Goodchild, distractedly, 
—“and the Two old men!” 

Mr. Idle deigned no other reply than “The One old 

woman, I think you mean,” as he began hobbling his way 

back up the staircase, with the assistance of its broad bal- 

ustrade. . ; 

“T assure you, Tom,” began Mr. Goodchild, attending at 

is side, “that since you fell asleep ” 

Me Conte, T like. that!” ‘said Thomas Idle, “I haven’t 

closed an eye!” . . 

- With the peculiar sensitiveness on the subject of the dis- 

graceful action of going to sleep out of bed, which is the 

lot of all mankind, Mr. Idle persisted in this declaration. 

The same peculiar sensitiveness impelled ‘Mr. Goodchild, 

on being taxed with the same crime, to repudiate it with 

honourable resentment. ' The settlement of the question: of 

The One old man and The Two old men was thus presently - 
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complicated, and soon made quite impracticable. Mr. Idle 
said it was all Bride-cake, and fragments, newly arranged, 
of things seen and thought about in the day. Mr. Good- 
child said how could that be, when he hadn’t been asleep, 
and what right could Mr. Idle have to say so, who had been 
asleep? : Mr. Idle said he had never been asleep, and never 
did go to sleep, and that Mr. Goodchild, as a general rule, 
was always asleep. They consequently parted for the rest 
of the night, at their bedroom doors, a little ruffled. Mr. 
Goodchild’s last words were, that he had had, in that real 
and tangible old sitting-room of that real and tangible old 
Inn (he supposed Mr. Idle denied its existence?), every 
sensation and experience, the present record of which is 
now within a line or two of completion; and that he would 
write it out and print it every word. Mr. Idle returned 
that he might if he liked—and he did like, and has now 
done it. 

CHAPTER V. 
Two of the many passengers by a certain late Sunday 

evening train, Mr. Thomas Idle and Mr. Francis Good- 
child, yielded up their tickets at a little rotten platform 

_ (converted into artificial touch-wood by smoke and ashes), 
deep in the manufacturing bosom of Yorkshire. A mys- 
terious bosom it appeared, upon. a damp, dark, Sunday 
night, dashed through in the train to the music of the 
whirling wheels, the panting of the engine, and the part- 

"singing of hundreds of third-class excursionists, whose vocal 
efforts “bobbed arayound” from sacred to profane, from 
hymns, to our transatlantic sisters the Yankee Gal and 
Mairy Anne, ina remarkable way. There seemed to have 
been some large vocal gathering near to every lonely sta- 
tion on the line. No town was visible, no village was 
visible, no light was visible ; but, a multitude got out sing- 
ing, and a multitude got in singing, and the second multi- 
tude took up the hymns, and adopted our transatlantic sis- 
‘ters, and sang of their own egregious wickedness, and of 
their bobbing arayound, and of how the ship it was ready 
and the wind it was fair, and they were bayound for the 
sea, Mairy Anne, until they in their turn became a getting-
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out multitude, and were replaced by another getting-in | 
multitude, who did the same, And at every station, the 
getting-in multitude, with an artistic reference to the com- 
pleteness of their chorus, incessantly cried, as with one 
voice while scuffling into the carriages, “We mun aa’ gang 
toogither!” Ss 
The singing and the multitudes had trailed off as the lonely 

places were left and the great towns were neared, and the 
way had lain as silently as a train’s way ever can, over the 
vague black streets of the great gulfs of towns, and among 
their branchless woods of vague black chimneys. These 
towns looked, in the cinderous wet, as.though they had one 
and all been on fire and were just put out—a dreary and 
quenched panorama, many miles long. a 

Thus, Thomas and Francis got to Leeds; of which en- 

terprising and important commercial centre it may be ob- 

served with delicacy, that you must either like it very 

much or not at all. Next day, the first of the Race-Week, 

they took train to Doncaster. 
And instantly the character, both of travellers and of 

luggage, entirely changed, and no other business than race- 

business any longer existed on the face of the earth.. The 

talk was all of horses and “John Scott.” Guards whis- 

pered behind their hands to station-masters, of horses and 

John Scott. Men in cut-away coats and speckled cravats 

fastened with peculiar pins, and with the large bones of 

their legs developed under tight trousers, s0 that. they 

should look as much as possible like horses’ legs, paced up 

and down by twos at junction-stations, speaking low .and 

moodily of horses and John Scott. The young clergyman 

in the black strait-waistcoat, who occupied the middle seat 

of the carriage, expounded in his peculiar pulpit-accent to 

the young and lovely Reverend Mis. Crinoline, who occ 

ied the opposite middle-seat, a few passage 

relative to“ Oartheth, my love, and Mithter John. Eth- 

corr.” A bandy vagabond, with a head like a. Dutch 

cheese, in a fustian stable-suit, attending on a horse-box 

and going about the platforms with a halter hanging round 

his neck like a Calais burgher of the ancient period much 

degenerated, was courted by the best society, by reason of 

_ what he had to hint, when not engaged in eating straw , 

concerning “t’harses and Joon Scott.” The engine-driver 

himself, as he applied one eye to his large stationary
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double-eye-glass on the engine, seemed to keep the other 
open, sideways, upon horses and John Scott. 

- Breaks:and barriers at Doncaster station to keep the 
crowd off; temporary wooden avenues of ingress and egress, 
to help the crowd on. Forty extra porters sent down for 
this present blessed Race-Week, and all of them making 
up their betting-books in the lamp-room or somewhere else, 
and none of them to come and touch the luggage. Travel- 
lers disgorged into an open space, a howling wilderness of 
idle men. - All work but race-work at a stand-still; all 
men ata stand-still. “Ey my word! Deant ask noon 0’ 
us to help wi’ t? luggage. Bock your opinion loike a mon. 
Coom! Dang it, coom, t’harses and Joon Scott!” In the 
midst of the idle men, all the fly horses and omnibus horses 
of Doncaster and parts adjacent, rampant, rearing, back- 
ing, plunging, shying—apparently the result of their hear- 
ing of nothing but their own order and John Scott. 

Grand Dramatic Company from London for the Race- 
Week. Poses Plastiques in the Grand Assembly Room up 
the Stable-Yard at seven ‘and nine each evening, for the 
Race-Week.. Grand Alliance Circus in the field beyond the 
bridge, for the Race-Week. Grand Exhibition of Aztec 
Lilliputians, important to all who want to be horrified 
cheap, for the Race-Week. Lodgings, grand and not grand, 
but all at grand prices, ranging from ten pounds to twenty, 
for the Grand Race-Week! . 

Rendered giddy enough by these things, Messieurs Idle 
and Goodchild repaired to the quarters they had secured 
beforehand, and Mr. Goodchild looked down from the win- 
dow into the surging street. uc , on aT 

“By heaven, Tom!” cried he, after contemplating it, “I 
am in the Lunatic Asylum again, and these are all ma 
-people under the charge of a body of designing keepers! 

All through the Race-Week, Mr. Goodchild never di- 
vested himself of this idea. Every day he looked out of 
window, with something of the dread of Lemuel Gulliver 
looking down at men after he returned home from the 
horse-country; and every day he saw the Lunatics, horse- 

mad, betting-mad, drunken-mad, vice-mad, and the de- 
signing Keepers always after them. The idea pervade 2. 
like the second colour in shot-silk, the whole of Mr. Good- 
child’s impressions. They were much as follows: 

Monday, mid-day. Races not to begin until to-morrow,
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but all the mob-Lunatics out, crowding the pavements of 
the one main street of pretty and pleasant Doncaster, 
crowding the road, particularly crowding the outside of the 
Betting Rooms, whooping and shouting loudly after all 
passing vehicles. Frightened lunatic horses occasionally 
running away, with intinite clatter. All degrees of men, 
from peers to paupers, betting incessantly. Keepers very 
watchful, and taking all good chances. An awful family 
likeness among the Keepers, to Mr. Palmer and Mr. Thur- 
tell. With some knowledge of expression and some ac- 
quaintance with heads (thus writes Mr. Goodchild), I never 

- have seen anywhere, so many repetitions of one class of 
countenance and one character of head (both evil) as in 
this street at this time. Cunning, covetousness, secrecy, 
cold calculation, hard callousness, and dire insensibility, are 
the uniform Keeper characteristics. Mr. Palmer passes 
me five times in five minutes, and, as I go down the 
street, the back of Mr. Thurtell’s skull is always going on 
before me. , - 
Monday evening. ‘Town lighted up; more Lunatics out 

than ever; acomplete choke and stoppage of the thorough- 

fare outside the Betting Rooms. Keepers, having dined, 

pervade the Betting Rooms, and sharply snap at the mon- 

eyed Lunatics. Some Keepers flushed with drink, and some 

not, but all close and calculating. A vague echoing roar 

of “tharses” and “t’races” always rising in the air, until 

midnight, at about which period it dies away in occasional 

drunken songs and straggling yells. But, all night, some 

unmannerly drinking-house in the. neighbourhood opens 

its mouth at intervals and spits out a man too drunk to be 

retained: who thereupon makes what uproarious protest 

may bo left in him, and either falls asleep where he tum- 

bles, or is carried off in custody. oo . 

Tuesday morning, at daybreak. A sudden rising, as it 

swere out of the earth, of all the obscene creatures, who sell 

“correct cards of the races.” They may have been coiled 

in corners, or sleeping on door-steps, and, having all passed 

the night under the same set of circumstances, may all 
want to circulate their blood at the same time; but, how- 

‘ever that may be, they spring into existence all at once and 
together, as though a new Cadmus had sown a race-horse’s 
teeth. There is nobody up, to buy the cards; but, the 

cards are madly cried. There is no patronage to quarrel
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for; but, they madly quarrel and fight. Conspicuous 
among these hyzenas, as breakfast-time discloses, is a fear- 
ful creature in the general semblance of a man: shaken off 
his next-to-no legs by drink and devilry, bare-headed and 
bare-footed, with a great shock of hair like a horrible 
broom, and nothing on him but a ragged pair of trousers 
and a pink glazed-calico coat—made on him—so very tight 
that it is as evident that he could never take it off, as that 
he never does. This hideous apparition, inconceivably 
drunk, has a terrible power of making a gong-like imitation 
of the braying of an ass: which feat requires that he 
should lay his right jaw in his begrimed right paw, double 
himself up, and shake his bray out of himself, with much 
staggering on his next-to-no legs, and much twirling of his 
horrible broom, as if’ it were a mop. From the present 
minute, when he comes in sight holding up his cards to the 
windows, and hoarsely proposing purchase to My Lord, 
Your Excellency, Colonel, the Noble Captain, and Your 
Honourable Worship—from the present minute until the 
Grand Race- Week is finished, at all hours of the morning, 
evening, day, and night, shall the town reverberate, at 
capricious intervals, to the brays of this frightful animal 
the Gong-Donkey. 

No very great racing to-day, so no very great amount of 
vehicles: though there is'a good sprinkling, too: from 
farmers’ carts and gigs, to carriages with post-horses and 
to fours-in-hand, mostly coming by the road from York, 
and passing on straight through the main street to the 
Course. A walk in the wrong direction may be a better 
thing for Mr. Goodchild to-day than the Course, so he 

' walks in the wrong direction. Everybody gone to the races. 
Only children in the street. Grand Alliance Circus de-. 
serted; not one Star-Rider left; omnibus which forms the 
Pay-Place, having on separate panels Pay here for the 
Boxes, Pay here for the Pit, Pay here for the Gallery, 
hove down in a corner and locked up; nobody near the tent. 
but the man on his knees on the grass, who is making the 
paper: balloons for the Star young. gentlemen to jump 
through to-night. A pleasant road, pleasantly wooded. 
No labourers working in the fields; all gone “#yaces.” 
The few late wenders of their way “t’races,” who are yet 
Jeft driving on the road, stare in amazement at the recluse 
who is not going “t’races.” Roadside innkeeper has gone
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“traces.” Turnpike-man has gone “t’races.” ‘His thrifty 
wife, washing clothes at the toll-house door, is going 
“traces” to-morrow. Perhaps there may be no one left to 
take the toll to-morrow; who knows? Though assuredly 
that would be neither turnpike-like, nor .Yorkshire-like,’ - 
The very wind and dust scem to be hurrying “t’races,”.as . 
they briskly pass the only wayfarer on the road. In the 
distance, the Railway Engine, waiting at the town-end, 
shrieks despairingly. Nothing but the difficulty of getting 
off the Line, restrains that Engine from going “ t’races,” 
too, itis very clear. .- Be 

At night, more Lunatics out than last night—and more 
Keepers. The latter very active at the Betting Rooms, the 
street in front of which is now impassable. My. Palmer as 
before. Mr. Thurtell.as before. Roar and uproar as be- 
fore. Gradual subsidence as before. Unmannerly drink- 
ing-house expectorates as before. Drunken negro-melo- 
dists, Gong-donkey, and correct cards, in the night. 

On Wednesday morning, the morning of.the great St. 
Leger, it becomes apparent that there has been a great in- 
flux since yesterday, both of Lunatics:and Keepers. The 
families of the tradesmen over the way are no longer within 
human ken; their places know them no more; ten, fifteen, 
and twenty guinea-lodgers fillthem. Atthe pastry-cook’s 
second-floor window, a‘ Keeper is brushing Mr. Thurtell’s 
hair—thinking it his own. .In the wax-chandler’s attic, 
another Keeper is putting on Mr. Palmer’s braces. In the 
gunsmith’s nursery, a Lunatic is shaving himself. In the 
serious stationer’s best sitting-room, ‘three Lunatics are 

taking a combination-breakfast, praising the (cook’s) devil, 

and drinking neat brandy in an atmosphere of last mid- 

night’s cigars... No family sanctuary 1s free from our An- 

gelic messengers—we put up. at the Angel—who in the 

guise of extra waiters for the grand .Race-Week, rattle in 

and out of the most secret chambers of everybody’s house, 

with dishes and tin covers, decanters, soda-water bottles, 

and glasses.’ An hour later. Down the street and up the 

street, as far as eyes can see and’a good deal farther, there 

is a dense crowd; outside the Betting Rooms it 1s like a 

great struggle at a theatre door—in the days of theatres; 

or at the vestibule of the Spurgeon temple—in the days of 

Spurgeon. An hour. later. Fusing into, this crowd, and 

somehow getting through it, are all kinds of conveyances,
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and all kinds of foot-passengers; carts, with brick-makers 
and ‘brick-makeresses jolting up and down on planks; 
drags, with the needful grooms behind, sitting cross-armed 
in the needful manner, and slanting themselves backward 
from the soles of their boots at the needful angle; post- 
boys, in the shining hats and smart jackets of the olden 
time, when stokers were not; beautiful Yorkshire horses, 
gallantly driven. by their. own breeders and masters. 
Under every pole, and every shaft, and every horse, and 
every wheel as it would seem, the Gong-donkey—metalli- 
cally braying, when not struggling for life, or whipped out 
of the way. | uo, ss 

By one o’eclock, all this stir has gone out of the. streets, 
and there.is no one left in them but Francis Goodchild. 
Francis Goodchild will not be left:in them long; for, he 
too is on his way “ t’races.” . 

A most beautiful sight, Francis Goodchild finds “ t’races” 
to be, when he has left fair Doncaster behind him, and 
comes out on the free course, with its agreeable prospect, 
its quaint Red House oddly changing. and turning as 
Francis turns, its green grass, and fresh heath. A free 
‘course and an easy one, where Francis can roll smoothly 
where he will, and can choose between the start, or the 
coming-in, or the turn behind the brow of the hill, or any 
out-of-the-way point where he lists to see the throbbing 
horses straining every nerve, and making the sympathetic 
earth throb as théy come by. Francis much delights to be, 
not in the Grand Stand, but where he ean see it, rising 
against the sky with its vast tiers of little white dots of 
faces, and its last high rows and corners of people, looking 
like pins stuck into an enormous pin-cushion—not quite so 
‘symmetrically as his orderly eye could wish, when -people 
change or go away. When the race is nearly run out, itis 
as good as the race to him to see the flutter among the pins, 

- and the change in them from dark to light, as hats are 
taken off and waved. © Not less full of interest, the. loud 
anticipation of the winner’s name, the swelling, and the 
final, roar; then, the quick dropping of all the pins out of 
their places, the revelation of the shape of the bare pin- 
cushion, and the closing-in of the whole host of Lunatics 
and Keepers, in the rear of the three horses with bright- 
coloured riders, who have not yet quite subdued their gal- 
lop though the contest is over. Ce
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Mr. Goodchild would appear to have been by no means 
free from lunacy himself at “t’races,” though not of the 
prevalent kind. He is suspected by Mr. Idle to have fallen 
into a dreadful state concerning a pair of little lilac gloves 
and a little bonnet that he saw there. Mr. Idle asserts, 
that he did afterwards repeat at the Angel, with an ap- 
pearance of being lunatically seized, some rhapsody to the 
following effect: “O little lilac gloves! And O winning 

. little bonnet, making in conjunction with her golden hair 
quite a Glory in the sunlight round the pretty head, why 
anything in the world but you and me! Why may not this 
day’s running—of horses, to all the rest: of precious sands 
of life to me—be prolonged through an everlasting au- 
tumn-sunshine, without a sunset! Slave of the Lamp, or 
Ring, strike me yonder gallant equestrian Clerk of the 
Course, in the scarlet coat, motionless on the green grass 
for ages! Friendly Devil on Two Sticks, for ten times ten 
thousand years, keep Blink-Bonny jibbing at the post, and 
let us have no start! Arab drums, powerful of old to sum- 

‘mon Genii in the desert, sound of yourselves and ‘raise a 
troop for me in the desert of my heart, which shall so en- 

chant this dusty. barouche (with a conspicuous excise-plate, 
resembling the Collector’s door-plate at a turnpike), that I, 

within it, loving the little lilac gloves, the winning little 

bonnet, and the dear unknown-wearer with the golden hair, 

may wait by her side for ever, to see a Great St. Leger that 
shall never be run!” oo 

Thursday morning. After a tremendous night of crowd- 

ing, shouting, drinking-house expectoration, Gong-donkey, 

and correct cards. Symptoms of ‘yesterday s gains in the 

way of drink, and of yesterday’s losses in the way of money, 

abundant. Money-losses very great. As usual, nobody 

seems to have won; but, large losses and many losers are 

unquestionable facts. Both Lunatics and Keepers, in gen- 

eral very low. Several of both kinds look in at the chem- 

ist’s while Mr. Goodchild is making a purchase there, to 

be “picked up.” One red-eyed Lunatic, flushed, faded, 

and disordered, enters hurriedly and cries savagely, 
“Fond us a gloss of sal volatile in wather, or soom 

dommed thing o’ thot sart!” Faces at the Betting Rooms 

very long, and a tendency to bite nails observable. Keep- 

ers likewise given this morning to standing about solitary, 

with their hands in their pockets, looking down at their
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boots as they fit them into cracks’of the pavement, and 
then looking up whistling and walking away. Grand Al- 
liance Cireus out, in procession; buxom lady-member of 
Grand Alliance, in crimson riding-habit, fresher to look at, 
even in her paint under the day sky, than the, cheeks of 
Lunatics or, Keepers. Spanish Cavalier appears to have 
lost yesterday, and jingles his bossed bridle with disgust, 
as if he were paying. . Reaction also apparent at the Guild- 
hall opposite, whence certain pickpockets come out hand- 
cuffed together, with that peculiar walk which is never 
seen under any other circumstances—a walk expressive of 
going to jail, game, but still of jail being in bad taste and 
arbitrary, and how would you like it if it was you instead 
of me, asit ought to be! Mid-day. Town filled as yes- 
terday, but not so full; and emptied as yesterday, but not 
so empty. In the evening, Angel ordinary where every 
Lunatic-and Keeper has his modest daily meal of turtle, 
venison, and wine, not so crowded as yesterday, and not 
so noisy. At night, the theatre. More abstracted faces in 
it, than one ever sees at public assemblies; such faces 
wearing an expression which strongly reminds Mr. Good- 
child of the boys at school who were “ going up next,” with 
their arithmetic or mathematics. These boys are, no 
doubt, going up to-morrow with ‘their sums and figures. 
Mr. ‘Palmer and Mr. Thurtell in the boxes O. P. Mr. 
Thurtell and Mr. Palmer in the boxes P. S. The firm of 
Thurtell, Palmer, and Thurtell, in the boxes Centre. A 
most odious tendency observable in these distinguished 
gentlemen to put vile constructions on sufficiently innocent 
phrases in the play, and then to applaud them in a Satyr- 
like manner. Behind Mr. Goodchild, with a party of other 
Lunatics and one Keeper, the express incarnation of the 

' thing called a “gent.” A gentleman born; a gent manu- 
factured. A something with a scarf round its neck, and a 
slipshod speech issuing from behind the scarf; more de- 
praved, more foolish, more ignorant, more unable to believe 
in any noble or good thing of any kind, than the stupidest 
Bosjesman. The thing is but'a boy in years, and is addled 
with drink. To do its company justice, even its company 
is ashamed of it, as it drawls its slang criticisms on the 
representation, and inflames Mr. Goodchild with a burning 
ardour to fling it into the pit. . Its remarks are so horrible, 
that Mr. Goodchild, for the moment, even doubts whether
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that 7s a wholesome Art, which sets women apart on a 
high floor before such a thing as this, though as good as its. 
own sisters, or its own mother—whom Heaven forgive for 
bringing it into the world! But, the consideration that a 
low nature must make a low world of its own to live in, 
whatever the real materials, or it could no more exist than 
any of us could without the sense of touch, brings Mr. 
Goodchild to reason: the rather, because the thing soon 
drops its downy chin upon its scarf, and slobbers itself 
asleep. . 

F nday morning. Early fights. Gong-donkey, and cor- 
rect cards. Again, a great set towards the races, though 
not so great a set as on Wednesday. Much packing going 
on too, up-stairs at the gunsmith’s, the wax-chandler’s, and 
the serious stationer’s; for there will be a heavy drift of 
Lunaties and Keepers to London by the afternoon train. 
The course as pretty as ever; the great pin-cushion as like 
a-pin-cushion, but not nearly so full of pins; whole rows 
of pins wanting. On the great event of the day, both Lu- 
natics and Keepers become inspired with rage; and there is 
a violent scuffling, and a rushing at the losing jockey, and 
an emergence of the said jockey from a swaying and mena- 
cing crowd, protected by friends, and looking the worse for 
wear; which is a rough proceeding, though animating to 

see from a pleasant distance. After the great event, rills 
begin to flow from the pin-cushion towards the railroad; 

the rills swell into rivers; the rivers soon unite into a lake. 

The lake floats Mr. Goodchild into Doncaster, past the 

Itinerant personage in black, by the way-side telling him 

from the vantage ground of a legibly printed placard ona 

pole that for all these things the Lord will bring him to 

judgment. No turtle and venison ordinary this evening; 

that is allover. No Betting at the rooms; nothing there 

but the plants in pots, which have, all the week, been 

stood about the entry to give it an innocent appearance, 

and which have sorely sickened by this time. 

Saturday. Mr. Idle wishes to know at breakfast, what 

were those dreadful groanings in his bedroom doorway in 

the night? Mr. Goodchild answers, Nightmare. Mr. 

Tdle repels the calumny, and calls the waiter. The Angel 

ig very sorry—had intended to explain; but you see, gen- 

tlemen, there was a gentleman dined down-stairs with two 

more, and he had lost a deal of money, and he would drin 

26
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a deal of wine, and in the night he “took the horrors,” and 
- got up; and as his friends could do nothing with him he 

laid himself down and groaned at Mr. Idle’s door. “And 
he pip groan there,” Mr. Idle says; “and you will please 
to imagine me inside, ‘taking the horrors’ too!” 

So far, the picture of Doncaster on the occasion of its 
great sporting anniversary, offers probably a general repre- 
sentation of the social condition of the town, in the past as 
well as in the present time. The sole local phenomenon of 
the current year, which may beconsidered as entirely un- 
precedented in its way, and which certainly claims, on that 
account, some slight share of notice, consists in the actual 
existence of one remarkable individual, who is sojourning 
in Doncaster, and who, neither directly nor indirectly, has 
anything at all to do, in any capacity whatever, with the 
racing amusements of the week. Ranging throughout the 
entire crowd that fills the town, and including the inhab- 
itants as well as the visitors, nobody is to be found alto- 
gether disconnected with the business of the day, except- 
ing this one unparalleled man. He does not bet on the 
races, like the sporting men. He does not assist the races, 
like the jockeys, starters, judges, and grooms. He does 
not look on at the races, like Mr. Goodchild and his fellow- 
‘spectators. He does not profit by the races, like the hotel- 
keepers and the tradespeople. He does not minister to the 
necessities of the races, like the booth-keepers, the pos-- 
tilions, the waiters, and the hawkers of Lists. He does 
‘not assist the attractions of the races, like the actors at the 
‘theatre, the riders at the circus, or the posturers at the 
Poses Plastiques. Absolutely and literally, he is the only 
individual in Doncaster who stands by the brink of the 
‘full-flowing race-stream, and is not swept away by it in 
‘common with all the rest of his species. Who is this mod- 
ern hermit, this recluse of the St. Leger-Week, this in- 
serutably ungregarious being, who lives apart from the 
amusements and activities of his fellow-creatures? Surely, 
‘there is little difficulty in guessing that clearest and easiest 
of all riddles. Who could he be, but Mr. Thomas Idle? 

_ Thomas had suffered himself to be taken to Doncaster, 
Just as he would have suffered himself to be taken to any 
other place in the habitable globe which would guarantee 
chim the temporary possession of a comfortable sofa. to rest
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his ankle on. Once established at the hotel, with his leg 
on one cushion and his back against another, he formally 
declined taking the slightest interest in any circumstance 
whatever connected with the races, or with the people who 
were assembled to see them. Francis Goodchild, anxious 
that the hours should pass by his crippled travelling-com- 
panion as lightly as possible, suggested that his sofa should 
be moved to the window, and that he should amuse him- 
self by looking out ut the moving panorama of humanity, 
which the view from it of the principal street presented. 
Thomas, however, steadily declined profiting by the sug- 
gestion. : 

“The farther I am from the window,” he said, “the bet- - 
ter, brother Francis, I shall be pleased. I have nothing in 
common with the one prevalent idea of all those people 
who are passing in the street. Why should I care to look 
at them?” . 

“T hope I have nothing in common with the prevalent. 

idea of a great many of them, either,” answered Good- 

child, thinking of the sporting gentlemen whom he had 

met in the course of his wanderings about Doncaster. 

“But, surely, among all the people who are walking by 

the house, at this very moment, you may find ” ; 

“Not one living creature,” interposed Thomas, “who is 

not, in one way or another, interested in horses, and who 

is not, ina greater or less degree, an admirer of them. 

Now, I hold opinions in reference to these particular mem- 

bers of the quadruped creation, which may lay claim (as 

I believe) to the disastrous distinction of being unpar- 

taken by any other human being, civilised or savage, over 

the whole surface of the earth. Taking the horse as an 

animal in the abstract, Francis, I cordially despise him 

int of view.” 

er ceThomas” said Goodchild, “confinement to the house 

has begun to affect your biliary secretions. I shall go to 

the chemist’s and get you some physic.” ; . 

“J object,” continued Thomas, quietly possessing him~ 

self of his friend’s hat, which stood on a table near him, 

—*“T object, first, to the personal appearance of the horse. 

I protest against the conventional idea of beauty, as at- 

tached to that animal. I think his nose too long, his fore- 

head too low, and his legs (except in the case of _the carte 

horse) ridiculously thin by comparison with the size of his 
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body. Again, considering how big an animal he is, I ob- 
ject to the contemptible delicacy of his constitution. Is he 
not the sickliest creature in creation? . Does any child catch 
cold as easily as a horse? Does he not sprain his fetlock, 
for all his appearance of superior strength, as easily as I 
sprained my ankle! Furthermore, to take him from an- 
other point of view, what a helpless wretch he is! No fine 
lady requires more constant waiting-on than a horse. 
‘Other animals can make their own toilette: he must have 
agroom. You will tell me that this is because we want to 
make his coat artificially glossy. Glossy! Come home 
with me, and see my cat,—-my clever cat, who can groom 
herself! Look at your own dog! see how the intelligent 
creature curry-combs himself with his own honest teeth! 
Then, again, what a fool the horse is, what a poor, nervous 
fool! He will start ata piece of white paper in the road 
as if itwas a lion. His one idea, when he hears a noise 
that he is not accustomed to, is torun away from it. What 
‘do you say to those two common instances of the sense and 
courage of this absurdly overpraised animal? I might 
multiply them to two hundred, if I chose to exert my mind 
and waste my breath, which I never do. I prefer coming 
at once to my last charge against the horse, which is the 
most serious of all, because it affects his moral character. 
I accuse him boldly, in his capacity of servant to man, of 
slyness and treachery. I brand him publicly, no matter 
how mild he may look about the eyes, or-how sleek he may 
‘be about the coat, as a systematic betrayer, whenever he 
can get the chance, of the confidence reposed in him. 
What do you mean by laughing and shaking your head at 
me? 

“Oh, Thomas, Thomas!” said Goodchild. “You had 
better give me my hat; you had better let me get you that 
physic.” 

“T will let you get anything you like, including a com- 
“posing draught for yourself,” said Thomas, irritably allud- 
ing to his fellow-apprentice’s inexhaustible activity, “if 
you will only sit quiet for five minutes longer, and hear 
me out. I say again the horse is a betrayer of the confi- 
dence reposed in him; and that opinion, let me add, is 
drawn from my own personal experience, and is not based 
on any fanciful theory whatever. You shall have two in- 
stances, two overwhelming instances. Let me start the
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first of these by asking, what is the distinguishing quality 
which the Shetland Pony has arrogated to himself, and is 
still perpetually trumpeting through the world by means 
of popular report and books on Natural History? I see 
the answer in your face: it is the quality of being Sure- 
Footed. He professes to have other virtues, such as hard- 
iness and strength, which you may discover on trial; but the 
one thing which he insists on your believing, when you get 
on his back, is that he may be safely depended on not to 
tumble down with you. Very good. Some years ago, I 
was in Shetland with a party of friends. They insisted on 
taking me with them to the top of a precipice that over- 
hung the sea. It was a great distance off, but they all de- 
termined to walk to it except me. I was wiser then than 
I was with you at Carrock, and I determined to be carried 
to the precipice. There was no carriage road in the island, 
and nobody offered (in consequence, as I suppose, of the 
imperfectly-civilised state of the country) to bring me a 
sedan-chair, which is naturally what I should have liked 
best. A Shetland pony was produced instead. J remem- 
bered my Natural History, I recalled popular report, and 
I got on the little beast’s back, as any other man would 
have done in my position, placing implicit confidence in the 
sureness of his feet. And how did he repay that confi-. 

dence? Brother Francis, carry your mind on from morning: 

to noon. Picture to yourself a howling wilderness of grass: 

and bog, bounded by low stony hills. Pick out one particu-. 

lar spot in that imaginary scene, and sketch me in it, with 

outstretched arms, curved back, and heels in the air, 

plunging headforemost into a black patch of water and. 

mud. Place just behind me the legs, the body, and the: 

head of a sure-footed Shetland pony, all stretched flat on 

the ground, and you will have produced an accurate repre-. 

sentation of a very lamentable fact. And the moral device,. 

Francis, of this picture will be to testify that when gen- 

tlemen put confidence in the legs of Shetland ponies, they 

will find to their cost that they are leaning on nothing but: 

broken reeds. ‘There is my first instance—and what have: 

say to that?” oo 

7 Bething, but that I want my hat,” answered Goodchild, : 

starting up and walking restlessly about the room. 

“You shall have it in a minute, rejoined Thomas.: 

“My second instance”—(Goodchild groaned, and sat dowm 

26*
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again then)“ My second instance is more- appropriate to. 
the present time and place, for it refers to a race-horse. 
Iwo years ago an excellent friend of mine, who was desir- 
ous of prevailing on me to take regular exercise, and who 
was well enough acquainted with the weakness of my legs 
to expect no very active compliance with his wishes on 
their part, offered to make me a present of one of his 
horses. _ Hearing that the animal in question had started 
in life on the turf, I declined accepting the gift with many 
thanks; adding, by way of explanation, that I looked on a 
race-horse as a kind of embodied hurricane, upon which no 
sane man of my character and habits could be expected to 
seat himself. My friend replied that, however appropriate 
my metaphor might be as applied to race-horses in general, 
it was singularly unsuitable as applied to the particular 
horse which he proposed to give me. From a foal upwards 
this remarkable animal had been the idlest and most slug- 
gish of his race. Whatever capacities for speed he might 
possess he had kept so strictly to himself, that no‘amount 
of training had ever brought them out. He had been found 
hopelessly slow as a racer, and hopelessly lazy as a hunter, 
and was fit for nothing but a quiet, easy life of it with an 
old gentleman or an invalid. When I heard this account 
of the horse, I don’t mind confessing that my heart warmed 
to him. - Visions of Thomas Idle ambling serenely on the 
back of a steed as lazy as himself, presenting to a restless 
world the soothing and composite spectacle of a kind of. 
sluggardly Centaur, too peaceable in his habits to alarm 
anybody, swam attractively before my eyes. I went to 
look at the horse in the stable. Nice fellow! he was fast 
asleep with a kitten on his back. “I saw him taken out for 
an airing by the groom. If he had had trousers on his legs 
I should not have known them from my own, so deliber- 
ately were they lifted up, so gently were they put down, so 
slowly, did they get over the ground. . From that moment I 
gratefully accepted my friend’s offer. I went home; the 
horse followed me—by a slow train. Oh, Francis, how de- 
voutly I believed in that horse! how carefully I looked 
after all his little comforts! I-had never gone the length 
of hiring a man-servant to wait on myself; but I went to 
the expense of hiring one to wait upon him. If I thought 
a little of myself when I bought the softest saddle that 
could be had for money, I thought also of my horse-
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When the man at the shop afterwards offered me spurs 
and awhip, I turned from him with horror. When I 
sallied out for my first ride, I went purposely unarmed 
with the means of hurrying my steed. He proceeded at 
his own pace every step of the way; and when he stopped, 
at last, and blew out both his sides with a heavy sigh, and 
turned his sleepy head and looked’ behind him, I took him 
home again, as I might take home an artless child who said. 
to me, ‘If you please, sir, I am tired.’ For a week this 
complete harmony between me and my horse lasted undis- 

_ turbed. At the end of that time, when he had made quite 

sure of my friendly confidence in his laziness, when he had 
thoroughly acquainted himself with all the little weak- 
nesses of my seat (and their name is Legion), the smoul- 

dering treachery and ingratitude of the equine nature 

blazed out in an instant. Without the slightest provoca-, 

tion from me, with nothing passing him at the time but a 

pony-chaise driven by an old lady, he started in one in- 

stant from a state of sluggish depression to a state of fran- 

tie high spirits. He kicked, he plunged, he shied, he 

pranced, he capered fearfully. I saton him as long as I 

could, and when I could sit no longer, I fell off. No,. — 

Francis! this is not a circumstance to be laughed at, but to 

be wept over. What would be said of.a Man who had re- 

quited my. kindness in that way?. Range over all the rest 

of the animal creation, and where will you find me an in- 

stance of treachery so black as this? The cow that kicks 

down the milking-pail may have some reason for it; sho, 

may think herself taxed too heavily to contribute to the 

dilution of human tea and. the greasing of human bread. 

The tiger who springs out on me unawares has the excuse 

of being hungry at the time, to say nothing of the further 

justification of being a total stranger tome. The very flea 

who surprises me in my sleep may, defend his act of assas- 

sination on the ground that I, in my turn, am always ready. 

to murder him when Iam awake. I defy the whole body. 

of Natural Historians to move me, logically, off the ground 

that I have taken in regard to the horse. Receive back 

your hat, brother Francis, and go to the chemist’s, if you 

please; for I have now done. Ask me to take anything 

you like, except an interest in the Doncaster races. Ask 

me to look at anything you, like, except an assemblage of 

people all animated by feelings of a friendly and admiring
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nature towards the horse. You are a remarkably well-in- 
formed man, and you have heard of hermits. Look upon 
me as a member of that ancient fraternity, and you will 
sensibly add to the: many obligations which Thomas Idle 
is proud to owe to Francis Goodchild.” 

Here, fatigued by the effort of excessive talking, dispu- 
tatious Thomas waved one hand languidly, laid his head 
back on the sofa-pillow, and calmly closed his eyes. 

Ata later period, Mr. Goodchild assailed his travelling 
companion boldly from the impregnable fortress of common 
sense. But Thomas, though tamed in body by drastic dis- 
cipline, was still as mentally unapproachable as ever on 
the subject of his favourite delusion. 

The view from the window after Saturday’s breakfast is 
altogether changed. The tradesmen’s families have all 
come back again. The serious stationer’s young woman of 
all work is shaking a duster out of the window of the com- 
bination breakfast-room; a child is playing with a doll, 
where Mr. Thurtell’s hair was brushed; a sanitary scrub- 
bing is in progress on the spot where Mr. Palmer’s braces 
were put on. No signs of the Races are in the streets, but 
the tramps and the tumble-down carts and trucks laden 
with drinking-forms and tables and remnants of booths, 
that are making their way out of the town as fast as they’ 
can. The Angel, which has been cleared for action all the 
week, already begins restoring every neat and comfortable 
article of furniture to its own: neat and comfortable place. 
The Angel’s daughters (pleasanter angels Mr. Idle and 
Mr. Goodchild never saw, nor more quietly expert in their 
business, nor more superior to the common vice of being 
above it), have a little time to rest, and to air their cheer- 
ful faces among the flowers in the yard. It is market-day. 
The market looks unusually natural, comfortable, and 
wholesome; the market-people too. The town seems quite 
restored, when, hark! a metallic bray—The Gong-donkey! 

The wretched animal has not cleared off with the rest, 
but is here, under the window. How much more incon- 
ceivably drunk now, how much more begrimed of paw, how 
much more tight of calico hide, how much more stained 
and daubed and dirty and ‘dunghilly, from his horrible 
broom to his tender toes, who shall say! He cannot even 
shake the bray out of himself now, without laying his
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cheek so near to the mud of the street, that he pitches over 
after delivering it. Now, prone in the mud, and now back- 
ing himself up against shop-windows, the owners of which 
come out in terror to remove him; now, in the drinking- 
shop, and now in the tobacconist’s, where he goes to buy 
tobacco, and makes his way into the parlour, and where he 
gets a cigar, which in half-a-minute he forgets to smoke; 
now dancing, now dozing, now cursing, and now compli- 
menting My Lord, the Colonel, the Noble Captain, and 
Your Honourable Worship, the Gong-donkey kicks up his 
heels, occasionally braying, until suddenly, he beholds 
the dearest friend he has in the world coming down the 
street. 

The dearest friend the Gong-donkey has in the world, is 
a sort of Jackal, in a dull mangy black hide, of such small 
pieces that it looks as if it were made of blacking bottles 
turned inside out and cobbled together. The dearest friend 
in the world (inconceivably drunk too) advances at the 
Gong-donkey, with a hand on each thigh, in a series of 
humorous springs and stops, wagging his head as he 
comes. The Gong-donkey regarding him with attention 
and with the warmest affection, suddenly perceives that 
he is the greatest enemy he has in the world, and hits him 
hard in the countenance. The astonished Jackal closes 
with the Donkey, and they roll over and over in the mud, 
pummelling one another. A Police Inspector, supernatu- 
rally endowed with patience, who has long been looking on 
from the Guildhall-steps, says, to a myrmidon, “ Lock ’em 
up! Bring ’em in!” 

Appropriate finish to the Grand Race-Week. The Gong- 
donkey, captive and last trace of it, conveyed into limbo, 
where they cannot do better than keep him until next 

Race-Week. The Jackal is wanted too, and is much 

looked for, over the way and up anddown. But, having 

had the good-fortune to be undermost at the time of the 

re, he has vanished into air. 
“On Saturday afternoon, Mr. Goodchild walks out and 

looks at the Course. It is quite deserted; heaps of broken 

crockery and bottles are raised to its memory; and correct 

cards and other fragments of paper are blowing about it, 

as the regulation little paper-books, carried by the French 

soldiers in their breasts, were seen, soon after the battle 

was fought, blowing idly about the plains of Waterloo.
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Where will these present idle leaves be. blown by the 
idle winds, and where will the last of them be one day lost 
and forgotten? An idle question, and an idle thought; 
and with it Mr. Idle fitly makes his bow, and Mr. Good- 
child his, and thus ends the Lazy Tour of Two Idle Ap- 
prentices. 
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